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INTRODUCTION
This is the fifth volume in the seflies of Yearbooks of the United Nations
Commission on 1ntemational Trade Law (UNCITRAL).l The fourth volume
covered the period from May 1972 to the eII1d of the Commission's sixth session
in April 1973. The present volume covel'S the period from May 1973 to the eII1d
of the UllJited Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in the International
Sale of Goods in June 1974.
The present volume cOlllS.i.sts of three parts. Part one completes the presentation of documents relating to the Commission's repol"t on the work of its sixth
session by including material, such as that conceming -action by the General
Assembly, which was not available when the mllll1uscript of the fourth volume
was prepared. Part one 'also includes the Comrni'SSiion's repo11t on the work of its
seventh session, held in New York in May 1974.
Part two reproduces documents considered by the Commission at its seventh
session. These documents include reports of the Commission's three working
groups dealing respectively with international sale of goods, international negotiable
instruments and international legislation on shipping, as well as comments and
proposals by Governments and reports of the Secretary-General.
Part three contaim as annexes the Final Aot of ,the UniJted Nations Conference
on Prescription (Limitation) in the International Sale of Goods which met at
United Nations Headqua:rters in New York, from 20 May to 15 June 1974, and
the text of the Convention on the Limitation Period lin the International Sale of
Goods which was adopted by the Conference. Also included in part three are a
compilation of bibliographical materials supplied by members of the Commission,
a bibliography of recent writings related to the Commission's work, prepared by
the Secretariat, ,and a check list of UNCITRAL documents.
1 Yearbook of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (hereunder
referred to as UNCITRAL Yearbook), Volume I: 1968-1970 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.71.V.l); Volume II: 1971 (United Nations publioation, Sales No. E.72.V.4);
Volume Ill: 1972 (United NllJtions publication, Sales No. E.73'.V.6) and Volume IV: 1973
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.74.V.3).
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I. THE SIXTH SESSION (1973); COMMENTS AND ACTION
WITH RESPECT TO THE COMMISSION'S REPORT
A. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD): extract from the report of the
Trade and Development Board (26 October 1972-11 September 1973) *
K.

Particular problems in the field of trade and development: Progressive development of the law
of international trade-sixth annual report of the
United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law (Agenda item 10)

herence to the 1958 United Nations Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards;90 and supported the work being undertaken
on international legislation on shipping.
557. The representative of another developing
country, speaking 0Il1 behalf of the African countries
members of the Group of Seventy-seven, pointed out
thrut, although in paragraph 85 of the Commission's
report it was stated that rthe decision on mternational
commercial arbitratioo had been adopted unanimously,
there was a reference in the followmg paragraph to
reservations expressed by some representatives regarding paragraph 2 of rthat decision. It was the view of
the African Group, therefore, that there had not been
a consensus in the Commission. The representatives of
African countries memoors of the Commission had
expressed reservations regarding pamgraph 2 of the
decision because they considered that, by inviting the
Economic Commission for Europe to draw the attention
of States to the European Coovention on International
Commercial Arbitrrution of 21 April 1961, UNCITRAL
was encouraging the promotion of unification of
regional trade Law as opposed to international trade
law. While the African countries considered that the
1961 European Coovention was iIIl irtself an excellent
arbitration instrument, in their view it reflected the
opinion of only part of the internatiooal community
and its provisdons mighrt not be applicable to other
re~ions. They therefore maintained their reservations
on that decision and proposed that the Convention
should be submitted to the other regionllli1 economic
commissions for their consideration before it could be
adopted as an international legal instrument.
Action by the Board
558. At the same meeting, the Board took note,
with appreciation, of the report of UNClTRAL 00 the
work of its sixth session ,and drew the rattentionof the
General Assembly to the observations made thereon
by representatives who took part in the discussion on
this item.

554. The Board considered ,this item at its
374th mooting on 30 August 1973. The Board had
before it the report of the United Nations Commission
on lintematiooal Trade Law (UNCITRAL) on the
work of its sixth Se6sion. 89
555. The representative of one developed market
economy courutry no1Jed with satisfaction the report of
UNCITRAL on its sixth ses'sion and expressed appreciation for the Commission's constructive work in the
important field of intet11JationaJ trade law.
556. The representative of one developing country said that, since in countJries such as his the promotion of economic growth with social justice implied. the
induction of large numbers of new entrepreneurs mto
the economic system, the codification, simplification
and harmonization of international trade law were particularly important for developing countries because this
would facilitate the assimilation of new and relatively
inexperienced traders into the international trading system. Regarding the methods of work of the Commission,
he supported the Commission's decision to concentrate
on four questions of priority interest; commended the
Commission's approach of adopting decisions by consensus; and endorsed the establishment of small working groups to deal with specific topics while suggesting
that these working groups should submit only progress
reports to the Commissio,!. Referring to the f?ur pr~ority
questions, he stressed the importance of draftmg uOlform
generaJ conditions of sale IlliIld standard contracts
applioable to trade in a wide range of commodities;
of d[:aftinga uniform law for instruments used in
effecting international payments; urged increased ad-

* Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 15 (A/9015/Rev.l).
.
89 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017).
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INTRODUCTION

1. At its 2123rd plen,ary meeting, on 21 September
1973, the Geneml Assembly included the item entitled
"Report of the United Nations Commission on Internamioo,al Trade Law on the work of its sixth sessdon"l
as item 92 in the agenda of its twooty-eighth session,
and aLlocated it to the Sixth Committee for consideration and report.
2. The Sixth Committee considered this item at its
1425th to 1430th meetings, from 29 October to 6 November 1973, at its 1438th :and 1440th meetings, on
14 and 16 November 1973, and at its 1445th to 1448th
meetings, from 23 to 27 November 1973.
3. At the 1425th meetiJllg of the Sixth Committee,
on 29 October 1973, Mr. Laszlo R6czei (Hungary),
Vice-Chairman of the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law at its sixth se8'sion, introduced
the Commission's report on the work of that session. 2
The Sixth Committee also had befor,e it a note by the
Secretary-Genel1al (A/C.6/L.901), setting forth the
comments on the Commis~ion's report by the Trade
and Development Board of the United Nations Conferenoe on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
4. At the 1456th meeting, on 6 Deoember, the
Rapporteur of the Sixth Committee roised the question
whether the Committee wished to include in its report
to the Geneval Assembly ,a summary of the views expressed during the debate on agenda item 92. After
re£el1fing to parograph (f) of the annex to General
Assembly resolution 2292 (XXII) of 8 December
1967, the RappOIteur informed the Committee of the
financial implioations. of the question. At the same
meeting, the Committee decided that, in view of the
nature of the subject-matter, the report on agenda
item 92 should include la s'Ultllmary ofth,e main trends
of opiruion expressed during the debate.
1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017); UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A.
2 This presentation was pursuant to a decision by the Sixth
Committee at its 1096th meeting, on 13 December 1968 (see
Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-third Session,
Annexes, agenda item 88, document A17408, para. 3;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part two, I, B, 2).
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PROPOSAL

5. At the 1438th meeting, on 14 November 1973,
the representative of Ghana intr"oduced a draft resolution sponsored by Afghanistan, Camel1oon, Czechoslovakia, Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana,
Greece, Guyana, Hungary and Kenya (A/C.6/L.952),
which read as follows:

"The General Assembly,
"Having considered the ,report of the Un~ted.
Nations Commis,sion on Inrema1:Jional Trade Law on
the work of dts sixth session,s
"Recalling its resolution 2205 (XXI) of 17 December 1966 establishing the United Nations CommQssio~ on International Trade Law ood defining
the obJect and terms of reference of the Commission,
"Further recalling d1ts Tesolutions 2421 (XXIII)
of 18 Deoember 1968, 2502 (XXIV) of 12 November 1969, 2635 (XXV) of 12 November 1970,
2766 (XXVI) of 17 November 1971 and 2928
(XXVII) of 28 November 1972 concerning the
reports of the United Nations Commission on InternatiOl1lal Trade Law on the work of its first second
third, fourth and fifth se8'sdons,
"
"Reaffirming its conviction that the progressive
harmonization and unification of international trade
law,
reducing or removing legal obstacles to the
flow of international trade, especially those affecting the developing coul1Jtrues, would significantly contribute to uruiversal economic co-operation among
aLl States on a basis of equality and il:o the elimination
of discrimination in international trade and, thereby,
to the well-being of all peoples,

rn

"Being convinced that wider participation of States
in the work of the United Nations Commission on
International· Trade Law would further th~ progress
of the Commission's work,
"Bearing in mind thalt the Trade and Development Board at its thirteenth session took note with
3 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part one, III,A.

Part One. Sixth session (1973)

appreciation of the report of the Undted Nations
Commission on International Trade Law,4
"1. Takes note with appreciation of the report
of the United Nations Commission on Intematiooal
Trade Law on the work of its sixth session;
"2. Commends the United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law for the progress made
in its work and for its efforts to enhance the efficiency
of its working methods;
"3. Requests the Undted Nations Commission on
IntemationaJ. Tl1ade Law, whenever the Commissioo
considers it appropriate, to incorporate the reports
or summaries of the reports of its Working Groups
in the reports on the work of its future sessions;
"4. Notes with satis/action the decision of the
United Nations Commission 0Ill International Trade
Law, to organize, in connexion with the eighth session
of the Commission, an international symposium on
the role of UIlJiveI'Sities ,and research centres in the
teaching, diS'seminatIiOill and wider appreciation of
international trade law,and to seek voluntary contribUJtions from GoVerrmn.eDits, international organizations and foundations to cover the cost of travel
aIlld subsistence of participants from developing
countries;
"5. Invites States which have not ratified or acceded to the Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arrbitml Awards of 1958
to consider the possibility of adhering thereto;
"6. Recommends that the United NatiOills Commission on Intematiooal Tl1ade Law shouJd:
"(a) Continue in its work to pay s.pecial attention
to the topics to whi~h it has decided to ~ive priC?rity,
that is the imernatlonal sroe of goods, mternatlonal
paym~nts, international commercial arbitration and
intemational legislation on shippilllg;
"( b) Accelerate its work on training and asg,i~tance ·in the field of inJtemational trade law, WIth
special .re~ard to the promo~ion :~ tea,;hing. of
international trade law at ulllversitles, taklrng mto
accoUillt the special interests of ,the developing
countries;
"(c) Contiriue to collaborate with in~at,ional
organizations active in the field of internatIonal trade
law;
"(d) Continue to give special COIllsidemtion to
the interests of developing countvies and to bear. in
mind the special problems of land-locked countnes;
"(e) Keep its programme of work and wor~g
methods urnder review with the aim of increasmg
the effectiveness of its work;
"7. Invites the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law to consider ,the advisability
of preparilllg uniform rules on the c~vil Uability .of
producers for. damage .ca';lsed by. theIr product~ ll,!,ternded fo'1' or Involved m mternatIOnal sale or dlStrlbution, taking into account th~ feasibility 'and .most
appropriate time therefor in VIew of the other Items
on its programme of work;
4 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 15 (A/9015/Rev.l), para. 558; see
above, section A.

5

"8. Decides to increase the membership of the
United Naltions Commission on Intemational Trade
Law flfOm 29 to 35 in accordance with the following rules:
"(a) The six additional memool1s of the Commission shaM be elected by the General Assembly
for a term of six years, except as provided in subparagraph 8 (c) of this resolution;
"( b) In electing the additional members, the
Assembly shall observe the following distribution of
seats: "(1')
Two from African States;
"(ii) One from Asian States;
"(iii) One from Eastern European States;
"(iv) One from Latin American States;
"(v) One from Western European and other
States;
"Cc) Of the additional members el~cted at ~he
first election, to be held at the twenty-eIghth seSSIOn
of the General Assembly, the terms of three members shall expire at the end of three years. The President of the General Assembly shall select these
members by selecting one member elected fro~ the
African States and two members from other regIOns,
by drawing lots;
"Cd) The additional members elected at the first
election shall take office on 1 January 1974;
"(e) The provisions of paragraphs 3 to 5 C?f
resolution 2205 (XXI) shall also apply to the addltional members;
"9. Requests the Secretary-General to forward
to the United Nations Comlnission on International
Trade Law the records of the discussions at the
twenty-eighth session of the General Assembly on
the Commission's report on the work of its sixth
session."
6. At the same meeting, the representative of Argentina proposed an oral amendment to the draft resolution. The amendment read as follows:
",Insert after paragraph 6" subparagraph (a), of
the draft resolution the following additional subparagraph:
'( b) Continue to consider the legal problems
presented by different kinds of multinational
enterprises in accordance with the decision thereon
adopted by the Comlnission at its sixth session',
and renumber the subparagraphs of paragraph 6
accordingly."
7. At the 1440th meeting, on 16 November, the
representative of Ghana introduced a revi~ed draft resolution sponsored by the same countnes (A/C.6/
L.952/Rev.l), which included the amendment proposed by the representative of Argentina.
8. At the same meeting, the representative of
Kuwait proposed an oral amendment to the draft resolution. The amendment read as follows:
"Modify paragraph 8 of the draft resolution to read
as follows:
'Decides to increase the membership of the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law
from 29 to 36 in accordance with the following
rules:

6
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'(a) The seven additional members of the Commission shaH be elected by the General Assembly
for a term of six. years, except as provided in subparagraph (c) below;
'(b) In electing the additional members, the
Assembly shall observe the following distribution of
seats:
'(i) Two from African States;
'(ii) Two from Asian States;
'(iii) One from Eastern European States;
~(iv) One from Latin American States;
'(v) One from Western European and other
States;
,(c) Of the additional members elected at the
first electioll" to 'be held at the twenty-eighth session
of the General Assembly, the terms of three members shall expire at the end of three years. The President of the General Assembly shall select these members by selecting one member from those elected
from African States, one member from those elected
from Asian States, and one member from those
elected from other regions, by drawing lots;
'(d) The additional members elected at the first
election shall take office on 1 January 1974;
'(e) The provisions of paragraphs 3 to 5 of resolution 2205 (XXI) shall also apply to the additional
members;'."

III.

DEBATE

9. The main trends of opinions expressed in the
Sixth Committee are summarized in sections A to J
below. Sections A and B deal with general observations
on the role and functions of the Commission and its
working methods. The succeeding sections, relating to
specific topics discussed at the sixth session of the
Commission, are set out under the following headings:
International sale of goods (section C), international
payments (section D), international legislation on shipping (section E), international commercial arbitration
(section F), training and assistance in the field of international trade law (section G), multinational enterprises (section H), establishment of a union for jus
commune in matters of international trade (section I).
and future work (section 1).
A. General observations
10. Many representatives stressed the importance
of the Commission's work in that the establishment of
effective uniform rules governing international trade
would promote the development of equitable commercial and economic relations between developed and
developing countries and between countries with different social and economic systems. In this connexion,
it was stated that conditions were now ripe for a sharp
upward trend in international trade and a wider application of the international division of labour, and that
consequently consideration should be given to the future
orientation of the Commission's work. On the other
hand, it was also stated that the Commission should
continue to focus on the harmonization and unification
of the legal issues that arise in international trade and
should avoid the broader problems that may arise from
international trade relations.

111. Most representatives commended the Commission on the work it had accomplished during its first
six years. It was observed that the Commission's work
was of great complexity;, owing to the fact tbat unification had to take into account botb the different legal
and economic systems of the world and current international trade practices.
12. Representatives of developing countries stated
that it was essential for the Commission to promote
international trade through laws that reflected the need
of these countries for a fair and equitable share in the
benefits from such trade.

B. Working methods of the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law
13. Most representatives commended the Commission on the working methods it had developed. Special
reference was made to the preparatory work carried
out by the Commission's secretariat, where appropriate
in consultation with interested international organizations and commercial institutions, and to the use of
working groups in which the expertise of representatives of the Commission was effectively utilized.
14. Some representatives expressed concern at the
rate of progress in the Commission's work and were
of the opinion that the Commission should re-examine
its programme of work and working methods.
15. With regard to the Commission's programme
of work, it was suggested that the Commission should
decide on an order of priority for the items at present
on its agenda, intensify work on a few subjects and
perhaps set target dates for their completion. Several
representatives considered that the Commission should
not be asked to embark on any new work for the time
being. The view was also expressed that, by reason of
the importance of establishing uniform rules for international trade, the Commission should be encouraged
to deal with more subjects than were currently included
in its work programme.
16. With regard to the Commission's working
methods, it was stated that it was essential that the
Commission seek, whenever possible, the assistance
of experts drawn from trade and banking circles so as
to ensure that the provisions of uniform laws would
reflect international trade practice. Some representatives expressed the view that, in order to reach more
rapid results, working groups should be authorized to
hold longer sessions or should appoint small preparatory committees, representative of the different legal
and economic systems, which would prepare draft
texts and commentaries and present these to working
groups.
17. One representative raised the question of the
relationship between the Commission and its secretariat, and stated that the Commission should avoid
its current practice of requesting the secretarait to do
work which fell within the framework of the terms of
reference of the Commission itself. Other representatives, however, considered that the Commission's secretariat had played an indispensable role in the Commission's work and performed a valuable service in
preparing reports and draft texts for the Commission's
consideration.

Part One. Sixth session (1973)

18. Several representatives commented with approval on the Commission's decision and practice to
proceed" where possible, by consensus. It was stated
that consistent application of that principle would go
a 10Dg way towards ensuring the successful outcome of
the Commission's legislative work. One representative
expressed the view that the principle of consensus,
should be abandoned; it was a not entirely necessalfY
method of work and consensus in the ComJlJriission,
with its relatively !limited membership, did not necessarily imply universal consensus. In this connexion,
it was also stated that the Commission could accelerate
its work considerably if it were to present alternative
texts instead of texts in regard to which consensus
had laboriously been reached.
19. Some representatives, noting that the main
burden of the Commission's work had shifted to working groups, suggested that an increase in the number of
States represented on the Commission would facilitate
the establishment and composition of working groups
and thus the completion of the Commission's work.
20. There was general agreement that it was for
the Commission itself to review its work programme
and working methods.
C. International sale of goods
21. Many representatives stressed the urgent need
for unification of the rules governing the internationai
sale of goods, and expressed the hope that the consideration the Commission was giving to the Hague
Conventions of 1964 relating to a Uniform Law on
the International Sale of Goods (ULIS) and to a
Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts for the
ilnternational Sale of Goods would make it possible for
a large number of States to accept a revised text.
Several representatives noted with satisfaction that the
Working Group on the International Sale of Goods
had made considerable progress in its work by completing the revision of chapter III of ULIS, providing
for the obligations of the seller. In this connexion" it
was stated that the Working Group should take into
account the interest of all countries and make the new
texts sufficiently flexible and simple for practical use.
22. Several representatives stated that the Commission's work on general conditions of sale and standard
contracts would contribute to the further legal regulation and simplification of international trade relations.
The view was expressed that this work should be
co-ordinated with the uniform rules governing prescription (limitation) in the field of international sale of
goods so as to avoid legal loop-holes and contradictions.
23. Representatives noted with satisfaction the intended establishment of a group of experts, drawn from
regional economic commissions, trade organizations and
chambers of commerce, to be consulted on the preparation of a final draft of general conditions of sale.
It was stated that the Commission's work on this
subject was particulalJly important since the general
conditions of sale prepared under the auspices of the
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) did not
seem appropriate for trade between States having different socio-economic systems. The view was expressed
that the work should· be directed towards general
conditions· that would be of broader application than
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those prepared by .the ECE and would embrace the
widest possible scope of commodities. However, the
view was also expressed that general conditions of the
kind which. theECE had drawn up for particular comm(i)dities; were likely to prove better suited to the needs
of specific trades.

D. International payments
24. Many representatives reiterated t1lI.eit support
for the Commission's decision to prepare uniform rules
applicable to a special negotiable instrument fo1'" optional use in international transactions. They noted with
appreciation the satisfactory co-operative relations
established with various international organizations and
banking and trade institutions and emphasized the
importance of close collaboration by the Working
Group on International Negotiable Instruments with
these organizations and institutions.
25. Some representatives expressed doubts about
the need for establishing new uniform rules applicable
to a special negotiable instrument for international
payments. It was stated that the banking profession
had organized itself quite adequately and that there
was thus no pressing need for such rules.
26. Some representatives stressed the importance
of the ~egal terminology and concepts used in the draft
Uniform Law on International BHls of Exchange and
International Promissory Notes and the need to maintain a just equiHbrium hetween the principal systems
of law in the final text.
27. As regards the question whether it would be desirable to prepare uniform rules applicable to international cheques, many representatives noted with approval
the decision of the Working Group on International
Negotiable Instruments, endorsed by the Commission,
to request the Secretary-General to make inquiries regarding the use of cheques for making and receiving
international payments and to examine the problems
presented, under current commercial practice, by divergencies between the rules of the principal legal systems.
28. Some representatives expressed the view that
the role of cheques in international payments was such
as to warrant the preparation ofa uniform law on
international cheques. Other representatives were of the
opinion that cheques were of marginal importance in
international payments, and therefore should not form
the subject of new uniform rules.
29. With respect to bankers' commercial credits,
several representatives referred to the importance of
the revision of the "Uniform Customs and Practice
for Documentary Credits", at present being undertaken
by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).
The hope was expressed that, in its work of revision,
ICC would also take account of the views of the governments and banking and trade institutions of countries
not represented in ICC. One representative stated that
it was regrettable that ICC was not making very rapid
progress in its work and was not fully carrying out the
Commission's recommendations. Another representative
suggested that the Commission should consider the
desirability of unifying the legal regulations g6veming
documentary credits which were subject to special laws
in only a few countries.
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30. One representative suggested that the Commission should in due course examine the degree of the
intervention of banks in international trade with a view
to drafting a uniform law on various aspects of banking
activities.

31.

E. Internationallegisation on shipping
All representatives who took the floor com-

mended the Commission on its work on the responsibility of ocean carriers under bills of lading. The
view was expressed that the results achieved by the
Working Group on [nternational Legislation on Shipping represented a well-balanced compromise between
the different interests engaged in maritime trade. It was
also stated that the establishing of uniform rules governing the carriage of goods under bills of lading was
particularly important for countries that had few or
no merchant ships. Several representatives urged that
the Commission should give priority to its work on
this topic.
32. Some representatives considered that, in order
to ensure the widest possible adherence to the rules
to be established, it would be better to prepare a new
convellJtion than to add a further Protocol amending the
Brussels Convoobion for .the Unification of Certain
Rules relating to Bills of Lading of 1924 and the
Brussels Protocol of 1968. One representative expressed the opinion that the Commission itself should
not draft :a new Convootion to replace the 1924 Brussels Convention.
33. One repreSOOlJative expressed the view that it
appeared to be desirable to co-ordinate the rules of
the conventions on the transport of goods by the various means of transport.

F. International commercial arbitration
34. Many representatives welcomed the decision
of the Commission to commence work on a draft set
of arbitration rules for optional use in ad hoc arbitration
relating to international trade. One representative, however, stalted that there were now sufficient instruments
on the subject. The view was expressed that it was important to secure, by way of legislation, the freedom of
the parties and of the arbitration tribunal to decide
on matters of procedure. It was suggested that the
Commission, in prepa;ring arbitration rules, should take
into consider:ation the Convention on the settiemoot by
arbitration of disputes resulting from economic, scientific and technical co-operation signed by the member
States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
in 1972.
35. All reporesenJtatives who spoke on, the subject
supported the Commission's recommendation that the
General Assembly invite States which have not ratified, or acceded to, the Convention on ,the Recognition
and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958
to adhere thereto.
36. Several representatives noted with approval the
Commission's invitation to the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe to draw the attention of
States eligible to 'accede to it to the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration of 1961.
. One representative expressed the "iew that the Agreement of 1962 relating to Application of the European

Convention on Intel1IlJllJtional Commercial Arbitration
should have been included in that invitation. Some
representatives reserved their position on the question
wh~ther. it wa~proper f~r the Commission to promote
ratlficatlon of, or acoesslon to, conventions that were
essentially of a regional character. In this connexion
it was stated that it might be more appropriate to in~
vite the Economic Commission for Europe to consult
with other regional economic commissions and to solicit
their views with respect to the further harmonization
and unifioation of the law relating to commercial arbitration.
37. S?me representat~ves.were of ~e opinion that
co-operatIon 'among arbltratlOn orgamzations should
be left to these organizations themselves, and that the
Commission should neither promote nor sponsor the
establishment of an int,ernation'al organimtion of commercial arbitration.
38. Some representatives supported land others expressed doubts about the proposal, set forth in the final
report of the Commission's Special Rapporteur, that the
Commission should publish a compilation of arbitral
awards relating to international trade.
G.

Training and assistance in the field
of international trade law

39. Representatives who took the floor on the
subject welcomed the Commission's decision to request
the Secretary-Genev<lJl to accelerate and intens,ify the
activities relating to the progl1amme of training and
assistanoe in the field of international trade law, with
special regard to the needs of developing countries.
They particularly welcomed 'the request for the organization of an interoatiooal symposium on the role of
universities and research centres in that field in connexion with the Commission's eighth session in 1975.
It was stated that the training of specialized personnel
was of particu1ar importance for developing countries
and thrut the implementation of ,a comprehensive programme would assist these countries to remove one of
the most serious deficiencies in the field of international
trade.
40. The view was e~pressed that the Commission
also should give serious cons,ideration to the production
of teaching materials in international trade law, the
incIus,ion of international trade law in university curricula, encouraging the establishment of fellowships
for nationals of developing countries, and the organization of semin1ars.
41. Many representatives emphasized that it was
important for the Commission to work in close cooperation with other organJizations, particularly the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), the United Nations Institute for Training
and Research (UNITAR)and the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO).
42. Several representatives expressed their appreciation to those Governments which had made voluntary contributions for the implementation of the Commission's programme of training and assistance. The
hope was expressed that other Governments would
follow suit. It was suggested, in this connexion, that the
problem of subsidizing travel eXpett1ses and subsistence
allowances of nationals of developing countries attend-
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ing international symposia or seminars could be minimized if some of the symposia or seminars were held
in developing countries.

H.

Multinational enterprises
43. Note was 1Jaken of the preparation by the
SeoretJary-Oeneral of a questionnaire designed to ob~ain
information on legal problems presented by multmational enterprises. Several representatives stated that the
questioonaire was under oareful considemtion by the
competent authorities in their countries. The view was
expres'sed that the information so obtained would not
be of much use, UI11til the studies undertaken by
UNCTAD, the Economic and Social Council and the
International Labour Organisation were sufficiently
advanced and until the general problems pr-esented by
multinational enterprises were defined.
44. Some l'epresentatives stated that the probl~ms
arising from the operation of muJtina!ional enterp1"lS~
arose not so much in the legal as m the econotnlc
sphere. In this connexion, it was emphasized that the
work of the Commi:ssion should supplement the work
of other Undted Nations bodies such as the Economic
and Social Council and UNCTAD. However, the view
was also expressed that the work of ~h~ Ecopomic and
Social Council and that of the ComrmSSlOn did not conflict with each other and that the studies being undertaken under the auspices of the Economic and S~ial
Council should not be used as an excuse for delaymg
the Commission's work on the subject. It was also
stated that the activities of multinational enterprises
could not easily be fitted into the existing legal framework
and the problems could not be solved by h~ving .recourse to the rules of conflict of laws. ConsrderatIOn
might therefore be giv~n to the d~velopme!1t of a set
of international regulatIOns govermng certam of. those
'activities with due attention to the safeguardmg of
national 'sovereignty, to the desirability of giving statutory guaranties to paT!ies de.aling with mul~inational
enterprises who lack therr consrderable economrc power,
and to ensuring the effioient use of world resources.
I.

Establishment of a union of jus commune
in matters of international trade
45. Many repreSJentatives commeDJted on the proposal by the French delegation to the Commission !or
the establishment of a union of jus commune, whrch
was designed to promote ratification and entry into
force of convenltions in the field of international trade
law. It was recognized that the proposal dealt with a
real problem, namely, that of the need to find a way of
aooelerat,ing the process by which conventions would
be applied in practioe. The vi,ew was expressed that
the proposal was perhaJ]?'s pr-emature, but that it should
be borne in mind as r.tn objective to be achieved in the
future. Several representatives stated, however, that
they could not support a proposal whereby States
would be deemed to have consented to international
conventions by their sHence, particularly when they had
not been ;mvolved in the ~rarn.iJng of such conventions.
46. It was genemlly considered that the decision of
the Commission to request a repovt examining the
causes of deLay in ratification of or adherence to international conventions and the means of accelerating such
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ratification or 'adherence could provide a basis for
further deliberations 00 the subject.
47. The view was expressed that a system requiring
Governments to report on steps 'ta~en by them with regard to !ratification could be efficacious in thllJt it would
countemct the administrative ineI1tia which was ooe of
the major reasoos for noo-ratification of CO!Dventions.
48. Some representatives were of the opinion that
the gealet"al queSition of ratifioation of conventions fell
within the competence of the Intemational Law Commissdon.

J. Future work
49. The representative of Norway proposed that
the Commission should include a new item in its priority
work programme, namely, harmonizatioo of the law 00
producers' civil liability for damage caused by their
products intended for or involved in international sale
or distribution. In explanation of the proposal, it was
stated that the oonsequences of dangerous qualities of
manufactured products had dncreased greatly and that
'the pl'Oblems that arose in this CO!D!DJexioo were not
necessa:r>ily linked to the cont11act between seller and
buyer. With the increase of marketing and distribution
of mass-produced goods aoross national frontiers and
between the different continents of the wOflld, damage
caused by such products and the protectdon of consumers was of intemational concern. In the opinion of
the representative of Norway, there was an urgent need
for international hannonization in the field in order to
facilitate intemational trade by a unified system of
liability standards. In view of the fact that legislative
:action on the subject was in most countries still in the
preparatory or <initial stages, such harmonization would
avoid the deV'elopment of diverging laws and a possible
distortion of the terms of trade.
50. Severa[ representatives supported the proposal
made by the delegate of Norway and expressed the
hope that a draft convention on the subject could be
prepared. It was pointed out that any international
rules on ,the intemational sale of goods woUlld be incomplete without rules on the producers' civil liability.
51. Other representatives, while expressmg appreciation for the proposal, were of the opinion that the
Commission should either not take up new items until
it had disposed of the substantdve items -already on its
agenda or given it a low order of priority.

IV. VOTING
52. At the 1445<th meeting, on 23 November, the
Sixth COIl11l1!OCtee, 'at the request of the representative
of Uruguay, took a roll-oall vote on the amendment
proposed by Kuwait (see pamgraph 8 above) to operative pavagt'aph 8 of the draft resolution (A/C.6/L.952/
Rev. 1). In explanation of his request, the representa'tdve of Uruguay, on behalf of the Latin American
Group, stated that the members of his Group, would
vote agamstthe amendment on the ground that it was
contrary to the principle of geographical distribution
of seats in the Comm~ssion ensuring the adequate
representation of the various regions. The representatiV'e of Uruguay also stla:ted 'that the position taken by
the Latin American Group should not be interpreted as
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an opposi~ion to the aspirations of the Asian Group
and thllJt,. if the amendment were approved, it should
not constitute a precedent. The amendment was adopted
by follows:
79 votes to 14, with 7 abstentions. The voting was
as

In favour: Afghanistan,

A~gecifa,.A'l1stria

Bahrain

B~ B1rt!lg-, BliJI1lm,a,lBullW1ldi,B\Velorus~ian ,SoViet

~t !RLepublic, Camer.oon, Canada, Chad, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Democratic Yemen Denmark
Egypt, Ethiopia, Finland, France Ga~ Germ~
Democratic Republic.. Germany (P;deral Republic of),
Ghana, Greece, Gumea, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ire~and, Hal,y, Ivory Coast, Japan, Kenya,
Khmer .Repubhc, KUwalt,
Lesotho, Libyan Al'ab
Repubhc, Madagascar, Mali, Mongolia, Nepal, Netherla~s, New .~and, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman,
PakIstan, Phillppm,es, Po~and, Qatar, Romania Rwanda
Saud~ Arabia, Senegal, ~ert1a Leone, Singapo~, Sudan:
SWaziland, Sweden, Synan Arab Republic, Thailand,
Togo, Turkey, Uganda, Ukminian Soviet Socialist Rep~blic, Union of S,?vi~ Socialist Republics, United
Kmgdom of Great Bntatn and Northern Ireland United
Republic of Tanzania, United States of America
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia.
'

,Against: Argentina, Bmzil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, Guatemwa, Honduras Mexico Nicaragua, Peru, Trinddad and Tobago, Uru~11I11Y, Ve~ezuela.
0A bstaining: Australia, Bahamas Dahomey
Guyana,
Israel, Portugal, Spain.
'
,
E
Of bvote were given by the representatives
. t~anatif.ns c
I(ll.:. usk"a la, . UI. a, Dahomey, Israel, Pamguay, Spain,
Umted Areb Emtrates.
53. At the same meeting, the draft resolution as a
whole, as amooded, was adopted by 95 votes to none
with 6 abstentions (see paragraph 54 below).
'

I.:aos,

c.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE

54. The Sixth Committee recommends to the General J\ssembly the ladoption of the following draft
resolution:

Report of the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law
[The dmft resolution was adopted unanimously by
the General Assembly as resolution 3108 (XXVIII)
reproduced below in section C.]
,

General Assembly resolutions 3104 (XXVIII) * and 3108 (XXVIII) of 12 December 1973

3104 (XXVIII). UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
PRESCRIPTION (LIMITATION) IN THE INTERNATIONAL SALE ,OF GOODS

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolution 2929 (XXVII) of 28 No,vember 1972 by which it decided that an mtemational
conference of plenipotentiaries !Should be convened in
1974 to consider the question of presoription (limitation) m the international sale of goods and to embody
the results of its work in an mternational convention
and such other instruments as it may deem appropriate,
Recalling further that, in the foregoing resolution, it
refel'fed to the conference, as the basis for its consideration, the draft convention on prescription (limitation)
in the international sale of goods :as contained in chapter
II of the report of the United Nations Commission on
Intel1l1ational Trade Law on the work of its fifth session, l t03ether with the commentary thereon and such
comments and propoSialsas may be submJitted by Governments and interested international organizations,
Reaffirming the conviction, expressed in the foregoing resolution, Ithat the harmonization and unifioation
of national roles governing prescription (limitation) in
the intemational sale of goods would contribute to the
removal of obstacles to the development of world trade,
Requests the SecretJary-Genel'a:l:
(a) To convene the United Nations Conference on
Prescription (Limitation) in the International Sale of

* Resolution 3104 (XXVIII) was adopted by a vote of 108 to
none, with 11 abstentions, on the recommendation contained
in the report of the Sixth COI!l1mittee, Official Records of the
general Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Annexes, agenda
Item 93, document A/9409.
1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), paras. 21 and 22;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. ITI: 1972, part one, II, A.

Goods at United Nations Headquarters in New York
'
from 20 May to 14 June 1974;2
(b) To provtide summary records of the proceedings,
of the plenary meetings of the Conference and of meetings of committees of the whole which the Conferroce
may wish to establish;
(c) To invite, in full compliance with Gene'1'al. Ass,embly resolution 2758 (XXVI) of 25 October 1971
Sbates Members of the Unired Nations or members of
speciaLized agencies or the Inrernational Atomic Energy
Agency land States parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice, as well as the Demooratic
Republic of Viet-Nam, to participate in the Conference;
Cd) To invite interes,ted specialized agencies and
international organizations, as well as the United
Nations Ooundl for Namibia, to attend the Conference
as observers;
(e) To draw the attention of th,e States and other
participants, referred to in subparagraphs (c) and (d)
above, to the desimbility of appointing as their representatives persons especialJly competent in the field to
be considered;
(1) To pLace before the Conference all relevant documentation land recommendations relating to methods
of work and procedure, and to arrange for adequate
staff and facilities required for the Conference;
(g) To report on the results achieved by the Confere,?ce to the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth
sesslOn.
2197th plenary meeting
3108 (XXVIII). REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

The General Assembly,
For the texts adopted by the O>nference, see below, part
three, I.
2
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B. Membership and attendance
2. General Assembly resolution 2205 (XXI) estabHshed the Commission with a membership of 29
States, elected by the Assembly. By resolution 3108
(XXVIII), the General Assembly increased the membership of the Commission fTOm 29 to 36 States. The
present members of the Commission, elected 00 12
November 1970 and 12 December 1973, are the following States: 1 Argellitina, Austl.1a1ia, * Austria, * Bar-

INTRODUCTION

The present report of the United Nations Commission
on InterntionJal Trode Law covers the Commission's
seventh session, held at New York from 13 to 17 May
1974.
Pursuant to Gene-ral Assembly' resolution 2205
(XXI) of 17 December 1966, this report is submitted
to the General. Assembly and is :also submitted for comments to the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development.

1 Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2205 (XXI), the
members of the Commission are elected for a term of six years,
except that, in connexion with the initial election, the terms of
14 members, selected by the President of the Assembly, by
drawing lots, expired at the end of three years (31 December
1970); the terms of the 15 other members expired at the end
of six years (31 December 1973). Accordingly, the General
Assembly, -at its twenty-fifth session elected 14 members to serve
for a full term of six years, ending on 13 December 1976, and,
at its twenty-eighth session, elected 15 members to serve for a
full term of six years, ending on 31 December 1979. The General Assembly, at its twenty-eighth session, also elected seven
additional members. Of. these addition~ members, the terms of
three members selected by the President of the Assembly, by
drawing lots, will expire at the end of three years (31 Decembe\r 1976) and the terms of four members will eXJpire at the end
of six years (31 December 1979). The terms of the members
marked with an asterisk will expire on 31 December 1976. The
terms of the other members will expire on 31 December 1979.

CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

A. Opening
1. The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law (UNCITRAL ) opened its seventh session
on 13 May 1974. The session was opened on behalf of
the Secretary-General by Mr. Blaine Sloan, Director of
the General Legail Division, Office of Legal Affairs.

* Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Supplement No. 17.
13

14
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bados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, * Cyprus,
Czechoslovak,ia, Egypt, * F~ance, * Gabon, Germany
(FederaJ Republic of), Gh3llla, * Greece, Guyana, *
Hungary, India, }apan, * Kenya, Mexico, Nepal, * Nigeria, * Norway, * Philippines, Poland, * Sierm Leone,
Singapore, * SomaLia, * SyrIan Arab Republic, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, * United Kingdom, *
United Republic of TanzanIa, * United States of America, and Zaire.
3. With the exception of Gabon and Somalia all
members of the Commission were represented at the
session.
4. The following United Nations organs, specialized
agencies, intergovernmental and international nongovernmental organizations were represented by observers:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

United Nations organs
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
Specialized agencies
Intemational Monetary Fund
Intergovernmental organizations
Commission of the European Communities, Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance, International Institute for
the Unification of Private Law
International non-governmental organizations
International Chamber of Commerce, International
Chamber of Shipping, ·lnterntional Law Association,
International Union of Marine Insurance, National Association of Credit Management

5. International payments:
(a) Uniform law on international bills of exchange and
international promissory notes;
(b) Bankers' commercial credits;.
(c) Bank guarantees (contract and payment guarantees).
6. International legislation on shipping.
7. Multinational enterprises.
8. Ratification of or adherence to conventions concerning
international trade law.
9. Training and assistance in the field of international trade
law.
10. Liability for damage caused by products intended for or
involved in international trade.
11. Future work.
12. Other business.
13. Date and place of eighth session.
14. Adoption of the report of the Commission.

E. Decision.s of the Commission
7. The decisions taken by the Commission in the
course of its seventh session were all reached by consensus.

F. Adoption of the report
8. The Commission ladopted the present report at
its 150th meeting, on 17 May 1974.
CHAPTER 11
INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS

C. Election ofofficer.s
5. The Commission elected the following officers
by acclamation: 2
Mr. Jerzy J,akubowski (Poland)
Chairman
Mr. Khadga Bhakta Singh (Nepal)
Vice-Chairman
Mr. Nehemias Gueiros (Brazil)
Vice-Chairman
Mr. Emmanuel Sam (Ghana)
Vice-Chairman
Rapporteur .... Mr. Roland Loewe (Austria)
D. Agenda
6. The agenda of the session a'S adopted by the
Commission at its 143rd meeting, on 13 May 1974, was
as follows:
1. Opening of the session.
2. Election of officers.
3. Adoption of the agenda; tentative schedule of meetings.
4. International sale of goods: uniform rules governing the
international sale of goods.
2.The electioos took place attbe 143rd and 144th meetings,
on 13 and 14 May 1974, and at the 145th meeting on 15 MiJ.,y
1974. In accordance with a decision taken by the Commission
at its first session, theCommissionshaU have three ViceChairmen, so that each of the five groups of States listed in
General Assembly resolution 2205 (XXI), section II, pat:a·
graph 1, will be included among the officers of the Commission
(see report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its first session, Official Records of
the General Assembly, Twenty-third Session, Supplement No. J 6
(AI7216), para. 14 (UNCITRAL Yearbook Vol. I: 1968-1970,
part two, chap. I) .

Uniform rules governing the international sale of goods
Report of the Working Group
9. The Commission had before it the report of the
Working Group on the International Sale of Goods on
the work of its fifth session, held at Geneva from
22 January to 1 February 1974 (A/CN.9/87). The reports sets forth the further progress made by the Working Group in implementing the Commission's mandate
to ascertain which modifications of the text of the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods (ULIS),
annexed to the 1964 Hague Convention, might render
such uniform ru:1es capable of wider acceptance.8
10. The report describes the action taken by the
Working Group at its fifth session w~th respect to
artioles 58 to 101 of ULIS. By this action the Working
Group completed the initial e~amination of the text
of the uniform }aw. The report also sets forth (annex I)
the revised text of the uniform. law, which is the result
of action taken by the Working Group at its first five
sessions.4 The report includes the commoots alOd pro3 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fourth
Session, Supplement No. 18 (A/7618), para. 38, subpara. 3 (0)
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968"1970, part two, II) Ibid.,
Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 92,
subpara. 1 (c) (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part
one, II). The 1964 Hague Convention Relating to a Uniform
Law on the International Sale of Goods, wit4 the al}nexed Uniform Law (ULIS) appears in the Register of Texts of Conven.
ventions and Other Instruments Concerning International Trade
Law, vol. I (United Nations publication, Sales No.: E.71.V.3)
chap. I, 1.
4 Certain of the provisions of the revised text were deferred
for further consideration by the Working Group. See para. 15
infra.
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posals by Governmen1s 'that were considered by the
Working Group (aooexes II and III) and the report of
the Secretary-General on issues presented, by chapters IV to VI of UUS (13I1lnex IV).
1 t. The report indicares that the Workmg Group,
in ex:amindng chapter IV (Obligations of the buyer),
considered it necessary to revise the provisions of UUS
deali41g with the time and place of payment in order to
provide a clearer ood more unified treatment of the
subject. 5 The Working Group adso decided ,to consolidate the separate sets of remedies afforded' the buyer
in chapter IV of UUS, in line with the action taken
at its fourth 'sessdon consolida:ting the separate sets of
remedies afforded the seller in chapter 111. 6 The Working Group noted that such consolidation achieved a
substantial simplifiootion of the law, ood so~ved problems which had resulted from overlapping and inoonsistJent rules in the various remedial provisions. 7
12. W.ith respect to chapter Vof UUS (Provisions
common to the obligations of the seHer and the buyer),
the Working Group drafted revised legislative texts
dealing with suspension of performance by either party,
exemptions, avoidance of the contract and the measurement of damages, including the mitigation of loss resulting from breach.s
13. With respect to chapter VI (P,assing of the
risk), the Working Group ,approved a unified set of
rules which brought together provisions that had appellired in various pllirts of UUS, and modified the
provisions so that the rules on risk would be based
on the significant commercial steps in the performance
of sales contracts, rather than on abstraot concepts.9
14. As a result of the various measures taken by
the Working Group to consolidate and unify the provisions of UUS, the revised text set forth in annex I
of the report comprises 69 articles, as compllired with
the 101 articles of ULIS. It has been noted that the
length ood complexity of UUS has been a subject of
widespread comment, and that meeting these criticisms
should be of assistllince in faciJlitating the more widespread adoption of the uniform law. 10
15. The report of the Working Group notes that
the Group hOO not yet reached a final conclusion with
respect to certadn articles in the revised text of the
uniform law as set forth in annex I. Consequently, in
planning its future work, the Working Group requested
the Secretariat to circulate this revised text, for comments llind proposals, among representatives of member
States of the Working Group and observers. The Working Group further requested the Secretariat, taking into
5 A/CN.9/87, paras. 26,36; reproduced in this volume, part
two, I, 1.
6 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ei!?hth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 12; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A.
7 A/CN.9/87, paras. 37-39; reproduced in this volume, part
two, 1,1.
s Ibid., paras. 88-156.
9 Ibid., paras. 206-244 and annex IV, paras. 64·105 (see
below, part two, I, 5); A/CN.9/62, annex II, para. 17
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, I, A, 5,
annex 11).
10 A/CN.9175, annex II, paras. 101, 158-162 and 177
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1974, part two, I, A, 2); AI
CN.9/87, annex IV, para. 22, reproduced in this volume, part
two, I, 1.
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consideration such comments· and proposals, to prepare
a sltudy of the pending questions, including possible
solutions thereof, for use by the Working Group at its
sixth ses'sion.

Consideration of the report by the Commission
16. All representatives who spoke on the subject
congratulated the Work!ing Group on the progress it
boo made in completing the initial examiIllation of the
text of UUS, as refleoted in the revised text set forth in
a:rmex I to the report. It was agreed that, din line with
the usual practice of the Commission, the' Commission
would not take decisions with respect to the substance
of the dmft unti~ the Working Group had completed
its work. l l
17. Some representatives expressed the hope that
the Working Group would be able to complete its wock
on the draft Ui1liiform law at its sixth session, to be held
in February 1975. One representative expressed. the
view that the Commission should 'request the Working
Group to complete its work before its eighth session.
It was observed that, m accordance with the procedure
that bad been adopted with respect to ~ climl£t. Convention on Prescription (Limitation)
the' International Sale of Goods,the revised text: Qil the uniform
law prepared by the Working Group; slrould be transmitted to members of the CommiS'si<lJDt:&!T' study m; advance of the fiIllal review and app110wl} €Jt' a tlilxif Ill' the
Commission. It was noted that G1>v.emmmts might
need several months for this study';; ~~y; a
draft completed by the Working Group ~',e:.,g',,, m F~ru
aa:y 1975) probably couM not be acted'11pJO 1\), the
Commission dULling the session to be held mtift'@: spring
or summer of tbe same year, but womd have to be deferred until the 1976 session. To bring the work to
fruition as soon as possible, it was suggested that if the
Working Group believed that ~tcould not complete its
work in the two-week session in February 1975 that
it had proposed, that sessioo should be extended to
three weeks.
18. Other representatives 'agt1eed that the draft
uniform law should be finalized as soon as possible,
but suggested that the quality of ,the work should not be
jeopardized by establishing an unrealistic deadline for
the completion of the work. Some representatives noted
that the Worki41g Group had not reached agreement on
several impo~oot questions and stated that as many of
these questions 'as possible should be resolved by the
Working Group before the draft uniform law was referred to the Commission. In th~s coooexdon,. it was
noted that the Commissdon's final review of a draft
uniform law of such length ood importance would take
a substantial period of time, and that this review oould
hardly be completed successfully at one session of ,the
Commiss,ion uIll1ess the rev~ew was based on provisions
that hOO reached a wide measure of acceptance within
the Working Group. It was ,also observed thaJ1: a working group session of three weeks presentedpr,aotica1
difficulties for some representatives ,and Governments.
19. It was suggested that the quesrtion of the length
and timing of the next ses.Slion of the Worlcing Group

m

Ii Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 92, subpara. 1 (c)
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one, II, A).
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on the International Sale of Goods should be considered in relation to schedules for other working
groups. The Commission. agreed to consider all such
schedules to~ther under agenda item 11: Future work
(see chap. IX, infra, para. 85).
Decision of the Commission
20. The CommLssion, at its 150th meeting, on
17 May 1974, adopted unanimously the f()ll!lowing
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
1. Takes note with appreciation of the report
of the Working Group on the International Sale of
Goods on the work of its fifth session;
2. Recommends that the Workmg Group cOlllSider
the comments and proposals made at the seventh
session of the Commission;
3. Requests the Working Group to continue its
work under the terms of reference set forth by the
Commission at its socOl11d ses'Siion and complete that
work expeditiously.
CHAPTER III
INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS

A. Negotiable instruments
Report of the Working Group
21. The Commission had before it the report of the
Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments on the work of its second session, held at New
York from 7 to 18 January 1974 (A/CN.9/86). The
report sets forth the progress made by. the Working
Group (i) in preparing a final dr~ft umf?rm law on
international bills of exchange and mternatIonal promissory notes, and (ii) in consid~ring the d~sirabi1i~y of
preparing uniform rules apphcable to mternatlOnal
cheques. 12
(i) Uniform law on international bills of exchange and

intenational promissory notes
22. As indicated in the report, the Working Group
at its second session considered articles 42 to 62 of
the draft uniform law on international bills of exchange
and promissory notes pre~a~ed by the Secreta~y-:Ge~;
eral in response to a deCISl?n by t~e COI?mlsslon.
The proposed uniform law wIll estabhsh umf?rm rules
applicable to an international inst~ment (bd~ o.f exchange or promissory note) for optional use III mternational payments.
23. The report sets forth the deliberations and conclusions of the Working Group with respect to the liability of an endorser, the rights and liabilities of a
12 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), para. 61 (UNCITRAL
.
Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part one, II, A).
1a Official Records of the General Assembly, TwentY-Sixth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 35 (UNCr~RAL
Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one, IT, A). The draft uOiform
law and commentary are set forth in A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.2.
For the te~t of the draft uniform law, see UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II, 2.

guarantor, presentment for acceptance and payment,
dishonour and recourse.
24. The Working Group was of the opinion that
the uniform law should make provision for liability on
an international instrument by way of guarantee, and
approved rules in respect of a person guaranteeing on
such instrument the obligation of another party.
25. With respect to presentment of an international
instrument for acceptance or for payment, the dishonour
of the instrument by non-acceptance or by non-payment, any necessary protest in the event of such dishonour and the giving of notice of dishonour, the
Working Group reached agreement on detailed provisions setting forth the rights and duties of parties and
the legal effects of non-compliance with prescribed
rules. The Working Group reported that it had not yet
reached final conclusions on certain issues arising in
the context of presentment of an instrument, pending
further inquiries by the Secretariat on commercial practices in this respect.
(ii) 'Uniform rules applicable to international cheques'
26. The Commission, at its fifth sessionf also requested its Working Group on International Negotiable
Instruments to consider the desirability of preparing
uniform rules applicable to international cheques, and
to consider whether this can best be achieved by extending the application of the draft uniform law on international bills of exchange and international promissory
notes to international cheques or by drawing up a separate uniform law on international cheques. The Working Group was requested to report its conclusions on
these questions to the Commission at a future session.
The report of the Working Group notes that the Working Group requested the Secretariat to make inquiries
regarding the use of cheques in international payment
transactions and the problems presented, under current
commercial practice, by divergencies between the rules
of the principal legal systems. The Working Group reported that such inquiries were now under way and that,
at a future session, it would consider an analysis of the
replies received from banking and trade institutions to
a questionnaire drawn up by the Secretariat in consultation with the UNCITRAL Study Group on InternationalPayments.
Consideration of the report by the Commission
27. The Commission, in accordance with its general
policy of considering the substance of the work carried
out by working groups only upon comp~etion of that
work, took note of the report of theWorkmg Group on
International Negotiable Instruments. Representatives
who spoke on the subject expressed satisfaction with
the progress being made by the Working Group.
28. The Commission decided to consider the timing
of the third session of the Working Group in relation
to schedules for other working groups under item 11
of the agenda: Future work (see chapter IX, infra~
para. 85).
Decision of the Commission
29. The Commission, at its 144th meeting on
13 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following decision:
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The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
1. Takes note with appreciation of the report of
the Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments on the work of its second session;
2. Requests the Working Group to continue its
work under the terms of reference set forth by the
Commission in the decision adopted in respect of
negotiable instruments at its fifth session and to
complete that work expeditiously;
3. Requests the Secretary-General to carry out
further work in connexion with the draft uniform
law on international bills of exchange and international promissory notes and with the inquiries regarding the use of cheques in settling international
payments, in consultation with the Commission's
Study Group on International Payments composed of
experts provided by interested international organizations and banking and trade institutions, and for
these purposes to convene meetings as required.
B. Bankers' commercial credits
30. This subject is concerned with the revision by
the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) of
"Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary
Credits", drawn up in 1933 and subsequently revised
in 1951 and 1962. At its previous session,14 the Commission stressed the importance of commercial letters
of credit in ensuring payment for international trade
transactions and expressed the opinion that the views
of countries not represented in ICC should be taken
into account by ICC in its work of revision. Accordingly, the Commission, at its third session, requested
the Secretary-General to invite Governments and interested banking and trade institutions to communicate
to him, for transmission to ICC, their observations on
the operation of "Uniform Customs and Practice for
Documentary Credits", so that these observations could
be taken into account by ICC in its work of revision. 15
The observations so received were transmitted to ICC
for consideration.
31. At the present session 16 the Commission had
before it a note by the Secretary-General reproducing
a note by ICC concerning the progress made by it in
respect of the revision of "Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits" and of its work on bank
guarantees. The commission's deliberation and decision
in respect of bank guarantees are set forth in Section C
of this chapter (paras. 36 and 37 infra).
Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-third
Session, Supplement No. 16 (A/7216), paras. 23 and 28
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part two, I, A);
ibid., Twenty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 18 (AI7618,
paras. 90-95 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part
two, II, A); ibid., Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 17 (AI
8017), paras. 119-126 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 19681970, part two, III, A); ibid., Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement
No. 17 (A/8417), paras. 36-43 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Volume II: 1971, part one, II, A); and ibid., Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), paras. 65 and 66
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part one, II, A). .
15 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8017), para. 125 (UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part two TIl, A).
16 The Commission considered this subject in the course of
its 144th and 150th meetings, held on 13 and 17 May 1974.
14

17

32. The Commission took note of the fact that the
Commission on Banking Technique and Practice of ICC
had adopted, in February 1974, a draft revised text of
"Uniform Customs", the text of which was annexed to
the note by ICC. The Commission also noted that the
text submitted to it was subject to further revision and
that a final text would be adopted by the Council of ICC
later in the year. In its note, ICC informed the Commission that the draft text had been established after
consideration of the comments and suggestions submitted by its national committees and, through the secretariat of the Commission, by countries not represented
in ICC. ICC also reported that the draft text had been
considered by the Ad Hoc Working Group on Banking
Technique of the Liaison Committee of ICC with the
Chambers of Commerce of socialist countries.
33. Many representatives expressed their appreciation for the work carried out by ICC in respect of the
revision of "Uniform Customs". It was generally recognized that the "Uniform Customs" standardized the
procedures and practices employed by banks in respect
of commercial letters of credit and as such could be
characterized as a private convention between bankers
and their clients. Some representatives were of the
opinion that, in view of the fact that the interests of
non-banks, in particular those of the vendor-beneficiary,
were involved, the Commission should give careful attention to the revised text of "Uniform Customs". Other
representatives took the view that the main object of
the Commission's interest in the subject had been to
create a channel for communication between ICC and
countries not represented in ICC, and that that object
had been achieved. In the opinion of these representatives, the final responsibility for the revised text of
"Uniform Customs" fell to ICC and it was important
that the revised text be adopted and applied without
undue delay.
34. There was general agreement among representatives that, while the Commission could not adopt the
revised text of "Uniform Customs", it should consider,
at its next session, the desirability of commending the
use of "Uniform Customs" in transactions involving
the establishment of a documentary credit. In this connexion, the Commission requested the Secretariat to
prepare an analysis of the observations received by the
Secretary-General in respect of the 1962 version of
"Uniform Customs", with a view to examining whether
the revised text reflected these observations.
Decision of the Commission
35. The Commission, at its 144th meeting on
13 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
1. Takes note of the progress report submitted
by the International Chamber of Commerce on its
work of revision of "Uniform Customs and Practice
for Documentary Credits";
2. Commends the International Chamber of Commerce and its Commission on Banking Technique
and Practice, on having carried out the work of
revision in co-operation with the Commission;
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3. Invites the International Chamber of Commerce to transmit to it the revised text of "Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits"
upon the adoption thereof by ICC;
4. Requests the Secretary-General:
(a) To transmit the revised text of "Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits" to the
States members of the Commission;
(b) To prepare an analysis of the observations
received in respect of "Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits" and to submit this
analysis to the Commission at its eighth session.

C. Bank guarantees
36. The Commission took note of the progress made
by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in
respect of the preparation of uniform rules on contract
guarantees and on payment guarantees. The view was
expressed that the Commission should follow this work
closely in view of the fact that ICC was carrying out
the work at the invitation of the Commission. It was
emphasized that the proposed rules should establish a
just equilibrium between the interests of the parties
concerned.
Decision of the Commission
37. The Commission, at its 150th meeting on
17 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
1. Takes note of the progress made by the International Chamber of Commerce in respect of the
preparation of uniform rules on contract guarantees
and payment guarantees;
2. Requests the Secretary-General:
(a) To ensure the continuing attendance and participation of representatives of the Commission's secretariat at deliberations of the International Chamber
of Commerce;
(b) To refer the work of the International Chamber of Commerce in respect of contract and payment
guarantees to the Commission's Study Group on. International Payments, composed of experts proVIded
by interested international organizations and bankino and trade institutions, and to invite to the meetings convened for this purpose interested representatives on the Commission;
3. Invites the International Chamber of Commerce to submit to the Commission at future sessions
progress reports on its work on contract and payment
guarantees.
CHAPTER IV
INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION ON SHIPPING

Report of the Working Group
38. The Commission, at its fourth session, decided
to examine the rules governing the responsibility of
ocean carriers for cargo in the context of bills of lading.
The Commission established an enlarged Working

Group on International Legislation on Shipping of
21 members of the Commission to carry out this task. 17
39. The Commission had before it the report of the
Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping on the work of its sixth session. 18 The report sets
forth the progress made by the Working Group at that
session to revise the rules of the 1924 International
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law
relating to Bills of Lading (Brussels Convention of
1924) and the 1968 Brussels Protocol thereto. 19 As indicated in the report, the Working Group at its sixth
session considered and took action with respect to the
following topics: liability of ocean carriers for delay;
documentary scope of the convention; geographic scope
of the convention; elimination of invalid clauses in bills
of lading; carriage of cargo on deck; carriage of live
animals; definition of "carrier", "contracting carrier"
and "actual carrier"; and definition of "ship". The report includes, in the form of an annex, a compilation of
draft provisions that have been approved by the Working Group at its previous five sessions.
40. The Working Group decided that it would be
desirable to include a specific provision dealing with the
carrier's responsibility for loss or damage caused by
delay. Accordingly, the Working Group adopted a definition of "delay", two alternatives for delimiting the
maximum amount of liability of carriers for loss or
damage caused by delay, and a provision covering the
case where the goods are presumed lost due to an extended delay in their delivery.20
41. With respect to the effect on the scope of the
Convention of the use of certain documents to evidence
the contract of carriage, the Working Group favoured
extension of th'e Convention so that it would be applicable to all contracts for the carriage of goods by sea.
The Working Group left open the question whether, in
a case where no bill of lading is issued, the parties
should have the possibility of excluding their contract
17 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), paras. 10·23
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one, II, A). For
the Commission's prior action on the subject, see the report of
the Commission on tl;1e work of its second session, ibid., Twentyfourth Session, Supplement No. 18 (AI7618), paras. 114-133
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part two, II, A)
and the report of the Commission on the work of its third
session, ibid., Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 17 (AI
8017), paras. 157-166 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I. 19681970, part. two, III, A). See ,also the report of the. Commission
on the work of its fifth session, ibid., Twenty-seventh Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), paras. 44-51 (UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, -part one, U, A, and the report of the
Commission on the work of its sixth session, ibid., Twentyeighth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), paras. 46-61
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A).
18 A/CN.9/88 ood A/CN.9/88! Add. 1 (third report of the
Secretary-General on responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo:
bills of lading), reproduced in this volume below, part two,
III, 1 and 2.
19 The texts of the 1924 Bmssels Convention and of the 1968
Brussels Protocol appear in the Register of Texts of Conventions and other Instruments Concerning International Trade
Law Vol. 11 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.V.3),
ch\tp. II, sect. 1. The re.port noted that, in de·fining the task
of the Working Group, the Commission decided "that a new
international convention may, if appropriate, be prepared for
adoption under the auspices of the United Nations" (A/CN.91
88, para. 2).
20 A/CN.9/88, paras. 10-28.
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from the coverage of the Convention by an express
agreement to this effect. 21
42. There was agreement within the Working Group
that the geographic scope of the Convention should be
expanded so that a contract for the carriage of goods
by sea would be governed by the Convention if either
the port of loading or the port of discharge was in a
Contracting State, or if the bill of lading or other document evidencing the contract of carriage was issued in
a Contracting State. 22
43. The Working Group adopted draft provisions
designed to clarify the effect of the rules of the Convention with respect to contract provisions that are inconsistent with such rules, and to provide compensation
for loss or damage, within the limits set by the Convention, for loss or damage suffered as a consequence of
the inclusion of such invalid contract provisions. 23
44. The Working Group decided to extend the applicability of the Convention (a) to goods carried on
deck, and (b) to the carriage of live animals. However,
with respect to the carriage of live animals, the Working Group expressly provided that the carrier would
not be liable for loss or damage that resulted from the
special risks inherent in carriage of that kind. 24
45. The Working Group adopted definitions for the
terms "carrier", "contracting carrier" and "actual carrier". In this fashion the Working Group clarified the
identity of the carrier against whom shippers or consignees should assert claims for loss or damage, particularly in cases where the goods were transshipped or
where the person with whom the shipper contracted for
the carriage of the goods did not in fact carry them, but
instead arranged for another carrier to transport the
goods. 2li
46. The report of the Working Group noted the
substantial progress made with respect to the specific
topics referred to it by the Commission. 26 The Working
Group recommended to the Commission that, in order
to expedite the completion of its work, it should hold a
further session in the autumn of 1974. The Working
Group decided that the next (seventh) session would
deal with (1) contents of the contract for carriage of
goods by sea; (2) validity and effect of letters of guarantee; (3) protection of good faith purchasers of bills
of lading. In addition, the Working Group decided that
its seventh session would also consider any other topics
necessary to complete the initial consideration of the
rules of the 1924 Brussels Convention and the 1968
Protocol.
Consideration of the report by the Commission
47. It was noted during the discussion of the report
that, since the drafting of the revised rules on the responsibility of ocean carriers had not at this stage been
completed, the Commission would follow its usual practice of considering the progress made by the Working
Ibid., paras. 29-49.
Ibid., paras. 50-69.
23 Ibid., paras. 70-95.
24 Ibid., paras. 96-117.
25 Ibid., paras. 118-136.
26The topics dealt with by the Working Group at earlier
sessions are summa:rized in its report (A/CN.9/88), para. 2.
21
22

19

Group and would take decisions when the draft rules
approved by the Working Group could be considered
as a whole.
48. All representatives who spoke on the subject
expressed their satisfaction with the progress of the
Working Group in carrying out its mandate. Many representatives stressed the importance of revising the existing international rules concerning the responsibility
of ocean carriers so as to take account more adequately
of the interests of the developing countries and of shippers in general. Some representatives emphasized the
importance of continued progress in the work, in view
of the recommendation by UNCTAD that UNCITRAL
should expeditiously prepare revised legal rules in this
area.
49. Most representatives were of the opinion that
the Working Group would probably need two more sessions to complete its task. At the next (seventh) session
of the Working Group, the first reading of the revised
rules on the responsibility of ocean carriers could be
completed,27 while the eighth session of the Working
Group could be concerned with the second reading of
these revised rules. Some representatives stated that the
Working Group should decide at its next session whether
the revised rules should take the form of a revision of
the 1924 Brussels Convention and its 1968 Protocol or
whether "a new international convention . . . be pre..;
pared for adoption under the auspices of the United
Nations".28
50. There was general agreement that the Working
Group should complete its work as expeditiously as possible. Representatives expressed support for the request
by the Working Group that its seventh session be held
in Geneva from 30 September-ll October 1974, and
its eighth session in New York in January or February
1975. Some representatives expressed the hope that this
schedule would enable the Working Group to present a
final text of the revised rules to the eighth session of the
Commission. It was observed by several representatives
that it might not be feasible for the Commission to consider the final draft text at its eighth session, since upon
its adoption by the Working Group the final text should
be sent to States Members of the United Nations for
observations and an analysis of these observations
would have to be prepared; in the view of these representatives the Commission would therefore not be in a
position to consider the final text of the revised rules
prior to its ninth session. Another representative proposed that the final draft of the revised rules be sent
only to States members of the Commission, since the
draft rules, following their approval by the Commission,
would be considered by a diplomatic conference.
51. It was stated that, in view of the short time
available between the final session of the Working
Group on Shipping in February 1975 and the regularly
scheduled eighth session of UNCITRAL in Apri11975,
it would not be possible for the final document to be
prepared and transmitted to Governments so that they
might comment on the draft text. It was also considered
that, even if the eighth session of UNCITRAL were
27 See pan. 9 a,bove for the topics to be considered at the
seventh session of the Working Group.
28 A/CN.9/88, para. 2.
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postponed until the late summer or early autumn of
1975, it would stilI not be possible for Governments to
take account of the views of shipowners, shippers, insurers and financial institutions in preparing comments
on the draft text. Finally, it was agreed that the draft
text should be given the widest possible distribution to
Governments and interested international organizations
prior to the discussion of the draft text by the Commission. Accordingly, it was decided that the final draft of
the Working Group on Shipping should be discussed at
the ninth session of the Commission.
52. Some representatives stated that rules regarding the required contents of the contract of carriage, a
topic to be considered by the Working Group at its seventh session, should be such as to offer strong safeguards
for shipper and good faith purchasers of the document
evidencing the contract of carriage. One representative,
commenting on the draft provisions on delay approved
by the Working Group, expressed his support for alternative A which incorporated the single method for limitation of the carrier's liability.29 The same representative urged that shippers be afforded protection against
possible abuse, should the bracketed language be retained in the draft provision on the documentary scope
of the Convention, permitting express agreement that
the Convention not be applicable if no document evidencing the contract of carriage was issued. 30 That representative also favoured deletion of the bracketed language in the draft provision on carriage of goods on
deck, that would permit such carriage if it was in accordance "with the common usage of the particular
trade".31
Decision of the Commission

53. The Commission, at its 150th meeting, on
17 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
1. Takes note with appreciation of the report of
the Working Group on the International Legislation
on Shipping on the work of its sixth session;
2. Recommends that the Working Group consider
the comments and proposals made at the seventh
session of the Commission;
3. Requests the Working Group to continue its
work under the terms of reference set forth by the
Commission at its fourth session and complete the
work expeditiously;
4. Requests the Secretary-General:
(a) To transmit the draft uniform rules on the
subject, when completed by the Working Group, to
Governments and interested international organizations for their comments;
(b) To prepare an analysis of such comments for
consideration by the Commission at its ninth session.
29 A/CN.9/88, para. 26 (a); Limitation of liability: alternative A.
30 A/CN.9/88, pam. 48 (a) (2).
31 A/CN.9/88, para. 103, (a) (1).

CHAPTER V
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES

54. The General Assembly, at its twenty-seventh
session, adopted resolution 2928 (XXVII) on the report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its fifth session. In paragraph 5 of the resolution, the General Assembly invited the Commission "to seek from Governments and
interested international organizations information relating to legal problems presented by the different kinds
of multinational enterprises, and the implications thereof
for the unification and harmonization of international
trade law, and to consider, in the light of this information and the results of available studies, including those
by the International Labour Organisation, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development and
the Economic 'and Social Council, what further steps
would be appropriate in this regard".
55. In response to a decision taken by the Commission at its sixth session,32 the Secretariat drew up a
questionnaire concerning legal problems presented by
multinational enterprises and addressed the questionnaire to Governments and international organizations.
56. At the present session,33 the Commission had
before it a note by the Secretary-General (AjCN.9j
90), setting forth the text of the questionnaire and information in respect of the number of replies so far
received from Governments, United Nations organs and
agencies, and international and national organizations.
It was noted that most of the replies had been received
recently, and that other replies were expected.
57. The Commission was informed by the Secretariat that studies by other bodies referred to in the
resolution of the General Assembly were currently in
progress, but that it was expected that the report of the
Secretary-General requested by it at its sixth session
for submission to a future session34 could be prepared
in time for its eighth session.
58. Several representatives stressed the importance
of the subject to international trade and the need for
internationally agreed rules in respect of multinational
enterprises. Other representatives were of the view that
the Commission could not make a significant contribution to the solution of problems arising in the context of
multinational enterprises; however, they were not opposed to any action on the part of the Commission.
Reference was made to the fact that a report of the
Group of Eminent Persons, appointed by the SecretaryGeneral under Economic and Social Council resolution
1721 (LUI), would be issued in the near future for
consideration by the Council at its fifty-seventh session,
to be held at Geneva in July 1974. In this regard, the
hope was expressed that the recommendations for appropriate international action which the Group would
submit would recognize the mandate given by the Gen32 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 116; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A.
33 The subject was considered by the Commission at its 146th
meeting held on 14 May 1974.
84 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 116; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A.
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eral Assembly to the Commission in respect of the legal
aspects of the subject of multinational enterprises.
Decision of the Commission
59. The Commission, at its 146th meeting, on
14 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the
Commission, for consideration at its eighth session,
a report setting forth:
(a) An analysis of the replies received from Governments and international organizations to the questionnaire drawn up at its request concerning legal
problems presented by multinational enterprises;
(b) A survey of available studies, including those
by United Nations organs and agencies, in so far as
these studies disclose problems arising in international trade because of the operations of multinational enterprises, which are susceptible of solution
by means of legal rules;
(c) Suggestions as to the Commission's future
course of action, in terms of programme of work
and working methods in this particular area.
CHAPTER VI
RATIFICATION OF OR ADHERENCE TO CONVENTIONS
CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

60. The Commission had before it a report by the
Secretary-General, prepared in response to a decision
taken by it at its sixth seession,35 regarding the ratification of or adherence to conventions concerning international trade law. 30 The report takes into account information received from other United Nations organs and
specialized agencies and the views expressed by representatives to the Commission in reply to inquiries by
the Secretariat. The report (a) discusses the possible
causes of delay in ratification or adherence that may
originate at the preparatory stages of work on a convention and those that are related to the implementation
of conventions on the national level; (b) describes procedures and methods that have been designed for the
purpose of accelerating the adoption and implementation of international rules, and (c) sets forth conclusions and suggestions as to procedures that may be useful with respect to the ratification of or adherence to
conventions concerning international trade law.
61. The Commission noted the procedures developed by the International Civil Aviation Organization
and the WorId Health Organization, under which rules
adopted by those agencies become binding upon a member State unless such State has declared, before a speci35 Ibid., para. 132.
36 The Commission considered this item at its 147th meeting
on 15 May 1974. As regards previous documentation related to
the item, see A/CN.9/60 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II:
1971, part two, IV) setting forth the proposal by the French
delegation for the etablishment of a union for jus commune,
and A/CN.9/81 setting forth the comments on this proposal
by States members of the Commission.
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fied date, that it did not wish to become bound. It was
observed that these procedures were used only in the
context of international rules and standards that were
of a technical nature.
62. One representative suggested that the Commission should consider the question of ratification of
conventions in consultation with the International Law
Commission.
63. The Commission, after deliberation, agreed that
the question of ratification could more usefully be taken
up by it at a future session after the Convention on
Prescription (Limitation) in the International Sale of
Goods had been concluded. The view was expressed
that it would be more profitable to consider the causes
of non-ratification with reference to a specific convention prepared by UNCITRAL. For this reason, the
Commission was of the opinion that it was premature
to establish a new working group for the subject or to
appoint a special rapporteur.
Decision of the Commission
64. The Commission, at its 147th meeting on
15 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law decides:
(a) To maintain on its agenda the question of the
ratification of or adherence -to conventions concerning international trade law;
(b) To re-examine this question at its ninth session with special reference to the state of ratification
then obtaining in respect of the Convention on the
Limitation Period in the International Sale of Goods.
CHAPTER VII
TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE IN THE FIELD OF
INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

65. The Commission had before it a note by the
Secretary-General (A/CN.9/92), setting forth the activities that had been undertaken to implement the
Commission's decision on the subject of training and
assistance in the field of international trade law. 37
66. In introducing the note by the Secretary-General, the Secretary of the Commission informed the
Commission that the Governments of Austria and Belgium had each offered two internships for lawyers and
government officials from developing countries during
1974, and that the process of selecting the interns was
currently under way. The Secretariat has been advised
that the Government of Belgium had renewed its offer
of internships for 1975.
67. The Secretary of the Commission outlined the
plans for holding a symposium on the role of universities and research centres in the teaching, dissemination
and wider appreciation of international trade law, in
accordance with a decision adopted by the Commisssion
37 The Commission's decision and action i.n the General
Assembly at its twenty-eighth session are described in document A/CN.9/92, paras. 1-3; the implementation of the Commission's decisions is described in paras. 4-19 and the annex of
that document.
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at its sixth session. ss It was reported that the following
sums had been committed by Governments in response
to a request by the Secretary-General for voluntary contributions to cover the cost of travel and subsistence of
participants from developing countries: Norway, $US
8,000; Sweden, 5,000 Swedish kronor (about $US
1,150); Austria, 25,000 Austrian schillings (about
$US 1,300); and Kuwait, expenses of participants from
that country.
68. There was general agreement with the plans for
the symposium as proposed in the note by the SecretaryGeneral. 39 The discussion of the plans included suggestions with respect to the topics, among those to be considered at the eighth UNCITRAL session, which would
be of most interest to the participants, and observations
concerning the importance of advance circulation of
the preparatory material for the symposium and the
significance of the proposed discussion of the scope of
courses on international trade law.
69. The representative of the Federal Republic of
Germany stated that his Government would make a
voluntary contribution of 25,000 DM (about $US
10,000) to cover the travel and subsistence expenses
of participants from developing countries and that his
Government would also provide assistance to experts
of the Federal Republic of Germany attending the
symposium.
70. One representative suggested that consideration should be given to inviting lawyers from developing countries doing postgraduate work in the neighbourhood. of the symposium (e.g. in Switzerland), since the
travel expenses for such participants at the symposium
would be rather small.
71. The observer for the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) announced that his organization has recently established a scholarship fund to
aid students from developing countries, and that for
1974,420 scholarships were available for students from
24 developing countries.
72. The representative of Australia repeated the
offer of his Government to award a $5,000 fellowship
for the preparation in Australia,. by a fellow from a
developing country, of teaching materials for a course
on international trade law.
73. Several representatives expressed their appreciation to those Governments that have provided practical
internships, fellowships, or voluntary contributions for
travel and subsistence expenses of participants at the
symposium, and stated that they hoped that other developed countries would decide to provide similar
assistance.
74. One representative drew attention to the importance of holding seminars in developing countries on
international trade law. He stated that such seminars
could be organized in co-operation with international
institutions such as UNITAR.
38 Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its sixth session (1973), Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), (UNCITRAL Ye,arbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part one, II, A), para. 107.
39 A/CN.9/92, paras. 9-19, and oonex.

CHAPTER VIU
LlAnILITY FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY PRODUCTS INTENDED
FOR OR INVOLVED IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE

75. The General Assembly, at its twenty-eighth session, adopted resolution 3108 (XXVIII) of 12 December 1973 on the report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law on the work of its
sixth session. In paragraph 7 of the resolution, the
General Assembly invited the Commission:
"To consider the advisability of preparing uniform
rules on the civil liability of producers for damage
caused by their products intended for or involved in
international sale or distribution, taking into account
the feasibility and most appropriate time therefor in
view of other items on its programme of work."
76. At the present session40 the Commission had
before it a note by the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/93)
setting forth background information pertaining to paragraph 7 of the General Assembly resolution and suggesting possible action by the Commission in response
thereto.
77. The representative of Norway, whose Government had proposed to, the General Assembly that the
subject of products liability be included in the Commission's programme of work stated that it would be in
the interest of the proper conduct of international trade
if international rules were to be established governing
the civil liability of producers for damage caused by
their products to persons or their property. The Commission had encountered various kinds of problems that
could arise in the context of such liability in the course
of its work on uniform rules for the international sale of
goods and on the convention on prescription (limitation) in the international sale of goods. However, significant aspects of products liability had been excluded
from the scope of the uniform law on the international
sale of goods and the convention on prescription (limitation) and it was desirable that the work in the field of
international sale be supplemented by uniform rules
governing products liability. In the opinion of the representative of Norway, the proposed uniform rules
should govern not only the civil liability arising under
a contract between buyer and seller but also the civil
liability of the producer to a consumer,. even though
there was no contract between them, and in circumstances in which liability might not be based on rules
of contract law. It was not only a question of the liability of the producer himself, but also of other persons
that were. intermediary between the producer and the
.consumer. He drew attention to the large number of
lawsuits that had been brought in recent years and to
the unsatisfactory attempts to distinguish, for the purpose of establishing liability, between contractual and
extracontractual relationships. The existence of divergent national laws, imposing different degrees of liability, could affect the terms of trade in that a higher
degree of liability gave rise to higher costs, including
the cost of insurance. This could lead to distortion of
trade.
78. Several representatives expressed themselves in
favour of including the subject in the Commission's
40 The subject was considered by the Commission at its
145th and 146th meetings, held on 14 May 1974.
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programme of work, but took the view that the Commission should take up the subject only upon cotJ:lllp)}etion of its work on uniform rules governing the im'tternational sale of goods.
79. Some representatives expressed doubts about
the desirability of engaging in work on the subject.
They pointed out that other international organizations,
in particular the Hague Conference on Private International Law, the Council of Europe and the European
Communities, had undertaken work in the field of products liability and that it would be advisable to await
the results of that work. Doubts were also expressed
whether the issue of the civil liability of producers fell
within the competence of the Commission with respect
to the harmonization and unification of international
trade law, as conferred on the Commission by the General Assembly.41 It was suggested that the proposed
topic was not primarily an issue of commercial law, in
particular if the liability arose outside a contract for
the international sale of goods. It was noted that, even
in the context of the international sale of goods, the
international instruments that were at present being
p,reptred by the Commission exc:ludiedi the sale of goods
to consumers.
80. On the other hand, other representatives were
of the opinion that the scope of the Commission's mandate, and the advisability of preparing uniform rules,
should not depend on doctrinal distinctions between
matters pertaining to civil and commercial law. In the
view of these representatives, the liability of the producer could be considered as a commercial liability.
The more relevant question was whether the absence
of such rules could have an adverse impact on international trade. There was general agreement that a study
on the main problems that arose in connexion with the
preparation of uniform rules on the topic and a survey
of the pending work of other organizations in the area
would be necessary as a basis for a decision on these
questions.

Decision of the Commission
81. The Commission, at its 146th meeting on
14 May 1974, adopted unanimously the following
decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law,
Having regard to General Assembly resolution
3108 (XXVIII) of 12 December 1973,
Requests the Secretary-General to prepare a report
for consideration by the Commission at its eighth
session, setting forth:
(a) A survey of the work of other organizations
in respect of civil liability for damage caused by
products;
(b) A study of the main problems that may arise
in this area and of the solutions that have been
adopted therefor in national legislations or are being
contemplated by international organizations;
(c) Suggestions as to the Commission's future
course of action.
41 General Assembly resolution 2205 (XXI).

CHAPTER IX
FUTURE WORK

A.

General Assembly resolution 3108 (XXVIII) on
the report of the Commission on the work of its
sixth session
82. The Commission took note of this resolution.

B. Filling of vacancies in Working Groups
83. As a result of the expiration of the terms of
office of some member States of the Commission, vacancies occurred in the Working' Group on the International
Sale of Goods and the Working Group on International
Legislation on Shipping. The Commission appointed
the following member States:
(a) Working Group on the International Sale of
Goods: Czechoslovakia ·and Sierra Leone to replace
Iran and Tunisia;
(b ) Working Group on International Legislation on
Shipping: Federal Republic of German, to replace
Spain.
84. With regard to the filling of' the vacancies in
the Working Group on the Internati@mal: Sale of Goods,
it was understood that the nomination of Czechoslovakia in the place of Iran would fu: no way prejudice
the representation of regional groups in that Working
Group or any other Working Group and: that a member
of the group of Asian States, could, in the future, reoccupy the seat vacated by Iran. It was; also. understood
that Czechoslovakia would be nominatecll ror the duration of the Working Group's work on a uniform)fu:w on
the international sale of goods and that the composition of the Working Group would be reconsidered when
new tasks would be undertaken by it.

Date and place of sessions of the Commission
and its Working Groups
85. After taking note of a statement on the financial
implications of convening an extra session of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping in
Geneva in 1974 (A/eN.9/95), the Commission decided that its eighth session and the sessions of its
Working Groups should be scheduled to take place as
follows:
(a) Eighth session of the Commission, at Geneva,
from 1 to 18 April 1975;
(b) Seventh session of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping, at Geneva, from
30 September to 11 October 1974;
(c) Third session of the Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments, at Geneva from 6 to
17 January 1975;
(d) Eighth session of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping, at New York, from
27 January to 7 February 1975;
(e) Sixth session of the Working Group on International Sale of Goods, at New York, from 10 to 21
February 1975.
C.

D. Programme of work
86. Several representatives noted that the work
carried out by the Working Groups of the Commission
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was nearing completion and expressed the view that
the Commission should endeavour to consider the draft
texts submitted by the Working Groups according to
the following schedule:
(a) Uniform rules on the liability of ocean carriers
for Joss or damage with respect to cargo: as soon as
possible upon completion of the draft rules by the
Working Group (expected in February 1975);
(b) Uniform l.aw on the international sale of goods:
at the session of the Commission following the session
at which the draft uniform rules on the Hability of
ocean carriers «a) above) are approved;

(c) Uniform law on international bills of exchange
and international promissory notes: if possible at the
session of the Commission following the session at
which the draft uniform law on the international sale
of goods is approved.

E. Other work in progress
87. The Secretariat reported to the Commission
that, in addition to pending matters described in the foregoing chapters of the report, subjects that would be sufficiently advanced for consideration at the Commission's
eighth session induded the following: draft uniform
arbitration rules for optional use in ad hoc arbitration
relating to international trade;42 draft uniform general
conditions of sale;43 a study of rules with respect to
security interests in goods (e.g., conditional sales and
trust receipts) that are relevant to international transactions. 44
CHAPTER X
OTHER BUSINESS

A. Report of the Secretary-General on current
activities of other organizations

88. The Commission took note of this report (AI
CN.9/94).

B.

Uniform rules relating to the validity of contracts
of international sale of goods

89. The Commission" at its sixth session, decided
to consider at the present session the request of the
President of the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) that the Commi<;sion consider the "draft of a law for the unification
of certain rules relating to the validity of contracts of
42 Report of the United Nations Commission on InternatiOn& T,rade Law on the work of its sixth session, Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 85; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1971, part one, II, A.
43 Ibid., para. 24.
44 Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its third session, Official Records of
the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 17
(A/8017) para. 145 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970,
part two: III, A); Report of the United Na~ions Commis~ion
on International Trade Law on the work of Its fourth seSSIon,
Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), paras. 50-53 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol.U: 1971, part one, n, A).

international sale of goods", prepared by a working
group appointed by UNIDROIT.45
90. The representatives who spoke on the subject
expressed their appreciation to UNIDROIT for having
transmitted the draft law to the Commission. Several
representatives noted the close connexion between the
rules on validity embodied in the UNIDROIT draft
and the rules governing the formation of contracts.
91. With respect to the formation of contracts, it
was noted that the Diplomatic Conference on the Unification of Law Governing the ilnternational Sale of
Goods, held at The Hague in April 1974, had, in
addition to the Uniform Law on the International Sale
of Goods (ULIS), also adopted a Uniform Law on the
Formation of Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (ULFC). Several representatives expressed the
view that the Working Group on the International Sale
of Goods, after it had completed its work on the uniform law on the international sale of goods. should
be requested to consider the establishment of uniform
rules governing the validity of contracts for the international sale of goods on the basis of the UNilDROIT
draft in connexion with its mandate to prepare uniform
rules on formation. Some representatives were of the
opinion that the uniform rules on validity and on
formation should be the subject-matter of a singl.e
instrument. Other representatives took the view that
it should be left to the Working Group to consider
whether the rules on validity and formation should be
the subject-matter of a single instrument or whether
the issues could more appropriately be deah with in
separate instruments. Still other representatives were
of the opinion that the Working Group should be free
to consider whether it would be desirable and feasible
to establish uniform rules on the validity of contracts
for the international sale of goods.
92. Some representatives suggested that the Commission should consider the advisability of preparing
uniform rules governing the formation and validity of
contracts in general to the extent that they were
relevant to international trade. However, other representatives were of the view that questions of the
validity and formation of contracts presented different
aspects dependent on the commercial relationships to
which the contract applied. The Working Group
should therefore, in first instance, consider questions
relating to the formation and validity of contracts for
the international sale of goods, but should be empowered to consider whether the principles underlying
the formation and validity of such contracts would also
be applicable to other types of contract.

Decision of the Commission
93. The Commission, at its 147th meeting on
15 may 1974, adopted unanimously the following decision:
The United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
45 The decision of the Commission at its sixth session is set
forth in Official Records of the General Assembly, Twentyeighth session, Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 148;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A. The
text of the draft law is set forth in UNIDROIT publication
Etude XVI lB, Doc. 22; U.D.P. 1972.
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1. Expresses its appreciation to the International
Institute for the Unification of Private Law
(UNIDROIT) for having transmitted to the Commission the text of a "draft of a law for the unification of certain rules relating to the validity of
contracts of international sale of goods";
2. Decides to request its Working Group on the
International Sale of Goods, after having completed
its work on the ·uniform law on the international
sale of goods" to consider the establishment of uniform rules governing the validity of contracts for
the international sale of goods, on the basis of the
above UNIDROIT draft, in connexion with its work
on uniform rules governing the formation of contracts
for the international sale of goods.

C. Private international law
94. One representative suggested that, at a future
session, the Commission might consider undertaking
work with respect to the unification of rules in the field
of private international law (conflict of laws). Tribute
was paid to the expertise in this field of the Hague
Conference on Private ,International Law, and to the
useful conventions that had been prepared under its
auspices. However, it was observed that, although the
Hague Conference was open to States from all parts
of the world" many States were not members and the
Conference did not have a governing body that was
internationally representative. The Commission, in cooperation with the Hague Conference and avoiding
duplication of work, might be able to secure wider
participation in such work and more general adoption
of uniform rules in this field. This suggestion was supported by another representative. Other representatives
expressed reservations with respect to this suggestion;
in this regard reference was made to the significance

of unification of the substantive rules governing international trade law, and the special competence of the
Hague Conference with respect to unification of rules
of private international law.
95. It was agreed that no decision with respect to
the above question should be taken by the Commission
at the present session.
D. Bibliographies on international trade law
96. The Commission took note of the compilation
of bibliographies on international trade law (A/CN.9/
L.25), based on materials supplied by members of the
Commission in response to the invitation extended by
the Commission at its fourth session.46
97. Appreciation was expressed for the preparation and compilation of this material. It was agreed
that if other members should supply such bibliographical material within the field of the Commission's
work, this material would be compiled and distributed
as a document of the Commission in the form of a
supplement to the above initial compilation. 47
ANNEX
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[Annex not reproduced; see check Ust of UNCITRAL
documents at the end of this volume.]
46 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 137; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one II, A. Bibliographic material was supplied by Australia, Austria, ,Belgium, Brazil,
Chile, Hungary, India, Italy, Romania, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern ,!:rei-and and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.
47 See also: Survey of bibliographies relating to illItemational
trade law: report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/L.20 and
Add.l), reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971.
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India, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern ,Ireland and the United States of America. 1
2. The terms of reference of the Working Group
are set out in paragraph 38 of the report of the United

INTRODUCTION

1. The Working Group on the International Sale
of Goods was established by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law at its second
session held in 1969. The Working Group is currently
composed of the following States members of the
Commission: Austria, Brazil, France, Ghana, Hungary,
II<

.
.

.

ULIS
CHAPTER

101

Section II. Exemptions
Article 74

1-10

1 The terms of two of the 14 members of the Working Group
elected by the Commission 'at its second and fourth sessions,
namely those of Iran aJ1ld Tunisia, expired on 31 December 1973.

14 March 1974.
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Nations Commission on International Trade Law on its
second session.2
3. The Working Group held its fifth session at the
United Nations Office at Geneva from 21 January to
1 February 1974. All members of the Working Group
were represented.
4. The session was also attended by observers for
Bulgaria, the Federal Republic of Germany, Norway
and the Philippines and by observers for the following
international organizations: The Hague Conference on
Private International Law, the International Institute
for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) and
the International Chamber of Commerce.
5. The following documents were placed before the
Working Group:
(a) Provisional agenda and annotations (A/CN.9/
WG.2/L.l)
(b) Analysis of comments and proposals by representatives of States members of the Working Group on articles 56
to 70 of UllS: note by the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/
WG.21WP.15)
(c) Text of comments and proposals by represeI1ltatives
of States members of the Working Group on articles 56 to 70
of ULIS (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.15/Add.l)
(d) Analysis of comments and proposals by representatives of States members of the Working Group relating to
artioles 7-1 to 101 of ULIS: note by the Secretary-General
(A/CN.9/WG.21WP.17)
(e) Text of comments and proposals by representatives
of States members of the Working Group on articles 71 to
101 of ULIS (AlCN.9/WG.21WP.l7/Add.l)
(I) Comments of the representative of Hungary on
article 74 of ULIS (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17/ Add.2)
(g) Compilation of dmft articles 1 to 59 to ULIS as
approved by ,the Working Group at its first four sessions
(A/CN.9/WG.21WP.18)
(h) Issues presented by chwpters IV to VI of the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods: report of the
Secretary-General (A/CN.9/WG.21WP.19).

6. The session of the Working Group was, opened
by the representative of the Secretary-General.
7. At its first meeting, held on 21 January 1974,
the Working Group, by acclamation, elected the following officers:
Chairman . . .. M. Jorge Barrera-Graf (Mexico)
Rapporteur .. M. Gyula Eorsi (Hungary)
8. The Working Group adopted the following
agenda:
1. Election of officers
2. Adoption of the agenda
3. Continuation of consideration of articles 58 to 70 of
ULIS
4. Consideration of articles 71 to .101 of ULIS
5. Future work
6. Adoption of the report.

9. In the course of its deHberations, the Working
Group set up drafting parties to which various articles
were assigned.
2 Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Tra.de Law on the work of its second session (1969). Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 18 (A/7618), UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I:
1968-1970, part two, II, A.

10. The text of articles 58-101 as adopted or as
deferred for further consideration appears in annex 1*
to this report. The texts of comments and proposals
to representatives of members on articles 56 to 70 and
on articles 71 to 101 «A/CN.9/WG.2/W'P.17/Add.l
and 2) appear as annexes II and [II, respectively, and
the report of the Secretary-General on issues presented
by chapters IV to VI of UUS (A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.19) as annex (lV.

I.

CONTINUATION OF CONSIDERATION OF ARTICLES
TO 70 OF UUS

58

11. The Working Group at its fourth session, in
addition to considering articles 18-55 of UUS, commenced the consideration of articles 56-70. With respect to this second group of articles" the Working
Group took action with respect to articles 56 and 57,
and gave preliminary consideration to articles 58 and
59. Final action on these two articles was deferred
until the present session.
CHAPTER IV. OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER
SECTION I. PAYMENT OF THE PRICE

A. Fixing the price (continued)3
Article 58

12. Article 58 of ULIS reads:
"Where the price is fixed according to the weight
of the goods, it shall, in case of doubt, be determined by the net weight."
13. At the fourth session of the Working Group
some representatives proposed that the words "in case
of doubt" should be replaced by the words "unless
otherwise agreed by the parties". 4
14. Several representatives opposed the above pro~
posal on the grounds that under article 5 of the revised
text the agreement of the parties always prevails over
the provisions of the uniform law and, therefore, there
was no need to repeat this general rule in specific
articles. Some representatives expressed the view that
the expression "in case of doubt" should be deleted
on the ground that it is but another way to refer to
contractual stipulation or usage and is therefore superfluous. Other representatives asserted that doubts might
arise in respect of whether there was a contractual
stipulation for the case regulated in article 58.
15. At the fourth session it was proposed that a
paragraph be added to resolve doubts as to whether
the price should be paid in the currency of the seller
or of the buyer. 5
16. The Working Group decided to adopt article 58
of UUS without any changes.
>I< AiJJ.nexes I to IV are separately reproduced below in this
chapter of the Yea,rbook, sections 2 to 5 respectively.
a The headings of the report referring to specific topics are
the same as in ULIS. They have been added to facilitate
reference to the various parts of the report.
4 A/CN.9175, para. 166; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, I, A, 3.
51bid., para. 169.

Part Two. Internati_Il1' Safe' of GOeds'

B.

Place and date of payment

Article 59
17. Article 59 of ULIS reads:
"1. The buyer shall pay the price to the seITer
at the seller's place of business or~ if be does not
have a place of business" at his habitual residence,
or, where the payment is to made against the handing over of the goods or of documents, at the place
where such handing over takes place.
"2. Where, in consequence of a change in the
place of business or habitual residence of the seller
subsequent to the conclusion of the contract, the
expenses incidental to payment are increased, such
increase shall be borne by the seller."
18. The Working Group at its fourth session
adopted this article without changes, and deferred
consideration of a proposed additional paragraph
pending submission of a revised draft by the representative concerned. 6 No such draft has been introduced.
19. With reference to the general rule of article 59
that payment shaH be in the seller's country, one rep..,
resentative stated that sellers from developing countries
sometimes preferred payment in the currency of third
countries and quite frequently buyers in developing
countries preferred to make payments for international
purchases in their own countries. For this reason, it
was suggested that the possibility of deviation from
the general rule should be cleady expressed, and proposed the addition of the words "unless otherwise
agreed" at the beginning of paragraph 1.
20. One representative suggested that in paragraph 2 of this article, after the expression "subsequent
to the conclusion of the contract" the words "the risks
or" should be inserted. The proposal was not supported by other representatives.
21. The Working Group decided to adopt article 59
of UUS without any changes.
Article 60
22. Article 60 of UUS reads:
"Where the parties have agreed upon a date for
the payment of the price or where such data is fixed
by usage, the buyer shall, without the need for any
other formality, pay the price at that date."
23. One representative suggested deletion of the
words "without the need for any other formality". Another representative expressed the view that article 60
had been inserted in UUS to avoid the application of
national rules requiring the performance of certain
formalities before the price is due, and therefore, without the above-quoted words', the whole article would
lose its purpose.
24. Some representatives expressed doubts a~ to
the, necessity for this article. Other representatIVes,
however, were of the opinion that retention of the
article would be useful.
25. The Working Group decided to adopt article 60
of UUS without any changes.
6

Ibid., para. 177.
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New artide' 59 bis
26. The Secretary-Generail in his repoft on issues
prese1i1il1ed. b!Y' ~etrs IV:'VI (:)f UUS· (A/CN.9/
WG.2/WP.]9') <came; tID' the ct'>n'diUsion: that subsection I B (articles 59 and 60) of ULIS; emltitled "':Place
and date of payment" was incomplete. In this report
it was noted that while article 59 included certain
rules on the place of payment, subsection I B of UUS
made no adequate provision for the time for payment.
More particularly, this subsection failed to deal with
the relationship between the time and place for payment by the buyer and the seller's handing over of the
goods in the normal case where the contract called for
despatch of the goods. It was noted that answers to
some of the problems could be found in articles 71
and 72 of UUS, but that it was not easy for a user
of ULIS to piece together these scattered provisions
on payment, and that articles 71 and 72 presented
problems of clarity and completeness.
27. In order to provide for a more unified presentation of rules on the place and date of payment,
the above report suggested that subsection if B of ULIS
should include an additional article" and suggested the
following text which could replace or follow article 60: 7
"1. The buyer shall pay the price when the
seller, in accordance with the contract and the present
law, hands over the goods or a document controlling possession of the goods.
"2. Where the contract involves carriage of
goods, the seller may either:
"(a) By appropriate notice require that, prior
to dispatch of the goods, the buyer at his election
shaH in the seller's country either pay the price in
exchange for documents controlling disposition of
the goods, or procure the establishment of an irrevocable letter of credit, in accordance with current
commercial practice" assuring such payment; or
"( b) Dispatch the goods on terms whereby the
goods, or documents controlling their disposition,
will be handed over to the buyer at the place of
destination against payment of the price.
"3. The buyer shall not be bound to pay the
price until he has had an opportunity to inspect the
goods, unless the procedures for deliv'ery or payment
agreed upon by the partffies are inconsistent with such
opportunity."
28. All repr~entatives who spoke on this question
agreed in principle with the Secretary-General's proposal that a single subseotion of UUS should deal with
all aspects of the place and time of payment. However,
several comments were made in respect of ,the terms
and language of the suggested draft.
29. Several representatives expressed the view that
the terminology of the proposed draft should be
brought into line with that of article 20 by replacing
the words "hand over the goods" by "deliver the
goods" or "p[ace the goods at the buyer's disposal"
and that an appropriate single expression should be
used for the description of the documents falling within
the scope of this article. It was noted that the expres7 A/CN.9/WG.21WP.19, paras. 11 and 21; see annex IV to
this report, reproduced be.Jow in section 5.
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sion "documents controlling possession of the goods"
and "documents controlling disposition of the goods"
used in the drak may be construed as referring to difrerent types of documents. One representative noted
that in common law terminology "entitlement to goods"
would seem to be an appropriate expr,ession.
30. As regards pamgraph 1 of the draft, one observer noted Ithat the incorporation of the provisions of
articles 71 and 72 in the new draft resulted in the
loss of the important provision that the seller could
make payment a condition for handing over the goods.
He therefore suggested that a sentence to this effect
should be added to the text.
31. Most comments were directed towards paragraph 2 (a) of the draft. Several representatives considered that this paragraph should be merged with or
immediately £oll.owed by article 69. One observer expressed the view that the provision in this subparagraph
entitling ,the seller to require the buy,er, at the buyer's
election, to pay the price or to procure the establishment of an irrevocable letter of credit prior to dispatch
of the goods was contrary to commercial usage, and
stated that the cost of procuring a letter of credit might
in fact prove ,an excessive burden on the buyer. On
the other hand, one representative suggested that the
seller should also be entitled to require, where appropriate, the procurement of a performance bond.
32. A few drafting changes were also proposed
in respect of subparagraph 2 (a) of the draft. Thus,
one repr,esentati'Ve suggested the replacement of the
expression "in accordance with current commercial
practice" by "in accordance with usage"; another representative proposed that after the words "of the goods"
the following phrase should be inserted: "or procure
such documents relating to payment as will satisfy the
seller's requirement under the contract, or will conform
to ourrent commercial praotice in the particular trade".
One observer proposed the deletion of the words "in
the seller's country".
33. One representative was of the opinion that
paragraph 2 (a) should 'also contain a provision stating the buyer's obligation to open a letter of credit if
required by the contract and the consequences should
he fail to do so.
34. The Working Group set up a drafting party
(Drafting Party II), composed of the representatives
of France, Ghana, Japan, United Kingdom and the
observers for Norway and the International Chamber
of Commerce, and requested the Drafting Party, taking
into consideration the comments and proposals made in
the pknary, to redraft the sugges,ted new article.
35. Drafting Party II submitted its proposal to
the 13th meeting of the Working Group on 29 January
1974. On the basis of that proposal, the Working Group
decided:
(a) To delete article 69 of ULIS and replace it by
the foHowing new I3fticle 56 bis:
"The buyer shall tak!e steps which are necessary
in accO'fdance with the contract, with the laws and
regulations in force or with usage, to enable the
price to be paid or to procure the issuance of documents assuring payment, such as a letter of credit or
a banker's guarantee".

(b) To include in the law the following new article 59 bis:

"1. The buyer shall pay the price when the
seller, in accordance with the contract and the
present Law, places at the buyer's disposal either
t~e goods or a document controlling their disposit1On. The seller may make such payment a condition
for handing over the goods or the document.
"2. Where the contract involves the carriage of
goods, the seller may dispatch the goods on terms
whereby the goods, or documents controlling their
disposition, will be handed over to the buyer at the
place of destination against payment of the price.
'
"3. The buyer shall not be bound to pay the
price until he has had an opportunity to inspect the
goods, unless the procedures for delivery or payment agreed upon by the parties are inconsistent with
such opportunity."
(c) To delete articles 71 and 72 of ULIS.
C. Remedies for non-payment
Articles 61-64
36. ArticiJ.es 61 to 64 of ULIS read as follows:
Article 61
"1. If the buyer fails to pay the price in accordance wi'th the con;tract and with the present Law,
the seller may reqUIre the buyer ,to perform his
obligation.
"2. The seller shall not be entitled to require
payment of the price by the buyer if it is in conformity with usage and reasonably possible for the
seHer to resell the goods. In that case 'the contract
shall be ipso facto avoided as from the time when
such resale should be effected."
Article 62
"1. Where the failure to pay the price at the
date fixed amounts to a fundamental breaoh of ,the
contract, the seller may either require the buyer
to pay the price or declare the contract avoided.
He shall inform the buyer of his decision within a
reasonabIe time; otherwise the contract shall be ipso
facto avoided.
"2. Where the failure to pay the price ,at the
date fixed does not amount to a fundamental breach
of contract, the seller may grant to the buyer an
additional period of time of reasonable length. If
the buyer. ~as not p,aid the price .at the expiration
of the addItIOnal penod, the seller may either require
the payment of the prioe by the buyer or, provided
that he does so promptly, declare the contract
avoided."
Article 63
"1. Where the contract is avoided because of
failure to pay the price, the seller shall have the
right to claim damages in accordance with articles 84
to 87.
"2. Where the contract is not avoided, the seller
shall have the right to olaim damages in accordance
with articles 82 and 83."

Part Two. International Sale of Goods

Article 64

, "In no case shaH the buyer be entitled to apply
to a C\)urt or arbitral tribunal to grant him a period
of grace for the payment of the price."
37. The Working Group at its fourth session decided to replace the separate sets of remedial provisions on the buyer's remedies for the seller's failure to
perform his obligations by a consolidated set of such
remedies in chapter III of ULIS. The Secretary-General in his report on issues presented by chapters IV
to VI of ULIS (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.19) came to the
conclusion that the reasons for consolidating the remedial provisions in chapter III were also applicable
to chapter IV.
38. As stated in the Secretary-General's report,
several articles in chapter IV contain remedial provisions. Articles 61 to 64 provide for remedies for nonpayment, articles 66-68 8 for failure of the buyer to
take deHvery or to make a specification and article 709
for failure of the buyer to fulfil any of his other
obligations.
39. The Secretary-General suggested that the consolidated text of remedial prov.isions should follow the
substantive pwvisions of ohapter IV. The last such
provision being article 69 of ULIS, and in view ?f
the incorporation of articles 71 and 72 of ULIS In
draft article 59 bis10 the Secretary-General proposed
that the new remedial articles should provisionally be
numbered as articles [70] to [72 bis].l1
40. The consolidated text as suggested by the Secretary-General in his report12 reads as follows:
Article [70]
"1. Where the buyer fails to perform any of his
obligations under the contract of sale and the present
Law, the seller may:
"(a) Exercise the rights provided in articles [71]
to [72 bisJ; and
"( b) Claim damages as provided in articles [82]
and [83J or rurtioles [84] to [87].
"2. In no case shall the buyer be entitled to
apply to a court or arbitral tribunal to grant him
a period of grace."
Article [71]
"The seller has the right to rrequire the buyer to
perform the contract to ,the extent that specific performance could be required by the court under its
own law in respect of similar contracts of sale not
governed by the Uniform Law, urness the seller has
acted inconsistently with that right by avoiding the
contract under article [72 his J."
For text of these articles see paras. 71, 73 and 82 below.
For text of article 70 see para. 86 below.
10 See para. 35 (b) above.
11 In order to avoid confusion of these ,articles with articles
70 to 72 of ULIS in this report the numbers of articles [70]
to [72 bis] suggested by the Secretary-General appear in square
bmckets.
12 A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.l9, para. 36; see annex IV to this
report, reproduced below in section 5.
8
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Article [72]
"Where the seller reques-ts the buyer to perform,
the seller may fix an additional period of time of
reasonable length for such performance. If the buyer
does not comply with the request within the additional period, or where the seller has not fixed such
a period, within a period of reasonable time, or if
the buyer already before the expiration of the relevant period of time declares that he will not comply
with the request, the seller may resort to any remedy
available to him under ,the present law."
Article [72 bisJ
"1. The seller may by notice to the buyer declare
the contract avoided:
" (a) Where the failure by the buyer to perform
any of his obligations under the contract of sale
and the present law amounts ,to a fundamental breach
of contraot, or
"( b) Where the buyer has not performed the
contract within an additional period of time fixed
by the seller in accordanoe with article [72].
"2. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice thereof
to the buyer within a reasonable time after the seller
has discovered the failure by the buyer to perform
or ought to have discovered it, or, where the seller
has requested the buyer to perform, after the
expiration of the period of time referred to in article [72]."
Article [70]
41. The Working Group decided to adopt article [70] as proposed by the Secretary-General.
Article [71]
42. Several representatives expressed the OpInIon
that the parallelism between this article and article 43
as adopted by the Working Group at its fourth session
was inappropriate. It was emphasized that the main
obligation of the buyer was to pay the price and restrictions in certain national laws on specific performance
were not applicable to this obligation of the buyer. A
number of representatives suggested that the law should
clearly spell out that the above restrictions did not apply
to the payment of the price.
43. One representative, supported by an observer,
was of the view that the proposed language of article [71], and similarly that of article 43, was misleading because the provision restricting the seller's
right to request performance was only set forth in the
second phrase, as an exception. He, therefore, suggested
that the article should clearly express that the seller has
no right to request performance except if it is in conformity with the law of the court.
44. One observer held that the phrase "similar
contracts of sale not gcwerned by the Uniform Law"
pointed to domestic contracts. He, therefore, suggested
that the commentary should contain a clear statement
to this effect. One representative supported this suggestion. Another repr,esentative suggested that the commentary should also take care of the modalities of
payment.
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45. Several representatives expressed the view that
article 61, paragr.aph 2 of ULIS seemed to be superfluous .on the grounds that it applied mainly to such
types of trade which were governed by usage and under
article 9 usages always prevail over the provisions of
the law.
46. Several repl1esentatives and observers expressed
views on whether the seller should be entitled to payment or damages in cases where the goods were duly
offered or delivered and payment did oot follow.
47. One delegate proposed that article [71] should
contain a s,eparate rule on payment and another on his
obligations other than payment, as well as a provision
to the effect that ,article [71] does not apply where the
seller has avoided the contract.
48. The Working Group decided to set up a drafting party (Drafting Party III) composed of the representatives of Austria, Japan and the United States
and the observer for ICC and requested the Drafting
Party to prepare a revised text of article [71].
49. The Drafting Party submitted its proposal to
the 13th meeting of the Working Group on 29 January
1974. The Working Group decided to adopt the proposal with slight modifications.
50. The article as adopted by the Working Group
reads:
"1. If the buyer fails to pay the price, the seller
may requiJre the buyer to perform his obligation.
"2. If the buyer fails to take delirvery or to perform any other obligation in accordance with the
contract and the present law, the seller may require
the buyer to perform to the extent that specific performance could be required by the court under its
own law in respect of similar contracts of sale not
governed by the present law.
"3. The seller cannot require performance of
the buyer's obligations where he has acted inconsistently with such right by avoiding the contract under
article [72 his]."
Article [72]

51. One obsenrer suggested replacing the words
"such performance" at the end of the first sentence
by the expression "the performance of the contract".
52. The Working Group decided to adopt article [72] with the modification in paragraph 51 above.
The article, as adopted reads:
"Where the seller requests the buyer to perform,
the seller may fix an additional period of time of
reasonable length for the performance of the contract. If the buyer does not comply with the request
within the additional period, or where the seller
has not fixed such a period, within a period of reasonable time, or if the buyer already before the expiration of the relevant period of time declares that
he will not comply with the request, the seller may
resort to any remedy avaiIable to him under the
present law."
Article [72] bis
53. One observer suggested that a new subparagraph (c) should be added to this article providing for
the seller's right now contained in article 66, paragraph 1 of (jUS to avoid the contract "where the

buyer gives the seHer good grounds for fearing that
the buyer will not pay the price". This proposal was
opposed by several representatives on the grounds that
anticipatory breach was dealt with in other artiCles
of ULIS.
54. Another observer noted that from the point
of view of remedies distinction had to be made between
cases where payment or delivery had already taken
place and cases where payment or delivery had not
yet taken place. In his view if the goods had not been
delivered, the seller should be ,entitled to avoid the
contract for non-payment without any further requirements; if, however, the goods had been delivered, the
seller should have to give a reasonable time for payment before avoidance of the contract. In this connexion he expressed the view that it seemed to be unsound to copy the seller's obligations and apply them
to the buyer.
55. One observer drew attention to his suggestion
in annex VI of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17/
Add. 1* to include a new paragraph 2 in article 66 of
ULIS providing that the seller should not have the
right to claim the return of the goods for non-payment
unless in the contract the seller had retained the "property or a security right in the goods" until the price
has been paid.
56. One observer introduced a new version for
article [72 his] and drew attention to the importance of
the doctrine of parallelism, in particular to parallelism
between articles 44 and [72 his]. He emphasized that
remedies applicable in case of failure of ,the seller to
deliver the goods were not necessarily applicable to
failure of the buyer to pay the price. He noted that
his proposal was based on a principle adopted by the
Working Group at its first session as contained in paragraph 100 of document A/CN.9/35.**
57. Another observer introduced an amendment to
paragraph 2 of this article.
58. Several delegates expressed views on the above
proposals and the possibility of their reconciliation with
article [72 his] suggested in the report of the SecretaryGeneral.
59. The Working Group decided to defer final action on this article until its next session. At that session
i,t will take into consideration the text suggested in the
Secretary-General's report13 and the proposals mentioned in paragraph 56 (proposal. A) and 57 (proposal
B) above. These latter proposals read:
Proposal A

"1. The seller may by notice to the buyer declare
the contract avoided:
"(a) Where the buyer has not paid the price or
otherwise has not performed the COl1Jtract within
an additional period of time fixed by the seller in
accordance with aJl1:icle 72; or
"( b) Where the goods have not yet been handed
over, the failure by the buyer to pay the price or
to perform any other of his obligations under the

* Annex III to this report; see below, section 4.
** UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970,

part three,
I, A, 2.
13 For the text of this proposal see para. 40 above.
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contract of sale and the present law amounts to a
fundamental breach.
"2. If the buyer requests the seller to make
known his decision under paragraph 1 of this article
and the seller does not comply promptly the seller
shall whelle the goods have not yet been handed
over, be deemed to harye avoided the contract.
"3. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice to the
buyer before the pr:ice was paid or, where the goods
have been handed over, promptly after the expiration
of the period of time fixed by the seller in accordance with aIticle [72]."
Proposal B

"2. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice thereof
to the buyer within a reasonable time:
"(a) Where the buyer has not performed his
obligations on time, af,ter the seller has been informed that the price has been paid late or has been
requested by the buyer to make his decision as
regards performance or aryoidance of the contract;
" ( b) Where the seller has requested the buyer
to perform, after the expiration of ,the period of time
referred to in article [72];

"(c) In all other cases, after the seller has discovered the f.ailure by the buyer to perform or ought
to have discovered it. In any event, the seller shall
lose his right to claim ,the retum of delive'fed goods
if he has not given notice thereof to the buyer within
a period of 6 months [1 year] from the date on
whioh the goods were handed over, unless the contract reserves the seller the property or a security
right in the goods."
SECTION

II.

TAKING DELIVERY

Article 65
60. Article 65 of UUS reads as follows:
"Taking delivery consists in the buyer's doing all
such acts as are necessary in order to enable the
seller to hand over the goods and actually taking
them over."
61. Several representatives were of the opinion that
this article should be retained without any change.
Others, however, expressed the view that the present
language of the article presented various problems
which had to be resolved. Some representatives suggested the deletion of the article.
62. Mos,t comments were directed towards the first
phrase of this article providing that the concept of
"taking delivery" also included the buyer's doing all
such acts as were necessary in order to enable the seller
to hand over the goods.
63. Most representatives who spoke on the issue
agreed in principle with the above requirement but considered that the language of the article should be improved. Several representatives held that the word
"necessary" was too va'gue and, therefore, it needed

3$

qualification or replacement by a less ambiguous expression. One representative suggested the replacement
of the word "necesSiary" by the phrase "required by the
contract". One observer opposed this formulation on
the grounds that the buyer's obligations were not limited to those "required by the contrect", e.g., he had to
give the seller access to his premises in cases where the
seller was required to deliver the goods there.
64. It was also suggested that the word "necessary"
should be replaced by the expression "can reasonably
be expected". This proposal was supported by a number of delegations, subject to eventual drafting improvements.
65. Some representatives suggested that the article
should not be drafted as a definition of the concept of
"taking delivery" but rather .as an express provision
to the effect that it was the duty of the buyer to do all
such acts as are necessary to enable the seller to effect
delivery. One representative noted that article 56 required the buyer to "take delivery".
66. Several representatives expressed the view that
the provisions of article 65 should be merged with
article 56, while others suggested its merger with article 67. One observer thought that article 20 would
be the proper place to provide for the buyer's obligation now contained in amicle 65.
67. The Working Group at its second meeting on
21 January 1974, established a drafting party (Drafting Party I) composed of the Tepresentatives of
Austria, Hungary and the Und,ted States and the observer for the Federal Republic of Germany and
requested the Drafting Party to prepare a revised draft
of article 65.
68. The drafting party submitted its proposal for
a revised text of article 65 to the fifth meeting of the
Working Group on 23 January 1974. In this proposal
the drafting party noted that article 20 of UUS as
revised by the Working Group providing for the seller's
obligations as regards delivery did not contain obligations of the seller corresponding to those imposed OIll
the buyer by article 65 of ULIS, and suggested that
this question should be considered at the second reading of the draft.
69. Several representatives commented on the text
submitted by the drafting party. It was observed that
the attempt to draft article 65 as a definition of
"taking delivery" raised technical difficulties, for
example, where the buyer actually took over the goods
but had failed to give the seller the required cooperation in connexion with delivery, the approach
used in article 65 of UUS would seem to say that
the buyer had not "taken delivery" although he received (or even consumed) the goods. Consequently,
it was decided that article 65 should be drafted as a
statement of the buyer's obligation to take delivery.
70. The Working Group decided to adopt the
foHowing text for article 65:
"The buyers' obligation to take delivery consists
in doing all such acts which could reasonably be
expected of him in order to enable the seller to
effect delivery" and also taking over the goods."
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Article 66
71. Article 66 of ULIS reads:
"1. Where the buyer's failure to take delivery
of the goods in accordance with the contract amounts
to a fundamental breach of the contract or gives the
seller good grounds for fearing that the buyer will
not pay the price, the seller may declare the contract avoided.
"2. Where the failure to take delivery of the
goods does not amount to a fundamental breach of
the contract, the seller may grant to the buyer an
additional period of time of reasonable length. If
the buyer has not taken delivery of the goods at the
expiration of the additional period, the seller may
declare the contract avoided, provided that he does
so promptly."
72. The Working Group decided to delete this
article as the provisions thereof had been incorporated
in the consolidated set of new remedial articles [70]
to [72 his].
Article 67
73. Article 67 of ULIS reads as foHows:
"1. [f the contract reserves to the buyer the
right subsequently to determine the form, measurement or other features of the goods (sale by specification) and he fails to make such specification
either on the date expressly or impliedly agreed upon
or within a reasonable time after receipt of a request
from the seller, the seller may declare the contract
avoided provided that he does so promptly, or make
the specification himself in accordance with the
requirements of the buyer in so far as these are
known to him.
"2. If the seller makes the specification himsel~,
he shaH inform the buyer of the details thereof and
shall fix a reasonable period of time within which
the buyer may submit a different specification. If the
buyer fails to do so the specification made by the
seller shall be binding."
74. The Secretary-General's report on issues presented by chapters IV to VI of ULIS noted that the
remedial provision in this article was inconsistent with
the remedial provisions in other articles of the Law,
in that it provided for avoidance of the contract for
any delay or failure to provide specifications without
regard to whether this constituted a fundamental
breach. The report suggested that in the interest of
consistency, the expression "may declare the contract
avoided, provided that he does so promptly" should
be deleted from the text, so that delay or failure of
the buyer to supply specifications would be subject to
the general remedial provisions applicable to a breach
of contract by the buyer. 14 [t was suggested that the
above expression should be replaced by the following
phrase: "may have recourse to the remedies specified
in articles [70] to [72 his]".
75. The above proposal was supported by some
representatives, while others doubted whether the general remedial provisions were well suited for the special
cases covered by article 67.
14 A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.19, para. 3D; annex IV to this report;
see below, section 5.

76.. One ~eprese~tative suggested the deletion of
the artIcle as It proVided for a question of detail only.
One observer and some representatives emphasized that
the article dealt with problems of high practical importance.
77. Some representatives were of the opinion that
avoidance of the contract as allowed by the general
remedial provisions was too strong a remedy for the
buyer's failure to provide specifications and suggested
that the only remedy in such cases should be the
t~ansfer to the seller of the power to make specificatlOn, coupled" where appropriate, with compensation
for damage. One representative, supported by an observer, proposed that, in addition to these remedies
avoidance of the contract should 'also be allowed. An:
other representative held the view that the law should
not provide for compensation but should leave that
question to interpretation.
78. One representative expressed the view that
specification was only a right and not an obligation
of the seller. Another representative suggested that it
should be made clear that the buyer is obliged to make
specifications if the contract so provides.
79. One representative suggested that the seller
should be obliged to give notice before resorting to
remedies.
80. One representative submitted that article 67
after appropriate modifications" should be moved t~
chapter V of ULIS.

81. The Working Group decided to adopt in principle the proposal mentioned at the end of paragraph 74 above and to defer final action on this proposal and on the whole article until a later session.
Article 68
82. Article 68 of ULIS reads:
"1. Where the contract is avoided because of
the failure of the buyer to accept delivery of the
goods or to make a specification, the seller shaH
have the right to claim damages in accordance with
articles 84 to 87.
"2. Where the contract is not avoided, the seller
shall have the right to claim damages in accordance
with article 82."
83. The Working Group decided to delete this
article as the provisions thereof had been incorporated'
in the consolidated set of new remedial articles [70]
to [72 his].
SECTION

III.

OTHER OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

Article 69
84. Article 69 of ULIS reads:
"The buyer shall take the steps provided for in
the contract, by usage or by laws and regulations in
force, for the purpose of making provision for or
guaranteeing payment of the price, such as the acceptance of a bill of exchange, the opening of a
documentary credit or the giving of a banker's
guarantee".
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85. The Working Group decided to delete this
article and replace it by a new article 56 bis. 15

Article 70
86. Article 70 of ULIS reads as fonows:
"1. If the buyer fails to perform any obligation
other than those referred to in sections I and II of
this chapter:, the seller may:
"(a) where such 'failure amounts to a fundamental breach of the contract, declare the contract
avoided, provided that he does so promptly, and
claim damages in accordance with articles 84 to 87;
or
"(b) in any other case, claim damages in accordance with article 82.
"2. The seller may also require performance by
the buyer of his obligation, unless the contract is
avoided".
87. The Working Group decided to delete this
article as the provisions thereof had been incorporated
in the consolidated set of new remedial articles [70]
to [72 bis].
II. CONSIDERATION OF ARTICLES 71 TO 101 OF ULIS

CHAPTER V. PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE
OBLIGAnONS OF THE SELLER AND OF THE BUYER
SECTION I. CONCURRENCE BETWEEN DELIVERY OF
THE GOODS AND PAYMENT OF THE PRICE

Articles 71-72
88. Articles 71 and 72 of ULIS read as follows:
Article 71
"Except as otherwise provided in article 72,
delivery of the goods and payment of the price shan
be concurrent conditions. Nevertheless" the buyer
shall not be obliged to pay the price until he has
had an opportunity to examine the goods."
Article 72
"1. Where the contract involves carriage of the
goods and where delivery is, by virtue of paragraph 2 of article 19, effected by handing over the
goods to the carrier, the seller may either postpone
despatch of the goods until he receives payment or
proceed to despatch them on terms that reserve to
himself the right of disposal of the goods during
transit. In the latter case, he may require that
the goods shall not be handed over to the buyer
at the place of destination except against payment
of the price and the buyer shall not be bound to
pay the price until he has had an opportunity to
examine the goods.
"2. Nevertheless, when the contract requires
payment against documents, the buyer shall not be
entitled to refuse payment of the price on the ground
that he has not had the opportunity to examine the
goods."
89. The Working Group decided to delete these
articles as the provisions thereof had been incorporated
in article 59bis.
15

For text of the new article see para. 35, subpara. (a).
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Article 73
90. Article 73 of ULIS reads as follows:
"1. Each party may suspend the performance
of his obligations whenever" after the conclusion of
the contract, the economic situation of the other
party appears to have become so difficult that there
is good reason to fear that he will not perform a
material part of his obligations.
"2. H the seller has already despatched the goods
before the economic situation of the buyer described
in paragraph 1 of this article becomes evident,he
may prevent the handing over of the goods to the
buyer even if the :latter holds a document which
entitles him to obtain them.
"3. Nevertheless, the seller shall not be entitled
to prevent the handing over of the goods if they are
claimed by a third person who is a lawful holder of
a document which entitles him to obtain the goods,
unless the document contains a reservation concerning the effects of its transfer or unless the seller
can prove that the holder of the document, when
he acquired it, knowingly acted to the detriment of
the seller."
91. Prior to the present session Governments and
representatives on the Working Group submitted several comments on this article. It was noted in these
comments that the unilateral decision of the seller as
to the economic situation of the buyer might have
serious consequences for the buyer;16 the suggestion
was made that the buyer should be allowed to remedy
the situation by providing assurances17 and it was Iheld
that the provisions of this article imposing obligations upon the carrier conflicted with those of municipal and international law concerning the carriage
of goodS. 18
92. The Secretary-General in his report on issues
presented by chapters IV-VI of ULIS (A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.19)" based on the above comments and the considerations contained in paragraphs 48 to 61 of that
report, suggested the following modifications:
(a) . A new paragraph 1 bis should be inserted in
the article to read as follows:
"A party suspending performance shall promptly
notify the other party thereof and shall continue with
performance if the other party, by guarantee, documentary credit or otberwise, provides adequate assurance of his performance. On failure by the other
party, within a reasonable time after notice, to provide such assurance, the party who suspended performance may avoid the contract."
(b) At the end of paragraph 2 the following new
sentence should be added:
"The foregoing provision relates only to the rights
in the goods as between the buyer and the seller
[and does not affect the obligations of carriers and
other persons]".
(c) Paragraph 3 of the article should be deleted.
16 A/CN.9/WG:2/WP.17, para. 11.
17. Ibid., paras. 12 and 14.
18 Ibid., para. 13.

i
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93. In respect of paragraph 1 of the article there
was general agreement in the Working Group that the
expression "the economic situation of the other party
appears to have become so difficult" was too subjective
and vague and, therefore, it should be replace~ by a
more objective and precise one. One repre.sentatlve .expressed the view that. as a. matter of po~cy the r.lght
to a unilateral suspensIOn mIght lead to arbItrary actIOns
to the serious detriment of the buyer. One representative proposed the phrase "reasonable gr.ounds for b~lief
that a material part of performance Will not be gIven
when due". Another representative supported this proposal with the modification, however, that the words
"for belief" should be replaced by "to conclude". qne
observer suggested the replacement of the expressIOn
"reasonable grounds" in the proposed text by a more
unambiguous form.
94. Some 'fepresentatives expressed the view that
axticle 73 should be made to apply only in cases where
credit had been ex,tended and the terms of this credit
were not obsel'Ved. One representative suggested that
the article be limited in scope to cases of bankruptcy
and insoIrvency, and added that paragraph 2 would not
be operative because the draft could not have any
effect on carriers. It was suggested by one delegate that
in many countries there was no reliable information
on insolvency of companies and by another that the
yearly balances were issued too late to pTovide for upto-date information on the financial situation of the
companies. Another representative held that th.e grounds
for suspension of performance should be denved from
the conduct of the defaulting party during performance.
One observer noted his disagreement with all these proposals and another representative sugg~ted that. the
article should only apply in case of a senoUiS detenoration of the financial situation of the buyer.
95. The Working Group agreed in principle that
a provision in line with paragraph 1 his suggested by
,the Secretary-General (see paragraph 92 above) should
be inserted in the article. However, several comments
were made as to the content and language of such a
provision.
96. One representative suggested that a provision
should be inserted in paragraph 1 to the effeot that
the guarantee of performance must be satisfactory to
or even accepted by the other party. Another representative was of the opinion that the text should also
call for disclosure by the seller of his reasons ~or
suspending performance. Stilll another representatIve
suggested that the additional costs incurred by the buyer
in securing the guarantee should be borne by the seller.
This latter proposal was supported by one observer
and opposed by another.
97. One observer suggested that the law should
also allow the Iseller to claim a less drastic rem,edy than
avoidance of the contract in addition to his suspension
of performance of his obligations under the oontract.
98. One representative proposed that the expression "documentary credit" in paragraph 1 his should
be replaced by the expression "letter of credit". Another drafting proposal suggeste~ the insert~on. after
"a party suspending performance at the begmmng of
the paragraph of the expression "or preventing the handiing over of goods".

99. In connexion with paragraph 2 one repTesentative pointed out that the law in most countries allowed
a seller to stop goods in transit only in dearly specified
cases and suggested that the Uniform Law should MSO
spell out the particular situation in which article 73
would be applicable.
100. One representative and one observer held that
the deletion of paragraph 3 of article 73 as suggested
in the report of the Secretary-General would leave
third parties without any recourse and suggested that
this paragraph should therefore be retained.
101. The Working Group requested the drafting
party set up for consideration of article 75, paragraph 2
(Drafting Party IV),19 in view of the interrelation between articles 73 and 75, also to consider artiole 73
and prepare a revised draft thereof. The drafting party
submitted to the Working Group at its 13th meeting
a revised text of article 73. Many representatives and
observers made comments on this draft and submitted
proposals both on the substance and the language of
the proposed text. In view of these comments and proposals, the Working Group requested Drafting Party IV
to reconsider the draft it had recommended and to
submit a revised version thereof.
102. Drafting Party IV submitted its revised draft
of article 73 to the 15th meeting of the Working Group
on 30 January 1974.
103. One representative expressed the view that
there was a discrepancy between the proposed text and
article 76 'because the protection provided by the former
was too narrow while that pTovided by the latter was
too broad. The combined effect of these two articles
was to force the parties to avoid the contract rather
than to rely on the Jess drastic remedy of suspension
of performance.
104. One observer pointed out that under paragraph. 1 of the article the deterioration o~ the eco1,1omic
situatIon of a party could only be taken mto conSIderation if this occurred or became known to the other
party after the condusion of the contract. He further
noted that paragraph 3 was intended to cover also
substantial delay in performance.
105. The representatives of Brazil, Ghana" Hungary
and Kenya did not object to the adoption of this article,
as suggested by the drafting party, but reserved the
right to suggest modification of the text at a later session.
106. The Working Group decided to adopt article 73 as suggested by Drafting Party lIV and noted
the reservations mentioned in paragraph 105 above.
The text of article 73 as adopted by the Working
Group reads as follows:
"1. A party may suspend the performance of his
obligation when, after the conclusion of the contract,
a serious deterioration in the economic situation of
the other party or his conduct in preparing to perform or in actually performing the contract, gives
reasonable grounds to conclude that the other party
will not perform a substantial part of his obligations.
"2. If the seUer has already dispatched the goods
before the grounds described in par~graph 1 become
evident he may prevent the handmg over of the
goods to the buyer even if the latter holds a docu19

See para. 121 below.
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ment which entitles him to obtain them. The provision of the present paragraph relates only to the
rights in the goods as between the buyer and the
seller.
"3. A party suspending performance" whether
before or after dispatch of the goods, shall promptly
notify the other party thereof, and shall. continue
with performance if the other party provIdes adequate assurance of his performance. On the fallure
by the other party, within a reasonable time after
notice to provide such assurance, the party who
,
suspended
performance may avO}'d th e contract"
.
SECTION

II.

ExEMPTIONS

Article 74
107. Article 74 of ULIS reads as follows:
"1. Where one of the parties has not performed
one of his obligations, he shall not be Ii.able for such
non-performance if he can p!ove that It. was ~ue to
circumstances which, accordmg to the mtentlOn of
the parties at the time of the conclusion of the contrac~, he was not bound to take into account or to
avoid or to overcome; in the absence of any expression of the intention of the parties, regard shall be
had to what reasonable persons in the same situation would have intended.
"2. Where the circumstances which gave rise to
the non-performance of the obligation constituted
only a temporary impediment to performance, the
party in default shall nevertheless be permanently
relieved of his obligation if, by reason of the delay,
performance would be so radically changed as to
amount to the performance of an obligation quite
different from that contemplated by the contract.
"3. The relief provided by this arti?le for one of
the parties shall not exclude the aVOIdance of the
contract under some other provision of the present
lhw or deprive the other party of any right w~ich
he has under the present law to reduce the prIce,
unless the circumstances which enti~led the first
party to relief were caused by the act of the other
party or of some person for whose conduct he was
responsible."
.
108. Studies submitted by members of th~ Wor~mg
Group analysed the above article f.rom the POInt of VIew
of drafting and of substance. 2o As to substance, the
central objection was that under paragrap~ 1 ~ party
could be too readily excused from performmg hl~ c.ontract. Thus grounds for such excuse were not lImIted
to physical' or legal impossibility" or to circumstances
where performance had been radically changed, but
might extend to situations in which performance had
become unexpectedly onerous; one comm~ntary h~d
envisaged the possibility that a seller mIght claIm
exemption un~er a~ticle 74 on th~ ground of. an unforeseen rise m pnces. ~nc1uded I? the stud~es were
proposals for the redraftmg of artIcle 74 deSigned to
narrow the grounds for excuse, and to clarify. the
relationship among the three paragraphs of the artI.cle.
In discussing these proposals, several representatIves
supported the above objectives: i.e. to narrow the
20 See sections J and X of annex III to this report, reproduced
below in section 4.
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grounds for exonerati~n a~d to make them. more ?bjective. In this conneXlOn It was noted that It was lInpartant that exoneration should only be available on
the occurrence of an objective obstacle or impediment.
109. Some representatives suggested that the central issue was the allocation of risks from unforeseen
events, and suggested that the redraft of article ?4
should refer to the risk factor. Others stated that whIle
this was a correct analysis of the underlying problem,
it would be difficult to draft explicitly in terms of risk
allocation.
110. One representative and one observer suggested
that the article should be drafted in terms of whether
the party claiming exoner~ti~n had bee~ at f~ult. in
failing to perform; others mdlCated th~t III thelt~, VIew
the principle of fault should be used m the dr~t but
this principle could come into play .only fo:lloWln,g the
occurrence of a serious event creatmg an. Impediment
or obstacle to performance.
111. One observer suggested that a party who
wished to be ,relieved of his liability for non-performance should have a duty to notify the other party.
Another observer noted that in redrafting the provision
it should be made clear that the exemption should be
limited to Jiability for damages; the obligation to pay
the price should not be excused.
112. One observer emphasized that artiole 74 could
possibly be invoked in cases where damages were due
to hidden defect in the goods sold. However, such
interpretation would lead to a considerable extension
of the causes of exemption which, in this particular
field" were dealt with by the majority of the legal
systems in a very restricted way. He, therefore, came
to the conclusion that it would be appropriate to have
a provision indicating clearly that article 74 woul? not
be applicable in the case of damages caused by hidden
defect in the goods.
113. The Working Group set up a drafting. party
(Drafting Party V) composed of the representatives of
Ghana, Hungary, the United Kingdom and the US~R
and the observer for Norway and requested the draftlllg
party to prepare a revised draft of article 74.
114. Drafting Party V informed the Working Group
at its 16th meeting on 30 January 1974 that it had
not been able to agree on a final draft. It considered
that further study would have to be made of the circumstances in which either party may declare the
contract avoided (a matter which was partially covered
by article 74, paragraph 3 of ULIS) and of t~e consequences which should follow from such aVOIdance.
It suggested, however, that the draft prov~sionally
adopted by the drafting party and an alter!1atIve pr?posal submitted by an observer should be mcluded m
the report to facilitate later consideration of this article.
115. The Working Group decided to record the
text provisionaHy adopted by Drafting Party V and
the alternative proposal submitted by an observer. The
texts of these proposals read:
A. Text of article 74 provisionally adopted
by Drafting Party V
"1. Where a party has not performed one of his
obligations in accordance with the contract and the
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present law~ he shall not be liable in damages for
such non-performance if, he proves that, owing to
circumstances which have occurred without fault on
his part, performance of that obligation has become
impossible or has so radically changed as to amount
to performance of an obligation quite different from
that contemplated by the contract. For this purpose
there shall be deemed to be fauh unless the nonperforming party proves that he could not reasonably
have been expected to take into account, or to avoid
or to overcome the circumstances.
"2. Where the non-performance of the seller is
due to non-performance by a subcontractor, the seller
shall be exempt from liability only if he is exempt
under the provisions. of the preceding paragraph and
if the subcontractor would also be exempt if the
provisions of that paragraph were applied to him.
"3. Where the impossibility of performance within
the provisions of paragraph 1 of this artiole is only
temporary, the exemption provided by this arti.de
shall cease to be available to the non-performmg
party when the impossibility is removed, unless the
performance required has then so radically changed
as to amount to performance of an obligation quite
different from that contemplated by the contract.
"4. The non-performing party shall notify the
other party of the existence of the circumstances which
affect his performance within the provisions of the
preceding paragraphs and the extent to which they
affect it. If he fails to do so within a reasonable
time after he knows or ought to have known of the
existence of the circumstances, he shaH be liable for
the damage resulting from such failure."

B. Alternative proposal
"1. Where a party has not performed one of his
obligations [in accordance with the contract and the
present law]" he shall not be liable [in damages] for
such non-performance if he proves that it was due
to an impediment [which has occurred wit!'lOut any
fault on his side and being] of a kind Whl'ch could
not reasonably be expected to be taken into account
at the time of the conclusion of the contract or to be
avoided or overcome thereafter.
"2. Where the circumstances which gave rise to
the non-performance constitute only a temporary
impediment, the exemption shall apply only to the
necessary delay in performance. Nevertheless, the
party concerned shall be permanently relieved of his
obligation if, when the impediment is removed, performance would, by reason of the delay, be so
radically changed as to amount to the performance
of an obligation quite different from that contemplated by the contract.
"3. The non-performing party shall notify the
other party of the existence of the impediment and
its effect on his ability to perfornl. If he fails to do so
within a reasonable time after he knows or ought
to have known of the existence of the impediment,
he shaH be liable for the damage resulting from
this failure.
"4. The exemption provided by this article for
one of the parties shall not deprive the other party
of any right which he has under the present law to

declare the contract avoided or to reduce the price,.
unless the impediment which gave rise to the exemption of the first party was caused by the act of the
other party [or of some person for whose conduct
he was responsible]."
SECTION

III. SUPPLEMENTARY RULES CONCERNING
THE AVOIDANCE OF THE CONTRACT

Article 75
116. Article 75 of ULiIS reads:
"1. Where, in the case of contracts for delivery
of goods by instalments, by reason of any failure by
one party to perform any of his obligations under
the contract in respect of any instalment, the other
party has good reason to fear failure of performance
in respect of future instalments, he may declare the
contract avoided for the future, provided he does so
promptly.
"2. The buyer may also, provided that he does
so promptly, declare the contract avoided in respect
of future deliveries or in respect of deliveries already
made or both, if by reason of their independence
such deliveries would be worthless to him."
117. One representative drew attention to his comments in section I of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17/
Add. 1* suggesting that in order to bring this article
into conformity with the provisions on fundamental
breach, the expression "failure of performance" should
be replaced by the expression "a fundamental breach".
Another representative noted that the provision allowing avoidance of the contract only if avoidance is done
"promptly" was Rot in conformity with the general
remedial provision on avoidance as suggested by the
Secretary-General in article [72 bis] which allowed
avoidance "within a reasonable time". The same representative noted that paragraph 1 of article 75 might
be irrelevant in view of the provisions contained in
article [72 bis].
118. As regards paragraph 2 of article 75 several
representatives were of the opinion that an objective
test was needed to determine the situation when the
contract could be avoided in respect of future instalments. The test of worthlessness of goods to the buyer
was considered to be too subjective and also too strict:
even highly defective goods might not be worthless.
One representative recalled his proposal in section II
of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17/Add.1 * that the
expression at the end of the paragraph "such deliveries
would be worthless to him" should be replaced by the
phrase "the value of such deliveries to him would be
substantially impaired". Some representatives supported
this modification; others thought that the original version of ULIS was preferable. In order to make the
text more objective, one representative suggested that
the words "to him" be replaced by the phrase "to a
reasonable person in the buyer's position".
119. One observer drew attention to the difference
in the English and French versions. of this paragraph.
The English version reads "such deliveries would be
worthless to him" while the French text ta1ks of "ces
livraisons n'ont pas d'int6retpour lui". The same ob-

* Anne~ III
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server suggested that the approach found in the French
version should be the basis for the new formulation.
One representative suggested that the expression "such
deliveries should not serve the purpose for which they
were required" should be used. Another proposal
favoured the phrase "such deliveries would not serve
their normal purpose". This btter proposal, however,
was objected to oy several representatives.
120. One representative expressed the opinion that
the reference in paragraph 2 to future deliveries might
cause confusion because such deliveries were dealt with
in paragraph 1 of the article. In his view, therefore,
paragraph 2 should be confined to past deliveries.
121. The Working Group set up a drafting party
(Drafting Party IV) composed of the representatives
of H'ance, Ghana" India, Japan and the United States
and the observer for the ICC and requested the Drafting
Party to prepare la revised draft of article 75. Drafting Party IV submitted its proposal to the Working
Group at its 13th meeting on 29 January 1974 (see
paragraph 126 below).
122. One representative expressed the view that
there was little or no practical difference between the
suggested text of article 75 incorporating the concept
of fundamental breach and article 76 and, therefore,
one of them seemed to be superfluous. Another representative, however, was of the opinion that these articles
provided for different situations.
123. One observer suggested that the phrase "of
any given delivery or" should be inserted in paragraph 2
before the words "of future deliveries" and that the
expression "or serve any other reasonable purpose for
the buyer" be added to the end of this paragraph. The
former proposal was supported by another representative and both proposals objected to by several other
representatives.
124. Some representatives pointed out that other
articles of the law as revised by the Working Group
provided for the right of the interested party to avoid
the contract within a reasonable time and held that
there was no reason for providing in this article for
the exercise of the right of avoidance "promptly".
125. One observer suggested that paragraphs 1 and
2 should be merged by connecting them with a sentence
commencing "He may at that time also declare the
contract avoided in respect of ..• ".
126. The Working Group decided to adopt article 75 as suggested by the :Drafting Party with a
slight modification relating to the word "promptly".
The text as adopted reads:
"1. Where, in the case of contracts for deliyery
of goods by instalments, by reason of any fmlure
by one party to perform any of his obligations under
the contract in respect of any instalment" the other
party has good reason to fear a fundamental breach
in respect of future instalments, he may declare the
contract avoided for the future, provided that he
does so within a reasonable time.
"2. A buyer, avoiding the contract in respect of
future deliveries, may also, provided that he does
so at the time, declare the contract avoided in
respect of deliveries already made, if by reason of
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their interdependence. deliveries already made could
not be used for the purpose contemplated by the
parties in entering the contract."
127. The Working Group further decided that ar,.
tides 73, 75 and 76 should comprise a new section I
within chapter III of the Law,entitled "Anticipatory
breach" and that the provisions providing for exemptions (article 74 of ULIS) should follow that section.
Article 76
128. Article 76 of ULIS reads as foHows:
"Where prior to the date fixed for performance
of the contract it is clear that one of the parties will
'Commit a fundamental breach of the contract, the
other party shaH have the right to declare the contract avoided."
129. The Working Group agreed to delete the word
"fixed" in the first line of the article in accordance
with the suggestion contained in paragraph 29 of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17.
130. The above document also contained a proposal (paragraph 31) to revert to the 1956 wording of
this artiole. That version provided that a party could
declare the contract avoided if the other party "so
conducts himself as to disdose an intention to commit
a fundamental breach of contract". This proposal was
supported by one representative who referred to the
doctrine of repudiation and held that an anticipatory
breach could never be safely assured u11less an intention
to this effect was disclosed. Having regard to rapidly
improving technology and communication systems,
there was some merit in restricting the scope of the
article as proposed in paragraph 31 of A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.17. This proposal was opposed by several representatives.
131. Some representatives and an observer saw
no difference between the 'case where future breach
of contract would be a result of repudiation and where
it would be due to another reason, as for instance the
burning down of the manufacturer's workshop. One
representative pointed out that a great majority of the
States attending the 1964 Hague Conference voted for
the elimination of the concept of intention from the
text. However, he thought that article 76 should be
confined to the conduct of the parties and suggested
that the expression "from the conduct of the parties"
should be inserted after the word "clear". This proposal
was objected to by a number of representatives on the
grounds that it would narrow the scope of the article.
An observer proposed that the insertion should read:
"from the conduct or situation of one of the parties, or
the conditions on which his performance is dependent".
132. Several representatives expressed their views
on the usefulness of merging articles 76 and 48 of
ULIS and on the text proposed to this effect by one
of the representatives. 21 While some representatives
agreed in principle with such a merger, one observer
noted that he preferred to keep these articles separate.
133. One observer suggested that article 76 should
contain a provision whereby a guarantee or adequate
assurance of performance would prevent a declaration
21

A/CN.9/WG.21WP.17, para. 33.
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ofavoidanc.e. Some representatives who commented on
this proposal expressed their disagreement therewith.
134. The Working Group decided to adopt article 76 of ULIS with the change mentioned in paragraph 129 above. The article as ad0pted reads:
"Where prior to the date for performance ill the
contract it is clear that one of the parties will commit a fundamental breach of the contract, the other
party shall have the right to declare the contract
avoided."
Article 77
135. Article 77 of UUS reads:
"Where the contract has been avoided under
article 75 or article 76, the party dedaring the contract avoided may claim damages in accordance with
articles 84 to 87."
136. It was observed that this article repeated a
rule that had already been established under the basic
rules on remedies approved by the Working Group.
137. The Working Group decided to delete this
article. ,Jt also noted that at its fourth session consideration of artiole 48 had been deferred pending action on
articles 75 to 77. The Working Group decided to delete
article 48.
Article 78
138. Article 78 of UUS reads as follows:
"1. Avoidance of the contract releases both parties from their obligation thereunder, subject to any
damages which may be due.
"2. If one party has performed the contract
either wholly or in part, he may claim the return of
whatever he has supplied or paid under the contract.
If both parties are required to make restitution" they
shall do so concurrently."
139. One observer suggested that the right of the
seller to claim the return of the goods should be
restricted to cases where he had specifically reserved
such right in the contract and even in such cases he
shouJd lose that right after the lapse of a certain period.
Another observer supported the idea that the seller
should only be allowed to claim return of the goods
within a certain period but raised the question whether
return of the goods could also be claimed where the
buyer had gone into bankruptcy or where the goods
had been incorporated into his property.
140. Several representatives disagreed with the
above proposals. It was held that the party who had
fulfilled his obligation should in principle be able to
claim the return of whatever he had supplied. This
would not apply if the goods had been incorporated in
other property or where the buyer went into bankruptcy;
in the latter case the national law of the buyer would
apply.
141. One 1"epresentative expressed concern about
the solution in this article, according to which in cases
where one of the parties avoided the contract that had
been partly performed either party could have the right
to treat the performance as interdependent and claim
restitution without any limitation. He considered that

the solution in the United States Uniform Commercial
Code, under which there was a presumption of divisibility, was better.
142. Another representative pointed out that there
was some inconsistency between the provisions of the
article and those of article 74. Paragraph 1 of this
article provided that avoidance released both parties
from their obligations "subject to any damage which
~a~ ~e due", while article 74 exempted the party from
habdlty for damages.
143. One representative introduced the foHowing
proposal with the request that it should' be considered
at a later session of the Working Group:
"1. Where the contract is avoided for a fundamental breach which is not excused under article 74,
the avoiding party is released from all of his obligations under the contract and may claim damages in
accordance with article ...
"2. Where the avoiding party has performed in
whole or in part and has not avoided that part of
the contract which has been performed, he may
require the other party to perform his obligation
with regard to that part. If that part of the contract
has been avoided, the avoiding party may claim the
return of what was supplied or paid. ,In either case,
the avoiding party may claim damages for breach of
the unperformed part in accordance with articles ...
"3. If the party in breach has, at the time of
avoidance, performed part of his obligation, he may
claim as restitution the value of that part of the
performance to the extent that such value exceeds
any claims for performance, damages or restitution
established by the other party."
144. The Working Group decided to defer final
action on this article until its next session.
Article 79
145. Article 79 of ULIS reads as follows:
"1. The buyer shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided where it is impossible for him to
return the goods in the condition in which he received them.
"2. Nevertheless, the buyer may declare the contract avoided:
"(a) If the goods or part of the goods have
perished or deteriorated as a result of the defect
which justifies the avoidance;
"( b) If the goods or part of the goods have
perished or deteriorated as a result of the examination presoribed in article 38;
"(c) If part of the goods have been consumed or
transformed by the 'buyer in the course of normal
use before the lack of conformity with the contract
was discovered;
"(d) ,Jf the impossibility of returning the goods
or of returning them in the condition in which they
were received is not due to the act of the buyer or of
some other person for whose conduct he is responsible;
"(e) If the deterioration or transformation of
the goods is unimportant."
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146. The Working Group agreed to adopt the proposals contained in paragraph 41 of document AI
CN.9/WG.2/WP.17" that the phrase "or to require
the seller to deliver substitute goods" be inserted after
the words "avoided" in paragraph 1 of the article, and
that the introductory phrase in paragraph 2 should be
redrafted to read: "Nevertheless the preceding paragraph shall not. apply:". The Working Group also
agreed. to insert the words "have been sold in the
normal course of business or" after the introductory
words "if part of the goods" in subparagraph 2 (c)
and to add to the end of this subparagraph the phrase
"or ought to have been discovered".
147. One representative drew attention to the proposal contained in paragraph 45 of document A/CN.91
WG.2/WP.17. However, the proposal was opposed
by some delegates who held that it did not cover cases
in which goods had perished or deteriorated because of
their own nature. It was proposed that this difficulty
could be solved by adding to the end of the subparagraph the words "or is due to the nature of the goods";
however, this proposal was opposed on the ground
that the addition would make the exception too broad.
It was stated that subparagraph 2 (d) to which the
proposal related provided for cases where a defect was
present in the goods at the time of their handing over
and in such cases the buyer's right of avoidance should
be presumed regardless of the fact that the goods might
have perished before discovery of the defect.
148. Several representatives suggested that the difference between the proposed language and paragraph 1
of the article might create confusion; because of this
and other ,reasons mentioned above, subparagraph (d)
should be retained without any change. The representative of France reserved his country's position on subparagraph 2 (d) until final adoption of chapter VI on
passing of the risk.
149. One representative suggested deletion of subparagraph (e) in Hne with the Working Group's decision to eliminate from artiole 33 the former paragraph 2. This proposal was supported by another
representative and opposed by some observers.
150. The Working Group decided to adopt article 79 as follows:
"1. The buyer shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided or to require the seller to deliver
substitute goods where it is impossible for him to
return the goods in the condition in which he received
them.
"2. Nevertheless the preceding paragraph shall
not apply:
"(a) If the goods or part of the goods have
perished or deteriorated as a result of the defect
which justifies the avoidance;
"( b) If the goods or part of the goods have
perished or deteriorated as a result of the examination presoribed in article 38;
"( c) If part of the goods have been sold in the
normal course of business or have been consumed or
transferred by the buyer in the course of normal use
before the lack of conformity with the contract was
discovered or ought to have been discovered;
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"(d) If the impossibility of returning the goods or
of returning them in the condition in which they
were received is not due to the act of the buyer or
of some other person for whose conduct he is
responsible;
"( e) If the deterioration or transformation of the
goods is unimportant."
151. One representative suggested that since article 79 deals with a problem unique to the buyer, at
the second reading of the Law the Working Group
should place this article in chapter III. He further suggested that the Working Group at the same time should
consider redrafting article 7l) to read as follows:
"1. Where the buyer has taken over all or part
of the goods caned for under the contract and subsequentIy discovers a non-conformity that would
justify avoidance, the buyer shall lose his right to
avoid that part of the contract where it is impossible
for him to return the goods in the condition in which
he received them."
2. To read as the text of paragraph 70 (2)
adopted by the Working Group in paragraph 146
above.

3. To read as Article 80 of ULIS.
Article 80
152. Article 80 of UUS reads as follows:
"The buyer who has lost the right to declare the
contract avoided by virtue of article 79 shall retain
all the other rights conferred on him by the present
~aw."

153. Several opinions were expressed as to the
need for this article.
154. The Working Group decided to retain this
article with the addition mentioned in paragraph 50 of
document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17. The article as
adopted reads:
"The buyer who has lost the right to declare the
contract avoided or to require the seller to deliver
substitute goods by virtue of article 79 shall. retain
all the other rights conferred on him by the present
law."
Article 81
155. Article 81 of ULIS reads as follows:
"1. Where the seller is under an obligation to
refund the price" he shall also be liable for the interest thereon at the rate fixed by article 83, as from
the date of payment.
"2. The buyer shall be liable to account to the
seller for all benefits which he has derived from the
goods or part of them, as the case may be:
"(a) Where he is under an obligation to return
the goods or part of them, or
"( b) Where it is impossible for him to return
the goods or part of them, but the contract is nevertheless avoided."
156. The Working Group decided to adopt this
article with the modification mentioned in paragraph 54
of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17. The article as
adopted reads:
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"1. Where the seller is under an obligation to
refund the price, he shall also be liable for the interest thereon at the rate fixed by article 83, as from
the date of payment.
"2. The buyer shall be liable to account to the
seller for all benefits which he has derived from the
goods or part of them, as the case may be:
"(a) Where he is under an obligation to return
the goods or part of them; or
"(b) Where it is impossible for him to return
the goods or part of them, but he has nevertheless
exercised his right to declare the contract avoided
or to 1'equire the selJer to deliver substitute goods."
SECTION

IV.

SUPPLEMENTARY
DAMAGES

RULES CONCERNING

not necessary and reserved their rights to return to this
question at a later stage.
165. The Working Group took note of the reservations in paragraph 164 above and decided to adopt
the text proposed by Drafting Party VI. The text as
adopted reads:
"Damages for breach of contract by one party
shall consist of a sum equal to the loss, including
loss of profit" suffered by the other party as a consequence of the breach. Such damages shall not exceed the loss which the party in breach had foreseen
or bught to have foreseen at the time of the conclusion of the contract, in the light of the facts and
matters which then were known or ought to have
been known to him, as a possible consequence of
the breach of contract."

Article 83
Article 82
166. Article 83 of ULIS reads as follows:
157. Article 82 of ULIS reads as follows:
"Where the breach of contract consi.sts of delay
"Where the contract is not avoided, damages for
in the payment of the price, the seller shall in any
a breach of contract by one party shall consist of
event be entitled to interest on such sum as in arrear
a sum equal to the loss, including loss of 'profit, sufat a rate equal to the ,official discount rate in the
fered by the other party. Such damages shall not
country where he has his place of business or, if he
exceed the loss which the party in breach ought to
has no place of business, his habitual 1'esidence,
have foreseen at the time of the conclusion of the
plus 1 per cent."
contract, in the light of the facts and matters which
then were known or ought to have been known to
167. The Working Group after consideration of
him, as a possible consequence of the breach of the
the proposals in paragraph 61 of document A/CN.9/
WG.2/WP.17 decided to adopt article 83 without any
contract."
change.
158. The discussion on this article was focused on
the draft text contained in paragraph 57 of docuArticle 84
ment A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17. Most representatives and
observe1's who spoke on the issue supported the pro168. Article 84 of ULIS reads as follows:
posal, some with certain modifications.
"1. ,In case of avoidance of the contract, where
159. Several representatives held that the restricthere is a current price for the goods" damages shall
tion, in both ULIS and the proposed text" of the amount
be equal to the difference between the price fixed
of damages which could be claimed for breach of
by the contract and the current price on the date
contract was not an equitable solution in all situations.
on which the contract is avoided.
However, most speakers agreed that some restriction
"2. In calculating the amount of damages under
on consequential damages was necessary. The views
paragraph 1 of this article, the current price to be
which were expressed differed as to whether the printaken into account shall be that prevailing in the
ciple of foreseeability contained both in ULIS and the
market in which the transaction took place or, if
proposed text was sufficiently objective.
there is no such current price or if its application is
160. One representative suggested the deletion of
inappropriate, the price in a market which serves as
a reasonable substitute, making due allowance for
the second paragraph of the draft proposal.
differences in the cost of transporting the goods."
161. One representative recalled the comments contained in paragraph 58 of document A(CN.~/WG.2/
169. Most representatives and observers who spoke
WP.17 concerning the French text of thIS artICle. One
on this article concentrated their comments on the
method of assessment of damages. Several representaobserver noted that the omission of any reference to
tives expressed the view that the defaulting party should
loss of profit might cause doubts in the English text
compensate for the loss actually sustained by the other
as well.
party and thus put the injm."ed party in the position
162. The Working Group decided to set up a draftthat he would have been in had the contract been duly
ing party (Drafting Party VII) comI:0sed of the rep~e
performed, irrespective of whether in such a case comsentatives of France, Hungary, IndIa, Japan, MeXICO
pensation would be higher than if calc~lated on the
and the USSR and the observer for Norway and rebasis provided for in article 89. It was pOlDted out that
quested the Drafting Party to prepare a revised draft
under article 86, which referred to loss of profit, the
of this artiole.
injured party may also claim compensation caused by
163. Drafting Party VI submitted its proposal to
the breach of the contract.
the Working Group at its 16th meeting on
170. The proposal contained in paragraph 63 of
31 January 1974.
document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.l7" suggesting that the
164. The representatives of Brazil and the USSR
reference in paragraph 1 of article 84 to the date
expressed the opinion that 1'estriction on damages con"on which the contract is avoided" should be replaced
tained in the second sentence of the draft proposal was
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by a reference to the date "on which delivery took
place or should have taken place", was supported by a
number of representatives. It was pointed out that this
language eliminated the possibility of speculation while
the present language of ULIS opened the door thereto
because the injured party was free to avoid the contract
on a date when market conditions were most favourable
for him.
171. Several representatives supported the present
solution in ULIS while others proposed different formulations. Several representatives suggested that article 84
should be worded in such a way as to show clearly
that the aggrieved party had the option to rely either
on this article or on artic·le 82. One representative,
supported by another, suggested that distinction should
be made between cases where avoidance occurred
before the date agreed for delivery and those where
avoidance occurred after that date. Another representative proposed the assessment of damage on the basis
of the "current price on the date on which damages
were actually paid".
172. One representative noted that the expression
"current price" in the text may ~ead to some problems
of interpretation in respect of goods which were not
quoted on the market.
173. One representative expressed the view that
the purpose of this article was to set forth guidelines
for the amount of damage. This view was opposed by
an observer who held that the article 'contained substantive provisions as to the maximum amount of
damages.
174. The W'orking Group decided to set upa drafting party (Drafting Party VII) composed of the representatives of Austria, Brazil, Japan and the United
States and requested the Drafting Party to prepare a
draft of this article.
175. Drafting Party VII submitted its proposal to
the 15th meeting of the Working Group on 30 January 1974.
176. The Working Group decided to adopt the
text proposed by the Drafting Party with a minor
modification suggested by some representatives. The
text as adopted reads:
"1. In case of avoidance of the contract, the
party claiming damages may rely upon the provision
of article 82 or where there is a current price far
the goods., reco~er the difference between the price
fixed by the contract and the current price on the date
on which the contract is avoided.
"2. In calculating the amount of damages under
paragraph 1 of this article, the current p.rice to be
taken into account shall be that prevatlmg at the
place where delivery of the goods .is to be e~ected
or if there is no such current pnce, the pnce at
an'other place which serves a~ a reasona.ble substitute,
making due allowance for dIfferences 10 the cost of
transporting the goods."
Article 85
177. Article 85 of ULIS reads as follows:
"If the buyer has bought goods in replacement or
the seller has resold goods in a reasonable manner,
he may recover the difference between the contract
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price and the price paid for the goods bought in
replacement or that obtained by the resale."
178. One representative, supported by others, suggested that it was important that this article should
provide not only for the manner in which the replacement or resale of the goods should be effected but also
for the time within which such act had to take place.
He therefore suggested the addition at the end of the .
article of the expression "if the resale or replacement
occurred in a reasonable manner and within a reasonable time after avoidance".
179. Some representatives expressed the view that
article 85 was not necessary and should be deleted
because application of other articles containing general
rules on damages to the special cases dealt with in this
article would lead to the same result as provided for
in article 85. The deletion of this article., however, was
objected to on the basis that the provisions contained
therein were of an important practical nature and
eliminated the need to go through a difficult construction of interpretation of other articles to arrive at the
same solution.
180. Several representatives pointed out the close
relationship between articles 82 to 89 and suggested
that these articles be considered in conjunction.
181. The Working Group requested the Drafting
Party set up for consideration of article 84,22 in view
of the comments and proposals of representatives on
this artiole, to prepare a draft on artiole 85.
182. Drafting Party VII submitted its proposal to
the Working Group at its 15th meeting on 30 January
1974. The Working Group decided to adopt the text
submitted by the Drafting Party with a minor modification. The text as adopted reads:
"If the contract is avoided and, in a reasonable
manner and within a reasonable time after avoidance, the buyer has bought goods in replacement or
the seller has resold the goods, he may, instead of
claiming damages under articles 82 or 84, recover
the difference between the contract price and the
price paid for the goods bought in replacement or
that obtained by the resale."
Article 86
183. Article 86 of ULIS reads as follows:
"The damages referred to in articles 84 and 85
may be increased by the amount of any reasonable
expenses incurred as a result of the breach or up
to the amount of any ~oss., including loss of profit,
which should have been foreseen by the party in
breach at the time of the conclusion of the contract,
in the' light of the facts and matters which were
known or ought to have been known to him, as a
possible consequence of the breach of the contract."
184. Several representatives suggested deletion of
this article on the grounds that the revised text of
article 82 made article 86 unnecessary.
185. The Working Group decided to delete this
article.
22 See para. 174 above.
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Article 87
186. Article 87 of UUS reads as follows:
"If there is no current price for the goods, damages
shall be calculated on the same basis as that provided
in article 82."
187. The Working Group decided to delete this
article.

196. Several comments were made as to the need
for this artiole. Those who preferred its deletion noted
that national law would apply even in the absence of
this article. The view was arIso expressed that in case
of deletion of this article an express provision would
have to be included in the Law that the provisions of
the Law were without prejudice to the effect of national
law in cases of fraud.
197. . Several representatives expressed their agreement WIth the substance of ,the proposal contained in
paragraph 73 of document A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17.
One representative pointed out that this proposal would
in practice raise the question of contract validity which
was outside the scope of the Law. He noted further that
fraud and contract validity were matters of public
policy regulated by mandatory provisiOO5 of national
law.
198. The Working Group decided to retain article 89 of ULIS without any change.
199. On the basis of a proposal by an observer,
the Working Group further decided to delete the subtitles in chapter V, section IV of ULIS.

Article 88
188. Article 88 of UUS reads as folows:
"The party who relies on a breach of the contract
shall adopt aU reasonable measures to mitigate the
loss resulting from Ithe breach. If he fails to adopt
such measures, the party in breach may claim a reduction in ,the damages."
189. One representatirve suggested the deletion of
this article; others, however, were of the opinion that
the article served a useful purpose and that iJt should
be retained.
190. Several drafting proposals were submitted. It
was s1,1ggested that it was the judge who had to decide
what measures the injured party could be expected to
take in order to mdtigate the damages and, therefore,
the word "aU" before ,the expr,ession "reasonable
SECTION V.
EXPENSES
measures" should be deleted. Another proposal which
Article
90
received considerable support called for replacement
of the expression "all reasonable meaJSures" by the
200. Article 90 of UUS reads as follows:
phrase "such measures as may be reasonable in the
"The expenses of delivery shall be borne by the
circumstances". A further proposal suggested that if
seller; all expenses after delivery shall be borne by
reference to "loss" was :retained then the words "inthe buyer."
cluding loss of profit" should be inserted in the text.
201. After a discussion on the need for this article
FinarIly, it was suggested that the phrase "in the amount
and its r,elation with usages of international trade the
of loss which could have been reasonably avoided"
Working Group decided to delete this article.
should be added to the end of the article.
191. The Working Group requested the Drafting
SECTION VI. PRESERVATION OF THE GOODS
Party originally set up for COIlJSideration of article 84
(Drafting Party VII)23 to consider also article 88 and
Article 91-95
to prepare a draft text thereof.
202. Articles 91 to 95 of DUS read as follows:
192. Drafting Party VII submitted its proposal to
the Working Group at its 15'th meeting on 30 January
Article 91
1974 (see paragraph 194 below).
"Where the buyer is in delay in taking delivery
193. One repJ.1t'Jsentative commenting on the text
of the goods or in paying the price, the seller shall
submitted by the Drafting PaJ.1ty suggested that the
take reasonable steps to preserve the goods; he shall
phrase "reduction in the damages in the amount
harve ,the right to retain them until he has been reimwhich . . ." in the draft should be replaced by the
bUil'sed his reasonable expenses by the buyer."
words "reduction in the amount of damages which ...".
194. The Working Group decided to adopt the
Article 92
draft as submitted by Drafting Party VII. The text as
"1. Where the goods have been received by the
adopted reads:
buyer, he shall ,take reasonable steps to preserve
"The party who relies on a breach of the contract
them if he intends to rej1ect them; he shall have the
shall adopt such measures as may be J.1easonable in
right to retain them until he has been reimbursed
the circumstances to mitigate the ,loss, including loss
his reasonable expooses by the seller.
of profit, resulting from the breach. If he fails to
adopt such measures, the partry in breach may clafm
"2. Where goods despatched to the buyer have
a reduction in the damages in the amount which
been put at his disposal ,at their place of des,tination
should have been mitigated."
and he exercises the right to reject them, he shall be
bound to take possession of them on behalf of the
Article 89
seller, pro:vided that this ~ay be done withou~ pay195. Artiole 89 of UUS reads as follows:
ment of the price and WIthout unreasonable Incon"In case of fraud, damages shall be determined
venience or unreasonable expense. This provision
by ,the rules applicable in respect of contracts of sale
Ishall not apply where the seller or a person authornot governed by the present Law."
ized to take charge of the goods on his behalf is
present at such destination."
23

See para. 174 above.
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Article 93
"The party who is under an obligation to take
steps to preserve the goods may deposit them in the
warehouse of a third person at the expense' of the
other party provided that the expense incurred is
not unreasonable."
Article 94
"1. The party who, in the cases to which articles
91 and 92 apply, is under 'an obligation ,to take steps
to preserve the goods may sell them by any appropriate means, provided that there has been unreasonable delay by the other party in aoceptingthem or
taking them back or in paying the cost of presel"Vation and provided that due notice has been given to
the other party of the intention to selL
"2. The par.ty selling the goods shaU have the
right to retain out of the proceeds of sale an amount
equal to the rellisonable costs of preserving the goods
and of selling them and shall tlransmit the balance to
the other party."
Article 95
"Where, in the cases to which articles 91 and 92
apply, the goods are subject to loss or rapid deterioration or their preservation would involve unreasonable expense, the party under the duty to preserve
them is bound to sell them in accordance with
article 94."
203. I'll respect of article 91 one represemative expressed the view that ,this article was only useful in
cases where property had passed before delivery.
204. Another repr,eSientative noted that the notion
of right to reject in ar:tic1e 92 WlliS not defined and not
previously used in the Law.
205. The Working Group decided to adopt articles 91-95 of ULIS without any change.
CHAPTER

VI. PASSING OF THE RISK

206. Chapter VI of ULIS: Passing of the ri&k
(articles 96-101) WlliS consideJ1ed by the Working
Group in three steps: (1) the introductory provision
contained in a11l:kle 96; (2) a group of three interconnected !substantive articles (articles 97-99); (3) two
concluding artioles (articles 100-101).
Article 96
207. Artic1e 96 of ULIS reads as follows:
"Where the risk has passed to the buyer, he shall
pay the price notwithstanding the loss or deterioration of the goods, unless this is due to the act of the
seller or of some other person for whose conduct the
seller is responsible."
208. Considera,tion was given to whether this article should be retained or whether it should be omitted
as unnecessary.
209. On the one hand, it was suggested that the
provision that when the risk hllis passed to the buyer he
shall pay the price "notwithstanding the loss or deterioration of the goods", stated an obvious consequence of
the pass,ing of risk, and was unnecessary. Attention '!as
directed to article 35 lliS approved by ,the Working
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Group. It was further indicated that the article appeared
to state a definition of risk of 'loss, but was inadequate
for that purpose.
210. On the other hood, it was stated that although
the rule of article 96 might be obvious to lawyers who
ha.d wor~ed with the Uniform Law, a stllitement of
thIS rule 10 chapter VI could be helpful to others. Most
representatives were of the view thllit ar,ticle 96 should
be retained. One repre&entative suggested thllit this
artiole should be placed after articles 97-99.
. 21 L A question. was raised concerning the retentIon of the conoludmg phrase of the article, dealing
with loss or deterioration which was due to an act of the
seller "or some other person for whose conduct the
seller is responsible". It was noted that this principle
was operative, without express provision, throughout
!he Uni,fOirm Law; to stllite this principle in isolated
lOstances would cast doubt on the general principle. It
was concluded that this involved a question to which
attention should be given by the Working Group in its
final reading of the draft.
212. The Working Group, decided to approve article 96, but ,to defer mal action on the phrase "br of
some other person for wh0se conduct the seller is
responsible" o.ntl1 a further session~
Articles 97-99

213. The Working Group considered, together the
provisions of three related articfes;-...articles 97-99.
These llifticles read as follows:
Article 97

"1. The risk shall pass to the buyer when delivery of the goods is eff.ected in accordance with the
provisions of the contract and the present Law.
"2. In the ClliSe of the handing over of goods
which are not in conformity with the contract, the
risk shaH plliSS to the buyer from the moment when
the handing ov,er has, apart from ,the lack of conformity, been effected in accordance with the provisions of the contract and of the present Law, wnere
the buyer has neither declared the contract avoided
nor required goods in replacement."
Article 98

"1. Where the handing over of the goods is delayed owing ,to the br,each of an obligation of the
buyer, the risk shall pass to the buyer as from the
last date when, apart from such breach, the handing
over could have been made in accordance with the
contract.
"2. Where the contract relates to a sale of unascertained goods, delay on the part of ,the buyer shall
cause the risk to pass only when the seller has set
aside goods manifestly appropriated to the contract
and has notified the buyer that this has been done.
"3. Where unascertained goods are of such a
kind that the seller cannot set aside a part of them
until the buyer takes delivery, it shall be sufficient
for the seller to do all acts necessary to enable the
buyer to take delivery."
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Article 99
"1. Where the sale is of goods in transit by sea,
the risk shaLl be borne by the buyer as from the
time at which the goods were handed over to the
carrier.
"2. Where the seller, at the time of the conclusion of the contract, knew or ought to have known
that the goods had been lost or had deteriorated the
risk shall Temain with him until the time of the ~on
olusion of the contract."
214. The report of the Secretary-GeneTal on issues
presented by chapters IV and VI of the Uniform Law
discussed the provisions of chapter VI of ULIS with
special referenoe to the decision of the Working Group,
at the third session, to delete the definition of "delivClJ.')'''
in amicle 19 of ULIS.24 Thls report (paragraph 76)
proposed a revision and consolidation of the above
articles. One aspect of this proposal was that risk would
pass when the goods were "handed over" to the buyer
or to a carrier; the report discussed the allocation of
risk of roles in relation, inter alia, to the question as to
which party, under normal commercial practice, wouild
be more likcl.y to have effective insurance coverage
for the goods (paragraphs 70-73).
215. The Working Group discussed 'the question
as to whether the central concept for transfer of risk
should be "delivery" of the goods or the "handing
over" of the goods to the buyer. Some representatives
preferred the use of "delivery" as the key concept, and
suggested that the rules on risk in chapter VI should
refer to the rules on "delivery" in article 20. In their
view, article 20 constituted an adequate definition of
"delivery"; on the other hand it was suggested that article 20 defined the seller's duty of performance, and
that under article 20 the seller's duty couJd be performed even though the buyer never took over physical
possession of the goods.
216. Some delegates questioned the clarity of the
concept of "handing over" the goods; it was suggested
that placing the goods at the buyer's disposal on the
seller's pr,emises might be considered as "handing over"
the goods. In reply it was noted that "handing over"
had been used in various articles of ULIS and in article 20 as approved by the Working Group, and that
the term had been cleaI1ly understood as referring to
a trmsfer of possession in whlch the buyer or carrier
took over the goods. Some representatives stated that
the Uniform Law should be clear on this point, in order
to place the risk of [oss with the party who would have
possession and control of the goods, and who would be
most likely to have effective insurance coverage. Consideration was given to expressions which would be
clearer on this point, such as "taking OV'er" the goods.
217. In the light of these discussions, one representative proposed a draft proposal which the Working
Group used as the basis for its further deliberations.
This proposal was as follows:
Article 97
"1. Where the contract of sale involves carriage
of the goods, the risk shall pass to the buyer when
24 A/CN.9/WG.21WP.19, chapter III, paragraphs 64-105;
see below, section 5.

th~ ~oods are handed over to the carrier for transmISSIon to the buyer.
. "2. The first pa:agraph shall also apply if at the
tIme of the conclUSIon of the contraCit the goods are
already in transit. However, if the seller at that time
knew or ought to have known that the goods had
b~en l~st or ~ad deteriorated, the risk shall remain
WIth hIm oo,t11 the time of the conclusion of the
contract. "

Article 98
"1. In cases not covered by article 97 the risk
shall pass to ,the buyer as from the time when the
g?ods were placed at his disposal and taken over by
hIm.
'~2. Paragraph 1 shaH also aPIiy in the case of
dehvery of goods not conforming to the contract
when the buyer has nei,ther requested the delivery of
new goods nor declared the contract avoided.
"3. When the goods have been placed at the
disposal of the buyer but harye not been taken over
or have been taken over belatedly by him and thi~
fact constitutes a breach of the contract,' the risk
shall pass to the buyer as from the last date when he
could have taken the goods over without committing
a breach of the contract."
218. The Working Group considered article 97
o,f the aborve proposal ~hich dealt with passing of the
rIsk when the contract Involved carriage of the goods.
It was noted that paragraph 1 constituted a combination of the provisions of articles 19 (2) and 97 (l) of
ULIS.
. 219. .It was obsery~d that paragraph 1 was inconSIstent WIth the defimtlOn of certain important trade
term~; for example, "C.I.F.", as defined in Incoterms"
prOVIded for the paf>sage of risk when the goods passed
the ship's rail. It was suggested that in view of the
importance of such trade 'terms, paragraph 1 should
include a specific rderence to usage such as "subject
to article 9". On the other hand, several representatives,
supported the view that the Uniform Law gave effect
to the terms of the contract (article 5) and to applicable usage (article 9); to make a 'specific reference in
cer,tain instances would cast doubt on this general
principle.
220. The Working Group aproved pocagraph 1 of
article 97 of the above proposal.
221. With respect to paragraph 2 of the same
draft article, it was noted that the proposal was a revision of article 99 of ULIS.
222. The Working Group approved the first sentence of the above paragraph 2.
223. Questions arose with respect to the second
sentence, which dealt with CClises where the seller, at
the time of the contract, knew or ought to have known
that the goods had been lost or deteriorated. It was.
suggested that on these facts to permit risk to pass.
to the buyer ad: the time of conclusion of the contract
was unfair to the buyer in a situation that could amount
to fraud. In addition, since the contract was made
while the goods were in ,transit the provision would
pre'sent difficult problems of proof as to the point in
the course of transit when further damage would occur~
Attention was directed to the redraft of article 97 (3)
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in the report of the Secr'etary-General (paragraph 76)25
whereby, on these facts, risk would remain with the
seller unless he disclosed the loss or damage to the
buyer.
224. The Working Group then considered article 98, which deals with contracts which do not invo}iv,e carriage of the goods. 1n paragraph 1, attention
was given to ,the provision that risk would pass to the
buyer when the goods "were placed at his disposal and
taken over by him". Some deIegates suggested that
"handing over" the goods would be c1earer, ,and that
the reference to placing the goods at the buyer's disposal was unnecessary and confusing, since the buyer
could hardly "take over" the goods unless the goods
had been placed at his disposal. Other delegates preferred the proposed language on the ground that it
aNoided the problems with respect to "handing over"
the goods, as discussed above. The Working Group
approved paragraph 1.
225. Paragraph 2 dealt with the effect of nonconformi,ty of the goods on the transfer of risk, and
on the ability of a buyer to avoid the contract after the
loss or destruction of non-eonforming goods. It was
noted that placing this paragraph in article 98 made the
provision inapplicable to cases where the contract involved carriage of the goods (article 97). It was agreed
that this unintended result should be avoided by dealing
with the above problem in a new article [98 bis].
226. Paragraph 3 deals with the effect of delay by
the buyer in taking over the goods. The word "date"
was r,eplaced by "moment". With this modification, the
paragraph Wa!S approved.
227. The Working Group decided to supplement
the above provisions by a further article similar to
paragraph 2 of article 98 of ULIS dealing with con,tmcts which related to unidentified (unascertained)
goods. The article, as proposed by an observer and
adopted by the Working Group, reads:
"Where the contract relates to unidentified goods,
the risk shall in no case pass to the buyer until the
moment when the goods hav,e been manifestlly identified to ,the performance of the contract llnd the buyer
haJS been informed of such identification."
228. In connexion with the above new ;article some
representatives suggested that the expression "the contract relates to unidentified goods" might not be sufficiently olear.
229. Some delegates suggested that this chapter
should include an article dealing specifically with transfer of risk when goods were held by a third party, such
as ;a bailee or warehouseman. Other delegates were
of the view that such a provision was not necessary, and
would complicate the text. It was decided not to draft
such a provision at this time.
230. The Working Group decided to set up a drafting party (Drafting Party VIII), cottnposed of the
representatives of Austria, Hungary, Japan and the
United States, and requested it to prepare draft provisioos on (a) the situaJtion deaJt with in article 97 (2)
(second 8eItl:tence) (Le.,the seller knew or ought to
have known that the goods had been lost or deterio25

See annex IV to this report, reproduced in section 5 below.
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r~ted) (see paragraph 223 above) and (b) a new ar-

ticle on -the question mentioned in paragraph 225 above.
231. Drafting Party VIII submitted its proposals
to the Working Group at its 18th meeting on 31 January 1974. The proposals constitute (a) a revision
of the second s~tence in articIe 97 (2); (b) ;an added
sentence for artIcle 98 (2); (c) a new article 98 bis.
These pr~posals were incorporated in an integrated
text of artIcles 97, 98 and 98 bis as follows:

Article 97
"1. Where the ~ontract of sale involves carriage
of the goods, the fISk shain pass to the buyer when
the goods are handed over to the carrier for transmission 010 the buyer.
"2. The first paragraph shall also apply if at the
time of the conclusion of the ooutract the goods are
already in transit. However, if the seHer at that time
knew or ought to have known that the goods had
been lost or had deteriorated, the !fisk of ,this loss
or deterioration shall remain with him unless he
'
discloses ,such fact to the buyer."
Article 98
"1. In cases not covered by article 97 ,the risk
shall pass to the buyer as from ,the time when the
goods were placed at his disposal and taken over
by him.
"2. When the goods have been placed at the
disposal of the buyer but have not been taken over
or have been taken O'Ver belatedly by him and this
fact constitutes a breach of the contract, the risk
shall pass to the buyer as from the last moment when
he could hwve taken the goods over without committing a breach of the contract. However, where the
contract relates to the sale of goods not then identified, the goods shall not be deemed to be placed at
the disposal of the buyer until they have been clearly
identified to the contraot and the buyer has been
informed of such identification."
Article [98 bis]
"1. Where the goods do not conform to the contract and such non-conformity constitutes a fundamentrul breach, the risk does not pass to the buyer
so long as he has the right to ,avoid the contract.
"2. In the case of a fundamental breach of contraot other than for non-conformity of the goods, the
risk does not pass to the buyer with respect to loss
or deterioration 'resulting from such breach."
2 32. The first proposal involved a redrafting of
the provisions of article 97 (2) (second sentence)
dealing with cases in whioh the seller knew or ought
to have known that the goods had been lost or had
deterioraJted. The proposed language was approved by
the Working Group.
233. The second proposal was for the addition of
a sentence to article 98 (,2) to deal with cases where
goods were not identified at the time of the making of
the contraot. The Drafting Pal1ty proposed ,thilS addition las a clarification of the provision earlier adopted
by the Working Group as a new article (see paragraph
227 above); under the proposal the new article would
not be included in the ,text of the Law. The Drafting
i

so
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Party proposed that the provision dealing with unidentifted goods should be placed in relation to article 98,
which dealt with cases not in~lving carriage of the
goods, and where risk of loss in the event of buyer's
delay might pass to ,the buyer while the goods were
retained by the seller.
234. One observer pr<D:posed that the provision on
uniden:tIfied goods should be kept in a separate article
so that the rme on ,identification and notice should roso
apply to cases involving carriage. This was rejected on
the ground, among others, that such a provision would
interfere with the transfer of risk when the goods are
handed over to the carrier; ithe notice of shipment
might in some cases appropriately be given to the buyer
somewhat after delivery to the carrier and the commencemelnt of the transit; a rule that risk of loss is
only transferred at ithe time of notice would present
practical problems of proof concerning the time of
damage during transit. It was also observed that in the
normal case the delivery to the carrier constituted an
identification of the goods.
235. One representative suggested that the last
sentence of article 98, paragraph 2, after deletion of
the introductory word, "however", should become a
separate paragraph 3. One observer suggested ,that the
phrase "identified to the contract" in the above sentence should be replaced by the phrase "identified for
the performance of the contlract".
236. One observer sugge&red that the following text
be included in article 98 of the draft as paragraph 4:
"4. When time for delirvery has come and delivery is eff,ected (pursuant to article 20) by placing
the goods at the buyer's disposal at his place or at
the place of a third person, the risk shall thereby
pass to the buyer."
237. The observer who submitted this proposal
stated that the proposed provision wOUlld be subject to
the subsequent article making identification a further
condition for passing of the risk. The provision covered, for example, such cases where the goods are deposHed with, or to be manufactured by, a third person.
238. The above proposal was opposed by some
representatives as being too loose. One representatirve,
however, accepted the proposal, provided that the phrase
"at the place of a third person" were replaced by the
phrase "in the warehouse of a third person in accordance with the buyer". Another representative expressed
the view that the concept of "third person" in the proposal was too broad. The Working Group concluded
that it could not take action on this proposal at the
present session. Some representatives expressed the
view that the proposal dealt with an important problem that should be considered at a 1ater stage.
239. The new artiole [98 bis] proposed by the
Drafting Party deaLt with the effect of breach of contlract by the seller on the transfer of risk to the buyer.
It was noted that the two paragraphs of the article gave
different effeot to fundamental breach with respect to
(l) non-conformity of the goods and (2) other types
of breach (such as delay, improper shipment and the
like). Some representatives supported this proposal;
others noted that the proposal was novel and interesting,
and deserved further considera,tion, but hesitated to
give approval within the time indicated.

240. One observer noted that the question dealt
with in the article had already been solved in paragraph 2 (a) of article 79, the correctness of which
interpretadon was doubted by two representatives. The
question was also raised as to whether users of the
Law woudd see the relationship between chapter VI
and article 79. The same observer proposed the following language for the article: "Where the seller has
failed to perform his obligations under the com:raot of
sale and the present law, the provisions of artioles 97
and 98 shall not impair the remedies afforded the buyer
because of such failure of performance".
241. The Working Group decided to:
(a) Adopt article 97 as proposed by the Drafting
Party (paragraph 231 above);
(b) Adopt article 98 (paragraph 2 31 aborve) except for the last s,entence in paragraph (2) which
would be considered at the next session;
(c) To defer final action on the proposed new article [98 bis] until its next session;
(d) Not to include in the Law the previously adopted new article on unidentified goods (paragraph 227
aborve).
1

Articles 99-101 of ULIS

242.

Articles 99 to 101 of ULIS read as follows:
Article 99

"1. Where the sale is of goods in tr,ansit by sea,
the risk shaJ11 be borne by the buyer as from the
time at whioh the goods were handed over to the
carrier.
"2. Where the seller, at the time of the conolusion of the col1Jtract, knew or ought to have known
that the goods had been Jost or had deteriorated,
the risk shall remain with him until the time of
the conclusion of the contract."
Article 100

"If, in a case to which par:agraph 3 of article 19
applies, the seller, at the time of sending the notice
or other dooument referred to in that paragraph,
knew or Qught to have known that the goods had
been lost or had deteriorated after they were handed
over to the carrier, the risk shall remain with the
seHer until the time of sending such notice or document."
Article 101
"The passing of the risk shalll not necessarily be
determined by the provisions of the contract concerning expenses."
243. It was observed that some of the provisions
in these articles had been embraced within articles approved by the Working Group, and that others were
unnecessary and unhelpful.
244. The Working Group decided to delete articles 99-101 of ULIS.

III. FUTURE WORK
245. The Working Group, taking into consideration
the proposals contained in document A/CN.9/WG.2/
L.1, concerning methods of work and after a debate on
the item, decided:
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(a) To request the Secretariat to circulate among
representatives of member States of the Working Group
and the observers who attended the session ,the text of
the uniform law as adopted or deferred for further
consider.ation before 15 March 1974;
(b) To request the representatives of Member
States and the obseflVers who aottended the session to
submit to the Secretariat their commoots and proposals
on the text preferably by 31 August 1974;

(c) To request the Secretariat, taking into consideration the commellits and proposals of representatives submitted before the above date, to prepare a
study of the pending questions, including possible
solutions thereon, and ,to circulate the study to members
of the Working Group before 30 November 1974;
(d) To hold the sixth session of the Working Group,
from 10 to 21 February 1975, subject to approval. by
the Commission.

2. Revised text of the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods as
approved or deferred for further consideration by the Working Group,
on the International Sale of Goods at its first five sessions (A/CN.9/87,
Annex I)
CONTENTS
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18-55
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delivery
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41-51

Section Ill. Transfer of property
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52-55
56-72 bis
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A. Fixing the price
B. Place and date of payment

. 56 bis-(j4
. 57-58
. 59-(j4

Section II. Taking delivery
Section Ill. Remedies for breach of contract by the buyer

. 65-(j6
. 67-72 bis

CHAPTER

V.

PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AND OF THE
BUYER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
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Section II.
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SectionlV.
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Anticipatory breach
Exemptions
Effects of avoidance
Supplementary rules concerning damages
Preservation oj the goods

PASSING OF THE RISK

UNIFORM LAW ON THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF 000D8*

CHAPTER I
SPHERE OF APPLICATION OF THE LAW

Article 1
1. The present Law shall apply to contracts of sale
of goods entered into by parties whose places of business are in different States:
'" Square brackets in the text of the law indicate that no
final decision was taken by the Working Group on the provisions enclosed. The headings in ULIS have been retained,
where appropriate; for ease in reference, some new headings,
not contained in ULIS, have been inserted by the Secretariat;
all such new headings are enclosed in' square brackets.

.
.
.
.
.

73-95
73-75
76-77
78-81
82-90
91-95
96-101

(a) When the States are both Contracting States; or
(b) When the rules of private international law lead
to the application of the law of a Contracting State.
2. [The fact that the parties have their places of
business in different States· shall be disregarded whenever this fact does not appear either from the contract
or from any dealings between, or from information disclosed by the parties at any time before or at the conclusion of the contract.]
3. The present Law shall also apply where it has
been chosen as the law of the contract by the parties.

Article 2
The present Law shall not apply to sales:
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1. (a) Of goods of a kind and in a quantity. ordinarily bought by an individual for personal, faml1y or
household use unless it appears from the contract [or
from any dealings between, or from information disclosed by the parties at any time before or at the co~
clusion of the contract] that they are bought for a different use;
(b) By auction;
(c) On execution or otherwise by authority of law.
2. Neither shall the present Law apply to sales:
(a) Of stocks, shares, investment securities, negotiable instruments or money;
(b) Of any ship, vessel or aircraft [which is registered or is required to be registered];
(c) Of electricity.
Article 3
1. [The present Law shall no~ apply to cont~acts
where .the obligations of the parties are substantially
other than the delivery of and payment for goods.]
2 Contracts for the supply of goods to be· manufact~red or produced shall be considered to be sales
within the meaning of the present Law, unless the pa~y
who orders the goods undertakes. to supply an essential
and substantial part of the matenals necessary for such
manufacture or production.
Article 4
For the purpose of the present Law:
(a) [Where a party has places of business i!1 m<?re
than one State, his place of business shall be hiS pnncipal place of business, unless another place of ~usmess
has a closer relationship to the contract and its performance, having regard to t?e circumst.ances known to
or contemplated by the partIes at the time of the conclusion of the contract;]
(b) Where a party does not have a place of business, reference shall be made to his habitual residence;
(c) Neither the nationality of the p.arties nor the
civil or commercial character of the parties or the contract shall be taken into consideration;
(d) A "Contracting State" means a State which is
Party to the Convention dated . . . relating to . . . and
has adopted the present Law without any reservation
[declaration] that would preclude its application to the
contract;
(e) Any two or more States shall not be considered
to be different States if a declaration to that effect made
under article [II] of the Convention dated ... relating
to . . . is in force in respect of them.
Article 5
The parties may exclude the application of the present Law or derogate from or vary the effect of any of
its provisions.
Article 6
(Transferred to article 3, paragraph 2)
Article 7
(Transferred to article 4 (c»

Article 8
The present Law shall govern only the obligations of
the seller and the buyer arising from a contract of sale.
In particular, the present Law shall not, except as
otherwise expressly provided therein, be concerned with
the formation of the contract, nor with the effect which
the contract may have on the property in the goods sol.d,
nor with the validity of the contract or of any of ItS
provisions or of any usage.
CHAPTER II
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 9
1. [The parties shall be bound by any usage which
they have expressly or impliedly made applicable to
their contract and by any practices which they have
established between themselves.]
2. [The usages which the parties shall be considered as having impliedly made applicable to their contract shall include any usage of which the parties are
aware and which in international trade is widely known
to, and regularly observed by parties t.o contracts .of
the type involved, or any usage of which the parties
should be aware because it is widely known in international trade and which is regularly observed by parties
to contracts of the type involved.]
3. [In the event of conflict with the present Law,
such usages shall prevail unless otherwise agreed by
the parties.]
4. [Where expressions, provisions or forms of contract commonly used in commercial practice are employed, they shall be interpreted acc?rding to the J?eaning widely accepted and regularly giVen to them m the
trade concerned unless otherwise agreed by the parties.]

Article 10
[For the purposes of the present Law, a breach of
contract shall be regarded as fundamental wherever the
party in breach knew, or ought to have known, at the
time of the conclusion of the contract, that a reasonable person in the same situation as the other party
would not have entered into the contract if he had foreseen the breach and its effects.]

Article 11
Where under the present Law an act is require.d !o
be performed "promptly", it shall be performed withm
as short a period as is practicable in the circumstances.

Article 12
(Deleted)
Article 13
(Deleted)
Article 14
Communications provided for by the present Law
shall be made by the means usual in the circumstances.
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Article 15
[A contract of sale need not be evidenced by writing
and shall not be subject to any other requirements as
to form. In particular, it may be proved by means of
witnesses. ]
Article 16
Where under the provisions of the present Law one
party to a contract of sale is entitled to require performance of any obligation by the other party, a court
shall not be bound to enter or enforce a judgement
providing for specific performance except in accordance
with the provisions of article VII of the Convention
dated the 1st day of July 1964 relating to a Uniform
Law on the International Sale of Goods.
Article 17
[In interpreting and applying the provisions of this
Law, regard shall be had to its international character
and to the need to promote uniformity [in its interpretation and application].J
CHAPTER III
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER

Article 18
The seller shall deliver the goods, hand over any documents relating thereto and transfer the property in the
goods, as required by the contract and the present Law.
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goods are not clearly marked with an address or otherwise appropriated to the contract, the seller shall send
the buyer notice of the consignment and, if necessary,
some document specifying the goods.
2. If the seller is not bound by the contract to effect
insu~ance in respect of the carriage of the goods, he shall
provIde the buyer,at his request, with all information
necessary to enable him to effect such insurance.

Article 22
The seller shall deliver the goods:
(a) If a date is fixed or determinable by agreement
or usage, on that date; or
(b) If a period (such as a stated month or season)
is fixed or determinable by agreement or usage, within
that period on a date chosen by the seller unless the
circumstances indicate that the buyer is to choose the
date; or
(c) In any other case, within a reasonable time after
the conclusion of the contract.
Article 23
Where the contract or usage requires the seller to
deliver documents relating to the goods, he shall tender
such documents at the time and place required by the
contract or by usage.
Articles 24-32
(Incorporated into articles 41-47)

SECTION 1. DELIVERY OF THE GOODS
[AND DOCUMENTS]

SUBSECTION 2. OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AS
REGARDS THE CONFORMITY OF THE GOODS

Article 19
(Deleted)

Article 33
1. The seller shall deliver goods which are of the
quantity and quality and description required by the
contract and contained or packaged in the manner required by the contract and which, where not inconsistent with the contract,
(a) Are fit for the purposes for which goods of the
same description would ordinarily be used;
(b) Are fit for any particular purpose expressly or
impliedly made known to the seIler at the time of contracting, except where the circumstances show that the
buyer did not rely, or that it was unreasonable for him
to rely, on the seller's skill and judgement;
(c) Possess the qualities of goods which the seller
has held out to the buyer as a sample or model;
(d) Are contained or packaged in the manner usual
for such goods.
2. The seller shall not be liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d) of the preceding paragraph for any
defect if at the time of contracting the buyer knew, or
could not have been unaware of, such defect.

SUBSECTION 1. OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AS
REGARDS THE DATE AND PLACE OF DELIVERY

Article 20
Delivery shall be effected:
(a) Where the contract of sale involves the carriage
of goods, by handing the goods over to the carrier for
transmission to the buyer;
(b) Where, in cases not within the preceding paragraph, the contract relates to specific goods or to unascertained goods to be drawn from a specific stock or
to be manufactured or produced and the parties knew
that the goods were to be manufactured or produced
at a particular place at the time of the conclusion of the
contract, by placing the goods at the buyer's disposal
at that place;
(c) In all other cases by placing the goods at the
buyer's disposal at the place where the seller carried
on business at the time of the conclusion of the contract
or, in the absence of a place of business, at his habitual
residence.
Article 21
1. If the seller is bound to deliver the goods to a
carrier, he shall make, in the usual way and on the
usual terms, such contracts as are necessary for the
carriage of the goods to the place fixed. Where the

Article 34
(Deleted)
Article 35
1. The seller shall be liable in accordance with the
contract and the present Law for any lack of conformity
which exists at the time when the risk passes, even
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though such lack of confonnity becomes apparent only
after that time. [However, if risk does not pass because
of a declaration of avoidance of the contract or of a
demand for other goods in replacement, the confonnity
of the goods with the contract shall be determined by
their condition at the time when risk would have passed
had they been in confonnity with the contract.]
2. The seller shall also be liable for any lack of
conformity which occurs after the time indicated in
paragraph 1 of this article· and is due to a breach of
any of the obligations of the seller, including a breach
of an express guarantee that the goods will remain fit
for their ordinary purpose or for some particular purpose, or that they will retain specified qualities or characteristics for a specified period.
Article 36
(Incorporated into article 33)
Article 37
If the seller has delivered goods before the date for
delivery he may, up to that date, deliver any missing
part or quantity of the goods or deliver other goods
which are in conformity with the contract or remedy
any defects in the goods delivered, provided that the
exercise of this right does not cause the buyer either unreasonable inconvenience or unreasonable expense. The
buyer shall, however, retain the right to claim damages
as provided in article 82.
Article 38
1. The buyer shall examine the goods, or cause
them to be examined, promptly.
2. In the case of carriage of the goods, examination
may be deferred until the goods arrive at the place of
destination.
3. If the goods are redispatched by the buyer without a. reasonable opportunity for examination by him
and the seller knew or ought to have known at the
time, when the contract was concluded, of the possibility of such redispatch, examination of the goods may
be deferred until they arrive aUhe new destination.
Article 39
1. The buyer shall lose the right to rely on a lack
of confonnity of the goods if he has not given the seller
notice thereof within a reasonable time after he has
discovered the lack of confonnity or ought to have
discovered it. If a defect which could not have been
revealed by the examination of the goods provided for
in article 38 is found later, the buyer may none the less
rely on that defect, provided that he gives the seller
notice thereof within a reasonable time after its discovery. [In any event, the buyer shall lose the right to rely
on a lack of confonnity of the goods if he has not given
notice thereof to the seller within a period of two years
from the date on which the goods were handed over,
unless the lack of conformity constituted a breach of a
guarantee covering a [longer] [different] period.]
2. In giving notice to the seller of any lack of confonnity the buyer shall specify its nature.
3. Where any notice referred to in paragraph 1 of
this article has been sent by letter, telegram or other

appropriate means, the fact that such notice is delayed
or fails to arrive at its destination shall not deprive the
buyer of the right to rely thereon.
Article 40
The seller shall not be entitled to rely on the provisions of articles 38 and 39 if the lack of conformity
relates to facts of which he knew, or of which he could
not have been unaware, and which he did not disclose.
SECTION

II.

[REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
BY THE SELLER]

Article 41
1. Where the seller fails to perfonn any of his obligations under the contract of sale and the present Law,
the buyer may:
(a) Exercise the rights provided in articles 42 to 46;,
(b) Claim damages, as pJlovided in article 82 or
articles 84 to 87.
2. In no case shall the seller be entitled to apply
to a court or arbitral tribunal to grant him a period of
grace.
Article 42
1. The buyer has the right to require the seller to
perform the contract to the extent that specific perfonnance could be required by the court under its own law
in respect of similar contracts of sale not governed by
the Utiifonn Law, unless the buyer has acted inconsistently with that right by avoiding the contract under
article 44 or, by reducing the price under article 45
[or by notifying the seller that he will himself cure the
lack of conformity].
2. However, where the goods do not confonn with
the contract, the buyer may require the seller to deliver
substitute goods only when the lack of confonnity constitutes a fundamental breach and after prompt notice.
Article 43
Where the buyer requests the seller to perfonn, the
buyer may fix an additional period of time of reasonable length for delivery or for curing of the defect or
other breach. If the seller does not comply with the
request within the additional period, or where the buyer
has not fixed such a period, within a period of reasonable time, or if the seller already before the expiration
of the relevant period of time declares that he will not
comply with the request, the buyer may resort to any
remedy available to him under the present law.
Article [43 bis]
1. The seller may, even after the date for delivery,
cure any failure to perfonn his obligations, if he can
do so without such delay as will amount to a fundamental breach of contract and without causing the
buyer unreasonable inconvenience or unreasonable expense, unless the buyer has declared the contract
avoided in accordance with article 44 or the price reduced in accordance with article 45 [or has notified the
seller that he will himself cure the lack of confonnity].
2. If the seller requests the buyer to make known
his decision under the preceding paragraph, and the
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buyer does not comply within a reasonable time, the
seller may perform provided that he does so before the
expiration of any time indicated in the request, or if no
time is indicated, within a reasonable time. Notice by
the seller that he will perform within a specified period
of time shall be presumed to include a request under
the present paragraph that the buyer make known his
decision.
Article 44
1. The buyer may by notice to the seller declare
the contract avoided:
(a) Where the failure by the seller to perform any
of his obligations under the contract of sale and the
present law amounts to a fundamental breach of contract, or
(b) Where the seller has not delivered the goods
within an additional period of time fixed by the buyer
in accmdanre: with article 43.
2. The buyer shan lose ms tright tID; dedare' 1l1!re; C<it11ttract avoided if he does not give notice thereof to the
seller within a reasonable time:
(a) Where the seller has not delivered the goods
[or documents] on time, after the buyer has been informed that the goods [or documents] have been delivered late or has been requested by the seller to make
his decision under article [43 bis, paragraph 2];
(b) In all other cases, after the buyer has discovered the failure by the seller to perform or ought to
have discovered it, or, where the buyer has requested
the seller to perform, after the expiration of the period
of time referred to in article 43.
Article 45
Where the goods do not conform with the contract,
the buyer may declare the price to be reduced in the
same proportion as the value of the goods at the time
of contracting has been diminished because of such
non-conformity.
Article 46
1. Where the seller has handed over part only of
the goods or an insufficient quantity or where part only
of the goods handed over is in conformity with the contract, the provisions of articles [43, 43 bis, and 44]
shall apply in respect of the part or quantity which is
missing or which does not conform with the contract.
2. The buyer may declare the contract avoided in
its entirety only if the failure to effect delivery completely and in conformity with the contract amounts to
a fundamental breach of the contract.
Article 47
1. Where the seller tenders delivery of the goods
before the date fixed, the buyer may take delivery or
refuse to take delivery.
2. Where the seller has proffered to the buyer a
quantity of goods greater than that provided for in the
contract, the buyer may reject or accept the excess
quantity. If the buyer rejects the excess quantity, the
seller shall be liable only for damages in accordance
with article 82. If the buyer accepts the whole or part
of the excess quantity, he shall pay for it at the contract
rate.
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Article 48
(Deleted)
Article 49
(Deleted)
Article 50
(Transferred to article 23)
Article 51
(Deleted)
SECTION III.

TRANSFER OF p'R.'crPE:mn

Article: 52
1. The seller shaUl dkU""er gp.<!lcls. whieh are free
from the right<Otr cbtim of III tllli1dl person, unless the
buyer agreed. 1l<1l. take the gO.QQ.S; subject to, sueIlt' right
or claim.
2. Unless the seller already knows o~' the right or.
claim of the third person, the buyer may notify the
seller of such right or claim and request that within a
reasonable time the goods shall be freed theref1;(i)m or
other goods free from all rights or claims of tliird per;.,
sons shall be delivered to him by the seller. Failure by
the seller within such period to take.. appropriate action
in response to the request shalll amount to a fundamental breach of contract.

Article 53
(Deleted)
Article 54
(Transferred to article 21)
Article 55
(Incorporated into articles 41 to 47)
CHAPTER IV
OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

Article 56
The buyer shall pay the price for the goods and take
delivery of them as required by the contract and the
present law.
SECTION

I.

PAYMENT OF THE PRICE

Article 56 bis
The buyer shall take steps which are necessary in
accordance with the contract, with the laws and regulations in force or with usage, to enable the price to be
paid or to procure the issuance of documents assuring
payment, such as a letter of credit or a banker's
guarantee.
A.

FIXING THE PRICE

Article 57
Where a contract has been concluded but does not
state a price or expressly or impliedly make provision
for the determination of the price of the goods, the
buyer shall be bound to. pay the price generally charged
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by the seller at the time of contracting; if no such price
is ascertainable, the buyer shall be bound to pay the
price generally prevailing for such goods sold under
comparable circumstances at that time.
Article 58
Where the price is fixed according to the weight of
the goods, it shall, in case of doubt, be determined by
the net weight.

B. PLACE AND DATE OF PAYMENT
Article 59
1. The buyer shall pay the price to the seller at the
seller's place of business or, if he does not have a place
of business, at his habitual residence, or, where the
payment is to be made against the handing over of the
goods or of documents, at the place where such handing
over takes place.
2. Where, in consequence of a change in the place
of business or habitual residence of the seller subsequent to the conclusion of the contract, the expenses
incidental to payment are increased, such increase shall
be borne by the seller.
Article 59 bis
1. The buyer shall pay the price when the seller,
in accordance with the contract and the present Law,
places at the buyer's disposal either the goods or a
document controlling their disposition. The seller may
make such payment a condition for handing over the
goods or the document.
2. Where the contract involves the carriage of
goods the seller may dispatch the goods on terms
whereby the goods, or documents controlling their disposition, will be handed over to the bu~er at the place
of destination against payment of the pnce.
3. The buyer shall not be bound to pay the price
until he has had an opportunity to inspect the goods,
unless the procedures for delivery or payment agreed
upon by the parties are inconsistent with such opportunity.
Article 60
Where the parties have agreed upon a date for the
payment of the price or where such date is fixed by
usage, the buyer shall, without the need for any other
formality, pay the price at that date.
Articles 61-64
(Incorporated into articles 70 to 72 bis)

SECTION II.

TAKING DELIVERY

Article 65
The buyer's obligation to take delivery consists in
doing all such acts which could reasonably be expected
of him in order to enable the seller to effect delivery,
and also taking over the goods.
Article 66
(Incorporated into articles 70 to 72 bis)

[SECTION III.

REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
BY THE BUYER]
Article 67

[1. If the contract reserves to the buyer the right
subsequently to determine the form, measurement or
other features of the goods (sale by specification) and
he fails to make such specification either on the date
expressly or impliedly agreed upon or within a reasonable time after receipt of a request from the seller, the
seller [may have recourse to the remedies specified in
articles 70 to 72 bis], or make the specification himself
in accordance with the requirements of the buyer in
so far as these are known to him.
2. If the seller makes the specification himself, he
shall inform the buyer of the details thereof and shall
fix a reasonable period of time within which the buyer
may submit a different specification. If the buyer fails
to do so the specification made by the seller shall be
binding.]
Article 68
(Incorporated into articles 70 to 72 bis)
Article 69
(Deleted)
Article 70
1. Where the buyer fails to perform any of his obligations under the contract of sale and the present Law,
the seller may:
(a) Exercise the rights provided in articles 71 to
72 bis; and
(b) Claim damages as provided in articles 82 and
83 or articles 84 to 87.
2. In no case shall the buyer be entitled to apply
to a court or arbitral tribunal to grant him a period of
grace.
Article 71
1. If the buyer fails to pay the price, the seller may
require the buyer to perform his obligation.
2. If the buyer fails to take delivery or to perform
any other obligation in accordance with the contract
and the present law, the seller may require the buyer
to perform to the extent that specific performance could
be required by the court under its own law in respect of
similar contracts of sale not governed by the present
law.
3. The seller cannot require performance of the
buyer's obligations where he has acted inconsistently
with such right by avoiding the contract under article
72 bis.
Article 72
Where the seller requests the buyer to perform, the
seller may fix an additional period of time of reasonable length for such performance. If the buyer does not
comply with the request within the additional period,
or where the seller has not fixed such a period, within a
period of reasonable time, or if the buyer already before
the expiration of the relevant period of time declares
that he will not comply with the request, the seller may
resort to any remedy available to him under the present
law.
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Article 72 bis
Alternative A (text suggested in document A/CN.9/
WG.2/WP.19) :1
[1. The seller may by notice to the buyer declare
the contract avoided:
(a) Where the failure by the buyer to perform any
of his obligations under the contract of sale and the
present law amounts to a fundamental breach of contract, or
(b) Where the buyer has not performed the contract
within an additional period of time fixed by the seller
in accordance with article 72.
2. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice thereof to the
buyer within a reasonable time after the seller has discovered the failure by the buyer to perform or ought
to have discovered it, or, where the seller has requested
the buyer to perform,. after the expiration of the period
of time referred to in article 72.]
Alternative B (text of propo~al A in paragraph 59 of
the report of the Working Group on its
fifth session):2
[1. The seller may by notice to the buyer declare
the contract avoided:
(a) Where the buyer has not paid the price or otherwise has not performed the contract within an additional period of time fixed by the seller in accordance
with article 72; or
(b) Where the goods have not yet been handed
over, the failure by the buyer to pay the price or to
perform any other of his obligations under the contract
of sale and the present law amounts to a fundamental
breach.
2. If the buyer requests the seller to make known
his decision under paragraph 1 of this article and the
seller does not comply promptly the seller shall where
the goods have not yet been handed over, be deemed
to have avoided the contract.
3. The seller shall lose his right to declare the contract avoided if he does not give notice to the buyer
before the price was paid or, where the goods have
been handed over, promptly after the expiration of the
period of time fixed by the seller in accordance with
article 72.]
Alternative C (text of proposal B in paragraph 59 of
the Working Group on its fifth session):8
[2. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice thereof to
the buyer within a reasonable time:
(a) Where the buyer has not performed his obligations on time, after the seller has been informed that
the price has been paid late or has been requested by
the buyer to make his decision as regards performance
or avoidance of the contract;
(b) Where the seller has requested the buyer to
perform, after the expiration of the period of time referred to in article 72;
See in this volume, section 5 below.
See in this volume, section 1 above.
alb/d.

1
2
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(c) In all other cases, after the seller has discovered
the failure by the buyer to perform or ought to have
discovered it. In any event, the seller shall lose his
right to claim the return of delivered goods if he has
not given notice thereof to the buyer within a period of
6 months [1 year] from the date on which the goods
were handed over, unless the contract reserves the
seller the property or a security right in the goods.]

CHAPTER V
PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE OBLIGATIONS OF mE
SELLER AND OF THE BUYER
SECTION I.

ANTICIPATORY BREACH

Article 73 4
1. A party may suspend the performance of his
obligation when, after the conclusion of the contract,
a serious deterioration in the economic situation of the
other party or his conduct in preparing to perform or
in actually performing the contract, gives reasonable
grounds to conclude that the other party will not perform a substantial part of his obligations.
2. If the seller has already dispatched the goods
before the grounds described in paragraph 1 become
evident, he may prevent the handing over of the goods
to the buyer even if the latter holds a document which
entitles him to obtain them. The provision of the present paragraph relates only to the rights in the goods as
between the buyer and the seller.
3. A party suspending performance, whether before or after dispatch of the goods, shall promptly
notify the other party thereof, and shall continue with
performance if the other party provides adequate assurance of his performance. On the failure by the other
party, within a reasonable time after notice, to provide
such assurance, the party who suspended performance
may avoid the contract.
Article [74] (previously article 75)
1. Where, in the case of contracts for delivery of
goods by instalments, by reason of any failure by one
party to perform any of his obligations under the contract in respect of any instalment, the other party has
good reason to fear a fundamental breach in respect of
future instalments, he may declare the contract avoided
for the future, provided that he does so within a reasonable time.
2. A buyer, avoiding the contract in respect of
future deliveries, may also, provided that he does so at
the same time, declare the contract avoided in respect
of deliveries already made, if by reason of their interdependence, deliveries already made could not be used
for the purpose contemplated by the parties in entering
the contract.
Article [75] (previously article 76)
Where prior to the date for performance of the con.·
tract it is clear that one of the parties will commit a
fundamental breach of the contmct, the other party shall
have the right to declare the contract avoided.
4 Four member States reserved the right Ito suggest modifica·
tion of the text at a later session (report of fifth session, paragraph 104; see in this volume section 1 above).
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SECTION II.

EXEMPTIONS

Article [76] (previously article 74)
Alternative A (text provisionally adopted by Drafting
Party V):
[1. Where a party has not performed one of his
obligations in accordance with the contraotand the
present law, he shall not be liable .in .damages for :such
non-performance ,If he proves that, owing to cireu,mstances which have occurred without fault ·on his part,
performance of that ,obl~gation has become impossible
or has so radically changeGIas <to amount to performance of an obligation quite different from that contemplated by the contract. For this purpose there shall be
deemed to be fault unless the non-performing party
proves that he could not reasonably have been expected
to take into account, or to avoid or to overcome the
circumstances.
2. Where the non-performance of the seller is due
to non-performance by a subcontractor, the seller shall
be exempt from liability only if he is exempt under the
provisions of the preceding paragraph and if the subcontractor would also be exempt if the provisions of
, that paragraph were applied to him.
3. Where the impossibility of performance within
the provisions of paragraph 1 of this article is only
temporary, the exemption provided by this article shall
cease to be available to the non-performing party when
the impossibility is removed, unless the performance
required has then so radically changed as to amount
to performance of an obligation quite different from
that contemplated by the contract.
4. The non-performing party shall notify the other
party of the existence of the circumstances which affect
his performance within the proviS'ions of the preceding
paragraphs and the extent to which they affect it. If he
fails to do so within a reasonable time after he knows
or ought to halVe known of the existence of the circumstances, he shall be ,liable for the damage resulting from
such failure.]
Alternative B (text of alternative proposal in paragraph 114 of the report of the Working
Group on its fifth session):5
[1. Where a party has not performed one of his
obligations [in accordance with the contract and the
present Law], he shall not be liable [in damages] for
such non-performance if he proves that it was due to
an impediment [which has occurred without any fault
on his side and being] of a kind which could not reasonably be expected to be taken into account at the
time of the conclusion of the contract or to be avoided
or overcome thereafter.
2. Where the circumstances which gave rise to the
non-performance constitute only ;a temporary impediment, the exemption shall apply only to the necessary
delay in performance. Nevertheless, the party concerned
shall be permanently relieved of his obligation if, when
the impediment is removed, performance would, by
reason of the delay, be so radically changed as to
amount to the performance of an obligation quite different from that contemplated by the contract.
5

See in this volume section 1 above.

3. The non-performing party shall notify the other
party of the existence of the impediment and its effect
on his ability to perform. If he fails to do so within a
reasonable time af,ter he knows or ought to have known
of the existence of the impediment, he shall be liable
for the damage resulting from this failure.
4. The exemption provided by this article for one
of the parties shall not deprive the other party of any
r~ght which he has under the present Law to declare
the contract avoided or to reduce the price, unless the
iihpediment which gave rise to the exemption of the
first party was caused by the act of the other party
[or of some person for whose conduct he was responsible] .]

Article 77
(Deleted)
SECTION

III.

EFFECTS OF AVOIDANCE

Article 78
[1. Avoidance of the contraot releases both parties
from their obligations thereunder, subject to any damages which may be due.
2. If one party has performed the contract either
wholly or in part, he may claim the return of whatever
he has supplied or paid under the contract. If both
parties are required to make restitution, they shall
do so concurrently.]

Article 796
1. The buyer 'Shall lose his right to deolare the
contract avoided or to require the seller to deliver
substitute goods where it is impossible for him to return
the goods in the condition in which he received them.
2. Nevertheless the preceding paragraph shall not
apply:
(a) If the goods or part of the goods have perished
or deteriorated as a result of the defect which justifies
the avoidance;
(b) If the goods or parr of the goods have perished
or deteriorated as a result of the examination prescribed
in artiole 38;
(c) If part of the goods have been sold in the normal course of business or have been consumed or
transferred by the buyer in the course of normal use
before the lack of conformity with the contract was
discovered or ought to have been discovered;
(d) If the impossibility of returning the goods or of
returning them in the condition in which they were
received is not due to the act of the buyer or of some
other person for whose conduct he is responsible;
(e) Id' the deterioration or transformation of the
goods is unimportant.
6 One member State has reserved its position in respect of
paragraph 2 (d) of this article until final aoceptance of the provisions on transfer of risk. (Report on fifth session, paragraph
148; see in this volume section 1 above.) Another representative
suggested that at the seC<Jnd reading of the text, the WOJ:king
Group should transfer this article into chapter III and revise
its language in aocOJ:dance with the proposal contained in
paragraph 151 of the repOJ:t.
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Article 80
The buyer who has lost the right to declare the
contract avoided or to require the seller to deliver sub·
stitute goods by virtue of article 79 shall retain aU the
other rights conferred on him by the present law.
Article 81
1. Where the seHer is under an obligation to refund
the price, he shall also be liahle for the interest thereon
at the rate fixed by article 83, as from the date of
payment.
2. The buyer shall be liable to account to the seller
for all benefits which he has derived from the goods
or part of them, as the case may be:
(a) Where he is under an obligation to return the
goods or part of them, or
(b) Where it is impossible for him ,to return the
goods or part of them, but he has nev~rtheless exercis~
his right to declare the contract aVOIded or to requITe
the seller to deliver substitute goods.
SECTION

IV.

SUPPLEMENTARY RULES CONCERNING
DAMAGES

Article
Damages for breach of contract by one party shall
consist of a sum equal to the loss, including loss of
profit, suffered by the other party as a consequence of
the breach. Such damages shall not exceed the loss
which the conolusion of the contract, in the light of
the facts and matters which then were known or ought
to have been known to him, as a possible consequence
of the breach of contract.
82 7

Article 83
Where the breach of contract consists of delay in
the payment of the price, the seller shall in any event
be entitled to interest on such sum as in arrear at a
rate equal to the official discount rate in the country
where he has his place of business or, if he has no
place of business, his habitual residence, plus 1 per
cent.
Article 84
1. In case of avoidance of the contract, the party
claiming damages may rely upon the provision of article 82 or, where there is a current price for the goods,
recover the difference between the price fixed by the
contract and the current price on which the contract is
avoided.
2. In calculating the amount of damages under
paragraph 1 of this article, the cur~~nt price to be
takien into account shall be that prevmlmg at the place
where delivery of the goods is to be effected or, if
there is no such current price, the pI'ice at another
place which serves ,as a reasonable substitute, making
due allowance for differences in the. cost of transporting the goods.
7 Two members of the Working Group reserved the right to
return to this article at a later stage (report on fifth session,
paa-agraph 164; see in this volume section 1 above).
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Article 85
If the contract is avoided and, in a reasonable manner and within a reasonable time afrer avoidance, the
buyer has bought goods in replacement or the seHer
has resold the goods, he may, instead of claiming damages under artlicles 82 or 84, recover the difference
between the contract price and the price paid for the
goods bought in replacement or that obtained by the
resale.
Article 86
(Deleted)
Article 87
(Deleted)
Article 88
The party who relies on a breach of the contract
shall adopt such measures as may be reasonable in
the circumstanoes to miJtigate the loss, including loss
of profit, resulting from tire breach. If he fails to
adopt such measures, the party in breach may claim
a reduction in the damages in ,the amount which should
have been mitigated.
Article 89
In case of fraud, damages shall be determined by
the rules applicable in respect of collitracts of sale not
governed by the present law.
Article 90
(Deleted)
SECTION

V.

PRESERVATION OF THE GOODS

Article 91
Where the buyer is in delay in taking delivery of
of the goods or in paying the price, the seller shall take
reasonable steps to preserve tlhe goods; he shall have
the right to retain them until he has been reimbursed
his reasonable expenses by the buyer.
Article 92
Where the goods have been received by the
buyer, he shall take reasonable steps to preserve them
if he intends to reject them; he shall have the right to
retain them unm he has been reimbursed his reasonable expenses by the seller.
2. Where goods dispatched to the buyer have been
put at his disposal at their place of destination and he
exercises the right to reject them, he shall be bound
to take possession of them on behalf of the seller,
provided that thi's may be done without payment of
the price and without unreasonable inconvenience or
unreasonable expense. This provision shall not apply
where the seller or a person authorized to take charge
of the goods on his behalf is present at such destination.
Article 93
The party who is under an obligation to take steps
to preserve the goods may deposit them in the warehOUiSe of a third person at the expense of the other
party provided that the expense incurred is not unreasonable.
1.
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Article 94
1. The party who, in the cases to which article 91
and 92 apply, is under an obligation to take steps
to preserve the goods may sell ,them by any appropria,te means, provided that there has been unreasonable delay by the other party in accepting them or
taking them back or in paying the cost of preservation
and pwvided that due notice has been given to the
other party of the intention to sell.
2. The party selling the goods shall have the right
to retain out of the proceeds of sale an amount equal
to the reasonable costs of preserving the goods and of
selling them and shall transmit the balance to the other
party.
Article 95
Where, in the cases to which articles 91 and 92
apply, the goods are subject tol08s or rapid deterioration or their preservation would involrve unreasonable
expense, the party under the duty to preserve ,them
is bound to sell them in accordance with article 94.
CHAPTER VI
PASSING OF THE RISK

Article 96
Where the risk has passed to the buyer, he shall
pay the price notwithstanding the loss or deterioration
of the goods, unless this is due to the act of the seller
[or of some other pel'son for whos,e conduct the seller
is responsible].

been lost or had deteriorated, the risk of this loss or
deterioration shall remain with him, un1ess he discloses
such fact to the buyer.

Article 98
1. In cases not covered by article 97 the risk shall
pass to -the buyer as from the time when the goods
were placed at his disposal and taken over by him.
2. When the goods have been placed at the disposal of the buyer but have not been taken over or
have been taken over belatedly by him and this fact
constitutes a breach of the contraot, the risk shaH pass
to the buyer as from the last moment when he could
have taken the goods over without committing a breach
of ,the contraot. [However, where the contract relates
to the 'sale of goods not then identified, the goods shall
not be deemed to be placed at the disposal of the
buyer until they have been clearly identified to the
contract and the buyer has been informed of such identification.]

[Article 98 bis
1. Where the goods do not conform to the contract
and such non-confonliity constitutes a fundamental
breach, the risk does not pass to the buyer so long
as he has the right to avoid ,the contract.
2. In the case of a fundamental breach of contract
other than for non-confonrtity of the goods, the risk
does not pass to the buyer with respect to loss or deterioration resulting from such breach.]

Article 97
1. Where the contract of sale involves carriage of
the goods, the risk shllJl~ pass to the buyer when the
goods are handed over to the carrier for transmission
to the buyer.
2. The first paragraph shall also apply if at the
time of the conclusion of the contract the goods are
already in transit. However, if the seller at that time
knew or ought to have known that the goods had

Article 99
(Deleted)
Article 100
(Deleted)
Article 101
(Deleted)

3. Texts of comments and proposals by representatives on articles 56 to 70
(A/CN.9/87, Annex D)
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I

COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE USSR
Articles 56-60 of ULlS

Article 56
This article does not give rise to any objection.
Article 57
It seems appropriate to exclude this article from

the Uniform Law. In our view, the Law should not
provide, even indirectly and restrictedly, for a possibility
of concluding sale contracts without stating a price
or making provision for the determination of the price.
According to the legislation and practice of many
countries, the price is an indispensable or essential
element of such contracts" failing which there shall be
no contract made at all. It should be mentioned that
under article 8 the Uniform Law shall not be concerned with the formation and validity of the contract.
Apart from the inappropriateness of the provision
itself, i.e. imposing the obligation on the buyer to pay
the price "generally charged" by the seller ,("habituellement pratique par Ie vendeur") where no price or a
manner of determining thereof has been agreed by
the parties, such a provision seems also unacceptable
for obvious practical considerations, namely: how
may one definitely decide which price is being
"charged" by the seller, what kind of evidence might
be sufficient or conclusive. Other contracts may well
contain a good deal of conditions different from those
of the contract made with the buyer concerned and
affecting the matter of price at varying degrees. Evidently it is not always possible to find completely
identical contracts, particularly for the supply of machines and equipment. In trade practice, prices often
depend upon a variety of factors inoluding the volume
of other transactions, the business relations and settlements between the parties with regard to other transactions" covering long periods of their commercial
dealings. Not infrequently sellers provide various
allowances and rebates to buyers either at the time
of concluding a contract or thereafter, which fact may
not be reflected in any way in the contract itself.
It should be noted also that the provision in question
is generaHy concerned not with the obligations of the
buyer but, rather, with the matter of determining the
price.

Article 58
H would be recommendable to replace the words
"in case of doubt" with the words "unless otherwise
agreed by the parties".
Article 59
This article does not give rise to any objection.
Article 60
Generally it would seem advisable to discuss at
the next meeting of the Working Group a possibility
of formulating provisions on the date of payment
along the Hnes recommended with· regard to the date
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of delivery at the third session of the Working
Group, Geneva, 17-28 January 1972 (A/CN.9/62,
para. 22).1
In any case it would seem useful, for the purpose
of simplifying the present text of article 60 of ULIS
to omit the words "without the need for any other for:
mality" (as has been done by the Working Group at its
last session in reconsidering articre 20 of ULIS
-paragraph 22 of the above-mentioned document
A/CN.9/62). The above words, as they stand at
present, are not sufficienMy clear; a question may first
be raised as to what kind of "formalities" are meant:
do they refer to a demand of payment or the effecting
of payment, do they mean formalities to be complied
with by the seller or buyer, etc.
II
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF GHANA
Articles 56-60 of ULlS

Article 56
This article does not seem to need any comment.
Article 57
The text of this article. in its first part, seems by
implication to make provision for cases in which the
price is not expressly stated; the contract may make
provision for its ascertainment.
The second part of the text does address itself to
the question: "What if the contract does not provide
a mode for ascertaining the price?" (A subsidiary
question, which the text does not pause to answer in
its first part, is whether the provision for determination of the price may be deduced by way of implication, where no such provision is I.:xpressly made. This
will be considered ~ater.)
The delegation of Ghana has been very impressed
by the very closely reasoned argument of the representative of the USSR against leaving the price to be
fixed in the uncertain manner at present made possible by this article. In municipal law, the concept of
the "market price" or the "reasonable price"-not
always regarded as the same-may render the uncertainty inherent here manageable; in the field of
internation~ sare such a concept is likely to be impracticable except in the comparatively few cases of
particular commodities whose prices are fixed by the
operations of recognized commodity exchanges.
The delegation of Ghana believes that "the price
generally charged by the seller at the time of the
conclusion of the contract" is not certain enough. as
a test, to be an adequate substitute for the "market
price"I"reasonable price" concept in municipal sale
law. The reasons stated by the representative of the
USSR in the third paragraph of his comment are
sufficient to show the unsatisfactory nature of this
criterion.
On purely theoretical grounds, also, the text may
well create difficulties among jurists and legal advisers
1
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who, on doctrinal grounds, cannot regard a sale contract as "concluded" when no price is fixed or fixable
by reference to some part of the contract.
For these reasons, the delegation of Ghana finds
the present text of article 57 unsatisfactory. That
raises a further question. Must it be deleted altogether, or must ULIS make specific provision for this
case?
The delegation of Ghana believes that deletion
would create an unsatisfactory situation; businessmen
will be left in doubt as to the status of a sale contract
that was concluded in all important respects except
for the fixing of the price. As this situation may be
expected not to occur only during negotiations, when
nothing is regarded by either party as binding, it
seems necessary to legislate specifically for it. For this
reason, the delegation of Ghana does not share the
view that article 57 should be excluded altogether.
It should be modified to meet the difficulty outlined
by the representative of the USSR.
The delegation of Ghana believes that one way of
doing this would be to retain the first part of article 57 (subject to a small modification to be discussed shortly) and to insist that the agreement shall
not generate ,any obligations for either party until a
price agreeable to both has been settled.
If such a rule has· the appearance of unnecessary
finality, it at least has the merit of certainty in an area
where certainty is of paramount importance. It seems
that its apparent harshness can be reduced by making it possible to ascertain the price by reasonable
implication from other terms of the contract where
these bear on the question. To leave no room for
doubt, the possibility of drawing such an implication
from other terms of the contract ought, it is thought,
to be expressly provided for. A possible amendment
to article 57, giving effect to these observations, would
read as follows:
No contract shall be enforceable by either party
under the present Law unless it states a price or
makes express or implied provision for the determination of the price; unless the parties thereto
expressly or by implication otherwise agree.
The concluding clause in this proposed amendment leaves the door open in the cases where the
parties deal with each other in circumstances where
it is reasonable to assume that, either because. they
contracted with ref~rence. to a recognized commodity
market, or because they have agreed to suspend negotiations on the single issue of price, it is in their
mutual interest for the other agreed provisions of
the contract to be enforceable.

Article 58
The delegation of Ghana prefers the clause "unless
otherwise agreed" to the phrase "in case of doubt"
in this article. It seems better to create a definite
pri11Ul fade link between the price and the actual
commodity sold (as distinguished from the commodity and its packaging, etc.), and to leave the
parties free· to modify this if they wish, than to leave
this role to cases of "doubt" whose nature is not
specified in the law and which, in any case, could be
difficult to identify.

Article 59
Paragraph 1. For economic reasons, Ghana and,
it is believed, many other developing nations., will find
it difficult to commit themselves unreserveilly to the
rule set out in this paragraph.
!he impact of unavoidable exchange control legislatlOn in several of these countries will normally make
it difficult, if not altogether impossible, for a buyer
in these countries to give such an unreserved undertaking as is entailed in a promise to pay at the seHer's
place of business, as literally understood. Conversely,
where municipal exchange control legislation allows
this, a seller in a country with inconvertible currency
may well prefer to be paid by a buyer in a counttt:y
with convertible currency in the aatter's country or
usual place of business, and wish to stipulate for this
in his contract. It would not be satisfactory for such
a stipulation to oblige the seller by implication to
hand over the goods in the country of the buyer.
For these reasons the delegation of Ghana would
prefer this rule to be made facultative by prefacing it
with the words: "unless otherwise agreed".
Paragraph 2.. This paragraph does not create any
problems for the delegation of Ghana.

Article 60
The delegation of Ghana shares the view of the
representative of the USSR on the desirability of
deleting the words "without any other formality" from
the text of this a·rticle.
It seems desirable, as noted by the representative
of the USSR, also to try to approximate as far as possible the rules relating to date of payment to the principles underlying the newly recommended rules relating
to the time of delivery.

III
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATlvE
OF MEXICO

Articles 56-60 of ULIS

CHAPTER IV
OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

Article 56
(No change)
SECTION

I. PAYMENT OF THE PRICE

A. Fixing the price
Article 57
1. Payment of the price consists in the delivery
to the seller or to another person indicated by the
seller of the monies or documents provided for in
the contract.
2. Where a contract has been concluded but does
not state a price or make provision for the determination of the price, the buyer shall be bound to
pay the price generally charged by the seHer at the
time of the conclusion of the contract or, in the
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absence of such a price, the one prevailing in the
market at the time of the conclusion of the contract.
3. Except as otherwise provided in the contract
or established by usages, the price shall be paid in
the currency of the country of the seller.

Article 58
1. When the currency indicated in. the contract
for the payment of the price gives rise to doubts, the
currency of the country of seller shall be deemed as
applicable.
2. Where the price is fixed 'according to the weight
of the goods., it shall, in case of doubt, be determined
by the net weight.
Article 59
Addition of the following new paragraph (3):
3. The buyer shall comply with an the requirements of his national laws in order to permit
the seller to receive the price as provided in the
contract.
Comments
1. The obligations of the buyer are established
in those articles, specifically the price and the place
and the date at which the same should be paid.
2. With respect to the first of these articles,
namely, article 56, we do not propose any change,
since it limits itself to establish the two basic obligations of the buyer; and corresponds to article 18 in
the structure of ULIS, which establishes the respective
obligations of the seller.
3. In so far as concerns article 57, that is the
one which establishes the rules for the fixing of the
price., it is our opinion that it should cover an additional situation, namely in what does the payment of
the price consist as well as the rules which are applied
when no price is fixed in the contract.
4. As to the payment of the price, we believe it
should be indicated that the same consists in the
delivery of the monies or documents provided for in
the contract. We 'Consider that these principles be
fixed in order to expressly regulate both the cases
of direct payment to the seller-exceptional in international sale transactions-as well as payment through
a bank and/or through documents.
5. In connexion with the rules which should be
applied when a fixed price is not stated in the contract, they should provide not only the price generally
charged by the seller at the time of the conclusion
of the contract, but also the case in which said reference is not possible, or when the seHer does not
normally state the price, in which hypothesis we
believe that the price prevailing in the market should
be applied also at the time of the conclusion of the
cont·ract.
6. With reference to article 58, it is our opinion
that two hypotheses be foreseen. The first hypothesis
concerns the currency in which payment should be
made" when the one indicated in the 'Contract might
refer indistinctly to the countries involved in the contract; that is, when the name of the money is the
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same in various countries (donars, francs, pesos,
etc.). In such event, we believe that the money of the
country of the seller should govern. The second hypothesis is the one currently provided for in ULIS,
namely the one relative to the fixing of the price in
accordance with the weight of the goods.
7. In connexion with the problems of the place
and date of payment, it is our belief that a provision
should be added to article 59 to resolve the problems
arising when exchange controls exist in the country
of the buyer. In such a case" we believe it advisable
that ULIS establish a simple rule, namely that the
fulfilment of all the requisites fixed by the internal
legislation of the buyer shalll be: his; crbHgiUion in order
that the seller recel¥e the price agreed upon; itt the
tenms; of the: contract.
This rule: is imp011tant; since' if the exit of money
from the cQuntry of the buyer were to be pre~ented,
it would grant: rigIH!s' to the selle];; either filf; consider
the contract ipso, jure ,avoided~ to detain OT va~ the
shipment of the' goods or even to claim damages.
8. Finally, as to article 60, we, del not propose
any amendment, but we would like to· note that this
provision could be actually omitted" inasmuch as it
does not establish any special rule which was not
provided in other articles of ULIS. The contractual
agreement, or the us'ages in the absence of the agreement to which this article 60 refers, are provided for
in article 1 and 9 of ULIS.
Furthermore, the special references to the application of the usages in this article and others of ULIS,
notwithstanding the general regulation of article 9, are
not convenient, since they can be interpreted as
limitations to the scope of said article 9, or because
in other situations, in which ULIS does not contain
express reference to usages, it might be considered
that the same would not be applicable.

IV
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Articles 56-60 of ULIS
1. Articles 56-60 deal with certain obligations of
the buyer, in particular the payment of the price.
2. Article 56: no comment.
3. Article 57: this provides for the fixing of the
price if it has not been stated. It has been objected
that a contract would not exist if the price were not
fixed. But the article is expressly confined to cases
where a contract has been concluded. The chances of
an international sales contract being concluded without the price being fixed are very small indeed, but it
could happen in exceptional cases, and the article should
stay. (The example has been given of publishers who
distribute catalogues and whose order forms do not
repeat the prices.)
4. The "price generally charged by the seller at
the time of the conclusion of the contract" would
presumably (as a result of article 9) be established
first of all by the course of dealing between the parties,
and if that did not show a price, the price generally
charged by the seller to third parties would be appli-
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cable. Whilst there might be a conflict between the
two prices-Leo the previous price paid by the buyer
and the price charged by the seHer to third parties
at the time of the contract-in my view the previous
price between the parties would be the valid price. It
does not seem to be worth complicating the article
by mentioning this expressly.
5. Article 58: no comment.
6. Article 59: this article adopts the rule that the
debtor shall seek out the creditor. This is in accordance
with English Law and is supported by the United
Kingdom.
7. Article 60: it might be argued that this article
is unnecessary since there is an obligation to pay the
price. However, some legal systems require notice
to establish delay in payment except where the parties
have agreed on a date for a payment. This article
places a date fixed by usage on the same level as a
date determined by agreement. The words "without
the need for any other formality" could be omitted.

v
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATIVES
OF AUSTRIA AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

Articles 61 to 64 of UL1S
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

1. Both representatives consider that this group
of articles does not give rise to any fundamental
objections. Artioles 61 to 64 ought, however. to be
harmonized with articles 24 et seq., which have not
yet been finalized by the Working Group.

Article 61
2. The two representatives have no comments on
paragraph 1 of this article.
3. Mr. Loewe (Austria) points out that this process of harmonization might require the deletion of
paragraph 2 of article 61 and the replacement of
ipso facto avoidance ("resolution de plein droit")
in paragraph 1 of article 62 by another system. Personally, he regrets the disappearance of the system
of ipso facto avoidance and finds the text for replacement proposed by the Drafting Group at the session
held in Geneva in January 1972 to be extremely unattractive and complicated.
4. Mr. Guest (United Kingdom) points out that
it may be very doubtful in practice whether or not
"it is in conformity with usage and reasonably possible
for the seller to sell the goods", so that it will be
difficult to decide whether the seller is entitled to sue
for the price or only to claim damages. As a general
rule, under the Sale of Goods Act, 1893 (United
Kingdom), the seller may only maintain an action for
the price (i) when the property (ownership) in the
goods has passed to the buyer, or (ii) when the price
is payable on a day certain irrespective of delivery.
The relevant provisions of the 1893 Act are attached
as appendix A to this report. It may also be helpful
for the Working Group to consider article 2, section
2-709, of the Uniform Commercial Code (United
States of America), which is attached as appendix B.

Article 62
5. The observations of Mr. Loewe on article 62,
paragraph 1, are contained in paragraph 3 above.
Mr. Guest agrees that it will be necessary to replace
ipso facto avoidance with different provisions.
6. Neither representative has any comments on
paragraph 2 of this article.
Article 63
7. Both representatives consider that this article is
probably useful.
Article 64
8. Both representatives consider that article 64
should be retained-it corresponds with paragraph 3
of article 24 of the Working Group's draft.
Appendix A
SALE OF GOODS ACT, 1893
s.27 It is the duty ... of the buyer to accept and pay
for [the goods] in accordance with the terms of the contract of sale.
s.49 (1) Where, under a contract of sale, the property
in the goods has passed 10 the buyer, and the buyer wrongfully neglects or refuses to pay for the goods according to
the terms of the contract, the seller may maintain an
action against him for the price of the goods.
(2) Where, under a contraot of sale, the price is payable
on a day certain irrespective of delivery, and the buyer
wrongfully neglects or refuses to pay such price, the seller
may ma,intain an action for the price, although the property
in the goods has not passed, and the goods have not been
appropriated to the contract. ...
Note
In English Law, the seller may a,lso claim payment of the
price if the goods perish after the risk of their 100s has
passed to the buyer.
If the contract merely provides for payment against shipping documents, and the buyer refuses to accept the tender
of the documents, the seller cannot claim the price, for the
property in the goods will not pass until the documents
are transferred and the price is not payable on a day certain
irrespective of delivery (Stein, Forbes and Co., v. County
Tailoring Co. (1917) 86 L.J.Q.B.448 (c.Lf.); see also Colley
V. Overseas Exporters [1921] 3' K.B.302 (f.o.b.-buyer fails to
nominate effeotive ship-no action for price).
Where the seller cannot maintain an action for the price,
he may still claim damages for non-acceptance under section
50 of the 1893 Act.
Appendix B
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, ART. 2
Section 2-709. Action for the price
(I) When the buyer fails to pay the price as it becomes due the seller may recover, together with any incidental damages under the next section, the price
(a) Of goods accepted or of conforming goods lost
or damaged within a commercially reasonable time after
risk of their loss has passed to the buyer; and
(b) Of goods identified to the contract if the selier
is unable after reasonable effort to resell them at a
reasonable price or the circumstances reasonably indicate
that such effort will be unavailing.
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(2) Where the seJ.ler sues for the price he must hold
for the buyer any goods which have been identified to the
contract and are still in his control except that if resale
becomes impossible he may resell them at any time prior
to the collection of the judgement. The net proceeds of any
such resale must be credited to the buyer and payment of
the judgement entitles him to any goods not resold.
(3) After the buyer has wrongfully rejected or revoked
acceptance of the goods or has failed to make a payment
due or has repudiated (section 2-610), a seller who is not
entitled to the price under this section shall nevel'theless be
awarded damages for non-acceptance under the preceding
section.

VI
PROPOSAL OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF JAPAN
ON ARTICLE 68 OF ULIS

In the process of examination of articles 65-68 of
ULIS, although we are still to continue our examination,
our experts and I would like to make the suggestions
intermediately that the word "accept" in paragraph 1
of article 68 should be replaced by "take".

VII
COMMENTS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF HUNGARY OF
OF THE PROPOSAL OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF JAPAN
ON ACTICLE 68 OF ULIS

We appreciate highly your proposal and agree with
your suggestion that the word "accept" in paragraph· 1
of article 68 should be replaced by "take".

VIII
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF FRANCE

Articles 69 and 70 of ULIS
Articles 69 and 70, which constitute chapter IV, section III, of ULIS, entitled "Other obligations of the
buyer", have given rise to only very few comments (see

primarily documents A/CN.9/31, paragraphs 130 and
131).2
Article 69
1. Japan submitted that the provisions of this article made no provision for the many disputes that
could arise between buyers and sellers regarding documentary credits, e.g. disputes over contracts providing
for a letter of credit without specifying its precise
contents, the time of opening the credit or the amount
involved.
This point is well, taken, but it might be asked
whether such provisions" which are more than implicit
in the existing text, would not overburden the text,
without any great advantage, in comparison with the
other ways of making provision for or guaranteeing
payment of the price, namely, the acceptance of a bill
of exchange and the giving of a banker's guarantee.
Article 70
2. Austria expressed the view that it was difficult
to understand why the seller could only deolare the
contract avoided if he did so promptly, and that an
additional period of time for the buyer to perform
would be in the latter's interest.
It appears that the structure of this article is exactly
the same as that of article 55, which contains identical
provisions concerning other obligations of the seller.
Logical.Jy" therefore, article 70 should be given the
same wording as article 55. However, the Working
Group was unable to consider any revision of the latter
article at its last session (see document A/CN.9/62,3
para. 15, and annex I, para. 36),. and it reques~ed the
representative of Japan to su~ml~, tog~ther WIth. the
representatives of other countnes mcludmg Austna, a
study on that article in combination with the study on
articles 50 rnd 51.
2 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I: 1968-1970, part three,
I, A, 1.
3 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. Ill: 1972, part two, I, A, 5.
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I
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS . BY THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE UNITED .KiINGIXO'M, INCORPORATING OBSERVATIONS ,BY THEREPRESENTAffiliVE .OF GHANA

Article 74 of ULIS
1. This ;article pr.esents difficulties at two levels.,
at thelew.:el of form and at that of substance. At the
lev.el (Of Jtiorm, the language used does not always clearly
express what was presumably the legislative intention,
and at the level of substance the legislative intention
may, it is suggested, produce unsatisfactory results in
some circumstances. Since the question of substance
may be controversial the question of form is discussed
first, though the two questions cannot be kept entirely
separate.
FORM

Paragraph 1

2. (a) "He shall not be liable ...." It appears
from paragraph 3 that this is intended to refer only
to liability in damages (or possible in some cases
liability to specific performance, since the article includes situations in which performance is not impossible but is nevertheless excused; see below). But in
the terminology of ULIS (e.g, art. 35(2), 36), and still
more clearly in that of the new draft (e.g. art. 33(2),
35), the word "liable" embraces subjection to any remedy, including avoidance. The text should therefore
be:
"He Ishall neither be required to perform nor be
Hable for his non-performance...."
(b) "If he can prove that it was due to ...." The
phrase "due to" is not very felicitous. The non-performing party is, in eff,ect, being afforded anopportunity to excuse his non-performance, and in the absence
of a clear understanding as to what is meant by "due
to" (the French text is equally open), two difficulties
arise. (i) Even before the matter comes before a
tribunal, it will be possible for the non-performing party,
by relying on a generally long chain of causation, to
argue that his non-performance was "due to" a wide
range of factol1s. Thus, Professor Tunc's commentary
envisages the possibility that a seller might claim exemption on the ground of an unforeseen rise in prices.
In such a case the non-performance would presumably
be "due to" the rise in prices in the sense that the
rise in prices is the reason why the seller has not performed (i.e. the seller has found it uneconomic to do
so). Admittedly, in such case the seller would have
to prove that "according to the intention of the parties
or of fleasonable persons in the same situation", he
was not bound to take into account or orvercome the
rise, but neverthelesls the scope for dispute seems
dangerously wide. (ii) If the dispute in brought before
a tribunal, <the acceptab~e limits of cause and effect
cannot be settled on any 'easily identifiable principles.
The resulting doubt and divergence between national
jurisdictions ought to be avoided if 'possible. But sin~e
the wide scope of the phrase wasappaJ1ently the legISlative intention, the ques~ion of revi,sion is considered
under the heading of "Substance", below.
(c) "Regaro shall be had to what reasonable persons in the same situation would have intended". This

formulation appears to halVe been a compromise, and
it may be the best that can be achieved, but if it is
taken to mean what it says it will create difficwty, since
a reasooable seller and a reasonable buyer might weB
have intended quite different things. It will presumably
in faot be construed as vequiring the court to deoide
whether the party cOUrld reasonably have been expected
>to "take into account" etc. the circumstances. It would
be better to say this,e.g. :
"R:egard shaII be had Ito what the party in question could reasonably have been expected to take
into account or to avoid or to overcome".
Paragraph 2

3. This presents three difficulties: (i) it does not
state the primary rule, i.e. that if the delay is not inordinate, the obligation is only sUispended; (ii) it
expresses the exemption in terms of suspension of the
obligation, whereas par,agraph 1 has expvessed it in
terms of exemption from liability; this duplication of
concepts, seems to serve no practical purpose, and might
possibly give rise to doubt as to what was intended;
(iii) from the Common Law point of view at least,
the phrase "the party in default" is confusing, since it
suggests that the party is in some way at fault,
whereas paragraph 1 assumes that he has proved that
he is not. These difficulties could be met by the following text:

"Where the circumstances which gave rise to the
non-performance constitute only a temporary impediment to performance, the exemption provided by
this article shaLl cease to be available to the nonperforming party when the impediment is removed,
save that if performance would then, by reason of
the delay, be so radically changed as to amount
to the performance of an obligation quite different
from that contemplated by the contract, the exemption shall be permanent."
Paragraph 3

4. This ,appears to envisage two possibilities: (i)
that 'bhe party who has not performed may nevertheless
want to avoid the contract on some other ground;
(ii) that the other party, though he cannot claim damages (because of the exemption provided by paragraph 1), may wish to avoid or (if he is the buyer)
reduce the price. Subjeot to the question of substance
(below), it is not unreasonable to provide for (ii) expressly, since the pattern of remedies adopted in this
article is foreign to, for example, Common Law systeins; bUrt it is less clear why (i) is included. It seems
to be illogical and superfluous. There can of course
be circumstances in which the party who is exempted
from liability in damages by paragraph 1 may nevertheless reasonably wish to avoid the contract on some
other ground (for example, a seller who is exempted
from liability for late delivery, may wish to avoid the
cOl1Jtract because of the seller's subsequent refusal to
pay the price) but there is in any event nothing in
paragraph 1 to suggest that he may not do so. To
exempt a party from liability to damages does not logically exclude him from avoiding the contract on some
other ground. Since therefore the inclusion of (i) seems
to serve no uS'eful purpose and may give rise to doubts
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as to what was intended, it seems best to redraft the
clause to dea'l only with (ii), as follows:
"The exemption provided by this article for one
of the parti-es shall not deprive the other party of any
right which he has under the present law to declare
the contract a'Voided or to reduce the price, unless
the circumstances which gave rise to the exemption
of the first party were caused by the act of the other
party or of some person for whose conduct he was
responsible."
(The present paragraph 3 speaks of "relief" and not
of "exemption", but this seems, once again, to multiply concepts unnecessarily.)
SUBSTANCE

5. At the Jevel of substance the article ,is open to
several criticisms.
(i) It deals both with the situation where the contract has, in Common Law terms, been frustrated
(i.e. performance has become impossible or illegal, or in the words of paragraph 2, has so
radically changed as to be performance of an
obligation quite different from that contemplated
by the contract) , and also with the situation
where non-performance is excused for some less
fundamental reason. (See the remarks above on
paragraph 1: "If he can prove it was due to...".)
To allow a party to claim exemption because
some unforeseen turn of events has made performance unexpectedly onerous, is out of place
in the context of sale of goods for the reasons
which are set outaJt greater length by the representative of Ghana below. Excuses for non-performance falling short of frustration should be
either expressly provided for in the contract or
ignored. Tills approach could be expressed by
redrafting paragraph 1 as follows:
"Where one of the parties has not performed
one of his obligations, he shall neither be required
to perform nor be Hable for his non-performance
if he can prove either that performance has become impossible owing to circumstances which,
according to the intention of the parties at the
time of the conolusion of the contract, he was
not bound to take into account or to avoid or to
overcome, or that, owing to such circumstances,
performance would be so radically changed as
to amount to the performance of an obligation
quite different from that contemplated by the
contract; if the iIlitention of the parties in these
respects at the time of the conclusion of the
contract was not expressed regard shall be had
to what the party who has not performed could
reasonably have been eX'pected to take into account or to avoid or to overcome."
(ii) The article allows the contract to be avoided
(subject to the usual conditions) where performance is excused. Where avoidance takes place,
the position of the parties is governed by ULIS
artiole 78. This is primarily concerned with
avoidance on breach, and it may not be well
suited to the dealing with the consequences of
frustration. In particular the party from whom
restitution is claimed may halVe incurred expense
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in performance of the contr:act; if this expense
has resulJted in a benefit to th'e other party, tills
benefit may presUJrnably be set off against the
restitution claimed; but if the expense has not
resulted in any benefit, no set-off seems to be
al'lowed.
6. Revision of article 78 is not of course within
the scope of this S!tudy, but ,the problem is mentioned
because it is an aspect of the larger question whether
avoidance on frustration should be covered by the same
rules as avoidance on breach. Avoidance, if coupled
with .the effects laid down in article 78, may be too
drastic a remedy where the non-performance is not
due to any fauLt. For example, if an f.o.b. buyer were
unabde, owing to circumstances within article 74 (1)
to give effective shipping instructions, the buyer would
be exempted from damages for this non-performance
and it is obviously right that the seller should be re~
lieved of his obligation to deliver; burt it is not so obvious that he should be allowed to avoid the contract.
For this would entitle him to obtain restitution of any
part-performance he might have rendered, on condition of restoring the price (art. 78 (2». This could
cause injustice to the blameless buyer wlrere the market
is rising. Similar cases of injustice to the seller could
arise on a falling market. If problems such as this are
to be dealt with, a special scheme of remedies for the
situation envisaged in art. 74 will be necessary.

Addendum to (i) above by the representative of Ghana
7. Whether, apart from frustrating events, a sale
law should recognize and give legal effect to other circumstances to which the parties did not advert their
attention at the time of making their contract, and if so,
what such effect should be, seems primarily to be a
question of legislative policy. The considerations against
giving legal recognition to such circumstances are many,
and among them the following seem to be important:
. (a) S';1ch circ~stances are 'Very difficult to define
With suffiCient preciSion to make for certainty and uniformity of application. TINs is particuJ.arly important
in a law intended for application in legal systems of
several nations with differing tr,ad~tions of juris.
prudence;
(b) In the nature of things, they are very difficult
to bring together into a single class by means of a definition, because of their possible diversity. It is, therefore,. impossible in principl~ to make a single rule,
applIcable to aliI of 'them, Without introducing a rather
questionable element of arbitrar:iness. The alternative
to a single definition,. would be to envisage and to set
out expressly a series of non-frustrating situatiolliS which
may for some reason or another be thought to be of
sufficienuIy important effect to warrant their being regarded as factors affording some sort of rclief (not
necessarily of the same kind) to one of the contracting parties. This alternative promises to result in inelegance without any guarantees of comprehensiveness.
It is doubtful if the possible practical results of such
a legislative effort would justify the effort involved;
(c) Such cases have traditionally been best left to
the contracting parties themselves to stipulate for;
(d) The very wording of the present paragraph 1
shows how diffioult it is to provide for such situations
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in a general legislathlie text. The paragraph speaks of
" ... circumstances which, according to the intention
of the parties at the time of the conclusion of the contract, [one of the parties] was not bound to take into
account or overcome". The italicized words do not
necessarily confine an inquiry about the intention of
the patties to the terms of the contract as they are
written or proved by oral evidence, and "what reasonable persons in the same situation would have intended"
is not an easy standard to apply after the event;
(e) The traditional jurisprudence of sale law, both
in Civil Law and Common Law, has generally ignored
this matter, probably because of problems such as
those set out above, and neither system appears to be
any the worse for this omission.
II
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE UNITED STATES AND OBSERVATIONS OF THE
REPRESENTATIVES OF FRANCE AND HUNGARY

Articles 75-77 of ULIS
1. A draft report on articles 75 to 77 of ULIS
was prepared by the represlentative of the United States
and circulated to the representatives of France, Hungary, Iran and Japan for their comme~ts. Such exce.ptions as they took have been set out m the appendIX
to this final repor.t; otherwise it is assumed that they
are in agreement.
Scope
2. Articles 75 to 77 purport to contain "Supplementary grounds for avoidance" of th~ cont~ac!. Article 75 is limited to contracts for dehvery III Instalments while article 76 applies to contracts for sale
generally. Article 77 states one effect of avoidance
under the preceding two articles.
Article 75
3. Article 75 (1) provides that when either party's
failure to perform as to one instalment, under a contract for delivery in instalments, gives the other "good
reason to fear failure of performance in respect to future instalments", he may avoid the contract for the
future. In order to bring this ,article into conformity
with the provisions on fundamental breach, it would
be desirable to change the quoted language to read:
"aood reason to fear a fundamental breach in respect
tob future instalments " .
4. Article 75 (2) goes on to allow avoidance by
the buyer as to deli,:eriesalready made as w~ll, :'if
by reason of their mterdependence such delIverIes
would be worthless to him". (No need was seen to
give the seller such a right.) The requirement that
past deHveries be made "worthless" seems too strong.
H would be desirable to substitute for the quoted language: "if by reason of ~heir interdependence t~e va!ue
of such deliveries to him would be substantzally Impaired".
Article 76
5. Article 76 aHows a party to avoid when prior
to the "date fixed" for performance "it is clear that
one of the parties will commit a fundamental breach

of contract". A minor improvement would be to delete
the word "fixed" which might be read as limiting the
application of the article to contracts in which a date
is expressly stated. There is, however, a more basic
difficulty with this section whioh attempts to incorporate
into ULIS common law notions of "anticipatory
breach".
6. The original language of article 76 (then article 87 of the 1956 draft) was: "when ... either party
so conducts himself as to disclose an intention to
commit a fundamental breach of contract". Although
this language was broadened at the Hague, to go beyond the conduct of a party, Professor Tunc's commentary on article 76 justified it in terms of the original.
narrower language:
It is not right that one party should remain bound
by the contract when the other has, for instance,
deliberately declared that he will not carry out one
of his fundamental obligations or when he conducts
himself in such a way that it is clear that he will
commit la fundamental breach of the contract [emphasis supplied].
It would be desirable to revert to the original narrower
language. The common law doctrine of "anticipatory
breach", on which articie 76 is presumably based, is
limited to the conduct of the party. Furthermore, the
broader language of article 76 may lead to an unjust
result.
7. Suppose that as a result of events other than
the conduct of, say, the seHer, it becomes clear to the
buyer that the seller wiB not be ,able to perform (and
has no legal excuse). Notwithstanding the seller's insistence that he will be able to perform in spite of
these events, the buyer avoids under articIe 76. To
everyone's surprise, when the time for performance
comes, the seller is abIe to perform and is willing to
do so. But under article 76, not oruy is the contract
avoided, but, under article 77, the seller is liable for
damages-even though no conduct on his part justified the buyer in thinking that there would be a breach.
It would therefore be pl1eferable to revert to the language of the earlier draft (quoted above), and to
leave the hypothetical case just stated to be dealt with
under article 73 (allowing suspension of performance
when "the economic situation of the other party appears to have become so difficult that there is good
reason to fear that he will not perform a material part
of his obligations"). It may be desirable to broaden
article 73 for this purpose and to allow the "other
party" to remedy the situation by providing a~surances,
but this question goes beyond the scope of this draft
study. It should be noted that article 48, which is also
beyond the scope of this draft study, would have to be
brought into line with article 76 if the change suggested
here is made.
Article 77
8. Article 77 states one effect of avoidance under
article 75 or 76-the party avoiding may claim damages. Since article 78 (1) says that avoidance on any
ground leaves the parties "subject to any damages
which may be due", artiole 77 seems unnecessary.
Furthe1111lore, i,t is misleading to include it under the
heading "Supplementary grounds for avoidance"
rather than "Effects of avoidance". It should be omitted.
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COMMENTS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF FRANCE

COMMENTS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF HUNGARY

Articles 75-77
9. (a) Your drafting proposail designed to bring
this provision into conformity with the prO'Visions on
fundamental breach merits approval.
(b) While the aforementioned amendment tends to
limit more precisely the circumstances in which the
parties may request a,voidance of the contract, the
amendment that you are proposing to paragraph 2 has
the opposite effect.
10. It is difficult to determine whether the deliveries
would be worthless to the buyer because this would
require a subjective judgement.
11. Your proposal would have the effect of replacing the words "pas d'interet" by the words "peu
d',interet", which would considerably heighten the uncertainty and would increase the risk of litigation. I
would therefore prefer nOit to change the paragraph
which already favours the buyer to the detriment of the
seller, since it applies only to the former.

20. (a) A,rticle 76 and article 48 are overlapping.
Artiole 76 is broader than article 48 because it deals
with aill cases of fundamental breach and not only
with non-conformity on the one hand and is narrower
than article 48 on the other because it deals only with
fundamental breach whereas article 48 cavern both
fundamental an non-fundamental breach in the restricted
domain of non-conformity. The first question is whether
two separate and overlapping articles are needed for
the purposes of anticipatory breach. One article might
suffice. The neXit question is what its substance
should be.
(b) Many good reasons speak for the proposal
made by Professor Farnsworth which would restrict
the field of anticipatory breach and create greater certainty of law than the present text. On the other hand
there might be some arguments in farvour of the present
solution. It might be justified to ask: why does the
buyer have to wait till the date fixed for performance
has eJapsed when it is already clear that the seller will
commit a fundamental breach? More precisely, why
does he not have 11:0 wait if the breach is due to a
conduct of the seller and why does he have to wait if
the breach is a result of some other cause?
21. The answers given by Professor Farnsworth
to these questions are twofold:
(a) "Suppose that as a result of events other than
the conduct of, say, the seller, it becomes clear to the
buyer that the seller will not be able to perform
(and has no legal excuse). In spite of the se:ller's insistence that he will be able to perform in spite of
these events, the buyer avoids under article 76. To
everyone's surprise, when the time for performance
comes, the seller is able to perfonn and willing to do
so." In this case, in my opinion, the avoidance is void
as it has become clear from the results that at the
time of the avoidanc'e it could not have been clear
that the seller would commit a fundamental breach.
The buyer avoids the contract at his own risk in cases
of anticipatory breach except express repudiation by
the seller. A conduct short of repudiation might also
re-create uncertainties.
(b) "Under article 76, not only is the contract
avoided, but, under article 77, the seller is liable for
damages--even though no conduct on his part justified
the buyer in thinking that there would be a breach."
It is suggested that in this case the seller will have a
good defence under article 74.

Article 76
~2. The replacement of the word "fixed" by a
more general, less exact term appears to me to be a
desirable improvement.
13. On the Oither hand, the advantage of reverting
to the language of article 87 of the 1956 draft is questionable.
14. I agree that the evidence of a future or contingent situation is very often unsatisfactory.
15. That is why the claimant or court is reassured
when the defendant himself has revealed his intention
not to perform the contract without actually committing
a fundamental breach.
16. You would like to rule out avoidance in cases
where the defendant did not state his intentions.
17. However, a rule of this kind might involve the
contracting party in excessive risk. Let us take the case
of a shipowner who orders a very special type of vessel
from a shipyard. Later it becomes "clear" that the
economic position of the buyer has substantially deteriorated and that bankruptcy proceedings are deemed
inevitable. In such a case it would seem preferable to
allow the seller to avoid the contract even if the shipowner, attempting to regain the confidence of his creditors, were to confirm his wish to purchase the vessel
in question.
1,8. Admittedly, after the manner of French criminal law where confession is considered to be the most
conclusive of evidence, it would be preferable in such
a case for the two parties to agree to avoid their contract when one of the parties has acknowledged that
he is either unable or unwilling to perform his obligations.
19. However, the present wording leaves wider
d1scretion to the court, although the adjective "manifeste""'-which, to my mind, is closer in meaning to
"obvious" than to "clear"-leaves very little room
for uncertainty. Besides, subsequent events would resolve any uncertainty.

22. Thus it is submitted that we de:lete both article 48 and article 76 and draft an article on the following lines:
Where prior to the date fixed for performance
of the conliract it is clear that one of the parties
will commit a breach, the other party shall be entitled from this time on to exercise the rights provided in this Law for that particular breach.
It is not easy to find a place for this (or a similar)
text in the Uniform Law, because it goes beyond "supplementary grounds for avoidance". Perhaps it could
constitute a :'Ieparate section entitled "anticipatory
breach" in chapter V.
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III
OBSERVATIONS AND PROPOSALS BY THE
REPRESENTATIVE OF FRANCE

Articles 78-81 of ULIS
1. In accordance with the decision taken by the
UNCITRAL Working Group, ,the French rapporteur,
in collaboration with the Hungarian, Tunisian and
United States rapporteurs, considered articles 78-81
of ULIS. This gave rise to the following observations:
(a) Article 79, paragraph 2 (d)
2. It seems to the French rapporteur that the effect of article 79, paragraph 2 (d), which provides
that the seller must bear ,the risk attaching to the goods
if the impossibility of retUirtling them is not due to
the act of the buyer or of some other person for whose
conduct he i'S responsible, is not in conformity with
the intention of the drafters (cf. Professor Tunc's commentary, which indicates that the idea was to relieve
the buyer from his obligation to return the goods where
the impossibiIity of his doing so was due to the act
of the seller or to some chance happening).
3. Moreover, such a wording wou:ld hardly be
compatible with artiole 97, paragraph 1, which provides that normally the risk shall pass to the buyer
when delivery of the goods is effected.
4. Again, this provision allows for the return of
the goods in a condition other than that ,in which they
were received by the buyer.
5. It would therefore be preferable to specify that
the possibility of returning the goods shall be subject to
their having retained their substantial qualities.
6. The French rapporteur accordingly proposes the
following wording for artiole 79, paragraph 2 (d):
"If the impossibility of returning the goods with
their substantial qualities intact orin the condition
in which they were received is due to the fact of the
seller."
7. The Hungarian rapporteur agrees in principle
with the French proposal.
8. He suggests the addition of the following words:
"or of some other person for whose conduct he is
responsible".
9. The Hungarian rapporteur also believes that
subparagraph (a), which is simply one case to which
subparagraph (d) applies, should be deleted.
10. The numbering would then have to be changed,
with subparagraph (d) becoming Isubparagraph (a).
11. The Hungarian rapporteur also favours an
addition to article 79, paragraph 2 (c), so it would
read: "if part of the goods have been sold, consumed
or transformed by the buyer ... ".
12. The United States rapporteur also agrees in
principle to the French proposal, provided that return
of the goods 'is still possible where the deterioration
is due to the defect in the goods.
13. However, the Tuillsian rapporteur oonsiders
that it would be better to retain tIre ULIS wording,
14. He maintains that article 79, paragraph 2 (d),
as it stands in compatible with article 96. The passing
of the It'isk is always 'Subject to prior performance
of the obligations of the seller. If the seller has failed

to perform his obligations, the buyer must be able to
declare the contract avoided in the manner provided
for in ULIS.
(b) Article 79, paragraph 2 (e)
.1?
The ~rench rapporteur questions the desirabIhty of thIS. subparagraph, the inevitably vague
wordmg of WhICh may cause many disputes.
16. Does the deterioration have to be unimportant
in t~e eyes of the seller or the buyer, or of both
parties?
17. The United States rapporteur endorses this
comment. In the view of the Hungarian Government
howeyer, the answer to this question depends on th~
wordmg ~~entually adopted for article 33, paragraph 2.
The TUlllslan Government would like the subparagraph
to be reformulated ,in order to obviate the difficulties
that have been noted but believes that the idea which
by and large does protect the interests of the' buyer
should be retained.
'
(c)

Article 80
18. The French rapporteur considers that this article is superfluous and indeed may Jead to some errors
of interpretation, since it was decided that the Law
would have only supplementary effect and, where that
P?int is concerned, this provision may appear ambiguous.
19. The Tunisian rapporteur agrees with that view,
but would like the deletion of the article to be negotiated in exchange for provisions which would become
mandatory or would be matters of public policy.
20. The Hungarian and United States rapporteurs
prefer the retention of this -provision.
(d) Article 81
21. The French rapporteur noted that implementation of this provision might prove very difficult and
somewhat inequitable.
22. The appraisal of any benefits deriv100 from the
goods by the buyer would appear to be a subjective
and arduous operation. Since it is genera1ly the buyer
who has the contract avoided, he will surely grudge
having to compute the amount of this claim against
him by the seller. One might add that the problem
wiJ.I be even worse where he purchased the goods in
dispute fOf his personal use.
23. This means that the seller will have great difficulty in producing proof. On the other hand, he is
required to refund to the buyer the SUllliS of money
which have been paid to him, an amount of interest
being automatically added.
24. It is therefore suggested that the buyer should
also be allowed to use this apparently simple method
of computation, so that one may envisage two cash
claims being easily set off against each other.
25. This wiH not mean, of course, that the seller
cannot claim the payment of interest for his exclusive
benefit on the ground that the goods were unusable or
practically worthless for his purposes. However, unless
he proves his claims, the buyer will be considered to
have derived the same benefits from the goods as the
seller himself has derived from the price of the goods.
26. The United States rapporteur does not consider this discussion to be of great importance, since
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it seems lukely to him that· the burden of proof will

rest on the plaintiff.
27. The Tunisian rapporteur agrees that computation of the indemnity payable by the buyer will be
complicated, and he proposes that consider-ation should
be given to finding an improved wording for this provision.
IV
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF MEXICO INCORPORATING OBSERVATIONS BY THE
REPRESENTATIVE OF AUSTRIA

Articles 82-90 of ULIS
1. The title of section IV: Supplementary rules
concerning damages (Regles comptementaires en matiere de dommages-interets) must be simplified, in
order that it only refer to damages, whereby, this title
would correspond with the wording of other titles of
the same ULIS (for eX'ample: sections V and VI under
the same chapter V, as wen as chapter VII). Furthermore, this section contains the fundamental rules on
damages, not the supplementary or complementary
rules thereto.
2. I believe that subsections A and B showd be
reduced to one article, given the fact that the general
rule contained under article 82 does not only apply
to damage when the contract is not avoided, but also
when same is avoided" pursuant to the stipulations in
article 87. Moreover, the rules under articles 83
through 87 should be considered as special cases for
the determination of damages. Consequently, this first
subsection A must refer to the determination of damages, inasmuch as all the articles thereunder (articles 82 through 87) make reference to the same
problem.
3. Article 82: This article is substantially maintained in its present form; the modifications I propose
are:
(a) In the first paragraph add the adverb "actually" so as to require that payment for damages correspond to those really suffered. This change is in
accord with the comment made by Professor Tunc
(Commentary on the Hague Convention of 1 July 1964).
(b) Article 89 eX'pressly excluded from the rule
established in artiole 82 since its application within
the different internal legislations, may result in a
higher indemnity for damages.
(c) Instead of the phrase "ought to have foreseen"
in the first part of the second sentence, I propose that
similar verbal expressions be used and perhaps clearer
than those contained in ULIS such as "had foreseen,
or ought to have foreseen"; and, in lieu of the phrases
"then were known or ought to have been known"" in
the second part of the same sentence, "then knew or
ought to have known" be used.
Note: The representative of Austria has indicated that the French version of this article should
maintain the reference as to perte subie and gain
manque, I am not certain whether the French text
does require such provision, as I believe that reference to dommages-interhs at the beginning of
the article is sufficient to understand both concepts,
perte subie and gain manque. It seems to me that
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such is the scope of article 1149 of the French
Code. There is no doubt whatsoever that the Civil
Code of Mexico, upon referring to the concept which
is equivalent to dommages-interhs (danos y perjuicios) includes both the losses suffered as well as the
profits which were not earned. The text of article 2108 and 2109 of the Code is the following:
Articulo 2108. Se entiende par dana la perdida 0
menoscabo sufrido en el patrimomo par la falta de
cumplimiento de una obligaci6n.
Articulo 2109. Se reputa perjuicio 1a privaci6n
de cualquiera ganancia licita, que debiera haberse
obtenido con el cumplimiento de la obligaci6n.
Article 2180. By damage shall be understood
the lose of or de.terioration caused to property by
failure to fulfil an obligation.
Article 2109. By impairment shall be understood
the loss of any licit profit which should have been
derived from the fulfilment of the obligation.
However" if experts of law and French language,
should judge that it is not sufficient to talk about
dommages-inMrhs, the expression perte subie and
gain manque should, of course, remain within the
text.
4. Article 83. The text is maintained, our proposal
merely omitting the additional 1 per cent assessment
with respect to interests on such sum as is in arrear
-which I do not believe is justified.. The expression
(in any event) remains in parenthesis, inasmuch as I
believe same is superfluous.
5. Article 84. The representative of Austria has
proposed that the reference under this article to the
jour au le contrat est resolu be replaced by the expression jour ou la delivrance a eu lieu ou aurait dO.
avoir lieu, which would avoid doubts and problems to
the party exercising the right to avoid the contract. I
believe that this suggestion is wise and advisable and
consequently, the text showd be changed accordingly.
6. Article 85. No changes.
7. Article 86. No changes.
8. Article 87. This article is omitted since it seems
unnecessary given the new text proposed for article 82.
9. Subsection C (General provisions concerning
damages). I propose that it be changed to:
B. General provisions

10. Article 88. No changes.
11. Article 89. The addition of a second paragraph
is proposed, which would reflect, in a very express
form, what Professor Tunc, upon commenting ULIS
indicates as being implicit in the rule, namely that the
damages as referred to therein shall never be less than
those which may result from applying the rules of
articles 82 through 88.
12. Section V. Expenses. No changes.
13. Article 90. We suggest that this article commence by using the phrase "except as otherwise agreed"
since the parties may reach an agreement as to different rules other than those established under this
article.
14. The text of articles 82-90 as suggested appears
in the appendix hereto.
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V

Appendix

DAMAGES

A. Determination of their amount
Article 82
Damages for a breach of contract by one party shall
consist (whether the contract is ,avoided or not) of ill
sum equal to. the loss actually suffered by the other
party.
Except as provided for by article 89. such damages
shall not exceed the loss which the party in breach
had foreseen or ought to have foreseen at the time
of the conclusion of the contract, in the light of the
facts and matters which he knew then or ought to have
been known to him as a possible consequence of the
breach of the contract.
Article 83
Where the breach of contract consists of a· delay in
the payment of the price which does not cause the
avoidance of the contract, the seller shall (in any
event) be entitled to interest on such sum as is in
arrear at a rate equal to the official discount rate in
the country where he has his place of business, or,
if he has no place of business, his habitual residence.
Article 84
1. In case of avoidance of the contract" where
there is a current price for the goods, damages shall
be equal to the difference between the price fixed by
the contract and the current price on the date on which
the delivery took place or ought to have taken place.
2. (No changes.)
Article 85
(No changes.)
Article 86
(No changes.)
Article 87
(Omitted.)

B.

General provisions
Article 88
(No changes.)

Article 89
In case of fraud, damages shall be determined by the
rules applicable in respect of contracts of sale not governed by the present law. However, such damages shall
never be less than those which may result from applying
the rules of articles 82 through 88.

SECTION V.

EXPENSES

Article 90
(No changes.)

OBSERVATIONS AND PROPOSALS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF AUSTRIA PREPARED IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE REPRESENTATIVE OF MEXICO

Articles 91-101 of ULIS
Articles 91-95, relating to preservation of the
goods, call for little comment. At the very most, it
might be helpful to the interpretation of the end of
paragraph 1 of article 94 if the words en temps utile
were inserted between the words pourvu qu' elle lui ait
donne and un avis in the French text.
2. On the other hand, articles 96-101, concerning
passing of the risk. should be fairly substantially redrafted and simplified.
3. First of all, one may wonder whether article 96,
which, in a roundabout way, contains nothing other
than a perhaps questionable definition of the term
"risk", serves any purpose. Although I have no strong
feelings on the matter, I should be inclined to delete
that article.
4. In article 97. paragraph 2, the words "handing
over" which occur twice should be replaced by the
word "delivery".
5. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of article 98 no longer
conform to article 20 (b) and (c). Those provisions
state dearly when delivery occurs. Paragraphs 2 and
3 of article 98 do not add very much but tend rather
to confuse matters. It will be better to delete them.
6. Comments by the representative of Mexico. I
agree with all your points of view. The OIUy small
change r would suggest is that in the first paragraph
of article 98 the expression "handing over" in the
English version and remise in the French version be
replaced by "delivery" and delivrance, respectively.
Obviously, the foregoing is a consequence of your
proposal to modify the second paragraph of article 97
to this effect.
7. Article 99 apparently foIlows an old rule of
maritime law. However, I am not convinced that the
mode of transport should affect the relations between
seller and buyer (even though the sale of a bill of
lading seems to fall outside the scope of ULIS) and
that the buyer can be obliged to pay the price for
goods which no ~onger existed at the time of the conclusion of the contract, whether or not that fact was
known by the seHer. It therefore seems to me that we
must avoid any possibility of a passing of the risk
prior to the conclusion of the contract of sale. A provision to that effect would be better inserted in article 97.
8. Comments by the representative of Mexico. I
also share your criticism with respect to article 99;
however, inasmuch as said rule reproduces "an old
rule of maritime law", I believe your suggestion to add
another paragraph to article 97 (which may be the
second paragraph in order that the one which currently appears as the second becomes the third paragraph)" which would say what you indicate, namely,
that the risks shall never be transferred prior to the
conclusion of the sales contract, is wise and advisable.
Strictly speaking, and in consideration of the rule provided for in article 97, such principle would be unnecessary. However, I insist that inasmuch as a tradi1.
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tional rule of maritime law is involved-which perhaps
has already been included in some international convention-problems of interpretation would be prevented if the Law established the opposite principle in
an express manner.
9. There is no longer any reason for article 100,
since the former paragraph 3 of article 19 has been
deleted and those parts of it to which article 100
refers have not been incorporated in article 20. The
points raised concerning article 99 also apply to article 100, which could therefore he deleted.
10. With respect to article 101, Professor Tunc's
commentary states that it is intended to avoid misunderstandings. I feel that on the 'Contrary it creates
misunderstandings" and I would favour its deletion
also.
11. The text that I would propose, with the agreement of the representative of Mexico, would therefore
read as follows:
Article 96
(Deleted.)
Article 97
(1) (Unchanged.)
(2) In the case of delivery of goods which are
not in conformity with the contract, the risk shaH pass
to the buyer from the moment when delivery has,
apart from the lack of conformity, been effected in
accordance with the provisions of the 'contract and
of the present Law, where the buyer has neither
declared the contract avoided nor required goods in
replacement.
«3) Where the sale is of goods in transit by
sea, the risk shall be borne by the buyer as from the
time of the handing over of the goods to the carrier.
However, where the seller knew or ought to have
known, at the time of the conclusion of the contract,
that the goods had been lost or had deteriorated, the
risk shall remain with him until the time of the conclusion of the contract.

Article 98
Where delivery of the goods is delayed
owing to the breach of an obligation of the buyer,
the risk shall pass to the buyer as from the last
date when, apart from such breach, delivery could
have been made in accordance with the contract.
(2) (Deleted.)
(3) (Deleted.)
Article 99
(Deleted.)

damages as provided in Article 82 or
articles 84 to 87], even before the time
fixed for delivery" if it is clear that the
seller will fail to perform [any 01] his
obligations.
CHAPTER IV. OB LIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

Article 56
SECTION

SECTION

VI

Article 48
The buyer may exercise the rights [as]
provided in articles 43 to 46 [and claim

II.

OTHER OBLIGATIONS

Article 61
Same as ULIS article 69.

Article 62
Same as ULIS article 65.
SECTION

III.

REMEDIES FOR THE BUYER'S
FAILURE TO PERFORM

Article 63
Cf. ULIS
art. 70 and
rev. art. 41

ULlIS arts.
63, 68 and
70
ULIS art.
64

ULIS';~ art.
61. Cf. rev.
art. 42

Article 100
(Deleted.)

PROPOSALS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF NORWAY FOR
THE REVISION OF ARTICLES 71 TO 101 OF ULIS

I. PAYMENT OF THE PRICE

Articles 57 to 60

[ (1) ]

Article 101
(Deleted.)
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ULIS art.
62, para. 2,
art.
66,
para. 2, Cf.
rev. art. 43

1. Where the buyer fails to perform
any of his obligations [his obligations
relating to payment of the price, taking
delivery of the goods or any other obligation] under the contract of sale or the
present Law, the seller may
(a) Exercise the rights [as] provided
in articles 64 to 67;
(b) Claim damages as provided in
articles [82 and 83] or in articles [84
to 87].
2. In no case shall the buyer be entitled to apply to a court or arbitral
tribunal to grant him a period of grace.

Article 64
The seller has the right to require the
buyer to perform the contract [his obligations] to the extent that specific performance could be required by the court
under its own law in respect of similar
contracts of sale not governed by the
Uniform Law [according to article 17],
unless the seller has acted inconsistently
with that right by avoiding the contract
under article 66.
Article 65
Where the seller requests the buyer
to perform, the seller may fix an addition1l!1 period of time of reasonable
length for performance of the contract
[obligations]. If the buyer does not comply with the request within the additional
period, or where the seller has not fixed
such a period, within a period of reasonable time, or if the buyer already before
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the expiration of the relevant period of
time declares that he will not comply
with the reques~, the seller may resort
to any remedy available to him under
the present Law.

Article 66
1. The seller may by notice to the
UUS arts.
62, 66 and buyer declare the contract avoided:
70. Cf. rev.
(a) Where the failure by the buyer
art. 44
to perform his obligations under the
contract and the present Law amount to
a fundamental breach of contract, or
(b) Where the buyer has not performed within an additional period of
time fixed by the seller in accordance
with article 65, or
(c) Where the buyer's failure to perULIS art.
66, para. 1 form his obligation to take delivery of
the goods gives the seller good grounds
for fearing that the buyer wiU not pay
the price.
2. Where the goods have been taken
New
over by the buyer, the seller cannot declare the contract avoided according to
the preceding paragraph and claim the
return of the goods unless the contract
provides that the seller shall retain the
property or a security right in the goods
until the price has been paid, and such
provision is not invalid as against the
buyer's creditors according to the 1aw
of the State where the buyer has his
place of business. [The provisions of
article 4 subparagraphs (a) and (b) shaLl
apply correspondingly.]
3. The seller shaH lose his right to
Cf. rev. art.
44, para. 2 declare the contract avoided if he does
not give notice thereof to the buyer within
a reasonable time:
(a) Where the buyer has not performed his obligations on time, after the
seHer has been informed that the price
has been paid late or has been requested
by the buyer to make his decisions as
regards performance or avoidance of the
contract;
(b) In aU other cases, after the seller
has discovered the failure by the buyer
to perform or ought to have discovered
it, or where the seHer has requested the
buyer to perform, after the expiration
of the period of time referred to in
article 65.
Article 67
Same as UUS article 67.

Cf. UlJIS
arts. 76-77
and art. 48

Article 68
The seller may exercise the rights [as]
provided in articles 65 and 66 [and cLaim
damages as provided in article 82 or
articles 84 to 87], even before the time

fixed for performance, if it is clear that
the buyer will fail to perform [any of]
his obligations.

Comments
1. The draft arts. 61 to 67 shall replace UUS
arts. 61 to 70. The drafting is based on the revised
arts. 41 to 44 as adopted during the last meeting of
the Working Group.
2. Art. 61 is the same as UUS art. 69, and art. 62
the same as ULIS art. 65.
3. Art. 63 replaces UUS arts. 63, 64, 68 and 70
(cf. rev. art. 41).
4. The matters dealt with in UUS Arts. 61, 62 and
66 are dealt with in the draft arts. 64 to 66, which
have been drafted in accordance with the text of
arts. 42 to 44 as adopted at the last meeting of the
Working Group.
5. As regards UUS art. 61 para. 2" see proposed
new art· 82 infra.
6. The draft art. 65 para. 2, which is new, is based
on the Uniform Scandinavian Sales Act, section 28
para. 2.
7. Art. 68 dea1s with anticipatory mora and corresponds to UUS arts. 76-77 and 48. UUS arts. 76-77
are proposed to be deleted (and art. 48 to be correspondingly extended to cover also damages).
CHAPTER V. PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AND OF
THE BUYER

Article 69
Same as UUS article 90.

Cf. UUS
art. 77

Article 70
1. Same as nus article 75 para. 1.
2. Same as UUS article 75 para. 2.

3. The party exercising the right to
declare the contract avoided, in whole or
in part, as provided in the preceding
paragraphs of this article, may claim
damages in accordance with articles [84
to 87].
SECTION I.
CONCURRENCE BETWEEN
DELIVERY OF THE GOODS AND PAYMENT
OF THE PRICE

Article 71
Same as ULIS article 71.
ULIS

n

art.

Article 72
1. Where delivery is effected by handing over the goods to the carrier in
accordance with subparagraph 1 (a) of
article 20, the seller may despatch the
goods on terms that reserve to himself
the right of disposal of the goods during
the transit. The seller may require that
the goods shall not be handed over to
the buyer at the place of destination except

Part Two. International Sale of Goods

against payment of the price and the
buyer shall not be bound to pay the price
until he has had an opportunity to examine the goods.
2. Same as ULIS article 72 para. 2.

Comments
In the third and fourth line of the present paragraph 1 the words "either postpone despatch of the
goods until he receives payment or" are a bit misleading since in most cases there will be an agreement
or a usage to the contrary. It seems better to delete
this passage" so that any right to postpone despatch
would depend on agreement or usage.
Article 73
1. Same as ULIS article 73 para. 1.
2. Same as ULIS article 73 para. 2.
3. Same as ULIS article 73 para. 3.
4. A party may not exercise the rights
provided in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
article if the other party provides a
guarantee for or other adequate assurance of his performance of the contract.
[Tr,ansfer present art. 74 to new
art. 87.]

New

virtue of article 75, shall retain all other
rights conferred on him by the present

Law.
ULIS art.
81

Article 74
Same as ULIS article 78.
ULIS art.
79.
Cf.
ULIS art.
97, para. 2
(which is
proposed to
be deleted)

Article 75
1. The buyer shall lose his right to
declare the contract 'avoided or to require
the seller to deliver substitute goods where
it is impossible for him to return the
goods delivered in the condition in which
he received them.
2. Nevertheless, the preceding paragraph shall not apply:
(a)
(b) As in ULIS art. 79 para. 2.
(c) If part of the goods have been

consumed or transformed by the buyer
in the course of normal use before the
lack of conformity with the contract was
discovered or ought to have been discovered;

(d)
(e) As in ULIS art. 79 para. 2.

ULIS
80

art.

Article 76
The buyer who has lost the right to
declare the 'contract avoided or to require
the seller to deliver substitute goods by

Article 77
1. Same as ULIS article 81 para. 1.
2. Same as ULIS article 81 para, 2,
except. subpara. (b) which shall read:
(b) Where it is impossible for him
to return the goods or part of them, but
he has nevertheless exercised his right to
declare the contract avoided or to require
the seller to deliver substitute goods.
SECTION

III. SUPPLEMENTARY
CONCERNING DAMAGES

RULES

Article 78
Same as ULIS article 82.
ULIS art.
83

SECTION II. SUPPLEMENTARY RULES CONCERNING EFFECTS OF AVOIDANCE AND
DELIVERY OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

[Transfer present article 75 to new article 70 and delete present articles 76-77
(d. Article 48, new article 68 and new
para. 3 of new artide 70).]
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Article 79
Where the breach of contract consists
of delay in the payment of the price, the
seller shall in any event be entitled to
interest on such sum as is in arrear at a
rate of 6 per cent, but at least at a rate
of 1 per cent more than the official discount rate in the country where he has
his place of business or, if he has no
place of business, his habitual residence
[article 4 (a) and (b) apply].

Comments
The official discount rates are in many countries
fixed rather arbitrarily, based on monetary and other
financial considerations" and are often much lower
than the rates to be paid in private business. It is
therefore proposed to fix a minimum rate of 6 per cent
corresponding to the rate established in the Geneva
Convention of 1930 providing a Uniform Law for Bms
of Exchange and Promissory Notes (article 49).
Article 80
Same as ULIS article 84.

New

Article 81
Same as ULIS article 85.
Article 82
The damages referred to in articles 80
and 81 shall not, however, exceed the
difference between the price fixed by the
contract and the current price at the time
when it would be in conformity with
usage and reasonably possible fot the
buyer to purchase goods to replace, or
for the seller to resen, the goods to which
the contract relates.

Comments
The provisions contained in ULIS art. 25, art. 42
paragraph 1 (c) and art. 61 paragraph 2 exclude the
right to perfon;nance of the contract in cases where it
is in conformity with usage and reasonably possible
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to purchase goods to replace, or to res~ll? the good~ to
which the contract relates. These provlSlons have Important consequences for the calculation of damages
according to art. 84 paragraph 1 an~ art. 85 [ne~
arts. 80-81], because they mean that m the cases l.n
question the damages will be calculated on the baSIS
of the current price at the time when it is in 'conformity
with usage and reasonably possible for the buyer to
purchase goods in replacement, or for the seller to
resell the goods. The maj~rity of the ~orking G~oup
has been in favour of deletmg the prOVISIOns contamed
in ULIS arts. 25, 42 paragraph 1 (c) and 61 paragraph 2. lIn view of this it seems to be.desirable to a~d
a provision to ensure that the deletIOn of the SaId
provisions in ULIS does not affect the substance of the
provisions in arts. 84 and 85 [new 80-81] as they now
appear in the UUS context. It should also be kept
in mind that the abolishment of the concept of ipso
facto avoidance will influence the co~tent of t~e rule
in present article 84 paragraph l, smce the ~me ?f
avoidance may be shifted and delayed, especIally m
the case of non-delivery. This will be mitigated by the
proposed provision in new article 82.
Articles 83 to 86
Same as UUS articles 86 to 89. [In the
renumbered article 83 the references
should be corrected to articles 80 to
82.]
SECTION

IV.

EXEMPTIONS

Article 87
Same as UlJIS article 74.
SECTION

V.

PRESERVATION OF THE GOODS

Articles 88 to 92
Same as UUS articles 91 to 95.
VI. PASSING OF
Article 93
Same as UUS ·article 96.
CHAPTER

UUS
97

art.

THE RISK

Article 94
1. The risk shaH pass to the buyer
when delivery of the goods is effected.
2. Same as UUS article 101.

Comments
Paragraph 1 should be formulated so as not to make
the passing of the risk dependent on a (faultless)
delivery on time.
The present paragraph 2 is deleted as superfluous
on the background of the revised article 20; cf. present
article 79 paragraph 2 (new art. 75 para. 2).
Articles 95 to 97
Same as UUS artioles 98-100. [In the
new art. 97 the reference in the first line
should be corrected to the second period
of revised article 21, paragraph 1.]

VII
OBSERVATIONS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF AUSTRIA

Articles 74-101 of ULIS
1. Since I have a very limi,ted time at my disposal
to cOUisider the various proposals, I can give below only
a brief expression of opinion without elabOifating on
the reasons for adopting the various attitudes. I must
also reserve the right to modify, if necessary, one or
other of the views expressed below if in the course of
the discussion at the neXJt meeting of the Working
Group convincing arguments are put forward.
Article 74
2. The suggestions of the United Kingdom representative appear to be generally acceptabIe.
Articles 75 to 77
3. With regard to paragraph 1 of article 75, I can
accept the amendments proposed by the United States
representative. I should however prefer to retain in
paragraph 2 the phrase "would be worthless to him".
4. With regard to article 76, I would prefer, like
the French representative, to retain the text (with the
exception of the word "fixed"), although I have doubts
regarding the Hungarian representative's interpretation according to which the avoidance of 'the contract
would appear to be conditional.
5. I support the proposed deletion of article 77.
Articles 78 to 81
6. I am in favour of deleting subparagraph (a) of
article 79, paragraph 2, but I do not agree with the
Hungarian rcpresentrutirve'.s wish to add in subparagraph (c) (which wouJd become subparagraph (b»),
the word "sold". That appears to me to be going too
far. Similarly, I cannot support the French representative's proposal to amend subparagraph (d) (which
would become subparagraph (c»), which may perhaps
arise from a misunderstanding. The 'first part of the
wording proposed is uneeoessary. It would !Suffice to
use the same language as in paragraph 1 and state: "if
the impossibility of returning the goods in the condition in which they were received is not due to the act
of the buyer or of some other person for whos'e conduct
he is responsible".
7. I agree with the Hungarian representative ~at
,the action to be taken on lsubparagraph (e) (WhICh
would become subparagraph (d» should depend on
the decision concerning article 33, paragraph 2.
"8. In v,iew of the wish to delete article 77, the retention at least of article 80 is in my view desirable.
9. I am not entirely convinced by the criticism
of article 81 (particularly paragraph 2). In particular,
the example of purchase for personal use does not
appear to me relevant, s'ince it has been ~eci~ed to exclude retail sales from the scope of applIcation of the
Uniform Law. It is clear that the calculation called for
by paragraph.2 will often be ~or.e difficult than that
which is reqUired for the applIcatIon of paragraph 1.
That does not seem to me to be an adequate reason
for making the buyer liable to pay an almost fi:x:ed sum
which will hardly ever correspond to the real benefits
(or lack of benefits).

Part Two. International Sale of Goods

Articles 82 to 90
10. The Mexican representative took account of
my views in drafting his comments; I have therefore
nothing further to add.
Articles 91 to 101
11. I have nothing to add to the proposals which
the Mexican representative and I have already submitted wi,th regard to this group of articles.
12. The amendments to all the articles from 61 to
101 submitted by the observer for Norway, depart to
such an extent from the text of the 1964 Uniform Law
on the International Sale of Goods, particularly with
regard to presentation, that it would require considerably more time to examine them than the period allocated to members of the Working Group. I cannot therefore for the time being make any comments about the
documoot which will no doubt be carefully examined
in the course of the next session.

VIII
OBSERVATIONS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF HUNGARY
FOR THE REVISION OF ARTICLES 82-90

Article 82 (1 )
1. "Loss actually suffered" might create the impression that onay damnum emergerrs lis due, particularly if
the reader asks the question why did the UNCITRAL
modify the ULIS text. This impression seems to be
g,trengthened by using the word "actually".
Article82 (2)
2. I wonder whether '~had foreooen" should appear
in the text. If the party aotually foreSteeS losses on the
part of his partner in case of his breach, does he not
act in bad faith?
Article 84
3. In substance I agree with the idea expressed in
this article. A problem, however, might arise in connexion thereof in cases where the goods were delivered
with a delay.
(i) the price fixed
by the contract:
(ii) price at the date
of dellivcry:
(iii) at the actual date
of delivery:
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livery he has no damage, the rule is correct, subject
to 2.
4. It is not quite clear from ,the proposed text
whether the viotim of the breach or ,the judge is given a
right of option between the price on which the delive~y
took place and on which it was due, or whether in
cases where delivery actually took place later than the
time of perform,anee, ,the priee on that later date is
binding for the purposes of assessing the damages. If
the buyer has an option in this field, case under (c)
might lead to an unwarranted result: the buyer would
be entitled to claim 20, ood if the buyer had no optioo,
he would lose 20 in the case under (a).

Article 90
5. The ,term "delivery" in the ULIS meall!S only
delivery of goods wh~ch conform to the contract, and
in the UNCITRAL draft it covers also delivery of nonconform goods (ooe e.g. art. 97 and the comments of
the representative of AlJSi1mia thereto). Having regard
to this fact ought art. 90 not be amended or supplemented? Are these rules applicable also in cases of
delivery of goods which are not in conformity with the
contract? In such cases the seller will most probably
have further expenses.
Articles 96-101 of ULIS
6. The simplifioations proposed by the representative of AustJria and the representative of Mexico are
very well-founded. The only remark I should like to
make is that perhaps article 96 could be retained, although it seems to be sufficiently clear that most if not
all legal systems are rather unanimous in leading to
the same result and thus the article might be quite unnecessary. My concern is rather related to drafting
techniques and the niceties thereof. I do not see in
artic:le 96 an endea'Vour to define fisk, but rather a
disposition in case the risk passes and I feel somewhat
uneasy to describe facts without providing for the legal
consequences.
7. If this is correct ,then the legal consequences
should f01low the statement of facts to which they are
related. Therefore, if the Working Party would decide
to retain article 96 of the ULIS, then it should appear
as article 99.

(a)

(b)

(c)

100

100

100

150

100
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OBSERVATIONS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF NORWAY
ON THE REPORTS ON THE REVISION OF ARTICLES 74-101

130

80

100

Article 74 of ULIS
1. I have no objections to the proposals made by
the United Kingdom, but would prefer the followmg
language in paragraphs 1 and 2:
"1. Where one of the parties has not performed
one of his obligations, he shall neither be required
to perform nor be liable for his non-performance if
he can prove either (a) that performanee has become impossible owing to circumstances of such
nature which it was not contemplated by the contract that he should be bound to take into account
or to avoid or to overcome, or (b) that, owing to
such circumstances, performance would be so radically changed as to amount to the performance of a

(a): The buyer has no damage if the prices under
(ii) and (iii) are contrasted with the price fixed by

the contract. If, however, the s,eller had delivered in
time the buyer could have sold the goods for 150 and
at the time of actual delivery he can sell them only for
130. If he receives only 30-which seems to be the
proposed solution-he will have a los,s of 20.
(b): The buyer would haN,e had no damage if the
seller had deaivered at the time fix,ed by the contract.
At the time of actual delivery he has a loss of 20 and
it is fair that he obtains 20 in damages.
(c): The buyer would hav,e had a loss of 20 if the
seller had delivered in time. At the date of aotual de-
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quite other obligation than that contemplated by the
contraot; if the intention of the parties in these
respects at the time of the conclusion of the contract
was not expressed, regard shall be had to what the
party who has not performed could. reasonably have
been expected to take into account or ito avoid or
to overcome.
"2. Where the circumstances which gave rise to
~he iCl'c,m-peiliormance, constitute only a temporary
ImpedIment to performance, the relief provided by
this avticle shall cease ito be available to the nonperforming party when the impediment is removed
provided that performance would then, by rea~
of the delay, not be so radically changed as to amount
to the performance of a quite other obligation thllill
,that contemplated by the contract."
2. In the revised ULIS Norway has proposed to
transfer this article to a new article 87.

9. As regards article 81 I refer to the new article 77
proposed by Norway, in particular .the proposed exten&ion of subparagraph 2 b. I have no comment on the
French suggestion.

Articles 75-77 of ULIS
3. I support the United States proposal regarding
article 75 (1) and have no objection to their proposals concerning artiole 75 (2) and article 77. Norway has proposed to transfer these provisions to a new
article 70 in the revised ULIS.
4. As regards the United States proposal to narrow the language of article 76 I share the doubts exp~eSiSed by the Fren<:h and Hungarian representatives.
LIke the representative of Hungary I think that article 76 should be harmoDJized with article 48, but I
WOUJ1d· not amalgamate them into· one sjngle artiole. I
refer to >the Norwegian proposal to transfer article 76
to a new article 68, cf. also the proposed revised
artiole 48.
Articles 78-81 of ULIS
5. Norway has proposed to trllillsfer article 79 to
a neW article 75 and to extend the scope to cover also
the buyer's right to require the seLler to deliver subSlti.tute goods (cf. ULIS article 97 (2». Further, in
paragraph 2 c, it is proposed to I<lJdd as an alternative
after the word "discovered" the following: "or ought
to harve been discovered".
6. As regards article 79 paragraph 2 d I am not in
favour of the French proposaJI, even with the .amendment proposed by Hungary. In my opinion it is important that the exceptions in paragraph 2 cover, among
others, perishment, deterioration or transformation as
a result of the very nature of the goods (e.g. perishable
goods), regardless of whether the perishment etc. is
caused by their non-eonformity. Such cases are not
covered by other subparagraphs than subparagraph 2 d.
Subparagraph 2 d should therefore include these cases
as well as fortuitous (accidental) events and the conduct of the seller or a person for whose conduct he
is responsible. I have no objection to amalgamating
subparagraphs 2 a and 2 d, provided that perishment
as a result of the defect is still mentioned.
7. I harve no objection to the present subparagraph 2 e of article 79.
8. Article 80 should be kept and extended to cover
the buyer's ,right to require the seller to deliver substitute goods (cf. the new article 76 proposed by
Norway).

13. Reg~rding article 84 it should be kept in mind
that the abohshment of the concept of ipso facto arvoidance win influence the content of the rule in present
paragraph 1, mce the time of avoidance may be
shifted and delayed, especially in the case of nondelivery (resp. non-payment of the price). I therefore
agree with the representative of Austria that one shoUJld
reconsider whether the best rule is to rely ()[l the current price on the date of actual avoidance. The date
of actual delivery (resp. time for delivery) is proposed
by Austria and Mexico. This date seems, however, to
be less satisfactory in cases of transport 'and delivery
to a carrier (in which case the buyer may not yet
have knowledge of the breach) as well as in c~s of
non-delirvery (in which case the buyer may not yet have
had .sufficient reason or even the right. to avoid the
contract until some further time haiS passed). It should
therefore be considered to rely on the date on which
the goods are handed over to the buyer or placed at
his disposal at the place of destination, unless the buyer
has declared the contract avoided on an earlier date,
in which case that date should be the basis. In the
case of non-delivery (or non-payment) one should
rely' either on the date of· actual avoidance or on the
earliest date on which the contract could have been
avoided. Further it should be considered to make it
clear in the text whether damages always may be increased if any additional damage is proved (of. article 86).
14. iNorw'ay has proposed to msert a new article
after present article 85 (a new article 82) for cases
where it is in conformity with usage and :reasonably
possible for the buyer to purchase goods to replace, or
for the seller to resell, the goods to which the cootract
relates. Cf. present ULIS articles 25, 42 (1) c and
61 (2).
15. Norway has proposed to transfer present article 90 on expenses to the beginning of chapter V,
as an initial article 69 (without separate section and
title) .

Articles 82-90 of ULIS
10. I refer to the new (renwnbered) articles 7886, cf. 69, proposed by Norway.

11. I have no objection to the title etc. of sections proposed by Mexico. As regards the draft text
of article 82 proposed by Mexico, I miss an express
reference to loss of profit (cf. article 86) .
. 1,2. Conrerning article 83 Norway has proposed
(m a new artkle 79) to fix. an interest rate of a mini-

mum 6 per cent, so as not to depend entirely on official
discount rates, which in many countries may be fixed
rather arbitrarily.

Articles 91-101 of ULIS
16. I would prefer to keep article 96.
17. As regards article 97 I refer to the new artiole 94 proposed by Norway. The present paragraph 2

Part Two. International Sale of Goods;

is proposed to be deleted as superfluous on the background of the rev. article 20, d. present article 79,
paragraph 2.
18. I have no serious objrections to the present
articles 98-100. In article 100 the reference in the
firSit line should be corrected to the S'eOOnd perioo of
rev. article 21, paragraph 1. I dunk there may still be
room for article 100.

19. Norway has proposed to transfer article 101
to article 97 (new article 94) as a new paragraph 2.

x
COMMENTS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF HUNGARY
ON ARTICLE 74 OF ULIS

1. On the comments and proposals of the United
Kingdom, "Form", paragraph 1 (a): * It is indeed clear
from article 35.2 and 36 ULIS that the word "liable"
embraces subjection to any remedy. lin this case, however, it might be 'Superfluous or even misleading to
use other words in llIfticle 74. ThIs might CI1eate the
impression that articles 35.2 and 36 do not cover the
same field covered by <the proposed text of pM'agraph 1
in comment (a). It might be asked why do article:> 35.2
and 36 not ure the· same words. The e~tensive meanIng
of the word "liable" can also be deduced from paragraph 3, article 74.
2.

Ibid., paragraph 1 (b): I wonder whether the
proposed text under the heading "Substance" eliminates
the evils which the proposal strives to eliminate.
(a) An "absence of clear understanding" is also
present in respect of "radically changed" or "an obligation quite different", not to speak of the fact that
the proposed tex,t also contains the incriminaUed expressions (in fine).
(b) "Impossibility" is llJ1so subjroot to "doubt and
divergence between national jurisdictions".
( c ) The difficult problem of cause and effect is not
eliminated by the proposed text, only transferred to
another level ("impossibility owing to such circumstances" ) .

(d) The proposed te~t is much more complicated
,than the cidginal. As it is one of the aims of the Working Group to ,sjmpHfy the ULIS. I wonder whether it
brings such improvements as to warrant such a result.

3.

Ibid., paragraph 2:

(a) The original role in ULIS applies also whille
the temporary impediment has not y.et come to an end,
the proposed ruIe does not. Under this latter rule a
radical change becomes relevant only when the temporary impediment has ceased to exist. I believe that
a "radical change" should be re1evam also before the
temporary impediment has been removed.

* See above in this annex, section I.
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(b) This indicllltes a shortcoming of ULIS. Why
shooldi the "radical change" be reIevant only where
there is a temporary impedimem:? Moreover: what is
'the reason for concentrating in paragraph 1 on the
causes of breach and in paragraph 2 on the results
thereof? From this poinJt of view the text of paragraph 1
as suggested by the representative of the United Kingdom is far better than that of the UUS, provided that
it would apply to paragraph 2 as well because it combines the oause and the result of the breach and provided tha,t the word "impossibility" is omitUed (see
under 5 below). But if such a distinction should nevertheless be maintained for different sets of breach, the
division line should not run between temporary impediment and other cases of breach but perhaps between
delay and other cases of breach. This needs further
consideration. Consequently we should either have the
"either . . . or" construction of the text suggested by
the representative of the United Kingdom or use "due
to" (or any other expression) in paragraph 1 and
"radical change" in paragraph 2 for all cases of delay.

4. Ibid., paragraph 3: I wonder whether "the contract avoided" should be inserted. This would, to a
great extent, reduce the meaning of "liability" in
paragraph 1 to damages. Exemption would then mean
only exemption from paying damages and from requiring specIfic performance which is anyway heavily
restricted (see article 41, ULIS).
5. "Restriction" to frustration: BotIh the representative of the United Kingdom and the representative
of Ghana advocate the "restriction" of the field of
application of article 7410 frustration. I have tile impression that the provisions of ULlS do not provide for
a broader scope for exemptions than It would provide
for if based on frustration. Fnlstration is after all a
common law term and concept and ULIS tries to find
words equally workable under many civil law systems
as well.
As it seems, the two distinguished delegates feel
uneasy in respect of the very Continental brevity of the
expression "was due to". Perhaps their doubts and
misgivings might be reduced by supplementing the expressions in pruragraph 1: "he was not bound to take
into account or avoid or. overcome" by tIhe following
words (subject to linguistic improvement): "or did
not fall within his sphere of risk". This right be about
as 'vague as any wording we can find in this field but
would at least cover the case of an unforeseen rise in
prices mentioned under the heading: Form, paragraph 1 (b) by the representative of the United Kingdom. In that case the word "impossibility" might not
appear in the text. This concept is namely much narrower in many civil law systems than the "impossibility"
of frustration. It usually covers only physical and legal
impossibility, although the Germans frequently used
the term "economic impossibility" also (particularly before the doctrine of "Wegfall der Geschaftsgrundlage"
was generaUy accepted) in which case imp6ssibiUty
would by and large cover the "impossibility" of frustration.
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INTRODUCTION

1. This is a sequel to the report presented to the
Working Group at its fourth session. l That report
examined unresolved problems presented by the Uniform Law on the International Sales of Goods (ULIS)2
in chapter III, "Obligations of the seller"; in response
to a request by the Working Group, the report set
1 "Obligations of the seller in an international sale of goods:
consolidation of work done by the Working Group and suggested solutions for unresolved problems: report of the
Secretary-General"
(A/CN.9/WG.21WP.16;
UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 2), herein cited as
"Report of the Secretary-General on obligations of the seller".
This report was reproduced as annex II to the progress report
of the Working Group on the International Sales of Goods on
the work of its fourth session (A/CN.9175), herein cited as
"Report on fourth session" (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, I, A, 3).
2 The Unifoiflm Law (ULIS) is annexed to the Convention
Relating to a Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods
which was signed at The Hague on 1 July 1964. The Convention and Uniform Law llJppear in the Register of Texts of Con-

ventions and Other Instruments Concerning International Trade

Law, vol. I, at chap. I, 1 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.71.V.3), herein cited as "Register of Texts".

forth proposed legislative texts dealing with these
problems.
2. The proposals included the consolidation and
unification of the separate sets of remedial systems
contained in chapter ILl of ULIS. Part I of the present
report includes a comparable proposal with respect to
the separate sets of remedial provisions in chapter IV,
"Obligations of the buyer". Subsequent parts of the
present report 'Consider possible solutions to problems
presented by chapters V and VI of ULIS., as revealed
by the comments and proposals by Governments, 3
and adjustments that may be advisable for conformity
with decisions taken at prior sessions of the Working
Group.4
3 See "Analysis of comments and proposals by Governments
relating to articles 71 to 101 of ULIS" (A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.17), herein sited as "Analysis".
4 Earlier re.ports of the Working Group: report on first session (January 1970) (A/CN.9/35), UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. I: 1968-1970 part three, I, A, 2; report on second session
(December 1970) (A/CN.9/52), UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. II: 1971, part two, I A, 2; report on third session (J anuary 1972) (A/CN.9/62), UNCITRAL Yearbook, vol. III:
1972, part two, I, A, 5.

Part Two. International Sale of Goods
1. CHAPTER IV. OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

A.

SUBSTANTIVE OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER WITH
RESPECT TO PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT

1. Action taken at fourth session

3. The Working Group at its fourth session considered four articles (56-59) in chapter IV of UUS
dealing with the substantive obligations of the buyer.
Article 56 of ULIS (a general introductory provision)
was approved without modification. The Working
Group approved a revised version of article 57 (fixing
the price), and deferred action on article 58 (net
weight) until the current (fifth) session. With respect
to article 59 (pla'ce of payment), the Working Group
approved paragraphs 1 and 2; considemtion of a proposed third paragraph (compliance with national law
to I?ermit the seller to receive the price) was deferred
untIl the current session. 5
2. Place and date of payment: articles 59 and 60

4. Articles 59 and 60 of UUS comprise a subsection entitled: "B. Place and date of payment". Analysis
of these two sections discloses that they are incomplete
with respect to the date for payment of the price, and
most particularly with respect to the important practical
question of the relationship between the time for
payment and for the handing over or dispatch of the
goods. The omission seriously impairs the clarity and
workability of the law. Merchants need a clear, unified
picture as to both where and when payment is to occur;
and the vital aspect of payment needs to be placed in
relationship to step-by-step performance of the sales
contract by both parties.
5. To analyse the rules of UUS that bear on the
subject of section 1B, "Place and date of payment""
it will be necessary to examine the interrelationship
among several articles of UUS. Following this analysis,
an attempt will be made to unify and simplify the rules
in question.
6. At first glance it would be assumed that article 59 (1) of ULIS attempts to deal with the relationship between payment by buyer and seHer's performance. Article 59 (1) states that "where the payment
is to be made against handing over of the goods Or
documents, [the buyer shall pay] at the place where
the handing over of documents takes place." However,
examination of this provision shows that it is a tautology. The "rule" only applies "where the payment
is to be against the handing over of the goods or of
documents". This premise for the rule on the place of
payment necessarily assumes that the place for handing
over the goods (or documents) and the place for
payment of the price must be the same; articulating
the conclusion that the payment shall be made at the
place of the handing over of the goods merely restates
the premise in different words and adds nothing to the
5 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3), paras. 150-177. The
Working Group also deferred consideration of articles 60-70
of chapter IV (ibid., para. 178). See also: "Compilation of
legislative texts approved by the Working Group at its first
four sessions" (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.18) herein cited as "Compi!lation", reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 2, above.
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general rule of UUS that the parties shall perform
the agreements they undertake. Such a circular statement is presumably harmless. But it must be borne in
mind that article 59 fails to set forth a norm which
(in the absence of contractual provision) deals with
the question as to when the buyer is obliged to pay
for the goods in relation to the time for the handing
over of the goods or documents.
7. To find an answer to this basic question it is
necessary to piece together other widely separated and
complex provisions of UlJIS. Over 10 articles later, it
is possible to find in article 71 the following sentence:
"Except as otherwise provided in article 72, delivery
of the goods and payment of the price are concurrent
conditions". "Concurrent conditions" is a legalistic
concept not readily understandable by merchants" or
even by lawyers from different lega:l systems; this provision is, however, presumably intended to e~press two
important norms: (1) the buyer is not obliged to pay
before he receives the goods; (2) the seller is not
obliged to surrender the goods before he is paid. Both
of these norms implement a common principle: reliance
on the credit of another party, in spite of its frequency,
calls for an assessment of the facts at hand and consequently is not required unless the parties have specifically so agreed.
8. One difficulty is that under the above provision
in article 71 of UUS, the price is to be paid concurrently with "delivery" (in the French text, de[ivrance).
In UUS, "delivery" (delivrance )-unlike "handing
over" (remise )-does not refer to the surrender of
possession or control of the goods. Instead, "delivery"
is a complex and artificial concept the implications of
which must be gathered from widely separate and complex provisions. To implement article 71 it is necessary
in DUS to look first at article 19, which sets forth
rules on "delivery"; the Working Group at its third
session found that article 19 was unsatisfactory, and
at the fourth session decided that this article should
be deleted. 6 In place of the attempt to define the concept of "delivery" the Working Group at the fourth
session approved rules in article 20 on the steps to be
taken by the seHer to carry out his obligation to effect
delivery. 7
9. Under article 71 the rule that delivery and
payment are "concurrent conditions" is applicable
"eX'ceptas otherwise provided in article 72". Article 72
applies only "where the contract involves carriage of
the goods and where delivery is, by virtue of paragraph 2 of article 19, effected by handing over the
goods to the carrier". In this setting, article 72 provides rules designed to reinforce the general proposition of article 71 to the effect that the seller is not
required to either dispatch the goods or surrender
control over the goods to the buyer until the buyer has
6 Report on third session (January 1972) (A CN.9/62/Add. 1)
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two: I, A, 5), paras.
15-21; Report on fourth session (1973) (A/CN.9175), paras. 1621 (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3).
See a'lso ;report of the Secret,ary-General on "delivery" in ULIS
(A/CN.9/WG.21WP.8) (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III:
1972, part two: I, A, 1), paras. 37-40 and annex III.
7 Report on fourth session, paras. 22-29; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3.
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paid for the goods. However. the intended result is
3. The buyer shall not be bound to pay the price
until he has had an opportunity to inspect the goods
obscured by the reference to "delivery" of the goods. 8
10. To sum up, section lB, "Place and date of
unless the procedures for delivery or payment agreed
payment" (articles 59 and 60),fuils to ,deal witln the
upon by the parties are inconsistent with such
most important pF0'b1ems under this heading; wideiyopportunity.
scattered provis,iams in articles 19, 71 and 72 touch
(b) Discussion of draft provision
on these basic questions but the answers are unclear
12. Paragraph 1 serves two basic functions. The
and, on occasion, unfortunate. It would seem advisable
to set forth a more complete presentation under the
~st is to defi!le t~e time. when payment of the price
IS due. The tlme IS speCIfied in terms of the seller's
above heading in section lB" "Place and date of
payment".
perfo~ance in handing over the goods (or documents
11. Such a presentation, which draws on the rules
controllIng them). This approach is appropriate in
of articles 71 and 72, is set forth below as a redraft of
terms of the nature of performance of a sales contract.
article 60. It wiltl be noted that paragraph 2 of the
The seller's performance, in procuring or manufacturredraft takes account of the role played by docuing the goods and, in the normal case, readying them
1
d' . ,
for shipment involves more complex processes than
the payment of the price. Often" under the contract or
mentary etters of cre It m facilitatmg the exchange of
goods for the price. The operative provisions on payr bl
h
ment in ULIS virtually ignore this basic commercial
app lca e usage, t ere is some leeway in time for the
arrangement,9 The detailed operations of the docuseller to complete these processes and to tender the
mentary letter of credit must, in the interest of f1exigoods to buyer or dispatch them by carrier. (See
bility, be kft to commercial usage; however, a direct
ULIS, article 21.) Before the seller is ready to perform
f
h
the contract the price is not due; when the point is
re erence to t e documentary credit seems essential in
reached, the price is due-unless, of course, the parties
a modem commercial law. Further questions can best
have agreed on delivery on credit. The draft in parabe considered after examination of the draft provision,
graph 1 thus establishes a norm for the time of paywhich follows:
ment-an essential feature that is lacking from the
section of ULIS entitled "Place and date of payment".
(a) Proposed redraft of article 60 [bis]
13. The second function of the draft is to articulate
1. The buyer shall pay the price when the seller,
the accepted commercial premise that, in the absence
in accordance with the contract and the present law,
of specific agreement" neither party is obliged to extend
hands over the goods or a document controlling poscredit to the other; i.e., the buyer is not obliged to pay
session of the goods.
the seLler until he has control over the goods, and the
2. Where the contract involves carriage of the
seller is not required to relinquish control unfi.l he
receives the price.
goods, the seller may either:
14. The draft in paragraph 1 takes ,account of the
(a) By appropriate notice require that, prior to
fact that control over the goods may be effected by
dispatch of the goods, the buyer at his election shall
possession of a document that controls possession of
in the seller's country either pay the price in exthe goods. The phrase "document controlling posseschange for documents controlling disposition of the
sion of the goods" would be understood to refer to
goods, or procure the establishment of an irredocuments such as negotiable bills of lading or similar
vocable letter of credit, in accordance with current
documents of title under which the carrier requires
commercial practice. assuring such payment; or
surrender of the document in exchange for delivery of
(b) Dispatch the goods on terms whereby the
the goods. 10
goods, or documents controHing their disposition,
15. Paragraph 2 ,applies the basic principles of
will be handed over to the buyer at the place of
paragraph 1 to the circumstances that arise when the
destination against payment of the price.
contract caBs for carriage of the goods.
16. Paragraph 2 (a) affords the seller the oppor8 It will be noted that the quoted rule of article 72 permitting
tunity to require that the price be paid before he disthe seller to require payment at destination against surrender
patches the goods. In the sales governed by this law,
of documents applies when two conditions are met: (1) the
contract invo},ves carriage of the goods and (2) "delivery" under
the goods normally will be shipped to another country;
article 19 (2) is effected by handing over goods to the carrier.
the carriage will often be to a distant point and subject
In view of the :role which "deIivery" in ULIS plays in connexion
to substantial freight expense. Par,agraph 2 (a) affords
with risk of loss (see article 97 of ULIS) the above rule of
the seller the opportunity to avoid two hazards: (a) if
article 72 would seem to be inapplicable when the contract
provided that risk in transit would remain with the seller. In
the price is paid at destination, exchange control restricsuch shipments the seIler would have as much or more justifitions may make it impossible for the seller to receive
cation for surrendering the goods at destination only when the
the
benefit of the sale; (b) if the buyer rejects the goods
buyer pays, but the use of the "delivery" concept in ULIS
at a distant point the seller may incur serious expenses
makes it difficult to reach this necessary result.
9 Artiole 69 of ULIS refers to various payment devices,
in reshipping or redisposal of the goods-expenses
including the documentary credit, but the provision is without
independent effect for it is e~pressly dependent on provisions
in the contmct or the applicability of usages or laws or regulations in force. This article consequently adds little or nothing
to other provisions of ULIS. See ,articles 3 and 9, as approved
by the Working Group; these articIes are reproduced in the
Compliation (A/CN.9/WG.21WP.18; reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 2).,

10 Whether a document COII1trols possession of the goods
depends on the provisions of the document in question and on
applicable law. The reference in paragraph 1 to the effect of the
document seems preferable to referring to the designations of
such documents. such as "ne:gotiable bill of lading" or "document of title", since such des,ignations lack a unifonn meaning.
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which, in view of the uncertainties inherent in litigation
and the buyer's credit, the seller may never be able to
recover. Such considerations seem to underlie provisions
in articles 59 and 72 of ULIS. but it is hoped that the
statement of such rules as part of a unified presentation
on the date and place of payment will be clearer and
less subject to gaps ,and technicalities.
17. Under paragraph 2 (a), it will be noted that
if the seller requires payment before dispatch of the
goods, the buyer may elect to follow the customary and
efficient procedures for handling such payment by
establishing an irrevocable letter of credit in the seller's
country.l1 Pursuant to the general rule in paragraph 1
and "current commercial practice" (paragraph 2),
payment under the letter of credit would be due only
on the presentation of documents that control possession
of the goods. 12
18. Paragraph 3 brings together, in the setting of
the exchange of goods for the price, rules on the right
to inspect before payment which appear in articles 71,
72 (1) and 72 (2) of ULIS. These three provisions
of ULIS seek to express the general rule that the buyer
may inspect the goods before he pays for them unless
the arrangements for payment on which the parties have
agreed are inconsistent with such inspection. Paragraph 3 of the draft states this -as a single, uniform
rule which is designed to avoid problems of interpretation that could arise under ULIS from the necessity
to reconcile paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 of article 72.
Under 72 (1) of ULIS (last sentence) the handing
over of goods at destination would normally be arranged by sending the documents (including a negotiable bill of lading) to a collecting bank in the
buyer's city" which would surrender the documents in
exchange for payment of the price. 1S In such a payment
article 72 (1) states that "the buyer shall not be bound
to pay the price until he has had an opportunity to
examine the goods". On the other hand, paragraph (2)
states:
"Nevertheless, when the contract requires payment
against documents, the buyer shall not be entitled
to refuse payment of the price on the ground that
he has not had an opportunity to examine the goods."
19. The difficulty of reconciling these provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 72 of ULIS can be
illustrated by the following cases:
(a) Case No.1. The contract calls for payment
of the price on presentation of a negotiable biH of
lading at the point of arriv-al of the goods and only
after arrival of the goods.
(b) Case No.2. The contract calls for such payment against documents prior to the time when arrival
11 It seems adequately clear that the letter of credit has been
"established" if it has either been issued or confirmed in the
seller's country.
12 Under "current commercial practice" the letter of credit
may also require the presentation of othe,r documents related
to the shipment. See ICC, Uniform Customs and Practice for
Documentary Credits, Register of Texts, Vol. I, chap. II, B.
However specifying such details in an international convention
would pr~bably result in excessive rigidity.
1S The collecting bank, acting for the seller, would normally
hold both the biU of lading and a sight draft, drawn by. the
seller, oalling for payment of the price. On p~yment <?f the
draft, the collecting bank would surrender the bill of ladtng.
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of the goods could be expected, or at a place remote
from the place of arrival.
20. In case No.1, inspection would be feasible,
and the seller may be expected to provide therefor
by an appropriate instruction on the bill of lading or by
appropriate instruction to the carrier. In case No.2, the
terms of the contract show that inspection before payment was inconsistent with the procedures for delivery
and payment to which the parties have agreed. Under the
proposed draf~, an effective tender of delivery by the
seller would require that an opportunity for inspection
be provided in c-ase No.1, but not in case No.2. It
seems difficult to work out satisfactory solutions for
these standard situations under paragraphs land 2 of
article 72 of ULIS.
21. It will be noted that the above draft provision
is designated as "Article 60 [bis]". This designation
reflects the fact that questions have been raised as to
the need for article 60 of ULIS.14 If the Working Group
decides to delete this article, the above draft provision
could take its place. If the Working Group retains
article 60 of ULIS, the above draft provision could
appropriately follow this article.
B. REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
1. Consolidation of separate sets of remedial provisions applicable to breach of the sales contract by
the buyer
22. Chapter IV of ULIS, entitled "Obligations of
the buyer", sets forth only a few substantive rules as
to the buyer's obligations but intersperses among these
provisions three separate sets of remedial provisions that
apply when the buyer fails to perform one or another
of his substantive obligations. Thus, in chapter IV.
separate remedial provisions appear in: (a) artioles 61-64 (remedies for non-payment), (b) articles 66-68 (remedies for failure to take delivery),
and (c) article 70 (remedies for failure to perform
"any other" obligation). This fragmentation of remedial
provisions parallels the approach of chapter III of
ULIS, "Obligations of the seHer". The Working Group
at its fourth session decided that the separate sets of
remedial provisions in chapter III should be consolidated. 15 The reasons for consolidating the remedial
provisions in chapter III appear also applicable to
chapter IV. The report of the Secretary-General presented to the Working Group at its fourth session
analysed in detail the problems resulting from the
creation of separate sets of remedial provisions for
various aspects of the performance of a sales contract.
As the report noted, unifying such provisions has the
following advantages: 16
14 See the analysis of comments and proposals presented to
the Working Group at its fourth session (A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.15, UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV; 1973, part two,
I, A, 0, paras. 25-26. The need for a,rticle 60 of ULlS may be
further diminished by adoption of the provisions on time for
payment set forth in the ahove draft proposal.
15 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9/75; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3), paras. 79-137.
16 The ,report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/WG.2/
WP.6) is reproduced as annex II to the report on fourth session
(A/CN.9175; reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, pa,rt two, I, A, 2). Consolidating the remedial provisions
is discussed at paras. 27-57, 111-155, and 158-162. The reasons
for such consolidating are summarized at para. 177.
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(a) A unified structure avoids gaps, complex crbssreferences and inconsistencies which result from such
separate sets of remedial provisions. As a result, unified
provisions can be drafted with greater simplicity and
clarity;
(b) All of the substantive provisions on what the
party shall do can be placed together and need not
be interrupted by complex and technical rules on
remedies for non-performance. Such a unified presentation of substantive duties makes it easier for merchants
to understand., and perform, their obligations;

(c) Repetitive and overlapping provisions can be
omitted, thereby simplifying and shortening the law.
As the Se'cretary-General's report pointed out, the
length and complexity of ULlS has been the subject
of widespread comment; meeting these criticisms should
be of assistance in facilitating the more widespread
adoption of the Uniform Law.

23. In view of the action by the Working Group
consolidating the separate sets of remedial provisions
in chapter HI, "Obligations of the seller", it seems
likely that the Working Group would wish to consider
a comparable consolidation in chapter IV, "Obligations
of the buyer". Consequently, this report will consider
first the provisions on the substantive obligations of
the buyer. Examination of chapter IV discloses that
it contains very few substantive provisions on performance by the buyer. This fact, reflecting the relatively
narrow scope of the buyer's performance (payment of
the agreed price), enhances the desirabHity and feasibility of consolidating (a) the substantive provisions
and (b) the remedial provisions of chapter IV.
24. The first four of the substantive provisions in
chapter IV., articles 56 to 59, were considered by the
Working Group at its fourth session,17 Article 60, and
a proposed article 60 bis, were considered above (paragraph 11).
25. Artioles 61-64 of ULlS comprise a subsection
entitled "C. Remedies for non-payment". For reasons
mentioned above (paragraphs 22-23), these remedial
provisions will be considered later in connexion with
a consolidation of the remedies of the seller.
26. Section II of ULlS, entitled "Taking delivery"
(articles 65-68) is primarHy composed of remedial provisions that duplicate those of subsection C of section I
of ULIS. One of the relatively few substantive provisions in this section is article 65. This article constitutes merely a definition of "taking delivery". (The
buyer is required to "take delivery" by article 56.)
Retention of article 65 in its present form seems to
present no problems. 18
17 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3), paras. 150-177. It
wiH be noted that article 58 (computation by net weight) was
placed in square brackets with final action deferred until the
present session (ibid., para. 171). Action Otn a proposed third
paragraph for article 59 was similarly deferred (ibid., paras.
173-177).
18 The analysis of comments and proposals presented to the
Working Group at its fourth session stated that no comments
had been made ,on this article (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.15;
UNCITRAL Yeal"book, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 1,
paras. 33-34).

27. Article 66 sets forth remedial provisions for
failure of the buyer to take delivery. (This article
parallels article 62, which sets forth remedial provision
for failure of the buyer to pay the price.) For reasons
stated above (paragraphs 22-23), a consolidated set
of remedial provisions will be set forth later (paragraph 36 below) following a unified presentation of
the buyer's substantive duties.
28. Article 67 of ULlS is primarily concerned
with the substantive rights and duties of the seller and
the buyer when the contract gives the buyer the right
to make certain sp~cifications with respect to the "form,
measurement or other features of the goods". In addition, this article includes in paragraph 1 a brief
clause providing a remedy for failure of the buyer to
make such a specification. The text of article 67 (with
remedial provision in italics) is as follows:

Article 67
1. If the contract reserves to the buyer the right
subsequently to determine the form, measurement
or other features of the goods (sale by specification)
and he fails to make such specification either on the
date expressly or impliedly agreed upon or within a
reasonable time after receipt of a request from the
seller, the seller may declare the contract avoided,
provided that he does so promptly, or make the
specification himself in accordance with the requirements of the buyer in so far as these are known to
him.
2. If the seller makes the specification himself, he
shall inform the buyer of the details thereof and shall
fix a reasonable period of time within which the
buyer may submit a different specification. If the
buyer fails to do so the specification made by the
seller shall be binding.
29. It will be noted that the italicized remedial
provision is so brief that it could be retained in this
article without significantly impairing the advantages
(discussed at paragraphs 22-23 above) of establishing
a single, consolidated set of remedies applicable to
breach of contract by the buyer. However, this remedial
provision presents certain issues of policy that the
Working Group may wish to consider.
30. Under article 67 (1) of ULlS, if the buyer
fails to make a specification "on the date expressly or
impliedly agreed upon", the seller may "declare the
contract avoided, provided that he does so promptly".
Under this provision, the seller may promptly declare
the contract avoided without regard to the extent of the
delay in making the specification and without regard to
whether the delay constitutes a fundamental breach of
contract. In this respect, the above provision is inconsistent with articles 26 (1),30 (1),32 (1),43,45 (2),
52 (3),55 (1) (a), 62 (1),66 (1) and 70 (1) (a)
of ULIS and with the remedial provisions applicable to
breach by the seller established by the Working Group
at its fourth session. 19 Under all of these provisions,
the severe remedy of avoidance of the contract is avaiI19 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9175); UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3, para. 108 (article 44 (1) (a»; see also Compilation (A/CN.9 WG.21
WP.18, reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 2 above.
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able only for a fundamental breach of contract.20 It is
not evident that a brief delay by the buyer in supplying
specifications to the seller would always be more serious
than a delay by the seller in supplying the goods or a
delay by the buyer in paying for them. Hence, in the
interest of consistency and of sound policy, it would
seem desirable to delete the italicized remedial provisions from article 67, so that delay or failure of the
buyer to supply specifications would be subject to the
general remedial provisions applicable to a breach of
contract by the buyer. 21
31. Article 68 sets forth remedies for failure of
the buyer "to accept delivery of the goods or to make
a specification". For reasons indicated above (paragraphs 22-23) the substance of this provision will be
included in a consolidated remedial provision for chapter IV. (See paragraph 36 below.)
32. Article 69 sets forth, in one brief sentence, the
only substantive provision in subsection III, "Other
obligations of the buyer". Even this article is without
independent effect, for the buyer's obligation is confined to taking those steps with respect to guaranteeing
payment of the price that are "provided for in the contract, by usage or by laws and regulations in force". It
seems unnecessary to repeat that the buyer shall perform his contract; ULIS in article 9 gives effect to
usages; and it seems that "applicable" laws and regulations would continue to be "applicable" without such
a vague (and circular) provision. Setting up this separate section on "Other obligations of the buyer" probably resulted from the creation of separate categories
for the buyers' duties ("Section I. Payment of the
price"; "Section II. Taking delivery"), each with its
own remedial system. This attempt to categorize the
buyer's duties created the need for a residuary "catchall" section for any obligation of the buyer that might
fall outside the first two sections. This problem is
avoided by a unified presentation of (a) the buyer's
substantive duties and (b) the remedies applicable to
the breach of any of his substantive duties.
33. Since article 69 has no independent effect it
could be omitted; by the same token its retention probably would not be harmful. However, provisions on
payment (including assuring payment by establishing
a documentary credit) were included in the proposed
redraft of article 60 [bis] (paragraph 11 above). If an
article along the lines 'of that proposal is adopted by
the Working Group, there would be some gain in clarity
and simplicity from omitting article 69 of ULIS.
34. Article 70, the last article in chapter IV, "Obligations of the buyer", provides a set of remedies for
section III, "Other obligations of the buyer". Such separate sets of remedies would, of course, be unnecessary
20 In many provisions of ULIS, and in the remedial system
llJpproved by the Working Group at the fourth session (arts. 43
and 44 (l) (b)) the innocent party !Day establish a b~sis. for
avoidance of the contract by a notIce to perform Within a
fixed time of reas01llable length (Nachfrist). Article 67 (1)
of ULIS provides forr a notice by the seller to th~ buyer~ 1;JUt
the seHer may avoid the contract for any delay ~n proViding
specifications without regard to whether such a notice has been
given.
21 The proposed structure for chapter IV is set out in paragraph 45 below. That presentation shows the proposed location
of article 67 in the chapter.
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if the Working Group established a consolidated set of
remedies for chapter IV.
(a) Approach to drafting consolidated
remedial provisions

35. For reasons noted above (paragraphs 22-23),
it seems probable that the Working Group would wish
to establish consolidated remedies for chapter IV, based
on the consolidated remedies which it approved. for
chapter III.22 As we shall see, the consolidated remedies
for chapter III, "Obligations of the seller", can readily
be adapted for chapter IV, "Obligations of the buyer".
The principal adaptations result from the fact that performance by a buyer is less complex than performance
by the seller; as a result, some of the remedial provisions in chapter III need not be retained for chapter IV.
(b) Draft provisions for Section II: remedies for
breach of contract by the buyer

36. Following is a draft set of remedial provisions
for chapter IV based on the provisions (articles 41 et
seq.) approved for chapter III. This system presupposes
that the first part of chapter IV will set forth the substantive obligations of the buyer; these provisions could
be grouped under a heading such as: "Section 1. Performance of the contract by the buyer".23 The consolidated remedial provisions could then be grouped under
a heading such as "Section II. Remedies for breach of
contract by the buyer".24
Proposed provisions
SECTION

II:

REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
BY THE BUYER

Article 70
1. Where the buyer fails to perform any of his
obligations under the contract of sale and the present
Law, the seller may:
(a) Exercise the rights provided in articles 71 to
72 bis; and
(b) Claim damages as provided in articles 82 to
83 or articles 84 to 87.
2. In no case shall the buyer be entitled to apply
to a court or arbitral tribunal to grant him a period
of grace.
Article 71
The seller has the right to require the buyer to
perform the contract to the extent that specific per-

22 Report on fourth session (AICN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3); paras. 83-130 (articles
41-47) and annex I. See report of the Seoretary-General, ibid.,
annex II (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
I, A, 2), paras. 111-177, especially paras. 158-176.
23 This section would include the original or redrafted versions of articles 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65 and 67. See paras.
3, 11 and 28 above. The proposed structure for chapter IV is
set out in para. 45 below.
24 This section would take the place of articles 61, 62, 63,
64, 66, part of 67 (1), 68, and 70 of ULIS. To avoid confusion
with the numbering in ULIS, the draft ,remedial provisions
start with article 70, which in ULIS provides remedies
for breach by the buyer of any "Other obligations". Articles 71
and 72 of ULIS 'have been incorporated in the draft article 60
[bis] which appears at para. 11 above.
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formance could be required by the court under its
own law in respect of similar contracts of sale not
governed by the Uniform Law, unless the seller has
acted inconsfstently with that right by avoiding the
contract under article 72 bis.

Article 72
Where the seller requests the buyer to perform,
the seller may fix an additional period of time of
reasonable length for such performance. If the buyer
does not comply with the request within the additional
period, or where the seller has not fixed such a
period, within a period of reasonable time, or if the
buyer already before the expiration of the relevant
period of time declares that he will not comply with
the request, the seller may resort to any remedy
available to him under the present law.
Article 72 bis
1. The seller may by notice to the buyer declare
the contract avoided:
(a) Where the failure by the buyer to perform
any of his obligations under the contract of sale and
the present law amounts to a fundamental breach of
contract, or
(b) Where the buyer has not performed the contract within an additional period of time fixed by the
seller in accordance with article 72.
2. The seller shall lose his right to declare the
contract avoided if he does not give notice thereof
to the buyer within a reasonable time after the seller
has discovered the failure by the buyer to perform
or ought to have discovered it, or, where the seller
has requested the buyer to perform, after the expiration of the period of time referred to in article 72.
(c) Discussion of draft provisions for section II:
remedies for breach of contract by the buyer

37. Article 70 is modelled closely on the initial
article (article 41) in the consolidated remedial provisions for chapter III, as approved by the Working Group
at its fourth session. In paragraph 1 (b) of article 70,
it was necessary to add a reference to article 83, which
is applicable to "delay in the payment of the price".
Compare ULIS 63 (2).
38. Paragraph 1 of article 70 is an introductory
index section. The word "and" has been inserted at the
end of paragraph 1 (a) to preserve the principle of
articles 41 (2),55 (1),63 (1) and 68 (1) of ULIS
that a party may both avoid the contract and claim
damages for breach. 25
39. Paragraph 2, providing that the buyer may not
apply to a court or arbitral tribunal to grant him a
period of grace, incorporates the rule of article 64 of
ULIS, which appears in section I, "Payment of the
price" of chapter IV. Section II, "Taking delivery", and
section Ill, "Other obligations of the buyer", do not
contain this provision. Because of this omission, it might
be argued that ULIS does not prohibit applications for
periods of grace with respect to the obligations em25 Articles 84-87 make olear that damages may be recovered
on avoidance of the contract, but it may be advisable not to
leave a reader in doubt 011 this point while examining the earlier
portions of the law.

braced within sections II and Ill. Such contention, presumably inconsistent with the intent of the draftsmen,
illustrates the inconsistencies and gaps that result from
the fragmentation of the remedial provisions applicable
to various aspects of performance of the contract of
sale. 26
40. Article 71 is based on article 42 as approved
by the Working Group at the fourth session. The only
material modifications are: (a) the omission, at the end
of paragraph 1 of article 42, of references to reduction
of the price and cure of a lack of conformity of the
goods, and (b) the omission of paragraph 2, which
deals with the seller's delivery of substitute goods. These
provisions are inappropriate to performance by the
buyer and no corollary provisions applicable to performance by the buyer appear in chapter IV of ULIS.27
41. Article 72 is modelled closely on article 43 as
approved by the Working Group. (Article 43 bis, approved by the Working Group for chapter Ill, deals
with cure by the seller of any failure to perform his
obligations. For reasons mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, it is not included in the draft remedial provisions for chapter IV.)28
42. Article 72 bis is based on article 44 as prepared by the Working Group. The only significant
modification is the omission of subparagraph 2 (a) of
article 44, which relates to the provisions on seller's
"cure" of defective performance.
43. Other remedial provisions applicable to performance by the seller (chapter III) do not appear
appropriate to the relatively simpler performance by
the buyer (chapter IV) and have not been included in
the above draft. (Chapter IV of ULIS did not contain
such provisions.) These remaining provisions of chapter III which have not been employed in the above
draft proposed for chapter IV (paragraph 36) are as
follows: article 45 (reduction of the price); article 46
(delivery of only part of the goods); article 47 (early
tender of delivery; tender of a greater quantity of
goods); article 48 (early recourse to remedies when it
is clear the goods will not conform) .
44. The above consolidated set of remedies, applicable whenever "the buyer fails to perform any of
his obligations under the contract of sale and the pres26 Similar gaps and inconsistencies that appeared in the separate sets ,of remedial systems in chapter III are discussed in the
report of the SeclretMy-Generail presented to the Working
Group at its fourth session (A/CN.9175, annex II; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: part two, I, A, 2) at paragraphs 164, 170,
171, 172, 174 and 176.
27 Draft article 71 dea'ls with the right to require the buyer
to, perform the contract. In chapter IV of ULlS, such a provision appears in secti.on I (article 61) and in section III (article 70 (2)), but not in section II. This latter omission appears
to be another accidental ga,p that rewlted from fragmentation
of the remedial provisions of ULiS. See para. 39, above.
28 It would be possible to devise ,a provision on ",cure" by a
buyer of defective initia!l performance withifespect to payment
(i.e. correcting the terms of a lette,r of credit). However, the
provisions on oure in article 44 of ULIS and in article 43 his
of the Working Group redraft seem to be occasioned by the
special complications involved in the repair or replacement of
defective goods. As has been noted, ULIS does not set forth
a provision in chapter IV compamble to the cure provisions
of article 44 included in chapter IH. There seems no necessity
for such provisions since such issues can be handled in terms
of whether the initia:l failure of performance, or the delay in
correcting such 'a failure, cons,tituted a fundamental breach.
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ent Law", deals with the substance of the issues dealt
with in the three sets of remedial provisions in chapter IV of ULIS (subsec. I, C: articles 61, 62, 63 and
64; sec. II: articles 66, 67 (1) and 68; sec. III: art.
70).29 It is believed that such a unification of tne
remedies available to the seller implements the policies
that led the Working Group to take similar action with
respect to chapter III. (See paragraph 22 above.)
C.

PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR CHAPTER

IV

45. The following indicates in skeletal form the
structure for chapter IV that would result from decisions by the Working Group and the draft provisions
set forth herein:
CHAPTER IV.
SECTION

I:

OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUYER

PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT
BY THE BuYER

Articles 56-59
(See annex I to A/CN.9/75* and the compilation
(A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.18**) )
Article 60 [bis]
(See draft provision at paragraph 11 above)
Article 65
(Same as ULIS; see paragraph 26 above)

SECTION

n:

REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
BY THE BUYER

Articles 70-72 bis
( See draft provisions at paragraph 36 above)
II. CHAPTER V. PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AND OF THE BUYER

A.

REVISION AND RELOCATION OF PROVISIONS ON
PAYMENT BY BUYER IN ARTICLES 71 AND 72

46. It was proposed above (paragraphs 7-111) that
the substance of articles 71 and 72 be incorporated in
chapter IV in order to achieve a more complete and
intelligible presentation of the buyer's obligations with
respect to payment (e.g., time and place for payment

* UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
** Reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 2, above.

and right to inspection prior to payment). Such a consolidation was proposed in the draft article 60 [his]
that was set forth above at paragraph 11; this provision
also dealt with drafting problems that are presented by
articles 71 and 72. If the Working Group approves a
provision along the lines of the above draft, articles 71
and 72 should be deleted from chapter V.
47. As has been noted, the matters dealt with in
articles 71 and 72 are an integral part of the basic
obligations of the buyer with respect to payment, which
is dealt with in chapter IV, in subsection I, B, "Place
and date of payment". Article 73 deals with a distinct
problem: a privilege to suspend performance because
of a supervening circumstance--i.e., "Whenever, a.fter
the conclusion of ,the contlract, the economic situation
of the other party appears to have become so difficult
that there is good reason to fear that he will not perform a materiall part of his obligations". Problems
presented by such superrvening circumstances are closely
related to the problems dealt with in chapter V, section II, "Exemptions" (article 74). Consequently, article 73 should remadn in chapteT V.so On the other
hand, moving the provisions on the basic obligation of
the buyer to pay the price in articles 71 and 72 to
chapter IV would clarify .the structure of the uniform
law.
B.

Article 67
(See provision at paragraph 28 above, based on
ULIS 67 except that the italicized remedial provision
would be deleted.)

I, A, 3.

29 Article 66 (1) provides that where the buyer's failure to
take delivery "gives the seller good grounds for fearing that the
buyer wiU not pay the price", the seHer may declare the contract avoided, even if such failure does not constitute a fundamental breach. No such provision 'appears in section I,
"Payment of the price", or sectioo III, "Othe<r obligations", of
chapter IV, and it is difficult to see why a fanure (or delay)
in taking delivery calls for more extreme remedies than a
failure (or delay) ·with respect to payment of this price.
Compare the discussion of artiole 67 on ,failure to supply
specific,ations (para. 30, above). See also ULIS 73 (suspension
of performance based on fear of non-performance).
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SUSPENSION OF PERFORMANCE: ARTICLE

73

48. The provisions of artiole 73 deal with two subjects: (1) paragraph 1 establishes a generaJ. rule on
suspension of performance; (2) paragraphs 2 and 3
apply the general rule to a specific situation: preventing
of the delirvery of goods in tra~it to the buyeT.

1. The general rule on suspension of performance
49. Paragraph 1 of article 73 provides:
"Each party may suspend the performance of his
obligations whenever, after ,the conclusion of the
contract, the economic situation of the other pM1Jy
appears to have become so difficult that there is
good reason to fear that he will not perform a rna,terial pad of his obligaJtions."
50. One question, presented in 1969 in the reply
by Egypt to an inquiry by the Secretary-General, emphasized that the above provision ",leaves it to the party
concerned to evaluate both the economic situation of
the other party and the extent of the obligations which
will not be performed".'31 The same issue was diSCUSSed
at the Commission's' second session (1969); other representatives expressed the view that under this provision
a party is not given the right unilaterally to suspend
performance, and that if a party acts inconsistently with
the standard set forth in paTagraph 1 he would be
liable for damages for breach of contract.32 Thus, one
question that tlbe Working Group may wish to consider
is whether the statement in article 73 of the circum30 It would seem approp~iate for artide 73 to appea,r iJn
section I of chapter V under a heading such as "Suspension
of performance".
81 A/CN.9/111Add.3, p. 24.
82 UNCITRAL, Report on second sessdon (1%9); Official
Records of the General Assembly, twenty-fourth session,
Supplement No. 18 (AI7618), annex I, paras. 95-96.
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stances autho~izing suspension of performance is sufficiently definite and objootive. 33
51. A second question is the consequence of the
suspensi.on of ~rformanc.e. This problem can usefully
be cons'ldered 1n the setting of the following concrete
case, which is probably the most typical situation for
which article 73 was intended.
52. Case No.1. A sales COl1Jtract made in January
calls for delivery in June. In January an investigation
by the seLler's credit department indicates that the
buyer's financial position is strong, so the seller agrees
that the buyer may defer payment until 60 days after
the June delivery.84 However, in May the seller receives
information that the buyer's financial position has been
impaired so that it would be hazardous to deliver the
goods prior to payment: in the language of article 73
( 1), "there is good reason to fear" that the buyer will
not perfoI'm a material part of his obligation.
53. In the above Siituation, article 73 (l) simply
provides that the seller "may oospend the performance
of his obLigations". This bdef statement raises several
questions: Is the seller obliged to notify the buyer that
he is "suspending performance", or may the buyer receive his fir,st intimation of difficulty when the goods
fail to arrive in June? If the buyer's fiI11ancial position
remains doubtful, is the seLler entitled to do nothing
further in performance of the contract? (Note that the
only feature that should cause concern to the seller
was the initial provision for delivery on credit.) What
is the effect of the seller's "suspension of performance"
on the buyer's duty to perform? (Le., if the buyer
does nothing to remedy the situation, is he liable to
the seller for breach of contract, or does ,the· deterioration of the buyer's financial position relieve him of
responsibility under the contract?) Thus, under the
present te~t of article 73 the situation seems suspended
in mid-air.
54. In practice, ilJhe situation wouJd be handled as
follows: the seHer would notify the buyer that, because
of conoern over a current financial report, the arrangement for delirvery on credit will be suspended, and the
goods will be shipped only if the buyer first assures
that the price will be paid-typicaLly by establishing
an irrevocable lettler of credit. The artiole would be
more helpful if it gave somewhat clearer guidance to
the parties based on nOl1lllal commercial practice.
55. The operation of article 73 may also be
examined in the setting of the following situation:
56. Case No.2. A contraot made in JanuM)' calls
for the seller to manufacture goods to buyer's specifications and deliver them in June in exchange for cash
payment. In February the sel'ler receives a discouraging
report on the buyer's financial status so that there is
"good reason to fear" that ,the goods manufactu~ed
to buyer's specifications wouJd be Jeft on seller's hands.
(In this setting the seller cannot, of course, rely on a
theoretical legal obligation by the buyer to compensate
the seller for his loss.)
88 This question is related to that presented by the provision
in article 76 that a party may declare the contract avoided
where "it is clear that one of the parties will commit a fundamental breach of cOIltraot".
84 In practice, the sales contract wonld normally permit the
seller to modify or withdraw such ,anangements for credit until
the time for delivery.

57. In this situation, as in Case No.1, there is
need for a careful reconciliation of the interests of
both parties: (a) the seller needs protection against a
practical hazard; (b) the buyer needs to know of the
seller's concern; (c) the seller's performance should be
subject to suspension only until the buyer provides
~ssuranc~ of payment on delivery-typically by procurlUg the Issuanoe of a documentary letter of credit.
58. It seems advisable to supplement paragraph 1
of artiole 73 so as to deal with the foregoing problems.
Consideration might be given Ito the following:
Draft paragraph 1 bis for article 73
~ party suspending performance shaLl promptly
notIfy the other party thereof and shall continue
with performance if the other party, by guarantee,
documentary credit or otherwise, provides adequate
assurance of his performance. On failure by the
other party, within a reasonable time after notice
to provide such assurance, the party who suspended
performance may avoid the contract.

2.

Preventing delivery of goods in transit to the buyer

59.

The provisions on stoppage in transit in paraand 3 of article 73, In actual practice, become
applIcable only undler a rather rare combination of
circumstances: (11) the seller dispatches the goods to
the buyer without I'eceiving payment or assurance of
payment (as by documentary letter of credit) and
wIthout retaining control over the goods;85 and (2)
the seLler receives new information as to the buyer's
financial position while the goods are still in transit,
and in adequate time to take the steps required to
prevent the carrier from handing over the goods to
the buyer. Provisions on stoppage in transit appear,
in various forms, in national legislation and have led
to intriguing theoretical speculation, but it is doubtful
whether they have a significance in practice that is
commensurate with their difficulty.
grap~s 2

60. A basic question of interpretation arises under
the ULIS provisions on stoppage in trans,it: Do these
provisions impose legal obligations on carriers or third
persons, or is artide 73 confined to rights in the goods
as between the seller and buyer? Article 8 of ULIS,
~ app,;?ved unohanged by the Working Group, provIdes: The present Law shall govern only the obligations of the seller and the buyer arising kom a contraot
of sale." On the other hand, a wider scope for article 73 seems to be lmplied from the provision in
paragraph 2 that the seller "may prevent the handing
over of the goods" by the carrier and, more particularly
from the provision in paragraph 3 protecting a third
person olaiming the goods "who is a lawful holder of a
document which 'entitles him to obtain the goods" unless
the seller proves that ,the third person, when he obtained the document, "knowingly acted to the detriment of the seller". The 1969 I'eply of Austria to the
Secretary-General's inquiry expJ.1essed concern over the
liability which these provIsions may iJnfIict on carriers,
85 Such control could be handled by consigming the goods to
the order of the seller, and by transmitting this negotiable bill
of lading, with a sight draft, through banking channels.
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in conflict with provisions of municipal and international law concerning the carriage of goodS. 86
61. lit would be difficU!lt, within the scope of a
uniform law on sales, to deal adequately with the rights
of carriers and third pe11S0ns. Therefore, it seems advisable to make it clear that any provJsions on stoppage in transit in article 73 are limited to rights as
between the seller a11Jd buyer, and thus are compatible
with the scope of the law as defined in article 3. This
could be accomplished by an addition to paragraph 2
of article 73. (Tn the following dralft, it is doubtful
whether the bracketed language (a) is surplusage, or
(b) is helpful in the interest of olarity.)
Proposed addition to article 73 (2)
The foregoing provision relates only to the rights
in the goods as between the buyer and the seller
[and does not affect the obligations of carriers or
other persons].
62. If the Working Group decides that article 73
(2) is Iinlirted to rights as between the seller and buyer,
paragraph 3 becomes unnecessary and could be deleted.

C.

PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR CHAPTER

V,

SECTION

1

63. The foregoing proposals would lead to the
following sltructure for chapter V, section 1 (the first
two articles of this section in ULIS-articles 71 and
72-would be incorporated 'into chapter IV; see paragraphs 7-10, and proposed article 60 bis at paragraph 11 above:
CHAPTER V. PROVISIONS COMMON TO THE
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SELLER AND OF THE BUYER
SECTION I:

SUSPENSION OF PERFORMANCE

Article 73
1. Each party may suspend the performance of
his obligations whenever. after the conclusion of the
contract, the economic situation of the other party
appears to have become so difficult that there is good
reason to fear that he will not perform a material
part of his obligations. (Same as ULIS 73 (1).)
1 his. A party suspending performance shall
promptly notify the other party thereof, and shall
continue with performance if the other party, by
guarantee, documentary credit or otherwise, provides
adequate assurance of his performance. On failure by
the other party, within a reasonable time after notice,
to provide such assurance, the party who suspended
performance may avoid the contract. (See paragraph 58 above.)
2. If the seller has already dispatched the goods
before the economic situation of the buyer described
in paragraph 1 of this article becomes evident" he
may prevent the handing over of the goods to !he
buyer even if the latter holds a document whIch
entitles him to obtain them. The foregoing provision
relates only to the rights in the goods as between .the
buyer and the seller [and does not affect the obltgations of carriers or other persons]. (ULIS 73 (2),
with addition proposed at paragraph 61, above.)
36

p.9.

Analysis (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17), para. 13; A/CN.9/11,
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(Paragraph 3 of ULIS 73 is omitted. See paragraph 62 above.)
III.

A.

CHAPTER VI.

PASSING OF THE RISK

INTRODUCTION; RELATED DECISIONS BY WORKING
GROUP

64. An important problem, for which a uniform
law on sales should supply clear and practical answers,
is whether the seller or the buyer bears the risk of loss
to the goods. This problem usuaaIy is presented by
damage or loss occurring after the goods have been
handed over by the seller to a carrier or other intermediary and before they are received by the buyer. iIn
normal practice, all or most of this loss will be covered
by insurance.87 But even in such cases rules on risk of
loss are relevant to allocate the burden of pressing a
olaim against the insurer and of salvaging damaged
goods; where insurance coverage is inadequate or lacking, rules on risk of loss have even greater impact. 38
65. Significant decisions with respect to the approach to risk of loss were taken by the Working
Group at its third session (January 1972). At that
session the Working Group considered 'article 19 of
ULIS, which sets forth a complex definition of "delivery" (delivrance).39 The question of rules on risk of
loss arose at that time" since the basic rule on risk of
loss, contained in article 97 (1) of ULIS, states:
"1. The risk shall pass to the buyer when delivery of the goods is effected in accordance with the
provisions of the contract and the present !Law."
Consequently, it was necessary to consider whether the
definition of "delivery" in article 19 served well to
determine where risk of loss would fall, as well as to
determine the other issues which, under ULIS, turned
on whether there had been delivery of the goods.
66. In response to an earlier request by the Working Group, the Secretary-General prepared, a study
addressed to the above question" which the Working
Group considered at its third session. 40 At that session
the Working Group took two important decisions that
are relevant to the approach to chapter VI on passing
of the risk.
67. First, the Working Group conduded that the
concept of "delivery" was an unsatisfactory way to
approach the practical problem of the risk of loss, and
"that in approaching the problem of the definition of
87 In some settings the responsibility of the carrier for goods
lost or damaged while in his charge isanaIogous to the protection provided by a policy of insurance.
3S See also article 35 (1) (conformity of goods determine<! by
conditioo when risk passes) and the discussion of this provision
in the report of the Secretar;y-Gene.ral on obligations of the
seller (A/CN.9175, annex II, paras. 65-67). WeLl drafted contracts, and general conditions of sale, make specific provision
as to risk of loss, either by an explicit statement as to risk or
by the use of a defined trade term such as "FOB" or "CIF". Cf.
INCOTERMS (ICC Brochure 166), Register of Texts, vol. I,
chap. I, 2.
89 Report
on third session (A/CN.9/62, annex n,
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, I, A, 5),
paras. 17-19.
40 Report of the Secretwry-General on "delivery" in ULIS
(A/CN.9/WG.21WP.8) , UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. 1lI:
1972, part two, I, A, 1.
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'delivery' it would be assumed that problems of risk
of loss (chapter VI of ULIS) would not be controlled
by the concept of 'delivery' ".41
68. Secondly, the Working Group concluded that it
was necessary to adopt a different approach to "dellivery" ftram ,that employed in ULIS. This culminated
in decisions at the f0U11h session to delete the definition
of delivery in article 19 of ULIS and to state the seller's duties as to delivery in article 20. As had been
noted in the report of ,1lle Secretary-General, ULIS had
vaciLlated between two approaches to 'delivery: one is
to define the physical act of delivery; the second is to
specify the seller's legal duty to deliver: i.e., the contractuaJ. duty to perform the contract.42 Article 19 of
ULIS, which the Working Group deleted, follows the
first approach. Article 20, as drafted and approved by
the Working Group aJ1: its fourth session, follows the
second. Thus, article 20 is not a definition of the concept of "delivery" but states what the seller shall do to
perform his obligatioo under the contract. Thus, under
article 20 (a) delivery "shall be" effected in certain
cases by "handing the goods over to the carner". and
under artiole 20 (b) and (c) (where the buyer IS to
come for the good,s) "by placing the goods llJt the
buyer's disposal"-usually at the seller's place of
business.
69. For example, in the above situations covered
by articles 20 (b) and (c) (i.e., where the buyer is to
come for the goods), when the seller holds the goods
at the buyer's disposal at the reller's place of business,
the seller has performed his contractual duty with
respect to delivery. But such performance by the seller
does not COOSItitute the act of "delivery", which, as the
Working Group has observed, requires the co-01?eration
of both parties in effecting a transfer of p<)'ssession and
control from one party to the other. Indeed, the buyer
usually is unable, and is not required, to come and take
possession of the goods as soon as they are placed at
his disposition, and in some ,situations he may never
come and take over the goods. In most such cases, on
expiration of the period allowed for taking p?sse!lsion
the buyer will be in breach of cont~act and wIll be responsible to the seller for loss,resultmg therefr0n;t; however in some cases the buyer s delay or total fadure to
com~ and get the goods may be subject to an "exemption" or excuse (article 74). Consequently, to conclude
that a unilateral act by the seller under article 20 (b)
or (c) constitutes an act of "de~ive1{''' ~hich trans~ers
risk of loss to the buyer could raIse slgmficant practical
problems which call for further attention. See paragraphs 73-74 below.
B. ISSUES PRESENTED BY THE RISK PROVISIONS OF
ULIS, AND SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

70. The approach chosen by the Workbag Group at
the fourth sesslion, in draftling al1tiole 20 as a statement
41 Report on third session (A/CN.9/62, UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, I, A, 5) annex II, para. 1~. The
reasons supporting this conclusion had been deyeloped, In the
setting of concrete situations, in the above-mentIOned report of
the Secretary-General on "delivery" in UUS (UNCITRAL
Yearbook Vol. III, 1972, part two, I, A, 1).
42 Rep~rt of the Secretary-General on "delivery" in UUS
(A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.8, UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. Ill: 1972,
part two, I, A, 1), paras. 5, 41,56-61.

of the seHer's duty with respect to performllJnce of the
contract rather than as a definition of the act or concept of delivery, reinforces the decision taken at ,the
third session-that rules on risk of loss would not be
controlled byth1e concept of "delivery".48 The underlying issues may be illustrated by reference to the following situation.
71. Case No.1. The parties agree on the sale to
the buyer of goods, whioh are to be made available to
the buyer at the seller's place of business during the
month of May, and which the buyer will come and
take away by his own transport at any time during
that month. (Compare a sale ex works.) On 1 May the
goods are ready and available for delivery, but on 2 May
the goods are destroyed by fire while ,they remain on
the premises of the seller.
72. On the above facts, the seller has performed
his contractual duty as defined in article 20 (b) and
(c), as approved by the Working Group at its fourth
session. 44 However, under the rules on risk of loss in
UlJIS, rJsk would remain on the seller. Under article 97
(l) risk passes to the buyer on "delivery"; under
article 19 (l), (which is applicable in cases that do not
irwolve carriage of the goods), "delivery" oonsists in
"handing over" the goods-an event which, in the
above case, has not occurred. Only when the buyer
fails to perform his obligation with respect to removal
of the goods (i.e., if he fails to come for them during
May), would risk pass to the buyer by virtue of article 98 of ULIS.
73. The approach taken by ULlS with respect to
risk of loss while the goods are in the seLler's possession seems to be supported by practical considerations.
In the absence of breach of contract by one party
which prolongs possession (and risk) by the other
party, there are practical reasons to allocate risk of
loss to the party (a) who is in possession and control
of the goods and (b) who, under normal commercial
practice is most likely to have effecti~e insurance coverage f~r the goods. Eaoh of these two considerations
calis for brief comment.
(a) A buyer who is asked to pay for goods which
he never received because they were des,troyed while
in the seller's possession will naturally consider the
possibility that negligence of the seneI' or his agents
caused or contributed to the loss. The relevant facts
(e.g., the circumstances that led to a fire on seller's
premises) present difficult problems as to proof (and
disproof) and can lead to expensive litigation-as well
as to dis,appointmel1Jt of the buyer's expect.ation that he
will receive from the seller the goods which th'e seller
promised to hand over to him.
(b) Goods in the seller's possession awaiting delivery
to the buyer are more likely to be covered by the seller's insurance than by the buyer's. One of the most
efficient and common forms of insurance is ,the policy
covering "Building and contents", which is carried by
the bus,inessman in poss1ession and controJ of the
43 Report on third session (A/CN.9/62; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, I, A, 5), annex II, para. 17 discussed above at para. 67.
44 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9/75; UNCITRAL Yearbook Vol. IV: 1973, paJrt two, I, A, 3), para. 29. See also the
Compilation (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.18), reprodUced in this volume, part two, I, 2 above.
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bUJilding. Such a policy is efficient and common because
the insurer can calculate tihe conditions, and risk experience, with respeot to losses in such a building
(e.g., fire resistance of construction, storage of flammable maJtedals, security measures against theft, and
the like). The buyer who has just· signed a contract
for the purchase of goods is not likely to take out· a
special policy of insurance covering such goods, and
such special ooverage is relatively expensive because of
administrative costs and the difficulty of rating 'risks
ooder unknown conditions.
74. In addition, allocating to the seller the risk of
loss of goods held by the seller on his own premises (as
in 'the fact'S stated in case No.1 at paragraph 71 above)
minimizes complex problems of "appropriation" (identificatJion) of goods and of notice to the buyer withrespect to "appropri8ltion" to which members of the
Working Group have referred in conne~ion with ULIS
98 (2) and (3).45
75. For these reasons, suggested draft provisions,
which appear below, follow the approach of UUS as to
allocation of risk of loss in the situation described
above, rather than an allocation of risk based on the
seller's performance of his contractual duty based on
revised article 20. On the other hand, the proposed
draft provisions integrate provisions which under UUS
are divided between article 19 and articles 96-101
(chapter VI), and also avoid .the problems which the
Working Group concluded were the result of the use
in UUS of the definition of "delivery" (delivrance) .46
Other aspects of the draft· provisions will be explained
below (paragraphs 77 to 86).
1. Draft provisions for chapter VI: passing of the risk
76. Consideration may be given to the following

provisions for chapter VI:
CHAPTER VI.

PASSING OF THE RISK

[Article 96: omitted]
Article 97 (See UUS 97 (1), 19 (2),99)
( 1) The risk shall pass to the buyer when the
goods are handed over to him. (See ULIS 97 (1).)
(2) Where the contract of sale involves carriage
of the goods, the risk shaM pass to the buyer when
the goods are handed over to the carrier for transmission to the buyer. (See UUS 19 (2).)
(3) Where the [sale is of] contract relates to
goods then in trans~t [by sea] the risk sha:ll be borne
by the buyer as from the time of the handing over
of the goods to the carried". However, where the seller
knew or ought to have known, at the -time of the
conclusion of the contract, ,that the goods had been
45 See analysis (A/CN.9/WG.2/WP.17), para. 90 and annex V, paras. 5 and Ii.
46 Report on third session (A/CN.9/62; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, I, A, 5), annex II, paras. 17-19;
report on fourth session (A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3), paras. 16-21. One of the
difficulties resulting f,rom the definitioo of "delivery" in article 19 of UUS was that, under some circumstaoces, goods
which were not in conformity with the contract would never
be "delivered" to the buyer even if they were used or consumed by him. This led to both practk,al difficulties and difficulties of translation.
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lost or had deteriO!1"ated, the risk shall remain with
him [until the time of ,the conclusion of the contract] unless he disclosed such fact to the buyer
[and the buyer agreed to assume such risk]. (See
UUS 99.)
Article 98 (See UUS 98 (1) and (2»
(2) Where the contract relates to unidentified [a
saJe of unascertained] goods, delay on ·the part of
the buyer shall causetJhe risk to pass only where
the seller has [set a~ide goods.] manifestly identified
goods [appropriated] to the contract and has notified
the buyer that this has been done. (ULIS 98 (2),
w1th indicated drafting changes.)
[Paragraph (3) of UUS 98 is omitted.]
[Article 99: Omitted: see article 97 (3) of above draft]
[Article 100: omitted]
[Article 101: omitted]
2. Discussion of draft provisions for chapter VI:
risk of loss
77. Article 96 of UUS, under the above draft
provisiODiS, would be om1tted. 47 The provision that
where.the risk. has p~sed to the buyer "he shall pay
the pnce notWIthstanding the loss or deterioration of
the go?ds".fron;t ~e point of view merely articulates
an ObVIOUS Imphcation of passage of the risk and duplicat~s the sub~tance of article 35 (1) (first sentence),
WhICh has been approved by the Working Group.48
Under this reading, the provision would probably be
unnecessary but harmless. On the othed" hand the provision that the buyer "shall pay the price" 'might be
read (incorrect!y) as a l1emedial provisiOlll which would
~ive the seller the right to recover the full price (as
contrasted with damages) whenever the risk of loss
has passed to the buyer-an approach that would be
inconsistent with the system of remedies approved by
the Working Group at 1ts fourth session. 49 The choice
does not appe8lf to be of major importance, and article 96 probably would not cause serious inconvenience in practice. However, in the interest of simplicity
and clarity, the artiole is omitted from the above draft
provisiol11s.
47 See the divergent views on this question summarized in
the Analysis (A/CN.9/WG.21WP.17), para. 84. See ibid.,
annex V, paras. 3, 6 and 11; .annex VIH, paras. 6-7; annex IX,
paca. 16; reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 4 above.
48 See CompHation (A/CN.9/WG.21WP.18; reproduced in
this volume, part two, I, 2), and discussion of article 35 in
the report of the Secretary-General on obligations of the seller
(A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: part two,
I, A, 2), annex II, pa,ras. 65-66.
49 See article 42 (l) (right to require seller to perform the
contract), Report on fourth session (A/CN.9175); UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, ,I, A, 3) pa,ra. 97. Compare
the proposed draft article 71 (based on article 42) set forth
above at paraglfaph 36. Recovery by the seller of the fuLl price
(as contrasted with damages) as a practical matter requires the
buyer to take over the goods; where the seHer is still in possession of the goods, this is equivalent to requiring specific
performance of the contract, a remedy which, under UUS
and under the text approved by the Working Gronp, is not
automatically avai[able. However, this inconsistency would
probably be insignificant if the Working Group approved the
approach, recommended herein, whelfeby the risk of loss would
not normally be transferred to the buyer until the goods are
"handed over" to him.
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78. Artiole 97 of the draft states in paragraph 1 a
general rule on passage of risk which is applicable
to the minority of cases where the contract does not
involve carriage of the goods-Le., where ~e buyer
is obliged to come or send for the goods, as III a contract ex works. Cases where the contract involves carriage of the goods would be governed by paragraphs 2
and 3.
79. Paragraph 1 preserves the substance of the rule
on risk of loss of ULIS which results from combining
articles 19 (1) and 97 (1), but in a simpler and unified form. The reasons of polioy that support the approach of ULIS on this point have been discus&ed in
paragraphs 73 to 74 above.
80. Paragraph 2 preserves the substance of the
rule that would 'result under ULIS under articles 19 (2)
and 97 (1 )-but again ,in a simplified and UDJified form.
This draft does not retain the exception in article 19 (2)
where another "place for delivery has been agreed
upon". The purpose of that exception is to give effect
to a contractual provision specifying the point at :vhich
risk shall pass to the buyer. 5o However, under article 8,
the provisions of the uniform law yield to the agreement of the parties; repeating this rule in certain parts
of the law seems unnecessary.
81. Paragraph 3 1s based on article 99 of ULIS,
which provides in liffiii,ted circumstances for transfer to
the buyer of 101SS that had occurred prior to the making
of the contract. The provision is placed in conjunction
w1th the rule of paragraph 2 (lisk where the contract
involves carriage) in conformity with sug~esHons ma~e
in studies prepared for the present seSSIOn.51 Certam
pos.sible drafting changes are indicated by brackets and
italics. The most significant of these relates to
the language of ULIS 99 (2), which states that even
if the seller knew that "the goods had been lost or had
deteriorated" and fa.iIs to inform the buyer of this fact,
risk shall remain on the !seller "until the time of the
conclusion of the contract". It will be noted that under
this artide, the goods are in transit at the ,tim.e of the
making of the contract; if, ,after the contract IS made,
the goods suffer further transit da~age thi~ provis!on
would make it necessary to ascertam the pomts dunng
the transit at which various types of damage occurredan inquiQ)' that is subj'ect to practical d~ffic~lties, partJicularly in the setting of ~od~r~ contamer~zed transpopt. In the interest of SImplICIty an~ faIrnes,s, the
mod,ificaNon indicated at the end of artIcle 97 (3) of
the above draft (paragraph 76) would slightly. restrict
the benefits which this difficult and controverSial provision confers on the sel:1er.
82. A,rticle 98 deals with the significant problem
of the effiect of breach by the buyer on risk of loss. This
article could be applicable either at the end of transit
under a contract caning for delivery ex ship (or the
like), or at the s,eller's factory under a contract calling
for the buyer to come for the goods. The above draft
retains the substance of paragraphs 1 and 2 of ULIS 98,
but omits paragraph 3. A study sUbl}'litted for this.session suggests that paragraph 1 of article 98 be retamed
50

This agreement may be expressed by a

t~ade

term (such as

ex ship) which is understood to fix the point for passage of

risk.

51 Analysis, para. 92.

(.in &nbstanoe) but that both paragraphs 2 and 3 of
ULIS 98 be omitted.52
83. Paragraph 2 of article 98 responds to the fact
that specific goods are usua11y not identified ("ascertained") when the contract is made, and Ithat such
identification normally occurs only when the goods are
packed and labelled for shipment or for handing over to
the buyer. It is a basic principle of sales law that risk of
loss cannot pas'S until the goods in question are identified ("asoelt'ltained").5:l Indeed, it is difficult to think
of passage of risk in goods unless one can identify the
goods in question. This principle may be so fundamental
that it need not be stated. On the other hand, the deletion of a statement of this principle, now embodied in
ULIS 98 (2), may lead Ito misunderstanding. In addition, ULiS 98 (2) requires not only that the goods
have been "manifestly appropriated to the contract"
but also that the seller "has notified the buyer th8lt this
has been done". Where the seller seeks to hold the
buyer for the loss of goods destroyed on the seller's
premises, this notice requirement may be useful to
prevent a false olaim, following a fire or ,theft from the
seller's place of business, that the goods lost had been
"set aside" and "appropriated to the buyer".
84. Paragraph 2 of ULIS 98 employs 1lhe concepts
"unascertained" and "appropriated". These concepts
have complex connotations in natiOitUlll law which
present problems of translation and could lead to misunderstanding in an international statute. "Identification" of goods seems to be a clearer concept, and has
been suggested in italicized portions of the draft
proposal.
85. Paragraph 3 of ULIS 98 is much less helpful. Indeed, this provision is difficuJt to apply in practice since it seems to contemplate that risk passes in
unidentified ("unascertained")· goods-an approach
which, for l'easons just mentioned, would present problems of application and dangel'S of abuse. For these
reasons, paragraph 3 is omitted from the draft proposaL
86. Article 99 of ULIS, for reasons indicated above
(paragraph 81) has been included in a slightly modified form, as paragraph 3 of draft article 97.
87. Artio},e 100 of ULIS states a modification of
artide 19 (3) of ULIS, which the Working Group
decided to delete. 54 ULIS 19 (3) deals with the poss-ibility that goods might be handed over to the carrier
w.ithout being clearly "appropriated" to the contract;
ULIS 100 dc'als with the possibility that when the
seHer, after dispatching "unappropriated" goods, might
send a notice to the buyer at a ,time when he knew (or
ought to have known) that the goods had been lost or
damaged in transit. UndeT article 97 (2) of the aboiVe
draft proposal, risk passes to the buyer when the goods
have been "handed over to the carrier for transmission
52 See the analysis, para. 90 and annex V (reproduced in this
volume, part two, 1, 4, above), pa.ras. 5, 6 and 11. On the other
hand, the outline of provisiOil1s in annex VI (ibid.) calls for the
retention of article 98. See also annex IX (ibid.), para. 18.
5:l It may be suggested that risks can pass when the buyer
purchases a part or fraction of an identified larger mass or
·'bulk". However, this is not an exception ~o th~ gene~.al rule,
for in such cases the larger mass must be Identified; fisk then
passes with respect to a share in the larger mass or "bulk".
54 Report on fourth session (A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV : 1973, part two, I, A, 3), para. 21.
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to the buyer". In such a case, it seems that problems
of lack of "appropriation" could scarcely aJl.'iise. The
combination of artioles 19 (3) and 100 of UUS produce a complex set of rules which seem unnecessary and
difficult of praotical application. Consequently, ULIS
100 is omitted from the draft provision-a result that
is consistent with the study on this topic submitted for
the present session. 5li
88. Article 101 of ULIS provides ,that the passing
of risk "shall not necessarily be determdned by the provisions of the contract ooncerning expenses". This
cryptic statement was unhelpful in the setting of ULIS
and would be quite unnecessary under the above draft
provisions which llIVoid the complex concept of "delivery". The above draft omits article 10 I-a recommendation which conforms to that in the above-mentioned study.ll6
3. Non-conformity of the goods: effect on risk
and the right to avoid the contract
89. Artiole 97 (2) of UUS provides:
2. In the case of the handiJng over of goods which
are not in conformity with the contract, the risk shall
pass to the buyer from the moment when the handing
over has, apart from the lack of confomnity, been effected in accordance witlh the provisions of the contract and of the present Law, where the buyer has
neither deolared the contraot avoided nor required
goods in replacement.
90. TIlls provision. is addressed to the following
situation: The goods which the seller hands over to
the buyer (or to a carrier) do not fuUy conform to the
contract. However, as often is the case when the nonconformdty can readily be dealt with by an allowance or
deduction from the price, the buyer does not "avoid the
contract" or require the seller to replace the goods. In
these circumsil:ances, when does the risk of loss pass to
the buyer?
91. The complex rules embodied in ULIS 97 (2)
were designed to cope with consequences produced by
the interaction of two other provisions of ULIS: (1) article 19 (1) of UUS defines "delivery" as the "handing
over of goods which conform with the contract"; (2)
under article 97 (1), risk passes "when delivery is effooted iJn accordance with the provisions of the contract
and the present Law". TheSie two provisions would
produce the following surprising resuJt: If the seller
hands over goods which do not conform with the contract, "delivery" win never occur and risk will never
pass to the buyer-even though the buyer chooses to
retain the goods, ,and uses (or even consumes) them.
92. To avoid the above result produced by UUS
19 (1) and 97 (1), it was necessary to add article 97
(2), whioh was quoted at paragraph 89. Thisprovisian is not easy to read, but it seems designed to say
that if the buyer retains the goods (Le., if he does not
avoid the contract or require goods in replacement), the
risk of loss shall be deemed to have passed retroactively
to the buyer when the goods were handed over to him
or to a carrier.
5~

Analysis, para. 94 and annex V (reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 4, above) paras. 9 and 11. But compare
annex IX (ibid.) in which article 100 is retained.
~6Ibid.
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93. In short, the SOUlrce of the difficulty that led to
this provision. was the rule of UUS 19 (1) that "deUvery" does noll: ooour when goods are handed over
which do not "conform with the contract". This difficulty has been removed by the Working Group's decision to delete article 19. 57 It would seem to follow that
~cle 97 (2), a.t least in its present form, would be
mappropriate. The questJion that [emains is whether
there ,is need for some other provision in chapter VI
dealing with tlhe effect of seller's breach of contract on
the transfer of risk to the buyer.
94. This question oan be analysed in the setting of
the two following cases.
95. Case No.1. The seller hands over to the buyer
(or to a carrier) goods which fa.iJl to conform to the
contract in a manner which, although requiring a reductIon of the price, would not justify a'Voidance of
tlhe con.traot. These goods then suffer damage while in
the possession of the buyer (or of the carrier).
96. Case No.2. The facts are the same as in case
No. ~, except that the non-conformity of the goods
oonstitutes a "fundamental breach" which would justify
avoidance of ,the contract. As ;in case No.1, the goods
suffer damage after they have been handed over to the
buyer or to a carrier.
97. Case No.1 presents the following issue: Should
the minor non-conformity of the goods prevent the
transfer of risk, which normally would have occurred
when the goods were handed over? If so, minor breaches
of contract coUJ1d have serious consequences: (a) transit
risks would often faIl on the seller, even though the
damage would normally be disclOSted at destination
under circumstances in which ,the buyer (inaccordanc~
witlh the conllract) could more efficiently assess the
minor damage and file a claim against the iJnsurer or
carrier; (b) if the seller is made responsible for the
damage ,to the goods, the breach would often be sufficieniflly serious to justify avoidance of the contraot.~8
Both of the above consequences seem unfortunate: a
minor non-conformity of the goods probably should not
reverse the basic roles on. risk of loss. If this conclusion
is. correct, no provlision to deal with the situation
described in case No. 1 need be added to chapter VI
(risk of loos).
98. Case No.2 involved a shipment in which the
seller's breaoh was sufficiently material to entitle the
buyer to avoid the contract. Should the faCil: tllat the
goods were damaged in transit (after the risk passed to
the buyer) bar the buyer from avoiding the contract on
the ground that he could not: "return the goods in the
condition in which he received them", as required by
article 79 (1).
99. If, as Steems probable, the buyer should retain
hiis right to avoid the contract in spite of the damage
to the goods, it would be necessary to examine the five
exceptions to the rule of article 79 (1) that appear in
article 79 (2) to ascertain whether they adequately deal
with this question. It seems that the problem may be
57 Report on fourth ses,sion(A/CN.9175; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, I, A, 3) para. 21.
58 Article 35 (1) provides that conformity of the goods with
the contract shall be determined by their condition at the time
when risk passes.
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met by the fourth exception (article 79 (2) (d». Under
this provision:
"2. Nevertheless,the buyer may declare the contract avoided:

"
"(d) If the impossibility of returning the goods

or of returning them in the condition in which they
were received is not due to the act of the buyer or of
some other person for whose conduct he is responsible;"
However, it seems advisable to give final consideration
to any problems of draftsmanship or clarity that may be
presented by this provision in connexion with the Workfig Group's examination of the rules on avoidance in
article 79 of ULIS.
100. The situation described in case No.2 presents
one further issue-the effect of a fundamental breach
of contract by the sdler on the passage of risk to the
buyer. (It will be recalled that ,this problem arises only
when the goods are seriously defective and also have
been damaged-usually in transit.) If the buyer exercises his right to avoid the contraot, or requires other
goods in replacement, the answer is cleM': the seHer
must take O'Ver and suffer any loss with respect to the
goods that are both defeotive and damaged.
101. It might be suggested that where there has
been a fundamental breach of contract, the buyer will
normally ex:ercise his right to avoid the contract (or
require good,s in replacement), so that no further problem need be considered. However, it is conceivable
that the buyer's need for the goods might, in some
cases, lead him to retain the goods. On this hypothesis,
should the buyer be entitled to claim against the seller
for (1) the defect, and (2) the damage to rthe goods
that occurred after the seHer handed them over?
102. Exam~nation of ULIS 97 (2) (quoted at
paragraph 89 above) shows that, under ULIS, if the
buyer does not declare the contract avoided or require
goods in replacement, the risk of loss remains with the
buyer. Consequently, under ULIS: (1) the buyer may
!l"ecover for the defect resulting from the seller's breach
of contract; but (2) he may not recover for the damage
to 1Jhe goods that occurred after they were handed over.
Under the simplified approach to delivery that has been
adopted by the Work1ng Group, and under the above
draft prov,isioos for chapter VI (paragraph 76), this
same result is achieved without the addition of a provision like tha;t of ULIS 97 (2). (As has been noted
at paragraphs 90-93, above, the complex rule of ULIS

97 (2) was made necessary oIll1y by the provision in
ULIS 19 .( 1) that goods are not "delivered" umess they
"conform with the contract"; this problem has been
removed by the Working Group by the deletion of
article 19.)
. 103. The above approach has the meriJt of simplicIty alI1d probab~y would not encounter serious difficulty
in practice. On the other hand, it might be suggested
that the above approach is subject to the following criticism: The buyer may transfer the risk of loss to the
seHer if he avoids .the contract but not if he retains the
goods. As a COIlsequence, this rule may encourage
avoidance of the contract. However, the problem can
arise onty under a relati'Vely rare combination of circumstances: the conjunction of (1) fundamental breach
and (2) dam,age and (3) the lack of adequate insurance
coverage and (4) a situation in which the buyer might
be willing to retaan the goods in spite of a fundamental
breach.
104. If it is thought desirable to reverse the result
achieved under ULIS and the above draft provisions
for ohapter IV, conSJideration might be given to adding
the following as article 99. (It will be noted that article 98 deals with the effect of breach by 'the buyer;
this would be followed by the following draft provision
dealing with the effect of breach by the seller.)
Draft article 99
Where the failure of th'e seller to perform any of
his obligations under the contract of sale and the
present law cOOS'titutes a fundamental breach of
contract, the risk with respect to goods affected by
such failure of performance shall remain on the
seller so ~ong as the buyer may declare the contract
avoided.
105. The attempt to devise a statutory text to
deal with the above problem unfortunately requires reCOULrse to the concept of "fundamental breach of contract"-a ,test that is iJnherently subj<ect to doubt and
dispute. 59 It may be doubted whether the situation is of
sufficient practical importance (see paragraph 103
above) to justify complicating the rules on risk of loss.
For these reasons, the above draft al'I1:iole 99 is not included in the draft prov1sioos proposed for chapter VI.
59 It may be assumed that minor contJl'actual deviations would
not justify reversal of the rules on risk of loss resulting from
the provisions of the uniform ~aw or from the contract. See
annex VI (reproduced in this volume, part two, I, 4) to the
Analysis (comment to proposed article 94), and paragraph 97
above.
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1. In response to decisions by the Uni'ted
Nations Commission on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL), the Secretary-General prepared a
"Draft uniform law on international bills of exchange
and international promissory notes, with commentary"
(A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.2).1 At its fifth session (1972)
the Commission established a Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments. The Commission requested that the abO'Ve draft uniform law be submitted
to the Working GrQlUp and entrusted the Working
Group with the preparation of a final draft. 2
2. The Working Group held its first session in
Geneva in January 1973. At that session the Working
Group considered articles of the draft uniform law relatingto transfer and negotiation (articles 12 to 22),
the rights and liabilities of signatories (articles 27 to
40), and the definition and rights of a "holder" and
a "protected holder" (articles 5, 6 and 23 and 26).3
February 1974
UNCITRAL report on the fourth session (1971), Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 35; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. U: 1971, part one, II, A. For a brief history of the
subject up to the fourth session of the Commission, see AI
CN.9/53, paras. 1 to 7; report of the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law on the work of its
fifth session (1972), Official Records of the General Assembly,
Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717) para.
61 (2) (c); UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part one,
II, A.
21bid., para. 61 (1) (a).
3 Report of the Working Group on International Negotiable
Instruments on the work of its first session (Geneva, 8-19
January 1973). A/CN.9/77; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, II, 1.
1
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3. The Commission at its sixth session (1973) took
note with appreciation of the report of the Working
Group on its first session, and requested it to continue its work. 4
4. The Working Group held' its second session at
United Nations Headquarters ,in New York from 7 to
18 January 1974. The Working Group cO!llJSists of the
following eight members of the Commission: Egypt,
France, India, Mexico, Nigeria, the Union of Soviet
So?ia~ist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
BntaJ11l and Northern Ireland, and the United States
of America. With the exception of Egypt, all the members of the Working Group were represented. The session was also attended by obsefIVefs from the following
members of the Commission: Austria, Brazil Czechoslovakia, Greece, Guyana, Japan, Nepal, Philippines
and Sierra Leone, and by observers from the International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements, Commission of the European Communities,
Hague Conference on Private International Law and
the European Banking Federation.
5. The Working Group elected the following officers:
Chairman
Mr. Rene Roblot (France)
Rapporteur .... Mr. Roberto L. MantiJla-Molina (Mexico)

6. The Working Group had befoce ill: the following
documents: a provisional agenda (A/CN.9/WG.IV/
WP.3 ), the draft uniform law on international bills of
exchange and international promissory notes, and com4 UNCITRAL report on the sixth session (1973) Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), paras. 25-36; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, n, A.
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mentary (A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.2),5 and the report of
the Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments on the Work of its first session, Geneva
8-19 January 1973 (A/CN.9/77).6
DELIBERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

7. As at its fimt session, the Working Group decided to concentrate its wot:k. on tJhe substance of the
draft uniform :taw and to request the Secretariat to
prepare a revised draft of those articles in respect of
which its deliberations would indicate modifications of
substance or of s,t'yile.
8. In the course of iJts session, the Working Group
OOllsidered articles 42 to 62 of the draft ooiform law.
A summary of the Groop's deliberations in respect of
those articles and its conclusions are set forth in paragraphs 10 to 140 of this report.
9. At the close of its session, the Working Group
expressed its appreciation to the representatives of
international banking and trading organizations that
are members of ·the UNCITRAL Study Group on
International Paymellits for the assistance they had
given to the Group and the Secretariat. The Group
expressed the hope that the members of the Study
Group would continue to make their experielJ.1ce and
services avaiJable during the remaining phases of the
current project.
A. Liability of an endorser on the instrument
Article 41
"The endorser engages that upon dishonour of the
bill by non-acceptance or non-payment or upon dishonour of the note by non-payment, and upon any
necessary protest, he will pay the amount of the
instrument, and any interest and expenses whioh
may be claimed under articles 67 or 68, to the holder
or to any party subsequent to himself who is in possession of the instrument and who is discharged from
<liabii1ty thereon in accordance with articles 69 (2),
70, 71 or 76."
10. Article 41 lays down what is the liability of
the endorser on his endorsement of an international
instrument. Under the article, the liability of an endorser is a 'secondary liability: it materializes upon
mshonour of the instrument by non-acceptance or by
non-payment and is subject to any necessary presentment for acceptance or for payment and the making of
a protest. An endorser may limit or exclude his liability on the instrument by an express stipulation to that
effect on the instrument. At its first session, the Working Group decided that the question as to whether a
party can limit or exclude his liability should be dealt
with in the articles governing the liability of each of
the parties to an instrument (see report of the Working
Groop on International Negotiable Instruments 0IJ.1 the
work of its first sessiO!l1, A/CN.9/77, paragraph 99,
in fine).7 The Group also agreed that an exclusion or
1imitatiO!l1 of liability by a party would be effective only
5 The text of the drad't unifonn law on internationaJ bills of
exchange and international promissory notes was reproduced
in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II, 2.
6 UNC1TRAL YeaJrbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II, 1.
7 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vot IV: 1973, part two, II, 1.

with respect to that party (ibid., paragraph 102). Consequently, article 41 of the revised text (A/CN.9/
WG.IV/CRP.3) provides that:
"(a) The endorser may exclude or limit his liabi:lhy by an express stipulation 0!l1 the instrument.
"(b) Such stipulation shall be effective only with
respect to the endorser."
11. In conneX:ion with the endorser's liability being
subject to the making of a protest, where protest is
necessary, it was noted that article 58 allowed for the
making of an authenticated protest and the making of
a protest in simplified form. The question was raised
as to what would be the legal effect of a protest, in
simplified form, for dishonour of an instrument on
which it was stipulated that an authentic protest was
required. In this connexion, it was suggested that in
such a case the holder should not lose his rights of
recourse against prior parties, but should be liable for
any damages that were due to his failure to make an
authenticated protest. The Working Group decided to
take up this question in the context of artiole 58.
12. It was suggested that the commentary to article 41 should emphasize the importance of the giving
of notice in view of the fact that failure to do so would
make the holder liable for damages (see article 66).
13. The Working Group expressed prov:isional
agreement with article 41. In accordance with the opinion expressed by it at its first session (A/ON.9/77,
para. 120) ,8 the Group decided that the part of the
article dealing with the endorser's liability to parties
subsequent to himself who axe in possession of the instrument and are discharged of liability thereon, should
be examined in connexion with the provisions of the
draft uniform law concerning discharge (part six).
B. Liability of an endorser outside the instrument
Article 42
"( 1) Any person who negotiates an instrument
shall be liable to any holder subsequent to himself
for any damages that such holder may suffer on
aCCOU!l1t of the fact that prior to the negotiation
"(a) A signature on the instrument was forged or
unauthorized; or
"(b) The instrument was materially altered; or
"(c) A party has a valid claim or defence; or
"(d) The bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance
or non-payment or the note is dishonoured by non.,.
payment.
"(2) Liability on account of any defect mentioned in paragraph (1) shall be incurred only to a
holder who took the instrument without knowledge
of such defect."
14. Article 42 concerns the liability of an endorser
outside the instrument. An endorser is liable for any
damages that a subsequent holder may suffer because
of defects in previous signatures, material alterations
or other infirmities in the rights of the endorser to and
upon the instrument. The fact that the endorser did
not know of such defects, alterations or infirmities,
whether negligently or not, does not affect his liability
under the article. Such liability runs with the instru8
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ment in favour of any subsequent holder who, when
taking the instrument, had no knowledge of the defects,
alterations or infirmities.
Since the liability incurred under article 42 is a
liability outside the instrument, it is incurred also by
a person who is not himself liable on the instrument,
as where an endorser has endorsed the instrument
"without recourse" or where a person has transferred
an instrument, on which the last endorsement is in
blank, by mere delivery. Furthermore, such liability
materializes the moment the instrument is delivered,
regardless of its date of maturity. Since the Hability is
outside the instrument, presentment and the making
of protest is not a condition precedent to such liability.
15. The Working Group expressed provisional
agreement with the inclusion in the draft of a provision
on the lines of article 42" subject to reviewing the
article in the context of forged or unauthorized signatures. The following observations were made:
(i) I The article should provide for an upper limit
of the amount for damages beyond which the
endorser would not be liable. It was agreed
that such liability should not exceed the amount
which a holder may receive by application of
article 67 or 68.
(ll) The expression "any person" in paragraph 1
of article 42 should not comprise agents for
collection. In this connexion it was noted that
such agents could be contractually liable to
the holder, i.e. outside the instrument.
(iii) The Working Group was of the opinion that
a person liable under article 42 should be permitted to exclude his liability, for instance by
writing on the instrument the words "without
recourse". However, it was noted that the insertion of such a olause in the instrument
could be construed as excluding the liability
of the endorser under both article 41 and
artiole 42, thus making it impossible for him
to exclude his liability under one of these articles only. The Group instructed the Secretariat
to examine the possibility of a special clause
which would exclude liability under artiole 42
only, ,and to make appropriate inquiries to
that effect among banking and trade institutions.
(iv) The Working Group was agreed that a person
liable under article 42 should not be able to
exclude his liability if he himself had committed a fraud, if he knew that prior to the
transfer of the instrument to him a signature
on the instrument was forged or unauthorized.
where the instrument was materially altered,
where a party had a valid claim or defence,
or where the instrument was dishonoured by
non-acceptance or non-payment.
16. The Working Group concluded that the provision in article 42 (l) (c) should be complemented
by adding the words "against him", on the ground
that defences between previous parties that could not
be opposed to the transferor should not give rise to
an actIon against the transferor.
17. The question was raised whether the liability
under article 42 should also extend to liability for
insolvency of a prior party. It was agreed that artiole 42
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should not deal with this issue. However, it was pointed
out that, under the draft uniform law, the fact that the
drawee was in the course of insolvency proceedings
constituted dishonour by non-acceptance; the transferor
would thus become Hable under article 42. The Working Group requested the Secretariat to ensure that this
consequence be specifically stated in the commentary
on the final text of the draft uniform law to be submitted to the Commission.
18. As regards the use of the term "negotiates" in
paragraph (l) of article 42, the Working Group requested the Secretariat to employ, in the revised text
of the article, the concepts of endorsement and delivery, in accordance with its conclusions in respect
of article 13 (see report of the Working Group on
the work of its first session, A/CN.9/77, para. 17).9
19. One representative and the observer of an
internatiomcl organization expressed their reservations
in respect of article 42.
C. Rights and liabilities of a guarantor (articles 43-45)
Article 43
"( 1) Payment of an instrument may be guaranteed, as to the whole or part of its amount, by
any person who mayor may not be a party.
"(2) A guarantee must be written on the instrument or on a slip affixed thereto. It is expressed by
the words: 'guaranteed', 'aval'" 'good as aval', or by
words of similar import, accompanied by the signature of the guarantor.
"(3) A guarantor may specify the party whose
payment he guarantees.
"(4) iIn the absence of such specification, the
person guaranteed shall be the drawer, in the case
of a bill, or the maker, in the case of a note."
20. Articles 43, 44 and 45 set forth rules in respect
of a person guaranteeing on the instrument the obligation of another party. Under the Geneva Uniform Law
on Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes such guarantee is known as "aval". The special obligation of a
guarantor is to be distinguished from the obligation of
an endorser, which is regulated under articles 41 and
42. Under article 43, paragraph (3), a guarantor may
specify on the instrument the party whose liability he
guar,antees. Under paragraph (4), in the absence of
such indication, he will be deemed to have guaranteed
the liability of the drawer, in the case of a bill, or of
the maker, in the case of a note. Evidence brought
from outside the bill which would prove that the
guarantor intended to guarantee the liability of another
party will not invailidate such presumption.
21. The Working Group at its first session considered the scope of the provisions on guarantee and
that of the provision on endorsement. Under paragraph (2) of article 43" a guarantee is effected by
the signature of the guarantor on the instrument, or
on a slip affixed thereto, accompanied by the words
"guaranteed", "aval", "good as aval" or by words of
similar import. A mere signature, not being the signature of the drawer, the drawee or an endorser, would
therefore not have been a guarantee under article 43
9
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but would have constituted an undertaking under article 32" namely that of an endorser. At its first session,
the Working Group considered that the liability following from such a mere signature should be dealt with
in connexion with articles 43 to 45 and that the text of
article 32 should be deleted. The Group, at its first
session, concluded that the scope of article 43 should
be broadened by deleting from article 43 (2) the provision that a guaranteee is effected only by a signature
which is accompanied by the words "guaranteed",
"ava/" , "good as ava/", or by words of similar import
(A/CN.9/77, para. 114).10 The Group also concluded
that additional questions arising in the context of a
mere signature should be dealt with in the present
article (ibid.). However, the Group was agreed that the
signature alone of the drawee on the front of the instrument constituted an acceptance (ibid." para. 128).
22. The Working Group, at the present session, was
of the opinion that the uniform law should make
provision for liability on the instrument by way of
guarantee.
23. The Working Group, taking into account the
consequences of the deletion of article 32, considered
the 'liability under a mere signature on the basis of
the following example: the drawer issues a bill to the
payee P and the bill shows the following. series of
signatures on its back: (l) Pay to A (sIgned) P;
(2) (signed) X; (3) Pay to B (signed) A;
(4) (signed) B; (5) (signed) Y; (6) Pay to D
(signed) C. The Group concluded that X, Band Y
should be liable as endorsers because their signatures
could be construed, on the face of it, as fitting within
a chain of endorsements.
24. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of articIe 43.
However" the Group requested the Secretariat to clarify
in paragraph (3) that the specification by the guarantor should appear "on the instrument or on a slip
affixed thereto".
25. It was observed that the present wording of
article 43, paragraph (l), made the guarantor gu.arantee "payment" of the instrument. The Workmg
Group requested the Secretariat to modify article 43
in such a way as to make it clear that the guarantor
guaranteed a party's undertaking on the instrument.

Article 44
"( 1) A guarantor shall be liable on the instrument to the same extent as the party for whom he
has become guarantor, unless the guarantor has
stipulated otherwise.
"(2) The guarantor shall be liable on the instrument even when the party for whom he has become
guarantor is not Hable thereon, unless the party's
lack of liability is apparent from the face of the
instrument."
26. Article 44 provides in paragraph (1) that the
liability of a guarantor is of an accessory nature. It
follows that if the liability of a party is secondary, the
liability of his guarantor is also secondary. Further,
the guarantor may base defences again~t his liability
on the instrument on the defences whIch the party
10
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whose obligation he guaranteed many invoke. However, paragraph (2) specifies an area in which the
liability of the guarantor is primary in that he wiLl
incur liability when the liability of the person for whom
he has become a guarantor was null and void ab initio.
as where such person's signature on an instrument was
forged or such person signed the instrument without
capacity.
27. The Working Group considered three possibilities with respect to the nature of the guarantor's
liability:
(1) His liability should bea primary liability in
all cases;
(2) His Hability should be an accessory liability in
all cases; and
(3) His liability should be primary in some cases
and accessory in others.
The Group, ,after deliberation, concluded that the most
appropriate solution would be to lay down a rule under
which the liability of the guarantor would be accessory
in all cases, except where the guarantor had stipulated
otherwise on the instrument. Consequently, the Group
agreed to delete paragraph (2) of article 44.
28. It was suggested that the commentary on
article 44 should specify that a guarantor could not
only invoke the defences of the party for whom he
became liable, but also any defences which were personal to himself.

Article 45
"The guarantor, when he pays the instrument,
shaH have rights thereon against the party guaranteed
and against those who are liable thereon to that
party."
29. Pursuant to article 45., the guarantor, upon
payment of the instrument by him, acquires rights on
the instrument against the party for whom he became
guarantor and against those parties who were liable on
the instrument to that party.
30. The Working Group considered the question
whether the guarantor, upon payment of the instrument by him, should have rights not onay on the
instrument but also to the instrument over and above
the rights which a payor has under artic.Je 70 (2).
Referring to the deliberations held at its first session
(see A/eN.9/77, para. 62), the Group was agreed
that the guarantor should not be considered to be a
holder and that, upon payment of the instrument by
him, his only rights should be the rights under articles 45 and 70 (2).
D. Presentment, dishonour and recourse
I.

PRESENTMENT FOR ACCEPTANCE

Article 46
"( 1) The holder must present a bill for acceptance
"(a) When the drawer or an endorser or a
guarantor has stipulated on the bill that it shall be
so presented;
"( b) When the bill is drawn payable at a fixed
period after sight; or
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"[(c) When the bill is drawn payable elsewhere
than at the residence or place of business of the
drawee].
"(2) The holder may present for acceptance any
other bill."
31. Presentment for acceptance is optional, except
in the cases specified in article 46. Failure to present
a bill for acceptance in these cases affects the liability
of prior parties as provided in article 50.
Paragraph (1) (a)

32. The Working Group was agreed that the
drawer, an endorser or a guarantor could stipulate on
the bill. that it must be presented for acceptance.
33. The Working Group considered the effect of
a stipulation, made on an instrument, on the liability
of parties subsequent to the party making the stipulation. The Group was agreed that under the uniform
law:
(i) A stipulation made on the instrument by the
drawer or the maker would be operative in
respect of subsequent parties, unless a subsequent party had stipulated otherwise on the
instrument;
(ii) A stipulation made on the instrument by an
endorser or a guarantor would be personal to
that endorser or that guarantor and, therefore,
not be operative in respect of subsequent
parties.
The Group also examined the following questions:
(i) Would a stipulation made on an instrument be
effective only if it was especially signed by the
party making the stipulation?
(ii) What should be the effect of a stipulation when
it could not be determined from the face of
the instrument which party had made it?
The Group, after deliberation, was of the opinion
that the uniform law should not set forth any special
rule on these questions.
Paragraph (1) (b)

34. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of this paragraph.
Paragraph (1) (c)

35. The Working Group considered three alternative solutions in respect of a bill drawn payable elsewhere than at the residence or place of business of
the drawee:
(i) The holder would have an option to present
or not present a domiciJed bill for acceptance;
(ii) The holder must present a domiciled biU for
a'cceptance and failure to do so would result
in non-liability of prior parties; or
(iii) The holder must present a domiciled bill for
acceptance and failure to do so would render
him liable to a prior party for any damages
that such party might suffer from a dishonour
of the bill by non-payment if the dishonour
was due to non-presentment for acceptance.
The Working Group, after deliberation, was agreed
that presentment for acceptance of a domiciled bill
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should be mandatory and that failure to present should
result in the non-liability on the bill of prior parties.
The Group was of the opinion that such a rule was
justified in view of the fact that where the drawer
indicated the place of payment on the bill and such
place was not the residence or place of business of
the drawee, the drawee would need to be advised so as
to be able to provide for the necessary funds at the
place of payment.
36. The Working Group requested the Secretariat
to redraft paragraph (1) (c) in such a way that the
requirement of presentment for acceptance would not
apply in the case of a domiciled bill drawn payable
on demand.
Paragraph (2)

37. The Working Group suggested that this paragraph should become paragraph (1) since it sets forth
a geneml rule to which the present paragraph (1)
states the exceptions.

Article 47
"( 1) The drawer or an endorser or a guarantor
may stipulate on the bill that it shall not be presented for acceptance or that it shall not be presented
before a specified date or before the occurrence of
a specified event.
" (2) Where a bill is presented for -acceptance
notwithstanding a stipwation permitted under paragraph (1) and acceptance is refused the bill is not
thereby dishonoured in respect of the party making
the stipulation.
"( 3) Where the drawee accepts a bill notwithstanding a stipulation that it shall not be presented
for acceptance, the acceptance shall be effective."
38. Article 47 permits a party, by a stipulation
on the bill, to exclude his liability to pay the bill in
the event of dishonour by non-acceptance. The hOilder
will thus not be able to exercise an immediate right
of recourse against such party. Similarly, a party may
stipulate on the bill that it not be presented for acceptance before a specified date or before the occurrence
of a specified event, e.g. the arrival of the goods.
However, an acceptance given, notwithstanding such
stipulations, is effective.
39. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provisions set forth in paragraph (1) of article 47,
in so far as it concerned a stipulation made by the
drawer. Consistent with its deliberations in respect of
article 46 (see paragraph 33 above), the Group was
agreed that the stipulations referred to in paragraph (l) of article 47 if made by the drawer, would
benefit subsequent parties.
40. The Working Group considered the following
questions:
(i) Shouad a party other than the drawer be permitted to make a stipulation prohibiting presentment for acceptance?
(ii) Where the drawer has stipulated that the bill
must be presented. for acceptance, and an endorser stipulates that it must not be so presented, what is the legal effect of such stipulation on the liability of parties subsequent to
the endorser?
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The Group was of the view that preference should be
given to a rule under which only the drawer could
make a stipulation prohibiting presentment which would
be effective as to other parties. At the s,ame time, it
was of the opinion that the relationship between various
stipulations excluding or limiting liability should be
examined more closely. The Group requested the
Secretariat to redraft article 47 with these considerations in mind.

Article 48
"A bill is duly presented for acceptance if it is
presented in accordance with the foIlowing rules:
"(a) The holder must present the bill to the
drawee.
"(b) A bill drawn upon two or more drawees
may be presented to anyone of them, unless the
bin clearly indicates otherwise.
"(c) Where the drawee is dead, presentment
may be made to the person or authority who, under
the applicable law, is entitled to administer his
estate.
"(d) Where the drawee is in the course of insolvency proceedings, presentment may be made to
a person who under the applicable law is authorized
to act in his place.
"(e) Where a bill is drawn payable on, or at a
fixed period after, a stated date" any presentment
for acceptance must be made before the date of
maturity.
"(I) A bill drawn payable at a fixed period after
sight must be presented for acceptance within one
year of its date.
"(g) A bill in which the drawer or an endorser
or a guarantor has stated a date or time-limit for
presentment for acceptance must be presented on
the stated date or within the stated time-limit.
"(h) A bill in which the drawer or an endorser
or a guarantor has stipulated that it shall be presented for acceptance, but without stating a date
or time-limit for presentment, [or a bill which is
drawn payable elsewhere than at the place of business
or residence of the drawee an.d which is not a bill
payable after sight,] must be presented before the
date of maturity."
41. In order to establish the liability of parties
because of dishonour for non-acceptance (article 51
(2» presentment for acceptance, whether optional or
mandatory, must be "due presentment". Article 48
specifies what constitutes due presentment.
Paragraph (a)

42. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the principle underlying paragraph (a) that presentment for acceptance should be "personal"" i.e., "to
the drawee". However, the Group was of the opinion
that
(i) The bill must be presented at a reasonable hour
on a business day, and
(Ii) If the bill indicates a place of acceptance,
presentment must be made at that place.

Paragraph (b)

43. The Working Group expressed agreement with
this provision.
Paragraphs ( c) and (d)

44. The Working Group expressed agreement with
these provisions. The question whether the death or
insolvency of th,e drawee dispenses with presentment
for acceptance is discussed under article 49 (1) (see
paragraphs 53 to 56 below).
45. One representative expressed his reservation
in respect of paragraph (d).
Paragraph (e)

46. The Working Group expressed agreement with
this provision.
Paragraph (£)

47. The question was raised whether the period of
one year running from the date of issue of the bill
within which a bill drawn payable after sight must be
presented for acceptance was justified. The Working
Group requested the Secretariat to inquire among
banking and trade institutions what would be an
acceptable period of time within which such bills should
be presented for acceptance.
48. The question was also raised how the period
of one year could be calculated if the bill did not state
a date of issue. The Working Group was agreed that,
in such a case, the holder should be able to insert the
true date of issue. In this connexion, it was agreed
that if the holder should insert a wrong date of issue,
the effects would be similar to those set out in
article 11.
Paragraph (g)

49. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of this paragraph.
Paragraph (h)

50. The Working Group was of the view that this
paragraph was already covered by paragraphs (e) and
(f) and therefore superfluous.
Presentment by mail
51. The Working Group provisionally agreed that
the uniform law should not set forth a specific provision in respect of presentment for acceptance or for
payment through the post. In the view of the Group.,
the absence of such a provision would not prevent
a holder from using the post for presentment. The
Group requested the Secretar~at to inquir~ on the
practice of presentment by mall and the eXlsteI?ce of
any special rules for presentment and the makmg of
protest through or by the post.

Article 49
"Presentment for acceptance shall be dispensed
with
"( 1) Where the drawee is dead or is in the cou!se
of insolvency proceedings, or is a person not havmg
capacity to accept the bill;
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"(2) 'Where, with the exercise of reasonable diligence, presentment cannot be effected within the
timewlimits prescribed for presentment for accepance;
"(3) 'Where a party has waived presentment expressly or by implication, in respect of such party."

52. Article 49 states the cases in which presentment for acceptance is dispensed with. Under article 51 ( 1) (b), such cases constitute constructive
dishonour and, under artiole 51 (2), the holder ~ay
then exercise an immediate right of recourse" subject
to any necessary protest.
Paragraph (1)

53. The Working Group considered the question
whether the death of the drawee or the fact that the
drawee is in the course of insolvency proceedings should
entitle the holder to an immediate right to recourse
against prior parties. Under one view, there should not
be constructive dishonour because in the event of the
drawee's death, the holder could present the bill to
the drawee's heirs and, in the event of insolvency proceedings, to the person who under the applioable law
was authorized to act in his place. Moreover, in the
case of insolvency proceedings, non-presentment would
be to the detriment of the drawer in that the assets
of the insolvent drawee would possibly have been
distributed among his creditors before the drawer
exercised a right of action against the person author!zed
to administer the drawee's assets. Under another VIew,
the holder when taking the bill had a legitimate expectancy to be paid fully by the drawee according to
the terms of the instrument. Such expectancy fell
short in the case of the drawee's death or his insolvency. The Working Group concluded that the latter
view should prevail and expressed agreement with the
provision of paragraph (1). One representative expressed his reservation.
54. The question was raised whether the provision
should also apply to legal entities ,:Vhich were ~ot
physical persons ("personnes morales ). The Working
Group was of the view that the rule under paragraph (1) of article 49 should apply also to such
entities. It instructed the Secretariat to redraft paragraph (1) in such a way as to make it clear that the
rule would apply only to entities which under the
applicable national law were defunct or had ceased
to exist.
55. The Working Group considered the spec!al
problem of the merger of a drawee-company WIth
another company. The Group was agreed that if in
such a case the drawee oeased to exist" this case
should be governed by paragraph (1).
56. It was suggested that the Secretariat should.
consider the case of a fictitious drawee with 'a view
to possibly extending the provision of paragraph (1)
to this case also.
Paragraph (2)

57. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of this paragraph.
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Paragraph (3)

58. The Working Group considered the question
whether the uniform law should provide for the waiver
of presentment for acceptance. It was noted that, in
accordance with the genera,l policy underlying the
Draft Uniform Law, a party had the faculty to limit,
exclude or increase his liability on an instrument.
On the other hand, it was also noted that the effect
of a waiver of presentment for acceptance was that the
party in respect of whom the waiver was operative
would not be freed from liability because of failure
by the holder to present 'for acceptance a bill which
must be so presented. Failure to present should not
give the holder a right of immediate recourse against
parties on whom the waiver was binding on the ground
that there was constructive dishonour. It was further
noted that non-presentment for acceptance of an instrument drawn payable after sight would result in the
absence of a maturity date and that, in accordance
with article 1 (2), there would not be a bill. The
Group was therefore of the opinion that paragraph 3
should be deleted. The Group also requested the
Secretariat to study the question whether and in what
circumstances the uniform law should make provision
for waiver of presentment for 'acceptance. (On waiver
of presentment for payment, see paragraph 83 below;
on waiver of protest" see paragraphs 128 and 129
below.)

Article 50
"( 1) If a bin which must be presented for acceptance in accordance with article 46 (1) (a) is not

duly presented, the party who stipulated on the bill
that it shall be presented shall not be liable on
the bUI.
"(2) H a bill which must be presented for acceptance in accordance with article 46 (1) (b) or (c)
is not duly presented, the drawer, the endorsers
and the guarantors shall not be Hable on the bill."
59. In the case of bHls that must be presented for
acceptance under article 46, the failure of the holder
to present results in the absence of liability of prior
parties on the bill.
60. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of article 50, but requested the Secretariat to introduce into paragraph (1) the amendments
agreed upon in respect of article 46 (l) ( a) regarding
the ,effect of the stipulation on the liability of subsequent parties.

Article 51
"( 1) A bi1l is dishonoured by non-acceptance
"(a) 'When acceptance is refused upon due presentment or when the holder cannot obtain the
acceptance to which he is entitled under this law;
or
"( b) When presentment for ,acceptance is dispensed with pursuant to article 49, and the bill is
not accepted.
"(2) 'Where a bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance the holder may, subject to the provisions of
artide 57" exercise an immediate right of recourse
against the drawer, the endorsers and the guarantors."

,
I
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61. Article 51 (l) lays down what constitutes
dishonour by non-acceptance. Article 51 (2) states
the consequences of such dishonour as regards the
liability of prior parties.
62. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provisions of article 51, subject to the opinion
expressed by it under article 49 (3) (see paragraph 58
above) that waiver of presentment for acceptance
should not constitute constructive dishonour.
63. The question was raised whether paragraph (2)
was necessary since the same rule was set forth in
article 57. On the other hand, it was observed that
stating the consequence of dishonour made it easier
for a reader to grasp the significance of this article.
II. PRESENTMENT FOR PAYMENT

Article 52
"( 1) Presentment of a bill for payment shall be
necessary in order to render the drawer, an endorser
or a guarantor liable on the bill.
"(2) Presentment of a note for payment shaH ~
necessary in order to render an endorser or hIS
guarantor liable on the note.
"( 3) Presentment for payment shall not be necessary to render the acceptor liable."
64. Under artiole 52, presentment of an instrument for payment is not necessary to make the acceptor
or the maker liable. However, such presentment is
necessary to establish the Hability of the drawer,
endorser and guarantor.
65. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the substance of article 52. However" it was pointed
out that the rules under article 52 also followed from
other provisions of the draft uniform law (article 34
as regards the drawer, article 34 (bis) as regards the
maker, article 36 as regards the acceptor, artIcle 41
as regards the endorser, article 44 as regards the
guarantor, and article 55). The Secretariat ~as requested to take this into account when redraftmg the
section on presentment.
66. The Working Group was agreed that paragraph (3) should be completed by inserting the words
"or the maker" after the word "acceptor".
Article 53
"An instrument is duly presented for payment if
it is presented in accordance with the foHowing
rules:
"(a) The holder of an instrument must present
the instrument for payment to the dmwee or to the
acceptor or to the maker, as the case may be.
"(b) Where a bill is drawn upon or accepted by
two or more drawees, or where a note is signed
by two or more makers" it shall be sufficien~ to
present the instrument to anyone of them; If a
place of payment is specified, presentment shall be
made at that place.
"( c) Where the drawee or the accel?tor o~ the
maker is dead, 'and no place of payment IS specIfied,
presentment must be made to the person or authority
who under the applicable ,law is entitled to administer his estate.

"(d) An instrument which is not payable on
demand must be presented for payment on the day
on which it is payable or on one of the two business
days which follow.
"(e) An instrument which is payable on demand
must be presented for payment within one year of
its stated date and if the instrument is undated
within one year of the issue thereof.
"(I) An instrument must be presented for payment:
"(i) At the place of payment specified on the
instrument; or
"(ii) Where no place of payment is specified, at
the address of the drawee or the acceptor
or the maker indicated on the instrument;
or
"(iii) Where no place of payment is specified
and the address of the drawee or the acceptor or the maker is not indicated, at
the principal place of business or residence
of the drawee or the acceptor or the
maker."
67. In order to establish the liability of the drawer,
the endorser and their guarantors on the ground that
there was actual dishonour by non-payment (article 56 (l) (a», presentment for payment must be
"due" presentment. Article 53 specifies what constitutes
due presentment.
Paragraph (a)

68. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of paragraph (a), subject to specifiying
in the provision that presentment for payment must
be made at a reasonable hour on a business day.
Paragraph (b)

69. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the substance of paragraph (b), but requested the
Secretadat to redraft the provision on the lines of
paragraph (b) of article 48, specifying that if a bill
is drawn upon or accepted by two or more drawees,
or if a note is made by two or more makers, it shall
be sufficient to present the instrument to anyone of
them" unless the instrument clearly indicates otherwise.
70. The Working Group was agreed that the words
"if a place of payment is specified, presentment shall
be made at that place" should be deleted.
Paragraph (c)

71. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the substance of this paragraph. It was noted that,
under articles 49 and 51, the death of the drawee
dispensed with presentment for acceptance and enthled
the holder to an immediate right of recourse against
prior parties. The Working Group was agreed that in
this case, presentment for payment should be aI.so
dispensed with. The question arose under what CIrcumstances presentment for payment would nevertheless
be required. The Group was of the view that two cases
could be envisaged: (i) that of a demand bill and
(ii) that of a bill on which the drawer had stipulated
that it should not be presented for acceptance. The
Group requested the Secretariat to examine the im-
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plications of articles 49 and 51 in the context of paragraph (c), in so far as the drawee was concerned.
One representative expressed his reservation in respect
of paragraph (c).
72. In view of the deletion of article 54 (2) (d)
(see paragraph 86 below), the Working Group requested the Secretariat to add to article 53 a new
paragraph which would provide that where the drawee,
the acceptor or the maker was in the course of insolvency proceedings" presentment for payment must
be made to a person who under the applicable law is
authorized to act in his place.
Paragraph (d)
73. The Working Group considered whether it was
justified to allow the holder of an instrument to present
the bill for payment also on one of the two business
days which follow the day of maturity. The view was
expressed that the two extra days should be granted
for the sole benefit of the drawee, the acceptor or the
maker. However, the Group was informed that paragraph (d) was necessary in order to facilitate the
presentment for payment within the time-limits laid
down in the uniform law, and to accommodate present
commercial practices. The Group therefore conoluded
that it was appropriate to grant the holder, usually a
collecting bank, two additional days for due presentment. (See also paragraphs 115-117 below.)
Paragraph (e)
74. The question was raised whether the period
of one year, running from the date of issue of the
instrument, within which an instrument payable on
demand must be presented for payment, was justified.
The Working Group requested the Secretariat to inquire
amongst banking and trade institutions what would be
an acceptable period of time within which such an
instrument should be presented for payment. It was
suggested that the period laid down in respect of presentment for acceptance need not necessarily be the
same as the period laid down in respect of presentment
for payment, and that there might be grounds for
laying down a shorter period for presentment for
acceptance than for presentment for payment.
Paragraph (f)
75. The Working Group considered a proposal
made at the preparatory stage of work on the draft
uniform law under which an instrument shouad be
domiciled for payment with a bank. In this context,
reference was made to a more general proposal made
by the Banca d'!Italia according to which the uniform
law would permit only one non-bank endorsement,
namely that of the payee. The Working Group agreed
to consider these proposals in the context of the scope
of application of the uniform law (articles 1 to 3).

76. The Working Group was of the opinion that
parograph (f) should be complemented by an additional provision in subparagraph (iii) according to
which an instrument may be presented wherever the
drawee, the acceptor or the maker can be found or
at the drawee's last known residence or place of
business.
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77. The question was raised as to the meaning of
the terms "principal place of business" and "residence".
The Working Group was agreed that these terms
should not be defined in the uniform law, but should
be left to local law. In this connexion, the Group
referred to its deliberations and conclusions in respect
ofarticIe 40 (A/CN.9/77, para. 134),,11 requesting
the Secretariat to give further consideration to the interpretation of the "place" of payment.
78. As to the term "residence", the Working Group
was agreed that it should relate only to the private
residence of an individual person and not to the
residence of the officers of a legal entity which was
not a private person 0( "personne morale").
Use of copies 01 a bill or a note
79. The Working Group requested the Secretariat
to make inquiries regarding the use of a copy of a bill
or a note in making presentment for payment.
Article 54
"( 1) Delay in making presentment for payment
shall be excused when the delay is caused by circumstances beyond the control of the holder. When
the cause of delay ceases to operate, presentment
must be made promptly [within ... days].
"(2) Presentment for payment shall be dispensed
with
"(a) Where the drawer, the maker, an endorser
or a guarantor has waived presentment expressly or
by implication; such waiver shall bind only the party
who made it;
"( b) Where an instrument is not payable on
demand, and the cause of delay in making presentment continues to operate beyond 30 days after
maturity;
"(e) Where an instrument is payable on demand,
and the cause of delay continues to operate beyond
30 days after the expiration of the time-limit for
presentment for payment;
"(d) Where the drawee or acceptor of a bill
or the maker of a note" after the issue thereof, is
in the course of insolvency proceedings in the
country where presentment is to be made;
"( e) As regards a bill, where the bill has been
protested for dishonour by non-acceptance;
"(f) As regards the drawer, where the drawee
or acceptor is not bound, as between himself and
the drawer, to pay the bill and the drawer has no
reason to believe that the bill would be paid if
presented."
80. Article S4 provides for the excuse of delay
in making presentment for payment. When delay is
excused, the liability of prior parties is not affected
on the ground that there was no presentment for
payment. Under the article, delay is excused when
the holder is prevented from presenting the instrument for payment by circumstances beyond his
control. Under paragraph (2) (b) and (e), present'11
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ment for payment is dispensed with altogether if the
cause of delay continues to operate beyond 30 days
after the date of maturity" in the case of a fixed-term
instrument, or beyond 30 days ,after the expiration
of the time-limit for presentment for payment, in the
case of an instrument payable on demand. Under
paragraph 2, presentment for payment is also dispensed with where it was waived, where the drawee,
acceptor or maker is in the course of insolvency
proceedings, where the bill was protested for dishonour by non-acceptance and where, ,as regards the
drawer" the holder has no reason to believe that the
bilI would be paid.
Paragraph (l)

81. In connexion with the expression "circumstances beyond the contraQ of the holder", the Working Group considered whether delay in making
presentment for payment should be excused if the
delay was due to circumstances which were personal
to the holder, such as illness or death. It was noted
that the Working Group on Time-Limits and Limitations (Prescription) had considered a similar rule
and had suggested to the Commission a provision
under which delay (typically, in commencing legal
proceedings) would be excused if it was due to circumstances which were "not personal to the creditor
and which he could neither avoid nor overcome"
(A/CN.9/70, annex I, article 19).12 This wording
was modified by the Commission as follows: "Where,
as a result of a circumstance which is beyond the
control of the creditor and which he could neither
avoid nor overcome . . ." (see article 20 of the
Draft Convention on Prescription (Limitation) in the
International Sale of Goods, Yearbook of the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law"
Vol. III: 1972, part one, I, B, para. 21). It was noted
that this language approved by the Commission did
not exclude circumstances personal to the creditor.
The Working Group was agreed that article 54 (1)
should use the same wording as article 20 of the
Draft Convention on Prescription (Limitation). The
suggestion was made that the provision in article 54 (1) of the present draft should more clearly
exolude excuse based on circumstances imputable to
the fault of the holder. It was indicated that the
language of article 20 of the Prescription Convention,
by addition of the phrase "and which he could neither
avoid nor overcome" was helpful in this regard. The
Group noted that in translating the above provision
of the Draft Convention on Prescription (Limitation),
the verbal equivalent was used in other language
versions, rather than legal idioms such as force
majeure or act of God. It was agreed that this approach should also be used in the language versions
of the present draft" since such Jegal idioms had different meanings in different systems of law.
82. The Working Group was of the view that the
term "promptly" should be replaced by the term "with
reasonable diligence" as used in article 49 (2), and
that the words "within ... days" placed between brackets should be deleted.
12
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Paragraph (2)
S
ubparagraph (a)
83. ~he question of an express or an implied waiver
was considered by the Working Group in connexion
with the waiver of the making of a protest (see artide 61, paragraphs 128 and 129 below).
Subparagraph (b)
.84. ~h~ Working Group expressed agreement with
thIS provIsIon.
Subparagraph (C)

85. It was noted that under the present wording of
subparagraph (c), the holder, in the case of a demand
bill, could n?t ex~rcise a right of recourse on the ground
of constructIve dIshonour by non-payment until 30 days
after the expiration of the time-limit for presentment for
payment. In the view of the Working Group, this rule
would result in an unreasonable period of inaction
imposed on the holder. The Group therefore requested
t~e Secretariat to reconsider subparagraph (c) with a
VIew to enabling the holder to exercise his right of recourse within a shorter period of time than that provided in the present text.
Subparagraph (d)
86. The Working Group was of the opinion that
the fact that the drawee, the acceptor or the maker was
in the course of insolvency proceedings should not entitle the holder to an immediate right of recourse. The
holder should present the instrument for payment to the
person who under the applicable law was authorized to
act in the place of the drawee, the acceptor or the
maker and, in the case of dishonour by non-payment,
should protest the instrument for non-payment. The
Group therefore was agreed that subparagraph (d)
should be deleted.
87. It was pointed out that under the legal system
of some countries the bankruptcy of the acceptor or
the maker accelerated the date of maturity. The Working Group requested the Secretariat to study the effect
of such acceleration on the relevant provisions of the
draft uniform law.
88. It was observed that the negotiable instruments
law of some common law countries made provision for
a so-called "protest for better security" in the case of
bankruptcy or insolvency of the acceptor, or of suspension of payment by him, before the bill became due.
The Working Group requested the Secretariat to study
the question whether similar provisions should be introduced in the Uniform Law.
Subparagraph (e)
89. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of subparagraph (e).
Death or insolvency proceedings of the drawee
90. The Working Group considered the case of a
bill drawn payable at a fixed date which did not include
a stipulation that it be presented for acceptance. In such
a case, article 49 (1) provides that the death of the
drawee or the fact that he was in the course of insolvency proceedings dispenses with presentment for ac-
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ceptance. The Group was of the opinion that in respect
of such a fixed term bill, article 54 (2) should make
provision for dispensation from presentment for payment.

Subparagraph (f)
91. The Working Group was agreed that subparagraph (f) should be deleted provisionally and that the
issues presented by this provision should be taken up
in connexion with a redraft by the Secretariat of article 62 (2) (c).
Article 55
"( 1) If a bill is not duly presented for payment,
the drawer, the endorsers and their guarantors shall
not be liable on the bill.
"(2) If a note is not duly presented for payment,
the endorsers and their guarantors shall not be liable
on the note."
92. Under article 55, failure to make presentment
for payment will result in the absence of liability on
the instrument of the drawer, the endorsers and their
guarantors. Therefore the holder will not be entitled to
exercise a right of recourse in the event of dishonour
of the instrument by non-payment.
93. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of article 55.
94. The question was raised what would be the
effect of the absence of liability on the instrument of
secondary parties, because of non-presentment for payment, on their liability on the transaction underlying
the drawing or endorsing of an instrument. Reference
was made in this respect to section 3-802 of the Uniform Commercial Code. The Working Group requested
the Secretariat to examine this question and the possible need for a special provision governing this situation.
Article 56
"( 1) An instrument is dishonoured by non-payment,
"(a) When payment is refused upon due presentment or when the holder cannot obtain the payment
to which he is entitled under this Law; or
"( b) When presentment for payment is dispensed
with pursuant to article 54 (2), and the instrument
is overdue and unpaid;
"(2) Where a bill is dishonoured by non-payment,
the ho~der may, subject to the provisions of article 57,
exercise a right of recourse against the drawer, the
endorsers and the guarantors;
"(3) Where a note is dishonoured by non-payment, the holder may, subject to the provisions of
article 57, exercise a right of recourse against the
endorsers and their guarantors."
95'. Article 56 states when an instrument is dishonoured by non-payment. Provision is made in paragraph (l) (a) for actual dishonour (when payment is
refused or the holder cannot obtain the payment to
which he is entitled) and in paragraph ,1 (b) for constructive dishonour (when presentment for payment is
dispensed with). Under paragraphs (2) and (3), in the
event of such dishonour, the holder is then, subject to
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any necessary protest, entitled to exercise an immediate right of recourse against the drawer, the endorsers
and their guarantors.
96. The Working Group expressed agreement with
the provision of article 56, subject to modifying paragraph (2) as follows: instead of "the guarantors" read
"their guarantors".
97. One representative expressed the view that the
provision of article 56 should be included in part six,
section 2 (payment).

III.

PROTEST

Article 57
"Where a bill has been dishonoured by non-acceptance or by non-payment or where a note has
been dishonoured by non-payment, the holder may
exercise his right of recourse only after the bill or
note has been duly protested for dishonour in accordance with the provisions of articles 58 to 61."
98. Under article 57, the making of a protest is
necessary in order to entitle the holder to exercise,
upon dishonour of the instrument by non-acceptance or
by non-payment, a right of immediate recourse.
99. The Working Group considered whether the
uniform law should provide for the making of a protest
in the event of dishonour of an instrument and, if so,
what should be the consequences of a failure on the
part of the holder to effect such protest.
100. Under one view, protest should not be required
unless there was an express stipulation to that effect on
the instrument. This solution was adopted in the Draft
Uniform Law for Latin America on Commercial Documents. In support of this view it was stated that protest
was a mere formality and that it would not always produce reliable evidence by an independent person of the
fact of dishonour.
101. Under another view, the making of a protest
should be required under the uniform law, but failure
to do so should make the holder liable for damages
only. In support of this view, it was stated that this
would give just results, in that failure by the holder to
perform the formality of protest should not benefit
parties who were liable on the instrument. However, if
through the absence of protest such parties had suffered, the holder should be liable for damages. It was
noted that this solution would be in harmony with the
legal effect given by the draft uniform law to failure to
give due notice of dishonour (article if».
102. Under yet another view, protest was required
in order to establish the liability of secondary parties on
the instrument. In support of this view it was stated that
such parties, when signing the instrument, had undertaken to pay the amount of the instrument upon due
presentment for acceptance, where required upon due
presentment for payment and in the event of dishonour.
Evidence thereof, obtained from a person independent
from the holder, was therefore required. It was further
noted that in some countries a protest for dishonour was
necessary to bring summary proceedings on the instrument. Finally, the concept of protest was universally
known and the uniform law would therefore, in this
respect, be in conformity with current practice.
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103. The Working Group, after deliberation, was
agreed that the last view,which was also underlying the
draft uniform law, should prevail. Consequently, article 57 should .be retained.

Article 58
"( 1) A protest may be effected by means of a
declaration written on the instrument and signed
and dated by the drawee or the acceptor or the
maker, or, in the case of an instrument domiciled
with a named person for payment, by that named
person; the declaration shall be to the effect that
acceptance or payment is refused.
" (2) A protest shall be effected by means of an
authenticated protest as specified in paragraphs (3)
and (4) of this article in the following cases:
"(a) Where the declaration specified in paragraph (1) of this article is refused or cannot be obtained; or
"( b) Where the instrument stipulates an authenticated protest; or
"(c) Where the holder does not effect a protest
by means of the declaration specified in paragraph (;1) of this article.
"( 3) An authenticated protest is a statement of
dishonour drawn up, signed and dated by a person
authorized to certify dishonour of a negotiable instrument by the law of the place where acceptance
or payment of the bill or payment of the note was
refused. The statement shall specify
"(a) The person at whose request the instrument
is protested;
"(b) The place and date of protest; and
"(c) The cause or reason for protesting the ininstrument, the demand made and the answer given,
if any, or the fact that the drawee or the acceptor
or the maker could not be found.
"(4) An authenticated protest may
"(a) Be made on the instrument itself; or
"( b) Be made as a separate document, in which
case it must clearly identify the instrument that has
been dishonoured."
104. Article 58 makes provision for two kinds of
protest: a protest in simplified form effected by means
of a declaration, written on the instrument and signed
and dated by the drawee, the acceptor or the maker,
to the effect that acceptance or payment is refused
(paragraph l)~nd an authenticated protest (paragraph 3). Und. the article, an authenticated protest
is required in the following cases:
(i) When the declaration of the drawee, the acceptor or the maker is refused or cannot be
obtained; or
(ii) When the instrument specifies an authenticated
protest; or
(iii) When the holder calls for an authenticated
protest.
Paragraph (1)

105. The view was expressed that a declaration
written on the instrument by the person dishonouring
the instrument should not be considered as constituting

a protest; such a declaration should be considered as an
act replacing protest. Hence article 58 should state that,
for the purposes of effecting a protest, an authenticated
protest was required and should specify in a separate
paragraph that a protest could be replaced, in certain
specified circumstances, by a dated declaration written
on the instrument and signed by the person dishonouring it.
106. It was noted that the purpose of dealing with
the declaration of dishonour in paragraph (1) of article 58 was to emphasize that this form of protest should
be the rule and not the exception. However, the view
was expressed that article 58 could set forth an additional provision on the following lines:
"Where an authenticated protest is replaced by
the declaration of dishonour referred to in paragraph
,such declaration shall have the effect of
an authenticated protest in every respect."
Paragraph (2)

107. The Working Group was agreed that paragraph (a) should be deleted in view of the fact that the
case envisaged in that paragraph was covered by paragraph (c).
Paragraph (3)

108. The Working Group expressed agreement
with this provision subject to the following amendments:
(i) In subparagraph (b) the words "and date"
should be deleted in view of the fact that the
person drawing up the statement of dishonour
was already, under paragraph 3, obliged to date
the statement;
(ii) In subparagraph (c) the words "the cause or
reason for protesting the instrument" should be
deleted since this would follow from the demand
made by the person drawing up the protest and
the answer given by the drawee, the acceptor or
the maker.
109. The question was raised whether, under the
uniform law, a protest made in a country other than the
country where the instrument was dishonoured, was a
valid protest for the purposes of the uniform law. It was
observed that, under the uniform law, a protest must
be effected in the country where the instrument was dishonoured because it was only in that country that proof
of due presentment and of dishonour could be obtained.
Furthermore, a person authorized to certify dishonour
under the law of one country would not always be
authorized to certify dishonour under the law of another
country.
Paragraph (4)

110. The Working Group expressed agreement
with the substance of paragraph (4). The Group was
agreed that subparagraph (a) should specify that the
authenticated protest could be made also on a slip
affixed to the instrument.
111. The suggestion was made that if a separate
document was drawn up, the dishonour should be noted
on the instrument. Any subsequent holder would thus
know that the instrument had been dishonoured and
that the dishonour had been protested. It was observed
that it was ordinary notarial practice in some countries
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to note an instrument upon dishonour. The Working
Group was of the view that the uniform law should not
set forth a specific provision on this point, but requested
the Secretariat to mention the advisability of such a
noting in the commentary on the whole.
Stipulation for additional elements of protest
112. The question was raised whether a party could
stipulate on the instrument that requirements additional
to those set forth in paragraph 3 should be met by the
holder in effecting due protest. It was observed that,
under the uniform law, a party could limit his liability
and that therefore such a stipulation was permitted.
Presentment effected through the post
113. The question was raised whether the uniform
law should set forth a specific rule regarding the place
where protest may be effected when presentment was
effected through the post and the instrument was returned by the post dishonoured (see section 51 (6) (a)
of the United Kingdom Bills of Exchange Act, 1882).
The Working Group requested the Secretariat to study
this question in connexion with its inquiry on the practice of presentment of mail and the existence of any
special rules for presentment by mail (see paragraph 51 above).
Article 59
"( 1) Protest for dishonour of a bill by non-acceptance or by non-payment must be made on the
day on which the bill is dishonoured or on one of
the two business days which follow.
"(2) Protest for dishonour of a note by non-payment must be made on the day on which the note is
dishonoured or on one of the two business days
which follow.
"[ (3) An authenticated protest must be effected
at the place where the instrument has been dishonoured.]"
114. Article 59 lays down the time-limits within
which an instrument must be protested for dishonour.
Failure to observe these time-limits will deprive the
holder of his rights of recourse against parties secondarily liable. Under paragraph (3) an authenticated
protest must be effected at the place where the instrument was dishonoured.
Paragraphs (1) and (2)
115. It was observed that, by virtue of the provisions of article 5.3 (d) and (e) and article 59 (l) and
(2), it would be possible for a holder to protest a bill
or 'a note on the fourth day after maturity. Thus if a bill
matured on aMonday, the holder, under article 53 (d),
could present the bill for payment on Wednesday and
upon dishonour protest the bill on Friday. Under article 64, notice of dishonour must be given within the
two business days which follow the day of protest. It
could thus occur that the party against whom the
holder wishes to exercise his rights of recourse would
be notified on Tuesday of the following week.
116. The Working Group was of the view that this
long lapse of time was not desirable. The Group concluded therefore that protest for dishonour by nonpayment must be made on the day on which the instru-
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ment is payable or on one of the two business days
which follow. With respect to protest for dishonour by
non-acceptance, the Group was agreed that such protest must be made on the day on which the bill was
dishonoured or on one of the two business days which
follow. The Group was of the opinion that protest for
non-'acceptance must be made upon the first dishonour
of the bill and that a second presentment for acceptance
could not constitute a due presentment.
117. One representative, however, expressed the
view that the present text of paragraphs (l) and (2)
provided the more satisfactory rule in respect of protest for dishonour by non-payment. He noted that the
rule suggested by the Group posed a problem in the
case of a demand bill or note and that, for that type of
instrument, a different rule would be required.
Paragraph 3
118. It was observed that according to article 59 (3)
an authenticated protest must be effected at the place
where the instrument was dishonoured. Therefore, if a
place of payment was specified on the instrument, the
instrument could only be duly presented and be dishonoured at that place (see article 53 (I) (i». ConsequentIy, protest must be effected at that place.
119. One representative was of the view that paragraph (3) should be complemented by a provision setting forth the place where protest must be effected in
all cases referred to in article 53 (I).
120. The Working Group agreed that the substance
of paragraph (3) should be dealt with under article 58.
Article 60
"( 1) If a bill which must be protested for nonacceptance or for non-payment is not duly protested,
the drawer, the endorsers and their guarantors shall
not be liable on the bill.
" (2) If a note which must be protested for nonpayment is not duly protested, the endorsers and
their guarantors shall not be liable on the note."
121. According to article 60, failure on the part of
the holder to protest an instrument for dishonour by
non-acceptance or by non-payment results in the absence of liability of parties secondarily liable on an
instrument.
122. The Working Group expressed agreement
with the provision of article 60.
123. The suggestion was made that, in the case of
an instrument stipulating an authenticated protest, failure to make such a protest should not free secondary
parties from liability if the holder had made a protest
in simplified form under article 58 (1). The Working
Group was of the view that if a party had stipulated
that an authenticated protest be made, a protest in
simplified form would not be in accordance with the
stipulation limiting the liability of the party who made
the stipulation.
Article 61
"( 1) Delay in protesting a bill for dishonour by
non-acceptance or by non-payment or a note for
dishonour by non-payment shall be excused when
the delay is caused by circumstances beyond the control of the holder. When the cause of delay ceases
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to operate, protest must be made promptly [within
... days].
"(2) Protest for dishonour by non-acceptance or
by non-payment shall be dispensed with:
"(a) Where the drawer, an endorser or a guarantor has waived protest expressly or by implication;
such waiver shall bind only the party who made it;
"( b) Where the cause of delay in making protest
continues to operate beyond 30 days after maturity
or, in the case of an instrument payable on demand,
where the cause of delay continues to operate beyond
30 days after the expiration of the time-limit for
presentment for payment;
"(c) As regards the drawer of a bill, where (i) the
drawer and the drawee are the same person; or (ii)
the drawer is the person to whom the bill is presented
for payment; or (iii) the drawer has countermanded
payment; or (iv) the drawee or the acceptor is under
no obligation to accept or pay the bill;
"(d) As regards the endorser, where the endorser
is the person to whom the instrument is presented
for payment;
"( e) Where presentment for acceptance or for
payment is dispensed with in accordance with articles 49 or 54 (2)."
124. Under article 61 delay in protesting an instrument for dishonour is excused when the delay is caused
by circumstances beyond the control of the holder.
When delay is excused, the liability of parties secondarily liable is not affected on the ground that there
was no due protest. Paragraph (2) states the cases in
which protest is dispensed with. In such cases, the
holder can exercise a right of immediate recourse
against the parties secondarily liable.
Paragraph (1)

125. The Working Group requested the Secretariat
to redraft paragraph (1) in the light of the observations
made in respect of article 54 (1) concerning delay in
making presentment for payment (see paragraph 81
above).
126. The Working Group was agreed that the excuse of delay in protesting an instrument for dishonour
should benefit both the holder of the instrument and the
person authorized to certify dishonour. It was specified
that where the protest was made by a public functionary,
such as a notary, and the delay in the effecting of protest by such functionary was excused under article 61,
the excuse would operate to the benefit of the holder.
127. The question was raised whether paragraph (1) should also apply to a holder making a protest in simplified form. It was noted that if delay would
also be excused in respect of such a protest, the provision could give rise to abuse. The Working Group,
after deliberation, was agreed that the excuse of delay
in protesting should benefit only the holder who made
an authenticated protest.
Paragraph (2)
Subparagraph (a)

128. The Working Group considered the question
whether a waiver of protest by the drawer, an endorser
or their guarantor made outside the instrument would

dispense the holder from protesting the instrument for
dishonour. Various views were expressed, but the Group
was unable to reach agreement on this point. The Group
requested the Secretariat to prepare alternative texts
based on the following:
(i) Waiver of protest may be stipulated expressly
on the instrument, or expressly or impliedly
outside the instrument (present text);
(ii) Waiver of protest may be stipulated only expressly whether on or outside the instrument;
(iii) Waiver of protest may be stipulated only on the
instrument.
129. The Working Group considered the question
in respect of which party a stipulation "without protest"
would be operative. Consistent with the conclusions it
had reached earlier in respect of article 46 (see paragraph 33 above), the Group was agreed that:
(i) If the drawer made such 'a stipulation on the
instrument, the stipulation would be operative
in respect of all subsequent parties;
(ii) If an endorser or a guarantor (except the guarantor of the acceptor or the maker) made such
a stipulation on the instrument, the stipulation
would be operative only in respect of such endorser or guarantor;
(iii) Any stipulation outside the instrument would
be operative only in respect of the party making the stipulation.
Subparagraph (b)

130. The Working Group expressed agreement
with the provision of subparagraph (b). It was specified
that the word "delay" in this subparagraph referred to
the delay excused under paragraph (1).
Subparagraphs (c) and (d)

131. The Working Group expressed agreement
with the principle underlying subparagraphs (c) and
(d). The Group requested the Secretariat to draft a
general rule covering these subparagraphs.
Subparagraph (e)

132. The Working Group expressed agreement
with the provision of subparagraph (e).
l33. The question was raised on whom should fall
the burden of proving that the instrument was dishonoured by non-acceptance or by non-payment when protest was dispensed with: the holder or the person who
raises as a defence against his liability that the instrument was not duly presented for acceptance or for payment? The Group concluded that the burden of proof
should be borne by the holder and that no special rule
was needed to achieve this result.
134. The Working Group requested the Secretariat
to conduct an inquiry amongst banking and trade institutions for the purpose of ascertaining if its conclusion
would or would not impair the international circulation
of the proposed international instrument.
IV.

NOTICE OF DISHONOUR

Article 62
"( 1) Where a bill has been dishonoured by nonacceptance or by non-payment, due notice of dis-
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honour must be given to the drawer, the endorsers
and their guarantors.
"(2) Where a note has been dishonoured by nonpayment, due notice of dishonour must be given to
the endorsers and their guarantors.
"(3) Notice may be given by the holder or any
party who has himself received notice, or by any other
party who can be compelled to pay the instrument.
"(4) Notice operates for the benefit of all parties
who have a right of recourse on the instrument against
the party notified."
135. Article 62 sets forth rules in respect of notice
of dishonour. The article should be read in conjunction
with article 66 under which failure of the holder to give
due notice of dishonour makes him liable for damages
which a party may suffer as a consequence of such failure. Under the draft uniform law, the liability of secondary parties is not affected because they have not received notice. According to article 62, notice of
dishonour must be given to any prior party by the
holder or by any party who has himself received notice,
and the notice operates for the benefit of all parties who
have a right of recourse against the party notified. For
example: a bill is drawn in favour of the payee, who
endorses it to A. A endorses to B, B to C, and C to D.
D presents the bill for pay~ent to the. drawee. and p~y
ment is refused. Under artIcle 62, D must gIVe notIce
of dishonour to all prior parties, on pain of being liable
for damages to the party paying the bill. ~hen C ~e
ceives notice of dishonour from D, C must, 10 tum, gIve
notice of dishonour to parties prior to him. Notice sent
by D or C to the drawer enures for the benefit of the
payee, A and B.
136. The Working Group was agreed that the
principle underlying the draft uniform. law, namelr that
failure on the part of the holder to gIve ~ue notIce .of
dishonour would not free secondary partIes from hability but would make the holder liable for damages, was
acceptable.
137. The Working Group considered the question
who should give notice of dishonour and to whom it
should be given. The Group recognized the importan.ce
of notice of dishonour to parties who were secondanly
liable on an instrument and concluded as follows:
(i) The holder, upon dishonour by non-acceptance
or by non-payment, must give due notice of
dishonour to all previous parties who were secondarily liable;
(ii) An endorser or a guarantor who received notice
must give notice to the party immediately preceding him and liable on the instrument;
(iii) The holder and the party who received notice
are dispensed from giving notice to parties
whose address does not appear on the instrument or whose signature or address is illegible. The Working Group considered that the
question of the requirement of notice to a party
whose identity or address was known, but could
not be read or did not appear on the instrument, required further study.
.(iv) The holder and the party who received notice
must give notice to the party immediately preceding them and liable on the instrument, even
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if the address of such party does not appear on
the instrument or if his signature or address is
illegible.
(v) Notice of dishonour operates for the benefit
of all parties who have a right of recourse on
the instrument against the party notified.
One representative expressed disagreement with the
proposed rule under (ii) 'and (iv) above.
138. The effect of the proposed rules is that, in the
example given in paragraph 135 above, D must give
notice of dishonour to all prior parties on pain of being
liable for damages to the party paying the bill. When C
receives notice of dishonour from D, C must, in tum,
give notice of dishonour to B. The fact that the address
of C does not appear on the instrument does not dispense D from giving notice of dishonour. Similarly, the
fact that the address of B does not appear on the instrument does not dispense C from giving notice of dishonour. Furthermore, under the rule proposed under (v)
above, notice sent by D to the drawer enures for the
benefit of the payee.
139. With respect to the proposed rule under (iv)
above, it was observed that that rule was based on the
presumption that an endorsee should know his own endorser. However, the rule specified that notice be given
to an immediately preceding party who is liable on the
instrument. Thus, in the example given in paragraph 135
above, if B had endorsed the bill without recourse, C,
having received notice from D, must give notice to A. If
A's address did not appear on the bill, or if his signature or address was illegible, the requirement that C
must in such case nevertheless give notice was unreasonable, since C could not be presumed to know A who
was not his endorser. The Working Group agreed to
revert to this question when examining the redraft of
article 62.
140. The Working Group considered the question
whether a holder was obliged to send notice of dishonor to a person who transferred an instrument without endorsing it. The Group was of the view that such
party should not be entitled to notice of dishonour although he might be liable under article 42.
CONSIDERATION OF THE DESIRABILITY OF PREPARING
UNIFORM RULES APPLICABLE TO INTERNATIONAL
CHEQUES

141. The Working Group was informed that, in
response to its request that an inquiry be conducted
regarding the use of cheques in international payment
transactions (see report on the first session,13 paragraphs 136-138), the Secretariat, in consultation with
the UNCITRAL Study Group on International Payments, had drawn up a questionnaire which had been
addressed to banking and trade institutions and that an
analysis of the replies received thereto would be submitted to it at a future session.
FUTURE WORK

142. The Working Group gave consideration to the
timing of its third session. The Group was of the unani13 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II, 1.
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mous opinion that, in view of the progress achieved at
the present session, its third session should be held as
soon as possible. Some representatives expressed the
view that the third session should be held in the course

of 1974. Others were of the opinion that consideration
of the time and place for the third session should be
left for decision by the Commission at its forthcoming
session, which will convene on 13 May 1974.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. The Working Gwup on International Legislatioo
on Shipping was established by the United Nations Commission 00 Intemational Trade Law (UNCITRAL) at
its second session (1969), and was enlarged by the
Commission at its fourth session. The Working Group
conSiists of the following 20 members of the Commission: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Br~il, Chile,
Egypt, France, Ghana, Hungary, India, Japllill, Nigeria,
Norway, POlllilld, Singapore, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and

1 This compilation sets forth draft provisions adopted by the
Wmking Group at its third, fourth and fifth sessions.

Northern Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United
States of America and Zaire. l
2. In defining the task of the Working Group, the
Commission resolved that:
1 As enlarged by the Commission at its fourth session, the
Working ilioup c011JSisted of 21 members of the Commission.
Report of the United Nations Commission on International
T'rade Law on the work of its fourth session (1971), Official

Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 19; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. II: 1971, part one, II, A, para. 19. The term of one of
these members of the Commission (Spain) expired on 31 December 1973.
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"The rules and practices conoern1ng bills of lading, including those rules contaJined in the International Convention for the Unification of Certain
Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading (the Brussels Comention 1924) and in the Protocol to amend
that Convention (the Brussels Protocol 1968),
should be examined with a view to revising and amplifying the rules as appropriate, and that a neW
internationail convention may, if appropriate, be
prepared for adoption under the auspices of the
United Nations."2
fu addition, the Commission specified a num~ of
topics that, among others, should be considered.s The
Working Group at earlier sessions has taken action
with respect to the following of these topics: (a) the
period of carrier responsibility; (b) respoosibHity for
deck cargoes and live animals; (c) choice of forum
clauses in bills of lading;4 (d) the basic rnles governing
the responsibility of carriers; (e) arbitration clauses
in bills of lading;5 (f) unit limitation of liability; (g)
trans-shipment; (h) deviation; rand (i) the period of
limitation. 6
3. At its fifth session7 the Working Groop decided
to devote the sixth session to the following topics:
(a) definitions under article 1;8 (b) elimination of invalid clauses;8 (c) deck cargo and live animals; (d) liability of the carrier for delay; and (e) scope of application of the Convention.
4. The Working Group held its sixth session in
Geneva from 4-20 February 1974.
Ibid. The Commission decided at its sixth session that the
Working Group should "continue its work under the terms of
reference set forth by the Commission in the resolution adopted
at its [the Commission's] fourth session". Report of the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law on the work
of its sixth session (2-13 April 1973), Official Records of the
General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 17
(A/9017), para. 61; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part one, II, A.
3 Ibid.
4 Report of the Working Group on the work of its third
session, Geneva, 31 January-ll February 1972 (A/CN.9/63;
UNCLTRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, pad two, IV). The
first report of the Secre,tary-General on responsibility of ocean
carriers for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.9/63/Add.l;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV, annex)
was used by the Working Group as its working paper.
5 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fourth
(special) session, Geneva, 25 September-6 October 1972 (AI
CN.9174; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
IV, 1). The Working Group used as its working documents
the first report of the Secretary-General (see preceding note)
and two other working papers prepared by the Secretariat:
"Approaches to basic policy decisions concerning aUocations
of risks between the cargo owner and oarrier" (A/CN.9174,
annex I; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
IV, 2) and "Arbitration clauses" (A/CN.9174, annex II;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 3).
6 Re,port of the Working Group on the work of its
fifth session, New York, 5-16 February 1973 (A/CN.9176;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5). The
Working Group used as its working document the second report
of the Secretary-General on responsibility of carriers for cargo:
bills of lading (A/CN.91761 Add.l; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4).
7 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session (ibid., part two, IV, 5), paras. 73-75.
8 The items mentioned in (a) -and (b) were the remaining
topics of those listed in the resolution adopted by UNCITRAL
at its fourth session (see note 2) above).

5. AN 20 members of the Working Groop were
represented at the session. The session was 81ttended by
the following members of the Commission as observers:
Bulgaria and Fedel1a;! Republic of Germany; and also
by obSJervers from the following international, intergovernmental and non-go~ernmental organdzations:
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), International Maritime Committee
(IMC) , International Chamber of Commerce (ICC),
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI), Office Central des Transports Internationaux par Chemins de Fer
(OCTI), the International Institute for the Unification
of PrivatJe Law (UNIDROIT), the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO), the International ShipoWlllers' Association (INSA) and the
Baltic and International Maritime Conference
(BIMCO).
6. The Working Group, by acclamation, elected the
following officers:
Chairman _.........
Vice-Chairmen

Rapporteur

Mr. Mohsen Chafik (Egypt)
Mr. Nehemias Gueiros (Brazil)
Mr. Stanislaw Suchorzewski (Poland)
Mr. R. K. Dixit (India)

7. The following documents were placed before the
Working Group:
1.

2.

2

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provisional agenda and annotJations (AjCN.9/WG.IIII
L.l )
Second report of the Secretary-General on responsibility
of ocean carriers for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.91
76/Add.l)
UNIDROIT study on carriage of live animals (A/CN.91
WG.III/WP.ll)
Third report of the Secretary-General on responsibility
of ocean carriers for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.91
WG.III/WP.12) , Vols. I to III
Deck cargo: working paper by the Secretariat (A/CN.91
WG.III/WP.14)
Comments and suggestioos on the topics to be considered at the sixth session of the Working Group (AI
CN .9/WG.III/WP.I21Add.!)
Compilation of draft provisions approved by the Working Group: note by the Secretariat (A/CN.9/WG.IIII
WP.13)

8. The Working Group adopted the following
agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opening of the session
Election of officers
Adoption of the agenda
Consideration of the substantive items selected at thefifth session of the Working Group to be dealt with at
the sixth session
5. Future work
6. Adoption of the report.

9. The Working Group used the report of the
Secretary-General entitled "third report of the Secretary-General on responsibillity of ocean carriers for
cargo: bills of lading" (hereinafter referred to as the
third J1eport of the Secretary-General) (A/CN.9/
WG.III/WP.12) as its working document for the topics
examined therein. In th,at report il:he Secretary-General
examined the following topics: liability of ocean car-
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me.r.s for delay (part one); geographical scope of application of the Convention (part two) ; documentary scope
of application of the Convention (part three); invalid
clauses dn bins of tading (part four). 9 With respect to
the consideration of definitions under article I the
Working Group used as its working document part five
of the report of the Seoretary-General entitled "Second
report on responsibility of ooean carriers for cargo: bills
of lading" (hereinafter referred to as the second report
of the Secretary-General) (A/CN.9/76/Add.'1*). In
addition to the aforementioned reports the Working
Group used a study prepared by the International Institute for the Uillification of Private Law (UNIDROIT)
entitled "Study on carriage of Uve animails" (A/CN.9/
WG.III/WP.II) **and 'a working paper by the Secretariat on the topic of deck cargo (A/CN.9/WG.III/
WP.14).
I.

LIABILITY OF OCEAN CARRIERS FOR DELAY

A. Introduction
10. Part one of the third repom of the SecretaryGeneral dealt with the liability of ocean carriers for
delay in the delivery of cargo.lQ The report noted that
the Brussels Convention of 1924 contains no provision
addressed to this question; that case-law on the subject
was conflicting; and that in most jurisdictions the problems had not been resolved either by court decisions or
by legislation.
11. The report noted (paragraph 5) that under the
present Convention when cargo had been physically
damaged during transit as a result of delay in delivery,
the legal issue invoilrved was not analytically different
from the issue presented generally by physical damage
to goods on the failure of the carrier to perform his
()bldgation under article 3 (2)-"properly and carefully" to "load . . . carry . . . and discharge the
goods carried". On the other hand, it was ailso noted
that when the consequence of delay was not physical
damage to the goods, but rather economic loss to the
consignee (e.g. because of the consignee's inability to
use or reseilil the goods or ,as a result of a drop in the
value of the goods during the period of delay), the
existing law was especially unclear. l1

* UNCTRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4.
** Reproduced in this volume, part two, III, 3, infra.
D Parts one and two of the above document (A/CN.91
WG.IilI/WP.12, Vols. I-III) appeared in volume one; part three
in volume two, and part four in volume three. The third report
of the Secretary-General which was also circulated as an addendum to the present report (A/CN.9/88/ Add. I) is reproduced in this Yearbook, part two; III, 2, infra.
w A/CN.9/881 Add. I, reproduced in this volume, part two,
III, 2, infra.
11 The re.port (note 12 at paragraph 5) noted that one of the
problems was whether certain types of economic loss were
sufficiently direct or foreseeable to provide a basis for the
recovery of damages. It was further noted that such problems
of economic loss to the buyer may arise when the goods are
lost or are rendered unusable as a iresult of physical damage,
and hence are not pecuJia,r to unavailability of the gOO?S because of delay in delivery. The report also drew attention to
the connexion between this general problem and the rules
setting limits on the liability of the oanrier. See Compilation
of draft provisions approved by the Working Group (A/CN.91
WGJII/WP.13) (herein referred to as "Compilation"), part
1, on carrier responsibility. The Compilation is reproduced as
an annex to this report.
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12. The l'Ieport examined provisions dealing with
delay in other transpolt conventdons (paragraphs 8-12).
The report then set forth five draft provisions for consideration by the Working Group: (1) Draft provision A (paragraph 13) would establish the basic principle that the Convention's rules on' respoosibmty of
the carrier were applicable not only to physical loss of
or damage to cargo but also to delay in delivery. (2)
Draft provision B (paragraph 17) set forth a definition of deJlay. (3) The report presented two alternative
texts with respect to the lim~tation of a carrier's 11ability for delay. One alternative (draft provision C, at
paragraph 26) would pro~ide the same limitation on
liability as that approved by the Working Group with
respeot to loss or damage to goods. 12 A second alternative (draft provision D, at paragraph 28) would provide
a special limitation ()(Il a carrier's liability to the shipper
for loss other than physicail loss of or damage to the
goods (e.g. for economic loss); this special limitation
was to be based on the freight charges for the goods in
qUesJl:ion. 13 (4) The problem presented by an extended
delay in arrival of the goods, when it was unolear
whether the goods were ilost, was dealt with in a proposal (draft provision E, paragraph 37) based on
provisions of the Road (CMR) aud Rail (elM) Conventions.
B. Discussion by the Working Group
(l) The basic rule on responsibility of the carrier for
delay
13. There was general agreement within the Working Group that a specific provislion establishing the carrier's responsibiJIity for loss or damage from delay was
desirable and most represel1Jta:tives spoke in f.arvour of
the approach taken in draft provision A of the third
report of the Secretary-Genera1.14 One ob8'erver opposed inclusion of such a proY-ision in the Convention
on the grounds that shipowners woUlld thus be subjected to heavy potetlitial liability for consequential
damages from delay. Another observer stated that carrier liability for delay would be coosidered asa new
risk for insurance purposes, but that insuTauce would
be available to cover such risk~
14. Severail representatives suggesre<1 that draft provision A be amended along the lines of article 19 of
the CMR Convention. 15 Other representatives proposed
that any modificailion of draft prorvisdoo A in the thh'd
report of the Secretary-General should take into account
the draft TOM Convention,16 and the ICC Uniform
Rules for a Combined Tr,ansport Dooument. 17 Some
12 Compilation, part J. In this provision the monetary
amounts were left blank.
13 The report noted (foot-mote 35) that the 1970 revision of
the CIM Convention provided a limitation of "twice the amount
of the carriage charges". For separate consideration by the
Working Group the bracketed language in the draft provision
included this approa,ch.
14 A/CN.9/88/Add.l, part one; reproduced in this volume,
part two, III, 2, infra.
15 Conventioo on the Contract for International Carriage
of Goods by Road (1956), United Nations, Treaty Series,
voL 399, 189.
16IMCO/ECE Draft Convention on the International Combined Transport of Goods (Novembe.r 1971), CTC IV /l81
Rev.l, TRANS/374/Rev.l, article 11.
17 International Chamber of Commerce, Brochure 273,
November 1973, Rules 14-15.
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representJatives and observers, however, cautioned
agadnSlt the use of coQlvemtions on land transportation
as models for a convention concerned with the carriage
of goods by sea.
15. Several representatives stressed that the Convention should 'apply only after the carrier has taken
charge of the goods, as the transportaJtion does not
commence until the carrier has m fact taken charge
of the goods. One representative suggested that the ConvenDion should provide specifically that the carrier was
iJdable for extra expenses incurred by the shipper as a
consequence of the carrier's delay in taking charge of
the goods.
16. Some representatives farvoured, principle, the
suggestion of one representative that the carrier be
held liable for "economic losse.s resulting from delay".
Howerver, a number of representatives and observers
who expressed support for use of the term "economic
loss" considered that the types of economic losses from
delay for which a carrier would be held responsible
should be enumerated and that the measure of such
damages be limited to some standard of foreseeability.
Other representatives suggested that the measure of
damages as a result of delay due to the fault of the
carrier should be left to national legislation; for this
reason they opposed any listing of the types of recoverable economic losses or the inclusion of a limitation of
recoverable damages based on a test of foreseeability
for damages other than physical damage ,to the goods.
Some representatives were opposed to any use of the
term "economic loss", as all loss was in a sense economic and the I!:erm had no accepted meaning in most
legal sysrems.

m

(2) Definition of delay
17. There was general agreement within the Working Group that there should be a definition of delay.
Some representatives supported draft provision B18 in
the third report of the Secrretary-General, focusing on
the agreed upon or normal daJte for delivery. Other
representatives favoured a definition centred on the
concept of "actual duration of the carriage" as found
in article 19 of the CMR Coovention.
18. One representative proposed the deletion of
the phrase "daJte for delivery expressly agreed upon by
the parties" £rom draft provision B,thus eliminating
the option of the parties to agree on a specific date for
delivery. Two representatives expressed reservations
concerning the possibility that, should the above phrase
be retained, the specific date for delivery agreed upon
by the parties would not be reflected in the biM of lading
or that the date could be based on an orall agreement
between the parties.
19. Some representatives proposed that the definition of delay should include a specific pfOlvision to
cover cases of partial loads bUI!: sever.al other representatives expressed their opposition to this proposal.
(3) Application of limitation of liability rules in case
of delay
20. About half of the representatives in the Working Group expressed their support in principle for the

18 A/CN.9/88/ Add.l, part one, para. 17, re-produced in this
volume, part two, III, 2, infra.

establishment of a single limltation on carrier liability,
regardless of whether the d,amages were in the form of
physical loss of or damage to the goods or some other
type of loss or damage (e.g. due to delay suffered by
the owner of the goods), and regardless of whether
the carrier's fault giving rise to the damages had taken
the form of delay or of some other violation by the
carrier of his obligations under the COQlvention. While
suggesting some drafting modifications, these representatives favoured therefore the approach contained in
draft provision C. 19
21. A majority-aJi1:hough narrow-ofthe representatives and some observers expressed their preference
for a dual sysilJem of liability, eSitablishing a per package or per weight limitation of carrier liability for
physical loss of or damage to the goods and a separate
limitation of carrier's liabiJlity based on freight charges
for delay, along the lines suggested in draft proposal D.20
A majority of the represootatives who favoured a special
limitation for delay based on freight indicated that they
proposed. to have the per package or per weight limitation apply in cases of physical loss of or damage to the
goods due to delay, and that the freight limitation would
apply only to cases of damages from delay in delivery
other than physical loss or damage to the goods.
22. One represenil:ative, supported by some others,
proposed the following wording for the speciaJ limitation applicable to cases of delay: "In 4:he case of delay,
if the claimant to the goods proves that damage (prejudice) has resulted therefrom, the carrier shall pay
compensation for such damage not exoeeding [double]
the freight charges." The represenrtatirve sil:ated that his
proposal used as its model artiole 23 of the CMR
Convention.
23. Some represell1tatirves expressed the view that
the Working Group should adopt 'alternative texts, one
based on the single limitation approach and the other on
the dual system of limitation providing for a special
limitation forr cases of delay. In this connexion it was
argued thwt governments were not yet in a position to
choose between these two approaches, since their final
preference may well depend on the level of actual liability established by an agreement as to the sum of the
per package o'r per weight limitation. One representative suggested thaI!: the special limitation of liability for
delay should also have alternative texts: one alternative
incorporating the freight limitation and the other one
based on a per package or per weight limitation.
( 4) Delay in delivery: loss of goods

24. All representaJtives who spoke on the subject
endorsed the principle contained in paragraph 1 of
draft proposal E21 of the third report of the SecretaryGeneral, to the effect thai!: after a specified period of
delay in delivery the person entitled to the goods may
treat them as lost and make 'a claim against the carrier
on that basis. However, differing views were expressed
as to whether the carrier should have the right to prove
that the goods were not ·in fact loot.
19 A/CN.9/88/Add.l, pan one, par·a. 26; reproduced in this
volume, part two, III, 2, infra.
20 Ibid., para. 28.
21 A/CN.9/88/Add.l, part one, para. 37; reproduced in this
volume, part two, III, 2, infra.
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25. A majority of the representati'Ves stated that
the rules in paragraphs 2-4 of draft proposal E, regulating in detail the rights of the olaimant and the carrier should the goods be recovered subsequently, were
oonecess3lrYas the matter could be left to commercial
practice. However some representatives held the view
that the 'above provisions were useful and should be
retained because there could be cases when the consignee wanted to have the goods in spite of delay, due
to their particular usefulnless to him. It was also necessary to protect the consignee's interest in cases when
the vailue of recovered goods was far iIll excess of the
maximum carrier liability. Otherwise the carrier in this
latter case would have a qUlick windfall profit.
C. REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY
26. The Working Group, after a discussion of
alternative 'approaches to deal with the subject, decided
to constitute a Drafting Party to prepare texts on the
subJect ,as well 'as on the other topics that were to be
considered during the sixth session. 22 The report of the
DraftJing Party on the inolusion of provisions on carrier Liability for delay in delivery, with some amendments to the text of the proposed draft provisions made
by the Working Group,23 is as follows:
PART I OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
INCLUSION OF PROVISIONS ON CARRIER LIABILITY
FOR DELAY IN DELIVERY

(a) The Dflafting Party formulated dra£t texts to
reflect the views expressed in the discussion of the
Working Group on the inclusion of provisions imposing c3Jl'rier liability for delay in delivery. It was
agreed by the Drafting Party that these draft texts
would necessarily replace certain provisions previously agreed upon by the Working Group as indicated below. The DraftJing Party recommended the
following provisions:
22 The Drafting Party was composed of the representatives
of Argentina, France, Ghana, India, Japan, Nigeria, Norway,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.
The Drafting Party elected Mr. E. Chr. Selvig (Norway) as
Chairman.
23 The amendments made by the Working Group are the
following: (a) the definition of delay in delivery will be subparagraph 1 (b) rather than a separate paragraph 4 of the
basic rules on the responsibility of the carrier (part D of the
compilation); (b) subparagraph 1 (a) of alternative. B shall
commence with the words "the liability of the carrier for loss,
damage or expense resulting from . . ." ("loss, damage or
expense" to be translated into French as "prt!judice" and into
Spanish as "los perjuicios"), instead of .the words "the liabiJity of the carrier according to the prov,isions of article [ ]
for ..."; (c) in subparagraph 1 (c) of alternative B the word
"paragraph" will replace the word "article" preceding the
expression "for tota11oss of the goods"; (d) in the revised formulation of article B, paragraph 1 of part J of the compilation,
the phrase "covered by the contract of carriage" should replace
the phrase "covered by a contract of carriage"; (e) and in
the draft provision on delay in delivery-loss of goods, the
bracketed language "unless the carrier proves the contrary"
following the expression "may treat the goods as lost", shall
be deleted.
During the consideration by the Working Group of this
report of the Drafting Party, notes (1) and (g) were added,
at the request of the Chairman of the Drafting Party, to the
notes on the proposed draft provisions.
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BASIC RULES GOVERNING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
CARRIER

To replace paragraph 1, part D of the compilation
of draft provi&ions approved by the Working Group
reading as follows:
"1 (a) The carrier shall be liable for loss, damage
or expense resulting from loss of or damage to the
goods, as well as from delay in delivery, if the occm-rence which caus:edthe loss, dam'age or delay took
place while the goods were in his charge as defined
in article ( ),24 unless the carrier proves that he,
his servants and agents took all measures that could
reasonabl.y be required to avoid the occurrence and
its consequences.
"1 (b) DeilJay in delivery occurs when the goods
have not been deJiveroo within the time expressly
agreed upon in writing or, in the absence of such
agreement, within the time which, having regard to
the circumstances of the case, would be reasonable
to require of ,a diligent carrier."
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

To replace article A, paragraph 1, in part J of the
compilation reading:
Alternative A: Single method for limitation of liability:
1. The liability of the carrier according to the
provisions of article [ ]211 shaH be limited to an
amount equivalent to ( ) francs per package or
other shipping unit or ( ) francs per kUo of gross
weight of the goods lost, damaged or delayed, whichever is the higher.
Alternative B: dual method for the limitation of
liability:
1 (a) The liability of the carrier for loss" damage or expense resulting from loss of or damage to
the goods shall be limited to an amount equivalent
to ( ) francs per package or other shipping unit or
( ) francs per kilo of gross weight of the goods
lost or damaged, whichever is the higher.
1 (b) In case of delay in delivery, if the claimant
proves loss, damage or expense other than as referred to in subparagraph (a) above, the liability
of the carrier shall not exceed
variation x: [double] the freight.
variation y:26 an amount equivalent to (X-Y)
francs per package or other shipping unit or (X-Y)
francs per kilo of gross weight of the goods delayed,
whichever is the higher.
1 (c) In no case shall the aggregate liability of
the canier, under both subparagraphs (a) and (b)
of this paragmph, exceed the limiJtation which would
be established under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph for total loss of the goods with respect to
which such liability was lncurred.
24 The refe,rence is to the provision on the period of carrier
responsibility foumd in subparagraph (ii), art B of the compilation.
25 The reference is to the revised basic mles governing the
responsibility of the cao:rier, above, which includes liability
for delay,
26 It is assumed that (X-Y) will represent lower limitations
on liability than those established under subparagraph 1 (a).
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To replace article B, paragraph 1 of part J of the
compNation reading:
"1. The defenoes and limits of liability provided
for in this Convention shall apply in any action
against the carrier in respect of loss of or damage
to the goods covered by the contract of carriage, as
well as of delay in deiLivery, whether the aotion be
founded in contract or in tort."
DELAY IN DELIVERY: LOSS OF GOODS

The person ent.itled rto make a cLaim for the loss of
goods may treat the goods as lost when they have
not beetn deLivered as required by article ( )27
within [sixty] days foHowing the expiry of the time for
delivery acoording to paragraph ( ) of article
(

).28

Notes on the proposed draft provisions
The attention of the Working Group is drawn to
the following matters:
(b) Among the repres,entatives favouring the dual
method of limiting liability a majority supported
alternative B, variation x, while some support was
expressed for variation y as a possible alternative.
(c) With respect to the provision on limitation of
liability, the views of the members of the Drafting
Party were divided regarding paragraph 1 (c) establishing the noo-cumu1ative effect of the separate limitations incorporated in the dual method.
(d) Some representatives favoured the inclusion of a
special rude on foreseeability applicable to cases of
delay in delivery. The language proposed is as follows:
"The carrier shall, however, nOl1: be liable to
pay compe1lS<ations for loss, damage or expense,
other than loss of or damage to the goods, resulting from delay in delivery when such loss, damage
or expense could not have been reasonably foreseen by the carrier at the time of entering into the
contlfact of oarriage as a probable consequence of
the delay."
(e) One representathre expressed reservations about
identifying delay only as "delay in delivery".
(f) The phrase "'loss, damage or expense" should
be translated into French as "prejudice" and into
Spanish as "los perjuicios" .29
(g) Adoption of the above draft texts may require
the Working Group, at some future date, to review
the texts of some provisions it had approved previousiy in order to ensure uniformity of terminology
in the revised Convention.
27 The reference is to the provision on the period of carrier
responsibility, in subparagraph (ii), part B of the compilation.
2S The refe,rence is to the definition of delay adopted by the
Drafting Party as subpairagraph 1 (b) of the basic rules governing the responsibility of the carrier.
29 Some representatives stated that by adopting, in the context of article D, para. 1 (a) of the compilation, the terms
"loss, damage or exopense resulting from loss or damage to the
goods", the Working Group explicitly enlarged the scope of
application of the Convention to damages other than t~e ~~ss
of the commercial value of the goods. The extent of liabilIty
for such other damages will be determined in accordance with
the prillciples concerning causality which are in effect in each
Contracting State.

D. Consideration of Part I of the Report of the
Drafting Party
27. The W()[king Group considered the above part
of the report of the Drafting Party.so The report of the
Drafting Party, including the proposed draft provisions,
was approved by the Working Group.
28. The following comments and reservations were
made with '1'espect to the draft provision on delay in
delivery-loss of goods:
(a) Some representatives favoured retention of the
bracketed language "unless the carrier proves the contrary" following the expression "may treat the goods
as lost", in order to permit a carrier to establish that
goods were not in fact loot but only delayed, and
thereby overcome the presumption of their loss.
(b) Some representatives expressed support for the
adoption of specific provisions dealing with the subsequent recovery of goods that had been treated as lost
by the person entitled to make a olaim for the loss of
the goods pursuant to the basic operative provisioo on
delay in delivery-loss of goods. These representatives
proposed that the basic provision proposed by the
Drafting Party be supplemented by three further paragraphs, modelled after the ClM Convention,S1 CMR
Convention,32 or draft proposal E in part one of the
third report of the Secretary-GeneraJ.83 One representative reserved his pos,ition concerning the addition of
such supplementary provisions.

II.

DOCUMENTARY SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF
THE CONVENTION

A. Introduction
29. The Working Group discussed separately two
aspects of the scope of application of the Convention:
(1) "documentary" scope of the Convention-the effeet of the use (0'1' non-use) of certain documents evidencing the contract of oarriage; and (2) "geographic"
scope-the effect of the place of origin and of destination of the carriage of goods by sea.
30. The question of "documentary" scope was considered in part three of the third report of the SecretaryGeneral. 34 The responsibilities and liabilities established under the 1924 Brussels Convention are applicable when there is a "contmct of carriage" as defined
in article 1 (b). Article 1 (b) provides:
"(b) Contract of carriage applies only to contracts of carriage covered by a bill of lading or any
similar document of title, in so far as such docu.ment relates to the carriage of goods by sea; it also
applies to My bill of lading or any similar document
as aforesaid issued under or pursuant to a charter
party from the moment at which such instrument
regrulates the relations between a oarrier and a holder
of the same."
See foot-note 23 above.
A/CN.9/88/Add.l, part one, para. 36, reproduced in this
volume, part two, III, 2, infra.
32 Ibid., para. 35.
33/bid. para. 37.
34 The question of "geographic" scope is considered in
part III of the present report, and in A/CN.9/88/Add.1 part
two, reproduced in this volume, part two, III, 2, infra.
30
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31. The report drew attention to problems that had
arisen, particularly under modern shipping practices,
with respect to the words contained in article 1 (b):
"covered by a bill of lading or similar document of
title".
32. It was noted that at the time of the drafting of
the Convention in the early 1920s, the terms "bill of
lading" and "documoot of title" dearly identified the
standard contracts of carriage of that period. When
goods were loaded the carrier would issue a document
entitled "bill of lading". This "bill of lading" clearly
was a "document of title" in that, inter alia, the carrier was only obliged to surrender the goods in exchange for the document-a feature that gave the possessor of the document control over the goods. 85
33. The report ooted that in many regions docum~nts labelled "bills of lad~ng" clearly met the above
criteria, but in other regions two distinct types of "bills
of lading" were used. One type called for the delivery
of the goods to "the order of" the consignee; this
"order" or "negotiable" bill of ~ading was dearly a
"document of title" and feU within the above definition
in artiole 1 (b). A second type, a "non-negotiable"
(or "straight") "bill of lading", permitted delivery to
a named consignee without surrender of the document.
It was reported that in some jurisdictions this document,
when labelled a "biN of iading" and under local law
having some (but not all) of ,the indicia of a "document of title", would bring the carriage within the
scope of the Convention; however, in many othe·r jurisdictions the appLicability of the Convention 11:0 carriage
of goods under such documents was subject to question. 36
34. It was also reported that mercantile and shipping practices which had developed since the preparation of the Convention had led to the use of documents
permitting greater flexibility and efficiency. Shipping
arrangements might be made under documents bearing
various names, such as "consignment note" or "shipping
receipt", and, sometimes, these arrangements might be
recorded and reproduced by computer and by other
electronic devices. There was serious doubt as to
whether such carriaJge fdl within the defini·tion set forth
in article 1 (b) of the Convention. 37
35. The report raised the question whether the
areas of protection gIven 11:0 the shipper under the Convention should shrink with the increased use of such
new types of documentation,38 or whether it should be
3ft Such control over the goods faciLitates arrangemel1J1:s for
the exchange of goods for the price-often throu~h banking
intermediaries whereby documents are presented 10 response
to the terms of a letter of credit. 'In addition national law
usually gave the purchaser of such a "bill of lading" strong
legal protection against claims by earlier possessors of the
document and (in many jurisdictions) of the goods. This protection was commonly associated with the concept that the
document was "negotiable" and "represented" the goods.
36 A/CN.9/88/Add.1, part three, paras. 8-9; reproduced in
this volume, part two, Ill, 2, infra.
37 The report also considered the effect of the failure of the
carrier to issue a document in circumstances where such
issuance would be expected or usual. (Ibid., paras. 14-18.)
38 It was noted that the protection given the shipper in the
event of loss of or damage to the goods, or delay in delivery,
was a distinct issue from the rules defining the rights as
between successive holders of bills of lading and other documents evidencing the carriage.
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enlarged. Attention was drawn to the provisions dealing
with this question in other transport conventions. 39 In
the Light of these COIl1sideIlations, the report set forth a
draft propos,al whereby "contract of carriage" would
be defined to apply to "all contracts for il:he carriage
of goods by sea". iIt was noted that, under such an
approach, the label of the dooument evidencing the
contract of carriage, or the non-existence of such a
document, would not affect the applicability of the
Convention.40
36. The report pointed out that if such a broad
basic rule concerning the applicability of the Convention were adopted, certain exceptions should also be
considered. Draft provisions were set forth preserving
the present exception for charter parties. Attention was
also directed to the possibility of further exceptions for
specific types of carriage where the applicability of the
Convention would be inappropriate. 41
B. Discussion by the Working Group
(1) General rule on scope of application
37. It was generally agreed by the Working Group
that the scope of application of the Convention should
be broadened so that its mandatory rules would be
made more widely appJicable. Most representatives
were of the view that the Convention should state as
the general ru~'e thaJI: it was applicable to all contracts
of carriage of goods by sea subject to the rules on geographic SCOpe.42
38. Some representatives favoured extending the
coverage of the Convention beyond the contract of
carriage so that ,the Convention would cover all types
of maritime transport, all forms of obligation (contract,
tort, bai~ment), ali documents, and situations where
shipments are processed by computers. On il:he other
hand, some other representatives were of the opinion
that the Convention ,shou[d app~y only to contracts of
carriage evidenced by a document and that the basic
document should be the "bill of lading" since parties to
contracts of maritime oarriage were familiar with this
document.
39. Some representati'Ves, who favoured the application of the Convention to all contracts of carriage,
indicated that every shipper should continue to have
the right to demand a bill of lading and that the Convention should contain uniform rules governing the
contents of bills of lading. In addition, it was suggested that ,jt wou~d be desirable to have rules specifying the type of information to be contained in other
documents evidencing carriage such as consignment
notes and delivery orders.
39 A/CN.9/88/Add.l, paras. 25-27; reproduced in this volume, part two, III, 2, infra. referring to provisions in the Rail
(CIM), Road (CMR), and Air (Warsaw) Conventions.
40 The report noted that other provisions of the Convention,
with respect to the obligation of the carrier to issue documents
containing specified provisions, and the rights of third persons
under documents, presented issues that were distinct from the
basic rule as to the applicability of the Convention. (Ibid.,
para. 38.)
41 Ibid., paras. 23-24, 31, 36-37.
42 See para. 65, below, for the draft articles adopted by
the Working Group as to the geographic scope of the Convention.
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(2) Exceptions to application of the Convention
40. It was suggested that the article on the scope
of application of the Convention should contain a provision to the effect that, in cases where a bill of lading
or similar documem of title was not issued, the parties
to a contract of carriage might agree, by means of a
note endorsed on the document evidencing the contract
of carriage and signed by the shipper, that the contract
would nOJl: be subject to the ru~es of the Convention.
These representatives observed that, under the circumstances set forth above, the contract between the parties
would not be a contract of adhesion since the shipper
would have spooifioaUy agreed to the non-application of
the Convention.
41. A majority of the representatives were opposed
to including such a provision permitting the shipper to
sign away the protection of the Convention, even in
cases where the document evidencing the contract of
carDiage was not a bill of lading. It was indicated that
standard form documents might well be developed by
carriers, excluding lapplication of the Convention, which
shippers would be expected to sign as a matter of routine. These would then be new types of adhesion contracts.
42. Some representatives, while agreeing with the
majority, nevertheless were of the view that under special circumstances the pames to a contract of carriage
should be permitted to agree specifically to the nonapplicability of the Convention.
43. The Working Group generally favoured the exclusion of charter-parties from the scope of application
of the ConvenJtion. In this connexion it was pointed out
by Qlt1,e representative that, according to the legislation
of his country, charter-parties were not considered to
be contracts of carriage, and hence there was no need
to exclude specifically charter-parties. This view was
not shared by other representatives.
44. It was agreed that the Convention would not
be applicable to a charter-party between the charterer
and the shipOWlller, but that dt would be applicable to
the contractual relationship between the carrier and a
cargo owner who was not the charterer.
45. Many representatives opposed the incorporation of a definition of "charter-party" into the Convention. It was observed that it would be difficult to find a
definition of "charter-party" that would :aJVoid substantial difficulties of interpretation. In this connexion,
it was pointed OUit by one representative that there had
been very little litigation over the distinction between
charter-parties and contracts of carriage. Some representatives who favoured the inclusion of a definition of
"charter-party" supported such inclusion on the ground
that it would be desirable to distinguish dearly between
charter-parties and contracts for the carriage of goods
governed by the Convention.
46. The exclusion of quantum contracts from the
application of the mles of the Convention was also
discussed. S\lICh exclus,ion was supported by some
representa:tives.
47. The Working Group decided to delete article 6
of the Brussels Convention of 1924. It was generally
considered that article 6 was vague and that practice
had shown tha:t parties to contracts of carriage had not
made use of the provisions of this article.

C. Report of the Drafting Party
48. Following the discussion by the Working
Group, this subject was referred to the Drafting Party.
The Drafting Party agreed on a draft provision on the
documentary scope of application of the Convention
to replace article 1 (b) and article 5, paragraph 2,
(first sentence) of the Brosscls Conventdon of 1924
and made a number o.f other recommendations and
observations which were included in ~ts report to the
Working Group. This report, including the draft provision to which minor amendments were made by the
Working Group,48 reads as follows:
PART II OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
DOCUMENTARY SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF
THE CONVENTION

The Drafting Party was requested by the Working
Group to draft provisions on the scope of application of the COliven1Jion, ,taking into account the views
on the various aspects of the subject expressed by
representatives.
(a) The Drafting Party recommends the following
dra£t provisions:
1. The provisions of this Convention shall be
applicable to all contraots for the carriage of goods
by sea.
[2. Where a bUI of lading or simillar document
of title is not issued, the parties may expressly agree
that the Convention shaill not apply, provided
that a document evidencing the contract is issued
and a statement of the stipulation is endorsed on
such documenJtand signed by the shipper.]
3. The provisions of this Convention shall not
be appLicable to charter parties. However, where a
bill of lading is issued under or pursuant to a
charter-party, the provisions of the Convention
shall apply to such a bill of lading where it governs the relation between the carrier and the holder
of the bill of lading.
[4. For the purpose of this article, contmots
for the carriage of a certain qUlldltity of goods over
a certain period of time shall be deemed to be
charter parties.]
48 The amendments to the draft prOVISIOn made by the
Working Group are the folIowing: (a) in paragraph 2, "agree"
was replaced by "stipulate" and ",agreement" was replaced by
"stipulation"; (b) in pamgraJph 3 "contained herein" was replaced by the words "of the Convention"; (c) in paragraph 4
the expression "carriage of a quantity of goods" was ;replaced
by "carriage of a certain quantity of goods".
The Working Group deleted the recommendation of the
Drafting Party (which had been part (b) (li) of the report of
the Drafting Pa.rty) that "the term 'charter party' should be
translated into French as 'contrat d'afJretement constate par
une charte-partie' "; howeve,r, the Working Group added the
following item to the notes on the proposed draft provisions:
"Paraj¥aph 3 of the draft provisions-It was noted by the
representative of France that 'charter party' was translated
into French as 'contrat d'afjretement' ". It was also noted by
the rep,resentatives of Argentina and Chile that "chaJlter party"
was translated into Spanish as "contrato de {ietamento". The
Working GI'OUp decided to follow these suggeiitions.
At the request of the Chairman of the Drafting Party the
following recommendatiOiIl was added as part (b) (iii) of the
report of the Drafting Party: "The Drafting Party recommended that article 6 of the Brussels Convention of 1924
be deleted."
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(b) The Drafting P'arty also recommends th,at:
(i) The Conventioo should not contain any definition of the terms "charter party" and "contrat d'affretement".
(ii) A provisional definition of bill of lading be
adopted for the purpose of the deliberations

of the Working Group. The defini'tion reads
as foLlows:
"BiM of lading means a bill of lading or
any sdmilar documenJt of title".
(iii) The Drafting P'arty recommended that article 6 of the Brussels <hnvention of 1924
should be deleted.
Notes on the proposed draft provisions
(c) The attention of the Working Group is drawn to
the following: Paragraph 1 of the draft provisions
1. One representatiiVe was of the opiIlJion that
the scope of applicatioo should be relaJted to "the carriage of goods" rather than to "contracts of carriage".
This representative suggested that subparagraph 1
should read as follows:
"The provisions of this Convention shall apply
to the carriage of goods between ports in two different States."
2. It was suggested by one member of the Drafting Party that the following phrase should be added
to paragmph 1: "whether evidenced by a bill of
lading or any other document covering such carriage"
in order to cope with modem or future practices inTrolving new and various forms of contract of carriage documentation aiIld at the same time to indi",ate dearly that some document is still required to
evidence such contracts. This wew was supported by
8Il10ther representative.
Paragraph 2 of the draft provision
1. Opinion as to whether this paragraph should
be induded was divided in the Drafting Party and it
was agreed that the paragreph should appear in
square brackets in the report of the Drafting Party.
2. Two representatives, although in favour of the
poociple laid down in this paragraph, held the view
that suoh an exception from applioability of the Convention shoUild be made a'V'ailable onily in special
circumstances.
Paragraph 3 of the draft provision
It was noted by the representaHve of France that
"charter-party" was trans~ated into French as contrat d'affretement". It was also narted by the representatives of Argentina and Chile that "charterparty" was trans,lated into Spanish as "contrato de
fletamento".44
Paragraph 4 of the draft provision
At the request of four representatives who were
opposed to this provision iJt was agreed to place this
subparagraph in square brackets.
44

The Working Group decided to follow these suggestions.
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D. Consideration of Part II of the report of
the Drafting Party
49. With mmor amendments, 4l1 the Working Group
approved the above part of the report of the Drafting
Party, including the <Waft provisions.

III.

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF APPLICATION
OF THE CONVENTION

A. Introduction
50. Article 10 of the Brussels Convention of 1924
provides:
"This Convention shall apply to all bills of lading
issued in any of the contracting States."
51. Part two of the third report of the SecretaryGeneral noted (at paragraphs 4-5) that this provision
had given rise to critioism, inter aUa, on the following
grounds: (1) Under a literal reading, the Convention
could be applicable when the carriage had no international element; i.e., coast-wise carriage within the
same State involving a ship and nationals of that State;
(2) The place of issuance of the bill of lading, as the
sole criterion for applicability did not bear an adequate
relationship to the performance of the contract of
carriage.
52. The difficulties presented by article 10 of the
1924 Brussels Convention led to the revision of that
article by article 5 of the Brussels Protocol of 1968.
Article 5 of the 1968 Protocol reads as follows:
"The provisions of this Convention shall apply to
every bill of lading relating to the carriage of goods
between ports in two different States if:
"(a) The bill of lading is issued in a contracting State, or
" ( b) The carriage is from a port in a contracting
State, or
"(c) The Contract contained in or evidenced by
the bill of lading provides that the rules of this
Convention or legislation of any State giving effect
to them are to govern the contract whatever may be
the nationality of the ship, the carrier, the shipper,
the consignee" or any other interested person.
"Each Contracting State shall apply the provisions
of this Convention to the Bills of Lading mentioned
above.
"This article shall not prevent a Contracting State
from applying the rules of this Convention to bms
of lading not included in the preceding paragraphs."
53. The report noted that the above provision had
been based on draft provisions developed at two conferences of the International Maritime Committee
(CMI)~the XXIVth Conference held at Rijeka and
the XXVIth Conference held at Stockholm. The Rijeka/
Stockholm draft differed from that embodied in the
above provisions of the Brussels Protocol in one important respect: namely, under the Rijeka/Stockholm
draft, the Convention would also be applicable when
"the port of discharge ... is situated in a contracting
State" .46
See foot-note 43 above.
The report noted (A/eN.9/88/Add.l, para. 24, reproduced
in this volume, part two, III, 2, below) that the final paragraph of revised article 5 in the 1968 Protocol reflected a compromise in response to the proposals to include the port of
discharge as a basis for applicability.
45
46
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54. The above proposal contained in the Rijeka/
Stockholm draft was discussed at the Diplomatic Conference that drafted the Brussels Protocol of 1968.
The report summarized the main points developed in
the course of the discussion,47 and drew attention to
certain practical considerations bearing on the interest
of the consignee in the applicability of the Convention.
These included the fact that the existence of damage
to the goods, and the scope of any such damage can
usually be determined only when the goods are unloaded at the port of discharge; as a consequence,
claims and ,litigation over the contract of carriage are
usually more closely related to the port of discharge
than to the port of loading. 48
55. In the light of these considerations the report
set forth alternative draft proposals for consideration
by the Working Group. Draft proposal A was patterned
on Brussels Protocol of 1968. 49 Draft proposal B was
also based on the Brussels Protocol, but included a
provision whereby the Convention would also be applicable when the port of discharge was located in a
Contracting State.
B. Discussion by the Working Group
56. It was generally agreed that article 10 of the
1924 Brussels Convention was not satisfactory in that
it was ambiguous and did not provide a sufficiently
broad scope of geographic application.
57. Further, it was generally agreed that article 5
of the 1968 Brussels Protocol (on which draft proposal A was based) was an improvement on article 10
of the 1924 Convention. However" most representatives
considered neither article 5 of the Protocol, nor draft
proposal A to be fully satisfactory. These representatives favoured draft proposal B which, in addition to
what was set forth in draft proposal A, provided for the
application of the Convention when the port of discharge was situated in a Contracting State.
58. Representatives favouring draft proposal B emphasized the need for protection of the consignee, who
was often the claimant in case of loss of or damage
to the goods; consequently, the State in which the port
of discharge was situated had a distinct interest in the
matter, and the Convention should apply if the State
in question was a party to the Convention even if the
port of loading was situated in a non-contracting State.
It was also noted that the Working Group had already
adopted provisions on choice of forum and arbitration
clauses, which gave the option to the plaintiff to bring
an action in the contracting State where the port of
discharge was situated; to assure implementation of
these provisions, the Convention must be in force at
the port of discharge. It was also observed in support
of draft proposal B that one of the main objectives of
the Convention was to achieve harmonization and unification of maritime law, and that this objective was
best served by as wide a scope of application as possible.
59. One representative stated that several Parties
to the 1924 Convention, in their national legislation to
47 Ibid" paras. 31-32.
48

Ihid., paras. 33-34.

49 Ihid., para. 21. Article 5 of the Brussels Proto:::ol was

quoted .at paragrsph 52 above. Dmft proposal A &uggested
certain drafting changes to take account of language and approach reflected in earlier decisions of the Working Group.

implement the Convention, had narrowed the scope of
the Convention; the legislation of one such State provided for application of the provisions set forth in the
Convention only when a bill of lading was issued in
that State and not when issued in any contracting State
as provided for in article 10 of the Convention. Attention was drawn to paragraph 3 of draft proposal A,
which provided: "3. Each contracting State shall apply
the provisions of the Convention to the contract of
carriage". This representative, supported by others,
favoured the inclusion of paragraph 3 in draft proposllil B. In support of this view attention was also
drawn to the fact that under the constitutions of some
States the ratification of a convention does not give the
provisions of the convention the force of private law,
and that such effect results only from the enactment of
national legislation.
60. Some representatives. while favouring the approach of draft proposal B, suggested that the place
of issuance of the bilI of lading or of other documents
evidencing the contract of carriage should not be an
independent criterion for the application of the Convention as that would lead to an unnecessarily wide
scope of application. However, some other representatives were in favour of such a provision while suggesting that reference should be made not to the bill
of lading but to the document evidencing the contract
of carriage since, pursuant to draft provisions already
adopted by the Working Group, application of the
Convention was no longer dependent on the existence
of a bill of lading or similar document of title.
61. Some representatives indicated that the term
"port of discharge" was ambiguous in that it was not
clear whether it referred to an agreed port of discharge,
or to an actual port of discharge other than one agreed
upon, or possibly to both. In this context, one representative thought it would be desirable to provide that
an opvional port of discharge shouad be regarded as a
factor for determining the applicability of the Convention. The same representative suggested that, 'consistent with the intention of draft proposal B to broaden
the scope of application, consideratIOn could be given
to making the Convention applicable regardless of the
location of the port of loading or the port of discharge.
62. Two representatives who favoured draft proposal A emphasized that draft proposal B was unacceptable to them and stated that they would have to
reserve their position should the Working Group adopt
a provision including a port of discharge situated in a
Contracting State as a criterion for the application of
the Convention. These representatives drew attention
to the reasons mentioned in paragraph 31 of the Secretary-Generall's report in support of their position. They
also stressed certain additional considerations. Thus, it
was observed that under article 5 of draft proposal A,
States could apply the rules of the Convention to cases
not expressly covered by that article. It was noted
that the approach of draft proposal A had been the
outcome of a difficult compromise achieved in 19671968. It was also observed that draft proposal B would
increase the difficulties of resolving conflicts of laws,
especiaHy with respect to countries which were parties
to the 1924 Convention but which would not be parties
to the new Convention during a transitional period.
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63. In addition, one of the representatives favouring draft proposal A stated that if the Working Group
adopted a formula along the lines of draft proposal B,
it would be essential to add a provision, similar to one
contained in the 1955 Hague Protocol to the Warsaw
Convention, to the effect that the Convention was applicable to carriage of goods between ports in two different States provided that both the port of loading
and the port of discharge were situated in Contracting
States.
64. One representative, although recognizing merits
in draft proposal B, observed that the practical result
of that proposal would not be very much different
from that of draft proposal A. The Working Group
should consider whether it was desirable to have a
provision on scope of application that might prevent
a number of States from acceding to the Convention.
In that event the attempt to establish a wide scope of
application would fail to achieve its objectives; conversely, a narrower provision on geographic scope of
application would not be significant if the Convention
obtained general adherence.
C. Report of the Drafting Party

65. Following discussion by the Working Group
this subject was referred to the Drafting Party. The
report of the Drafting Party, with some amendments
made by the Working Group is as follows: 50
PART III OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF APPLICATION

(a) The Drafting Party considered the revision of
the provision regarding the geographic scope of application of the Convention, .based on the views
expressed by the members of the Working Group.
The Drafting Party recommends the following provision:
1. The provisions of this Convention shall, subject to article [ ],,51 be applicable to every contract for carriage of goods by sea between ports
in two different States, if:
(a) The port of loading as provided for in the
contract of carriage is located ina Contracting
State, or
(b) The port of' discharge as provided for in
the contract of carriage is located in a Contracting
State, or
50 The amendments made by the Working Group are the
following: (1) the foot-note below (numbered 51) is added to
paragmph 1; (2) subparagraphs 1 (cl) and (e) commence with
the words "the bill of lading or .other document evidencing ...",
instead of with the words "the document evidencing ..."; (3)
paragraph 3 is put between square brackets; (4) paragraph 4
is added; (5) the words "..., as one of these ports may well
1Il0t have been mentioned in the contract of carriage", were
added under (d) to the notes on the proposed draft provisions;
(6) note (h) commences with the· words "Some representatives ...", instead of the words "One representative ., ."; (7)
note (i) is added to the notes on the proposed draft provisions.
It wa:s also noted that the draft provi:>ions set f.orth in this
part of the report of the Drafting Party were intended to rreplace article 10 of the 1924 Brussels Convention and article 5
of the 1968 Protocol.
51 The reference is to the draft provision on the documentary
scope of app[ioation of the Convention, found in part 11 of the
report of the Drafting Party, at paragraph 48 above.
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(c) One of the optional ports of discharge
provided for in the contract of carriage is the
actual port of discharge and such port is located
in a Contracting State, or
(d) The bill of lading or other document
evidencing the contract of carriage is issued in a
Contracting State, or
(e) The bHI of lading or other document
evidencing the contract of carriage provides that
the provisions of this Convention or the legislation of any State giving effect to them are to
govern the contract..
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 are applicable
without regard to the nationality of the ship, the
carrier, the shipper. the consignee or any other
interested person.
[3. Each Contracting State shall apply the provisions of this Convention to the contracts of
carriage mentioned above.]
4. This article shall not prevent a contracting
State from applying the rules of this Convention
to domestic carriage.
Notes on the proposed draft provisions
(b) Some representatives suggested that the terms
"port of departure" and "port of destination" should
be used instead of the terms "port of loading" and
"port of discharge" respectively, in paragraph 1, subparagraph (a), (b) and (c). The Drafting Party
noted that the terms "port of loading" and "port of
discharge" had been used in other draft texts adopted
by the Working Group, and recommended that these
terms should be retained, subject to a subsequent
decision on the terminology to be used in the
Convention.
(c) In opposing paragraph 1, subparagraphs (b)
and (c)., two representatives favoured a provision
based on article 5 of the Brussels Protocol. They
felt that as a matter of policy it was incorrect for
parties to a Convention to purport to control the
terms on which goods were shipped to their countries, regardless of the applicable law in the port of
loading. It was also feared that the adoption of the
draft proposal would lead to a conflict with the
existing Hague Rules during any transitional period.
(d) One representative, commenting on paragraph 1,
subparagraph (b), observed that it made it unnecessary to include an express provision (paragraph 1,
subparagraph (c» deruling with optional ports of
discharge.
(e) With respect to paragraph 1,subparagraphs (a)
to (c), one representative was of the opinion that
as additional criteria for the application of the Convention the actual port of loading and the actual
port of discharge should be added" since one of these
ports may well not have been mentioned in the
contract of carriage.
(f) Some representatives referring to the concept
of "contracts for carriage of goods" used in paragraph 1 of the draft article on the documentary
scope of the Convention, expressed the opinion that
paragraph 1, subparagraph (d) was not necessary
in view of the adoption of subparagraphs (a) to (c)
and ( e), but they were nevertheless prepared to
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accept it in order to meet the wishes of other representatives. One representative held the view that the
text of paragraph 1, subparagraph (d) should read:
"the contract of carriage is concluded in a contracting
State." According to that representative it was necessary to adopt such a formulation to take ,account of
paragraph 1 of the draft article previously adopted
with respect to the documentary scope of application
of the Convention, and of the fact that paragraph 2
of that draft article had been placed in square
brackets: a certain number of representatives had
thus accepted that the Convention should apply to
all contracts of carriage irrespective of whether a
document had been issued. Therefore, that representative suggested that a draft of this article should
be adopted, which would be in harmony with the
text of paragraph 1 of the draft article on the documentary scope of application of the Convention.
(g) With respect to paragraph 1., subparagraph (e),
two representatives held the "iew that the words "or
the legislation of any State giving effect to them"
should be deleted.
(h) Some representatives suggested that the provisions of paragraph 3 might need further consideration at a later stage, from the point of view of its
stating the truism that internat'ional treaties must be
complied with, and from the point of view of its
incidentrul effect on the law ,of international treaties;
in the latter respect it should not be taken as a
precedent implying that in the absence of such a
specific provision in the text of a Convention the
parties thereto may avoid applying the Convention
in cases where it shall be applicable.
(i) One representative suggested that the provisions
on geographic scope should read as follows:
"1. The provisions of this Convention shall apply
to the carriage of goods between ports in two
different States.
2. Contracting States may decline to apply the
rules of this Convention where the transit is
domestic or does not involve traversing oceans
or seas.
3. Contracting States may deoline to apply the
rules of this Convention if both the port of
loading and the port of discharge are in noncontracting States."
D. Consideration of Part III of the report of the
Drafting Party

66. The Working Group considered the above part
of the report of the Drafting Party and approved paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the proposed draft provisions.
67. With respect to subparagraphs 1 (d) and 1 (e)
one representative suggested that specific reference
should be made to bills of lading, as well as to documents evidencing the contract of carriage, since the
bill of lading could well be a document different from
the contract of carriage and could be issued in a State
other than the one where the contract of carriage was
concluded. In reply another representative stated that
such reference to biBs of lading was unnecessary as the
words "document evidencing the contract of carriage"
would include bills of lading. On the other hand, this
representative was prepared to accept express reference

to the bill of lading, if that was the wish of the Working
Group, as such reference would not alter the substance
of subparagraphs 1 (d) and 1 (e). Consequently, the
Working Group decided to include express reference
to bills of lading in the above-mentioned subparagraphs.
68. With respect to paragraph 3, some representatives, for reasons set forth in paragraph 59 above,
expressed a strong preference for retaining this paragraph without square brackets. However, the majority
of the representatives, some of whom considered this
paragraph to be superfluous" preferred placing paragraph 3 in square brackets for further consideration
at a later stage.
69. A representative of a State with a federrul
constitutional system suggested an additional paragraph
on the lines of paragraph 4 (comparable to article 5,
paragraph 3 of the 1968 Protocol), aimed at solving
problems of application of the provisions of the Convention in States with such a constitutional system.
Most representatives who spoke on the subject considered such a paragraph unnecessary from the point
of view of their own governmental systems, but were
willing to accept it in order to meet the above-mentioned problem. Accordingly, the Working Group
adopted paragraph 4 of the proposed draft provisions.

IV.

ELIMINATION OF INVALID CLAUSES IN BILLS
OF LADING

A. Introduction
70. The problems involved in the use of invalid
clauses were analysed in part six of the second report
of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/76/Add.l).* In
part four of the third report of the Secretary-General
this analysis was carried further by the development of
alternative (though not mutually exclusive) draft texts
directed to the use of clauses which derogate from the
provisions of the Convention.
71. Both reports noted that the inclusion of invalid
clauses in bills of lading caused uncertainty in the
minds of cargo owners as to their rights and liabilities.
It was considered that their removal "would facilitate
trade, because their continued inclusion [in bills of
lading] has the following onerous effects: (a) the clauses
mislead cargo interests, thus causing them to drop the
pursuit of valid claims, (b) they present an excuse for
prolonging discussion and negotiation of claims which
otherwise might have been settled promptly, and (c)
they encourage unnecessary litigation".52
72. The reports noted four possible approaches in
dealing with invaHd clauses; these approaches are considered below.
73. The first approach was aimed at making the
mandatory requirements of the Convention as clear
and explicit as possible. In this regard attention was
drawn to article 3 (8) of the Brussels Convention of
1924 which attempted to regulate the use of inval'id
clauses. The text of this article is as follows:
"Any clause, covenant, or agreement in a contract
of carriage relieving the carrier or the ship from

* UNCITRAL Ye,a,rbook, VoL IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4.

52 "Bills of lading", report by the secretariat of UNcrAD
TD/B/CAIISLl6/Rev.1, para. 295 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.72.ILD.2).
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liability for loss or dama~e to, or in connexi<?n wit~,
goods arising from neghgence, fault, or fal~ure m
the duties and obligations provided in this ar~cle ?r
lessening such liability otherwise than a~ provided m
this Convention shall be null and VOId and of no
effect. A benefit of insurance clause in favour of
the carrier or similar clause shall be deemed to be a
clause relieving the carrier from liability."
The reports noted that the present wording of artiole 3 (8) is inadequate in that it (a) refers only to the
Convention's provisions on "li~bility"" (~) leaves unclarified its effect on clauses which ,are vahd only under
certain circumstances and not in others, and (c) leaves
uncertain the effect of invalidity of one clause on the
rest of the contract of carriage.
74. To remedy the aforementioned inadequacies of
article 3 (8), the third report of the Secretary-General
proposed a draft provision (draft proposal A, at paragraph (5) which (l ~ required that the contr~c~ of
carriage or bill of ladmg conform to all the provlSlons
of the Convention, (2) provided for the nullity of a
clause only to the extent that. it. derogated ~rom the
Convention and (3) expressly limited the nullity of an
invalid clause to the clause itself. Paragraph 2 of the
draft provision incorporated the substance of article 5,
paragraph 1 of the Brussels Conv.ention of .1924 permitting a carrier by contract to mcrease hiS responsibilities set forth in the Convention.
75. The above-mentioned reports of the SecretaryGeneral also considered the suggestion that the text of
the Convention itself should specify certain types of
clauses which are invalid. In this regard attention was
directed to the last sentence of article 3 (8)' of the
Brussels Convention of 1924 which specifically prohibits
"benefit of insurance" clauses. However, it was noted
that this approach presented difficulties in that (1) certain clauses are invalid only in some circumstances and
not in others and (2) the identification of certain clauses
as invalid might lead draftsmen to prepare new wording
to achieve the same ends.
76. The third approach proposed the introduction
of sanctions to penalize the use of invalid clauses. The
third report of the Secretary-General set f.orth two
alternative draft provisions. * The first alternative (draft
proposal B (l), paragraph 14) would remove ~he
carrier's limitation of liability under the ConventIOn
when the carrier relies on a clearly invalid clause in a
judicial or arbitral proceeding. The second alternative
(draft proposal B (2)" paragraph 17) established the
carrier's liability for all expenses, loss or damage (such
as l,itigation costs) caused by the presence of the
invalid clause.
n. The fourth approach suggested that the Convention require the inclusion, ~n t~e c~)Otract of carriage of a notice clause regardmg mvahd clauses. The
third' report of the Secretary-General set forth a dr.aft
provision (draft proposal C! paragr~ph 21) .whICh
required all contracts of carnage or ?l1ls .of la~lOg to
contain a statement that (a) the carnage IS subject to
the provisions of the Conven.tion. and (b) any .clause
derogating from the ConventIOn IS null and VOId; .By
way of sanction, paragraph 2 of the draft prOV~SIO?
removed the carrier's entitlement to the ConventIon s

* See the next section of this volume.
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rules on limitation of liability whenever the contract of
carriage or bill of lading did not contain the required
statement. The report noted that a similar approach
had been taken in the Warsaw (Air) Convention and
the Convention of Carriage by Road (CMR).

B. Discussion by the Working Group
78. The Working Group discussed the problems involved in the inclusion of invalid clauses in bills of
lading and considered solutions based on the foregoing
draft proposaas. It was emphasized' by a number of
representatives that these proposals complemented each
other and were not mutually exclusive.
79. A majority of the representatives were in agreement on the need for a general provision along the lines
of draft proposal A (see paragraph 74 above), .which
specified the -legal status of clauses that were mconsistent with the Convention. On the other hand, one
representative considered. ~uch a provision t~ be unnecessary" since the provIsions of the Convention were
obligatory anyway.
80. Suggestions were made for improving the clarity
of the provisions in paragraph 1 of draft proposal .A.
In addition, one representative suggested the deletion
of any ref~rence to separation or severance of the
invalid clause from the rest of the contract on the
ground that such a ru~e would be a source of litigation.
81. A number of representatives expressed the view
that the general provision in draft proposal A ~hould
indicate clearly that it applied to all cla';lses ~n the
contract of carriage, whether or not contamed m the
bill of lading or other document evidencing the contract
of carriage. One representa!ive expressed co~c~~ th~t"
even with this broad termmology, the posslblhty still
existed that under common law systems there could
be collateral agreements inconsistent with the proVl~s~ons
of the Convention and yet not covered by the provIsion.
82. The view was expressed that draft proposal A
was too broad in that it applied to all provisions of
the Convention instead of permitting some degree of
freedom of contract, within the scope of the Convention in those areas not considered mandatory. Another
rep;esentative stated that there should be flexibility in
the scope of application of the Convention" thereby
permitting the part'ies to alter the burden of responsibilities in certain circumstances.
83. Most representatives supported paragraph 2 of
draft provision A, validating clauses which increased
the carriers' respons'ibilities or obligations. Two representatives expressed doubt .whether it :was, Il:ec~s~~ry to
require that clauses increasmg the earners hablhtIes be
evidenced in a document.
84. Some representatives, who supported the general provision in draft proposal A, alIso advocated the
inclusion of an illustrative list of invalid clauses as a
supplement to the basic provision.
85. In regard to the inclusion of a sanction to
deter carriers from utilizing invalid clauses (draft proposals B (1), B (2) and C)~ a m~jority of th.e representatives were in favour of lOcludmg a sanction, but
no clear consensus was reached as to the form of this
sanction.
86. Some support was expressed for a sanction
which would remove the limitation of liability under
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(1».

the Convention (draft proposal B
However, most
representatives were of the opinion that such a sanction
was excessive. It was noted that this sanction was
limited to invok,ing clauses which were "clearly" inconsistent with the Convention; however" most representatives expressed concern over the difficulties inherent in determining which clauses would be "clearly"
invalid.
87. A majority of the representatives supporting the
concept of a sanction for invalid olauses were in favour
of the approach embodied in draft proposal B (2),
which made the carrier liable for all expenses, loss or
damage caused by an invalid clause. However, one
representative opposed this alternative to the extent that
it would permit the assignment of legal fees to the
losing party in a legal action, an approach which was
inconsistent with the ~aw of his country. Another representative, opposed to the concept of sanctions, expressed a similar reservation to this particular alternative on the grounds that the costs of libigation should
be determined by national rules.
88. Several representatives were opposed to the
approach of both draft proposal B (1) and draft
proposal B (2) on the ground that these provisions
were unnecessary and might produce arbitrary results.
89. A majority of the representatives in the Working Group favoured the inclusion of a notice provision
in the contract of carriage along the lines suggested in
draft proposal C (see paragraph 77 above). On the
other hand, there was little support for the sanction
which provided for withdrawal of the Bmits on the
carriers' liability when the required notice was omitted
in the contract of carriage.
90. A majority of the representatives agreed that
some sanction was necessary. Several representatives
indicated that a sanction along. the lines of draft
proposal B (2) (see paragraphs 76 and 87., above)
might be amalgamated with draft proposal C. One
representative noted that if this latter approach were
not adopted, the problem of a sanction for omission
of the required notice should be left to the national
legislatures. Speaking in favour of a sanction similar
to draft proposal B (2) rather than the one originally
contained in draft proposal C, several representatives
noted that a sanction removing the carrier's limitation
of liability whenever there was an omission of the
required notice had caused complications in the
Warsaw (:\ir) Convention and had been deleted in
that Convention's most recent revision of the rules on
the carriage of passengers. Some of these representatives
observed that draft proposal B (2) was similar to the
sanction adopted by the Convention of Carriage by
Road (CMR).
91. Some representatives opposed any provision
mandating that a specified notice be given in the bill
of lading or other documents. In this connexion it was
noted that such a requirement would be incomistent
with the trend to reduce costs by using fewer documents in international transport.
92. One representative expressed the view that this
provision should be made dependent upon issuance of
a document which could contain the required statement. However, two representatives were of the opinion
that such a qualification was unnecessary since, if no

document were issued, there would be no opportunity
for the inclusion of an invalid clause. These representatives responded to a query as to the language to
be employed in giving the required notice by observing
that the notice would be in the same language as the
rest of the document.
93. It was the general consensus of the Working
Group that the Drafting Party should develop provisions on invalid clauses along the lines of the prinoiples approved by the Working Group.

C. Report of the Drafting Party
94. Following the discussion by the Working
Group, this subject was referred to the Drafting
Party. The report of the Drafting Party, with amendments to the text of the proposed draft provisions
made by the Working Group,53 is as follows:
PART IV OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
INVALID CLAUSES

(a) On the basis of the opinions expressed by
members of the Working Group, the Drafting Party
considered the revision of the present Convention
to deal more effectively with the problem of invalid
clauses in contracts of carriage. On the basis of
these opinions the Drafting Party recommends the
following text:
1. Any stipulation of the contract of carriage
or contained in a bill of lading or any other document evidencing the contract of carriage shall be
null and void to the extent that it derogates, directly or indirectly, from the provisions of this Convention. The nullity of such a stipulation shall not
affect the validity of the other provisions of the
contract or document of which it forms a part.
A clause assigning benefit of insurance of the goods
in favour of the carrier, or any similar clause,
shall be null and void.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this article, a carrier may increase his
responsibilities and obligations under this Convention.
3. When a bill of lading or any other document evidencing the contract of carriage is issued,
it shall contain a statement that the carriage is
subject to the provisions of this Convention which
nullify any stipulation derogating therefrom to the
detriment of the shipper or the consignee.

53 The amendments made by the Working Group are the
following: (a) the wor·d "that" was inserted after the word
"extent" in the first sentence of paragraph 1; (b) the phrase
"dire~tly or indirectly" was inserted after the word "derogates"
in the first sentence of paragraph 1; (e) the phrase "or any
simHar clause" was inserted after the wa.rd "carrier", and the
phrase "null and· void" replaced the phrase "deemed to derogate
from the provisions of this Convention".
During the consideration by the Working Group of this
report the following additions and amendments were made at
the request of the Chairman of the Drafting Party: (a) Notes
(4) and (5) were added to the Notes on the proposed draft
provisions; and (b) paragraph 3 of the proposed draft provisions was amended by deleting the colon after the word
"that" and the quotation marks around the remainder of the
sentence.
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4. Where the claimant in respect of the goods
has incurred loss as a result ofa stipulation which
is null and void by virtue of the present article,
or as a result of the omission of the statement
referred to in the preceding paragraph, the carrier
shall pay compensation to the extent required in
order to give the claimant full compensation in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention
for any loss of or damage to the goods as well as
for delay in delivery. The carrier shall, in addition,
pay compensation for costs incurred by the claimant for the purpose of exercising his right, provided, that costs incurred in the action where the
foregoing provision is invoked shall be determined
in accordance with the law of the court seized of
the case.

Notes on the proposed draft provisions
(b) The attention of the Working Group is drawn
to the following:
1. One representative was of the opinion that a
separate paragraph should be inserted after paragraph 1 to provide a non-exclusive list of characteris,tics common to various types of invalid clauses.
2. Some representatives who opposed paragraph 3
of the draft text above expressed the view that
it should be placed in brackets to indicate that
there should be further discussion on this point. One
repres'entative stated that this notice provision did
not go far enough as it did not call for the incorpoIlation' of the substantive rules of the Convention into
the bill of lading or other document evidencing the
contract of carriage. Another representative was of
the opinion that the phrase "or any other national
legislation based on this Convention" should be inserted after the word "Convention".
3. In reference to paragraph 4 one representative stated that the term "inoluding lawyer's fees"
should be inserted after the word "costs" in the
second sentence of the paragraph.
4. The proposed draft provisions are intended to
replace artides 2, 3 ( 8) and 5 (l) of the 1924
Brussels Convention.
5. In view of the proposed draft provisions, the
Working Group may wish to delete paragraph 5 of
article A in part J of the Compilation.
Consideration of Part IV of the report of the
Drafting Party
95. The Working Group considered and approved
the above part of the report of the Drafting Party
including the proposed draft provisions.54 The following comments and reservations were made with respect
to the report:
(a) One representative opposed the inclusdon of
the phrase "directly or indirectly" after the word
"derogates" in the first sentence of paragraph 1.
( b) Some representatives were opposed to the
inclusion of the provision providing for a sanction
since they considered that it was not necessary and,
as drafted, it did not do fact provide a sanction.
D.

54 See foot-note 53 above.

V.

CARRIAGE OF CARGO ON DECK

A.

96.

Introduction

A working paper prepared by the Secretariat

summarized consideration and action by the Working
Group at the third session regarding this issue. 55 It was
noted that the definition of "goods" (article 1 (c) of
the 1924 Convention) had been revised so as not to
exclude the carriage of cargo on deck from the coverage of the Convention.56 Attention was also directed
to two proposals presented at the third session on which
action was still pending.57
97. Pending proposal A would exempt carriers
from liability for risks inherent in the carriage of goods
on deck when such carriage was authorized by the
contract of carriage.
98. Pending proposal B incorporated the principles
regarding unauthorized carriage on deck that were recommended by the Drafting Party during the third session
of the Working Group.58 The main operative provision
of pending proposal B were the following: (1) Carriage
on deck is only permitted by agreement with the shipper,
by usage or where required by statutory ruJes or regulatiOllJS; (2) If the agreement with the shipper is not
reflected in the bilI of lading, the carrier be'ars the burden
of proving the existence of such agreement and, furthermore, ilhe carrier cannot invoke the agreement against
a third party who acquired the bill of lading in good
faith; (3) If goods are carried on deck without agreement of the shipper, or without justification by usage
or statutory rules and regulations, the carrier is liable
for loss or damage to the goods due to the carriage
on deck (with the provisions on limitation of carrier
liab~lity being applicable unless the carrier was guilty
of wilful misconduct).

B. Discussion by the Working Group
99. All representatives who commented on pending
proposal A stated that a provision exempting carriers
from liability for risks ~nherent in carr1age of goods on
deck was unnecessary in the light of the revised basic
rule on the responsibility of carriers. Accordingly the
Working Group decided not to adopt this proposal.
100. A majority of the representatives expressed
support for pending propos,a! B. Most representatives
stated that this proposal should be augmented by a
rule to the effect that carriage of goods on deck' in
violation of an express agreement to carry them below
deck would be treated as wilful misconduct to which the
provisions on limitation of liability would not apply.51l
These representatives stated, however, that in other
cases of unauthorized carriage on deck, the rules on
limitation of liability woUild remain applicable.
101. Several representatives stated that any unauthorized carriage of goods on deck was in fact wilfUll
misconduct and that, therefore, in all cases of unauthorized carriage on deck the carrier should not be oable to
55 A/CN.9/WG.IIIIWP.14; report on third session (A/CN.9/
63) paras. 23·29; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972,
part two, VI.
56 Part A of the compilation.
57 A/CN.9/WG.I1I1WP.14, at paras. 5 and 13.
58 Ibid., para. 11.
59 Report on fifth ses~ion, paragraph 26 (2); compilation,
part J, article C (damage resulting from wilful misconduct).
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rely on the provisions establishing limitations on the
carrier's liabiLity. Some of these representatives stressed
that i,t was important to provide for unlimited liability
for all unauthorized carriage on deck, since full insurance coverage generaHy was applicable only to goods
carried under deck; unauthorized carriage on deck
consequently would deprive the shipper or consignee
of the benefit of 1nsurance on the goods. This will be
all the more unjustifiable in cases where the shipper
or consignee took the insurance under the clear understanding that the goods were being carried under deck
but found to his dismay that they were carried on deck
and that he had no insurance protection.
102. One representative favoured a rule hoMing
the carrier absolutely Liable, regardles,s of fault, for alii
loss or damage to goods carried on deck without
authorization.

when the carrier, in accordance with paragraph 2
of this article is not entitled to invoke an agreement for carriage on deck against a third party who
has acquired a bitl of lading in good faith.
4. Carriage of goods on deck contrary to express agreement for the carriage under deck shaH
be deemed to be wilful misconduct and subject to
].62
the provision of article [
(b) that the above draft provision replace the draft
provision set forth in part C of the compilation.
Note on proposed draft provision
In regard to paragraph 3 some representatives
were of the opinion that it should be deleted.

D.

The Drafting Pal1ty considered the addition to the
Brussels Conv'ention of a provision regarding the oarriage of goods on deck. On the basis of views that
had been expressed during the Working Group's
discussion of the subject, a draft provision was prepared.
The Drafting Party recommends
(a) the following provision on the camiage of goods
on deck:
1. The carrier shall be entitled to carry the
goods on deck only if such carriage is in accordance
with an agreement with the shipper, [with the common usage of the particular trade] or with statutory
rules and regulations.
2. If the carrier and the shipper have agreed
that the goods shaH or may be carried on deck, the
carrier shaH insert in the bill of lading or other
document evidencing the contract of carriage a statement to thrut effect. In the absence of such a statement the carrier shall have the burden of proving
that an agreement for carriage on deck has been
entered into; however, the carrier shiall not be entitled to invoke such an agreement against a third
party who has acquired a bill of lading in good faith.
3. Where the goods have been carried on deck
contrary to the provision of paragraph 1, the carrier
shall be liable for loss of or damage to the goods,
as well as for delay in derlivery, which results solely
from the carriage on deck in accordance with the
provisions of articles [
].61 The same shall apply

Consideration of Part V of the report of the
Drafting Party by the Working Group
104. The Working Group considered the above
part of the report of the Drafting Party63 and approved
the report of the DraWng Party, including the proposed
draft provision.
105. The following comments and reservations
were made by representatives in the Working Group
during the consideration of the Drafting Party's report
on carriage of goods on deck:
(a) A majority of the representatives objected to
the phrase "with the common usage of the particular
trade" on a variety of grounds. Some objected on the
ground that the phrase was ambiguous. Other representatives stated that it was difficult to determine common
uSfclge as it may vary from region to region and even
from port to port. One represe.ntative reserved his position regarding the above phrase and another representativeexp1'essed his opposition to any reference to
"custom" or "usage". It was agreed that the question
needed further ,study and consideration; therefore, this
phrase in paragraph 1 of the draft provision was placed
within square brackets.
(b) Several representatives suggested that paragraph 2 of the draft provision on carriage of deck cargo
be amended to require that the bill of lading or other
document evidencing the contract of carriage clearly
indicate that carriage shall be or may be on deck,
whether the carrier was entitJIed to carry the goods
on deck by virtue of an agreement wHh the shipper,
the common uSlage of the particular trade or statutory
rules and regulations. These representatives proposed
the following wording to replace the paragraphs 2, 3
and 4 that were recommended by the Drafting Party:
"2. In any of the cases referred to in paragraph J
above, the carrier shall insert in the bill of lading or
other document evidencing the contract of carriage
a statement to thwt effect. ,In th'e absence of such
a statement the carrier shall have th'e burden of
prov,jng his right of on-deck carriage as referred to
in paragraph 1; however, the carrier shall not be entHled to invoke such right against a third party who
has acquired a bill of lading in good faith.

60 In paragraph 1, the words "with the common usage of the
particular trade" were placed within square brackets.
61 The reference is to the provisions on Hmitations of
liability, to be found in artides A and C of part J of the
compilation.

62 The reference is to provision on limitation of liability in
cases of wilful misconduct, to be found in article C of part J
of the compilation.
63 See foot-note 60 above.

C. Report of the Drafting Party
103. FoNowing ,the discussion by the Working
Group, the subject of carriage of goods on deck was
referred to the Drafting Party. The report of the Drafting Party, including a draft provision concerning the
carriage of goods on deck to which a minor amendment was made by the Working Group,60 reads as
follows:
PART V OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY;
DECK CARGO

Part Two. International Legislation on Shipping

"3. Where the goods have been carried on deck
contrary to the provisions of paragraph 1, the carriel' shall be liable for loss of or damage to the goods,
as weU as for delay in delivery, which results solely
from the oarriage on deck in accordance with the
provisions of articles [
].64 The same shall apply
when. the .can~er in ac~ordance. wil1:h paragraph 2
of this laftIcle IS not entItled to mvoke the right ot
on-deck carriage against a third party who has acquired a bill of lading in good faith.
"4. Carriage of goods on deck contrary to the
provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall be
deemed to be wi.lful misconduct and subject to the
provis1ion of article [
]."65
(c)' The Working Group took note of the comments
and draft proposal contained in subparagraph (b )
above, and decided to consider that proposal at the
next sesstion of the Working Group.
(d) One representative proposed deletion of para~aphs 2 and 3 that were recommended by the Draftmg Party and another representative favoured placing
these paragraphs within square brackets.
(e) One of the representatives referred to in paragraph (b) above reserved his position regarding paragraphs 3 and 4 as recommended. by the Drafting Party
as these provisions do not give sufficient protection to
the shipper or consignee. This representative stated. that
if a shipper fails to disclose to the insurer that the
goods are carried on deck, the insurance may be void
as to goods so carried. In addition, if the shipper does
not know that the goods wilJ1 be carried on deck, he
may fail to provide packing that is adequate for such
carriage. For these reasons, carriage on deck should be
permitted only in accordance with an express agreement.
In addition, if the carrier improperly carries the goods
on deck, he should be fully liable for all loss or damage
to the goods resulting from other forms of negligence,
and not merely for loss or damage resulting from the
carriage on deck.
VI.

CARRIAGE OF LIVE ANIMALS

A. Introduction
106. The Brussels Convention of 1924 excludes
"live animals" from the definition of "goods" in article 1 (c), w~th the result that the carriage of live
animals falls out:&ide the scope of the Convention. The
Working Group at its third session (1972) considered
whether the carriage of live animals should be brought
within the scope of the Convention. However, at that
session agreement was lacking on the approach to be
followed in dealing with the question, and it was decided
to request the International Institute for the Unification
of Private Law (UNIDROIT) to prepare a study on
this question. 66 A study prepared by UNIDROIT in
response to this request was considered at the present
session of the Working Group.67
The reference is to the provisions on limitation of liability
to be found in artides A ltnd C of part J of the compilation.
. 65 The reference is to the provision on lim.itation of liability
in cases of wilful misconduct, to be found in article C of part J
of the compilation.
66 A/CN.9/63, paras. 30 and 34, UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. Ill: 1972, part two, IV.
67 A/CN.9/WG.Ill/WP.1l; reproduced in this volume,
part two, III, 3, below.
64
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107. The UNIDROIT study on live animals set
three alternative proposals. Proposal I would
mclude the carr!age of live animals within the coverage
of the ConventIon. However, in view of the risks involved in such carriage it was proposed that a clause
be added to article 3 (8) of the Convention stating the
following:
~orth

:'However, with respect to the carriage of live
am~al~,. all agreements., covenants or clauses relating
~o hablht~ and compe,nsation arising out of the risks
Inherent m such carnage shall be permitted in the
contract of carriage."
108. Proposal n would also involve the inclusion
of live animals in the coverage of the Convention but
~ould. relieve t~e carrier o~ responsibility for the special
rISks Inherent In the carnage of animals. The carrier
would have the burden of proving that the loss or
damage was caused by such inherent risk. Proposal II
states thefoHowing:
"With respect to live animals, the carrier shall be
relieved of his responsibility where the loss or
damage results from the special risks inherent in the
carriage of animals. When the carrier proves that
in the circumstances of the case, the loss or damag~
could be attributed to such risks, it shall be presumed that the loss or damage was so caused, unless
there is conflicting proof that such risks were not
the whole or partillJl. cause of it. Furthermore the
carrier shall prove that all steps incumbent on' him
in the circumstances were taken and that he complied with any special instructions issued to him."
109. Proposal III also presupposes the inclusion
of live animals within the scope of the Convention.
l}nlike. the ot~er. proposals" it places the carriage of
lIve ammals wlthm the general ru[es of Hability of the
Convention. However, under proposal III a paragraph would be added to article 4 (6) of the Hague
Rules regarding notice by the shipper to the carrier
of the nature of the danger in the carriage of particular
animals and the actions that may be taken by the carrier if such animals become a danger. The paragraph
reads as follows:
"Before live animals are taken in charge by the
carrier, the shipper shall inform the carrier of the
exact nature of the danger which they may present
and indicate, if need be, the precautions to be taken.
If such animals become a danger to the ship and
the cargo, they may, at any time before discharge,
be landed at any place or rendered harmless or
killed, without liability on the part of the carrier
except to general average, if any, provided that he
proves that he unsuccessfully took all measures that
could reasonably be required in the circumstances
of the case."
B. Discussion by the Working Group
110. There was general support in the Work,ing
Group for including live animals within the scope of
application of the Convention. It was pointed out that
the general Convention rules on liability should apply
to live animals g,ince the carriage of live animals was
just another type of carriage of goods. It was also
stated by one representative that the carriage of live
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animals, like the carriage of certain fruits and vegetables, required the maintenance of proper ventilation
and also called for shippers to give precise instructions
to the carrier regarding care of the cargo. Other representatives observed that making the carrier liable under
the Convention for the carriage of live animals would
encourage decent treatment of live animals.
111. Two representatives did not favour the application of the liability rules of the Convention to the
carriage of live animals. In support of this position it
was stated by one representative that the UNIDROIT
study, in the opinion of this representative, did not
contain evidence of unreasonable losses suffered by
shippers because of the excluSiion of live animals from
the Convention; on the other hand, increased liability
in this area would lead to higher freight charges. It
was pointed out by an observer that under current
insurance practice" damage to live animals was not
fully insurable in the same manner as damage to other
cargo.
112. A majority of the members of the Working
Group approved the approach of proposal II (set out
at paragraph 108 above). Proposal n would bring the
carriage of live animals within the Convention, but
would relieve the carrier of liabiHty for special risks
inherent in such carriage if the carrier can prove that
the loss or damage was caused by a special inherent
risk. Some supporters of this proposal observed that
live animals were a special category of cargo and
therefore a special provision dealing with the subject
was required. Two representatives, who stated that
they could support the pDincipal aim of proposal II,
stated that their support hinged on a change in the
proposed burden of proof rule. These representatives
suggested that the rule should state that the carrier
would only be liable if the claimant proved that the
loss or damage to the live animals was due to the fault
of the carrier.
113. Some representatives preferred proposal III
(see paragraph 109 above) which would bring the
carriage of live animals within the Convention with
no qualifications regarding special risks but with an
addition to the Convention of a provision on dangers
relating to the carriage of live animals. It was ~oint~d
out by a representative who favoured the basIC aIm
of proposal III that, although special problems could
arise in the carriage of live animals, there was no
justification for any special treatment of such. ~argo.
Carriers should be aware of the general propensIties of
animals, and shippers should only be required to inform the carDier of special propensities of a cargo of
live anima1ls; the proposed provision dealing with notice
of danger was ambiguous in requiring the shipper to
state the exact nature of the danger.
114. Two representatives favoured proposal I (see
paragraph 107 above) .under whic~, in thei~ vie",,:, the
Convention would apply to the carnage of lIve ammals
subject only to reasonable derogation dause~. In support of this position it was stated that a~Ima.ls are
sensitive and react in divergent ways to climatic and
other physical changes. On the other hand, other
representatives stated that they found 1?roposal I unsatisfactory since it would allow the parties to derogate
from the Convention's general rules on liability.

C. Report of the Drafting Party
115. Following discussion by the Working Group,
this subject was referred to the Drafting Party on the
understanding that, if it proved to be impossible to
reach consensus on one draft text, alternative texts
should be prepared on the basis of the two proposals
(II and III) that had received the widest support in
the Working Group. The Drafting Party agreed to a
revised definition of "goods" to replace article 1 (c) of
the Brussels Convention of 1924. The Drafting Party
also agreed to add a special risk rule for the carriage
of live animals and made several observations which
were included in its report to the Working Group. This
report, including the drafting provisions, reads as fol10ws: 68
PART VI OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
CARRIAGE OF LIVE ANIMALS

(a) Based on the views expressed by representatives in the Working Group, the Drafting Party considered the inclusion in the Convention of the carriage of live animals by sea, and recommends the
following draft texts:
1. DEFINITION OF GOODS (to replace part A
in the compilation) :
"Goods" includes goods" wares, merchandise and
articles of every kind whatsoever including live
animals.
2. SPEOIAL RISK RULE FOR LIVE ANIMALS (to become paragraph 4 of part D in
the compilation, with the current paragraph 3 of
part D becoming a new paragraph 5) : *
"With respect to live animals, the carrier
shall be relieved of his liability where the loss,
damage or delay in delivery results from any
special risk inherent in that kind of carriage.
When the carrier proves that he has complied
with any special instructions given him by the
shipper respecting the animals and that, in the
oircumstances of the case, the loss, damage or
delay in delivery could be attributed to such
risks., it shall be presumed that the loss, damage or delay in delivery was so caused unless
there is proof that all or a part of the loss,
damage or delay in deHvery resulted from
fault or negligence on the part of the carrier,
his servants or agents."

* It will be noted that the Working Group made no decision
at this session regarding a new paragraph 3 of part D of the
compilation. This gap could be filled by inserting the draft
provision 011 "delay in deHvery: loss of goods" (see paragraph 26 above) as paragraph 3.
68 The report of the Drafting Party appears as amended by
the Working Group. The Working Group made the following
modifications in the draft texts: (a) in paragraph 1 the words
after "goods" were changed from "means goods of any kind
including live animals" to the text appeaI'ing above; (b) in
paragraph 2 the first se·ntence shall end with "results from any
special risks inherent in that kind of carriage" instead of
"results from any special risks inherent in the carriage of
animals"; (c) in the second sentence of paragraph 2 the phrase
"loss, damage ur delay in delivery" replaced, in all three places
where it had' appeared, the words "loss or damage" in the
English text.
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Notes on the proposed draft provlS/ons
(b) The attention of the Working Group is drawn
to the following:
1. Some representatives expressed their opposition to a special risk clause for carriage of live
animals. These representatives stated that· live
animals should be treated as any other cargo and
that the basic ruae on the liability of carriers should
apply to the carriage of live animals.
2. Two representatives suggested that the second
sentence of the special risk clause on the carriage
of live animals should commence:
"When the carrier proves that he has taken
all steps incumbent upon him ~n the circumstances and that he has complied with any special instructions ...".
3. Several representatives proposed that article 4 (6) of the present Convention be expanded
to cover the carriage of animals who are dangerous by nature or become dangerous during the
voyage. One representative agreed to submit to
the Drafting Party, at a future date, a draft text
modifying article 4 (6) in this manner.

D. Consideration of Part VI of the report
of the Drafting Party
116. The Working Group considered the above
part of the report of the Drafting Party.69 The report
of the Drafting Party, including the draft text, was
approved by the Working Group.
117. The following comments and reservations
were made with respect to these draft provisions:
(a) One representative favoured retention of the
definition of goods that had originally appeared in the
report of the Drafting Party" which read as folilows:
" 'Goods' means goods of any kind including live
animals."
(b) Several representatives, who were opposed to
paragraph 2 of the proposed draft text, stated that it
should be placed in square brackets. Some of these
representatives suggested that the words "special risks
inherent" should be subject to further study. These
representatives expressed concern that the words "special risks inherent" would give rise to difficulties of
interpretation.
(c) One representative reserved his position with
respect to paragraph 2.
(d) SeverM representatives indicated that it would
be desirable for the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law to request the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO)
to prepare a manual concerning the carriage of live
animals by sea. Several other representatives opposed
this suggestion, some on the ground that this question
should be considered by IMCO on the initiative of its
own members. The observer of IMCO stated that he
would report the comments set forth above to his
organization.
(e) One representative proposed that the second
sentence of article 4 (6) of the BrusselS Convention
of 1924 be amended in the following manner:
69

See foot-note 68 above.
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The words "or live animals" should be inserted
between "shipped with such knowledge and consent" and "shall become a danger".
This suggestion was made in order to extend the scope
of that article to the carriage of live animaas. Another
representative supported the above proposal in principle, but suggested that it should be con~dered at a
future session of the Working Group. This representative also suggested that at such future time the Working Group might wish to further amend article 4 (6)
to require that any measures taken by the carrier to
protect the ship or its cargo be commensurate with
the danger wh~ch the cargo involved represents.
VII.

DEFINITION OF "CARRIER", "CONTRACTING
CARRIER" AND "ACTUAL CARRIER"

A. Introduction

U8. The rules of the Brussels Convention of 1924,
and the revised rules approved by the Working Group.
are concerned with the 1iabilityof the "carrier". 70 This
term is defined in article 1 (a) of the Brussels Convention as follows:
"'Carrier' includes the owner or the charterer
who enters into a contract of carriage with a shipper."
119. The second report of the Secretary-General,
submitted for consideration by the Working Group at
its fifth session (1973 ), referred to some of the problems that al'lise under the Brussels Convention when
the shipper contracts with one carrier (the "contracting carrier") and this carrier arranges to have the goods
carried by another carrier (the "actual carrier").71 In
connexion with the above situation it was also necessary to take into account the action taken by the
Working Group at its fifth session (1973) with respect
to trans-shipment. At that session, the Working Group
approved the following provision: 72
Article D

" 1. Where the carrier has exercised an option
provided for in the contract of carriage to entrust
the performance of the carriage or a part thereof to
an actual carrier, the carrier shall nevertheless remain responsible for the entire carriage according
to the provisions of this Convention.
"2. The actual carrier also shall be responsible
for the carriage performed by him according to the
provisions of this Convention.
70 See the basic roles governing the responsibility of the
carrier approved by the Working Group (replacing articles 3 (l) and (2), 4 (1) and (2) of the 1924 Brussels Convention) compilation, part D.
71 Second report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9176/
Add.1, at pad five (B); UNCITRAL Yearbook. Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV, 4). This part of the report was directed primarily
at problems resulting from the failure to identify clearly the
"actual" carrier in the bill of lading. As to the wider problem
of substituted performance by ,a second carrier, see the above
report at part two: trans-shipment.
72 Report on fifth session (A/CN.9176 para. 38; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5). With respect to a
proposed article E, see idem at paras. 41-44. These provisions
appear in the compilation at part I.
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"3. The aggregate of the amounts recoverable
from the carrier and the actual carrier shaH not
exceed the limits provided for in this Convention.
"4. Nothing in this article shall prejudice any
right of recourse as between the carrier and the
actual carrier."
The report of the Drafting Party, which submitted
the above provision to the Working Group, included
the following notes on that provision:
"3. With respect to paragraph 1 of article D,
the Drafting Party recommends that the words "carrier" and "actual carrier" be specifically defined in
article 1 of the Convention. "Carrier" would be defined as the person who has contracted with the
shipper; "actual carrier" would be defined as any
other carrier involved in the performance of the
carriage.
"4. Paragraph 2 of article D is meant to assure
the cargo-owner the right to bring a claim against
an actual carrier" as well as against the contracting
carllier, provided that the loss or damage occurred
while the goods were in the charge of the actual
carrier."
120. The discussion of the above provisions at the
fifth session was focused on the situation where the
"contracting" carrier arranges to have the goods transferred to a second ("actual") carrier at an intermediate point between the port of loading and the port
of discharge. 73 However, it was noted that the problem
was not anwlytically different from the case where the
"contracting" carrier substitutes carriage by another
("actual") carrier at the port of loading. However,
the second report of the Secretary-General noted that
when such substitution occurs at the port of loading
the problem is further complicated by the fact that the
only bill of lading issued to the shipper might bear
an inscription stating that the bill of lading was signed
"for the master"; it was noted that such a biB of lading
might include a "demise" or ",identity of carrier"
clause stating that the contracting evidenced by the
bill of lading was between the shipper and the owner
(or demise charterer) of the vessel named in the bill
of lading, and that the shipping line or company who
executed the bill of lad~ng was subject to no 'liability
under the contract of carriage. 74
121. The approach to such provisions in the bill
of lading had been affected by the emphasis placed on
the bill in the Brussels Convention of 1924. However,
present consideration of the subject needs to take into
account action taken by the Working Group at its
current session (see part II of the present report above)
with respect to the "documentary" scope of application of the Convention. Thus, in place of the provision
in article 1 (b) of the Brussels Convention that" 'contract of carriage' applies only to contracts of carriage
covered by a bill 01 lading or any similar document of
title . .." the Working Group approved a provision
(paragraphs 48-49 above) that "the provisions of this
73 Report on fifth session (A/CN.9176, paras. 30 (b) and 33;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5).
74 Second report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/76/
Add.l. part five (B), para. 5; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
part two, IV, 4).

Convention shall be applicable to all contracts for the
carriage of goods by sea."7li

B. Discussion by the Working Group
122. The Working Group considered the obligations under the Convention which should result when
a shipper contracts with one carrier (the "contracting
carr~er"). and this carrier arranges to have the goods
cawed by another (or "actuM") carrier. It was generally agreed that the question reached beyond drafting
problems and presented issues of substance: which
carrier, or carriers, should be responsible under the
Convention?
123. Several representatives stated that responsibility should be placed on the "contracting carrier",
a!1~ .that he shoul? not be able to escape this responSIbIlIty by arrangIng for another carrier to transport
the goods. Some of these representatives stated that
th~ responsibility of the "contracting" carrier was suffiCIent, and that it was not necessary to impose liability
on a "substitute" or "actual" carrier.
124. On the other hand, some representatives
stated that it should be possible to transfer responsibility to the "actual" carrier-which might be defined
as the operator of the ship that effects the voyage in
performance of the contract of carriage. It was suggested that, at least where the "contracting carrier"
was not named in the bill of lading, the responsibility
of the "actual carrier" would be sufficient. In support
of this view it was noted that the "contracting carrier"
might not have substantial assets" whereas the "actua~"
carrier, as owner and operator of the ship, would proVlide a more substantial basis for responsibility to the
shipper or consignee.
125. Other representatives agreed with the above
observations that the "contracting carrier" might not
be financially sound; however, they noted that confining responsibility to the "actual" carrier could present similar practical problems, since the owner of the
vessel that actually performed the carriage might be
difficult to find or might have no available assets. In
such situations the "contracting carrier" might be the
only person who would be in a position to respond to
a claim.
126. These representaNves noted that the basic
provision approved by the Working Group at its fifth
session to deal with trans-shipment (article D, quoted
at paragraph 119, above) placed responsibility on the
initial carrier ("contracting carrier"), and also placed
responsibility on the "actual" carrier for the carriage
performed by him. 76 It was suggested that the provision
on trans-shipment, with minor amendments,77 would
75

Exceptions to this provision appear at para. 48 above.

76

It was noted in the s·econd report of the Secretary-General

(A/CN.9176/Add.l, part five (B); UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 3), that this provision barred the
shipper (or consignee) from recovering more from both carriers
than the limits prescribed by the Convention (para. 3), and did
not prejudice the rights of recourse between the two carriers
(para. 4).
77 It was :noted that the 'feference in article D (1) to the
carrier's exercise of "an option provided for in contract of
c·arriage" would make it difficult to apply this provision to
cases where the contracting carrier entrusted the entire carriage
to another (" actuall") carrier.
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provide an appropriate solution for cases where the
"contracting carrier", at the outset of the carriage,
arranged to have the goods carried by another carrier
(an "actual" carrier).
127. Most representatives approved this approach
as a basis for work by the Drafting Party.
128. Attention was given to revision of the definition of "carrier" in article 1 (a) of the Brussels
Convention,and to providing a joint definition for
"carrier" and "contracting carrier". It was noted that
replies to a questionnaire circulated in 1972 by the
Secretary-General included the suggestion that the definition of "carrier" should refer not only to the owner
or charterer, but to "any other person" who enters
into a contract of carriage; the replies included the
further suggestion that the definition should include
the requirement that the person defined as "carrier"
must "act on his own behalf" in concluding the cont!act. 78 Several representatives supported both suggestIOns.
129. Several representatives suggested that a specific provision was needed to deal with the case (described at paragraph 120, above) where the carrier
with whom the shipper has arranged for the issuance,
to the shipper, of a bill of lading furnishes a bill of
lading which is signed "for the master" of another
carrier (the "actual" carrier)" and which may also
contain a provision that the contract of camiage is
only between the shipper and the "actual" carrier. 79
The problem was whether such provisions might prevent the carrier with whom the shipper had dealt from
being the "contracting carrier" and might serve to
substitute the second carrier as the "contracting carrier".
130. Most representatives agreed that the carrier
with whom the shipper had made a contract of carriage shou~d remain the "contracting carrier" and should
be responsible under the Convention for the carriage
to the port of destination in spite of the bill of lading
provisions described above. Various drafting proposals
were submitted to achieve this objective. One approach
required identification of the contracting carrier in the
bill of lading. Under a second approach, when the
goods are received in the charge of either the contracting carrier or the actual carrier, the contracting
carrier shall, on demand of the shipper, issue a bill
of lading giving specified particulars. Under this approach, the master of the ship carrying the goods would
be empowered to issue the bill of lading on behalf of
the contracting carrier. Most representatives who spoke
on the issue favoured this second approach.
131. Some representatives expressed the view that
an approach based on the trans-shipment provisions
approved at the fifth session (paragraph 119 above)
did not give adequate protection to the consignee,
since under article D (2) the "actual" carrier is only
responsible for the carriage "performed by him". It
78 Second report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.91761
Add.l, part five (B), para. 4; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, IV, 4).
79 The carrier so mentioned (often without specific identification) as the only carrier under the contract is often the owner
of a ship chartered by the carrier with whom the shi,pper made
his contract.
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was noted that the "actual" carrier that delivers the
goods to the consignee sometimes will not have performed the entire contract of carriage. When the goods
~r~ de?ivered in dama~ed condition to the consignee,
It IS dIfficult for the shIpper or consignee to ascertain
whether the damage occurred during the camiage perf?rmed by hiIn, or during an earlier stage of the carnage. It was noted further that even if it could be
asc~rtained that the goods were damaged during the
earlier stage, the carriage in question might be unknown to and remote from the consignee. lIt was suggested that an "actual" c-arrier, like the "contracNng
carrier", should also be responsible for the entire carriage even ~hough he might have performed only part
of the carnage. In case the actua~ carrier performed
only a latter part of the carriage and the damage
occurred during the earlier part, the acturul carrier
could then settle the claim with the earlier carrier.
These representatives. held the view that such an approach would also be more practical.
132. Other representatives noted that this question
had been discussed at the fifth session, and the rules
on the responsibility of the "actual" carrier had been
adopted after giving consideration to conflicting views
on this question. 80 Most representatives concluded that
this issue should not be reopened at the present session of the Working Group.
C. Report of the Drafting Party
133. ~Oillo",:ing the discussion by the Working
Group, thIS subject was referred to the Drafting Party.
The report of the Drafting Party, with some amendments made by the Working Group, is as foIlows: 81
PART VII OF THE REPORT OF THE DRAFTING PARTY:
DEFINITION OF CARRIER AND RELATED PROVISIONS

Based on the opinions expressed in the WorkGroup the Draft~n.g Party formulated draft provlsl~ns on the defimtlOn of contracting and actual
carner, related rules on liability, and consequential
amendments concerning the issuance of bills of
~ading. ~h~ Drafting Party recommends the foHowmg provIsIons:
.(a)

I~g,

[Definition of "carrier"]

1. "Carrier'.' o~ "contracting cafI\ier" means any
person who m hIS own name enters into a contract
for carriage of goods by sea with shipper.
2. "Actu3JI carrier" means any person to whom
the contracting carrier has entrusted the performance of all or part of the carriage of goods.
80 Report on fifth session (A/CN.9/76, pa.n!lS. 31-32, 37;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5). Second
report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9176/Add.l, part two,
paras. 32-33, 41, 43; UNCITRAL Yeal'book, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV, 4).
81 T?e amendmell1ts made by the Working Group are the
follOWing: (I) the words "of goods" were inserted after the
word "carriage" in paragraph 1 of the Definition of Carrier'
(2) the phrase "for the carriage performed by him" i~
para. 2 of article D was moved from between the words
"responsible" and "according" to its present position; (3) in
reference to the n.otes on the proposed draft provisions, note 7
was added; (4) note 5 was amended by the inclusion of
reference to artiole E; and (5) note 1 was amended by the
additional language following the first sentence.
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[Provision on the respective liability of the contracting carrier and the actual carrier: articles D and
E of Part I of the Compilation as amended.]
Article D
,1. Where the contracting carrier has entrusted
the performance of the carriage or part thereof to
an actual carrier, the contracting car.der shall nevertheless remain responsible for the entire carriage
according to the provisi9ns of this Convention.
2. The actual carrierwlso shall be responsible.
according to the provisions of this Convention, for
the carriage performed by him.
3. The aggregate of the amounts recoverable from
the contracting carrier and the actual carrier shall
not exceed the limits provided for in this Convention.
4. Nothing in this article shall prejudice any right
of recourse as between the contracting carrier and
the actual carrier.
Article E
[1. Where the contract of carriage provides that
a designated part of the carriage covered by the
contract shall be performed by a person other than
the contracting carrier (through biM of lading), the
responsibility of the contracting carrier and of the
actual carrier shall be determined in accordance
with the provisions of article D.
2. However, the contracting carrier may exonerate
himself from liability for loss of, damage (or delay)
to the goods caused by events occurring while the
goods are in the charge of the actual carrier, provided that the burden of proving that any such
loss, damage (or delay) was so caused, shall rest
upon the contracting carrier.]
[Provision on issuance of bill of lading]
1. When the goods are received in the charge of
the contracting carrier or the actual carrier, the
contracting carrier shall, on demand of the shipper,
issue to the shipper a bill of lading showing among
other things the particulars referred to in article
[ ].
2. The bill of [ading may be signed by a person
having authority from the contracting carrier. (\
bill of lading signed by the Master of the ShIP
carrying the goods shall be dee~ed to ~ave been
signed on behalf of the contractmg carner.
(b) The Drafting Party also recommends:
(i) That the proposed draft provisions on the
definition of carrier replace article 1 (a) of the
1924 Brussels Convention and that this definition
be placed in part A of the compilation, which part
shou[d be entitled "Definitions" and should also
include the provisional definition of "bill of lading"
noted earlier in part II of the report of the Drafting
Party.
(ii) That the proposed draft prOVISIons amending articles D and E of part I of the compilation
should replace these articles and that part I of the
compilation be named "Carriage by an actual carrier, inoluding trans-shipment and through carriage".

(iii) And that the proposed draft provisions on
the issuance and required contents ofa bill of
lading, revising article 3 (3) of the 1924 Brussels
Convention, should be included in the compilation
ata place to be agreed upon at a later stage.

Notes on the proposed draft provlslOns
(c) The attention of the Working Group is
drawn on the following:
1. It was noted by the Drafting Party that it might
be desirable to formulate a definition of the "contract of carriage" at a [ater stage, in the light of
subsequent decisions. In this respect, some representatives requested that a study be prepared by
the Secretariat on the definition of the contract of
carriage and on the relationship .between the carrier and the person having the right to the goods.
To this end the following provisional definition was
proposed:
"The contract of carriage is one whereby the
carrier agrees with the shipper to carry specific
goods from one port to another against payment
of freight. By virtue of this contract the person
having the right to delivery of the goods shall be
able to exercise the rights of the shipper and will
be subject to his duties."
2. One representative proposed a different formulation for the definition of carrier:
"Carrier means any person who in his name
conoludes a contract of carriage of goods by sea
with a shipper. The carrier is also called a contracting carrier when he entrusts the performance
of all or part of the carriage of goods to another
carrier called the actual carrier."
3. lIn reference to the definition of carrier, the
question was raised by one representative, for consideration at a later stage, whether a definition of
the term "person" was required to cover individuals, corporations and partnerships.
4. One representative reserved his position on
paragraph 2 of article D since in his opinion any
action brought by the consignee against an actual
carrier should be governed by the domestic law of
the forum.
S. In reference to artioles D and E, some representatives raised the question whether, in situations
involving trans-shipment and through carriage, the
last actual carrier should be responsible for the
whole carriage even though only part of the carriage was actually performed by that carrier. It was
noted by the Drafting Party, in conformity with the
decision of the Working Group, that this issue
would be considered at a later stage when the provisions on trans-shipment and through carriage are
reviewed.
6. In reference to the inclusion of provisions concerning required statements in the bill of lading
designating the contracting and actual carriers and
the effect of insufficient or inaccurate statements,82
it was noted that this topic should be considered at
a future session.

82 See part five of the second report of the Secretary.
General (A/CN.99176/Add.l; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, IV, 4).
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7. One representative objected to the proposed
changes in paragraph 1 of article E since in his
opinion the adopted definition of "actual carrier"
was obviously unsuited for the situation covered by
article E, which deals, in fact, with two autonomous
carriers.
D. Consideration of Part VII of the report
of the Drafting Party
134. The Working Group considered the above
part of the report of the Drafting Party and approved
the proposed draft provisions. 83
135. With respect to paragraph 2 of article D of
the provi$lions on the respective liability of the contracting carrier and the actual carrier, one representative expressed the view that the draft provision was
inadequate in determining whether the shipowner involved in a time-charter is a "carrier" with respect to
a contract of carriage conoluded between the charterer
and a shipper. This issue should be determined in
accordance with national law outside of this Convention. If the proposed draft provisions in fact intended
to make the shipowner under a time-charter liable as
the actual carrier with respect to a contract of carriage between the charterer and a third person, this
representative would be strongly opposed to such a
solution and would reserve his position in this respect.
This representative proposed the following draft text:
1. Carrier means the owner, the charterer or
any other person who enters into a contract of
carriage with a shipper.
2. Where a bill of ~ading is issued by the charterer of a ship under a charter party such charterer
only shall be the canier for the purpose of this
Convention and any stipulation in the bill of lading
which is designed to deny that he is the carrier
shall be null and void and of no effect.
136. In reply to the above comments, two representatives expressed the view that the draft provisions were not intended to affect the relation between
the shipowner and a charterer under a charter-party.
Specific reference was made by these representatives
to paragraph 4 of article D, which leaves undisturbed
the contractual relationship between a contracting
carrier and an actual carner.

VLII.

DEFINITION OF "SHIP"

A. Introduction
137. "Part five, section D of the second report of
the Secretary-Genera184 dealt with the definition of
"ship" in the Brussels Convention of 1924. Article 1
(d) of the Brussels Convention states that:
"'Ship' means any vessel used for the carriage of
goods by sea."
138. The second report of the Secretary-General
stated that the issue that had been raised with respect
See foot-note 81 above.
A/CN.9/76/Add.l; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV:
1973, part two, IV, 4.
83
84
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to this definition related both to the type of vessel to
which the Brussels Convention applies and to the question of whether the Convention applies during loading
and discharging operations. This last question was
discussed during the third session of the Working
Group and the revision of article 1 (d), adopted at
that session, was designed to clarify the period of the
Convention's application. 85
139. The second report of the Secretary-General
suggested that the revision of article 1 (d), extending
the coverage of the Convention to the "period during
which the goods are in the charge of the carrier",
resolves uncertainties that had arisen under the 1924
Convention with respect to whether the Convention
applies to barge or lightering operations conducted by
the carrier under his contract of carriage.
B. Discussion by the Working Group

140. Some representatives stated that" in their
view, the definition of "ship" shou~d be deleted since,
under the revision of provisions in the Convention on
the period of responsibility of the carrier (article 1
(e) of the 1924 Brussels Convention), the carrier
would be responsible for the period during which the
goods are in his charge. Problems as to the time when
the goods are loaded on the ship or when the goods
are discharged from the ship, which arose under the
1924 Convention, do not arise under the above revision of article 1 (e) that had been approved by the
Working Group.
.
141. Many representatives were of the opinion
that a decision as to whether a definition of "ship"
be retained or deleted should be postponed to a later
session. At the suggestion of some representatives, the
Working Group decided to place square brackets
around the definition of "ship" lin article 1 (d) of the
1924 Brussels Convention in order to indicate that
the Working Group wished to ~eave the matter open
until a later stage in its drafting. In this connexion it
was observed that it would be desirable to postpone
a decision on this definition until it was resolved
whether the word "ship" would be used in the provisions of the Convention in such a way as to warrant
including a definiNon of "ship".

IX.

FUTURE WORK

Time and place of the seventh and eighth sessions

142. The Working Group considered the time for
holding its seventh and eighth sessions.
143. It was suggested that in order to expedite
the completion of its work, the seventh session should
be held in the course of the current year" Le. in the
late summer or autumn of 1974. It was noted that
under the pattern of rotation that had been followed
by the Working Group, the seventh session would be
held at United Nations Headquarters in New York.
144. The Secretariat reported to the Working
Group that the heavy schedule of recurrent meetings
811 Report on third session (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. ITI:
1972, part two, IV), para. 14 (1); compilation, part B.
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and major special conferences, already scheduled
during the second half of 1974, made it impossible
to hold a session in New York in August 1974, and
that such a meeting during September-December 1974
could not be held in New York because of the regular
session of the General Assembly.
145. The question was raised as to the possibiHty
of holding the seventh session in Geneva duriing the
fall. or winter of 1974. The Secretariat reported that
the earliest date at which the session could be held
in Geneva at a minimum cost would be 25 November6 December 1974. It was noted, however, that this
period would not be feasible because two other meetings in the field of maritime legislation had already
been scheduled for part of that period. The Secretariat
then reported that space for the meeting wouact be
available in Geneva for 30 September-II October; it
would, however" be necessary to recruit staff to service this meeting with financial implicat,ions that could
be reported to the Commission at its seventh session
(New York, 13-17 May 1974).
146. Most representatives were of the view that
it was important to complete the current work as soon
as possible. iIt was indicated that two sessions, each two
weeks in length, would be required, and that long
periods between sessions interfered with the continuity
of the work and delayed the submission of the revised rules to the Commission. These representatives
consequently suggested that the seventh session shou~d
be held in Geneva from 30 September to 11 October
1974 and that the eighth session should he held in
New York during January or February 1975. On the
other hand, some representatives opposed the first
suggestion, citing both the problem of added cost to
the United Nations and to their Governments" and the
difficulty of receiving Secretariat studies in advance of
such a sesSJion. One of these representatives stated that
he did not oppose the holding of two sessions in 1975,
at times that did not involve serious extra expense, and
indicated that such a schedule would not unduly delay
completion of the work. One representative stated that
his acceptance of the dates set forth above was conditioned upon approval by the Commission of the
deoision of the Working Group. It was generaHy understood that a final decision on the matter cowd only
be taken by the Commission at its seventh session,
following a statement of financial implications.
147. The Working Group decided to recommend
to the Commission that its next two sessions be held:
the seventh sess>ionat Geneva from 30 September to
11 October 1974 and the eighth session at New York
in January or February 1975.
Subjects for consideration at the seventh session
148. Attention was directed to the decision by the
Working Group at its fifth session that topics to be
considered at the seventh session should include the

follOWing: 86 (l) contents of the contract for carriage
of goods by sea; (2) validity and effect of ~etters of
guarantee; (3) legal effect of the bill of lading in protecting the good faith purchaser of the bill of lading. It
was reported that in response to a request of the Working Group at its fifth session, a questionnaire had been
circulated by the Secretary-General on the above questions, and that the replies were set forth in document
A/CN.9/WG.III/L.2. Attention was also directed to
the fact that, under decisions of the Working Group,
certain questions had been deferred for further consideration.
149. The Working Group decided that at its
seventh session it would consider the topics referred
to in paragraph 148 above" together with any other
topics necessary to complete the initial consideration
of its revision of the 1924 Brussels Convention and the
1968 Protocol, pursuant to the Commission's mandate.
150. To facilitate the work of the seventh session, the
Working Group invited its members and interested international organizations to submit any further suggestions and proposals they may wish to have examined,
deaUng with matters described in paragraph 148 above
and with any new topics that, in their view, should be
considered prior to completion of the Working Group's
initial revision of the Hague Rules. It was requested
that such suggestions and proposals be transmitted to
the Secretariat by 1 June 1974, for analysis and distribution to members of the Working Group in advance
of the seventh session.
151. The Working Group also requested the Secretary-General to prepare a report dealing with the
matters described in paragraph 148, for circulation in
advance of the seventh session. The Working Group,
in addition, requested the Secretary-General to consider, ,in the above report, a possib~e definition of
"contract of carriage" and the position, with respect to
the carrier, of the person entitled to take delivery of
the goods. 87
152. The Working Group decided that the report
should focus, as regards "contents of the contract of
carriage", on the contents of the bill of lading or other
document evidencing the contract of carriage" bearing
i.n mind that different provisions may be necessary to
deal with the various types of documents. In particular,
it would seem necessary to require that the bill of
lading contain information different from that required
in relation to transport documents of a more simple
type
153. The Secretariat was also requested to prepare,
in advance of the next session, a new compilation of
texts, including the texts adopted at the present session.
86 Working GroUip, report on fifth session (A/CN.9176,
UNCITRAL Yearoook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5),
para. 77.
87 See note 1, notes on the proposed draft provision to
part VII of the ,report of the Drafting Party on definition of
carder and related provisions, at para. 133 above.
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INTRODUCTION
1. At its fourth session the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) deoided "that within
the priority topic of international legislation on shipping, the
subject for col15ideration for the time being shall be bills of
lading" and agreed on the topics that should be considered for
revision and amplification.a

2. At its fifth session the Commission stated that it considered "that the Working Group should give priority in its
work to the basic quesolion of the carrier's responsibility" and
to that end recommended "that the Working Group keep in
mind the possibility of preparing a new convention as appropriate, instead of merely revising and amplifying the rules in
the International Convention for the Unification of Certain
Rules relating to Bills of Lading (1924 Brussels Convention)
and the Brussels Protocol, 1968".b
3. The Working Group at its third, fourth and fifth sessions examined the topics within its work programme for those
sessions." The Secretary-General, at the request of the Working
Group prepared two reports which served as working docua Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its fourth session (1971), Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 19; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. II: 1971, part one, II, A.
b Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law on the work of its fifth session (1972), Official
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), para. 51; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. III: 1972, part one, II. A.
C The first two sessions of the Working Group were concerned
with organizational and procedural questions. Report of the
Working Group on the work of its second session, Geneva,
22-26 March 1971 (A/CN.9/55; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. II: 1971, part two, HI).

ments for the three sessions. d Also at the request of the Working Group two questionnaires were submitted to Governments
and to international organizations active in the field and the
replies were utilized in the preparation of the reports of the
Secretary-General.
4. The present compilation sets forth the draft provisions
of the Convention on the responsibility of ocean carriers for
cargo which were prepared at the third, fourth and fifth sessions of the Working Group by the Working Group's Drafting
Party and adopted by the Working Group.
5. For reasons of convenience the order of the draft provisions in this compilation generally follows the pattern of the
Bru,s.sels Convention of 1924. The corresponding provisions in
the Brussels Convention are cited in parentheses immediate~y
after the descriptive title of the provision. The final order of
the draft provisions will depend on the Working Group's decisioo as to the form of the new rules. In certain cases where
the Brussels Convention of 1924 does not contain an equivalent rule, the draft provision is placed in what appears to be
the most appropriate order.
6. In order to give the reader the clearest possible view of
the work thus far completed by the Working Group, this
compilation includes only the texts that have either been
adopted or have been prepared subject to brackets signifying
less than general approval. References to the paragraphs in
the reports of the Working Group which contains particular
draft provisions are given in foot-notes. The foot-notes contain references to the discussion by the full Working Group of
each provision proposed by the Drafting Party. The foot-notes
also set forth the specific reasons stated by the Working Group
for placing various provisions in brackets.
d Report of the Secretary-Gene.ral on responsibility of ocean
carders for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.9/63/ Add.1;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV, annex).
Second report of the Secretary-Generail on responsibility of
ocean carriers for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.9176/Add.1;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4).
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DRAFT PROVISIONS APPROVED BY TIlE WORKING GROUP

A. Definition of "goods" (article 1 (c) of 1924 Brussels
Convention)
[Revision of article 1 (c) "Goods"]e
"Goods" includes goods, wares, merchandise and articles
of every kind whatsoever [except live animals].t
B. Period of carrier's responsibility (article 1 (e) of 1924
Brussels Convention)
[Revision of article I (e) "Carriage of goods"]g
(i) "Carriage of goods" covers the period during which
the goods are in the charge of the carder at the port of
loading, during the carriage, and at the port of discharge.
(ii) For the purpose of paragraph (i), the carrier shall
be deemed to be in charge of the goods from the time the
carrier has taken over the goods until the time ,the carrier has
delivered the goods:
a. By handing over the goods to the consignee; or
b. In cases when the consignee does not receive the
goods, by placing them at the di~posal of the consignee in
accordance with the contract or with law or usage applicable at the port of discharge; or
c. By handing over the goods to an authority or other
third party to whom, pursuant to law or regulations
applicable at the port of discharge, the goods must be
handed over.
(iii) In the provisions of paragraphs (i) and (ll), reference to the carrier or to the consignee shall mean, in addition to the carrier or the consignee, the servants, the agents
or other persons acting pursuant to the instructions, respectively, of the carrier or the consignee.

C. Responsibility for deck cargo
[Possible addition to article]h
[In respect of cargo which by the contmct of carriage is
stated as being carried on deck and ~ so carried, all risks
of loss or damage ,arising or resulting from perils inherent
in or incident to such carriage shall be borne by the shipper and the consignee but in other respects the custody and
carriage of such cargo shall be governed by the terms of
this Convention],l
D. Basic rules governing the responsibility of the carrier
(replacing article 3 (1) and (2), articles 4 (1) and 4 (2)
of 1924 Brussels Conventioo)
e Report of the Working Group on International Legislation
on Shipping on the work of its third session, Geneva, 31 J anuaJry to 11 February 1972 (herein referred to as Working Group,
report on third session) (A/CN.9/63), para. 25 (I); UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. Ill: 1972, part two; IV. The draft was adopted
by the Working Group (para. 26).
f Paragraph 34 of the report of the Working Group on its
third session states: "In view of the lack of agreement on the
approach to be followed in dealing with live animals, the
Working Group decided to defer a decision on the subject."
g Working Group, report on thi.txl session, para. 14 (1);
UNCITRAL Yeal'book, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV. The
Working GroupllJccepted the revision of article 1 (e) and also
decided: "(c) to delete article VII of the Hague Rules on the
ground that this article was inconsistent with the above revision
(article 1 (e» and that, in view of the revision of article 1 (e),
no further provision was necessary (para. 15). This deletion was
subject to reservations by some representatives (para. 17).
h Working Group, report on third session, para. 25 (2),
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV.
I The report ibid., para. 25 (2) foot-note 17, states: "As
noted in paragraph 28 below, the Working Group did not reach
agreement on this provision, and con;;idered that it should be
taken up at a future session of the Working Group."

1.

The carrier shall be liable for all loss of or damage

to goods carried if the occurrence which caused the loss or
damage took place while the goods were in his charge as
defined in article [ ], unless the carrier proves that he
his servants and agents took all measures that could reason~
ably be required to avoid the occurrence and its consequences.
2. In case of fire, the carrier shall be liable, provided
the claimant proves that the fire arose due to fault or negligence on the part of the carrier, his servants or agents.
3. Wher,e fault or negligence on ,the par,t of the carrier
his servants or agents, concurs with another cause to prO:
duce loss or damage, the carrier shall be liable only for
that portion of the loss or damage attributable to such
fault or negligence, provided that the carrier bears the burden of proving the amount of loss or damage not attributable thereto'!
E. Period of limitation (article 3 (6) of 1924 Brussels Convention; article 1 (2) (3) of 1968 Brussels Protocol)
Article Fk
1. The carrier shall be discharged from all liability whatsoever relating to carriage under this Convention unless legal
or arbitral proceedings are initiated within [one year]
[two years]:
(a) In the case of partial loss of or of damage to the
goods, or delay, from the last day on which the carrier has
delivered any of the goods covered by the contract;
(b) In all other cases, from the [ninetieth] day after the
time the carrier has taken over the goods or, if he has not
done so, the time the contract was made.

2. The day on which the peifiod of Iimitation begins to
run shall not be included in the period.
3. The period of limitation may be extendej by a declaration of the carrier or by agreement of the p3lfties after the
cause of action has arisen. The declaration or agreement
shall be in writing.
4. An action for indemnity against a third person may
be brought evenaftelf the expiration of the period of limitation provided for in the preceding paragraphs if br.ought
within the time allowed by the law of the Court seized of
the case. However, the time allowed shall not be less than
[ninety days] commencing from the day when the person
bringing such action for indemnity has settled the claim or
has been selTVed with process in the action against himsC'1f.
F.

Saving life and property at sea (replacing article 4 (4)
of 1924 BrusseJs Convention).

The carrier shall not be Hable for loss or damage resulting
from measures to save life and from reasonable measures
to save property at sea'!
j Report of the Working Group on International Legisiation
on Shipping on the work of its fourth (special) session, Geneva,
25 September to 6 October 1972 (herein referred to as Workin~
Group, report on fourth session); (A/CN.9174; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 1), para. 28 (3). Most
members of the Working Group supported the above text
(para. 36).
k Report of th<l Working Group on International Legislation
on Shipping on the work of its fifth session, New York, 5 to
16 February 1973 (he.ein referred to as Working Group, report
on fifth session) (AICN.9176; UNCITRAL Yearbook, VoL IV:
1973, part two, IV,S), para. 65 (1). The draft provision was
approved by the majority of the W,orking Group (pMa. 66).
1 Working Group, report on fifth session (ibid.), para. 54 (2).
The Working GrolllP adopted the draft provision (para. 55).
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G.

Choice of forum clauses (no corresponding provision in
the 1924 Brussels Convention)

H.

[Proposed draft provision]m
Paragraph A

1. In a legal proceeding af'lsmg out of the contract of
carriage the plaintiff, at his option, may bring an action in
a contracting State within whose territory is situated:
(a) The principal place of business or, in the absence
thereof, the ordinary residence of the defendant; o,r
(b) The place where the contract was made provided that
the defendant has there a p}.a,ce of busine6S, branch or agency
through which the contract was made; or
(e) The port of loading; or
(d) The port of discharge; or
(e) A place destgnated in the contract of carriage.

2. (a) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this
article an action may be brought before the courts of any
port in a contracting State at which the carrying vessel may
have been legally arrested in accordance with the applicable
law of that State. However, in such a case, at the petition
of the defendant, the claimant must remove the action, at
his choice, to one of the jurisdictions refened to in paragmph A for the determination of the c1atm, but before such
removal the defendant must furnish security sufficient to
ensure payment of any judgement that may subsequently be
awarded to the claimant in the action.
(b) All questions relating to the sufficiency or otherwise
of the security shall be determined by the court ,at the place
of the alffest.
Paragraph B

No Jegal proceedings arising out of the contract of carriage may be brought til a place not specified in paragraph A
above. The provisions which' precede do not constitute an
obstacle to the julfisdiction of the contracting States for
provisional or protective measures.
Paragraph C
1. Where an action has been brought before a court
competent under para~aph A or where judgement has been
delivered by such a court, 1110 new action shall be started
between the same parties on the same grounds unless the
judgement of the court before which the first action was
brought is not enforceable in the country in which the new
proceedings are brought.

2. For the purpose of this article the institution of
measures with a view to obtatning enforcement of a judgement shall not be considered as the starting of a new action.
3. For the purpose of this article the removal of an
action to a different court within the same country shaH not
be considered the starting of a new action.
Paragraph D

Notwitlistanding the provisions of the preceding paragraphs,
an agreement made by the parties after a claim under the
contract of carriage has arisen, which designates the place
w.here the claimant may bring 00 action, shall ba effective.
m Working Group, report on third session (UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV), para. 39 (3). The
Working Group approved the report of the Drafting Party that
contained the draft provision on choice of forum clauses
(para. 40).
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Arbitration clauses (no corresponding prov,ision in tlie
1924 Brussels Convention)
[Proposed draft provision]n

1. Subject to the rules of this article, any clause or agreement rderring dispute,s that may arise under a contract of
carriage to arbitl'ation shall be allowed.

2. The arbitration proceedings shall, at the option Qf the
plaintiff, be instituted at one of the following places:
(a) A place in a State within whose territory is situated

(i) The port of loading or the port of discharge, or
(ii) The prmcipal place of business of the defendant or,
in the absence thereof, the ordinary residence of the
defendant, or
(iii) The place where the contract was made, provided that
the defendant has there a place of business, branch or
agency through which the contfllJct was made; or
(b) Any other place designated in the arbitration clause
or agreement.
3. The arbitrator(s) or arbitration tribunal shall apply tlie
rules of this Convention.
4. The provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this article
shall be deemed to be part of every arbitration clause or
agreement, and any term of such dause or agreement which
is inconsistent therewith shall be nuU and void.
5. Nothing in this article shall affect tlie validity of an
agreement relating to arbitration made by the parties after
tlie claim under the contract of carriage has arisen.
1.

Trans-shipment (no corresponding provision til the 1924
Brussels Convention)
Article DQ

1. Where the oarrier has exercised an option provided
for in the contract of carl1iage' to entrust the performance of
the oarriage or a part thereof to an actual carrier, tlie carrier
shall nevertheless remain responsible for the entire carriage
according to the provisions of this Convention.

2. The actual carrier also shall be responsible for the
carrialge performed by him according to the provisions of
this Convention.
3. The ag~egate of the amounts recoverable from the
carrier and the actual carrier shall not exceed the limits
provided f,or in this Convention.
4. Nothing in this article shall prejudice any right of
recourse as between the carrier and the actual carrier.
Article E
[1. Where the contract of carriage provides that a designated part of the carriage covered by tlie contract shall be
performed by a person other than the carrier (through bill
of lading), the responsibility of the carrier and of the actual
carrier shall be determined in accordance with the provisions
of article D.

2. Howevelf, the carrier may exonerate himself from
liability for loss of, damage (or delay) to the goods oaused
by events occurring while the goods are in the charge of
the actual carrier prov,ided that the burden of proving that
n Working Group, report on fourth session (UNCTTRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 1), para. 47 (2). The
majority of the Working Group approved the proposed draft
provision (para. 48).
o Working Group, report on fifth session (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5), para. 38 (2). The Working Group approved draft article D (para. 39).
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any such loss, damage (or delay) was so caused, shall rest
upon the c~rrier.]p

shal~ determine what shall be considered as the official value
for the 'Purposes of this ColWe'ntion.

J.

[5. By ,agreement between the CllIlTier and the shipper a
limit of lia.bility exceeding thait provided for in paragraph 1
may be fixed.]r

Limitation of liability (ar,ticle 4 (5) of 1924 Brussels
Convention; wticle 2 of 1968 Brussels Protocol)

Article Aq
1. The liabiJ.ity of the carrier for loss of or damaJge, to the
goods shall be limited to an aJffiount equivalent to ( ) francs
per package or other shirpping un~t or ( ) francs per kilo
of ,gross weight of the goods lost or damaged, whichever is
,the higheJl".
2. For the purpose of calcul,ating which amount is the
higher in aooordaillce with paragraph 1, the following rules
shall apply:
(a) Where a conta.iner, paJ11et or similar article of transport
is used to consolida,tegoods, the package or oth-er shipping
units enumerated in the biJl of lading as packed in such
article of tr'ansport shall be deemed pa.ckages or shipping
units. Except as aforesaid the goods in sUich article of
tra.nsport shall be deemed one shipping unit.
(b) In cases where the 'aJrticle of tJransport -itself has been
lost or damaged, that ,aJrticle of transport sha.ll, when not
owned or otherwise supplied by the carrier, be considered
one separate shipping unit.

3. A franc means a unit cons~Hng of 65.5 milligrammes
of gold of millesimal fineness 900.
4. The amount referred to in paragraph 1 of this article
shaJi be converted into the national currency of the State
of the court or arbitration tJribunal seized of the case on the
basi'S of the official value of that currency by reference to
the unit defined in paragraph 3 of this article on the date
of the judgement or arbitration awaJrd. If there is no such
official value, the competent authority of the State concerned
p Paragraph 43 of the report of the Working Group on its
fifth session (ibid.) states: "It was decided that the report of
the Drafting Party should be set forth as presented to the
Workirng Group subject to placing bI1ackets around the text of
article E, but that it be indicated that there were more members of the Working Group opposed to pamgraph 2 of article E
than there we·re members who favoured its inclusion."
q Working Group, report on fifth session (UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV,S), para. 26 (2). The Working Group approved these proposed d;raft provisions (para. 27).

Article B
1. The defeIlJCes and limits of liaJbility provided for in
this Convention shall apply in any action a~inst the cwrier
in respect of loss of, damage (or delay) to the goods covered
by a contract of cw-riitJge whether the action be founded in
oontract or in tort.
2. If Sluch an action is brought a~inllt a servant or agent
of the clll1'"rier, SUich servant or agent, if he proves that he
acted wi,thin the scope of his employment, shaH be entitled
to avail himself of the defences and Hmits of liabHity which
the carrier is entitled to invoke under this Convention.

3. The aggre,gate of the amounts recoverable from the
carrier and any persons referred to in the preceding paragraph, shall not exceed ,the limits of liabHity provided for
in this Convention.

Article C
The carr~er shall not be entitled to the benefit of the
limitation of <liability provided for in paragraph 1 of article A
if it is proved thaJt the dam,age wall oaused by wilful misconduct of the carrier,.or of any of his SeJl"vants or agent acting
within the scope of the~ employment. Nor shal~ any of the
servants or agents of the carrieII' be entitled to the benefit
of such limitation of liability with -respect to damage caused
by wilfUJ! misconduct on his part.
rAt paragra,ph 26 (9) of the report of the Working Group
on its fifth session (ibid.) the report of the Drafting Party noted
the following:
"9. Paragraph 5 of article A specifies that the carrier and
sh~pper may by agreement 'faille the limit of the carrier's
liability. This paragraph picks up the substance of the first
part of article 2 (a) and article 2 (g) of the Brussels Protocol.
This provision is set in brackets on the ground that such
language may not be necess~ in view of the general rule
on the odght of the carrier to agree to an increase of his
liability which is embodied in a;rticle 5 of the Brussels Convention of 1924. However, this bracketed language is set forth
at this point pending action on general provisions concerning
the carrier's right to increase his liabiLity."

2. Report of the Secretary.General; third report on responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo: bills of
lading (A/CN.9/88/Add.l)*
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. The present study is the third in a series of
reports prepared by the Secretary-GeneraP to assist in
the work on international shipping legislation by the
United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law (UNCITRAL). At its fourth session, UNCITRAL
decided to establish an enlarged Working Group on
International Legislation on Shipping2 and further resolved that:
"The rules and practices concerning bills of lading, including those rules contained in the International Convention for the Unification of Certain
1 The first report of the Secretary-General on responsibility
of ocean c·arriers for cargo: bills of lading (A/CN.9/63/
Add.l; reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, VoL III: 1972,
part two, IV, annex) was prepared to assist the Working Group
on International Legislation on Shipping (hereinafter "Working Group") at its third and fourth special sessions, and it
dealt with the following topics: the period of carrier responsibility; res.ponsibHity for deck cargoes and live animals; olauses
of bills of lading confining jurisdiction over claims to a selected
forum; and approaches to bask policy decisions concerning
a~looation of rrisks between the cargo owner and the carrier.
The second report of the Secrretary-General on resp.onsibility
of ocean carriers for cargo: bins of lading (A/CN.9176/
Add.l; reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV, 4.) was prepared to assist the Working Group
at its fifth session and covered these subjects: unit limitation
of liahility; trans-shipment; deviation; the period of limitation;
definitions under artide 1 of the Convention; and elimination
of invalid clauses in bills of lading.
2 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8417), para. 19; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one, II, A.

Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading (the Brus~
sels Convention 1924) and in the Protocol to amend
that Convention (the Brussels Protocol 1968), should
be examined with a view to revis'.ing and amplifying
the rules as appropriate, and that a new international
convention may if appropriate be prepared for adop~
tion under the auspices of the United Nations."3
Topics dealt with at past sessions
2. The matters considered !in the present report
need to be viewed in connexion with the Commission's
over-all work programme in this fie'ld. The resolution
adopted by the Commission at its fourth session
enumerated a number of topics that.. "among others.
should be considered for revision and amplification of
the present rules".4 The Working Group at its third
session reached decisions as to the following topics:
3 Ibid. The Commission decided at its sixth session that the
Working Group should "continue its work undeiI' the terms of
reference set forth by the Commission in the resolution
adopted at its [the Commission's] fourth session. (Report of
the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law
on the work of its sixth session (2-13 April 1973), Official

Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Sup.
plement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 61; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
V.ol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A.
4 See foot-note 2. The areas listed in the ·re'solution adopted
at the fourth session of the Commission are as follows:
(a) responsibiHty for cargo for the entire period it is in the
charge ,orr control of the carrie·r or his agents; (b) the scheme
of responsibilities and liabilities, and rights and immunities, incorporated in articles III and VI of the Convention as amended
by the Protocol and their interaction and including the e1imi-

(Continued on nest page.)
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(a) the period of carrier responsibility; (b) responsibiHty for deck cargoes and live animals; (c) choice
of forum clauses in bills of lading; and (d) basic approaches for the allocation of risks between the cargo
owner and the carrier.1I At its fourth (special) session,
the Working Group considered and adopted draft provisions on (a) the basic ruks goveming the responsibility of carriers and (b) arbitration clauses in bills
of lading. 6 Then, at its fifth session, the Working Group
dealt with the following subjects: (a) unit limitation
of liability; (b) trans-shipment; (c) deviation; and
(d) the period of limitation. 7

Materials to be presented at the current sixth session
3. At its fifth session the Worlcing Group noted
that it had not yet taken action on the topics of definitions under article I of the Convention and the elimination of invalid clauses; the Working Group placed these
items on the agenda for its sixth session. 8 Part five of
the second report of the Secretary-General on the
responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo: bills of
lading9 dealt with definitions under article I of the
Convention. Part six of that report dealt with the
eliinina~ion of invalid clauses in bills of lading; this
topic is re-examined in further detail with alternative
draft legislative texts, in part four of the present report.
4. At its fifth session the Working Group recalled
that its work on the subjects of deck cargo and live
animals had not been completed10 and decided that
these items would also be taken up at its sixth session. l l
(Foot-note 4 contin1ted.)

nation or modification of certain exceptions to carrier's liability; (c) burden of proof; (d) jurisdiction; (e) responsibility
for deck cargoes, live animals and trans-shipment; (j) extension of the period of limitation; (g) definitions under artide I
of the Convention; (h) elimination of invalid clauses in bills
of lading; (i) deviation, seaworthiness and unit limitation of
1,iability.
II Rep,ort of the Working Group on the work of its third
session, Geneva, 31 January-II February 1972 (A/CN.9/63;
reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two,
IV. The first report of the Secretary-General on responsibility
of ocean carriers for cargo : bills of lading (see foot-note 1)
was used by the Working Group as its working paper.
6 Report of the. Working Group on the work of its fourth
(special) session, Geneva, 25 September-6 October 1972 (AI
CN.9174 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, 'Part two, IV,
1). The Working Group used as its working documents the
first report of the Secretary-General on responsibility of ocean
carriers for cargo: bills of Jading (see foot-note 1) and two
other working papers prepared by the Secretariat: "Approaches
to basic policy decisions concerning allocation of risks between the cargo owner and carrier" (AICN.9174, annex I
ibid., part two, IV, 2) and "Arbitration clauses" (A/CN.91
74, annex II; ibid., part two, IV, 3).
7 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session, New York, 5-16 February 1973 (A/CN.9176; ibid.,
part two, IV, 5). The Working Group used as its working
document the second report of the Secretary-General on
responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo: bills of lading (see
foot-note 1).
8 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session, New York, 5-16 February 1973, pam. 73, UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.
9 A/CN.9176/Add.l; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV, 4.
10 See report of the Working Group on the work of its third
session (A/CN.9/63), paras. 23-29 and 30-34; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV.
11 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session, New York, 5-16 February 1973, A/CN.9176, para. 74;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.

5. Consequently for the present sixth session of the
Working Group, the Secretariat has prepared a separate
working paper concerning the topic of deck cargo. 12
Another document that will be made available to the
Working Group at its current session is an UNIDROIT
study on the international transport of live animals and
the Hague Rules. 1s
6. The Working Group at its fifth session recommended that the agenda for its sixth session should
also include the following topics: (a) liability of the
carrier for delay and (b) the scope of application of
the Convention. 14 Part one of the present report responds to the request of the Working Group that the
Secretary-General prepare a report on the topic of
delay, setting forth proposals and indicating possible
solutions,lll The Working Group also requested a working paper on the scope of application of the Convention. 16 In response to this request, part two of the
present report deals with "geographical scope"., and
part three discusses "documentary scope". As has been
noted, part four deals with invalid clauses in bills of
lading (see paragraph 3, above).
7. The Secretary-General invited comments and
suggestions by members of the Working Group regarding the topics dealt with in the present report, and a
similar inquiry was addressed to international organizations active in the field. The comments received by the
Secretariat, as well as a copy of the note verbale, will
be made available to the Working Group as an
addendum to this report (A/CN.9/WG.HI/WP.12/
Add.l). The comments that are now available are
summarized at relevant points in the present report. l7
A/CN.9/WG.IU/WP.14.
AICN.9/WG.IIIIWP.1l; reproduced in this volume in the
next section.
14 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session, New York, 5-16 February 1973, AICN.9176, para. 75;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV,S.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 It is expect~d that additional replies will .be received
subsequent to the preparation of this report. Copies of all
replies in their origi,nal languages wili ·be avail8ble to the
members of the Working Group as A/CN.9IWG.III/WP.121
Add. I.
12
IS

PART ONE: LIABILITY OF OCEAN CARRIERS FOR DELAY

A. Introduction

1. The Working Group at its fifth session decided
that the sixth session should consider, among other
topics, the liability of ocean carriers for deaay with
respect to the carriage of cargo. 1 Neither the Interna~ional Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to Bills of Lading2 nor the Protocol to amend
1 Report of the Working Group on International Legislation
on Shipping on the work of its fifth session, New York, 5-16
February 1973 (A/CN.9176), para.75: UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.
2 Hereinafter referred to as the "Brussels Convention".
League of Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. CXX, p. 157; Register
of Texts of Conventions and other Instruments Concerning
(United Nations
International TradeLaw, VoUI,
publication, Sales No. E.73.V.3) (hereinafter cited as Register
of Texts).
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that ConventionS sets forth rules addressed directly to
carrier liability for delay, and national legal rules vary
with respect to some aspects of this question.
2. Both the second report of the Secretary-General
on the responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo: bills
of lading,4 and the discussions of the Working Group
at its fifth session lS noted the close relationship between
delay and other topics which are covered by existing
or proposed legislation on bills of lading. For example,
analysis of "deviation" revealed that the central practical issue was damage resulting from delay in the
performance of the contract of carriage;6 decisions with
respect to "deviation" were made on the assumption
that the Working Group would deal subsequentJ1y with
liability of the carrier for delay.

B. Bases for recovery for delay under present law
and practice
3. The contract of carriage rarely includes an explicit promise by the carrier as to the exact time when
he will deliver the goods at their destination. Sailing
schedules announced or customarily maintained by the
carrier may provide a basis for an implied undertaking
as to the time of arrival: however, the biU of lading
will often seek to negate any such undertaking. For
example, one standard bill of lading includes the following clause:
"The carrier does not guarantee the dates of the
departure or arrival of the ship or engage himself
to complete the voyage in a given space of time,
and he shall not be liable for any damage which may
result for the shipper whether in connexion with the
oargo or for any other reason, from the fact that
the ship does not depart or arrive at the dates on
which it might reasonably have been expected so to
do from an extraordinary prolongation of the
voyage."7
The difficulty of basing a claim for delay on a premise
in the contract ofoarriage gives added importance to
guarantees provided by the Convention. 8
3 Hereinafter creferred to illS the "Brussels Protocol". Protocol
to Amend the International Convention for the Unification of
Certain Rules Relating to Bills of Lading, signed at Brussels
on 25 August 1924; Brussels, 23 February 1968, Register of
Texts, ch. II, 1.
4 He1reinafter referred to as "second report of the SecretaryGeneral" (A/CN.9176/Add.l); part three: deviation, paras. 4,
6 and 35, UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
IV, 4.
5 Report of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping 0IIl the work of its fifth session, New York,
5-16 February 1973 (A/CN.9176), paras. 46 and 51;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.
6 Ibid., para 46; second report of the Secretary-General,
para. 35.
7 The Single Bill of Lading of the Latin American Shipowners Association (ALAMAR), Clause II; reprinted in annex III of Bills of lading: report by the secretariat of UNCTAD
(E.72.I1.D.2), p. 62. Compare the "CONLINE Bill of Lading",
clause 13, reprinted ibid., p. 66: No carrier responsibility for
los'S from delay "unless caused by the carrielf's personal gross
negligence".
8 It has been noted that risks brought about by delay are
generally not insurable. Comment by Sweden, UN/IMCO
Conference on International Container Traffic, E/Conf.59/39/
Rev. 1 (Report of the Third Main CDmmittee, 1 December
1972), para. 38. Similwly, the British Institute of Cargo
Clauses 1973 exclwde from their coverage the "loss of adventure", which is one of the common risks ,resulting from delay.
See Hardy-Ivamy, Marine Insurance, 1969, p. 531, et seq.
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4. As has been mentioned, ,the Brussels Convention
contains no provision addressed to the problem of delay
in delivery. However, responsibility for loss resulting
from delay in delivery may be based on article 3 (2),
which provides ,that "the carrier shall properly and
carefully load . .., carry ... , and discharge the goods
carried".9
5. Where delay causes physical damage to the goods
(as through spoilage) the legal grounds for recovery
are not analytically different from other cIaims for
physical damage under article 3 (2) of the Brussels
Convention. When dela~ results in economic loss to
the consignee (as through inability to fulfil a contract
for resale or through a drop in the market value of
the goods at the place of destination during the delay
period), the above provision of the Convention also
provides a basis for recovery,10 although the case law
is sparse and difficulties may be encountered as to
burden of proof,l1 and also as to the carrier's responsibility for certain types of economic 10SS.12
9 The replies to the 23 May 1973 note verbale of. the
Secretary-General by Norway, Sweden, the Comite Maritime
Internatiooal (CMI) and the secretariat of the Asian-African
Legal ConsuHative Committee all mention that arguably the
language of the 1924 Brussels Convention encompasses carrier liability for damages from delay. Similarly, the carrier
incurs liability for loss when he violates e,.g., his responsibility
under article 3 (I) of the Brussels Convention to make the
ship seaworthy, and delay results. As to the invalidity of attemps to remove or lessen the carrier's liability by contract,
see article 3 (8) of the Brussels CDnvention.
10 A frequent rationale for this interpretation is that article 2
of the Brussels Convention defines the scope of carrier liability as "in relation to the loading, handling, stowage, carriage,
custody, care, and discharge of such goods . . .", (emphasis
added), and that economic loss from delay arises "in relation
to" the carriage and discharge. See Anglo-Saxon Petroleum v.
Adamastos Shipping Co., 1957 (1) Ll.L. Rep. 87. See also
Stephane Dor, Bill of Lading Clauses and the Brussels International Convention of 1924, 2d ed., London, 1960, p. 165.
See also Bills of lading: report by the secretariat of UNCTAD,
1971, United Nations publication, Sales No. E.n.II.D.2,
para. 291.
11 The legal rules of some jurisdictions CTeate a rebuttable
presumption of carrier liability when goods are lost or arrive
in a damaged condition; the same concept was adopted in the
draft rules developed by the Working Group on basic responsibility of the carrier, as set forth at para. 6 infra. In these
jurisdictions the presumption of carrier liability does not
operate where delay, although causing economk loss to the
cal'go owner, does not result in ,physical loss or damage to
the goods; instead, the cargo owner has the burden of proving
not only his losses but also that his losses were caused by the
delay. See, France: Rene Rodiere, Traite general de droit
maritime, Paris, 1970, Vol.1I paras. 608 and 612; Belgium:
Pierre, Wildiers, Le connaissement maritime, 2nd ed.; Antwerp,
1961, pp. 39-40.
12 There is frequently uncertainty as to what types of economic loss may be too remote from the delay and thus not
recoverable from the carrier by the consignee. For example,
should the carrier be liable for: (a) a foreseeable drop in the
market price during the delay? (b) an unfore<>een and unforeseeable drop in the market price during the delay? (c) unavailability of the goods for a special use by the consignee,
whether known to or unknown to the carrier? (d) liability for
contract breach flJnd loss of goodwill by the cargo owner from
inability to fulfil resale agreements? Such questions raise
general problems with respect to the measure of damages in
contract law, and it seems preferable to resolve these issues
in the more general context of the extent and limitation of
carrier liability under the Convention rather than in the narrow context of delay onily.
Several responses would limit carrier liability for economic
loss from delay to some formulation of "foreseeability." Thus
(Continued on next (Jage.)
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c.

Effect on delay of draft provision on basic
responsibility of the carrier
. 6. The Working Group at its fourth (special) sesSlon developed the following draft provision on the
basic responsibHity of the oarrier and the burden of
proof:
"( 1) The carrier shall be liable for all loss of
or damage to goods carried if the occurrence which
caused the loss or damage took place while the
goods were in his charge as defined in article ( ) ,
unless the carrier proves that he, his servants and
agents took measures that could reasonably be required to avoid the occurrence and its consequence ... "18
This draft provision was designed to replace articles 3(1), 3(2),4(1), and 4(2) of the Brussels Convention, i.e. the articles that set forth rules as to the
rights and duties of carriers.
7. The draft provision quoted above clearly applies
to physical loss or damage to the goods resulting from
delay: the carrier is liable unless he can meet the burden
of proving that "he, his servants and agents took all
measures that could reasonably be required to avoid
the occurrence and its consequences." However, since
the draft provision only hodds the carrier liable "for
all loss of or damage to goods carried", under a literal
reading it would not extend to eoonomic loss suffered
by the cargo owner resulting from delay. As has been
noted, the draft provision would replace existing rules
(such as the article 3 (2) requirement that the carrier
(Foot.note 12 continued)

Pakistan and the secretariat of the Asian-African Legal Consultative C01lIlrnittee propose that the cUlfrier shall not be liable
for any loss or damage which could not reasonably be foreseen
at the time the delay occurred as likely to .esult from the
delay; the International Chamber of Commerce suggests that
a carrier be heM only for "reasonably foreseeable" economic
dama,ge from delay; the Comite Maritime International (CMJ)
favours limiting carrier liability to "direct and reasonable
expenses which, at the time of the conclusion of the contract.
couLd reasonably haNe been foreseen by the carrier as a
probable consequence of the delay"; whi,le the Baltic and
International Ma:ritime Conference (BIMCO) advocates that
"the cargo interests must prove their loss and that the shipowner ought to have known of the specia,l market, etc., at
the time of issue of the bill of lading".
If the Working Group adopts alternative proposal D,
(infra), which establishes a special limitation of carrier liability for delay based on [twice the] freight, the practical
importance of limiting carrier liability for delay to "foreseeable" or "proximate" economic damlliges, will be greatly
lessened. See the discussion of alternative proposals C and D
at paras. 26-31, infra.
13 Report of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipp,ing on the work of its fourth (special) se,ssion,
Geneva, 25 September to 6 October 1972 (A/CN.9/74),
para. 28. See also Compilation by the Secretary-General of
draft provisions pre,vionsly approved by the Working Group
(hereinafter referred to as "Compilation") (A/CN.9/WG.III/
WP.13), part D, reproduced in this volume as annex to the
p,receding section. This draft provision continues:
"(2) In case of fire, the carrier shall be liable, provided
the claimant proves that the fire arose due to fault or negligence on the part of the carrie-r, his ser,Wints or agents.
"(3) Where fault or negligence on the part of the carrier,
his servants or agents, concurs with another cause to produce loss or damage, the carrier shall be liable only for
that portion of the loss or damage attributable to such fault
or negligence, pr.ovided that the carrier bears the burden
of proving the amount of loss or damage not attributable
thereto."

"~opedy and carefully.. carry, keep, care for, and
discharge the goods carried") on which carrier liability
for economic loss might be based; the revilSion would
thus remove the existing statutory basis for liability in
cases of economic loss lapart from physical damage to
the goods. Therefore, un1ess the present draft is supplem~nted, carrier liability for delay wiH be reduced
from its current level under the Brussels Convention and
also under severail national maritime codes14 and some
national case law.15

D.

Comparison with other transport conventions

8. The Conventions governing the three other
modes of intematiOIlJal tlransport expressly provide basic
rules.f?r carrier liabiHty in c~s of delay. The operative
prOViSiOns of those ConventiOns with respect to delay
are set forth below:
9.

Warsaw Convention16 (air), article 19:

"The carrier is liable for damage occasioned by
delay in the oaniage by air of passengers, luggage
or goods."
14 S~e, .e.g., art!c~e 130 in the Swedish, Norwegian, Danish
a,nd. fmmsh MantI~e Codes each of which imposes carrier
!!ablhty f?r delay In. substantially the following language:
The carn.er shall he hable to pay compensation for any damage resultmg from delay on hiS part, or from the ship being
lost or becoming irrepafoable, unless it must be held that
neither the ~arrier nor anyone for whom he is responsible
has been gUIlty of error or neglect." These articles may be
found side by side in Rodiere. Lois malritimes nordiques
pp. 11 0-111. Scandinavian legislation to enact the BrusseJ~
Protocol also specifioally covers delay-for Sweden see Statens
Norway
offentliga utredningar, 1972: 10, Godsbefordran;
'
see reply to UNCITRAL questionnaire of 23 May 1973.
Me'rchant Shipping Code of the USSR, a!rticle 149: "The
carrier shaH be obliged to deIive'f goods within the established
periods and. if none have been established within the periods
customarily applied." In Czechoslovakia, pursuant to Order
160/1956. the carrier is liable for damage caused by delay.
Jan Lopuski, "Le contrat de transport maritime des marchandises dans Ie droit des pays socialistes europeens, 294" Le droit
maritime franr;ais (juin 1973), pp. 371, 375.
Article 422 of the Italian Code of Navigation holds carriers responsible for loss, damllJge or delay, unless it is shown
that the cause of the loss, damage or deJay was not in whole or
in part the fault of the carrier. Vol. II, Rodiere, Trai:~
general de droit maritime, Paris, 1968, p. 258.
15 United Kingdom: Renton v. Palmyra Trading Corp.
(1956), (2) LI.L.R.379 (1957), A.C. 149; Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Co. v. Adamastos Shipping Co. (1957), (2) Q.B.233 (1958),
(I) LI.L.R.73 (1959), AC. 133; The Makedonia (1962), (1)
LI.L.R.316. See 1 Carver's Carriage by Sea, 12th ed., 1971,
pp. 195-196. USA: Comm. Trans. Internat. v. Lykes Bros.
(1957) AM.C. ll88; The Iossifoglu (1929) AM.C. 1157. In
some countries, while rules of law provide for liability for
delay, contractual provisions may eliminate such liability:
France (see vol. II, Rodiere, Traite general de droit maritime,
Paris, 1958, p. 294); Bulgaria, Poland and the USSR (see,
Jan Lopuski, "Le contrat de transport maritime des marchandises dans .Ie droit des pays socialistes europeens, 294" Le
droit maritime franr;ais, juin 1973, pp. 371, 375).
See also the replies of the Secretariat of the Asian-African
Legal Consultative Committe,e and of the Baltic and International Maritime Conference, expressing the view that current British law permits recovery by the cargo owner for at
least some types of economic damage from delay.
16 Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating
to International Carriage by Air, Signed at Warsaw, 12 October 1929. League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXXXVII,
p. 11. Liability for destruction, loss or damage to goods is
dealt with in article 18 (1).
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10. CIM Convention17 (rom), article 27 (1):
"The railway shall. be liable for delay in delivery,
for total or partial loss of the goods, and for damage
thereto occas~o[1ed between the time of acceptance
for carriage and the time of delivery."
11. CMR Convention 18 (road), article 17 (l):
"The carrier shall be liable for the total or partial
loss of the goods and for damage thereto occurring
between the time when he takes over the goods and
the time of delivery, as well as for any delay in
delivery."
12. It will be noted that each of these conventions
contains (1) a genernl rule holding carriers liable for
10SiS or damage to the goods, ood also (2) a specific
provision 1mposing liability on carriers solely for delay.
In view of the breadth of the general rule concerning
"loss or damage to goods", the additional provision
on delay would appear to be designed to cover economic
loss suffered by the consignee as a consequence of the
late arrival of the goodS.19

E.

Draft proposal to impose carrier liability for delay
13. To adopt rules expressly governing oarrier
liability for delay would be in conformity with other
major ,transport conventions. The basic mle on carrier
responsibility, adopted by ,the Working Group at its
fourth (speciaJ) session could be amended to cover
delay, as follows (no words omitted, words to be added
are in italics) :
Draft provision A
"1. The carrier shall be 1~able for all loss of or
damage in relation to the goods carried if the occurrence which caUiSed the loss or damage took place
while the goods were itn his charge as defined in
artiole [
], and for loss or damage resulting from
delay in the delivery of goods subject to a contract
of carriage, as defined in article [
], unless the
carrier proves that he, his servants and agents took
all measures that could reasonably be required to
avoid the occurrence or delay and its consequences."
14. The separate Itreatment in this draft provision
of "loss or damage in relation to goods" and of "loss
or damage resulting from delay" follows the pattern of
17 International Convention Concerning the Carriage of
Goods by Rail, si~ned at Berne, 25 October 1962, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 241, p. 336. The 1970 revision of
CIM incorporates in its article 34 a new procedure for compensation for delay, providing minimal recovery if the claimant did not suffer specific damage .as a f[1csult of the delay and
compensation up to twice the rail freight where there was
specific loss or damage due to the delay. See foot-note 35 for
the text of this :novel provision in the 1970 CIM Convention.
18 Convention on the Contract for the International Carria,ge of Goods by Road, signed at Geneva, 19 May 1956,
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 399, p, 189.
19 The Draft Convention Oill the International Combined
Transport of Goods (TCM Convention) text adopted at the
fourth session of the Joint IMCO/ECE Meeting 15-19 November 1971 (CTC IV/18 Rev.1, TRANS/374/Rev.l) provides
in article 11 (2): "In case of delay, if the claimant proves that
damage has resulted, other than Joss of or damage to the
goods, the CTO shall pay in respect of such damage compensation not exceeding . . .". See also a discussion of the various
proposals as to the coverage of delay in the TCM Convention, in: Economic implications, in <particular for developing
countries, of the proposed convention on ,international combined transport of Goods; study by the Seoretary-General,
ST/ECA/l60, 8 May 1972, paras. 86, 135, 146, 154,
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the other tra!l1Jsport conventions discussed above. 20
Furthermore, the phraseology "loss of or damage in relation to the goods" preserves the approach of article 2
of the Brussels Convention to prevent the inadvertent
narrowing of this basis for recovery and makes it clear
that carrier liability itn a c'ase where there was no delay
extends to both physical damage to the goods and to
economic 10ss. 21 In the same way, the phrase "loss or
damage resulting from delay" covers both physical
damage and economic loss suffered as a consequence
of delay.
15. The above draft provision extends carrier responsibility to losses from delay without drawing any
distinctions on the basis that the delay was occasioned
by carrier fault prior to or subsequent to his having
taken charge of the goods. Since the concept of "delay"
has meaning for purposes of establishing liability for
ensuing loss or damage only in terms of divergence from
a reasonably expected delivery date, one need not differentiate among delay in takitng charge or loading,
delay during the voyage, and delay dUring unloading
or surrendering the goods. 22

F. Definition of delay
16. Any attempt to define delay must recognize
that precise scheduling is generally not possible in ocean
shipping. 23 However, attention may be given to the
20 The replies of Australia, France, Norway, Pakistan,
Sweden, Secretariat of the Asian-African Legal Consultative
Committee, Office Central des Transports Inlcrnalionaux par
Chemins de Fer (Berne), International Chamber of Commerce, Comit6 Maritime International and UNIDROIT all
f~vou.r t.h,e inclusion of a separate provision to govern carner liabilIty for damages from delay. The Baltic and International Maritime Conference and the International Union of
Marine Insurance expressed opposition to the inclusion of a
provision on delay.
21 See discussion in foot-note 10 of the scope of the term
"in relation to the goods" in the Brussels Convention. It may
be noted that unavailability of the goods to meet the consignee's business ne'eds, with consequent foreseeable economic
loss to the consignee, may occur in cases where the goods are
lost or seriously damaged in transit, as well as in cases of
delay in delivery.
22 It will be noted that the provision on delay does not
repeal the limiting phrase, "while the goods were in his
charge", which is applicable to loss or damage in relation to
goods. The br.oader language making the carrier responsible
"far loss or damage resulting from delay in the delivery of
goods . . ." would thus appeaJ!' to be adequate to include
cases in whi,ch the carrier, in breach of the contract of carriage, does not take charge of the goods, thereby causing delay
in the ultimate delivery of the goods by an altemative carrier
who had to be engaged because of the breach by the first
carrier.
A draft proposal advanced in the replies of Pakistan and
the Secretariat of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee would ex'plicitly extend carrier responsibility for damage
from delay occurring prior to the time the carrier takes
charge. "The carrier shall be liable for all loss or damage
caused by delay, whether the delay consists of the late arrival
of the vessel for the purpose of performing the contract of
carriage, or late performance of the contract of carriage."
23 Precise timing is made impossible by divergences caused
by such factors as weather conditions, different operatin.g
speeds of ocean vessels, variances iaJ. turn-around times among
ports and lines, special handling requirements for some loads,
correlation between ship load and speed. One treatise has
defined delay as follows: "In any trade, there is a provable
bracket between the swiftest all1d the slowest voyage of vessels of the class employed. Delay is not actionable unless the
customary slowest voyage ,perfollmance is exceeded negligently."
A. W. Knauth; The American Law of Ocean Bills of Lading,
4th ed., Baltimore, 1953, p. 263.
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flexible definition of delay provided by article 19 in
the CMR (Road) Convention: 24
"DeJay in delivery shaJl be said to occur when
the goods have not been delivered within the agreed
time-limit or when, failing an agreed time-limit, the
actual duration of the carriage having regard to the
circumstances of the case, and in particular, in the
case of partial loads, the time required for making
up a complete load in the normal way, exceeds the
time it would be reasonable to allow a diligent
carrier."20
17. This CMR provision defines delay, in the absence of a specific agreement by the parties, in terms
of an excessive "actual duration of the carriage". In
formulating a definition of delay in the context of carriage of goods by sea, it may be preferable to place
the emphas,is on the failure to deliver goods on time,
rather than on the actual duration of the carriage, in
order to be certain of covering oases in which goods
are delayed not by an excessively long voyage, but
because the carrier delays or fails to take charge of
them. The following draft definition of delay is therefore keyed solely to the delivery date:
Draft provision B
"Delay in delivery occurs when the carrier does
not deliver the goods, in accordance with article
[
],26 by the date for delivery expresSily agreed
upon by the parties or, in the absence of such agreement, by the latest date that may normally be
required for deHvery by a diligent carrier having
regard for the circumstances of the case."
18. In draft provision B, the reference to the "date
for delivery expressly agreed upon by the parties" is intended to give effect to an express agreement of the
parties to a specific date for delivery, but not to a general disclaimer freeing the carrier from liability for
consequences of delay.
19. As an alternative, the Working Group may
wish to conslider omitting from the above draft the
phrase "by the date for delivery expressly agreed upon
24 The replies of France, Norway, Sweden, UNIDROIT, and
the Comite Maritime International all suggest article 19 of
the CMR Convention as a model for formulating a draft
definition of delay in the new convention on carriage of goods
by sea.
25 Italics added for emphasis. There is no definition of delay
in the Warsaw (Air) Convention or in the 1962 CIM (Rail)
Convention.
Article 11 (1) of the IMCO/ECE Draft TCM Convention
(see foot-note 19) defined delay in the following manner: "Delay in deHveiry of the goods shall be deemed to o'ccur when
the CTO (Combined Transport Operator) has not made the
goods available for delivery to the consignee within the agreed
time-limit, when the actual duration of the whole combined
transport operation, havin,g regard to the circumsta'lces of the
case, exceeds the time it would be reasonable to allow for its
dilige.nt completion." The responses of UNIDROIT and the
Office Central des Transports Internationaux par Chemin de
Fer (Beme) suggest the TCM definition of delay as a good
example to be followed.
26 The reference is to the definition of delivery established
by the Working Group in para. (ii) of the proposed revision
of art. 1 (e). See Working Group, report on third session
para. 14 (1); UNClTRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two,
IV. Compilation, part B (reproduced in this volume as annex
to the precediJllg section).
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by the parties, or, in the absence of such agreement",
thus making all contracts of carriage subject to the
standard set by "a diligent carrier having regard for
the circumstances of the case"; this single standard may
be usefuJ to guard against the possibility that a carrier
might avoid liability for delay by inserting in the bill
of lading a date for delivery far in the future. 27
20. The draft definition of delay combines the
general standard of conduct by a "diligent oarrier"
with a consideration of "the circumstances of the case".
ln effect, the test may be paraphrased as asking how
a diligent carri'er placed in the shoes of the contractual
carrier would have conducted this particular voyage,
under the given circuIllSltances; if a normally diligent
carrier would have made this delivery in less time,
there was delay. The customs of the particular trade
and ports concerned and the characteristics of the vessci involved will be the crucial factors in determining
whether or not Ithere was any delay.
21. Of course, the existence of "delay" does not
automatically establish carrier Iiiability since the carrier
may show that he was not at fault as "he, his servants
and agents took all measures that could reasonably be
required to avoid the occurrence or the delay and its
consequences".28 Furthermore, the draft is based on
the view that under the rul'es on the basic responsibility
of carriers, Ithe respective burdens of proof of carriers
and cargo-owners should be the same in cases of delay
as in other cases of loss or damage. 29 Thus under the
modified rule on basic responsibility of carriers discussed at pamgraph 13 and the above definition of
delay, the cargo owner only has to show a prima facie
case of "delay" in order to shift to the carrier the burden
of proving that neither he, nor his agents or servants,
were to blame for the delay.so
G.

Application of limitation of liability rules to delay

22. Case law has generaUy held that the rules
limiting carrier liability under the 1924 Brussels Con27 In the converse situation, however, a carrier may still
escape liability based on a very short deadline for delivery, by
proving that he was not to blame for the delay. See the discussion on cM"rier responsibility for delay at para. 21, infra.
28 Draft provision A at pM"a. 13 supra., the operative section
imposing carrier liability for delay, frees the carrier from
liability if "the carrier proves that he, his servants and
agents took all measures that could reasonably be required to
avoid the occurrence or delay and its consequences".
29 The response of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
advocates treating delay in the, same way as the draft provision imposing general carrier respomibility for loss or
damage to the goods in case of carrier fault. See Compilation,
part D (reproduced in this volume as annex to the preceding
section).
30 It is believed that the "fault" concept incorporates automatically a consideration of the special circumstances both
of the particular voyage llind of se,a transport in general; a
number of responses received by the Secretariat were concerned that any definition of delay take into account such
special circumstances. Damage from delay occasioned by steps
for saving lives and/or property at sea has already been dealt
with by the Working Group at its fifth session when it adopted
the p,rovision that "the carrier shall not be liable for loss or
damage resulting from measures to save life and from reasonable measures to save property at sea" (Working Group, report
on fifth session, paras. 54 (2), 55) (UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5); see also Compilation, part P,
reproduced in this volume as annex to the preceding section.
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vention are aplical>le to loss from delay.31 Article 4
(5) of that Convention is as follows:
"Neither the carrier nor the ship shall in any event
be or become liable for any loss or damage to or in
connexion with goods in an amount exceeding 100
pounds sterling per package or unit, or the equivalent
of that sum in other currency unless the nature and
value of such goods have been declared by the shipper
before shipment and inserted in the bill of lading."32
23. The phrase "in connexion with goods", in
italics in the quotation above, was the vehicle permitting
case law to hoJd that the provision on limitation of
carrier IIiability extended to economic loss from delay.
Consequently the maximum total carrier liability for
physical loss or damage to the goods and economic
loss suffered by the shipper or consignee· combined
could not exceed the limitation established by article 4
(5 ) of the Brussels Convention.
24. However, the Working Group at its fifth session
adopted a draft provision on limitation of liability,
stating in part: 38

Article A
"1. The liabiJIi>ty of the carrier for loss of or
damage to the goods shall be limited to an amount
equivalellit to (
) francs per package or other
shipping unit or (
) francs per kilo or gross
weight of the goods lost or damaged, whichever is
the higher."
25. As the foregoing formulation omits the general
term "in connexion with goods" that appeared in the
Brussels Convention in favour of the more limited
phrase "loss of or damage to the goods", in itJs present
form the draft limitation of maximum carri-er liability
probably does not apply to ecouOll11ic loss incurred by
the shipper as a result of delay or even as a result of
the physical loss or damage of the goods. If the Working Group takes the view espoused in draft provision A
regarding the definition of carrier iiabilitY,34 then retention of the restrictive terminology of "loss of or damage
to the goods" in the provision on limitation of carrier
Liability would mean that the per unit or per package
31 Com. Court of Antwerp, 13 June 1955. J.P.A 1955,
p. 371; Bad/mar v. Colorado 1955, AM.C. 2139, affirmed
1957, AM.C. 1972; Comercio Transito v. Lykes Bros. 1957,
AM.C. 1188; Renton v. Palmyra, 1956 (2) L.U. Rep. at p. 87.
See also Stephane Dor, Bill of Lading Clauses and the Brussels International Convention ·of 1924, 2nd ed., London 1960,
p. 165 et seq. Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co. v. Poseidon
SchifJahrt G.m.b.ll. (1963) AM.C. 665 Commentators are in
accord with this view: 1 Carver's Carriage by Sea, 12th ed.,
1971, p. 193. II-Rodiere, Traite general de droit maritime,
1968, p. 417.
32 Article 2 (a) of the 1968 Brussels Protocol is substantially
similar: "Unless the nature and value of such goods have been
declared by the shLpper before shipment and inserted in the
bill of lading, neither the -carrier nor the ship shall in any
event be or become liable for any loss or damage to or in
cOlZlZexiolZ with the goods in an amount exceeding the equivalent of Fres. 10,000 per package or unit or Fres. 30 per kilo
of gross weight of the goods lost or damaged, whichever is
the higher."
33 Italics added for emphasis; see Compilation, part J; reproduced in this volume as annex to the preceding section.
34 See discussion at paras. 6-7 as to the effect of the draft
provision on basic carrier responsibility that the Working
Group had adopted at its fourth (special) session.
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limitation covered ODJ1y physiool loss or damage while
these would be no limitation on liability for economic
loss.
26. Consequently, the Working Group may wish to
consider the following amendment to the rule on limitation of liability. de:vel?ped at the fifth session (words
to be added are 10 Itahcs; words to be deleted are enclosed in square brackets):

Draft provision C
Article A
"1. The liability of the carrier [for loss of or
damage to the goods] relating to a contract of carriage under this Convention shall be limited to an
amount equivalent to ( ) francs per package or
other shippffig unit or (
) francs per kilo of gross
weight of the goods [lost or damaged] affected, whichever iJS the higher."
Article B
"1. The defenses and limdts of liability provided
for in this Convention shaY apply in any action
against the carrier [in respect of loss of, damage
(or delay)] relating to [the goods covered by] a
contract of carriage whether the action be founded
in contract or in tort."
27. It will be noted that draft provision C prescribes a single standard for calculating the carrier's
limits of liability, without any reference to the nature
of the carrier fault giving rise to the carrier's liability
or to the type of loos or damage suffered by the goods
directly or by the shipper, consignee, as a consequence
of the fault of the carrier. On the other hand,two major
transport con~entions incorporate special limitation
rules which are appIicable only to oases of carrier liability for delay:
CMR Convention, article 23
"5. In the case of delay, if the claimant proves
that damage has resulted therefrom the carrier shall
pay compensation for such damage not exceeding the
carriage charges."
ClM Convention, article 34
"2. If it is proved that damage has, in fact, resulted from the delay in delivery compensation not
exceeding the amount of the carriage charges shall
be payable."35
28. The Working Group may wish to consider a
similar approach, providing for a special limitation on
35 Under the 1970 revision of the CIM Convention, maximum carrier liability for actual damage. from delay has been
-increased to twice the rail freight.
Article 34 of the 1970 CIM Convention provides: "(1) In
the event of the transit period being exceeded by more than
48 hours and, in the absence of proof by the claimant that
loss or damage has been suffered thereby, the railway shall be
obliged to refund one-tenth of the carriage charges, subject
to -a maximum of 50 francs per consignment. (2) If proof is
furnished that loss or damage has resulted from the transit
per,iod being exceeded, compensation not exceeding twice the
amount of the carriage charges shall be payable.."
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recovery for economic loss from carriers, such as the
following: 36
Draft provision D
Article A
"1. The liability of the carrier under this Convention for doss of or damage to the ~oods shall be
limited to an amount equivalent to ( ) francs per
package or other shipping unit or ( ) francs per
kHo of gross weight of the goods lost or damaged,
whichever is the higher."
"2. The liability of the carrier under this Convention, other tlwn for loss of or damage to the
goods under paragraph 1 of this article, shall not
exceed the amount of [twice the] freight charges
attributable to the goods with respect to which such
liability was incurred."
"3. In no case shall the aggregate liability of
the carrier, under both paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
article, exceed the limitation which would be established under paragraph 1 of this article for total loss
of the goods with respect to which such liability was
incurred.
29. Draft provision D establishes a general per
weight or per package limitation on carrier liab~lity for
physical loss of or damage to the goods from any cause
for which the carrier is held responsible under the Convention. It further provides as a special limitation the
amount of [twice the] freight for any damage to the
shipper/consignee other than physical loss of or damage to the goods. Draft provision D makes no distinction based on the nature of the act or omission of the
carrier giving rise to his liability; the distinction between paragraphs 1 and 2 turns on the nature of the
loss or damage suffered. For example., paragraph 1 of
draft provision D covers aU physical loss or damage
to goods, such as spoilage, regardless of whether the
spoilage was a consequence of limproper handling (e.g.
improper refrigeration on board) or of delay in delivery
or of a combination of improper handling and delay.
In a parallel fashion, under paragraph 2 of draft provision D the special limitation amount of [twice the]
freight isapplicabde to any liability for loss other than
physical loss of or damage to the goods (economic
loss) and would have particular relevance to such loss
resulting from delay.
30. Paragraph 3 of draft provision D makes it
clear that the limitations on carrier liability under paragraphs 1 and 2 are not cumulative. 37 By virtue of paragraph 3, maximum carrier liability wiU never exceed
the per package or per weight limitation established
by paragraph 1 since that is the maximum for which
the carrier would be liable in the case of total loss of
goods. The application of the above draft provision
36 The replies of France, the International Chambe'r of Commerce, t,he International Union of Marine Insu.rance,
UNIDROIT, Comite Maritime International all favour freight
as the maximum amount of carrier liability for delay; (the
French response also mentions the possibility of establishing
"twice the freight" as the limi~atioill of clarrier liability for
delay).
, 37 The reply of the Comite Maritime International supports
this appmach. Similarly, article 34 (3) of the 1970 CIM Convention provides that compensation for delay "shall not be
payable in addition to that which would be due in respect of
total loss of the goods".

may be explained in the setting of the foHowing concrete situation.
Case No.1: Assume that in the course of carriage
the goods are physically damaged to the value of $600;
in addition, the shipment is delayed and as a result
thereof the consignee suffers., because of the unvailability of the goods, economic loss in the amount of
$300. Assume further that the limitation on liability
under paragraph 1, based on the weight, package formula, is $500 and the [imitation on liability under
paragraph 2, based on the freight charges" is $200. By
virtue of the rule of paragraph 3, the carrier's total
liability would be limited to $500, which is the maxi~
mum recovery under paragraph 1 for total loss of the
goods in question.
Case No.2: As a variation on the above facts.
assume that the goods had been physically damaged
only to the extent of $50, while the economic loss
resuWng from the delay (as in the above example) is
$300. On these facts" the carrier's total liabHity would
be limited to $50 (paragraph 1) plus $200 (paragraph 2), a total of $250.
Case No.3: The goods were subject to physical
damage of $600 resulting from faulty refrigeration
during carriage; there was additional physical damage
of $300 resulting from spoilage because of deday in
carriage, so that total physical damage was $900. The
limitation of $500 under para~aph 1 would govern
the aggregate of both types of physical loss; it would
not be necessary to ascertain the degree to which each
of these factors produced the loss. Since the recovery
for physical loss exhausts the paragraph 1 limitation
on liabiHty, there would be no recovery for economic
loss resulting from the delay or other cause.
31. It may be useful to note the limitations that
would result in the above cases under draft provision C.
iIn cases 1 and 3, the result would be the same under
draft provision C as under draft provision D-$500-since the sole weight/package limitation under draft
provision C applies to aLl types of damage. In case
No.2, under draft provision C., by virtue of its single
$500 limitation, the shipper/consignee could recover
the physical damage ($50) plus his economic loss
($300), a total of $350.
32. Alternatively, the Working Group may wish
to modify draft provision D so as to have the limitation in paragraphs 1 and 2 operate independently and
therefore potentiadly cumulatively. This consequence
could be achieved by deleting paragraph 3. Under
such a formulation, maximum carrier liability would
be the aggregate of the two limitations which could
arise in a case of total loss or heavy physical damage
coupled with extensive economic losses. Under another
possible approach, draft provision C might be subject
to an exception that liability as a consequence of delay,
regardless of whether the damage be physical or economic or a combination of the two shall be limited
to [twice the] freight. 38 A disadvantage of this approach is that it makes maximum carrier liability
depend on the nature of carrier fault and is likely to
38 Such modification of draft provision C would lead to the
following results in the cases discussed in paJragraph 30, supra:
case No.1, $500; case No.2, $250 assuming none of the $50
physical damage was due to delay; case No.3, $500.
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create ilitigation over the underlying basic cause behind
acknowledged physical damage from one of several
possible causes for each of which the carrier is responsible under the Convention.

H. Presumption of loss of delayed cargo:
Subsequent recovery
33. If goods have not arrived within a reasonable
period, it may not be readily apparent whether they
have been lost or merely delayed. The uncertainty may
persist indefinitely in cases of aoss, or until the goods
are finally delivered in cases of delay.
34. The Working Group may wish to consider the
adoption of a provision that would enable cargo owners
to recover as if the goods were known to have been lost,
after an extended period of unexplained non-delivery
but prior to a conclusive showing that the goods were
in fact lost by the carrier. This provision would specify
a fixed point at which goods are presumed ~ost, but
preferably would also include a procedure for preserving both the cargo owner's right to the goods and
his course of act'ion for delay should the goods be in
fact recovered subsequently.89 Two transport conventions contain rules on presumption of loss and subsequent recovery:
35. CMR (Road) Convention" article 20:
"1. The fact that goods have not been delivered
within thirty days following the expiry of the agreed
time-'Iimit, or, if there is no agreed time-limit, within
sixty days from the time when the carrier took over
the goods, shall be conclusive evidence of the loss
of the goods, and the person entitled to make a
claim may thereupon treat them as lost.
"2. The person so entitled may., on receipt of
compensation for the missing goods, request in writing that he shall be notified immediately should the
goods be recovered in the course of the year following the payment of compensation. He shall be
given a written acknowledgement of such request.
"3. Within the thirty days following receipt of
such notification, the person entitled as aforesaid
may require the goods to be delivered to him against
payment of the charges shown to be due on the
consignment note and also against refund of the
compensation he received less any charges included
therein but without prejudice to any claims to compensation for delay in delivery under artiole 23, and,
where applicable, article 26.
"4. In the absence of the request mentioned in
paragraph 2 or of any instructions given within the
period of thirty days specified in paragraph 3, or if
the goods are not recovered until more than one
year after the payment of compensation, the carrier
shall be entitled to deal with them in accordance with
the law of the place where the goods are situated."
36. CIM (Rail) Convention, article 30:
"1. The person entitled to make a claim for the
loss of goods may, without being required to furnish
further proof, treat goods as lost when they have
not been delivered to the consignee or are not being
39 The response of the Comite Maritime International points
out that such a provision will become necessary if the Working
Group shouJd adopt freight as the maximum carrier liability
for dela,y.
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held at his disposal within thirty days after the
expiry of the transit periods.
"2. (Language identical to article 20 (2) of
the CRM Convention quoted above, i.e. request for
notification on receipt of compensation by cargo
owner.)
"3. Within the 30 days following receipt of such
not,ification, the person entitled as aforesaid may
require the goods to be delivered to him at any
station on the route, against payment of the charges
arising on the consignment from the forwarding station where delivery is made and also against refund
of the compensation he received, less any charges
included therein but without prejudice to any claims
to compensation for delay in delivery under article 34
of this Convention and, where applicable, article 36
of this Convention.
"4. In the absence of the request mentioned in
paragraph 2 above or of any instructions given
within the period of thirty days specified in paragraph 3 above" or if the goods are not recovered
until more than one year after the payment of compensation, the railway shall be entitled to dispose
of them in accordance with the law and regulations
of the State to which the railway belongs."
37. Should the Working Group decide to adopt
provisions with respect to the presumption of loss and
subsequent recovery of goods, it may wish to consider
the following draft proposal based on the CMR and
CIM Conventions provisions quoted above:
Draft provision E
Presumption of loss: subsequent recovery
"1. The person entitled to make a claim for the
loss of goods may, without being required to furnish
further proof, treat the goods as lost when they
have not been delivered to the consignee as required
by article [ ] within [sixty] days following the
expiry of the agreed date for delivery, or, if there is
no delivery date agreed upon, within [sixty] days
following the expiry of the date a diligent carrier
would have made delivery under the circumstances.
"2. The person so entitled may" upon receipt
of compensation from the carrier for the missing
goods, request in writing that he shall be notified
immediately should the goods be recovered within
[one year] from the date the payment of compensation was received. Such person shall be given a
written acknowledgement of the request.
"3. Within the thirty days following receipt of
such notification, the person entitled as aforesaid
may require the goods to be de:1ivered to him against
payment of the charges shown to be due for the
shipment of such goods and also against refund of
the compensation for loss which the claimant may
have received less any charges included therein but
without prejudice to any claims to compensation
for delay in delivery under article [ ]. .
"4. In the absence of the request mentioned in
paragraph 2 or of any instructions given within the
period of thirty days speoified in paragraph 3, or if
the goods are not recovered within one year from
the date the payment of compensation was received,
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the carrier shall be entitled to dispose of the goods
in accordance with the law of the place where the
goods are situated."
. 38. .The procedure outilined above provides a rel~tively slIDple method of recovery to the consignee In
cases of extended, unexplained delay in the delivery
of goods. Although under the circumstances of paragraph 1 the person entitled to delivery of the goods
may treat them as lost, the carrier may rebut the presump.tion of loss by meeting the burden of showing
that III fact the goods are merely delayed and are not
lost. At the same time" the draft rules on presumption
of [oss and subsequent recovery of goods offer protection to the consignee of presumptively lost but subsequently recovered goods of a value greatly in excess
of the maximum carrier liability under the Convention
and thus guard against a quick windfall profit to the
carrier as a result of his extended delay in delivery.
The Working Group may wish to consider a longer
pe~od of possibly two years for the recovery period
dunng which the ·consignee has the option of relinquishing the compensation for presumptively lost goods
in favour of the recovery of the goods.
PART

Two.

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF APPLICATION
OF THE CONVENTION

A. Introduction
1. . The Working Groupl at its fifth session decided
that the sixth session should consider, among other
topics, the scope of application of the Brussels Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating
to Bills of Lading (Brussels Convention of 1924).2
2. This part of the third report of the SecretaryGeneral responds to the request made by the Working
Group to the Secretary-General that a paper be prepared dealing with issues regarding the' scope of the
Convention in a geographical sense, i.e. the contacts
between the carriage of goods and a contracting State
that render the rules of the Convention applicable.

B. Provision defining the scope ot the Brussels
Convention ot 1924
3. Article 10 of the Brussels Convention of 1924
provides:
"This convention shall apply to all bills of lading
issued in any of the contracting States."
4. This bJ1ief provision has been considered unsatisfactory because of the narrow scope given to the
Convention and also because of difficulties of interpretation which have resu~ted in a variety of different
national solutions to the problems of scope. s It may
also be noted that some Contracting States in incorporating the substantive rules of the Convention into
1 Report of the Working Group on Intemational Legislation
in Shipping on the Work of its fifth session, Geneva, 5 to 16
February 1973 (A/CN.9176) pM'a. 75; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.
2 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXX, p. 157; reproduced in Register of Texts, vol. II, ch. II, 1.
3 See Interootional Mruridme Committee, XXIVth Conference held at Rijeka, 1959 Proceedings (herein referred to as
Rijeka Conference Proceedings), pp. 134-137; Legendre, La
Conference Diplomatique de BruxclleS de 1968, Droit Maritime Fran~ais, pp. 387, 392-395 (1968).

their national legal system, have given those rules
wider scope than required by article 10. 4
5. Major problems resulting from the formulation
of article 10 of the Brusscls Convention of 1924 are
the following:

~a) Article 10 does not specifically limit the applicatIOn of the Convention to the international carriage
of goods; consequently, under a literal reading of the
article the Convention would .appay to a contract for
carriage from one port to another in the same State.
This approach has been followed by some contracting
Stat~s5 while others have refused to apply the Conventlon to what have been termed to be legal
relations
6
of a predo~inantly "internal" character. Legal syste~ employmg the Convention only for international
carnage have focused on the foreign destination of the
cargo (e.g. IItaly) or on the nationality of the parties
to the contract of carviage (e~g. France).
(b) Under article 10. if the bill of lading is
"issued" ina non-contracting State the Convention
will not be applicable even though the goods are loaded
in a port in a contracting State. In the majority of
cases the biM of lading is issued at the. port of loading,
but there are instances in which the bill of lading is
issued in another State.
Many national enactments of the Brussels Convention of 1924 (even prior to the Brussels Protocol of
1968) adopted the criterion of the State where the
carriage by sea began instead of the ConvenNon criterion of the State of issuance. For example, the United
Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Act states that
the rules shall have effect with respect to "ships carrying goods tromany port in Great Britain".7 The
United States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act states that
it shall apply:
"To all contracts for carriage of goods by sea to or
trom ports in the United States . . .".8 (Italics
added.)
(c) The Convention does not apply in cases where
the bill of lading was issued in a non-contracting State
even though the State at whose port the goods were
discharged was a contracting State. Thus if the State
where the goods were discharged is a contracting State
but the place of issuance of the bill of lading (or the
place of loading) is not a contracting State, the court
in a contracting State wiJl not be required to apply
the Convention; the court will refer to its rules on
conflict of laws to find the applicable law. This issue
has been the subject of much discusS>ion; divergent
4 e.g. United States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 46
U.S.C.A. 1300-1315, sec. 13; Belgium, Law of 28 November
1929, Article 91, Belgian Commereoial Code as quoted in
2 Carver, Carriage by Sea, p. 1344 (12th ed., 1971); France,
Law of 18 June 1966, article 16.
5 e.g. United Kingdom, Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924,
Art. 4.
6 e.g. France and Italy, Carver, Carriage by Sea (12th ed.,
1971) pp. 1345, 1347.
7 A question has been raised as to whether the Act applies
only to goods which are loaded on board in Great Britain or
whether it ·also apploies to goods which were loaded on board
elsewhere but which were on board when the ship called at a
British port during its voyage. Scrutton on Chax>ter Parties
(17th ed.; 1964) p. 400.
8 United States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, section 13.
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solutions have been offered which will be discussed
below. In this connexion it will be recaBed that some
national enactments such as those of the United States,
Belgium and France have extended the scope of application of the rules of the Convention so that these
rules will govern whenever goods are carried to their
ports.9
(d) Many contracting States have not given full
effect to article 10 in their nationall version of the Convention. Article 10 states that "the Convention shall
apply to all bills of lading issued in any of the Contracting States" (italics added). However, the text
on scope of application as adopted in many contracting States provides that the statutory rules shall apply
to bills of lading issued in the enacting State or to the
carriage of goods from the enacting State. Under such
enactments the question has arisen whether the courts
of a contracting State (C1) will apply the rules of the
Convention to a bill of lading issued in another contracting State (C2). If the legis~ation of C1 provides
only that all bills of lading issued in or goods carried
from C1 shall be governed by the Convention rules,
the courts !in C1 may thus not be required to apply
those rules for carriage from another contracting State
(C2). For example, this problem exists under the
United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of
1924, which states in artiole 1:
"1. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the
rules shall have effect !in relation to and in connexion
with the carriage of goods by sea in ships carrying
goods from any port in Great Britain or Northern
Ireland to any other port whether in or outside
Great Britain or Northern Ireland."IO (italics
added.)
It will be noted that this language directs the courts in
the United Kingdom to apply the Act (Convention
rules) to the carriage of goods from a United Kingdom
port, but does not direct application of the Act to
carriage from the port of another State even though
that State is a party to the Convention. The British
court will aook to its own conflict of laws rules for the
proper law to be applied. 11 The conflicts rules may
9 e.g. the Belgium Law provides: "A negotiable bill of lading
for the carrJage of goods by any vessel, of whatever nationality
from QiI' to a port of the Kingdom or the colony is subject to
the following rules: ..." See Carver at foot-note 4 above.
10 The problem is less acute with respect to national enactments such as that of the United States. The United States
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act states at sec. 13: "This Act
shall apply to all contracts for the carriage of goods by sea
to or from ports in the United States in foreign trade." Thus
as long as the caniage was to a port in the United States the
Conventi.on will apply. However, if the· carriage of goods was
neither from nor to the United States the bill of lading does
not require the applIcation of the U.S. COOSA, and the U.S.
courts would not be bound to apply the convention (or COOSA
rules) although the bill of lading was is-sued in another contracting State, and involved carriage between other ports of
contracting States.
11 At the Rijeka Conference of the International Maritime
Committee the delegate for Great Britain stated: "under
British law the first question which the court has to determine is
what is the proper law of the contract, or i~ other words wh~t
is the law that governs the contract. Once It has done that It
then looks to see whether or not under the proper law of the
contract the Hague Rules shall compulsorily apply. Thus, if a
Bill of Larung is issued in a foreign country for a shipment to
England, and that country has Hague &ules legislation but the
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well lead to the application of the Convention when
the goods have been shipped from a State which is a
party to the Convention; but the result is not clearly
predictable and in such a case the application of the
Convention, expected by the States parties to the Convention, may be defeated.
C. Rijeka/Stockholm draft on scope of application
6. Criticism of the rule on scope of application
set forth in article 10 of the Brussels Convention of
1924 led to thorough discussion of the subject at the
XXIVth Conference of the International Maritime
Committee (CMI) held at Rijeka. A draft of a proposed revision of article 10 was adopted at the Rijeka
Conference ;12 this draft became part of the draft Protocol adopted at the XXVIth Conference of the International Maritime Committee held in Stockholm in
1963,13
7. The Rijeka/Stockholm draft of article 10· reads
as follows:
"The provisions of this Convention shaLl apply to
every bill of lading for carriage of goods from one
State to another, under which bill of lading the port
of loading, the port of discharge or one of the optional
ports of discharge, is situated in a Contracting State,
whatever may be law governing such bill of lading
and whatever may be the nationality of the ship,
the carrier, the shipper, the consignee or any other
interested person."
8. The Rijeka/Stockholrn draft was designed to
widen the scope of application and to overcome the
ambiguities in the formulation of the Convention provision on scope of application which resulted in devergent national interpretation. The aims of the draft were
to be accomplished by setting forth precise criteria to
determine the application of the Convention. Significant features of the Rijeka/Stockholm draft included
the following:
(a) "from one State to another." This phrase eliminated the possibility raised in article 10 of the
Brussels Convention of 1924 that the Convention rules
would govern carriage of goods from one port to another of the same Contracting State. This phrase made
it clear that appHcation of the Convention was mandatory only with respect to the international carriage of
goods, and thus met ob.iections (see paragraph 5 (a)
above) to the application of the Convention to coastal
trade.
(b) "The port of loading, the port of discharge
or one of the optional ports of discharge, is situated
in a Contracting State." Unlike article 10 of the Brussels Convention of 1924, the Rijeka/Stockholm draft
provided three alternative bases for applying the Convention:
(i) "The port of loading";
hill of lading is nevertheless governed by English law, the
EngJish court will not apply the Hague Rules because under our
law, the Hague Rules only apply compulsorily outwards from
the United Kingdom." Rijeka Conference Proceedings, p. 377.
See also Carver, Carriage by Sea (12th ed., 1971) pp. 266-268,
commenting on Vita Food Products v. Unus Shipping Co.,
[1939] A.C. 277.
'12 CMI Rijeka.Conference Proceedings, p. 391.
13 CMI Stockholm Conference Proceedings, p. 551.
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(ii) "The port of discharge", named in the bin of
lading;
(iii) "One of the optional ports of discharge".
This third term was defined in the report of the International Sub-Committee on Conflicts of Law which
was presented to the Rijeka Conference as follows:
"if for one reason or another, the goods do not reach
the port of discharge originally stipulated, the Convention should apply both when the ol'iginal port of
destination is situated in a Contracting State and when
the actual port of discharge is so situated."14 It appeared from the discussion at the Stockholm Conference that the rule would apply only if the bill of
lading contained a stipulation regarding an optional
port or optional portsY;
(c) "Whatever may be the law governing such bill
of lading." This phrase is designed to make it clear
that courts of contracting States may not rely on national conflict of law rules to determine whether the
Convention applies, provided the bill of bding involved
is covered by the definition of article 10. For example,
under this rule English courts would not be permitted
to resort to English conflict of laws to find the law
applicable to a carriage from another contracting State
to the United Kingdom; in such a situation British
courts would accept the Convention rules as the applicable ~aw.
(d) "Whatever may be the nationality of the ship,
the carrier, the shipper, the consignee or any other
interested person." This phrase is designed to preclude
the use of the nationality of the ship or any person
involved in the carriage as a criterion for the application of the Convention. Article 10 of the Brussels
Convention of 1924 does not specifically preclude the
use of nationality as a criterion and, as has been stated
above., in certain cases national courts have made use
of this criterion, particulaI1ly in a negative sense to
prevent the application of the Convention where the
contract of carriage had no international element. 16

D. Provision of the 1968 Brussels Protocol defining
the scope of the application of the Convention
9. Article 5, the provision in the 1968 Protocol
to amend the Brussels Convention of 192417 dealing
with scope, retained some features of the Rijeka/
Stockholm draft, but it also made substantial changes
in that draft. Article 5 of the Protocol reads as follows:
Article 5
Article 10 of the Convention shall be replaced by
the following:
"The provisions of this Convention shall apply
to every Bill of Lading relating to the carriage of
goods between ports in two different States if:
"( a) The bill of lading is issued in a contracting
State, or
"( b) The carriage is from a port in a contracting
State, or

14 Rijeka Conference Proceedings, p. 137.
15

Stockholm Conference Proceedings, p. 516.

16 See paragra1Jh 5 (a) above.
17 Protocol to amend the Internationa,l Convention for the

Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Bills of Lading signed
at Brussels on 25 August 1924, ,Brussels 1968, Register of Texts,
vol. II, ch. II.

"(c) The Contract contained in or evidenced by
the Bill of lading provides that the rules of this Convention or legislation of any State giving effect to
them are to govern the contract whatever may be the
nationality of the ship, the carrier, the shipper, the
consignee, or any other interested person.
"Each contracting State shall apply the provisions
of this Convention to the Bills of Lading mentioned
above.
"This Article shaN. not prevent a Contracting State
from applying the Rules of this Convention to bills
of lading not included in the preceding paragraphs."
10. The first paragraph of article 5 of the 1968
Brussels Protocol provision contains the following
features:
(a) "Carriage of goods between ports in two different States." Like the Ri.ieka/Stockholm draft, but
unHke article 10 of the Brussels Convention of 1924,
the Protocol provision expressly limits the application
of the Convention to the international carriage of
goods.
(b) "Bill of lading is issued in a contracting State."
By this language, subparagraph (a) of the Protocol
provision retains the basic criterion of the 1924 Brussels Convention for scope of application of the Convention.
(c) "From a port in a Contracting State." Subparagraph (b) adds (in modified language) one of the
three alternative criteria found in the Rijeka/Stockholm
draft.
(d) Subparagraph (c) requires the application of
the Convention whenever the parties to the contract
of carriage have specified by a "clause paramount" in
their contract that the rules of the Convention should
apply.18 Under this rule. even if none of the above
tests for applicability is met, when the parties specify
that the Convention rules are to govern their contract,
the courts of a contracting State must apply those rules.
Subparagraph (c), like the Rijeka/Stockholm draft,
wso excludes the nationality of the ship or persons
concerned as criteria for the application of the Convention.
11. The second paragraph of article 5 of the 1968
Protocol appears to be designed to emphasize that contracting States undertake to apply the Convention not
only to bills of lading relating to shipment originating
in their own ports, but also to shipment originating
in ports of any other contracting State; expressed more
generally, the contracting State will apply the Conven-

18 A "clause paramount" is a clause in the bill of lading
providing that the Brussels Convention of 1924 shall govern the
contract of carriage. For example, the CONFUNE liner bill of
lading states: "2. Paramount clause. The Hague Rules contained in the Lnternational Convention for the Unification of
certain Rules relating to Bills of Lading, dated at Brussels the
25th August 1924, as enacted in the country of shipment shall
apply to this contract. When no such enactment is in force in
the country of shipment, the corresponding legislation of the
country of destination shaH apply, but in respect of shipments
to which no such enactments are compulsorily applicable, the
terms <Jf the i>aid Convention shall app,ly." Report by the
secreta:riat of UNCTAD on bills of lading, TD/B/CA/ISL/6/
Rev. 1 (United Nations Publication Sales No. E.72.IJ.N.2),
Annex III, B. Some national enactments of the Convention
require a "clause paramount" to be inserted in all bills. of
lading (e..g. United States, United Kingdom) and many carners
insert a ",paramount clause".
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tion whenever one of the tests set forth in paragraph 1
is met. This paragraph is addressed to the problem
raised by national enactments of the Convention (such
as the United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea
Act) which require the application of the Convention's
rules only if the carriage is from a port of the enact'.ing
State. This problem is more fully discussed above at
paragraph 5 (d).
12. The third paragraph of article 5 of the 1968
Brussels Protocol emphasizes that contracting States
may widen the scope of application of the Convention
in their national enactments of the Convention; for
example contracting States may include the port of
discharge in their national enactment of the Convention as a criterion for the application of the Convention. 10
E. Provisions on scope of application in conventions
on carriage of goods by rail, air and road
1. Carriage of goods by rail: ClM Convention20
13. Article 1 (l ) provides :
"Th,is Convention shall apply, subject to the exception set forth in the following paragraphs, to the
carriage of goods consigned under a through consignment note for carriage over the territories of at
least two of the Contracting States. . .". (Italics
added.)
2. Carriage of goods by air: Warsaw Convention21
14. Article 1 provides:
"1. Th~s Convention applies to all international
carriage of persons, luggage or goods performed by
aircraft for reward. It applies equally to gratuitous
carriage by aircraft performed by an air transport
undertaking.
"2. For the purpose of this Convention the expression 'international carriage' means any carriage
in which, according to the contract made by the
parties, the ploce of departure and the place of
destination whether or not there be a break or a
trans-shipment, are situated either within the territories of two High Contracting Parties or within the
territory of a single High Contracting Party, if there
is an agreed stopping place within a territory subject
to the sovereignty suzerainty, mandate or authority
of another Power. even though that Power is not
a party to this Convention. A carriage without such
an agreed stopping place between territories subject
to the sovere<ignty, suzerainty, mandate or authority
of the same High Contracting Party is not deemed
to be international for the purpose of this Convention." (Italics added.)
10 The reply of the Norwegian Govemment indicates that
"tn the new legislation based on the protocol. Norway-like
the other Nordic countries-has exercised the option oonrt:ained
in the last paragraph of artide 5 to extend the scope of application and make the rules applicable also to carriage from a
non-contracting State to any of the Nordic States."
20 International Convention concerning the Carr,iage of Goods
by Rail (CIM), 1952, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 241.
21 The Convention for the Application of certain Rules
relating to International Transportation by Air, 1929, League
of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXXXVII, p. 13. The 1955
Hague Protocol to the Warsaw Convention changes some
language in article 1 but does not change the substance.
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Carriage of goods by road: CMR Convention 22
15. Article 1 (1) states the following:
"This Convention shall app[y to every contract
for the carriage of goods by road in vehicles for
reward" when the place of taking over of the goods
and the place designated for delivery, as specified in
the contract, are situated in two different countries,
of which at least one is a contracting country, irrespective of the place of residence and the nationality of the parties." (Italics added.)
3.

4. Comparison of provisions of the three transport
Conventions
16. The Carriage of Goods by Rail Convention
(OIM) provides that carriage of the goods through the
territory of at least two contracting States is a prerequisite for its application. The Warsaw Convention
(Carriage by Air) requires that both the place of
departure and the p[ace of destination be ill a contracting .State; the requirement that the carriage be
international is preserved in cases where the place
of departure and destination are in the some contracting State by considering the carriage international
if there is an agreed stopp~ng place in any other State.
17. The Carriage of Goods by Road Convention
(CMR) is applicable if either the State where the
goods are taken over or the State designated as the
place for delivery is a contracting State. It will be
noted that this approach is similar to that taken in the
Rijeka/Stockholm draft. 23

F. Alternative draft proposals
Introduction
18. The Rijeka/Stockholm draft and article 5 of
the 1968 Brussels Protocol me similar in approach in
a number of important ways. Both provhs;ions reject
the use of the nationality of the parties or of the ship
to provide a criterion for applying the Convention. Both
formulations reject the unqualified application of the
Convention to all international carriage of goods by
sea; both provisions also reject the general principle
underlying the Warsaw Carriage by Air Convention and
the Carriage of Goods by RaH Convention under which
application of the Convention depends on contact by
the goods during carriage with at least two contracting
States. In addition, both the Rijeka/Stockholm draft
and the 1968 Brussels Protocol adopt the prerequIsite
that the carriage must be international before it may
be govemed by the Convention. Both accept the principle of using a geographical contact between one
contracting StaJte and the specific carriage of goods as
a criterion to determine whether or not the Convention
will be applied.
19. There is one importanJt difference between these
two provisions. Under the Rijeka/Stockholm draft both
the port of loading and the port of discharge are considered as having sufficient links with the -specific carri1.

22 The Convention on the Contract for the Intyrnational
Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR) United Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. 399, p. 189.
23 The CMR Convention is also similar to the Rijeka/Stockholm draft and the 1968 Pmtocol in specifically excluding use
of the nationality of the parties as a criterion for determining
the application of the Convention.
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age of goods to be used as alternative criteria for applying the ConveDJtion; article 5 of the 1968 Protocol does
not set forth the port of discharge of the goods as a
criterion for the application of the Convention as
amended by the Pmtocol.
Draft proposal based on article 5 of the 1968
Brussels Protocol
20. Dra£\: proposal A is based on ,article 5 of the
1968 Brussels ProtocoJ.24 Some adjustments in the
language of the provision have been made to reflect
the general approach both as to substance and as to
drafting that bias been taken by the Worki.ng Group;
these adjustments are indicated by brackets.
21. Draft proposal A reads as follows:
2.

Draft proposal A
"1. The pro¥isions of the Convention shill apply to every [bill of lading] [contract of carriage]
relating to the carriage of goods between ports in two
different States if:
"(a) The [bill of lading] [document evidencing
the contract of camage] is issUJed in [a] [any] Contracting State, or
"(b) The carriage is from a port in [a] [any]
Contracting State, or
"(c) The [bill of lading] [docuanent evidencing
the] contract of carriage provides that the rules of
this Convention or legislation of any State giving
effect to them are to govern the Contract.
"2. The provisions of paragraph 1 are ~pplicable
without regard to the nationality of the ship, the
carrier, the shipper, the consignee or 'any other interested person.
"3. Each Contracting State shaill apply the provisions of th:is Convention to the contract of
carriage.
"4. This article shall not prevent a Contracting
State from applying the rules of this Convention to
bills of lading not included in the preceding paragraphs."
22. . Paragraph 1: the first phrase, subpamgraphs
(a) and (b) and the last phrase of the paxagraph have
been described above at paragraph 10. Subparagraph
(c) (see paragraph 10 (d) above) appears to have
been added to the 1968 Protocol provision pardy in
order to compensate for the absence of the criterion of
the place of discharge. 25
24 The replies of the Governments of the United Kingdom,
Norway and Sweden indicate support for article 5 of the 1968
Brussels Protoooi. Support for the 1968 Brussels .Protocol
provision was also set forth in the replies of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the Baltic and Intennational
Maritime Conference (BIMCO), the International Maritime
Committee (CM!) , and the Office Central des Transports
Internationaux par Chemin de Fer.
25 Proceedings of the Diplomatic Conference on Maritime
Law, 12th session (lst phase). Brussels 1967, p. 313. At the
Diplomatic Conference no strong obje:;tion was m<IJde to the
inclusion of this provision. Proceedings of the Dil'lomatic
Conference on Maritime Law, 12th session (2nd phase),
Brussels 1968, pp. 69-70. The Australian reply raises a question
as to the necessity of subparagraph (e) (which is identical to
paragnph 5 (e)· of the 1968 Brussels Protocol) "which seems to
have no substantive effect".

23. Paragraph 3: this rUile which is discussed above
at paragraph 11 directs the contracting States to use
exactly the same formulation of the criteria for application of the Convention rules as does the Convention provrision. 26 This rule is aimed at preventing the
approach found in a number of national enactments
of the Convention which would substitute "ls issued in
the enacting state" for "is issued in any Contracting
State" in &ubparagraph (2) of the first paragraph of
draft proposal A land which would substitute "the carriage is from a port in the enacting state" for "the carriage is from a port in a Contracting State" in subpara-.
graph (b) of draft proposal A. As was stated in paragraph 5 (d) above this problem has arisen in the United
Kingdom. It may be of some significance that the
United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1971
(1971 C. 19), which is to come into effect when 10
States ratify the Brussels Protocol of 1968, incorporates
article 5 of the Protocol with no change in language.27
The Working Group may, nevertheless, wish to consider whether the purpose of paragraph 3 is stated in a
sufficiently clear manner to general:ly evoke the type of
response made by the United Kingdom in its revision.
24. Paragraph 4: this paragraph is .the result of a
compromise made at the Diplomatic Conference of
1968 in respons·e to the proposal ito add the port of
discharge as a criterion for the application of the Convention. 28
26 In comments in response to the note verbale,the Government of Pakistan and the Asian-African Legal Consultative
Committee secretariat indicate that this paragraph "appears
to perform a double duty. It imposes an obligation on contracting states to see that their domestic law giving effect to the
Convention is applicable to bills of lading" which fulfil. the
criteria set forth in the preceding paragraphs. "Italsa appears
to create a mandatory choice of law rule which the courts of
contracting states must observe." In view of the diverse interpretations presently given to the provision on· scope of application (article 10), the .reply proposes the followingaltemative language for paragraph 3: "lEach contracting State shall
make applicable, and the courts of each contracting State shall
apply the provisions of this Convention to the bills of lading
mentioned a'bove."
27 The general note on the provision in 41 Halsbury's
Statutes of England (3rd ed., 1971) at p. 1330 states: "Under
the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1924, S.3 Vol. 31, p. 524,
the Hague Rules applied only to bills of lading issued. in
Great Britain or Northern Ireland. The object of the present
article is to give the Rules as wide a scope as possible, and
they will be applied as a matter of law in the United Kingdom
where the bill of lading is issued in a Contracting State or where
,the carriage is from a port.in a Contracting State, or where the
contract itself voluntarily provides that the Rules are to apply
to it."
28 Proponents of the inclusion of the port of discharge as
a criterion introduced a compromise proposal which failed
but which may, it would appear, have helped to bring
acceptance of the third paragraph of article 5 of the Protocol.
The compromise proposal reads as follows:
"The provisions of this Convention shall apply to every
bill of lading for the carriage of goods from one State to
another, under which bilI of lading the port of loading, of
discharge or one of the optional ports of dischlU"ge, is situated
in a State pa.rty to the Convention, whatever may be the law
governing such btU of lading and whatever may be the
nationality of the ship, the carrier, the shipper, the consignee
or any other interested person.
"2. However, a party to this protocol may reserve the
right not to. a.pply the provisions of the Convention as
amended by the Protocol to bills of lading issued iIi a
State which is not a party to this Protocol."
Proceedings of the DiplOiIl1atic Conference on MlU"itime Law.
12th session (2nd phase), Brussels 1968, p. 66.
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Draft proposal based on article 5 of the 1968
Brussels Protocol and the Rijeka/Stockholm

and is specifically opposed in the reply of the United
Kingdom. so

draft
25. Draft proposail B contains parts of both
article 5 of the 1968 Protocol and of the Rijeka/
Stockholm draft. While following most of the provisions
of article 5 of the 1968 Protocol, draft proposal B
adds the port of discharge as an alternative criterion
for applicability of the Convention. The principal variation from draft proposal A woUIld be effected by the
italicized language of paragraph 1 (b) below.
26. Draft propos ail B reads as follows:

30. The port of discharge was included in the
Rijeka/Stockholm draft as a criterion for application
of the Convention. SI However, it was deleted from the
draft provision on scope of application presented to the
1968 Diplomatic Conference. At that Conference the
inclusioo of the port of discharge as a criterion for application of the Convention was supported along the
following fines: "The port of discharge is by far the
most important polt, because disputes take place mostly
and claims for damages lare mostly lodged at the place of
the port of discharge and not at the port of loading."82

3.

Draft proposal B

"1. The provisions of the Convention shall apply to every [bill of lading] [contract of carria~]
relating to the carriage of goods between ports III
two different States if:
"(a) The [hill of lading] [document evidencing
.
the contract of carriage] is issued in 'a Contractmg
State, or,
"(b) The port of loading or the port of discharge
or one of the optional ports of discharge provided f~r
in documents evidencing the contract of carriage IS
located in a Contracting State, or,
"(c) The document evidencing the contract of
carriage provides that the provisions of this Conve11Jtion or the legisLation of any State giving effect
to them are to govern the contract.
"2. The provisions of paragraph 1 are applicable
Without regard to ,the nationality of the ship, ~he
carrier, the shipper, the consignee or any other lllterested person."
27. Subparagraph (a): the criterion of the State
of issuance, the only criterion for applicati~ und~r article 10 of the 1924 Convention, was retamed m the
revilSion of the rule in the 1968 Brussels Protocol, although iJt had been eliminated in the Rijeka/Stockholm
draft.
28. Subparagraph (b): the phrase "ports of loading . . . in a Contracting Stat~" is c~nsistent wit~ ~hat
used by the Working Group m draftmg the prov1S1o~S
on period of responsibiJity, choice of forum and -arbitration.
29. The aJternatirve criterion of "the port of discharge" for the application of 'the Conven~ion set fo~th
in draft proposal B specifically supported m the repIles
of the Governments of France,29 Australia and PakiJs.tan
The reply of the Government of Pakistan states the following
regarding ,the provision set forth in paragraph ~ of draft
proposal A: "If this liberty is used b~ Contract!\?g States,
different national laws may have very dlfere\?t ambIts ,?f aI?plication, which may produce some uncert~mty .... ThIS
view is followed in the comments of the A!llan-Afncan Legal
Consultative Committee Secretariat.
29 The repfy of the Government of France states that the
French law of 18 June 1966 goes further than extending the
scope of application of the Co~ve~tion as pro~ided in the 1.968
Brussels ProtocoJ· the Conventwn IS made applIcable to carnage
from lllnd to any 'French port. The reply indicates that a certain
number of other States which are panies to the Brussels
Convention of 1924 have analogous provisions in their na~ional
legis1ation and adds that this solution should be made uniform
in the Conventioo.

'31. At the 1968 Diplomatic Conference the following points were made against the inolusion of the port
of discharge:
(a) "In applying these rules [the Convention Rules]
States are performing a governmental act, they are
exercising governmental powers, and... they must
naIve a scrupulous regard for the jurisdiction of other
countries in so doing. The rules regulate the terms on
which seaborne traffic is carried. It is true they do not
cover such matters as the price or the raJte at which
,those goods may be carried but the principle is very
much the same.

"I think that every delegation would object if a
single country or a group of countries purported to
control the terms on which the rates at which goods
arrive in its ports disregarding the rules ,applicable in
the port of departure. That is the simplest explanation
of our jurisdictional difficulty."
(b) "In applying the new rules to inward bills. of
lading, the difficul,ties of conflict of laws would be lllcreased raJther than minimized. The difficulty that the
rules under which you calfried goods would depend on
the court in which you brought your action, rather than
the terms which the skipper ood shipowner agreed,
would be increased."33
32. With respect to the first objection, the following comment was made at the DiplomaJtic Conference:
"there can in our view be no question of any infringement of the jwrisdiction of a non-contracting State, because the provision will only be applicable within the
jUfiisdiction of a Contracting State. "34
33. The second objection seems to consist of the
'View that only the law of the place where the contract
of carriage was entered into should determine whether
so The United I(.ingdom reply states that "it would oppose
any extension of the 1~68 de·finition to i!101~de the port ~,f
discharge as a place creatmg mandatory applIcatIon of the rules •
3\ The port of discharge is used as a criterion in the Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR) (see
paras. 15 and 17 above). In its reply to the question~ set
forth in the Secretary-General's note verba/e, the InternatIOnal
Institute for the Unification of Pdvate Law (UNIDROIT)
,recommended the approach taken in the CMR Convention.
32 Diplomllitic Conference, 12th session (2nd phase), Brussels,
1968, p. 51.
33 Diplomatic Conference, 12th session (2nd phase), Brussels,
1968, pp. 71-72.
34 Diplomatic Conference, 12th session (2Ind phase), Brussels,
1968, p. 51.
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the Convention rules are applied and that the port of
discharge does not have an appropriate relationship
with the agreement of the pallties. However, the same
argument might be made with respect to the port of
loading. The goods may be loaded on at one port or
another without having any particular coonexion with
the legal system of the particmar port; thus it may be
without much significance with respect to the shipper
and the carrier that the goods were loaded at 'a particular
place or that the document of transport was issued
there.
34. It may be recalled that the Convention ,is not
primarily concerned with the question whether a contract of carriage has been made, or even with questions
concerning the interpretation of the clauses in the contract. Instead, the main aim of the Convention has been
to establish uniform minimum standards as to the duties
and obligations of carriers which would override inconsistent provisions in the contract of carriage. It may
be sugges,ted that the party who is likely to be most
directly concerned with the standards estabHshed in
the Convention is the consignee. 35 Damage in transit is
usuall1y discovered onJy when the goods reach their destination, and the damage total can only be calculated
with any degree of certainty after th'e arrival of the
goods. In addition, under the most usual forms of sales
transactions (FOB port of Iloading; OIF; C and F)
the risk of damage in tra.rusit falls not on the seller-consignor bUit on the buyer-consignee. Hence, the consignee,
for reasons of practicality (because of his proximity to
the goods at the end of ,the carriage) and of law (because he usual~y bears the risk in transit), is the person who must press the claim against the carrier. The
State of the consignee, i.e. the State of the place of
de!i<very, has strong reasons to assure to him the protection of the regulatory provisions of the Convention.
35., The clause "one of ,the optional ports of discharge provided for in the document evidencing the
contract of carriage" reinforces the point that the place
of discharge is to be uSled as a criterion for applicaJtion
of the Convention on~y if its contact with the carriage
of the goods is significant and not accidental. This
forrnulatJion is based on the Rijeka/Stockholm draft
wiJth the addition of language to clarify the context in
which the words "optionall ports" are used. 36
36. Subparagraph (c): this provision has been discussed in connexion with draft proposal A. It might be
noted that this provision, although useful, would be less
significant in the context of dJ'aft proposal B, because
of the inclusion of the port of discharge as an alternative criterion for the :application of the Convention.
37. Draft proposal B contains a provision, identical
to the language used in draft propos1al A to exclude the
use of nationality 'as a criterion for the applicability of
the Convention.
35 In its reply to the note verbale the Australian Government
indicated its support for the place of discharge as a criterion
for ,application "on the basis that, in practice, most litigation
arising out of the relevaillt contracts is commenced.in the port
of destination". The reply of the Government of Pakistan makes
the same point.
36 This view of the meaning of "optional ports" was set forth
at the Rijeka Conference: See para. 8 (b) above.

PART THREE. DOCUMENTARY SCOPE OF
APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION

A. Introduction
1. The Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping decided at its fi£th sessionl to consider
at ,the present sixth session the scope of application of
the 1924 International Convention for the Unification
of Certain RuIes Relating to Bills of Lading.2 Part two
of the third report of the Secretary-General deals with
the "geographical" scope of the Convention-the effect
of the origin and destination of the carriage by sea. The
present part three discusses the "documentary" scope
of the Convention-the effect of the use (or non-use)
of cea:tain documents evidencing the contract of carriage.
B. Current law and practice
1. Provision of the 1924 Brussels Convention concerning documentary scope
2. The Brussels Convention, in article 1 (b), defines the term "contract of carriage" as follows:
(b) "Contract of carriage" applies only to contracts of carriage cQlvered by a biH of ladin'g or any
simHar document of title, in so far as such document
relates to the carriage of goods by sea; it also applies
to any bill of lading or any similar document as
aforesaid issued under or pursuant to a charter
party from the moment at which such instrument
regulates the relations between a carrier and a holder
of the same.
3. The 1968 Brussels Protocol3 to amend the 1924
Brussels Convention did not modify the foregoing definition of "contract of carriage".

2.

Ambiguities of the current test for documentary
scope of "a bill of lading or any similar document
of title"
4. Under article 2 of the 1924 Convention "every
contract of carriage" falling within the ambit of the
Convention is subject to the responsibilities and liabilities set forth in the Convention. Thus the definition
of the ~erm "contract of carriage" in article I (b) is a
vital element in determining the scope of the Convention. Pursuant to that definition, " 'Contract of carriage'
applies only to contracts of carriage covered by a bill
of lading or any similar document of title."
5. Attention must be given to the precise meaning
of two operative terms used in the definition, i.e. "bill
of lading" 'and "document of title". The problems
presented by these terms include Ithe following:
(i) What documents are included (and, conversely,
excluded) by the term "bill of lading"?
1 Report of the Working Group on the work of its fifth
session, New York, 5-16 February 1973 (A/CN.9176), para. 75
UNCITRAL Ye,arbook, VoL IV: 1973, part two, IV, 5.
2 Hereinafter referred to' as the "Brussels Convention".
League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXX, p. 157; reproduced
in Register of Texts, vol. II, ch. II.
3 Hereinafter referred to as the "Brussels Protocol". Protocol
to amend the InternationaJ Convention for the Unification of
Certain Rules Relating to Bill of Lading; Register of Texts,
vol. II, ch. II.
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(ii) What is the effect of the added phrase "or
any similar document of title"? More particularly, is this phrase designed to extend the
scope of coverage to documents other than
"bills of Lading"? Or does this phrase restrict
the coverage where a bill of lading is not
deemed to be a "document of title"? Whllit
is the meaning of the expression "document
of title"?
(iii) What is the effeot on coverage of the failure or
refusal to issue a document evidencing the
contract of carriage?
(a) Meaning of "bill of lading"
6. The first problem arises from. the fact that in
international shipping practice there are two distinct
types of "bills of lading".
7. One type of bill lading does not irrevocably
identify the consignee but provides for example that
the goods shall be delivered to "the order of" a designated person. 4 Under such a bill of lading (often termed
an "order" or "negotiable" bill of lading) it is undermood that the carrier is obliged to deliver the goods to
any person to whom the biM of ladmg may be endorsed,
with the result that the carrier cannot safely deliver
(and Is not required to deliver) the goods until the bill
of lading is surrendered. 5 Consequently, possession of
such an "omer" bill of lading controls delivery of the
goods. This common, and traditional, type of "biB of
lading" falls will:hin the scope of the 1924 Brussels Convention under any of the alternative readings that may
be given to the definition of "contract of carriage" in
article 1 (b).

8. Problems of interpretation are, however, presented by the fact that in some jurisdictions the contract of carriage may be evidenced by a "bin of lading"
in which the identity of the consignee is fixed (e.g.,
"Consignee: William Buyer"). Under such a bill of
lading (often called a "straight" or "non-negotiable"
bill of lading), in accordance with its terms and the
applicable law, a carrier may safely de1iver the goods
to the named consignee ("William Buyer", in the
above example) without requiring surrender of the
document. It follows that possession of such a "nonnegotiable" bill of lading does not control delivery of
the goods and consequently under widespread (but
not universal) usage a straight or non-negotiable bill of
lading would not be deemed a "document of title".
9. There is serious doubt as to whether a contract
of carriage evidenced by such a "bill of lading" is
governed by the 1924 Convention. The problem is
complicated by the fact that the functional equivalent
of such a "straight" (or "non-negotiable") "bill of
lading" may be a document bearing some other label
such as "consignment note". In addition, under such
documents, the rights as between successive transferees and the obligations of the carrier with respect
4 The person so designated may be the buyer of the goods or
a bank that has issued or confirmed a letter of credit providing
for payment on the presentation of spec.ified documents, including the biH of lading.
5 If the biIJ of lading is lost or believed to be destroyed, it
may be possible to obtain delivery by indemnifying the carrier
against his potential liabiHty should there be a claim, subsequently, by an endorsee of the bill who is entitled to receive
delivery of the goods.
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to such transferees depend on the varying provisions
of the contract and of national law. On the one hand
it has been stated that under French law a bill of
lading which is "non-transferable" does not fall within
the Brussels Convention. 6 On the other hand in the
United States certain documents called "straight bills
of lading" have received statutory recognition. 7 In view
of this statutory provision" it seems probable that
American courts will consider straight "bills of lading"
to be "bills of lading or similar documents of title"
with the result that the Brussels Convention would
cover straight biUs of lading. A further source of ambiguity is attributable to the fact that while most
jur~sdictions recognize received-for-shipment bills of
ladmg as documents of title, 8 there are some jurisdktions where the national definition of "document of
title" may not encompass received-for-shipment bills
9
of lading.
.
10. In sum, it appears that the term "bill of
lading" is subject to sel1ious ambiguity and lack of
uniformity since its status under the 1924 Convention
depends on whether the carrier employ,S the term "bill
of lading" or some functional equivalent and on the
extent to which the document under locai law is characterized as a "bill of lading", as "negotiable" or
"transferable", or as a "document of title".
(b) Meaning of "any other document of title"
11. It has been stated that "no document of title
similar to a bill of lading appears to be generally used
in British shipping practice".10 However, under British
law received-for-shipment bills of lading are generally
accepted as falling within the scope of the 1924 Convention. l l This result may be reached either by considering received-for-shipment bills of lading as "bills
of lading" in the context of the Brussels Convention
or by holding them to be "similar documents of title".12
6 Rodiere, vol. 2, Traite general de droit maritime, Paris
1969, para. 483, p. 113.
71916 Federal Bill of Lading Act, 49 U.S.C.A. 81 et seq.
8 See, e.g., Carver, Carriage of Goods by Sea, vol. 1, 12th ed.;
London, 1971, p. 219 (for the British view), and Rodiere,
vol. 2, Traite general de droit maritime, paras. 440-441, PP. 5758 (for the French view).
9 Thus Rodiere notes that under the Codes of Greece
Lebanon and Yugoslavia only the on-board bill of lading
I'ecogni:red as a "document of title"; Rodiere, vol. 2, Traite
general de droit maritime, p. 58, note 3. The question of coverage prior to loading (and, consequently, the acceptability of
received-for-shipment bills of lading as "bills of lading" under
the Convention) seems to have been resolved by the Working
Group at its third session when it revised article 1 (e) of the
1924 Convention so that" 'Carria.ge of goods' covers the period
during which the goods are in the charge of the carrier at the
port of loading ...". Report of the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping on the work of its third session,
Geneva, 31 January to 11 February 1972 (A/CN.9/63), para. 25
(1); UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV; see
also Compilation, reproduced in this volume as annex to the
preceding section.
10 Carver, vol. I, p. 218, note 12.
11 Tetley, Marine Cargo Claims, Toronto and London, 1965,
at p. 2 states the general proposition that the 1924 Convention
does apply to received-for-shipment bills of lading. For the
same view under British law, see Carver's Carriage of Goods
by Sea, vol. 1, p. 219; and under French law, see Rodiere,
vol. 2, Traite general de droit maritime, para. 440, pp. 57-58.
12 For the ambiguities inherent in the term "bill of lading"
see the discussion above at paras. 6-10. For the view that
received-for-shipment bills of lading fall within the 1924 Convention as "similar documents of title", see Scmtton on Charter
parties and Bills of Lading, p. 406.
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12. There is substantial doubt as to what" if any,
additional types or categories of documents might be
held to be "similar documents of title" .13 Thus; there
is authority that the consignment note, the standard
document evidencing a contract for carriage of goods
by air and a document not infrequently made use of
in connexion with the carriage of goods by sea, is not
"transferable" and is not a "document of title",14
13. The relationship between the two parts of the
phrase "bill of lading or any similar document of
title" is subject to doubt. On the one hand, it can be
argued that the concluding phrase ("any similar document of title") reflected an assumption by the drafters
that the Brussels Convention should be limited to contracts evidenced by "documents of title". On the other
hand, it could be concluded that the drafters expected
the 1924 Convention to apply to any "bill of lading"
(which was assumed to be a document of title), and
that the phrase "any similar document of tiNe" was
designed to guard against the possibility that caniers
might issue documents which perform the essential
function of bills of lading but which are given some
other designation. 15 In any event, the term "similar
documents of title" has not been a successful vehicle
to assure that the 1924 Convention would apply to
modern means for evidencing the contract of carriage
such as consignment notes, computer punch cards,
print-outs or other products of the electronic age.
(c) Effect of failure to issue a document
14. Artiole 1 (b) of the 1924 Convention refers
to contracts of carriage as "covered by a bill of lading
or any similar document of title". The emphasis on
coverage by a document presents problems of construction when, for a variety of reasons, no document
is issued or avaiJable. 16
15. Articles 3 (3) and 3 (7) of the 1924 Convention give shippers the right to demand the issuance
of a bill of lading containing specified provisions. Although, under a liteml reading of the Convention, a
question may be raised as to its applicability if a
carrier wrongfully refuses to issue a "bill of lading
13 Shipping orders prepared by the shipper and delivery
orders prepared by a holder of a bill of lading are not themselves documents of title according to Rodiere, vol. 2. paras.
491-495, pp. 122-127.
14 For a detailed discussion of consignment notes, emphasizing their non-transferability and lack of status as documents of
title, and contrasting them with bills of lading, see, McNair,
The Law of the Air, 3rd ed., pp. 182-183.
15 Sejersted, Om Haagreglerne (Konossementskonvens;onen) ,
2nd ed., Oslo, 1949, p. 32. It should be noted that the term
"similar document of title" first appeared in the 1910 Canadian
Water Carriage of Goods Act.
16 It may be assumed that the 1924 Convention applies to a
particular contruct of ca'rrj.age, if at any point ion time during
its performance the contract of carriage is "covered by" a bill
of lading or any s·imilar document of title, even though the
document is subsequently lost or destroyed. Article 5 (2) of
the Warsaw Convention (Convention for the Unification of
Certain Rules reIating to International Carriage by Air, Signed
at Warsaw, 12 October 1929, League of Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. CXXXVII p. 11) and article 4 of the CMR Convention (Convention on the Contract for the InternationaJ. Carriage of Goods by Road, Signed at Geneva, 19 May 1956,
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 399, p. 189), both provide
specifically that the "absence, irregularity or loss" of the document concerned shall have no effect on the applicability of the
Convention.

or any similar document of title", there is no indication
that courts have permitted a carrier to avoid coverage
of the Convention by the simple expedient of wrongfully refusing to issue a bill of lading. 17
16. Questions of greater difficulty arise when the
shipper has the right to demand a document, but he
does not in fact make such a demand for its issuance
and no document is issued. For some courts the crucial
issue is whether or not the carrier and the shipper
contemplated that a bill of lading will be issued in due
course. 18 Another view focuses on the customs of the
particular trade and asks whether the parties intended
"that, in accordance with the custom of that trade,
the shipper shall be entitled to demand at or after
shipment a bill of lading" and "(t)o such a contract
the Rules will apply even though no bill of ~ading is in
fact demanded or issued".19 Under the French law of
1966 concerning maritime contracts of carriage, the
shipper has a right to demand a bill of lading, but the
Act applies whether or not such a demand is actually
made. 20 However, the above decisions and national
[egislation do not deal with all of the circumstances
in which non-issuance of a document may occur, and
there is no assurance that courts in other countries
would interpret article 1 (b) of the Brussels Convention in the same manner.
17. There is widespread doubt as to the Convention's applicability to contracts of carriage intended to
be covered by and customarily evidenced by a consignment note or simple receipt or where arrangements
as to shipment or delivery of the goods are recorded
and transmitted only by computer and related electronic
devices. 21 It appears that ocean carriage of goods
under documents other than under traditional bills of
[ading has increased considerably in recent years. This
change in practice seems to be the result of several
factors: the diminished use in some trades of documentary credits (letters of credit); increased transportation of goods by sea in standard containers; and
17 An argument that 'applicability of the Convention is based
directly on refusal to issue a bill of lading or similar document
of title is subject to difficulty in that the provisions of article 3
(3) and 3 (7) which require such issuance, under a literal
reading of article 2 are applicable only to a "contract of carriage" as defined in article 1 (b), which refers to contracts
"covered by" a bill of lading or similar document of title.
18 Carver's Carriage of Goods by Sea, vol. 1, p. 202, citing
pyrene v. Scindia Navigation Co., 2 Q.B. 402, 420, and Anticosti Shipping Co. v. Viateur St. Armand (1959) (Can. Sup.
Ct.) Uoyd's, vol. 1, Rep. 352 (in the latter case a bill of
lading was actually prepared although it was not issued). The
same view is expressed in Tetley, Marine Cargo Claims, pp. 4-5,
but only if the carrier did actually receive the goods. The United
States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act has similarly been held
to apply when the parties contemplated the issuance of a bill
of lading although none was actually issued. See Krawill Machinery Corp. v. Robert C. Herd and Co., 145 F. Supp. 554,
561 (1956).
19 Scrutton on Charter parties and Bills of Lading, p. 405.
The author then argues that article 6 of the 1924 Convention
applies to cases where, otherwise, a bill of lading would be
called for by the customs of that trade. Ibid., p. 406.
20 Rodiere, vol. 2, TraUe general de droit maritime, para.
392, p. 14.
21 A/CN.9/WG.3'(V)/WP.9, a memorandum submitted by
the Norwegian delegation to the fifth session of the Working
Group on International Legislation on Shipping, emphasizes
the recent trend toward ocean carriage under simple receipts
akin to consignment notes, under automatic data systems, and
even without any documents at all.
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greater reliance on computer and electronic data processing. 22
18. To resolve such ambiguities created by use of
the terms "bill of lading" and "document of title" the
Working Group may wish to consider revision of
article 1 (b) of the Brussels Convention. (See part D,
below.)
3. Exceptions'in the 1924 Brussels Convention to the
application of the Convention
(a) Charter parties

19. The 1924 Brussels Convention excludes charter
parties from its scope. The second paragraph of article 5 states in part:
"The provisions of this convention shall not be
applicable to charter parties, but if bills of lading
are issued in the case of a ship under a charterparty they shall comply with the terms of this convention...."
20. There is no international convention which
defines the charter-party or regu~ates the agreement
evidenced by the charter-party. The types of agreements of which charter-part1ies are evidence and which
are commonly entered into have been defined in the
legislation of some States. 23 and in the case-law of
other States.
21. According to nationail law and commercial
practice, chal'ter-prurties normally evidence a contraCll:
between the owner of the ship and a charterer for the
whole or ·a major part of the ship's services. The charterparty itself does not serve as a receipt for goods nor is
it a document of tiNe for the goods. A charter-party
may be made for purposes other than the carriage of
goods (e.g., passenger service, or towage or salvage) .2~
Bareboat charter-parties evidence agreement whereby
the ship itself and control over how it is managed and
how and where it is navigated are transferred for a
period of time to the charterer. On the other hand, time
and voyage charter-parties are made for securing the
use of a ship for a specific period of time or a particular
voyage or series of voyages of the ship; navigation and
management may remain in the hands of the shipowner.
22. Internrutional standards regarding the liability
of the shipowner have not been established. The ,eason
that chart'er-parties have escaped regulation has been
attributed to the fact that "it has been felt, apparently,
that the bargaining power of charterers and owners is
equal enough that they may be left to contract freely" .25
(b) Exception with respect to certain non-commer-

cial shipments: article 6 of 1924 Brussels Convention

23. Article 6 of the 1924 Brussels Convention reads
as follows:
22 Selvig, Konnossement og Remburs, Goteborg, 1970; see
also A/CN.9/WG.3(V)/WP.9, para. 6.
23 French law of 18 June 1966 on charters and maritime
transport defines the ,agreement under which charters are issued and the types of charters issued.
24 Carver, Carriage by Sea, vol. 1, p. 263.
25 Gilmore and Black, p. 175.
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Article 6
~otwithstan~ing the provisions of the preceding
artIcles, a carner, master, or agent of the carrier and
a sJ:lipper shall in .regard to any particular goods be
at lIberty to enter Into any agreement in any terms as
to the responsibility and liability of the carrier for
such goods, and as to the rights and immunities of
t~e ca~rie~ in respect of such goods, or concerning
hIS. obl~gatlOn as to seaworthi~ess so far as this stipulatIOn IS not ~~ntI1ary to p:ubIIc policy, or concerning
the care or dIlIgence of hIS servants or agents in regard to the loading, handling, stowage, carriage,
custody, care, and discharge of the goods carried by
sea, provided that in this case no bill of lading has
been or shaH be iSisued and that the terms agreed
shall be embodied in a receipt which shall be a nonnegotiable document and shaH be marked as such.
Any agreement so entered into shall have full
legal effect:
Provided that this article shall nOr!: apply to ordinary commercial shipments made in the ordinary
course of trade, but only to other shipments where
t~e character or condition of the property to be earned or the ciroomstances, terms, and conditions
under which the carriage is to be performed are such
as reasonab~y to justify a special agreement.
24. Under article 6 of the Brussels Convention of
1924, in order for a contract for the carriage of goods
to be considered outside the scope of application of the
Convention, the carriage must fit within the complex
guidelines set forth therein. 26 Problems have arisen with
respect to the interpretation of terms such as "particular good~" and "ordinary commemial shipments made
in the ordinary course of trade". This article does not
appear to have been frequently invoked perhaps because of difficulties of interpretation. Nevertheless,
article 6 makes it possible for carriers, under certain
circumstances, to contract for the carriage of goods outside the mandatory rules of the 1924 Brussels Convention. It will be noted that a key element is the nonissuance of a biB of lading and the issuance of a
non-negotiable receipt which is marked as such.

C. Relevant provisions of other transport
conventions (italics added)
1.

Carriage by rail: CIM Convention (1970)27

25.

Articles 1 (1), 6 (1), 8 (1) and 16 (1):

Article 1 (1)

"This Convention shall apply, subject to the exceptions set forth in the following pamgraphs, to the carriage of goods consigned under a through consignment
note made out for carriage over the ter:dtories of at
26 The requirements under article 6 have been summarized
as follows: "( a) a non-negotiable receipt must be issued; (b)
the carriage must be of particular goods; and (c) the carriage must not be of an ordinary commercial shipment."
Tetley, Marine Cargo Claims, p. 6 (1965).
27 International Convention cOl\1cerning the Carriage of Goods
by Rail, Berne, signed 7 February 1970. Articles 1 (1), 8 (1)
and 16 (1) appear in substantially the same form in the CIM
Conventions of 1961 and 1952.
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least two of the Contracting States and exclusively over
lines included in ,the list compiled in accordance with
Article 59."

sQons of this Convention which exclude or limit his
liability."2lJ

3.
Article 6 (1)
"The sender shall present a consignment note duly
compl'eted for each consignment governed by this Convention . . ."

Article 8 (1)
"The contract of carriage shall come into existence
as soon as the forwarding railway has accepted the
goods for carriage together with the consignment note.
The forwarding station shall certify such acceptance by
affixing to the consignment note its stamp bearing the
dat'e of acceptance."

Article 16 (1)
"The railway shall deliver the consignment note and
the goods to the consignee at the destination station
against a receipt and payment of the amounts chargeable to the consignee by ,the railway."

2.

Carriage by air: Warsaw Convention (1929)28
26.

Artides 1 (1), 5 and 9:

Article 1 (1)
"This Convention applies to all international carriage of persons, luggage or goods performed by aircraft for reward. It applies equally to gratuitous oarriage by aircraft performed by an air transport undertaking."

Article 5
1. "Every carrier of goods has the right to require
the consignor to make out and over to him a document
called an "air consignment note"; every consignor has
the right to require the carrier to accept this documen~."

2. "The absence, irregularity or loss of this document does not affect the existence or the validity of
the contract of carriage which shaH, subject to the provisions of ArtiCll'e 9, be none the less governed by the
rules of this Convention."

Article 9
"If the carrier accepts goods without an air consignment note having been made out, or if the air consignment note does not contain all the particulars set
out in article 8 (a) t1'0 (i) inclusive and (q), the carrier shall not be entitled to avail himself of the provi28 Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to
International Carriage by Air, Signed at Warsaw, 12 October
1929, League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. CXXXVIJ, p. 11.
The 1955 Hague Protocol to the Warsaw Conventions left
articles 1 (1), 5, and 9 substantially unaltered. In the Protocol
the term ",air waybill" replaces the term "air oonsignment
note".

Carriage by road: CMR Convention (1956)30
27.

Articles 1 (1) and 4:

Article 1 (1)
"This. Convention shaH apply to every contract for
the carnage of goods by road in vehicles for reward
wh~n the pLace of taking over the goods and the plac~
deSIgnated for delivery, as specified in the contract
are situated in two different countries . . ."
,

Article 4
"~he contract of ~arriage shall be confirmed by the
makl11g out of a corungnmelllt note. The absence irregularity or loss of the consignment note shal,l n~t affect
the. existence or t1).e validity of the contract of carriage
whIch shall remain subj'ect to the provisions of the
Convenrtion."

D. Alternative approaches to scope of application
of Convention

1.

Scope of application based on reference to additional types of documents

28. As has been noted, the Brussels Convention of
1.924 approaches the definition of its scope of application by referring to the issuance of certain types of
documents. The difficulties inherent in this approach
hav,e been described above (paras. 4-17).
.2? One response to the ~biguities and gaps
ansLng under the present formulation would be to list
additional types of documents which are now being
used or which may be used in the future and which
should fall within the Convention. Thus, documents
such as consignment notes might be added to the list
of documents whose issuance would make the Convention applicable to the contract of carriage. However,
this approach probably wowld add to the oomplexity
and ambiguity of the Convention. In addition, new
labels for documents may well be employed in order to
circumvent the application of the Convention. Thus,
emphasis on the type of document issued (as contrasted with the conrtract of carriage) appears to be
subject to inherent difficulties of draftsmanship, and
could needlessly restrict the regulatory objective of
the COQlvention. Gaps in the application of the Convention might weH emerge. In order to fill these gaps
further additions to the Convention provision would
be necessary. For example, a clause would have to be
added to the Convention providing for coverage in the
case where a document of the type provided for in
the Convention is usually issued in the circumstances
29 The Hague Protocol modified article 9 so that it now
reads as follows: "If, with the consent of the carrier, cargo is
loaded on board the aircraft without an air waybill having
been made out, or if the air waybill does not include the notice
required by article 8, paragraph (c), the carrier shall not be
entitled to avail himself of the provisions of article 22, paragraph (2)." [On limitation of carrier Uability.]
30 Conventi,on 011 the Contl1llJCt for the International Car·
riage of Goods by Road, Signed at Geneva, 19 May 1956;
United Nations Treaty Series, vol. 399, p. 189.
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of the particular contraot of carriage in question but
in fact is not issued. It might also be necessary to add
a clause in the COIlIVention dealing with ,the absence or
irregularity of a required document. A further clause
might be needed to fiJJl 'a gap in coverage by the Convention when the evidence of the contract of carriage
is data recorded by a computer or other electronic
processing sySl1:em.
30. In sum, continuing to focus on the type of
document would require a complex set of provisiO!llS
which would be likely to give rise to a series of new
problems of interpretation.31
2.

Scope of application extending to all contracts of
carriage of goods by sea

31. Instead of attempting to set forth a list of documents whose issuance controls the application of the
Convention, consideration may be given to an approach
whereby the Convention is applicable (subject to stated
exceptions) to all coilitracts of carriage of goods by sea.
Under this approach, which has been suggested in a
number of replies by Gov,ernments,32 documents issued
31 Some replies indicate satisfaction with the present formulation of the rule on the scope of application of the Convention. The reply by the USSR states that "the arrangements
provided for in article 1 (b) of the 1924 Brussels Convention
on bills of lading whereby the Convention is valid in respect
of carriage covered by a bill of lading or similar document,
does not cause ·any practical difficulties". In its reply the Baltic
and International Maritime Conference (BIMCO) states that
there would seem 'to be no "valid 'reasons whatsoever for imposing strict rules to informal documents or transport under
no documents when it is quite obvious under the present system that any shipper can, if he wants to, demand an ordinary
bill of lading". The reply of the Office Central des Transports
4nternationaux par Chemin de Fer indioated that the present
formulation of article 1 (b) was satisfactory; however, with
respect to cases where there was no document to evidence the
contract of carriage, application of the Convention could be
provided for if the contents of the contract can be verified in
some convenient fashion.
32 Austr,alia, France, Norway. United States and Belgium.
In its reply, Australia stated that it "would wish to apply the
Hague Rules irrespective of whether the terms of the contraot of cardage are evidenced". Similarly, the Norwegian
reply makes reference to the Norwegian memorandum (AI
CN.9/WG.III/WP.9, paras. 6 and 7) and states that in accordance with the views expressed therein, the Norwegian
Government "submits that the new international law on carriage of goods by sea should apply not only when the contract of carriage is evidenced by a bill of lading or a consignment note or other non-negotiable transport document, but
also when the parties have not issued any document at all. In
other words, the new international law should in principle
apply to allY contract for the carriage of goods by sea." The
French reply indicates that under French law in cases of
maritime transport the law applies no matter what type of
document was issued or even in the absence of a document.
The French Govemment finds such a solution desirable in the
international context; thus the Convention would no longer be
focused on the rules regarding bills of lading but rather on
the contract of maritime carriage. Similarly, the reply from the
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law
(UNIDROlT) states that the Convention should not be
based on the issuance of a particular document; the Convention should be applicable even when no document was issued.
In this connexion the UNIDROIT reply re£ers to theCMR
Convention which makes that Convention applicable even in
the case "absence. irr,egularity or loss" of the consignment
note (article 4). In its reply the Inte'Pnational Union of Marine
Insurance (IUMI) reports that many of its members "suggest
that all transports-except shipment under charter partiesshall be the subject of the Convention, irrespective of whether
a bill of lading or other document has been issued or not".
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would provide evidence as to the existence of a cont11act
of oarriage and its content, but the type of document or
~~ absence of a d~ment would not affect the applicabIhty of the ConventIOn to the contract of carriage. This
approach to the definition of the scope of the Con'Vention woudd not ~reclude a pr,?visio!ll that the shipper
may demand partIcular documents and set requirements
for their contents. 33 Certain exceptions to the application o~ the Convention would be preserved; two such
exceptIons, presently found in the Brussels CO!llvention
would be. charter parties (article 5, second paragraph)
and speCIal types of agreements for non-oommercial
carriage or carriage of spedal types of goods (article 6).
In these case,s, and perhapl'l in other cases which the
Working Group mdght wish to add, the Convention
~ould not be applied. to the contract of carriage. These
I~sues could be examIned by the Working Group in the
light of the desirability 0'£ retaining article 6 and possdble alternative formulations which might be considered. 34
32. A draft provision which would embody the
essential 'elements of this broad approach to the scope
of application of the Convention would read as follows:
Draft proposal

1. "Conm;act of carriage" applies to aiM contracts
for the cardage of goods by sea.
Alternative (a)

2.

The provisions of this Conventio!ll shall not
to charter-parties, but if [biBs of ladmg, conslgnm'ent notes or other] documents evidencing contracts of carriage of goods are issued in

~e appJ;ic~ble

The IUMI reply adds, however, that other members are more
cautious and recommends that "the expression 'any simHar
document of title' . . . should . . . be precisely defined 00
the lines of section 1 (4) of the United Kingdom Factors Act
of 1889 ...".
33 This approach is similar to that taken under French law.
The French Law of 18 June 1966 on charters and maritime
transport provides (article 15) that the Law is applicable to
all contracts for the carriage of goods by sea. Article 18 provides that on demand of the shipper the carrier must issue a
bill of lading.
34 The reply of the Government of the United Kingdom
states that there are cases where both parties may prefer not
to apply the Convention. Such cases would be: "(a) where
goods are .of no commercial value, but of a value which might
be difficult to quantify are carried. (b) Where experimental
forms of packing are used. (A case in point was a recently
~ntroduced form of refrigeration for carriage of meat from
New Zealand.) (c) Where the special nature of the cargo
makes application of the Hague Rules undesirable. (A recent
case involved the carriage of highly miscellaneous goods which
had been adjudged by 'a Prize Court. The cost of surveying the
goods in order to identify them for the purpose of issuing a
bill of lading would have been out of proportion to the value
of the goods. It was therefore agreed that they should be
carried at the risk of th,e cargo owner.)" The United Kingdom
reply notes that article 6 of the present Hague Rules recognizes these special cases. The United Kingdom reply then sets
forth the following proposal: "I. These Rules shall apply to
all contracts for the carriage of goods by sea where a bill of
lading or similar document of title is issued. 2. These rules
shall apply to all other contracts for the oarriage of goods by
sea unless the parties have expressly agreed otherwise and a
statement to that effect is inserted in the document evidencing
the contract of carriage. 3. These Rules shall not apply to
charter-parties."
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the case of a ship under a charter-party they shall
comply with the toons of this Convention.

Alternative (b)
2. The provisions of this Convention shall not
be applicable to carriage under a charter-party
whereby a ship or aU or [the major] [a substantial]
portion of the carrying capacity of a ship is [engaged] for a [stated] period of time or for a particular voyage. However, if [bills of lading, consignment
notes or other] documents evidencing contracts of
carriage of goods are issued in the case of a ship
under a charter-party they shall comply with the
terms of this Conrventioo.
33. Paragraph 1 of the draft proposal is similar in
approach and language to the Convention on transport of goods by road .and the Convention on carriage
of passengers by sea. 85 This formulation eliminates the
need: (1) to specify ood define various types of documents upon whose issuance application of the Convention depends, (2) to deaJ specifically with cases where
new types of docume11Jts evidencing the contract are
employed, and (3) to deal specificaJly with cases where
no document is in existence because of ,a variety of
ascertainable reasons. 36 This approach would appear
to minimize the ambiguities and gaps inherent in the
approach of the 1924 Convention, and would further
the Convention's objective of setting mandatory minimum standards of carrier liability for the carriage of
goods by sea.
34. Since the text refers to "contract" it might be
asked whether the definition would make the Convention applicable to "quantum" ()(f "requirements"
contmcts or to other contracts whereby the carrier
undertakes to carry cargo for the shipper in the future. 31
In this connexion, attention may be directed to the revised version of article I (e) of the Convention which
provides that: "(i) 'Oarriage of goods' covers the
35 Article 1.1 of the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road, 1956 (CMR); article l.b of the Internatio1llal Convention for the Unification of
Certain Rules Relating to Carriage of Passengers by Sea, Convention on Maritime Law, Ministere des affaires etrangeres et
du commerce exterieur de Belgique, Service des traites,
1.V.1968. p. 79.
36 In considering the scope of application of the Convention
the Working Group may ,also wish to examine the need to
make specific provision for an appropriate article of the Convention on the effect of computer data used with respect to
the carriage of goods. In this connexion the reply of the United
States to the note verbale of May 1973 states that "it is believed that a further expansion of the coverage of the Convention to the various types of informal documents which are now
found in maritime transportation would be appropriate. With
respect to those shipments for which no actual documentation
is issued because the shipment is tracked through computer
tapes the present requirement is an unnecessary complication."
The reply by the International Institute for the Unification of
Private Law also points out the growing use of electronic and
automatic data with respect to the carriage of goods by sea.
37 The Norwegi!an reply states that "contracts for successive
shipment of a certain quantity of goods (quantum contracts)
should be treated in the same manner as charter-parties for the
purposes of the Convention". The reply of the Comite Maritime International (CMI) indicated that in the view of its
international sub-committee on the subject "a mandatory system was not suitable for time-charters, volume contracts, contracts for consecutive voyages and voyage charters". Possibly
to be included in such a list were "general booking agreements
covering certain periods of time".

peri?d during which the goods are in the charge of the
carner at the port of loading, during ·the carriage and
at the. port of discharge."8B It would appewr that the
fore¥omg language would restrict the scope of the ConventIOn to arrangements for the carriage of specific
g?~S resu}ting from "quantum", "requirements" or
slm'l'lar contracts.
,35. Paragraph 1 refers to "aJl contracts for the carriage of goods by sea". The purpose of the words "by
sea". is to exclude th~ Convention's application to the
carnage of goods by inI!and waterways. This reference
may be sufficient to limit the scope of the Convention
to carriage by sea. 39
36. Paragraph 2 of the draft proposal sets forth two
alternatives for dealing with the exclusion of charterparties from the Convention. 40 Alternative (a) retains
the Ianguage of article 5 of the Brussels Convention of
1924. The language of article 5 is retained on the assumption that in practice charter-parties are distinguishable from the contracts regulated by the Convention and
that problems of interpreting the law in border-line
cases can be resolved by national courts. The words in
brackets are inoluded since it may be considered desirable to take into account the issuance of documents
other thoo bills of lading under a charter. (See paragraphs 11-18 above.)
. 37. Alternative (b) .follows the approach proposed
III the reply of the Dmted States. 41 Its purpose is to
provide a general definition of charter-parties in order
to more clearly distinguish such contracts from contracts for the carriage of goods covered by the Convention.
38. In addition to articLes discussed in the third
report of the Secretary-General the term "biB of lading"
appears in the following articles of the Convention:
38 Working Group, report on third session (A/CN.9/63,
para. 26); UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1973, part two, N.
39 Part two of this report, dealing with Geographic Scope of
application of the Convention, sets forth two draft proposals
(paras. 21 and 26) which, by bracketed language, would make
the Convention applicable to a "contract of carriage". If the
Working Group adopts this bracketed language, referring to
"contract of carriage", the definition of "contract of carriage"
in the above draft proposal (para. 32, supra) would appear
to be sufficient to restrict the scope of the Conventi()n to carriage "by sea". On the other hand, if ,the Working Group does
not adopt the bracketed reference to "contract of carriage" in
the definition of geographical scope, it may be necessary to
state elsewhere that the Convention applies to carriage "by
sea". See, e.g., article 1 (e), as adopted by the Working Group:
compilation, part B; Working Group, report on third session,
paragraph 14 (l).
40 The continued exclusion of charter-parties fmm the scope
of application received support in the following replies: United
States, Norway and the United Kingdom. The reply ()f the
Government of Belgium states that the issue of whether the
charter-parties should be placed within the scope of application
of the Convention should be left open provisionally until after
provisions regarding the oarriage ()f goods have been formulated with respect to carriage other than under a complete or
partial charter of a ship.
41 The proposal of the United States reads as follows: "The
carriage of goods governed by this Convention does not include carriage under charter whereby the entire carrying capacity or a very substantial portion of such capacity is employed
for a stated period of time or for a particular voyage. Nevertheless, this Convention shall apply to the carriage of goods
for which the vessel is under charter from the moment at
which a bill of lading or similar document issued under or
pursuant to a charter-party regulates the relations between a
carrier and a holder of the same,"
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article 3 (3), (4), (7), article 4 (5) and article 5
(first paragraph). These articles present issues that
are separate from the problems of scope of this Convention with which the present study is concerned. The
Working Group will, however, wish to bear in mind the
action it takes with respect to article 1 (b) when it deals
with the problems presented by the above additional
articles.
PART FOUR.

ELIMINATION OF INVALID CLAUSES
IN BILLS OF LADING

A. Introduction
1. The second re'port of the. Secretary-General, in
part six, analysed the basic problems raised by invalid
dauses and examined four, not necesa'fily mutually
exclusive, approaches (paragraph 7) aimed at achieving
the removal from bills of lading of certain clauses that
are normally held to be invalid on the basis of article 3 (8) of the BruS/sels Convention. 1 This report
will not repeat the previous discuSiSion; it will supplement the earHer report with alternative draft texts.
2. In examining the alternative proposals set forth
below it is useful to recall that the inclusion of invalid
clauses has caused uncertainty in the minds of cargo
owners as to their rights and liabilibies. The removal of
such invalid clauses "woUl1d facilitate trade, because
their continued inclusion [im bills of lading] has the
following onerous effects: (a) the clauses mislead cargo
interest, thus causing them to <kop the pursuit of valid
claims, (b) they present an excuse for prolonging discussion and negotiation of claims which otherwise
might have been settled promptly, and (c) they encourage unnec'essary litigation". 2

B. Clarifying and specifying mandatory requirements
of the Convention

3. As was noted in the second report of the
Secretary-General, the impact of invalid clauses in the
biB of lading can be minimized, 'and doubt and litigation can be reduced by making the mandatory requirements of the Convention clear and explicit, which is a
central task of the Working Group. In this connexion,
the Working Group may wish to consider article 3 (8),
which reads as follows:
"Any clause, covenant, or agreement in a contract of carriage relievimg the carrier or the ship
from liability for loss or damage to, or in connexion
with, goods arising from negligence, fauLt, or failure
in the duties and obligations provided in this article
or lessening such liability otherwise than as prrovided in this Convention, shaM be null and void and
of no effect. A benefit of insurance clause in farvour
of the carrier or simHar clause shall be deemed to
be a clause relieving the carrier from liability."
4. Such a provision isa vital part of the Convention, but questions have been raised as to its clarity in
1 A fifth possible approach suggested by the reply by Norway to the Secretariat questionnaire of July 1972 would be
that "the problems involved should be given serious consideration by the various organizations engaged in elaborating
standard transport documents for carriage of goods by sea".
2 UNCTAD secretariat report on bills of lading, para. 295
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.72.I1.D.2).
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some settings. Thus it has been stated that article 3 (8)
as presently formulated offers "'a too restricted interpretation" as it relates to "the rules of liability only". Therefore, it has been suggested that the Convention "should
include a general provision on the nullity of clauses in
a bill of lading which directly or indirectly derogate from
the provisions of the Convention". S
5. The Working Group may wish to consider the
desirability of a provision that would implement this
view while arlso serving to olarify some other issues
presented under the present formulation. Such a provision could read as follows i
Draft proposal A4

1. Any clause or stipulation ~n the [bill of lading] [contract of carrriage] shaH be null and void to
the extent that it derogates from the provisions of
this Convention. The nullity of such a clause or
stipu1ation shall not affect the validity of the other
provisions of the contract of which it forms a part.
A clause assigning benefit of insurance of the goods
in favour of the carrier shall be deemed to derogate
from the provisions of this Conrvention.
2. Notwithstanding the pmvisions of paragraph 1
of this article, a carrier may increase his responsibilities land obligations under this Convention provided such increase shall be embodied in the [contract
of carriage] [bill of lading issued to the shipper].
6. The first sentence of paragraph 1 in draft proposal A is designed to accomplish the foHowing results:
(a) A bill-of-Iading clause will be invalid to the extent that it derogates from any prov'.ision of the Convention, and not just the provisions that relate directly
to liability (as is the case under the present language
of article 3 (8»). This would eliminate the current
necessity of trying to fit every type of bill-of-Iading
c<l'ause which should be proscribed into the present narrow formulation of the rule in article 3 (8). It may be
noted that where a provision of the Convention provides the parties or one of the parties with an option
(e.g., arbitflaJtion provision), the exercise of the option
is, of course, not in derogation of the provision of the
Convention.
(b) However, the bill-of-Iading clause win be invalid "only to the extent" that it derogates from any of
the provisions of the Convention. This clarifies issues,
left open under the present language of artiole 3 (8),
where clauses are valid under certain circumstances and
invalid under others. 1S
7. The second sentence of paragraph 1 of draft
proposal A resolves a b3JSic ambiguity in the Brussels
Convention of 1924, namely, what is the effect on the
contract of an invalid clause. The reaction of the courts
could previously range from (a) declaring that a fundamental breach of the contract has occurred voiding
S Reply of the Government of Sweden to the Secretariat
questionnaire of July 1972.
4 At a future stage the Working Group may wish to consider whether the revised language of article 3 (8) may be
supplemented by article 6 which gives validity under the Convention to certain special agreements which derogate from the
rules of the Convention.
5 Second report of the Secretary-General, part six, paragraph 10; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
IV, 4.
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the contract to (b) confining invalidity to the speci,fic
contract clause which derogates from the Convention
provisions.
8. Paragraph 2 of draft proposal A is added in
order to permit the parties to the contract of carriage
to depart from certain rules set forth in the Convention,
but only if the result of SIllch derogation will be to increase the carrier's responsibilities and obligations under
the Convention. The provisiOill thus carries forward the
substance of article 5, paragraph 1, of the Brussels
Convention of 1924, which S1tates that a carrier shall
be at liberty to surrender in whole or in part all or any
of his rights and immunities, or to increase any of his
responsibilities under this Convention provided such
surrendClr or ,increase shall be embodied in the biB of
lading issued to the shipper. For example, the second
paragraph of article 3 (6) of the Brussels Convention
of 1924 provides that "if the loss or damage is not
apparent, the notice must be given within three days of
the delivery of the goods". Pal'agraph 2 of draft proposal A would permit the patlties to increase, but not
decrease, the notice period beyond the three days set
forth in the Convention provision. The requirement
that the contract of carriage should not derogate from
the provisions of the Convention is designed to prevent
the drafter of the contract from directly or indirectly
escaping the minimum standards that have been developed to deal with the responsibility of the carrier.
The draft proposals set fo11th below, reflecting some
other approaches, aSlsume that the Convention will include a general rule on invalid contract clauses, such
as that articulated in article 3 (8) or the modification
indicated in draft proposal A.
C. Listing specific types of invalid clauses
in the Convention
9. A second approach would be to specify in the
text of the Convention those types of claus,es that should
be considered Nwalid. It will be noted that the Brussels
Convention of 1924 specifically bans "bene'fit of insurance" clauses (last sentence of article 3 (8».
1O. There are oc'rtain basic difficulties inherent in
listing specific clauses in the Convention and branding
them as invalid. The second report of the SecretaryGeneral discussed some of these difficulties:
(a) Many clauses are "invalid" when applied to
some factual situations but are valid when applied to
other situations. For example, the so-called "freight"
clause .which specifies that freight is earned vessels
and/or goods "lost or not lost" may be invalid where
the carrier is legally responsible for the loss but may
be valid where the carrier is not lega:11y responsible. 6
(b) The identification in the Convention of certain
clauses as invalid might well lead kgal draftsmen to
prepare new wording to achieve the same ends. The
new dauses would be defended on the ground that they
are not among the clauses specifically proscribed by
the Convention. 7
6 Second report of the Secretary-General, part six, paragraph 10, foot-note 9; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV, 4.
.
.
7 In replies by Governments to the questionnaIre, doubts
were expressed on the feasibility of identifying invalid clauses.
Second report of the Secretary-General, part six, foot-note 11;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4.

11. The Working Group has already examined
problems regarding invalidity raised by a number of
clauses not specifically covered by the Brussels Convention of 1924. These problems have been resolved
by specific substantive provisions in the revised texts
adopted by the Working Group. Among the bill-oflading clauses that will be regulated by new provisions
in the Convention are choice of forum clauses, arbitration clauses and trans-shipment cLauses. It may well
be that the problems of invalidity raised by specific billof~ladjng clauses can be resolved within the framework
of specific substantive provisions. However, if the
Working Group's review of the substantive drafting leads
it to the conclusion that a particular type of invalid
dause remains outside the framework of substantive
provisions, the Working Group may wish to decide
whether the draft substantive rules should be clarified
or extended, or whether it would be necessary to specifically describe and ou-Maw such a clause.
D. Setting forth sanctions for invalid clauses
12. A third approach would be to penalize the use
of invaJid clauses in order to eliminate or at least discourage their use as well as to compensate cargo owners
for expenses incurred by them as a result of the carrier's inclusion of invalid olauses.
13. One approach would be the removal of the
limitation of liability in cases where the oarrier, in a
court action or in arbitration proceedings, seeks to rely
on a clause in the bill of lading or other document of
transport which is inconsistent with article 3 (8).
14. A pfOlvision based on this approach would read
as follows:
Draft proposal B-alternative (1)

"The carrier shall not be entitled to the benefit
of the limitations on liability provided for in article ( ) of this Convention if he asserts in judicial or arbitral proceedings any clause in the [contraot of carriage] [bill of Lading] which is clearly
inconsistent with artiole [3 (8)]."
15. It must be recognized that the word "clearly"
which is used to qualify the word "inconsistent" in
draft proposal B-alternative ( 1), can give rise to
problems of interpretation. However, if the provision
did not require that the clause in question be clearly in
derogation of the Convention, ,it would serve to inhibit
the carrier from legitimately asserting a defence which
could be successful in cases where the validity or invalidity of the clause in question is arguable.
16. Alternative (1) above woudd not be penal in
nature since it would merely involve a removal of the
limitation of liability and would make the carrier liable
for ,the actual damages caused the cargo under the
rules. However, it could have a significant deterrent
effect in the preparation of standard bill-of-lading
dauses.
17. A second alternative below is designed to compensate for the damage caused by the interposition of
the invalid clause. A provision embodying this idea
would become a second paragraph of article 3 (8)
and would read as follows:
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Draft proposal B-alternative (2)
"The carrier shaU be liable fur aill expenses, loss
or damage resulting from a clause which is null and
void by virtue of the present article."
18. This alterntive requires the carrier to bear liability for ~~all expenses, loss and damage" resulting from
the inclusion of .an inval.id olause and makes a ca\llS,al
connexion between the presence of the invalid clause
and the harm done a prerequisite for Hability. 8 For
example, under such a Convention provision the carrier would. bea,r the cost of litigation between carriers
and cargo owners or between shippers and consignees
involving the invalid clause.

E. Requiring the contract of carriage to contain
a notice clause regarding invalid clauses
19. A fourth approach responds to the need to
direct attention of the cargo owners to provisions in
the Convention which invalidate clauses in the contraet
of carriage. Cargo owners, particUllarly those cargo owners who do not have the exper:ience and legal advice
available to large business ,establishments, might consider themselves bound by an inrvalid olause in the contract of carriage whose effect would be to relieve the
carrier from the liability established under the Convention.
20. To this end, a provision could be inserted into
the Convention requiring the contmct of carriage to
state that any provision thrart: is inconsistent with the
Convention will not be given effect. It wOUild appear,
however, that such specific requirement would have
little effect unless it were accompanied by sanctions. 9
21. A provision requiring notke that the Convention is applicable and setting forth a sanction for the
non-inolusion of such notice in the comraet of carriage
might read as follows:
Draft proposal C
"1. Every [bill of lading] [contract of carriage]
shall contain a statement that: (a) the carriage is
subject to the provisions of this Convention, and,
(b) that any olause of the [bill of lading] [contract of
carriage] shall be null and void to the extent that
it derogates from the pwvisions of this Convention."
"2. If the [bUl of lad~ng] [contract of carriage]
does not contain the statement specified in para8 Second report of the Secretary-General, part six, paragraphs 11 and 12 and foot-note 12; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4.
9 Ibid., paras. 13·15; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, IV. 4.

graph 1 (a) and (b) the carrier shall not be entitled to the benefit of the limi,tJation of liability provided for in article ( ) of this ConlVention."
22. Paragraph 1 (a) of draft proposa[ C is aimed
at making the cargo owner aware that the contract of
carriage is governed by the Convention. This approach has been taken in both the Wars.aw (Air) Convention and in the Convention on Carriage by Road
(CMR).lO Moreover, 'll number of national enactments
of the Brussels Convention of 1924 have incorporated
such a clause into the text of the Convention. l l
23. Paragraph 1 (b) of draft proposal C is aimed
at alerting the eargo owner to the fact that the Convention provides protection against certain types of bill-oflading oIauses.
24. Paragraph 2 of draft proposal C responds to
the need for stating the consequences of failing to include the prescribed statement in the contract of carriage. It would appear that in the absence of express
sanctions the carmer would have little, if any, incentive
to include such a statement.
25. In the absence of a Convention rule imposing
specific penalties, the applJication of sanctions for not
including the required statement in the contract of carriage. would be left to national law, leading to varying
solutiOns and thereby impairing the uniform application
of this provision of the Convention. Solutions under
national law could range from imposing strict liability
upon the carrier to not applying any sanction at all.
26. In examining paragraph 2 of draft proposal C,
the Working Group may wish to consider the following:
(a) the feasibility of including a provision in the contract of carriage giving notice to the cargo owner of
the -applicability of the Convention to the carriage and
of the invalidilty of clausClS inconsistent with the Convention; (b) the limited scope of the sanotion, which
would make the carrier liable for the actual loss or
damage to the cargo owner resulting from the carrier's fault.
27. If the Working Group should adopt a provision along the lines of draft proposal C, the Working
Group may wish to consider 'at a later stage whether
the provision should be added to the artlcJe on the required contents of the contract of carriage (article 3
(3) of the Brussels Convention of 1924).
10 Second report of the Secretary-Geneml, part six, footnote 2; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. ;IV: 1973, part two, IV, 4.
11 United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924 (14
and 15 Geo. 5, c. 22). Section 3; United States Goods by Sea.
Act,' 46 U.S.C.A. 1300-1315, Section 13.

3. Study on carriage of live animals (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.ll) *
Note by the Secretariat. In accordance with a request made by the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law at its fifth session (1972), **
the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNlDROIT)
has prepared a study on the carriage by sea of live animals, which is attached
hereto.

* 27 December 1973.
** Report of the United
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Nations CommiS'&ion on International Trade Law on the work
of its fifth session (1972), Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/8717); UNCITRAL Yearbook, vol. III: 1972, part one, II, A, para. 50.
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It will be noted that the conclusions in the study regarding the history and
practice on the subject 0/ the carriage o/live animals are set forth in paragraphs 99 to 106. Three alternative proposals are made in the study
(proposal I at paragraph 108; proposal II at paragraph 113; proposallli at
paragraph 118).
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ANNEXES

FORWARD

At its third session (31 January-ll February 1972),
the UNCITRAL Working Group on International
Le!!i;slation on Shipping (hereinafter referred to as "the
W~rking Group"), during its disc?ssion. of carrier's
responsibility for deck oargoes and lrve anImals, agreed
to the suggestion made by th.e. ob~erver for 't~e Internation Institute for the UmficatlOn of Pnvate Law
(UNIDROIT) that UNIDROIT should pre~are a st~dy
on the rules which should apply to ,the carnage of lrve
animals (AjCN.9/63, para. 34*), The scope of the
study W<lJS subsequently defined in an agreemer;tt between the two secretar;iats as follows: "PreparatIOn of
a study on the issue of the inclusion of ~he ,carriage of
live animals wi1thin the scope of applIcatIOn of the
Hague Rules, including concrete alternative proposals
*UNICITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two IV.
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dealing with treatment of the problems of the oar~iage
of live animals, and the reasons therefor, bas·ed mter
alia on: (l) any particularly helpful national legal
rules and practices, statistics, or other relevant information regarding the ocean carriage of live animals,
and (2) practice and law with respect to the handling
of this problem in other modes of transportation."
Accordingly, this study, after outlining the problem
and describing the difficulties encountered in the course
of research endeavours to define live animals, as the
subject of this form of carriage, and also discusses the
statistical and health aspects. The study goes on to consider how the carriage of live animals by all modes of
transport, with particular em~hasis o? c~rriage by sea,
is dealt with in the Conventron, legIslatiOn and practice. A£ter considering the status of the attendant and
multimodal transport of live animals, the study CO!l1el udes with a number of specific proposals for con-
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sideration by the Working Group in the context of the
revision of the Hague Rul'es.

I.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Background of the question

1. Almost: a century ago the Pandectes Belges (Animal, No.6) noted that, although considerable space
was devoted to animals in legislation, the provisions
concerning them were assoCiiated with the most disparate subjeotls, bearing Little relationship to each othell"o
The conclusion was: "This isoodoubtedly the reason
for the absence of any treatise containing a compilation
of all regulations relating to the· status of animals in
modem law, and particularly in our modem positive
law." That observation is still true today. Research carried out by specialists in civil law xarely leads them
ilhto the field of transport law; in matters involving animals, they confine themselves to questions of ownership, or of civil liability for damage caUSied by animals. Even specialists in transport ~aw seldom turn
their attention to the transport of atiimals, which are
considered simply as one of the many types of goods
which may be the subject of a contract of carriage.
Transport circles prefer to concern themselves with the
more usual and "safe" types of goods, the carriage of
which holds the feweSit surprises. Their reaction to animals, which cannot be carried as e~ther freight or
passengers, is to give this-to use a fashionable termhazardous cargo unfavourable treatment or, as in the
case in carriage by sea, to treat animals as outlaws in
the strict meaning of the word. Yet animals can be
goods of considerable economric value, in view of their
impact on trade balances, particularly in the developing
countries. 1
2. The corollary, inadequate protection of animals being transported, can often be attributed to lack
of diligence on the part of those to whose oare they are
consigned. The high mortality ofanimaJIs during transport (injured or sick animals almost invariably have
to be slaughtered or thrown overboard), an argument
which is often invoked to justify reduced liability, is
generally due to lack of care on the part of one of the
parties to the contract of carriage. The shipper may
pack the animals badly, or fail to provide a competent
attendant or to give the necessary instructions; the carrier, who is protected almost completely by exemption
dauses, may fail properly to man or equip the vehicle
to be used forr this particular type of transport or to
take proper care of the cargo when he assumes responsibility for it. Thoughtless laxity on one side and abdication on the other; stricter r1egulations might make the
parties more aware of their responsibilities, thus avoiding economically unjustifiable trade losses ,and preventing the animals from being subjected to inhumane
treatment.
3. Public opinion can also, over the long term, influence the setting of standards, particularly at present,
when the protection of animal species is llISsociated
with the protection of natural resources and the environment. The suffering of animals which have been
1 Statement by Dr. N. Singh (Chairman, UNCITRAL Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping), introduction of the report on International Legislation on Shipping,
India News (Permanent Mission of India to the United Nations).
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treated brutally-not too strong a word-has aroused
as much indignation and recrimination as did the transport of slaves in slave-ships long ago. Vigorous oampaigns to remedy tMs state of affairs have been launched
by the World Federation for the Protection of Animals,
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Naturral Resources 'and, in England, by the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(RSPCA).
4. This introduction would be incomplete if it did
not mention the first result-<>ne whos'e repercussions
may be widespr'ead-achieved at the intergovernmental
level by these efforts: the European Convention for
the Protection of Animals During International Transparrt (Paris, 13 December 1968) (hereinafter referred
to as "the PaJ1ilS Convention"), which is based on a
draft prepared by the World Federation for the Protection of Animals. 2 The immediate aims of the Convention may not be exaotly the same as those of
UNCITRAL in its revision of the Hague Rules,S in
which the transport of animals is not the most important element. But the aim of the Paris Convention, as
stated in its preamble, is "to safeguard, as far as possible, animals in transport from suffering". Since such
suffering almost always involves damage (death, injury, depreciation), the purpose is almost identical to
that of the sponsors of the revision, i.e. to prevent the
ocean carrier from disclaiming responsibility unless he
"proves ,that he, his servants and agents took all
measures that could reasonably be required to avoid the
occurrence and its consequences".4 Similarly, the conviction, also stated in the preamble, "that the requirements of the international transport of animals are not
incompatible with the welfare of the animals" will be
shared by those who undertook the revision with a
view to improrving the handling of the goods.
5. The Paris Convention is of a general nature,
since iJ1: can be acceded to by States which are not members of the Council of Europe (article 49). It may also
influence other Conventions on transport law. Resolution (68) 23 of the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe recommended that the States parties
to that Convention should not only act upon its principles in preparing measures in this connexion, but also
take into account its provisions in any "multilateral
agreement they may make with States not bound by the
said Convention, where these agreements contain clauses
relating to the international transport of animals".
Difficulties
6. A number of seI1ious difficulties were encountered
in gathering information for this study, which may ex2 As of I June 1973, this Convention had been ratified by
Denmark, Iceland, Luxembourg, Norway, Sweden and Switzerbnd; it has been signed (and is in the process of being ratified)
by Au~trja, Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom.
3 The expression "the Hague Rule's" is used by the Working
Group to refer to the Brussels Convention of 25 August 1924
for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Bills of Lading.
In this connexion, poosible confusion with "the Hague Rules,
1921" is immateriaJ, since the same provision excluding live
animals from the definition of "goods" occurs in both the
Convention of 1924 and the 1921 Rules.
4 &,e paragraph (1) of the new text on carrier's responsibility ,prepare<! by the Drafting Party of the Working Group
(fourth session), document A/CN.9174, para. 28; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV, 1.
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plain some of its deficiencies. In respect of the international carriage of live animals by rail and road, the
task was made easier by the ex:istence of specific international regulations, even though they are not of worldwide application: these are the International Convention
Concerning the Carriage of Goods by Rail (CIM), the
Agreement on the International Transport of Goods
(SMGS) in the socialist countries, and the Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of
Goods by Road (CMR). As yet, the literature has not
gone very deeply into the questions raised by these
forms of carriage. As for judicial precedents, the clarity
of the procedures laid down in the international regulations appears to have left little room for litigation. Ii
11 should be pointed out that the International Union of
Railways (UIC) is cUJrrently preparing a "Register" of
applicable regulations (other than the prov1sions of
the Conventions) whether mandatory or in the form of
recommendations, concerning the obligations of shippers, attendants, agents and railways.6
7. As far as air transport is conoerned, the Warsaw
Convention of 12 October 1929, as amended by the
Hague Pmtowl of 28 September 1955 does not distinguish between live animals and other goods. A provision added by the Hague Protocol (article 23, paragraph 2) makes certain exemption ol'auses of the type
sometimes applied to live aDJimals in explicit contractual
stipulations, permissible. However, air carriers also
seem to have realized that the key to the problem lies
in defining more precisely the diligence to be exercised
by all parti,es to the contract with respect to th~s specific type of goods, rather than in sheltering behind the
psychologically and commercially questionable defence
of exemption clauses. Their trade association, the International Air Transport Association (lATA), established
a speoial organ, the Live Animals Board, to prepare
and keep up to date a "Live Animals Manual", which
is a comprehensive code covering the packing, handling
and careful carriage of 231 different animal s,pecies,
ranging from insects and fish to elephants and whales. 7
8. The fact that the Hague Rules exclude the transport of live animals by sea has caused them to be O'ver5 The Central Office for International Railway Transport
(OCT!) very kindly consuIted its records for summaries of
re,levant court decisions in connexion with CIM international
rail caf'riage of live animals; there have been hrurdly more than
a doze'n ~uch decisio,ns since the beginning of the century (see
al1Jllex I). With regard to carriage by road under CMR, which
is reLatively recent, no significant precedents appeal!" to have
been established as yet.
6 The preamble of the DIC draft register statC8 that,. since
"in international traffic, railways account for a substantial proportion of all shipments of live animals . . ., (they) must
endeavour to protect the animals being transported and to
spare them unnecessary suffering by applying standard guidelines consistent with the international conventions and the
national regulations of the various countries".
7 'This manual is intended as a guideline for use by Member
Airlines and shippers concemed with the transport of live
animals by air." It covers the aspects which must be considered
to ensure that animals are carried without harm to themselves
or to the handling personneL" (lATA Live Animals Manua~,
third edition, page 6.) The third edition of this manual came
into effect on 1 June 1973. lATA intends gradually to raise
the status of the specifications contained in it from that of
recommended practice to that of mandatory resolutions; meanwhile, lATA is 'taking steps to obtain official government
recognition of this manual. Two extracts from the manual
appear in annex II.

looked in the literature. Judicial precedents SIl"e few,
since the injured parties and their insurers (when the
'animals are insured), faced with the carriers' almost
total exemption from liability, generally feel it to be
d'utile to initiate potentially unprofitable legal proceedings. This silence, occasionally broken by decisions designed to protect the shipper,s conceals an unhealthy
situation which those involved appear willing to tolerate
out of either l'esignation or sellf-interest. Attempts to
obtain information on contracts, documents and pracrices in this field, or to secure statistics or even opinions
on the question, met with resistance, which indicates
the eXiistence of a very l'eatl pmblem and of apprehensions with regard to efforts to find a solution. Until the
courageous step taken by UNCTAD to undertake a
critical review of the Hague Rules, hardly anyone had
attempted to lift the veil. However, the goodwill shown
towards this research in many circles made it possible
to overcome many obstacles. Special thanks for their
help are due to the Government of Aus1tralia, FAO,
[MCa, the UllJited Nations regional commissions (in
particular ECAFE and ECA) , OCTI, UIC, lATA,
IRU, the Hong Kong Internationall Chamber of Commerce and its Secretary, Mr. R. T. Griffiths, to Mr. F. G.
Pemberton, member of the United Kingdom delegation
on the UNCITRAL Working Group, and the zoologica,l gardens of Rome and Naples.

II.

DEFINITIONS AND RELATED MATTERS

Animal

9. One obstacle from the outset was the difficulty
of defining the word "animal", although people generally claim to know perfectly well what it means.
Whereas it is easy for man to find a criterion to distinguish between himself and the animal in terms of
the faculty of reason,1) or of etymology,lO the dividing
Hne between animal and vegetable is not absolutely
clear-cut. 11 Certain plants (myxomycetae) have the
power of motion., others (the sensitives) respond to
tactile stimuli. For the purposes of this research, an
FAO expert gave the following-somewhat circulardefinition of an animal: "any living being which, according to biological taxonomy, is considered as belonging to the animal kingdom". At the legal level, "an
animal may be broadly defined as any living creature
typically capable of self-movement; the legal definition
restricts 'animal' to creatures other than man. ... In
the language of the law, the term ordinarily includes
all living creatures not human or rational and endowed
with the power of voluntary self-motion, unless the
statute or other contract in which the word is employed
8 See, for example, P.ruris Court of Appeal, 12 February 1964,
Droit maritime franrais, 1965, p. 151.
9 "In its common acceptation the word 'animal' includes aU
irrational beings", Commonwealth v. Turner, 14 N. E. 130,
145 Mass. 296. "In legal terminology the word 'animal' includes
aLI animate beings not endowed with reason, and therefore
excludes man" (Novissimo Digesto Italiano, "Animali" para. 1).
10 In Latin, animal = living, animate being: from anima,
meaning breath, life.
11 "The present state of science makes it impossible to give
a definition which distinguishes in a few words between animal
and vegetable; it is even debatable whether this distinction is
worth preserving ,in the case of the most primitive organisms".
(A. Lalande, Vocabulail'e technique et critique de la Philosophie, fifth edition, Paris.)
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indicates that it should be wven another or more restricted meaning".12
10. ,In Roman law animals were classified as fera
(wild), mansueta (tame) and mansuefacta (domestic) .13 This distinction has reta4ned its importance in
contemporary systems of law" particularly in transport
law, in which the risks involved are assessed according
to the degree of "tameness" of the animal, thus following the customary approach which stresses the special
dangers of this cargo due to the inherent vice of the
animal's excitability14 or simply affirms that it is generally recognized that the transport of animals entails
special risks which cannot be dealt with by standard
controls embodied in legiSJlationyl A different approach
to the problem is based more specifically on the rights
and obligations of the parties-the shipper, who is
necessarily aware of the type of goods being carried,
i.e. the animal, and must present them for transport
accordingly, and the carrier. who., though under no
obligation to carry this or any other goods, must, once
he has agreed to carry it, ensure that, like any other
goods, it reaches its destination safe and sound. The
problem then presents itself as a specific application
of the genera[ principles relating to the diligence to be
exercised by each of the parties for the protection of
the goods carried.
The term "live animals"
11. The standard terminology of transport legislation refers to "live animals",16 the term used in the
title of this study. In this terminology no attempt is
made to clarify the meaning of this term, although the
French "vivant" and the English "live" may not have
exactly the same meaning. This lack of concern may
be explained by the fact that the literature (notably in
the field of Anglo-American law where the idea of
exemption originated) has neglected to define the term
more accurately. At a time when the need to respect
life in all 4ts forms is being impressed upon us, it may
seem ironical that the fact that the goods are "live"
is invoked in order to daim reduced responsibility, or
no responsibility at all, for them,17
12 3 Corpus Juris Secundum, "Animals", para. 1 and decision cit.
13 Paras. 12-16, I. De reI'. div. 2.1., and in D. II, 1-6; de
adquir. reI'. dam. 41, 1.3, paras. 14-16, de adquir, vel amitt.
poss., 41,2.
14 Carver (by Colinvaux), Carriage by Sea, eleventh edition,
1963, para. 15 ("injuries arising from their own vice or timidity").
15 Knauth, The American Law of Ocean Bills of Lading,
third edition, 1947, page 194.
16 With the exception of the Paris Convention, in which it
was not felt necessary to specify, since the word "protection"
appeared in the title, that the animals to which it relates are
live animals (Explanatory Report on the' European Convention
for the Protection of Animals during International Transport,
Coull1cil of Europe, Strasbourg, 1969, title and p. 8).
17 It was in reaction to the disastrous consequences of this
approach that the RSPCA launohed its SELFA (Stop the Export
of Live Food Animals) campaign. In a report (meeting of
17 October 1972, page 2), the RSPCA shows that the trade in
animals intended for slaughter is conducted in conditions "which
will shock the minds and stir the consciences of every human
person" and condudes that "the export carcase trade should be
encouraged aIlJd developed to the point where the export of
live animals for food. is totally eliminated". The Explanatory
Report of the Paris Convention (page 7, para. 1) recognized
that this solution would be ideal from the point of view of the
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12. This ambiguous term gives rise to confusion,
for to stress the fact that the animals are "live" inevitably leads to the conclusion that they are perishable. The concept of "perishable" goods, although
undoubtedly close to that of "live" goods is neverthe'less
entirely different from it and must not be confused
with it. The term has been used from time to Nme,
however. notably in modes of transport other than
shipping, in cases of damage to an animal during
transport,18 At any rate, perishable goods transported
under ocean bill of lading were definitely not excluded
from the Hague Rules;19 at the very most, these rules
might, if put to the test, ilead to an exemption being
granted in favour of the ocean carrier on the grounds
of the "inherent vice" of such goods.
13. Closer analysis of this ambiguous term reveals
the idea of "vivacite", of "restlessness", of "vitality of
the freight",,20 and of the "nature vivante de l'animal".
This brings us to the truly typical characteristic of the
animal as a special transport hazard-its capacity for
irrational self-movement21 which enables it to give
outward expression to its "intrinsic qualities and propensities".22 Because of the consequences, which are
often unpredictable and uncontrollable, the fear aroused
in animals by the unfamiliar experience of transport
constitutes a specific risk which ,is related to the natural
disposition of the animal and, distinguishes it from
inanimate goods and which. in the very nature of things
and by virtue of its character, makes it more akin to a
passenger than to an inanimate bale of cotton. 23 It was
this indisputable fact that led a celebrated author 24
criticizing a decision of the Commercial Court of M~r
seiUes 25 which extended the live animal concept, for
the purposes of exemption, to cover oysters transported
in baskets, to ask whether it was legitimate to give a
general and absolute sense to the term "live animals"
and whether it might not be better to take account only
protection of animals. This state of affairs is also made possible
by the fa,ct that the tr.ansport of live animals is conducted in
conditions of total freedom from responsibility.
18 See American and English Encyclopedia of Law, volume If,
ed. 1887, Bill of lading, page 237; Willes J. in Blower v. Great
Western Railway, L. R. 7 C. P. 655. See also, on aviation law
the discussion of article 23, para. 2 of the Warsaw Conve~
tion, as amended at The Hague.
19 At The Hague Conference in 1921, a proposal was made
to include perishable goods in the exceptions mentioned in
article 1 (c) of the 1921 Rules, because of the special danger
involved in transporting them. The proposal was rejected only
booaAJse the Committee felt that they would be covered by
the provisions of article V (article 6 of the Brussels Convention
of 1924) (International Law Association, Report on thirtieth
Conference, volume II, Proceedings of the Maritime Law Committee on the Hague Rules, 1921, page 79).
20 Hutchinson, The Law of Carriers, ed. 1906, Sect. 336,
p. 343.
21 The judges noted, in Kansas, etc. R. Co. v. Reynolds,
8 Kan. 623, that "the voluntary motion of the stock introduces
an eJement of danger in the tmnsportation against which neither
reason nor authority requires that the aanier insure ...".
22 See American and English Encyclopedia of Law, volume III, ed. 1887, "Carriers of Livestock", p. 8, and the cases
cited of "injuries arising from intrinsic qualities of livestock",
all injuries caused in one way or another by the mobi'lity of the
anim.als.
23 Hutchinson, op. cit., sect. 35, emphasizes the difference
between this type of transport and the transport of ordinary
goods.
24 G. Ripert, Droit Maritime, Paris, 1952, II, p. 686, footnote 1.
25 Court of MarseiJ.les, 9 November 1948, Revue Scapel,
1948, 43.
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of the criterion of the mobility of animals in deciding
whether the discriminatory treatment prescribed in the
Rules should be applied to them. Another author,26
in his analysis of this term. concluded that it applied
only to "animals for which an attendant is generally
provided, or which have at least some freedom of
movement", adding that, in both French law and the
,Hague Rules" "in practice, it ,is mainly the carriage of
cattle which is contemplated".
14. The literature is not the only source of doubts
about the scope to be given to this term. The Paris
Convention did not consider an animal species, but
concentrated on those which made up the majority of
international shipments,27 endeavouring in particular
to specify the protective measures necessary for "domestic solipeds and domestic animals of the bovine,
ovine, caprine and porcine species".28 It devotes only
a brief general article to cold-blooded animals (article 46) and excludes from its specific frame of reference many creatures which. according to biological
taxonomy, are olassified as animals" while holding that
"in principle, humane treatment should extend to all
species of animals".29
15. A similar observation is called for in the light
of the varied aspects of current practice. The accidents
involving animals during transport which are reported
in the press relate mainly to animals transported in
groups (catble, sheep, equidae, pigs, rodents-rabbits.
hares-and poultry), all of which are capable of selfmovement. Court precedents, too" relate almost exclusively to these species. The decisions communicated by
OCTI (see annex I), for instance, relate to the following species: bovidae (2). horses (2), pigs (2), dogs
(2), poultry (2), rabbits (1). Those quoted in the
American and English Encyclopedia of Law under
"Carriage of Livestock (lac. cit.) are concern'ed predominantly with cattle. horses, donkeys and mules,
sheep, pigs and dogs. The per capita limitations laid
down in certain standard contracts or national railway
tariffs also relate to these species. so In addition, the
way in which standard bills of bding are worded also
indicates reluctance to give a general application to
the term "live animals". since, in many cases, other
26 F. Sauvage, Manuel pratique du transport de marchandises par mer, Pa:ris, 1955, p. 36. In non-international transport, the French Act of 1966 does not exclude live animals,
but aUows the ocean carrier to exempt himself by contract from
his liabi,lity for them. On the same subject, see S. Calero,
F;l contrato de transporte maritimo de mercancias, RomeMad,rid, 1957, p. 33 and foot-note 46.
,
27 Domestic solipeds and domestic animals of the bovine,
ovine, caprine and porcine species; domestic birds and domestic
rabbits, other mammals and birds; cold-blooded animals
(article 2).
28 ExplilJnatory report on the European Convention for the
Protection of Animals during International Transport, Council
of Europe, Strasbourg, p. 7, para. 3.
29 Ibid., p. 7, par·a. 2.
30 As in the British Chwrge Scheme, in which upper limits
are specified for: horses, bovidae, pigs, sheep, donkeys, mules,
dogs, deer, goats, poultry and other birds, rabbits and other
small quadrupeds. The same is true of the General Conditions
for the Caniage of Livestock of the Austalian Commonwealth
Railways (hocses, catde" mules, oamels, donkeys, sheep, pigs,
dogs or other smaH animals) 'ilJnd in East Africa, e.g. in Kenya,
in the East African Railways and Harbour Act (art. 31: horses,
mules, ,catt,le with and without horns, donkeys, sheep, goats,
dogs and any other small animals).

species are listed by name beside this term. 31 One bill
of lading which illustrates these doubts quite c1eady is
the Regular Long Form Inward Hill of Lading of
United States Lines, which stipulates that "the term
'li,:,e anim~ls' shall include birds, reptiles, fish and all
ammate thmgs other than human beings". The Standard
Conditions of Carriage of Goods printed on the back
of the Contract for Conveyance of Livestock of the
Belfast Steamship Co. Ltd. (see annex III), which
set out the conditions governing the transport ~f cattle
between N?rthern Ireland and the United Kingdom,
~arefully stIpulate that "the expression 'animal' includes
livestock, domestic and wild animals. birds fishes and
reptiles". Even in statistics the term is not given universal scope. The limited number of species on which
t~ere are statistics corresponds approximately to those
lIsted above (cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry" horses, donkeys, mules) with, from time to time i more generic
headings such as "live animals for food , (see statistics
of ECAFE and Australia).
16. Neither this nor any other similar term occurs
in the original Warsaw Convention or in the version
amended at The Hague. It does, however" appear
frequently in air waybiHs, in which it is customarily
followed by a precise indication of the animal species
concerned, in the space provided for "type and description of the goods".
s2
17. Royer notes with approval an observat,;on
made by Schadee that, under the terms of article 1,
paragraph (c) of the Hague Rules, live animals should
be taken to mean animals which were alive on delivery
for transport. The death of such animals during transport would not have the effect of invalidating any
exemption clauses stipulated in respect of them by the
carrier in the contract of carriage.
18. To sum up, the term "live animals" which
wa~ ?riginally coi~ed for the negative purpos~ of descnbJll& an exceptIOn to the range of goods which can
be earned by sea, proves to be ambiguous and difficult
to define pr~cisely when an attempt is made to make
a posit>ive general statement of its substance. Furthermore, in practice, most of the animals transported
belon~ to a limited number of animal species, whose
capaCIty for self-movement may give rise to special
hazards, a feature live animals share with other goods
(perishable, dangerous" nuclear, etc.) that no one has
ever dreamed of excluding from the mandatory framework of standard <international rules.
19. This introduction would be incomplete without a brief review of the problem of statistics on the
31 As in clause 8 of the Uniform North Atlantic Bill of
Lading Clauses, 1937 (Knauth, op. cit., first ed., 1937, p. 80:
st~nd~rd biU of lading still widedy used in, for example, Italian
shl1?pmg) deals. separately. with "live an,imals, birds and fish",
whIle the verSIOn used 10 the WarshIp-Lading Form 1942
(Knauth, op. cit., third ed., p. 95) adds "reptiles". Clause 8 of
the bill of lading of the Holland-Amerika Lijn relates to:
"Live animals including reptiles and crustacea ...... Clause 11
of the bills of lading of the Holland-West Afrika Lijn and of
the HolJilJnd-Afrika Lijn and clause 9 of the bill of lading of
the Austr,alia West Pacific Line, refer to "Deck cargo, livestock
and plants"; the same formula is found in -clause 9 of the
ConIine Bill 1950-1952 and of the biU of lading of Spain's
Naviera &0.
32 S. Royer, "Le transport sous connaissement en droit !l1eerlandais", in Le transport maritime sous connaissement a
l'heure du Marche Commun, Paris, 1966, p. 97.
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transport of animals and of the health and veterinary
aspects of transport of this kind.
Statistics

20. Statistics on the international transport of
animals is another area in which it has been found
difficult, and sometimes impossible, to gather pertinent
information. 33 ilt is apparent from the information
gathered from vadous sources that the available data
must be treated with caution. Analysis of those data
shows up their deficiencies and imperfections, which
are attributable to, among other things: the lack of
uniform criteria for compiling and evaluating the' data,
the discrepancy between the exports from one country
to another and the imports of the latter country, and
the incomplete" indeed misleading, nature of these data
as a reflection of actual sales and shipping operations.
In the last-mentioned context, a trade transaction may
follow a course which is. in effect, entirely different
from that anticipated and declared in good faith by
the informants for statistical purposes. Others are influenced in making declarations by the fear that the
information provided may be used for other purposes
(taxes, customs, exchange controls), or may deliberately falsify them in order. for example to conceal a
destination which they do not wish to reveal and which
will be disclosed to the master of the vessel when he
is at sea. In addition" cases of completely Hlegal transport of goods, particularly by sea, are by no means
uncommon. An eloquent example of such a case is
provided by the RSPCA in its report mentioned
above. 34 Towards the end of 1970, the RSPCA learned
of the signing of a £ 1 million contract for the shipment of cattle from Ireland to North Africa. Knowing
of the inhumane conditions prevailing in such shipments and in the SI1aughtering process at the point of
destination, and suspecting that a considerable proportion of the cattle would come "illegally" from
sources in Northern Ireland, the RSPCA carried out
an inquiry in co-operation with its Irish counterpart.
In March 1971 it was discovered that cargoes of calves
were being shipped regularly to North Afrka from
Greenore, a port in the Republic of Ireland, situated
a few mHes from the border with Northern Ireland.
The producers of these cattle received a substantial
subsidy., the cost of which was borne by the British
taxpayer and which was intended to protect domestic
meat producers against competition from foreign
meat. 35 These large shipments of animals will undoubtedly not have been reflected in the statistics. In
the same report, the RSPCA condemns the common
practice of declaring a final consignee who is not the
true final consignee, in order to conceal contraventions
of the 1957 Balfour Assurances on cattle export from
the United Kingdom to continentaa Europe and the
Republic of Ireland.
21. In any event the statistics36 confirm theinformation regarding the considerable volume and the value
33 Thanks aTe due to the relevant departments of F AO for
their advice and their kind offer to furnish any information
available to them.
34 Report referred to in foot-note 17, para. 11, foot-note 13.
35 ibid.. Appendix A, p. 3.
36 Thanks 'are also due to the Govemment of Australia,
ECAFE, and ECA for information provided.
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of such shipments; this is true of the numerous intracontinental shipments37 and of the continental or interc.o~tinental coastal .trade. both import and export. Stab~tlcs often show, In the case of the developing count~les, that the purpose of the imports is to improve
lIvestock breedIng, while exports consist of animals
for SI1aughter. or so-called "exotic" animals. In this
c~>nnexion, it is difficult to isolate in the figures provIded transactions involving single animals or small
groups of animals shipped to zoological gardens, circuses or pet dealers, the value of which exceeds that
of animals transported in bulk. Details of such transactions would be interesting, in view of their financial
importance to the exporting countries, in terms of the
balance of trade.
Health and veterinary measures
22: Sanitary and veterinary controls play a major
role In the transport of animals. They are of decisive
importance in the initiation and completion of such
transport-:-in, f<;>r example, iden~ifying the animals,
guarant~eIng t~eIr .fitne~s for carnage and, especiaHy,
preventmg epIZOOtIc dIseases. The veterinary officer
may therefor~ be called up~n to inspect prior to shipment the fittmgs of the vehIcle used and its stocks of
drinking-water and feeding stuffs, and to take steps at
~~y time ?uring carriage to treat or slaughter ill or
Injured ammals, or to take appropriate measures in
case of an epidemic. This is expressly provided for in
th~ Paris.Convention (~uticles 3, 12, 32). In principle,
anImals Intended for mternational transport are not
accept~d for a~adin~ i?l the exporting country without
a certificate 38 IdentIfymg them and guaranteeing that
they are fit for transport and healthy and that there
have been no epidemics at the place of origin for a
certain period prior to their shipment. Since such carriage is often multimodal. the ,issue of certificates must
usually be r~peated at each break in transport. In the
c~se of carnage by sea, a new veterinary inspection
WIll ta~e place before ~hipment. Ocean carriers require
a vetennary health certIficate before animals are loaded
. a refusal to allow unloading'
as a guarantee agaInst
at the destination, a refusal which would constitute
an obstacle to delivery.39 At the destination the animals

37 See the study by Dr. C. O. Hori, of the ECA/FAO Joint
Agriculture Division, Economics of Livestock Transport in the
West African Sub-region (Addis Ababa, August 1970.) The importance of this traffic should increase considerably over
the next decade, With the extension of intro-continental rai,1
network~ and es~ecially road networks which will, among
other thmgs, prOVIde land-locked countries with easier access
to the sea.
38 A veterinary certificate of origin and health for the
animals generl!Jlly mentions .the follo~~l11Jg: number, species, sex,
age of the anImals; countnes of ()Ingm and destination' name
and ad?ress of the owner and the consigillee; mode and' means
of carnage; date of the he'ath examination. It certifies that the
animals have been at the pllliCe of origin for a certain period;
that they we,re kept under special observation for a certain
number of days during this period al1Jd were found to be
he~lthy, free of ~ct~parasites.a,nd fit f?r transport; that the
anImals and the dlstncts of ongm, transit and .loading are free
from contagious dise'ases; that the means of transport have been
regula,rly cleaned and disinfected.
39 A quarantine pe,riod must often be observed before shipment, either because the animal has just arrived from another
country and is therefore placed under quarantine on arrival
until reshipment, or because the country of destination fearing the introduction of epidemic germs into its territo:y, re-
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are. generally quarantined for varying periods. Here
agaID, the role of the veterinary officer is decis.ive., since
quarantine cannot be lifted, and consequently delivery
cannot be made, without a health certificate.
23. These repeated health inspections can have a
numb~r of consequences in the performance of carriage
of ammaLs by s~a (compuLsory slaughtering, delays
oaused by quarantllle or rest periods prescribed as treat~
m~nt), the entire cost of which is always borne by the
shIpper. They might also have a decisive effect in determining ~in .accordance with the appHcable law, since
the apphcation of the Rules is excluded by definition)
the actual times of taking charge of the goods and delivery. The !esult of. these inspections, in practice, is that
at the pomt .of shnpment, the carrier will actually take
the ammals llltO hIS charge under ship's tackle and on
pres~D!t~tion 'of the health certificate of export. At the
dcstlllablon, on the other hand, the required intervention
of the health authorities will separate the time of unloading under ship's tackle and delivery to the consignee.
24. De lege ferenda, the effect of the health authorities' action must be taken into account when determining tackle-to-tackle responsibilitJies, on the basis of the
carrier's obligation as custodian of the goods. In other
words, the consequences of an extension in time of the
carrier's responsibility for animals subject to health controls will have to be studied, sdnce there will be no real
"receptum" by him or by his agents if the animals are
not yet in his custody, or have been withdrawn from
his custody prior to -loading and after discharge. However, of the rUlles drafted by the Working Group, the
text drawn up at the third session seems to be compatible with these factual situations. 40 At the point of
shipment, the carrier would be responsible for the animals from the time he has taken them over from the
health authoJ.'lities, or on presentation of .a certificate
from such authorities, and consequently before the animals have passed the ship's rails,41 or, in other words,
from the time when actual receptum begins. On the
other hand, at the destination the said carrier would be
deemed to have delivered the goods by handing them
over to an authority or another third party to whom the
goods must be handed over under the laws and regula!lions appl1icable at the port of unloading, i.e., even
after the goods have passed over the ship's rails: 42 here
paragraph (ii) (c) of the proposed text would apply
specifically to the health authorities at the port of unloading to whom, under local laws and regulations, the
animals must be handed over. In this context, the delequires quarantine before shipment to its ports and, in some
cases, action by its official representatives at the place of
shipment. For companies participating in the West African
Joint Service. "in addition to a veterinary certificate showing
that the animal are fit for shipment, a quarantine clearance
certificate is also required before the animals are accepted".
Likewise, for the Far Eastern Freight Conference, "it is normal in most oountries to which a shipment of animals is going
to be made to insist on receipt, in advance of the shipment,
of a Certificate of Health in respect of the animals, signed by
the Government Veteri-nary Officer in the country of origin
and for a Clearance from the country of destination to be
made to the country of origin before shipment is allowed".
40 Report of the Working Group, third session (A/CN.9/
63), para. 14; UNClTRAL YellJrbook, Vol. III: 1972, part
two, IV.
41 Ibid., proposed revision of aJrt. 1 (e) preamble of
para. (ii).
42 Ibid., proposed revision of art. 1 (e); paJra. (ii) (c).

tion of article 7 of the Hague Rules, decided upon
by the Working Group at its third sessdon 48 would be
acceptable even in respect of live anim'als since a
broadening of the scope of responsibiJ..iJty at both ends
of the ~oyage would cover only the periods from the
completl.on of health formalities to loading, at the shipment pOIDt, and from unloading to the beginning of the
health formalities at the destination. The animals would
thu~ be treated on the same footing .asall other goods
subject to one fOfll11 of mandatory action or another
b~ a third .party vis-a-v~s the contract of carriage. On
thIS very Important pOInt, therefore, the carriage of
animals would be compatible with the proposed new
rules.

III.

THE PROBLEM OF THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE
OF LIVE ANIMALS BY VARIOUS MODES OF TRANSPORT

A. International carriage by sea
25. Since this subject is dealt with in detail in the
following chapter, it will be sufficient to state at this
point that the provision of the Hague Rules whiyh
refers, by way of exclusion, to this type of cafJ.'iage
is the definition of "goods" (article 1 (c»:
"Article I. In this Convention the following words
are employed with the meanings set out below:

"
"(c) 'Goods' includes goods, wares, merchandise, and articles of every kind whatsoever except
live animals and cargo which by the contract of
carriage is stated as being carried on deck and is
so carried."
26. This provision places live animals outside the
sphere of application of the Rules. The carrier of live
animals will therefore be unable to invoke the protection of the Rules (exclusion of particular cases,
limitation of liability, prescription, etc.). But he will
be able to include in the contract any non-.JiabHity
clause which is normally allowed when the Rules do
not apply. The rules of liability governing his contract
wiH depend on the law deemed applicable under the
rules on conflct of laws. Carriers derive considerable
advantages from the narrow scope of this definition.
That is why the report by the UNCTAD secretariat
suggested that it should include live animals, in order
to avoid conflict of laws and to give fair treatment
to the owners of this type of goods, which plays an
important role in the export trade of many developing
countJ1ies. 44

B. International carriage by air
27. Article 23 of the Warsaw Convention., which
is based directly on article 3, paragraph 8 of the
Hague Rules, made the Convention peremptory law by
prohibiting air carriers from including any exemption
clause whatsoever in the contract of carriage. 45
"Any provision tending to relieve the carrier of
liability or to fix a lower limit than that which is
laid down in this Convention shaH be null and void,
but the nullity of any such provision does not involve
Ibid., para. 15 (c) and para. 17.
TD/B/CA/lSL.6/Rev.l, paras. 187-188 and foot-note 14~.
O. Riese, "Die internationale Luftprivatrechtskonferenz
in Haag". Zeitschrift f. Luftrecht, 1955, p. 28.
43

44
45
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the nullity of the whole contract, which shall remain
subject to the provisions of this Convention."
28. After the war. the Legal Committee of ICAO
proposed to reduce the severity of this provision and
to allow the air carrier to exempt himself from the
risks arising from the inherent quality or defect, whether
latent or not, of the goods (Rio draft, article XIII).
After lengthy discussions, the Hague Protocol added
to the above-mentioned article 23 a second paragraph,
the English and French versions of which differ:
"2. L'aUnea 1er du prO.
sent article ne s'applique pas
aux clauses concernant la
perte ou Ie dommage resul·
tant de la nature au du vice
propre
des
marchandises
transportees."46

"2. Parallraph 1 of this
article shall not apply to prov,isions governing loss or
damage resulting from the
inherent defect, quality or
vice of the cargo carried."

29. In this connexion, it should be noted, first of
all, that goods which would be covered by the clauses
referred to in the new text are not excluded from the
scope of the Convention (as live animals are in the
Hague Rules). In other words, the general prohibition
is removed only in this specific case. In aU other cases.
the Convention will continue to govern the classes of
the contract of carriage (those relating to, for example,
fora and prescription or other provisions, such as article 25 on wilful misconduct, or its equivalent, on the
part of the carrier). 47
30. Secondly, it seems clear th~t the c.a~riage of
live animals was not contemplated eIther orIgmally or
during the travaux preparatoires on this new provision. 48 This provision cannot be ignored here because
of the English version (see para. 28) and because of
the standard practice of inserting in air way bills
olauses such as "Carrier is not responsible for death
of animal due to natural causes",49 which some are
seeking to legitimize as. an admissible exemption
clause, relying on the basIs of the above-mentiOned
paragraph 2, on the quality (the word "speciale" ~as
deleted from the French text at the Hague) or mherent vice (the words "whether latent or not" were
also deleted) of the animal. But it has been observed
that such clauses tend to affect, sometimes strongly,
the general principle of liability set forth in ~rticle 20
of this Convention, and that such a clause mIght even
seem superfluous, since, in the context of .article ~O,
it would apply only if, the death of the anImal bemg
attributable to natural causes, the carrier "proves that
he and his agents have taken all necessary measures to
avoid the damage or that it was impossible fo,r him
or them to take such measures". However, OWIng to
their formal resemblance to "livestock clauses" in shipping, such clauses may because of being transposed
46 The Spanish text, following the French t.e~t, rea~s
"... perdida ordafio resultante de la naturaleza a VIClO proplO
de las mercancias transportadas".
4i Riese, op. cit., p. 29.
48 Australia has :rightly pointed out that "as ,amended by the
Hague Protocol and supplemented by the Guadalajara Conv<;,ntion of 1961, this Convention does not purport to treat live
animals as different in any way from other goods". (Study on
Deck Cargo, Live Animals and Trans-shipment, in A/CN.9/
WG.I1I/WP.4/Add.l (vol. II), p. 46.)
49 Another example: Live animals in the Wood case:
"Carrier is not responsible for death of animal due to natural
causes".
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from one mode of transport to another in people's
minds, give rise to confusion, and possibly to the endless litigation which the French delegation at the Hague
foresaw. 50
31. A third point should be noted in connexion
with the misunderstandings to which the difference between the English and French texts might give rise.
On the one hand, the word-far-word reproduction in
the English text of the wording of article 4, paragraph 2
(m)., of the Hague Rules should logically, with respect
to "inherent defect, quality or vice", lead Englishspeaking jurists51 to rely on the body of relevant common law experience, especiaHy in the field of shipping
law-that body of experience mentioned in a foot-note
citing Carver, on this very subject of live animals, in
the Secretary-General's report 52 which is justly critical
of the application to live animals of the exception for
"inherent vice" provided for in the above-mentioned
paragraph 2 (m).53
32. After the rejection of the proposal to enumerate
the goods covered by this exemption (which included
"wild animals" in addition to "highly perishable
goods"),54 the final drafting of the French text was
preceded by laboured debates on the causal relationship between the quality or vice of the goods and the
production of the damage, and on the consequences
of a fault of the air carrier or his agents and servants
as a factor contributing to its production. For obvious
reasons, continental writers have not adopted as clearcut a position as their English counterparts on the
words "quality" and "inherent vice". Their definitions
are rather imprecise and intricate, and in some instances
make it possible to classify a specific attribute as either
a quality or an inherent vice of the goods, according
to the circumstances.5r.
33. On the subject of proof, the air carrier must
prove: that an agreement on the exemption in question
has been concluded; that the exemption is applicable
to the damage which occurred in the case in point;
that the cause of the damage must be attributed
Cit. by Riese, op. and lac. cit.
Thus McNair, in The Law of the Air, London, 1964: "This
phrase has a well-recognized meaning in cases of carriage by
sea (see Scrutton on Charter-parties, 17th ed., p. 201, and ...
Carver's Carriage by Sea, 11th ed., para. 15, p. 15) and by
land (Hambury's Laws, 3rd ed., vol. 4, p. 145) and in insurance
policies (see ... Arnauld on Marine Insurance, 15th ed.,
para. 762, p. 717), and it is necessary to consider it further
here. Brie,fly, it may be said that the loss or damage must have
resulted from some quality and defect inherent in the article
concerned, which in the light of the events which have occurred
rendered it unable to withstand the normal incidents of the
carriage contemplated by the parties to the contract in question".
52 Report of the Secretary-General on the responsibiHty of
ocean carriers for cargo bUls of lading, A/CN.9/63/Add.l,
para. 67 and foot-note 69; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III:
1972, part two IV, Annex; for Carver, see foot-note 11 supra.
53 A/CN.9/63/Add.t, para. 73; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. Ill: 1972, part two, IV, annex.
54 Belgian proposal at the Hague, afternoon meeting,
14 September 1955.
55 On the lack of precision of the text see the opinions conceming the example, cited by Garnault (The Ha~ue, afternoo.n
meeting, 12 September 1955), of lobsters whIch lose thelf
sheLls and die at high altitude: is such damage due to the
"quality" of the goods or to the act or omission of. the c~rrier
or his crew which caused them to be flown at high altitude
without taking due precautions?
50
51
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to the quality or inherent vice of the goods. 56 In fact,
since the burden of proof is on the carrier, he would
be wise to invoke both causes at once. The claimant,
on the other hand, may prove, in rebuttal, that the
damage was not caused by those risks or was only
partially caused by them.
34. The lATA Conditions of Carriage57 relating to
goods 58 inolude live animals, together with explosives
and perishable goods, among the goods which are
accepted for carriage only if certain provis'ions of the
air carrier's conditions of carriage are fulfilled (article 5, paragraph 5). While duly specifying at the
outset that they operate subject to the binding provisions of the Conventtion or the law, these conditions
state, with respect to the limitations on the air carrier's
liability, that he is liable neither for losses, damage nor
costs arising from either the death of an animal during
carriage from natural causes or the death or injury of
an animal owing to its behaviour or that of other animals (for example, bites, k!icks, trampling, strangulation), nor for claims caused by, or having as a contributing cause" the condition, nature or natural
disposition of the animals (article 14, paragraph 8).
35. In this context, lATA is to be commended for
its efforts (see paragraph 7) to find a constructive
soluttion to the problems raised by live animals by
establishing its Live Animals Board and bringing into
use the lATA Live Animals Manual. The manual wil:l
help to prevent damage, bring to light mistakes and
omissions by the parties involved, and facilitate proof.
It contains practical information on the receiving and
handling of animals, customs, health and quarantine
operations, and the basic and specific behaviour patterns of animals. With a commendable regard for balance, it sets out, on the one hand, the obligations of
and care to be provided by the shipper (loading,
stowing, provisioning, etc.), and the special instructions to be given to the carrier when the shipper does
not have an attendant accompanying the animals. On
the other hand, the manual indicates the measures to be
taken by the carrier with regard to animals in general
and the 231 species with which it deals, in particular.
The fact that the carrier has strictly folilowed the instructions given in the manual will probably be regarded
in many cases as a determining factor if he is required,
under the terms of article 20 of the Convention,1l9 to
56 W. Goldimann, lnternationales Lufttransportrecht, Zurich,
1965, p, 138.
57 The lATA Conditions of Carriage actually have the
status of recommendations, whereas the lATA Conditions of
Contract (which contain no provisions on the carriage of
animals) are binding on the members of lATA.
58 The carriage of animals as luggage of their master, the
passenger, will not be considered here. Their acceptance is subject to the prior agreement of the carrier, even in the case
of small animals (lATA, Conditions of carriage of passe,ngers
and luggage, art. 9, paras. 4 and 13).
59 The Warsaw Convention, art. 20.-"The [air] carrier
shall not be liable if he proves that he and his agents have
taken all necessary measures to avoid the damage or that it
was impossible for him or them to take such measures".
This article should be compared (as was done in the Secretary-General's report in connexion with the Hague Rules:
A/CN.9/63/Add.l, para. 236; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV, annex) with the new-perhaps
more lenient-provision drawn up by the Working Group at its
fourth session (A/CN.9/74, para. 28; UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, partrtwo, III, 1).
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prove that he took all the necessary measures to avoid
damage.
36. According to our information, the question of
the carriage of animals by air does not seem to have
been specifically raised in the work at present under
way at ICAO on the revision of the part of the Air
Convention relating to goods.
C. International carriaKe by rail
37. The unification of the law on the carriage of
goods by rail in Europe began with the Berne Convention of 1890-the source of both the International
Convention Concerning the Carr,iage of Goods by Rail
(CIM)60 and the agreement on international carriage
of goods (SMGS),61 Until the advent of the motor car,
railways had from the start been regarded as monopolies controlling their operations and their tracks,
against which the public had to be protected-hence
the railways' general obligation to perform carriage and
the strict liability rules imposed on them. This obligation was counterbalanced by permitting, in addition
to the customary exemption clauses a number of special
causes of exempNon for goods which, in other modes
of transport, many carriers might refuse or might
accept only on certain conditions. Those goods include
live animals. "The risk of carriage in these cases is
thus left with the person entitJIed to the goods, on the
view that he is generally the originator of the special
dangers involved in them. In all these cases, the Convention removes the presumption of liability from the
rail carrier and it is up to the claimant to prove that
the damage was not attributable, in whole or part, to
one of the risks which are presumed to have caused
it. "62
38. The OIM (in both 1970 and 1961) contains
two groups of causes of exemption of railways from
the general principle of liability set forth in article 27.
paragraph 1, (CIM 1970), normal causes (paragraph 2) and special (also called "privileged") causes
(paragraph 3); the latter include the camiage of live
animals:
"3. Subject to article 28 (2) of this Convention,
the railway shall be relieved of liability when the
~oss or damage arises out of the special risks inherent in one or more of the following circumstances:
60 The CIM. signed in Rome in 1933, was revised in 1952,
1961 and 1970; the 1970 CIM has not yet oome into force.
The work of revision is undertaken periodically in Berne by
the OCTI.
61 Soglashenie 0 Mezhdunarodnom Gruzovom Soobshchenii
(SMGS), which came into force in 1951; the 1955 version
has been in force since 1956. Unlike CIM, this Agreement
was concluded (in German, Chinese and Russian) not by the
Governments of the socialist countries, but directly by the railways administrations of those countries. For mixed CIM/
SMGS traffic, the provisions of the former continue to govern
traffic. See the German text with a French translation in annex 1 of Bulletin des transports internationaux par chemins
de fer, 1960. The work relating to this Convention is handled
in Warsaw by the Organization for Railway Collaboration
(OSZhD).
62 Study by the Secretary-Genera1 on the economic implica,tions of the Convention on ... combined transport (ST/ECA/
160), para. 42.
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"
"(g) The carriage of livestock;63
"(h) The carriage of consignments which, under
this Convention" or under the conditions applicable
or by special agreement made with the sender and
referred to in the consignment note, must be accompanied by an attendant, in so far as the risks are
those which it is the purpose of the attendant to avert".
With regard to the burden of proof, the elM provides
that (ar~icle 28, paragraph 2):
"2. When the railway establishes that, in the
circumstances of the case" the loss or damage could
be attributed to one or more of the special risks
referred to in article 27 (3) of this Convention, it
shaill be presumed that it was so caused. The claimant
shall, however, be entitled to prove that the loss or
damage was not, in fac~, attributable either wholly
or partly to one of these risks."
39. The literature stresses the fact that the specific
danger of transporting animals by rail arises from their
natural disposition. 64 But some writers have considered
that this argument is superfluous and that other causes
of exemption (such as those inherent in the nature of
the goods, or the fault of the shipper) are quite sufficient.65 The generail view is, nevertheless, that this
exemption is justified because it is the shipper's responsibility to take the necessary measures to avoid
damage by supervising his goods or having them
supervised. That being so" the justification seems to
be based on the shipper's obligation to have his goods
accompanied by an attendant. It is, in fact, on this
basis and on this condition that animals are accepted
for carriage under article 4, paragraph 1 (d) of CIM
(1961). Under this provision. consignments of live
animals must be accompanied by an attendant provided by the shipper, unless the animals in question
are small, and are packed for transport in properlyclosed containers, or unless the tariffs or inter-network
agreements provide for exceptions; the shipper must
specify in the consignment note the number of attendants or the fact that there is no attendant. Nevertheless,
the CIM of 1970, in the same subparagraph (d), while
reaffirming the shipper's obligation to provide an
attendant to accompany the animals, added a new
exception: the case in which the railways waive the
attendance requirement at the request of the shipper.
This new provision could have serious consequences,
since "in such cases, except where otherwise provided,
the railway is relieved of liability for any loss or damage
resulting from a risk which it was the purpose of the
attendant to avert"-a dear reference to the abovementioned speciail cause of exemption in article 27,
paragraph 3 (h). OCT! does not seem to be considering for the next elM any amendment of the rules
just outlined.
63 1111 1933 CIM this subparagraph (g) refered to the special
danger which transport constitutes for live animals.
64 De Nanassy-Wick, Das Internationale Eisenbahnfrachtrecht, Vienna, 1965, p. 197, refers to "natural disposition"
("natiirliche BeschafJenheit").
65 O. Loening, Internationales Vbereinkommen ilber den Eisenbahnfrachtverkehr yom 23.10.1924, 1927, p. 681; F. Seligsohn,
Das 1nternationale Vbereinkommen ilber den Eisenbahnfrachtverkehr (lUG), 1930, p. 421, foot-note 56.
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40. If the railway establishes that the damage took
place during carriage of the animals, it will be exempted
from liability if the fact of carriage alone accounted
for the damage. But it is unthinkable, notes Rodiere,66
that the railway carrier shoUlld never be liable solely
because the damage was sustained bya live animal.
If he were to be relieved of liability by the mere fact
that the nature .of the damage (a broken leg, for
example) may anse from the circunstance that the article carried was a live animal, no animals would ever again
be entrusted to such a carrier; "and the outcome wouild
be both uneconomic and legally absurd, because the
carrier undertook to carry live animals and not the
corpses of animals."67 The carrier will therefore be
unable to confine himself to claiming that live animals
were involved. He must establish that, in the circumstances oj the case, the loss or damage may have been
caused by the live nature of the animals.
41. The CIM therefore sets forth a precise sequence
of proofs and rebuttals. 68 The carrier must prove: (1)
that live animals are involved; (2) what the factual
circumstances of the occurrence were; (3) that those
circumstances justify the affirmation that the damage
may have been caused by the fact that live animals
were involved. Moreover. in this speoial case" the railway may ailso be able to rely on article 4, paragraph 1
(d), 1, and thus to claim that the special clause contained in article 27, paragraph 3 (h), is applicable,
since the animals must in pl'inciple be accompanied by
an attendant. When the carrier has thus met these
requirements regarding proof, the claimant, in tum,
will have the right to establish that the damage was
not caused, totally or partially, by this particular risk.
It should be noted at this point that there ris still
some controversy as to whether the provisions of articles 27 and 28 of CIM. taken together, amount to
exemption from carrier's liability (with reHef from
liability and burden of proof on the claimant) or only
to a reversal of the burden of proof. 69
42. This mechanism will not, therefore" apply when
the damage can be traced to an occurrence in which
the causal relationship (which is both logical and
equitable) between the special risk and the said damage does not exist. A typical case of this would be a
derailment or collis'ion in which-through no fault of
the claimant-an animal is killed and the railway is at
fault. In such a case the claimant must prove the absence
of a causal relationship. In this connexion, it is interesting to note that many years ago in an entirely different
geographical and legal context, the court decided in
Palmer v. Grand Junction R. Co., 4 Mee. and W. 749,
that it would be unreasonable to exempt the carrier of
live animals from liability for all accidents attributable
to the special nature of the goods without regard to the
question of fault: such a rule would relieve the carrier
of all the necessary precautions imposed on anyone who
becomes a "bailee for hire" of animals and put the owner
66
67
68

R. Rodiere, La CMR, Bull. transp., 1963', para. 15.
Ibid., 1970, para. 78 et seq.
F. Durand, Les transports internationaux, 1956, No. 150-

151.

69 R. Rodiere" op. cit., 1963, para. 15; J. Hostie, "Nolte
sur Ie par. 3 de l'art. 27 CIM", Bull. transp. intern. par chemin
de fer, 1957, p. 58 et seq.
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of the animals entirely at the mercy of the said carrier.
In this particular case, which is the subject of a commentary in the 1887 American and English Encyclopedia of Law (see "Carriers of Live Stock", loco cit.,
p. 4), the damage, caused by a derailment in which
horses had been kiHed. was not linked to the special
characteristics of the goods.
43. The SMGS-probablv because of its closer
historical links with the old railway Conventions-lays
greater emphasis on the obligation to provide an
attendant and draws the logical conclusions from the
key role of the attendant. Article 5, paragraph 2,
provides:
"2. Perishable goods ..., live fish and other live
animals shall be carried only when accompanied from
the sending station to the station of destination by
attendants provided by the sender or by the consignee. Exceptions to this provision are small animals
and birds, dispatched singly without trans-shipment
in properly-closed cages, crates, baskets, etc."
In addition, article 10 specifies that live animals shaH
be carried only in waggon-loads accompanied by an
attendant. Finally, with regard to the liability of the
railway, article 22, paragraph 2" stipulates:
"2. The railway is not Hable in case of total or
partial loss of goods, goods missing or damage to
goods, when the loss. deficiency or damage results:

"

"(f) from the fact that the attendant provided by
the sender or by the consignee has not taken the
measures necessary for the safety of the goods;"
and paragraph 7 of the same article 22 states:
"7. When, in the circumstances of the case, the
loss or damage can be attributed to one of the causes
specified in paragraph 2, ... (£) ..., it shall be
presumed that it was so caused, unless the sender
or the consignee has proved that it did not result
therefrom."
44. With regard to national practice, it will be recalled that in certain countries (for example, the United
Kingdom, Australia, Kenya: see paragraph 15, footnote 30), the responsible railway is entitled to set
limits on compensation which vary according to the
species of animal. A statement of value, together with
insurance, is possible up to a stipulated max,imum
value. In its study of the question submitted to the
Working Group, Australia suggested that consideration
be given to this solution. 70
45. Like lATA, UIC has devoted attention to helping the parties involved in the carriage of lirve animals
by rail to find a solution of their practical problems,
which often faU outside the scope of the Convention.
The UIC register, now in preparation (para. 6), sets
out in detail the rules to be observed and the measures
to be taken ,to ensure the best conditions of carriage
for the animals, distinguishing between the obligations
of the railway itself, the shipper and the attendant,
and those which are common to them all. A comparison between the UIC draft register and the lATA
Manual shows that the texts are complementary to a
70 Replies to the questionnaire on bills of lading, A/CN.9/
WG.IIflWPA/Add.l (vol. II), para. 31.

large extent and that they could even serve as a basis
for a useful intermodal agreement in this field.

International carriage by road
46. The impor,tance and volume of the national and
international carriage of live animals by road are made
even more strikingly apparent on occasions when
thousands of pitiable cargoes are held up at frontiers
by a customs strike. In every continent roads provide
a direct internal infrastruoture for ,the carriage of animals. They are an irreplaceable link. in the intermodal
chain, from the place where the animals are radsed
to the place where they are taken over by another mode
of transport (often the main mode), and from 'th'e place
of unloading to that of final use. With regard to the developing countries, especially th,e land-locked developing countries,71 even a rudimentary road infrastructure
plays a vi!tal role in ,their animal exports (eoven at the
regional or subregional level) and imports (largely for
breeding purposes) .
47. One of the most recent conventions in transport
law, CMR (Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road), which was signed
at Geneva on 19 May 1956, is based on a UNIDROIT
draft; it covers road transport in Europe and to and
from Europe, interregional and even overseas road
transport (by trans-shipment). Its provisions, which are
modelled largely on CIM, particularly with regard to the
carriage of live animals, represent a first step towards
intermodal harmonization of carrier's responsibility.
48. Like OIM, CMR provides for two sells of
grounds for exemption from the general principle of
the road carrier's liabiHty (article 17, paragraph 1):
general grounds (paragraph 2) and particular or "privHeged" grounds (paragraph 4), which inolude the
carriage of live animals:
"4. . .. , the carrier shall be relieved of liability
when the 10&8 or damage arises from the special risks.
inherent in one or more of the following circumstances:
D.

"
"(f) The carriage of livestock."
49. The parallel with CIM is not exact on this.
point, since OMR does not require the road carrier to
perform carriage and contains no provision similar to
artic:le 27, paragraph 3 (g) of CIM (carriage accompanied by an attendant). This is explained by the fact
that there is no obligation in CMR to have live animals
accompanied. The problem of attendance and the possible consequences of its absence are covered by general
law. Thus the carriers might prove that the consignment
should have been accompanied by an attendant and
claim, even if no exemption applied, that that fact
reLieved him of liability because it constituted determining fault on the part of his clie11lt. 72
50. What has been stated with regard to burden of
proof in paragraph 41 is also valid in the context of
CMR, article 18, pwragraph 2, of which reproduces the
wording of artide 28, paragraph 2, subparagraph 1 of
CIM:
71 See, for example, the study by C. O. Dori, op. cit., and
in particular the maps on "Major Trade Flows in Livestock
and Meat Products in W. Africa" and "Main Stock Routes in
W. Africa".
72 R. Rodiere. loco cit., para. 17, p. 483.
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"2. When the carrier establishes tba!t in the circumstances of the case, the loss or damage could be
attributed to one or more of the special risks referred
to in article 17, paragraph 4, it shall be presumed
that it was so caused. The claimant shall however
be entitled to prov,e that the loss or damage was not,
in fact, attributable either wholly or partJly to one
of these risks."
51. With regard to the carriage of animals, CMR
is again not exactly similar to CIM. The authors of
the UNIDROIT draft found the 1933 CIM (see footnote 63) to be too advantageous for the carrier in
this respect. In their opinion, the road carrier should
not be able to rely, for relief from liability, on the
fact of the carriage of animals unless he proved that he
had taken all st'eps normaHy incumbent upon him and
that he had comp1ied with any special instructions is'Sued
to him. This is the way in which artiole 18, paragraph 3
(g), of the draft CMR prepared by UNIDROIT supplemented the provisions borrowed from the rail Convention. When the UNIDROIT draft was revised at
Geneva, the ECE Working Group combined questions
of burden of proof in a single provis1ion (article 18
of the present CMR) (this explains why only the principle of exemption remains in article 17, paragraph 3
(g) of CMR) and transferred the part of the former
text re.lating to the burden of proof to form paragraph 5
of article 18, which was accepted without discussion,
the effect being considerably to limit the scope of the
exemption73 and to favour the claimant:
"5. The crurrier shaH not be entitled to claim the
benefit of article 17, paragraph 4 (f), unless he
proves that all steps normally incumbent on him in
the circumstances were taken and that he complied
with any special instructions issued to him."
The road carrier will thus be in a less favourable position than the railway because he must provide such
proof in addition to the three types of proof described
in paragraph 41 above, whereas the railway benefits
from the additional exemption provided by the presence
(or absence) of an attendant. 74 Note will be taken of
the reference in the new paragraph 5 to "any special
instructions" issued by the shipper concerning the
specific measures and precautions to be taken,75 necessitated by the fact that CMR does not require the presence of an attendant.
52. Decision No. 56 on international road transport, adopted under the auspices of the Board of the
Cartagena Agreement by the Andean Group on
20 August 1972, refers to animals in so far as it excludes them from the special type of cargo called the
Ibid., para. 20, p. 483.
This "privileged" exemption and its corollary in paragraph 5 are viewed sceptically by Rodiere (CMR, Bull, transp.,
1970, para. 87). who feels that in practice privileged causes
of exemption so advantageous are resisted, and that legal arguments tend to concentrate on proof of inherent vice and
the definite causal relationship between such vice and the
damage.
711 This provision creates a logical connexion between the
carriage of live animals agreed to by a carrier who is not obliged
to perform carriage, and the carriage of dangerous goods
knowingly accepted by the carrier. It is similar in purpose
to the information which, in combined transport, the consignor
of dangerous goods must give to the CTO under article 7,
paragraph 1. of the draft TCM Convention.
73

74
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encomienda. 76 They are not referred to in connexion
with carga itself. 77

. However, in referring to carder's responsibility, artIole 48 (b) of annex I statJes that the cMrier shall be
relieve.d of his liability in principle if loss, damage or
delay ,IS due to: (a) fault or negligence of the person
authorized to dispose of the cargo or to w::orrect instructions given by that person; (b) inherent vice of
the crurgo; (c) force majeure or accident; (d) reservations of the carrier. 78
53. Attention is drawn, among national regulat10ns,
to the position of British road carriers,79 who must
conclude a speoial contract in order to be covered by
exemptions and limitations on railways. A standard
contract is the "Conditions of Carl1iage of Livestock
(other than Wild Animals)" of the Road Hau~age Assoc~iaJtion, under which the carrier is liable only if the
chumant proves that the damage was caused by wilful
negligence of the carrier or his servants. This contract
also lays down per capita limitations on compensation
for the various types of animals covered by the standard
contract. While Spanish road transport law associates
damage to live animals with the concept of the nature
or inherent vice of the goods, which relieves l1:he carrier
of liability,80 French law has stringent provisions governing the road carrier in article 103 of the Commercial
Code, as amended by the Act of 17 March 1905
(Rabier Act).
54. The International Road Transport Union
(IRU) seems to have been impressed by the example
given by lATA and VIC in the matter of instructions
designed to facilitate the carriage of animals, and it
plans to study this matter. The concept of "special
instructions" in article 18, paragraph 5, of CMR might
serve as a good point of departure for this work. It
should be noted that the proposals made by IRU in
1967 for the revision of CMR did not refer to the regime for the carriage of live animals.
E.

Carriage by inland waterway

55. With regard to carriage by inland waterway,
the most recent subject of transport law unification, the
76 Encomienda: cargo of up to 20 kg or 100 dm 3 carried
by passenger vehicles in a suitable compartment, with the exception of live animals, explosives and substances which are
physically hazardous to persons (chapter 1, article 1, Definitions).
77 Carga: any goods which may be commercially carried.
with the exception of encomiendas and equipaje. (Chapter 1,
article 1. Definitions: equipaje is defined as personal effects
which the traveller normally carries with him).
78 These reservations may relate to the quantity of packages,
their marks and numbers, their apparent condition and packaging, the gross weight or volume of the cargo, as the case
may be. UNIDROIT reserves the right to complete this paragraph, if necessary. when it has received the text of the
Convenio sobre Transporte International Terrestre between
the Argentine Republic, the Republic of the United States of
Brazil and the Eastern Republic of Uruguay (to which Chile
and Paraguay subsequently acceded).
79 O. Kahn-Freund, The Law of Carriage by Inland Transport, London, fourth edition. pp. 367-369.
80 F. M. Sanchez Gamborrino, "La naturaleza y vicios propios de las casas causa de exoneraci6n de responsabilidad
del porteador", Rev. derecho mercantil, 1953, p. 36.
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draft Convention on the Contract for the Carriage of
Goods by IJ?land Waterways (CMN), prepared by
UNIDROIT m 1950-1953, foJ,lowed the ocean carriage
exa!Uple, whi~h still predominated in the early post-war
pel1lod and, 'hke the Hague Rules, excluded live animals from its definition of "goods" (article 1 (d)).
56. When CMN was revised by the Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE) in 1954-1959, that feature was abandoned in fa'Vour of provisions of road
carriage conventions which offered better safeguards
for goods. The revised draft of CMN (1959-1960) embodies this bas,ic change, which was also influenced by
CMR, just concluded at that time. Article 16, paragraph 1, of CMN ,thus uses the wording of article 17,
paragraph 3, of CMR, with a subparagraph (f) containing the exemption of the carrier of live animals.
With regard to burden of proof, artiole 16, paragraph 2,
of CMN corresponds to article 18, paragraph 2, of
CMR. The draft CMN does not, however, reproduce
the provision in article 18, paragraph 5, of CMR which
requires more rigorous proof from the road carrier in
this particular connexion.
57. This draft, which could not be opened for signature in 1960, is now being ['evised, under the auspices
of ECE, by a committee of governmental experts convened by UNIDROIT. So far, no amendments have
been proposed to the provisions of the dmft relating
to live animals.
58. With regard to Danube traffic, an Agreement
OIl the general conditions for goods was signed at Bratislava on 26 September 1955 between the Danube river
transport enterprises of Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania,
Czechoslovakia 'and ,the USSR; it lays down conditions
for the carriage on ,this river of those countries' imports
and exports. German and Austrian enterprises have
since acceded to the Agreement. Like SMGS (paragraphs 37 and 43), this is not an inter-State convention.
It is based on OMN drafts and existing standard bills
of lading, par,ticularly those med on 'the Rhine. It contains no definition of "goods" and makes no reference
at all to live animals. It must therefore be assumed
that Live animals are goods like any others. It should,
however, be noted that artiole 31 provides that:
"Attendants designated by the shipper may accompany the goods during carriage if sO agreed by
the carrier and the shipper".
In this CalSe, the oamiage of li'Vestock does not seem
to constitute a special ground for carrier's exemption.
At most, under article 50 (d), he will not be liable
for:
"(d) damage to goods susceptible by their very
nature to total or partial loss, or to damage, particulady by rust, internal decay, fu'os't, desiccation, evaporation, putrefaction, etc., provided that such damage
has occurred despite the diligent care exercised by
the carrier during the performance of carriage".
59. With 1:'egard to commercial practice, note should
be taken of the draft Conditioos of carriage by inland
waterways (BefOrderungsbedingungen der Binnenschifffahrt) of 31 January 1964, prepared for the Rhine by
the International Union for Lnland Navigation (UINF).
Paragraph 16 (parnicular cases of ,exemptiOlll from liability) of this text provides that:

"1.
"

The carrier shall not be liable:

" (e) in respect. of live. animals, for damage
caused by the nsks inherent 1ll the carriage of such
animals.

"2. If damage occurs which may, in the particular circumstances, have been due to one of the
risks referred to in paragraph 1, it shall be presumed,
unless there is proof to the contrary, to have resulted
from the said risk".
60. This text corresponds to paragraph 59 (2),
No.5, of the German Binnenschiffahrtsgesetz of 15 June
1895-20 May '1898, of which paragraph 65 (2) provides that the fuU freight must be paid even fO[' animals
which have died en route.

F.

International combined transport

61. None of the draft Conventions on the contract
for the international cOilllbined transport of goods, including the draft TCM Convention prepared by the
UNIDROIT Round Tables, refed" to the carriage of live
animals. Based on the "network" system, they would
apply, in the event of damage to an animal which
occurred on a specific route segment,the regime applicable to the carriage of animals 'in the mode of transport concerned. With regard to the basic (or residual)
system, applicable if the place where the damage occurred is unknown, UNIDROIT's own drafts placed all
goods on the same footing and provided exemption for
the p'r~ncipal carrier only if he proved that the damage
occurred in circumstanoes which excluded any fault on
his part or that of his se,rvants or agents, the proof
being determined on the basis of the duties incumbent
upon a diligent principal carrier. The TCM dr,afts, however, conrtain a long list of exemptions from the basic
liability of' tIre CTO, including inherent vice of the
goods (article 9, paragraph 2 (e); article 9 A bis (a)
in fine, document EjCONF.59 j 17). During discussions
of these texts, some members wished to include in this
'Conoept the special risk inherent in the carriage of live
animals (see also chapter VI).
62. In pmotice, contaiJner transport operators already carry live animals (for air transport, the lATA
Manual describes a number of model containers designed for various species of animal). Containers for
livestock are plaoed near the tail. Dogs and cats are
also carried in kennel containers. In late 1972, Overseas
Containers Limited (OeL) began to carry horses, accompanied by a groOilll engaged by the consignor (who
signed a statement of exemption for the groom). The
live animals thus carried were covered by OCL's ordinary combined Transport Bill of Lading, on which
the following words were stamped:
"Livestock: in addition to ,and notwithstanding the
pTOvision of the tariff, the Carder shall nort be liable
for any loss whatsoever and howsoever caused. In
the event of the Master, in his sole discretion, considering that any Livestock is likely to be injurious
to the health of any other livestock or of any person
on board, or'to oausethe vessel to be delayed, such
livestock may be destroyed ,and thrown overboard
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without liability attaching to the Carrier. 81 The Merchant shaH indemnify ,the Carrier against the cost of
veterinary SJel."Vices on the 'Voyage and of providing
forage for any pet1.1iod during which the carriage is
delayed for any reason whatsoever ood of complying with the regulation of Authority of any country
whatsoever Wlith regaro to such livestock. The Consignee shall pay 15% of the freight charged for the
parem animal, or whichever is the higher figure for
any livestock born during the voyage and landed
alive".
Some consignments of animals, usually horses, are also
carried on the Europe/Australia route in specially designed staN-type containers.

IV.

INTERNATIONAL OCEAN CARRIAGE OF LIVE ANIMALS

The Hague Rules and the Harter Act

63. By excluding live animals from the definition
of "goods", article 1 (c) of the Hague Rules (as applied to ocean bills of lading) excluded ipso facto
the carriage of such animals from the scope of the
Rules (see para. 25). It merely reproduced the corresponding provision in the 1921 Hague Rules. The
travaux preparatoires of both Conventions give very
little information about this exclusion. 82 It is usually
associated, without further explanation, with the United
States Harter Act (13 February 1893)" section 7 of
which states that sections 1 [loading, custody, proper
unloading] and 4 [compulsory issue ofa bill of lading]
shall not apply to the transportation of live animals.
64. Prior to the Harter Act, it was uncertain, in
both the United States and the United Kiingdom,
whether the carrier of live animals could be deemed
to be a common carrier and, in particular., whether live
animals could be placed on the same footing as goods
which common carriers understood to be ordinary
goods. In either case, even when live animals were
con&idered as special goods because of their unpredictable and irrational tendencies and propensities (see
para. 13), the carrier could not neglect them with
impunity. The courts maintained an equitable balance,
subject to the rules on burden of proof, between damage
which could be attributed to a kind of vice result·ing
from the nature of these special goods and damage
which clearly had to be attributed to the wrongful acts
of the carrier and his servants, as the main cause of
the damage (unseaworthiness of the ship, ship not
properly manned and equipped., derailment of the train
owing to the unsaNsfactory condition of the track, etc.).
Similarly, although exemption clauses for such carriage
were permitted, the courts had the right to keep them
under review, particularly in order to ensure that they
were fair and reasonable. 83 This equitable approach was
81 The resemblance to the regime of dangerous goods in
the Hague Rules (article 4, paragrlllPh 6) will be noted.
82 In 1921 the discussion related mainly to the extension of
the exclusion to ~ishable goods (!International Law Association, Report on the Thirtieth Conference, 1921, vol. II, Proceedings of the Maritime Law Committee on the Hague Rules,
1921, pp. xliii, 78-80).
83 See EngLish and Amerkan case 1,aw of that time conceming the concept of reasonableness, considered not in abstracto,
"Carriers of Livestock", in American and English Encyclopedia of Law, vol. III, Northport, L. 1., 1887, pp. 10-15.
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not, moreover, confined to American and English
courts. Argentine judges of the time held that a clause
of non-Hability for the carriage of live anima1s included
in the bill of lading did not have the effect of implying
the absolute non-accountability of the carrier but
merely of imposing on the claimant the burd~n of
proving that the damage was caused by the wrongful act
or neglect of the master. 84
65. Nearly a century later and until the work of
UNCTAD and UNCITRAL, the tendency was to take
the exclusion of live animails for granted. On this subject, it is interesting to read Montier's8G account of the
events preceding the Harter Act's ruling on the carriage
of live animals: "When the Harter Act was introduced
in the United States Congress, the United States had a
con&iderable trade in live animals, a large proportion of
which were exported by sea ... the Act would have
affected shipowners quite seriously. It would also have
affected the export of livestock because of the increase
in freight rates which would inevitably have followed
the much greater responsibi!1ity falling on shipowners
who carried Bve animals rather than inanimate goods.
Accordingly, to use the amusing words of "Fairplay"
(No. 11, August 1924, page 376), since Congress did
not want to harm domestic trade., it made an eleventhhour change removing live animals from the scope of
certain articles of the Act, thus indicating the sponsors'
belief that the sauce which was good for the English
shipping goose was unhealthy for the gander-the
American exporters".
Legislation

66. The Protocol of signature of the 1924 Brussels
ConvenNon (paragraph 2) permits States to "give effect
to this Convention either by giving it the force of law
or by including in their national legislation in a form
appropriate to that legislation the rules adopted under
this Convention". This option, which has been a source
of unfortunate differences of opinion, has nullified
efforts at unification in many ways. It is the reason
why national laws have not applied the principle of
exclusion contained in article 1 (c) of the Hague Rules
uniformly.

67. These national laws may be divided into three
main groups: (a) laws which exclude the application
of the Hague Rules to the international carriage of live
animals; (b) laws which incorporate the Hague Rules
as they stand, but make provision, with regard to such
carriage, for exemption for the carrier; and (c) laws
which incorporate the Hague Rules as they stand, but
do not except such carriage from the general rule declaring exemption clauses void.
68. (a) Many States have reproduced the text of
the Hague Rules in their legislation without alteration
or with very little alteration. Since the carriage of
animals is excluded from the Rules., the rights and
obligations of the ocean carr,ier and his option of
exemption in respect of animals will be governed by
84 Supreme Court of Buenos Aires, 17 March 1898, Rev.
Int. Dr. Mar., XIV, p. 203.
85 G. F. Montier, Le Harter Act, Paris, 1932. No. 37,
p.43.
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the general maritime law of each of these States. 86 While
the. carrier is not bound by the Rules, neither may he
claIm the advantages they provide. In such a case the
~xCl1.u.sion ,c~eates great uncert~nt~ as to the appli~able
l'1a~Ihty r~gtme. 87 The determ1OatIOn of the applicable
regtme WIn be made according to the conflict rules of
the court concerned. Ocean carriers of live animals,
emboldene? by this ~nordinate privile~e, have drawn up
standard bIlls of lad10g for such carnage which protect
them against any surprises.
69. This first group includes the United Kingdom
and all States which have foLlowed the example of the
United Kingdom Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of
1924, the United States of America, which adopted the
1936 Carriage of Goods by Sea Act in the wake of the
Har.ter ~ct, Belgium, the Holy See, Denmark, Egypt,
Spa1O, F1Oland, Lebanon, Uberia, Norway, Philippines,
Portugal" Sweden, Syria, France and Italy (for carriage
considered to be "international"). However, there is
nothing to prevent the parties from applying the Rules
to the contract for the carriage of live animals. 88
70. (b) The States which have incorporated the
1924 Brussels Convention as [t stands in their national
legislation obvious~y had to have regulations to cover
the carriage of live animals. The Convention, whose
only purpose is the "unification of certain rules", in
fact implies the existence of an appHcable national law
to fill such gaps. In a number of these States, the carrier
is permitted, in this particular case, to exempt himself
from liability. This wiLl not, however" give him the
almost complete freedom given by regime (a) discussed
in paragraph 68 above. All other legislation relating to
ocean carriage and not touching on the substance of
the clause will be applicable to him. Even with regard
to liability, according to the general principles of many
countries' law, the clause will not be applicable in the
event of the wrongful act or fault of the carrier. 89 The
right to exemption will be limited only by public policy
(ordre public et bonnes mreurs) and any other provisions of geneml contract law governing a debtor's
exemption from liability or the Hmitation of such liability
(see the Turkish Commercial Code, article 1117, paragraph 2).9\J One of the consequences of this regime will
be that the carrier who has not prov,ided for this
86 D. J. Markianos, Die Vbernahme der Haager Regelll in
die nationalen Gesetze ilber die Verfrachterhaftung, Hamburg,
page. 82. The same author (p. 56, et seq.) analyses the respective advantages of incorporation in the context of national
laws and of the unconditional (or nearly unconditional) acceptance of the texts of conventions in lJ]ational law, thus
allowing for the existence. in conjunction with this lex specialis, of an underlying general law applicable whenever the
special law is not.
87 Reply of France to ,the first UNCITRAL questionnan-e
on bills of lading (A/CN.9/WG.IIiI/WP.4/Add.l (Vol. I),
page 52).
88 W. Tetley, Marine Cargo Claims, Toronto, 1965, p. 197.
89 Paris, Appeals Court, 12 February 1964. Droit Maritime
Franr;ais, 1965, p. 161: "In accordance with the general principles of law, he (the ocean carrier) may not validly rely Olll
cLauses limiting or excludilllg liability whioh he stipul,ates for
his own benefit unless ,the wrongful acts he has committed
are not of a negligent nature or do not constitute gross neglect
amounting to fraud". This case involved a consignment, which
was covered by French law, of 178 horses, 62 of which died
during carriage because of very rough weather which had not
deterred the oarrier from weighing alllChor.
9\J Markianos. op. cLt., page 82.

exemption win be held liable as in the case of ordinary
goods (exceptions, limitations, etc.).
71. This group includes the FederM Republic of
Germany, Greece,.lIl Japan, Madagascar, the Netherl~nds, Poland, SWItzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, YugoslaVIa, France~2 and Italy . ("n?n-1nte11?'~tional" carriage)
and t~e Umform Scand10avIan Manttme Code (interScandInavian maritime carriage).93
72. (c) Other States have incorporated the Hague
Rules in their legislation, but have extended their
application to live animals and do not allow the carrier
to d!sclaim l!abili~ for them. T~us" with regard to the
carnage of .alVe anImals,. the SOVIet Merchant Shipping
Code contams no exceptIOn to the article providing for
the ~ll:validity <;>f clauses contrary. to the mandatory
~rl?v~slO':lS of thIS Code .(~rticle 116, paragraph 3). This
ngIdIty IS, howeve.r, ~Itigated by the legal prohibition
(see also SMGS, CIted 10 paragraph 43) on the carriage
by sea of animals not accompanied by an attendant
empl.oyed by the shipl?er .or the consignee and by the
pro~lSlon that the carner IS n~t Hable for goods accompamed by a servant of the shIpper or consignee unless
the latter proves fault on the part of the carrier (article 162 of the Code). Mexico is also to be included
in this group.1I4
73: In c~ncl?sion, there is no uniformity in the
pra~tICM applIcatIOn of the Hague Rules to the carriage
of lIve ammals, and the operation of rules of private
international law by the court may produce unexpected
results when a conflict of laws" which might easily arise
in this connexion, has to be settled.
74. This uncertainty is reflected in the repJ.ies of
Governments to questions 3 (a) and (b) in the first
UNCITRAL questionnaire on bills of lading (AI
CN.9/WG.IU/WP.4/Add.l (Vol. I, II, III», which
tend, moreoyer, in the age of containerization, to give
more attentIOn to deck cargoes than to Hve animals.
The replies also indicate that the disadvantages were
aess serious for many States not in group (a) (see above"
paragraphs 68 and 69) because, in those States the
carriage of live animals was not completely devoid of
pro!ection under law, ~ut simply, where necessary,
subject to lawful exemptIon clauses. The foot-note in
the report of the Secretary-General summariZiing the
content of the replies,95 the clearest of which is that of
Brazil, must be broadly interpreted. The Brazilian reply
stated that live animals showd be considered as much
cargo as other goods under the liability of the carrier. 96
91 Greece reproduced in its 1958 Code of private maritime
law the substance of the 1924 Brussels Convention, to which
it had not acceded, through the Ge,rmalll codification of 193'7.
92 This had already been the case in the Act of 2 April
1936. Under article 30 of the Act of 18 June 1966, by way
of derogation of the provision declarLng contrary clauses void,
"all causes relating to liability or to compensaHon shall be
permitted in the carriage of live animals ... ".
93 See the reply of Norway to the first UNCITRAL questionnaire, op. cit., vol. I, page 140.
94 See the reply of Mexico to the first UNCITRAL questionnaire, op. cit.. vol. HI, page 10; see also the reply of
the Republic of Korea, op. cit., vol. I, page 120.
95 Report of the Secretary-General on the responsibility of
ocean carriers (A/CN.9/63/Add.l, foot-note 71; UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, IV. oonex).
96 See the reply of Brazil to the first UNCITRAL questionnaire, op. cit., vol. III, page 71.
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Documents

75. Another, perhaps subconscious reason for the
tendency to exclude the carriage of live animals from
the scope of the Convention-incorrectly named for the
documents which it covers" bills of lading, rather than
for the contract of carriage which it regulates-may be
that it is nearly always conducted without an admission
ticket, a negotiable bill of lading. As a generaJ rule, .a
carriage document serves to prove receipt of the goods
and of the contract relating to them. The function of
representing the goods is an additional characteristic
peculiar to bills of lading. But in the case of the carriage
of animals, which requires special import licences and
certificates of health, the consignee is generally known
and the underlying sale a firm transaction aong before
shipment. Thus, the first two functions mentioned are
all that is required and the documents are no more than
a receipt (particularly in the case of single small
animals), a consignment note or a non-negotiable
instrument of the consignment note type. In the majority
of cases, the carriers do not issue bills of lading;
"instead they issue a consignment note" or some other
form of receipt, the terms of which purport to exempt
them from any liability arising from any cause whatsoever".97 When they use an ordinary bill of lading form,
they over-stamp ,it with the exemption clause (livestock
clause) and often with the words "on deck cargo at
shipper's risk" (since animaas often have to travel on
deck-for example, in hot climates) and with a "nonnegotiable" stamp. The name and address of the consignee may be given without a "to order" clause; or
the form may have printed on it "not negotiable unless
consigned to order" and the parties will act accordingly.
Some documents used exclusively for the carriage of
animals are not even described as "bills of lading" but
as "contract for the conveyance of livestock-nonnegotiable" and stipulate expres~y that: "Any receipt
for goods issued by or on behalf of the Company shall
be a non-negotiable document. The Owners shall not
be entitled to the issue of Bills of Lading" (see document in annex III).
Practice
76. Whatever the documents which cover the carriage of animals, they are in effect adhesion contracts
which invariably give the carrier the most sweeping
exception clauses, thus going back a century to the days
of negligence clauses, when "the master was in a position to carry what he wanted, when he wanted., where
he wanted, how he wanted and in the conditions which
suited him".98

77. In order to provide a clearer understanding of
the legall conditions governing such carriage, annex IV
reproduces a selecNon of the usual exception clauses
and phrases which, in the minds of those who devised
them, provide a barrier which has been justly criticized
as being impregnable against any imputation of respon97 Report of the Secretary-General, op. cit., para.
note 67.
98 G. van Bladel, Connaissements et Regles de
Brussels, 1929, No. 1. This is practically the same as
of the clauses (No.6) reproduced in 'annex IV
states.

67. footfa Haye,
what one
expressly
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sibility to the ocean carrier of animals. 99 The documents
customarily used may be divided into three major
groups:
78. (a) The standard bill of lading forms overstamped with special additional clauses concerning the
carriage of animals. An ocean carrier, particularly if
he does not speciaJize in such carriage" can thus use
his ordinary bills of lading when he carries animals.
He adds the exception clause of his choice, by either
stamping or typing it on the first page of the bill of lading generally in the space headed "number and kind of
package-description of goods"; for a selection of such
clauses see annex IV, section I.
79. (b) Standard bills of lading having several
printed clauses which are applicaWe when the bills are
used to cover the carriage of live animals. The clauses
on the back of standard bills of lading frequently contain, in print so small as to be illegible, one or more
printed clauses concerning deck cargo and live animals.
For a selection of such clauses, ranging from the simple
to the comp1icated, see annex ,IV., section II.
80. (c) Documents expressly designed for the carriage of animals and drafted accordingly.lOo It would
be impossible within the framework of the present
study, to give a detailed analysis (one going beyond
the problem of responsibility for such carriage) . of
these documents; they are sometimes descr,ibed as bills
of lading (livestock bill of lading) and sometimes omit
this expression in order to make it clear that they are
non-negotiable documents ·and that the owners of the
animals are not entitled to the issue of bills of lading.
81. The substance of such documents is a fairly
systematic arrangement of a number of the clauses
reproduced in annex IV. In general, the phrasing is
that formerly used in bills of lading before the Hague
Rules. They are specially adapted to cover the carriage
of live animals and contain an impressive number of
negligence clauses. Thus, in addition to the traditional
catalogue of exceptions (act of God, etc.), worded as
comprehensively as possible, there is total exemption
from liability on the grounds of the unseaworthiness
or unsuitability for carriage of animals of any vessel or
deV'ice employed for that purpose: the right of the
captain at his discretion to deviate, load the animals
on deck, trans-ship them or unload them at any time;
the obligation to pay freight on the number of animals
loaded, Le. even for animals which die on the voyage
or are lost when the vesscl sinks owing to its unseaworthiness or to lack of skill on the part of the crew;
the last-mentioned constitutes a special exception for
this type of cargo. Other clauses relate to the feeding
and watering of the animals, the freight to be paid on
the surplus feeding stuffs unloaded at the destination,
the status of the attendant or of the carrier himself if
he agrees to superintend the cargo (see paragraph 83
- 99 Report of the Secretary-General, op. cit., paras..42 and

43. In addition to such clauses md references. there IS often
another clause authorizing the carriage of deck cargo at the
shipper's risk.
100 It is not unusual for breeders to charte<r a complete vessel
to carry their animals. The conditions applicable to such
operations natumlly vary from one charter party to another.
Such arrangements ·are outside the scope of this study. Furthermore when a document other than the charter :party is issued,
it do~ not usually fulfil the requisite conditions for the application of the Hague Rules.
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et seq). In cases where the text of such documents does

not regulate these matters, they are accompanied by
extracts from price tariffs which show" according to the
species and number of animals, the freight per head
payable, the supplies and feeding stuffs to be provided
by the shipper and carrier respectively and, if applicable,
the cost of the fare of the attendant(s) or the gratuity
payable to the employees of the carrier who are authorized to look after the animals.
82. In order to give a better understanding of
current practice, it seems simpler and more comprehensive to annex one of the last-mentioned documents (annex III), the Non-negotiable Contract for
Conveyance of Livestock of the Belfast Steamship
Company., Ltd.; the general conditions laid down in it
are an excellent illustration of the inequality now prevailing between the parties to a contract for the carriage
of Hve animals. 101

V.

THE ATTENDANT

83. In principle, if soine person (attendant, groom,
drover, handler/carer, etc.) accompanies the animals,102
the legal owner (shipper or consignee) is liable to the
carrier for the cost of the fare of such accompanying
person and the cost of his board on the voyage. The
attendant or attendants (in sufficient number) are required to look after the animals on behalf of the lawful
owner and assume on his behalf all responsibility for
them. Sometimes animals are carried unaccompanied
either because the carrier himself assumes the functions
of attendant or because, for any of a variety of reasons,
the parties waive attendance-for example, a single
harmless animal (pet), a short trip, assured attention
by authorized agents during the voyage, indifference in
the case of animals exported for slaughter. 103
84. The legal status of the attendant, a kind of
personification of the owner's care for his property
during carriage, has been studied in detail in railway
law. For a railway, the shipper's obligation, under
article 4 of OIM, to have certain goods or articles,
which are accepted for carriage subject to conditions,104
accompanied by qualified persons, counterbalances the
obligations to perform carriage imposed by article 5 of
CIM. The invariable principle is that the attendant is

101 Similar documoo.,ts, kindly provided by the Australian
Government include: the Bill of Lading for Carriage of Livestock of the C. Clausen Dampskibsrederi AIS, Copenhagen,
used for the carriage of sheep from Australia to the Middle
:J;l,ast; the Australia Outward Livestock Bill of Lading of Saf<>cean (Pty.) Ltd., applicable to the oarriage of cattle between Australia and South Africa; the Australian Outward
Livestock Bill of Lading of Royal Interocean Lines of the
Netherl>ands, which carries animals from Australia to East
Africa, India and Sri Lanka; the bill of lading used by Aries
Shipping (Singapore) Pty. Ltd. and the Livestock Bill of
Lading of the Abdul-Moshin a,nd Youssef Ahmed Al-Sager
and Co. shippi'ng company of Kuwait for the transport of
sheep between Western Australia and the Persian Gulf.
102 This, naturally, does not apply to domestic pets travelling with their owners who are passengers; they are generally
treated as accompanied baggage.
103 The sufferings of horses exported for slaughter from
Jlreland to Continental Europe gave rise to the Paris Conventianand, generally speaking, to the RSPCA campaign (see
foot-note 17, supra).
104 Railway rolling stock running on its own wheels; funeral
consignments (deleted from the 1970 CIM), live animals;
articles the carriage of which will give rise to special difficulty
(CIM Art 4).

in aU cases the representative of the shipper and his
agent~ and not the agent of the railway; it is the shipper
who IS responsible for the acts and omissions of the
attendant. Ill; th.e case of an un~cc?mpanied consign.
ment, .there IS, In ~heory, no objectIon to the railway
assumIng the functIOns of attendant. But in practice it
refrains from so doing in order not to take on such a
responsibility ,under regulations which it finds stringent
and because It does not have the necessary qualified
employees. The 1970 CIM convention introduces some
relaxation of the requirement in earlier versions to
l?rovide an attendant (article 4, paragraph 1 (d), third
hne) (see paragraph 38 above) but it maintains the
requirement to add the word "unaccompanied" to the
consignment note when consignments need not be and
are not accompanied. The SMGS, under which such a
requirement is still enforced" not only provides a
"special" exemption for the railway in the event of
damage being due to the fact that the attendant has not
taken the necessary measures to safeguard the goods
(article 22, paragraph 2 (f) and paragraph 7), but, ill
article 10, makes the owner providing the attendant
responsible for any damage which the railway may suffer through the fault of the said attendant.
85. The primary task of the attendant, according
to Nanassy-Wick,105 is to give the animals the necessary
care and supervision during carriage (food., water,
~ilkin&, prevention of injury, participation in veterinary
tnSp~ctlOns, etc.) and to supeJ:1intend the orderly unloadIng and subsequent transport of the animals from
the railway station. He should, in particular, take timely
action in the event of danger-for example, to prevent
an animal strangling itself with its halter, to ensure
ventilation, check that the truck is properly closed,
prevent fire, etc. He has, however, no obligation to
ensure that railway officials carry out their duties correctly.106 It is the duty of the attendant to remain near
his animals, and the railway can invoke the special
exemption clause on the ground of the requirement of
attendance laid down in the Convention if, at the time
the injury occurs the attendant is in another wagon or
with another consignment he is also accompanying. lOT
86. One of the interesting features of the draft
register of the UIC (see paragraphs 6 and 45) is that
it specifies, not only the obligations of the shipper and
the railway, but also those of the attendant, which are
additional to those prescribed in the Convention. The
IATA Live Animals Manual states (section II, General
Acceptance and Handling Standards, paragraph 12"Attendants") that attendants willI be permitted, at the
discretion of the air carrier" to accompany animals on
all freight aircraft or in the freight compartment of
mixed cargo/passenger aircraft. Furthermore, the specific instructions in the manual with regard to each
individual species of animals are a guide for both the
attendant and the carrier which accepts the consign·
ment (preparations prior to dispatch, feeding guide,
general care and loading).
87. In its "General Provisions", the Paris Con·
vention contains provisions on attendance which are
appEcable to all modes of transport. Article 10 states
105 De Nanassy-Wick op. cit., p. 17, pal"a. 21.
106

Ibid., p. 199, para. 55.

107 Ibid., p. 198, para. 54.
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as a general rule livestock shall. be accompanied
Ill.order to ensure the necessary care of the animals
dunng transport108 ••• except •.. where livestock is
consigned in containers which are secured; where the
transporter undertakes to assume the functions of the
attendant; where the sender has appointed an agent to
ca~e for the animals at appropriate staging points".
WIth regard to transport by water, the Convention
further stipulates (article 29) that "a sufficient number
of attendants shall be provided taking into account the
number of animals transported and the duration of the
voyage".
88. At sea" "animals (especially wild animals) may
be accompanied by an attendant or keeper over whom
the carrier has no authority" .109 The fact remains,
however, that the captain, the agent of the carrier, is
1
a ways master of his vessel and any improper act by
the animals' attendant (or owner, who very often accompanies them) which results in damage, would, as
in every other case, relieve the carrier of liability to
some degree.
89. Experience of shipping practice shows that in
this mode of transport, which unlike the railways" is
not bound to perform carriage, the relationship between
the. attendant, the animals and the vessel is generally
satIsfactory. In fact such fears as are expressed on this
score often seem to be based on a desire to perpetuate
a very favourable regime, rather than reflecting real
contractuail frktion which would justify a special regime.
In practice, the tariffs (in the absence of special bills
of lading) lay down in a few short clauses the provisions
for attendance or performance of this service by the
carrier himself and for the transport of the attendant.
90. A form commonly used in the first two cases
reads as follows:
"Arrangements to be made by shipper for attendance on animals, etc. If butcher or any member of
the crew attends to animals (with Company's or
Master's consent) a gratuity to be paid to him as
shown above. Gratuity will be collected with the
freight." (Clause from the Conditions for the Conveyance of Livestock in the south-bound and northbound tariffs of the West African Joint Service.)
91. From the legail standpoint" !in the first case the
attendant is the agent of the owner of the cargo he
accompanies. As such, he is subordinated to his principal, so that the position is the same as if the latter
was himself accompanying the animals. The advice and
care provided by either are the reason for their presence
on board and will be valuable to the captain, who is
more skilled in nautical matters than in zoology. If they
make a mistake, the issue is not one of disputed authority: error of the shipper or his agents relieves the carrier
of Hability in all modes of transport without any need
to adduce grounds for special exemption. In the text
recommended by the Working Group, the carrier could
easily prove, if such a loss occurred, that "he" his
servants and agents took all measures that could reasonArticle 11 et seq. cover the obligations to look after the
animals, feed ,and water them, and, if necessary, to milk
them at regular intervals, to arrange for veterinary attention
in case of need and to keep the vehicles and containers
thoroughly cleaned.
lQ9 Report of the Secretary-General, op. cit., para. 68.
108
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ably be required to avoid the occurrence and its consequences".
92. At first sight, the situation may seem to be more
complex fro~ the legal standpoint when, by virtue of an
agreement wIth the shipper, the camier undertakes the
functions of attendant and entrusts them to his own
employees. By so doing he combines in his own penon
directly or indirectly, his functions under the contract
of carriage and the functions aris'ing out of the principal/
agent r.elatio?ship-which .is regulated by the relevant
domestIc legIslatIon-by vIrtue of which he represents
the party with whom he conoluded the first contract.
The exemptions which may be 'applicable within the
f
k f h
ramewor 0 t e contract of carriage do not" however,
~xten~ ipso facto to the prinoipal/agent relationship,
In WhICh a breach of contract or negligence-which
amounts to the same thing~on tlIe part of the agent
would in any case give the principal an independent
right to compensation.
93. But, in practice, the prudent carrier does not
agree to take charge of animals without receiving clear
wr,itten instructions from the shipper/principal concerning them which would doubtless list the measures that
might reasonably be required to avoid occurrences
which might cause loss or damage (to use the phraseology quoted in paragraph 91) .110 In this context there
is a tendency to treat animals in the same way as
another type of goods with which they have several
similarities, namely, goods of a dangerous nature
shipped with the knowledge and consent of the carrier
(Hague rules, article 4" paragraph 6, last sentence);
the two types of goods are already treated on the same
footing in a number of bills of lading (see, for example,
annex IV, No. 18). In the same way as animals entrusted to the carrier, dangerous goods travel unaccompanied, but the carrier, before loading them, will
normaHy require the shipper to give him precise instructions regarding their nature and the precautions to be
taken. By working out the valuable code of dangerous
goods,lll IMCO has encouraged this practice, which is
also embodied in other conventions. 112 These considerations should help to dispel the fears sometimes expressed
about the idea of the carrier making himself directly
responsible for the care of live animals.
94. Lastly, the transport of the attendant himself
is a subsidiary but important aspect of the problem.
Once again, railway law has an answer. The Additional
Convention (Berne, 20 February 1966) to the InternationaJ Convention concerning the Carriage of Passengers and Luggage by Rail (OIV) of 25 February
1961, expressly includes in its definition of the "passengers" protected by it, in the event of liability on the
part of the railway for death or injury, attendants of
consignments dispatched in conformity with CIM (article 1, para. 1 b). With regard to transport by air, the
Warsaw Convention is applicable to the cardage of the
110 The need for a handbook, similar to the lATA Manual,
for ocean carriage is obvious.
III lMCO, International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code,
vols. I, H and III (Sales No. IMCO 1972.9(E» and Supplement 1972 (Sales No. IMCO 1973.2(E».
112 See CMR, article 22; see also draft TCM Convention,
article 7.
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attendant" even if he is to be regarded as non-farepaying (article 1, paragraph 1, second sentence).1l3
95. The Convention of 29 April 1961 on the carriage of passengers by sea should also apply to the
contract of carriage of the attendant (article 1 (b»,
who should not be excluded from the definition of
"passenger" (article 1 (c» .114 The question of deciding
whether he is a fare-paying or non-fare-paying passenger was raised in the nineteenth century. But even
if free passes issued to drovers specify that the carrier
disclaims responsibiHty for their personal safety, the
carrier is required to treat them as passengers; the
contract of carriage for live animals and the free pass
must be considered in the context of a single contractual
relationship and the attendant cannot therefore be regarded as a non-fare-paying passenger. ll5
96. In practice, the carl1ier often makes the shipper
sign a guarantee statement (Livestock Attendants Indemnity). In it the shipper attests the requisite professional competence of the attendant or attendants, and
undertakes not only to pay the fare but also to hold the
carrier and his agents
". .. indemnified in respect of all claims arising out
of loss of Ete" personal injury or illness of the said
livestock attendants, or damage to their effects,
whether arising from negligence of yourselves [the
carrier] or your Servants or Agents or from defects
in the vessel or her appurtenances or otherwise. This
indemnity includes the cost of deporting attendants
who are refused permission to land at destination
as well as repatriation of sick or injured attendants
and hospital, medical, funeral and legal expenses."

VI.

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT OF LIVE ANIMALS

97. Only rarely is the carriage of live animals confined 'to one form of transport. Even if the Jonger part
of the journey is often by sea or air, it is nearly always
necessary-unless periods of quarantine are included in
the total journey- to precede or follow it by transport
by some other mode in order to bring the animals from
the place where they have been bred or to take them
to the places where they are to be used.
98. But the intermodal transport of live animals is
very different from the traditional types of combined
transport to which those concerned with international
unification have recently given their attention. Live animals like human beings" are the onJy cargo which
almdst immediately shows outward signs when it has
been damaged, which makes it poss1ible ~o .notice an~
verify the damage. This unique charactenstIc makes .It
possible to surmount the major obstacle encountered 10
the combined transport of other goods: nam~ly, to
determine the place where the damage occurred, l.e..the
mode of transport involved and the law to be app!led.
For this reason one wonders whether the combmed
transport of Hve animals mig~t. no.t constit~te a useful
testing-ground for current actiVity m the Wider field of
113 The lATA Live Animals Manual states: "Arrangements
for the carriage of attendants shall be made in advance of
travel. The attendants' fare will be levied in aocordance with
lATA resolution 514, as quoted in the carrier's tariff." (section II. paragraph 12).
114IMCO is engaged in revising this ConveaJ.tion (see paragraph 124).
115 See American and English Encyclopedia of Law (vol.
IIiI. para. 4 (e»: Drovers' Passes, p. 16, and cases cited.

multimodal transport in generwl. This consideration suggests that present efforts should be aimed, as regards
these particular goods, at a solution which would not
necessarily impede at least de facto harmonization with
existing regimes applicable to them in other modes of
transport (see chapter III).

vn.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A "prejudgement" proposal
99. The first conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing account-and it amounts toa foregone conclusion
or prejudgement-is that it would be desirable to put
an end to a situation in which transport by sea alone.
unlike other modes of transport, treats live animwls as
outlaws. In brief, this situation is prejudicial to the
interests of the shippers, since their goods are thus
abandoned to the whim of a contracting partner firmly
entrenched behind the leonine clauses of an adhesion
contract. It is economically harmful to countries, particularly developing countries, for which the export and
import of live animals constitute a significant component
of their trade balance, since it adversely affects the cost
of goods which are practically unprotected en route.
It harms the reputation of the shipping industry, besmirched by a small number of carriers and above all
by a group of parasitical and expensive middlemen.
It is also harmful from the humanitarian standpoint,
particularly in the light of the Paris Convention, which
imposes specific obligations on the contracting States.
100. The replies by Governments to the first
UNCITRAL questionnaire seemed to indicate that a
majority favours the inclusion of live animals within
the scope of the Hague Rules and holds that, as the
timely suggestion by Brazil puts it, they "should be considered as much cargo as other goods under the liability
of the carrier" (see paragraph 74 and foot-note 96).
Some Governments failed to reply on this point, probably because, at least in some cases, they were more
interested in the question about deck cargo" which is
mentioned in the same section of the Rules. With
regard to the Governments which did not favour inclusion,l1o it must be pointed out that, in the case of
those which have incorporated the Hague Rules directly
into their domestic law, it is not a question of total
arbitrary exclusion, which would be quite inconceivable
(see paragraph 70) but of whether or not to preserve
the ocean carl'ier's right, under that domestic law, to
exempt himself by contract from liability with regard
to this type of cargo.
The discussions at the third session of the Working
Group
101. During the discussion held at the third session
of the Working Group.,1l7 there seemed to be considerable support for the inclusion of the carriage of
live animals in the Hague Rules, with or without the
retention of the carrier's option to exempt himself from
liability. Essentially, the delegations opposed to. t?at
principJe based their position on the fear of fnctl?n
between carriers and the owners of the goods With
110 Report of the Secretary-General, op. cit, para. 71, and
foot-notes 71 and 72.
'117 Repor,t of the Working Group, third session, op. cit.,
para. 31.
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regard to ascertaining the cause of loss or damage and
were disposed to suggest the drawing up of separate
rules for this type of carriage. ll8
102. At that session, however, the Working Group
reached no conclusion on the general question of the
responsibility of the ocean freight carrier. It did subsequently compile at its forth session, a set of texts
which· differed somewhat from the provisions which
sequently compile at its fourth session, a set of texts
are designed to replace paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 3,
and paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 4 of the Hague Rules.
In order to make the position clear" the first paragraph
(hereinafter called "the basic paragraph") of those texts
is reproduced below:
"1. The carrier shaLl be liable for all loss or
damage to goods carried if the occurrence which
caused the loss or damage took place while the goods
were in his charge as defined in article [ ], unless
the carrier proves that he, his servants and agents
took all measures that could reasonably be required
to avoid the occurrence and its consequences."
This puts the problem of 1ive animals in a different
light, particularly if its solution depends on ascertaining
the cause of damage, the subject of the apprehensions
mentioned above. The issue of ascertainment, if it exists
at all, must arise with all types of goods under a general
rule of responsibility based on fault with a transfer of
the burden of proo!" as set out in the basic paragraph.
103. The material in this study should dispel any
doubts about the first conclusion, namely, the desirability of including the carriage of live animals within
the scope of revised Hague Rules. The "prejudgement"
proposal is, therefore, to delete the words "live animals
and" from article 1 (c) of the Rules; or, better still,
to delete from the text adopted by the Working Group
at its third session119 the words in brackets (except
"live animals").
104. This initial advance on the Hague Rules would
give parties all the benefits to be derived from the fact
that this type of carriage would then be covered by a
unification convention" a step required in any case, to
deal with all the questions not involving the responsibility of the carrier which have hitherto also been
governed solely by the conditions agreed by the parties,
i.e., by the wiH of the carrier as expressed in the
adhesion contract (see paragraphs 76 to 82).
lOS. Two further proposals were made at the third
session by delegations which supported the extension of
the Rules to live animals. Poland proposed the following text: 120
"Live animals, whether carried on deck or below
deck, shall be considered as 'goods' within the meaning of this article, if it is proved that da11!age or loss
resulted exclusively from the unseaworthmess of the
ship or from carcless action by the carrier".
Now, however" this proposal does not. aPl?ear ~o be
compatible with the basic paragraph whIch IS desIg~ed
to replace--inter alia-articles 3 and 4, to WhICh
118 Ibid., para. 33. This suggestion i;s .1?ursued furth,er in
paragraph 121 which suggests the possIblhty of IMCO s cooperation on this specific point.
119 Report of the Workmg Group. third session, para. 25
(report of the Drafting Party, para. 1) and para. 26;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part two, N.
120 A/CN.9/WG.I1I(III)/CRP.3.
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Poland's proposal implicitly referred. The French delegation proposed 121 the addition to article 1 (c) of the
Rules (in which the reference to the exclusion of Jive
animals would obviously be deleted) of the foHowing
text:
"However, with respect to the carriage of live
animals, all clauses relating to liabiIity and compensation arising out of the risks inherent in such
carriage shall be permitted" (v. para. 108).
106. Also at the third session, other delegations
which were in favour of that addition felt that the
provisions of article 4, paragraph 2" of the Rilles were
sufficient to protect carriers against any special risks
inherent in the carriage of animals. 122 From the formal
standpoint, their position is no longer relevant in view
of the basic paragraph, which would replace the aforesaid paragraph 2 also. 123 From the standpoint of substance, their view remains valid in the context of the
basic paragraph, which was accepted for the very
reason that the Working Group considered that its
provisions would provide sufficient protection to the
carrier once the latter proved that, having regard to
the special risk associated with the goods in question"
he and his agents had taken all measures which could
reasonably be required of them to avoid the occurrence
giving rise to the damage and its consequences.
Alternative proposals
107. The second conclusion, once the possibility of
maintaining the status quo is rejected, is to submit to
the Working Group three alternative proposals, with
a recommendation in favour of the third. The basis of
the first proposal would be an explicit statement of the
will of the parties to a contract for the carriage of 1ive
animals by sea with regard to the responsibility of
the carrier, by means of a clause expressly exempting
the latter. The second would be grounded in the question of proof, its point of departure being a legal
presumption of non-Hability based on the risk inherent
in carriage of this type. The third would take account
of the fact that the Working Group's extensive discussions have resulted in a shift in the balance between the
carrier and the shipper in the basic paragraph referred
to above, whose scope is extremely general and whose
provisions, as they stand, appear to be equally applicable to the carriage of live animals and to any other
kind of goods.
Proposal I
108. (a) The first proposal is to remove the exelusion of live animaJls ("prejudgement proposal": see
paragraph 103) and to add to article 3, paragraph 8
of the Rules (or the corresponding provision of the
revised Rules) the following new paragraph:

"However, with respect to the carriage of l~ve
animals, all agreements, covenants or clauses relatmg
A/CN.9/WG.I1I(IlI) /CRPA.
.
.
.
Report of the Working Group, thud sesswn, op. CIt.,
para. 32.
k'
123 The acceptance of the basic paragraph by the Wor mg
Group would also render unnecessary the possib}e inclusion
of "special rL~ks" attaching to the tfoansport of ammals under
article 4, paragraph 2 (m) ("inherent vice") of the ~ules,
which was contemplated In some quarters and mentIOned,
not without reservations, in the report of the Secretary-General, op. cit., para. 73.
121
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to liability and compensation arising out of the risks
inherent in such carriage shall be permitted in the
contract of carriage."
109. lIn essence, it would include the transport of
live animals in the revised Rules, but would authorize
parties" in consideration of the risks involved in such
carriage, to agree on clauses dealing with the carrier's
liability and any damages payable. The original French
proposal (see paragraph 105) derived from article 30
(deck cargoes and live animals) of the French Act of
18 June 1955.124 The reasons why an exclusion such as
that incorporated in the International Convention in
the case of live animals could not be entertained in
the immediate context of a national act have already
been pointed out (see paragraph 70). As to the positioning of the proposed text, it appeared logical to take
as a model the French Act, in which the said article 30
follows the provision corresponding to article 3, paragraph 8, of the Rules (nullity of clauses conflicting
with the peremptory norms of the Convention). The
wording is based in part on that of article 3, paragraph 8" of the Rules.
110. This proposal thus assures the parties of the
general benefits of a convention having binding force
(notably with regard to definitions, scope, fora, arbitration, restrictions on the master's freedom to enter reservations on the bill of lading, etc.). Nevertheless, it
still leaves the carrier free to add to the bill of lading
provisions regarding his responsibility and compensation
for damage (exemptions" limitations on the amount of
damages). Like the French proposal, it imposes a
desirable limitation on the general scope of the aforementioned article 30 of the French Act and corresponding provisions of other acts: the liability or compensation must derive from the risks inherent in such
carriage.
111. This proposal also has the advantage of being
convenient. Thus, practically no changes would be involved in the case of a number of States (see paragraph 71) which already have such a system. In other
States (see paragraph 69), where shipping law is in
practice modelled on the Rules, some changes will be
necessary but these will be less onerous in view of the
possibility of exceptions, which is left open. Nevertheless, this latter observat,ion means that, while proposal I represents an undeniable improvement on the
existing situation, the argument of convenience loses its
force, particularly from the standpoint of other ~tates
which are directly concerned in the carriage of anIma~s
and had anticipated a more radical change on thIs
point, in line with the general reform undertaken by
UNCITRAL.
112. The proposal also calls for other observations:
( 1) The expression "live animals" is ambiguous (see
paragraph 11 et seq., paragraph 18).
(2) The expression "the risks inherent in such car,Tiage" is also ambiguous in that the risks in question
are not otherwise identified. Those who want to interpret it as covering the risks deriving from the perishable
nature of the cargo" inherent vice or defect of any other
kind should remember the compromise whereby the
124 Under the terms of this article 30, as an exception to
the gener-a} nullity provision of article 29 of the same. Act,
"all clauses relating to liability or compensation shall be permitted in the case of the transport of Jive animals".

Working Group decided at its fourth session 12u to delete
the "catalogue of exceptions" from article 4, paragraph 2, of the Hague Rules. The introduction of the
wordin~ of proposal I sho~ld not be regarded as a
revocatiOn of that compromIse through the revival of
!he exception, embodied in that paragraph, based on
Inherent defect, quality or vice of the goods.
(3) It says nothing as to the burden of proof system
for the attribution of damage to the special risks of
such carriage operations or for rejecting such
attribution.
(4) The resort to-clauses to be agreed upon by the
parties leaves the question of the proliferation of such
c,Iauses (see Annex IV) unchanged-a source of litigahonand of uncertainties as to conflict of laws in that
the proposal contains no substantive limitation on the
scop~ of such clauses (willful fault, neglect by the carrier
or hIS agents" unseaworthiness),t26 a matter which is
regulated by the municipal law deemed applicable by
the court before which proceedings are instituted.
(5) Difficulties could also arise for States parties to
the Paris Convention in that proposal I refers expressly
to live animals and would therefore eventually form
part of a multilateral agreement containing clauses
dealing with the international carriage of live animals
concluded with States not parties to the sa,id Convention
(see the recommendation mentioned in paragraph 5), in
other words, the future revised Hague Rules.

Proposal II
113. A second proposal would involve an attempt
to bring the regime applicable to the carriage of live
animals by sea into line with that of -the Conventions
governing the same carriage operations by road and
rail and of the draft Convention on [the contract for
the] carriage [of goods] by inland waterways. The
Secretary-General's report envisaged a solution on these
lines. 127 Proposal II would involve the inclusion of live
animals in the Rules (see "prejudgement" proposal,
paragraph 103), and adding a paragraph 2 his to the
text regarding carriers' responsibility formulated by the
Working Group at its fourth session: 128
"With respect to live animals, the carrier shall be
relieved of his responsibiHty where the loss or damage
results from the special risks inherent in the carriage
of animals. When the carrier proves that, in the
circumstances of the case, the loss or damage could
be attributed to such risks, it shall be presumed that
the loss or damage was so caused, unless there is
conflicting proof that such risks were not the whole
or partial cause of it. Furthermore, the carrier shall
prove that all steps incumbent on him in the circumstances were taken and that he complied with
any special instructions issued to him."
114. The model used was the CMR rather than
the elM. The CMR imposes no obligation on the carrier

125 Report of the Working Group, fourth session, op. cit.,
paras. 23-25, 3'0, 35.
126 On this issue see the Polish proposal in para. 105.
127 Report of the Secretary-Geneml, op. cit., para. 74. For
the corresponding provisions in the Conventions see paras.
38 (CM), 43 (SMGS), 48-51 (C.dR), 56 (CMN).
128 Report of the Working Group. fourth session, op. cit.,
para. 28 (report of the Drafting Party, para. 3) and para. 36.
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to carry goods or on the shipper to provide an attendant
for the animals, thereby resembling shipping practice.
Subject to drafting changes, the two first sentences reproduce articles 17, subparagraph 4 (£). and 18, paragraph 4, of the CMR (see paragraphs 48-50). The
third sentence provides for the additional protection
established in article 18, paragraph 5 of CMR (see
paragraph 51) and confirms the principle of "special
instructions" which may be given either by the shipper
or by the attendant (e.g. as in the case of dangerous
goods (see note 75) or in a handbook similar to those
of lATA or VIe (see paragraph 121».
115. A first advantage of proposal II over the
present regime and proposal I-based as it is on the
subjective element of the stipulation of contractual
clauses between parties one of whom is economically
stronger-is that it is based on an objective fact, the
carriage of five animals, recognized as a special risk
which may be presumed to be the cause of the damage.
This is a purely presumptive point of refere·nce because
the owner of the goods, for his part" may prove that
there is no nexus between the animal and the damage
and that the latter is due entirely to the fault of the
carrier, or that such fault contributed partially to the
damage. Furthermore, the analogy with the solution
which has been tried successfully in the conventions
governing two modes of transport, and is shortly to be
extended to a third, may facilitate the acceptance of
this proposal by States already parties to these Conventions. Moreover, proposal II would involve a degree
of harmonization with other modes of transport the
usefulness of which in this context is enhanced by the
fact that most animal transport operat,ions are multimodal (see paragraph 97). Finally, with regard to
proof, it offers precise, simple rules which have been
tested in rail (see annex 1) and road practice.
116. Proposal II might, however, give rise to reservations:
1. With regard to the ambiguity of the expression
"lirve animals", see paragraph 112, (1).
2. With regard to the ambiguity of the expression
"special risk", see paragraph 112, (2). Nevertheless,
the link between the damage and this risk is not the
same as that in proposal I, because the express recognitJion, as in elM and CMR, that there is a special
risk inherent in such trMlSport openutions, is a determining factor.
3. It might be contended that this "special" exemption clause (to follow the formula used in the rail
Convention) perpetuates a regime favourable to the
carrier in the rules governing proof and would open
a second loop-hok, the other being fire, in the compromise which brought about the deletion of "the catalogue of exceptions".
4. On the possibilities of conflict with the Paris
Convention, see paragraph 112, (5).

fourth session.
Previously, when articles 3 and 4
of the Rules were under consideration, there was a
much broader range of possib~e solutions. However
the new balance achieved, in the form of the basic para~
graph, by establishing, firstly, an affirmative general
rule of responsibility based on fault, foRowed by a
second-and equally general-unified burden of proof
rule has simpLified maltters greatly. The new mechanism
is adaptable----as it was designed ,to be-to goods of all.
kinds, and there is no apparent reason why live animals
should be excluded from its application. Once they
are included, the fundamental principle of "receptum"
proclaimed in the first rule can be extended to them
automatically; the same is true of the second rule,
which really achieves such "remarkable simplification
and clarification of complex and ambiguous provisions
of the Brussels Convention ... that it was not desirable to retain the exemplification of exonerations in
the 'catalogue of exceptions''': 180 a fortiori, it is not
desirable to perpetualte the present unconscionable situation with regard to the carriage of live animals. The effect
is that the carrier can no longer take refuge behind
an exception: he must fumish the proof henceforth requdred of him, a task clearly varying in difficulty according to the damage involved. Predetermined impunity
is replaced by a regime common to all goods. In the
event of fault on the part of the shipper (for instance,
defective packing, faulty instructions or inadequate
health documentation) or of ,the attendant (for instance,
incompetence or disregard of instructions) or of damage attributable to the nature of the goods (for instance,
death of an animal from illness despite the provision of
all necessary care, injury caused by kicks from horses
although they were unshod) which all reasonable
measures prove powerless to p1"event, pr00f of nonHabHity can quite easHy be furnished by the carrier
who, under the new regime as in the past, cannot be
,expeoted to guarantee such goods and the consequences
deriving fmm the fact that they are live. The basic
paragraph satisfies the requirements in respect of live
animals laid down by Hutchinson: " ... the carrier is
relieved from responsibility if he can show thaJt he has
provided all suitable means of transportation, and exercised that degree of care which the nature of the
property requires" .131
118. Proposal III thus amounts to taking only the
action contemplated in the "prejudgement" proposal,
i.e. to delete either the words "live animals and" in
article 1 (c) of the Rules or the words in square
bmckets in the definition of "goods" ,adopted by the
Working Group at its third session. 132 The effect of
the proposal would be that the basic texts on carrier's
responsibility would regulate the responsibility of the
carrier of live animals by the same yardsJt:ick appHed to
all other goods. As the quotation from Hutchinson
shows, this solution is fully in accordance with general
principles. There is nothing unprecedented about it,
sinoe the situation with which it deals is exactly the

Proposal III
117. The third proposal, which also presupposes
the inclusion of live animals within the scope of the
revised Rules "prejudgement" proposal (see paragraph 103), would be part of the new provisions on
responsibility drafted by the Working Group at its

See foot-note 128.
Report of the Working Group, fourth sessi,oo, op. cit.,
para. 30.
131 Hutchinsoo, op. cit., section 336, page 343 and cases
cited.
132 Report of the Working Group. third session, op. cit.,
para. 25 (report of the Drafting Party, para. 1).
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same as that covered by the Warsaw Convention, which
lays down, almost word for word, the same rules of
liability133 and which in none of its provisions envisages any exception to those principles for a particular
type of goods-for instamce, live animals. 134
119. There are many advantages to this proposal.
Firstly, it has the obvious virtue of being simple and
clear-cut since it prescribes no special regulations.
Furthermore, by its very nature it esoapes the criticisms
leveHed against the other solutions, which resort to
ambiguous expressions (such as "live anima,ls" or
"special risks" involved in the carriage of animals),
conflict with other Conventions (such as the Paris Conventtion), or could open the way to conflict of laws or
worse stilI, to a whole series of clauSJes perpetuating
privileged positions. In short, this 'Solution, unlike all
the others, is in line with the efforts of UNCTAD and
VNCITRAL to establish an equitable bal'ance between
the carrier and 'the shipper.
120. Proposal III would be somewhat simplistic if
it merely involved applying the general regime pertaining to all other goods to ,the carriage of this type of
goods, the special aspects of which may again emerge
as part of the "measures I1:haJt could reasonably be required to avoid the occurrence and its consequences"
and the proof relating thereto. This proposal should
be complemented by a recommendation, which appears
to be of fundamental importance.
121. There is an instinctive tendency to associate
these "measures" with experience in air transport, which
has been buUt up directly on the practical basis of the
care to be provided by all concerned to ensure that
animals have the beSitpossible chance of reaching their
destination safe and sound; in this connexion, the lATA
Manual (see paragraphs 7, 35) and the [draft] VIC
register (see paragtaphs 6, 45) provide useful models.
In order to define the aforementioned measures and to
facilitate the provision of proof, all those paJ111:icipating
in the carriage of live animals by sea should be supplied
with some kind of handbook, easy to consult and widely disseminated, containing instructions for the proper
handling of such shipments which are as detailed as
possible, scientifically sound and based on experience.
In views of the lATA and VIC precedents, IMCO
appears to be the best qualified and most competent
organization to perfoQ'1ill this task-as is demonstrated,
in a closely related field, by the value of the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code,135 the preparation of which was entrusted to IMCO in 1960 by
the International Conference on the Safety of Life at
Sea. IMCO should be recommended to carry out that
task, taking into account the above-mentioned precedenl1:s and acting in co-operation with aiLl interested organizations.
133 Warsaw Convention, art. 18, para. 1: "The carrier
is liable for damage sustained in the event of the destruction

or loss of or damage to,... any goods, if the occurrence
which cau~d the damage so sustained took place during the
carriage by air." Paragraph 2: "The carriage by air ... comprises the period during which the ... goods are in charge of the
carrie,r... ". Article 20: "The carrier shall '11'ot be liable
if the proves that he and his agents have taken all necessary
measures to avoid the damage or that it was impossible for
him or them to take such measures."
la4 On the applicability or non-applicability to live animals
of article 23 (2) of this Convention, see para. 30.
136 See foot-note 111.

122. The reference to dangerous goods leads on to
the closely related subject of the "hazardous" nature
of live animals as goods. It may happen that shipments
of animals endanger the vessel and the oargo, just as
dangerous goods do; certain bills of Lading (see annex IV, No. 18) provide a solution similar to that
contained in the second sent,ence of article 4, paragraph 6, of the Rules with regard to dangerous goods
shipped wilth the knowledge and consent of the carrier.
The prinC'iplelS embodied in the basic paragraph would
doubtless be adequate to cover sUicha hazard. However,
consideration might be given to meeting the concerns
of carriers by adding, after paragraph 6 of the Rules,
a new paragraph 7 based on article 7, paragraph 1, of
the TCM Convention, on Ithe second sentence of article 4, paragraph 6, of t!he Rules, and on the basic
paragraph:
"Before live animals are taken in charge by the
carrier, the shipper shall inform the carrier of the
exact nature of the danger which they may present
and indicate, if need be, the precautiOIOS to be
taken. 136 If ·such animals become a danger to the
ship and the cargo, they may, at any time before
discharge, be Landed at any place 01' rendered harmless or killed, without liabiHty on the part of rthe
carrier eXCiept to general average, if any, provided
that he proves that he unsuccessfully took all measures that could reasonably be required in the circumstances of the case."
The lattea: phrase should make this text cOiIlSistent with
the prov1siions of the Paris Convention.
123. In the context of these proposals, mention
sihould be made of the proposal of Australia, in its study
in response to the first VNCITRAL questionnaire, that
the so,lution to the question of the unit limitation of
liability for loss or damage in the carriage of live animals might be based on the mechanism contained in
the General Conditions of the Australian Railways.187
In some countries (see paragraph 44), the railways may
lim~t the compens,ation payable to a fixed amount per
head on a scale covering various groups of animals
(so much per horse; so much per head of cattle, donkey,
mule or camel; 'So much per head of sheep, swine, dog
or other small quadruped; and ISO forth). This mechanism might be regarded as more satisfactory than those
in, the Rules the 1968 Brussels Protocol or the various
prop06als ~ade at the fifth session of the Working
Group concerning unit limitation of liabilitY,la8 since it
would reflect a specific exis.ting practice, provide a con1,36 In this connexion, the handbook recommended in para.

121 would clearly be useful.

Ja7 Document
A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.4/Add.l (Vol. II),
para. 31; an extract from the General Conditions for Livestock,
which were not reproduced in that document, has been kindly
transmitted by the Australian Government. Article 1 of part 6
(Livestock), t.itJe I (Condition), after affirming para. (a»
,that the Commissioner's liability for any horses, cattle
or other animals shall not exceed the amounts specified
under title I save on declaration of v,alue and payment of a
supplementa;y freight charge, stipulates in paragraph (c) that
such liability should be limited to $A 60 per horse, $A 30
per camel, mule, head of cattle or donkey,. and $A 4 per
head of sheep, swine, dog or other small ammal.
188 Report of the Working Group, fifth session (A/CN.9/
76; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, IV. S),
paras. 26-28.
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venient basis for insurance and obviate the making of
declarations of value at practicaHy every stage of shipment, the very principle of which was ddscussed at that
session.
124. There is one last point, which relates to a
figure who is intimately involved with the satisfactory
conduct of many shipments of Live animals: the attendant. In 'view of the controversy regarding the legal
status of the atroendant and his legal standing on board
ship (see paragraph 95), and bearing in mind the
leonine practice of requiring Ietters of guarantee to
be given to the carrier. to cover him (see paragraph 96), it might be fair, having determined the
carrier's liability towards the animals, to define more
precisely his responsibility towards the individual accompanying those animals. The crux of the matter is
the Conrvention regulating the contract of carriage of
passengers by sea, which is currently being revised by
IMCO. The concepts of "contract of carriage" and
"passenger" (Brussels Convention of 29 April 1961,
article 1 ( b) and 1 ( c » need to be adapted in order
to cover contracts for the carriage of attendants accompanying shipments of live animals, as is done in
article 1, paragraph 1 (b) of the Berne Convention of
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26 February 1966, additional to the International Convention coocerning the Carriage of Passenger'S and
Luggage by R<ail (CIV) of 25 February 1961.
ANNEX I
Summary of COUl·t decisions transmitted by the Central
Office for International Railway Transport (OCTI)

[Not reproduced in the present volume.]
ANNEX II
Extracts from the lATA Live Animals Manual

[Not reproduced in the present volume.]
ANNEX III
Conditions of Contract for Conveyance of Live Stock of the
Belfast Steamship Company, Limited

[Not reproduced in the present volume.]
ANNEX IV
,standard clauses relating to the carriage of live animals

[Not reproduced in the present volume.]
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IV. RATIFICATION OF OR ADHERENCE TO CONVENTIONS CONCERNING
INTERNATIONAL, TRADE LAW
Report of the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/91) *

I. INTRODUCTION
1. The Commission, at its sixth session, decided "to
maintain on its agenda the question. of the wide~t r~tification of or adherence to conventiOns concernmg International trade law".1 The Commission also requested
the Secretary-General "to prepare" if appropriate with
the assistance of representatives of members of the
Commission a report examining the causes of delay
in ratificatio~ of or adherence to such international conventions and the means of accelerating such ratification
or adherence based on the studies made and the
experience gained by other United Natio~s orgal1l! or
specialized agencies, in particular the UnIted Na!IOnS
institute for Training and Research, the Inter:t~atI~nal
Labour Organisation, the World Health OrgallIzatlOn,
the International Civil Aviation Organization and the
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, and to submit such report to the Commission, if
practicable, at its seventh session".2
2. The Commission further decided "to re-e~amine
at its seventh session if time allows, and in the lIght of
the Secretary-General's report, the desirability of.establishing a small working party, to be entrusted WIth the
formulation of proposals, for consideration by the Commission at a later session. regarding ways and means
that would accelerate the ratification of or adherence
to conventions concerning international trade law."·
3. The present report is submitted in response to
the above decision of the Commission. The report takes
into account information received from other United
Nations organs and specialized agencies and the views
expressed by some representative~ to the Commission
in reply to inquiries by the Secretanat. 4
II. THE CAUSES OF DELAY IN RATIFICATION
OR ADHERENCE
4. The replies to the above-?1entione~ inguiries
indicate that the causes of delay In the ratIficatIon of
or adherence to conventions are of two distinct types:
( 1) those that are related to the preparatory stages
preceding the adoption of a convention and (2) those

* 30 April

1974.
.
Report of the United Nations Commission on Intematlo~al
Trade Law on the work of its sixth session (1973), OffiCIal
Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session,
Supplement No. 17 (A/9017), para. 132; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II. A.
21bid.
1

·m~

.

4 It regards previous documentation related to the Item,
see A/CN.9/60 (UNCITRAL YeaTbook, Vol. II: 1971, p.art
two, IV) setting forth the proposal by. the French delegation
for the establishment of ,a umon for JUS commune, ~nd AI
CN.9/81 setting forth the comments and oh~er:vatlons on
this proposal by member States of the CommISSIOn.

that relate to the implementation ofa convention on
the national leve1.5
A. Causes related to the preparatory stages6
5. The following causes which originate at the
preparatory stages of work on a convention may affect
the subsequent implementation of a convention on the
national level.
(a) Non-participation in the elaboration of a convention
Non-participation in the elaboration of a convention
may result, on the part of the non-participating State,
in a lack of interest in the subject-matter of the Convention. It may be noted that such lack of interest may
reflect a view that the proposal does not respond to
practical difficulties presented by divergency of legislation, but is prompted by projects for "unification for
the sake of unification".
(b) Defects of substance

Defects of substance may cause dissatisfaction with
certain provisions ofa convention and in turn impair
the prospects of ratification or adherence. Examples
given are:
(i) Narrowness of approach as to legal systems,
in that in some cases conventions have been
proposed without adequate attention being paid
to solutions in various legal systems. It may be
noted that such narrowness of approach may
lead to deficiencies as to substance, in that
modern solutions to certain problems are not
taken into account. and to deficiencies as to
drafting, through the use of legal idioms of one
legal system that may not be comprehens,ible
in another legal setting.
(ii) Narrowness of approach as to geography, in
that conventions have been prepared without a
recognition that for mlJny countries international trade involves· the carriage of goods
across oceans rather than merely across land
borders. 7
Uii) Drafting by compromise, as there appears to
be a tendency, in the preparation of international conventions. to draft legal provisions
5 In this report, the terms "ratification" and "implementation" include any action on the national level, such as legislativeaction, that may be necessary to give a convention
municipal effect.
6 The information given under this subheading is based
on the written communications of three representatives to the
Commission.
.
•
7 The representative to the Commission v<.:ho lIsted thIS
defect mentions that the 1964 Hague Convention on the International Sale of Goods was subject to this objection.
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by compromise which often results in a failure
to face up to difficult problems by omitting
provisions relat,ing to them or to deal with
them adequately by including only weak provisions based on the "lowest common denominator".
(iv) Inadequate study, in that not enough time and
energy is spent on the preparatory work of
conventions. 8

B. Causes related to the implementation ot conventions on the national level
6. The causes under this heading relate to difficulties inherent in the constitution of a State and to
difficulties of an adminisrative character.
7. Ratification or adherence may present problems in the case of a State with a federal structure
when, under the constitution, the subject-matter of a
convention falls within the jurisdiction of the constituent
units of the federation. 9
8. Administrative delays may be due to a great
many factors. The following have been mentioned:
(a) Administrative inertia and indifference on the
part of an administraHon towards international law;
(b) The heavy burden which national administrations face as a result of the activities of international
organizations in the legal field;
(c) Lack of urgency or priority which a convention
has or is being given, having regard to the workload
of an administration or a parliament;
(d) Priority of matters of a domestic or political
interest over matters dealt with in a convention;
(e) Some national administrations do not have the
necessary expert staff to examine the merits of a convention, in particular when they have not participated
in the preparatory work;
(f) The text of a convention must be translated
into the national language which is often a difficult
task. Where two or more countries with the same
language are considering adhering to a convention
drafted in a language other than that of these countries, it is desirable that the translations be identical
and this requires the organization of translation conferences;
8 The representative to the Commission who listed this defect of substance refers illl his comments to the prodigious
amount of time 'and ooergy that has been spent in the United
States on, for example, the Uniform Commercial Code or
the Uniform Consumer Credit Code. He notes that "this is
due to the much greater interest that is provoked among
the bar and other interested groups by proposals for domestic
legislatioo, the enactment of which seem likely".
9 For instance, one representative to the Commission, referring to the constitution of the United States of America,
states that although the federal Government has the power
to regulate interstate commerce, the private law aspects of
commerce have in fact been left largely to the States. He
notes that it is, for eJeample, the States and not the federal
Government that have ooacted the Uniform Commercial Code;
that Congress is not accustomed to deal with problems of
sales or commercial paper in domestic commerce and that
this may deter it from doing so in international commerce.
He further notes that it is of interest in this connexion that
the United States has acted favourably on conventions in two
areas in which it has also enacted legislation: arbitration and
shipping.

(g) In view of the fact that conventions usually
enter into force upon their ratification by a specified
number of countries, national administrations adopt a
wait-and-see attitude and will take action only when
the entry into force appears certain;lO
(h) A national administration may be more favourably disposed to initiate ratification or adherence procedures if the convention in question is in force in
neighbouring countries or in countries with which the
administration's country has extensive economic relations.

III.

PROCEDURES AND METHODS DESIGNED TO ACCELERATE THE ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF INTERNATIONAL RULES

9. The procedures and methods developed to accelerate the adoption and. implementation by national
authorities of international rules, as reported in response to the Secretariat inquiries, fall into two distinct
categories: (a) procedures that are designed to dispense with the process of formal ratification or adherence ("negative notification procedure"). and (b)
methods that are designed to expedite the process of
ratification or adherence.
(a) Negative notification procedure
10. Under the negative notification procedure, also
referred to as an "opting-out" or "objection" procedure,
rules adopted by an international body ("sponsoring
body") will, on a specified date, become binding upon
a member State of the sponsoring body unless such
State, before such date, has declared that it does not
wish to be bound. l l
11. Examples of this type of procedure are the
following:
(i) International
Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO)
Under article 37 of the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944, ICAO shall adopt,
as may be necessary, international standards and recommended practices and procedures. 12 These international standards are considered binding on member
States of ICAO unless a member State has given notice
to ICAO that it "finds it impracticable to comply in
.10 One representative.?f the Commission suggested that
thIS problem may be mJtIgated by the requirement that Governments submit a convootion to the competoot authorities
within a specified period of time. See paragraph 13, infra.
11 Under the Treaty establishing the European Atomic
Energy Community (EURATOM) of 1957, the Council of
the Community is empowered to determine basic standards
f?r maximum permissible levels of ionizing radiation (artIdes 30 and 31). Member States "shall enaot the legislative
and administrative provisiOll1s required to ensure compliance
with the basic standards so determined ... " (,article 33). It
will b'e noted that this legal obliga.tion is not subject to lliny
procedure for "opting-out".
See also articles 100-103 of the Treaty of 1957 establishing the European Economic Community regarding the issue
of directives by the Council of the Community.
12 These deal with communications systems and air navigation aids, rules of the air and air traffic cooool practices,
licensing of operating and mechanical personnel, airworthiness
of aircraft, registration and identification of aircraft, collection
and exchange of meteorological information, log books, aeronautical maps and charts, customs and immigration procedures,
aircraft in distress and investigation of accidents, and such
other matters concerned with the safety, regularity, and efficiency of air navigatiOll1.
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all respects with any such international standard or
procedure, or to bring its own regulations or practices
into full accord" with any such standard or procedure
(article 38 of the Chicago Convention). Under article 38, it falls to each member State to notify ICAO
immediately of non-compliance, and of any difference
between its own practice and that established by the
international standard.
(ii) World Health Organization (WHO)
A similar procedure obtains under article 21 of the
Constitution of WHO. In five specified technical areas,
the WHO Assembly may adopt regulations which become binding upon members of WHO unless they
expressly opt out. The members of WHO are, notified
by the Director-General.of WHC? of the adoptiOn .of. a
regulation. The notificatIon speCifies the penod withm
which a member can reject a regulation or make reservations thereto. In WHO practice, the Assembly has
occasionally rejected certain reservations on the ground
that they substantially detracted from the character and
purpose of the regulation. On other occasions, reservations have been accepted for a limited period of ~ime
with the possibility of subsequent extension. ~e~ulations
adopted under article 21 of the WHO ConstitutiOn have
so far been adopted only in respect of relatively noncontentious matters with a highly technical content.
(iii) Amongst current proposals is that by the, Int.erGovernmental Maritime Consultative Orgamzatlon
(IMCO) for a tacit acceptance procedure for technical
conventions. IMCO's Legal Committee has prepared
draft model provisions for bringing amen~ments i~to
force upon their adoption by the appropnate bodies.
(b ) Methods to expedite ratification
12. These methods are designed to ensure that.,
immediately after their adoption within the sponsoring
body, conventions are examined by the compet.ent national authorities of member States and submitted to
these authorities for ratification or other action.
13. Examples of these methods are the following:
(i) International Labour Organisation (lLO)
Under article 19, paragraph 5 (b) to (d) and paragraph 7 of the ILO Constitution, States members of the
ILO are obliged to submit conventions adopted by the
International Labour Conference, within a period of
12 or in exceptional circumstances 18, months of their
ad~ption, to the national authorities within whos,e cO,mpetence the matter lies for the enact~ent of l~gislatiOn
or other action. Article 19 also prOVides that if a State
. member obtains the consent of the competent authority,
it will communicate the formal ratification of the convention to the Director-General of the ILO and will
take such action as may be necessary to make effective
the provisions of the Convention. These provisions of
the ILO Constitution are reported to have two purposes. One is to bring conventions before the authority
-usually the legislative authority-which has the power
to take the measures necessary to give effect to conventions; the second purpose is to bring the conventions to the notice of public opinion,
Article 19, paragraph 5 (c) of the ILO C;onstitution
also provides that States members shall mform the
Director-General of the lLO of the measures taken to
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submit conventions to the competent national authorities, with particulars of the action taken by them. On
the basis of the information supplied under this provision, the ILO supervisory bodies follow up the way
in which States members fulfil their obligations relating
to submission of newly adopted conventions to the
competent authorities.
14. Other provisions of the ILO Constitution (article 19, paragraphs 5' (c) and 7 (a) and (b) (iv»
provide further that when the Governing Body of the
ILO so requests in relation to a given convention, States
members which have not ratified the convention in
question shall report the position of their law and
practice on the matters dealt with in it and state the
difficulties which prevent or delay ratification. On the
basis of these reports., the ILO Committee of Experts
on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations prepares a general survey in which it examines
and comments on the reasons given as preventing or
delaying ratification.
15. Among the means of action that are not based
on a constitutional provision, it is reported that from
time to time appeals for the ratification of a given
Convention or gronp of conventions are made by the
International Labour Conference or by the Regional
Conference of the ILO. Also, since 1970, the regional
advisory committees and regional conferences of the
ILO, which meet periodically for the African, American and Asian regions, have included in their agenda
the examination of the difficulties encountered in the
ratification and application by State members in respect of selected international labour conventions. The
studies made of these conventions and the resulting
conclusions have led to a better understanding of the
position in each region and to improved ratification
prospects.
16. There has also been developed by the ILO a
practice of having ILO conventions examined by ,regional organizations, in particular as regards the position of the member States of such organizations in
relation to these conventions. The International Labour
Office cites the example of the Social Committee of
the Council of Europe, which since 1962 has examined
the position in respect of over 50 conventions, chosen
after consultations with the International Labour Office.
17. At each session of the International Labour
Conference the ,ILO secretariat includes an "Information on Conventions Service" which is available to discuss, with government delegations, ratification possibilities as well as difficulties encountered and the means
of overcoming them. Similar arrangements are made
at ILO regional conferences.
18. The Director-General of the ILO is regularly
requested by Governments to provide written opinions
explaining the provisions of conventions. These opinions
are communicated to the Governing Body of the ILO
and published in the ILO Official Bulletin. While the
formal interpretation of international labour conventions
is the responsibility of the International Court of
Justice, the explanations provided by the ILO are said
to facilitate in certain cases a decision as to whether
the convention in question can be ratified.
19. Other measures include a procedure for direct
contacts, introduced in 1969, under which a repre-
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sentative of the Director-General visits the country
concerned, with the agreement and usually at the invitation of the Government, in order to examine with
the competent national officials difficulties in implementing ratified conventions. This procedure has recently been extended to cases in which the Government
wishes to discuss possible obstacles to the ratification
of a given convention.
20. Through the methods described above, the ILO
has been able to contribute to the current total of about
4,000 ratifications covering over 130 of its Conventions.
(ii) World Health Organization
21. Pursuant to article 19 of the Constitution of the
World Health Organization, the WHO Assembly, by
a two-thirds majority, may adopt conventions relating
to any matter within the competence of WHO. Under
article 20 of the WHO Constitution, the member States
of WHO are obliged to take action with regard to
ratification by the competent national authorities and
to notify, within 18 months., the Director-General of
WHO of the action they have taken.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
22. A survey of the constitutions and practice of
international law-making and regulatory bodies indicates that the procedure under which rules adopted
under their auspices become binding upon member
States, unless they opt out within a specified period of
time, has been used only in the context of international
rules and standards that are of a technical nature. It
does not appear that the rules contained in or envisaged
for the conventions now being prepared by the commission are of the technical nature of conventions in
respect of which an opting-out procedure has thus far
been employed.
23. The Commission may, therefore, wish to give
particular attention to those procedures, which are
now in use or which may be developed, that have
special relevance to the preparation of conventions by
UNOITRAL., and their subsequent implementation on
the national level. Such procedures may include the
following:
(a) Selections of those projects for unification for
which there is a widely-felt need, on the basis of an

examination of the extent of the divergencies between
the rules of different legal systems and, most especially,
on the basis of evidence of practical difficulties resulting therefrom.
(b) Wide participation in the preparatory work on
projects, not only by States which are members of the
Commission, but also by others, and by international
organizations with special expertise in the subjectmatter to be dealt with in a convention. Such participation could take various forms, such as the circulation
of questionnaires concerning the need for and the
proposed content of new uniform rules., the circulation
of draft texts for comments, and periodic consultations
with interested circles. l8

(c) Once a convention has been adopted, the General Assembly might be asked to request the SecretaryGeneral to transmit the convention to Governments,
inviting them, within a specified period of time, to
supply him with information on the steps that have
been taken with regard to ratification. 14
(d) Encouragement to regional bodies that they
should consider recommending to their member States
the ratification of, or adherence to, conventions prepared by the Commission.
(e) Regional seminars., held where feasible in collaboration with regional ,international organizations, for
the explanation and analysis of proposed conventions.

(f) A request to States to designate a person who
would have the responsibility to make pending conventions known to governmental and private circles in
his country. The Commission might also wish, at some
future time, to consider establishing procedures for
liaison within each region between representatives of
members of the Commission and such persons.
13 Such procedures have been followed. for instance, in
the course of the preparatory work on negotiable instruments
and arbitration.
14 It may be noted that a similar course has been followed
in respect of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958. See report of
UNCITRAL on the work of its sixth session (A/9017;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part one, II, A),
para. 85 (1), and para. 5 of General Assembly resolution 3108 (XXVIII), reproduced in this volume. part one,
I, C supra.
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V. ACTIVITIES OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Report of the Secretary-General on current activities of international organizations related to the harmonization and unification of international trade law (A/CN.9/94 and A/CN.9/94/Add.l and 2)

*

INTRODUCTION
1. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, at its third session, requested the
Secretary-General "to submit reports to the annual
sessions of the Commission on the current work of
international organizations in matters included in the
programme of work of the Commission".l

2. In accordance with the above decision reports
were submitted to the Commission at the fourth session
in 1971 (A/CN.9/59), at the fifth session in 1972
(A/CN.9/71), and at the sixth session in 1973 (Aj
CN.9/82). The present report" prepared for the seventh
session (1974), is based on information submitted by
international organizations concerning their current
work. 2 In many cases, the present report includes information on progress with respect to projects for
which background material is included in earlier reports. 3 Some of the international organizations, whose
activities were described in the earlier reports to the
Commission, either did not submit statements as to
their current activities or reported that they were not
currently engaged in work related to the work programme of the Commission.

* 6,

8 and 10 May 1974.
Report of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law OIl the work of its third session, Official Records
of the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. 17 (A/8017), para. 172; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. I:
1968-1970. part two, lII, A.
2 Information received from some international organizations has not been inc1udedbecause that information concerned activities unrelated to the work of UNCITRAL or
because it described activ1ties other than current projects.
3 Background material may be found in the reports presented
to the fourth session (A/CN.9159) , the fifth session (AI
CN.9171) and the sixth session (A/CN.9/82) (UNCITRAL
Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973', part two, V); and in the following:
Digest of legal activities of international organizations and
other international institutions, published by the International
Institute. for the Unification of Private L!iw (UNIDROIT);
Progressive development of the law of mternational trade,
report of the Secretary-General (1966), Official Records of the
General A.ssembly, Twenty-first Session, Annexes, agenda
item 88, document A/6396, paras. 26-189 (UNCITRAL
Ye~r~?Ok. Vol. I: .l9~8.1970, part one,.II, B); Survey of the
activIties of orgamzatlOns concerned With harmonization and
ullification of the law of international trade, note by the Secretary-General, 19 January 1968 (A/CN.915); and replies
from organizations regarding their current activities in the
subjects of international trade within the Commission's work
programme, note by the Secretarillit, 1 April 1970
(UNCITRAL/III/CRP.2).
1

I. UNITED NATIONS ORGANS AND
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
A. UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR EUROPE (ECE)
Group of Experts on International Trade Practices
relating to Agricultural Products
3. (a) Rules for Survey (Valuation) in Fresh
Fruit and Vegetables.
These Rules for Survey, adopted by the Group of
Experts in April 1973 are part of the General Conditions for International Dealings in Fresh Fruit and
Vegetables (AGRI/WP.1/GE.7/35 and Add.!).
(b) General Conditions for International Dealings in
Potatoes. Rules of Valuation for Potatoes.
On the basis of documents AGRI/WP.1/GCSj24/
Rev.1 and AGRI/WP.1jGCS/29 General Conditions
and Rules for Survey for the international trade in
potatoes were adopted by the Group of Experts at its
sessions in April 1973 and February 1974. The texts
will be published in 1974.
(c) Draft General Conditions for International Dealings in Dry Fruit (shelled and unshelled) and Dried
Fruit. Draft Rules of Valuation for Dry and Dried
Fruit.
Work continued in 1973 on the two instruments
concerning international trade in dry and dried fruit
(AGRIjWP.1jGCSj16/Rev.3 and AGRIjWP.lj
GE.7/R.4/Rev.1).
(d) Draft Arbitration Rules for International Dealings in Agricultural Products.
Work continued in 1973 on rules for arbitration on
the basis of document AGRI/WP.1/GCSj30. In 1974
the Group of Experts will devote a session to this
que~tion. qn that occasion it is expected that experts
on mternatlOnal commercial arbitration will participate.
It s):lOuld then be possible to establish whether arbitration rules for international dealings in agricultural
products should be established under the auspices of
the ECE.
Group of Experts on International Contract Practices
in Industry
4. (a) The Guide on Drawing up Contracts for
Large Industrial Works was published in English and
French in 1973, in Russian in 1974 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. (English) :E.73.II.E.13).
(b) I?- 1973 .work w~s initiated for pre~aring a guide
on drawmg up mternatlOnal contracts on mdustrial cooperation.
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Group of Experts on Data Requirements and Documentation
5. In 1973 the Group of Experts decided to transfer
two items from its long-term to its short-term work
programme. i.e.
(a) Purpose and modalities of signature on international trade documents, and
(b) Legal validity of documents transmitted automatically.
The Group of Experts was set up in 1972 by the
Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade
Procedures. Its terms of reference are reproduced in
document TRADE/WPA/I13.
B. UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR LATIN AMERICA (ECLA)

International intermodal transport
6. The immediate objective of this project is to
carry out economic and legal studies and collaborate
with UNCTAD, pursuant to Economic and Social
Council resolution 1734 (LIV) , so that the Intergovernmental Preparatory Group on a Convention on
International Intermodal Transport will have the information needed to prepare a draft convention dealing
with documentation and liability problems of international intermodal transport and the institutionalization
of combined transport operators.
7. The Economic Commission for Latin America
is aiding the creation and work of the national and
regional working groups on facilitation of commerce
and international intermodal transport, which for the
present are studying the legal and economic aspects of
this issue in order to advise the Latin American members of the ,Intergovernmental Preparatory Group.
Individual Latin American experts on international
transport or maritime law are also collaborating by
contributing recommendations regarding the proposed
convention, and these contributions will be brought
together in an anthology by the Commission. The
Commission itself is engaged in studies regarding the
impact of the introduction of a new Combined Transport Document with relation to present documentation
requirements for international trade, and regarding the
economic and institutional implications of different
technological options for international intermodal
transport.
8. At the same time, the Commission and the Institute for Latin American Integration (lNTAL) are
studying the legal and other non-tariff barriers to
facilitation of land transport movements between the
Plate River Basin and the Andean Group countries.
This project is sponsoring experimental cargo movements and advising the Governments and the transporters of new agreements" procedural modifications
and insurance or guarantee systems which need to be
made in order to permit the creation of regular transport services, taking advantage of existing infrastructure.
9. The Commission has prepared a document:
·'International intermodal transport: statement of the
immediate problem for Latin America and action programme for affected institutions" (E/CN.12/L.I03,

3 Decem~er 1973), and will prepare additional documents durmg the year on the activities described above.
C. UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION
FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (ECAFE)

International payments.
. 10. . A draft agreement establishing the Asian Clear-

I~g Umon was adopted at the Meeting of Senior Offi-

CIals of Governments and Central Banks for the
Establishment of an Asian Clearing Union, which was
convened at Bangkok 23-28 February 1973. The agreement was opened for signature by interested central
banks at the Tokyo session of ECAFE (11-23 April
1973).

International legislation on shipping
11. The ~ecretariat of ECAFE plans to undertake
~ comprehensIve su~vey ~f eXisti~g maritime legislation
III th.e ~CAFE r~glOn WI!h a VIew to promoting uniformIty III the natIOnal legIslations. Based on the results
of the a?ove survey: guidelines shall be developed for
formulatIon ?f mant~me law for. use by countries in the
ECAFE reglOn. ThiS work WIll be carried out with
the co-operation and support of UNCTAD and
UNCITRAL.
D. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
(ICAO)

Question of revision of the Warsaw Convention of 1929
as amended by, the Hague Protocol of 1955: ((a)
cargo; (b) mall; (c) automatic insurance)
12. The early stages of ICAO's work on revision
of the Warsaw Convention of 1929, as amended by the
Hagu~ Protocol of 1955, were described in the report
submItted to UNCITRAL at its sixth session (A/CN.9 I
82; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two,
V; para. 6). The report of the ICAO Sub-Committee
on Revision of the Warsaw Convention (ICAO document LC/SC.Warsaw (l972)-report) will be placed
before the full ICAO Leaal Committee which will
meet at Montreal in Septe~ber and October 1974.
Rese~rch

in.

regard ~o measures for promoting the
umform znterpretatlOn of international private air
law conventions

13. A rapporteur appointed for this subject has not
yet presented a report.
E.

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND
DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD)*

14. Earlier stages of UNCTAD's work on liner
conference practices, charter parties and combined
t~,ansport were described in the report submitted to the
SIXth session of the Commission (A/CN.9/82, paras. 713; UNClTRAL Yearbook, VoL IV: 1973 part two
V).
'
,
15. A Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner
Conferences was adopted at the conclusion of the
United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences, on 6 April

* For further

information see addendum 1 below.
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1974. The report of the Conference is expected to be
puhlished during May 1974 as TD/CODE/10.

F.

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE
ORGANIZATION (IMCO)

International legislation on shipping
16. Earlier stages of work on this subject were
described in the reports submitted at the fourth and
fifth sessions of UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/59, para. 12
and A/CN.9/71, paras. 9 and 10). IMCO continues
to participate in the work of UNCITRAL on this
subject.

G.

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF)4

International negotiable instruments
17. Members of the staff of the Fund have been
participating in work in respect of a draft uniform law
on international bills of exchange and promissory notes
which is at present being considered by the UNCITRAL
Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments. 1I

H. WORLD BANK (INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT-IBRD)
Procurement training courses
18. In the past few years the World Bank has taken
an active interest in procurement training courses and
the curricula and conteIlits thereof for officials in developing countries. It has, for instance, made staff
available and made a mode&t financial contribution to
the first two UNITAR/SIDA regional seminars on the
topic as well as to the UNDP-sponsored seminar on
procurement in Indonesia.
1.

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION (UNIDO)

The evaluation of multinational projects and the basis
of a policy for their establishment in developing
countries
19. The first part of a UNIDO study on this topic
discusses the need for multinational projects including
their functions, economies of scale and their relation
to the development of smaller developing countries. It
then cons,iders the terms of co-operation, which include
the sharing of the benefits of co-opemtion, the concept
of a "package deal" of projects, the location of projects,
arrangements for ensuring access to markets in cooperating countries, the provision of finance and entrepreneuring and the negotiation of a "package deal" of
multinational projects. The third pallt of the study deals
with the evaluation of multinational industrial projects
and attempts to quantify the benefits resulting from
such projects. The study will be published by UNIDO
in 1974.
4 The activities of the IMF in the area of tl!aining and assistance were set out in the report of the Secretary-General,
submitted to the fifth session of UNCITRAL, on training and
assistance in the field of international trade law (A/CN.9/
65, para. 12 (d».
II For participation of international organizations in the
preparation of the draft uniform law, see A/CN.9/WG.IV /
WP.2, introduction at para. 3, note 6 and A/CN.9/77, para. 5;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II. 1.
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A critical appraisal of regional industrial co-operation
in East Africa
. 20. . This UNID~ s~udy discusses critically regional
mdustnal co-operatIon In the East African Community
since its inception up to the present time. It considers
the three stages of regional economic co-operation in
th~ evolution of the East African Community; economIC development in East Africa; and lastly, tlhe critical
evaluation of industrial co-operation and recommendations with regard to measures which could faciHtate
more co-operation in the industrial field in future. It is
scheduled for publication by UNIDO in 1974.
The role of multilateral financial institutions in the promotion of international industrial co-operation
21. Th1s paper was prepared by UNIDO for a
meeting convened by the Secretary-General of
UNCTAD to discuss the role of multilateral financial
institutions in the promotion of economic integration
in the developing countries. It has been published by
UNIDO (publication reference UNIDO/IPPD.138).
Contract planning
22. This is a m3Jl1ual which attempts to show industrial managers, administrators and engineers in
developing countries how proper plann1ng organi.zation
and control can aHevitate many of the p~blems in the
fi~ld of contracting. The manual gives the systematic
VIew of how the contracting work is arranged in a
proper way and what the functions of the various project
departments are. The manual is to be published in 1974.
Guidelines for the formation of contractual agreements
for industrial projects
23. These guidelines 'aim at showing the relevant
staff in developing countries how to formulate contracts
for c(;msultants, ~vi1 wor~s coIlitracto~s and equipment
supphers. T.hose 1JSsue~ WhICh are partIcularly important
for developmg countnes are shown as well as the basic
procedures for the preparation of contracts. The guidelines also include a section on international arbitration.
The study is presently being finalized.
Subcontracting and licensing agreements
24. UNIDO documents ID/WG.136/3 and ID/
WG.136/20 are the results of a UNIDO meeting on
Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries
through Subcontracting and Licensing Agreements.

J.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS (FAO)

Programmes on investment in agriculture
25. F~O's J(rogrammes of rele~ance to foreign investment In agnculture, on th,e basIS of prein'vestment
studie~ and surveys, are aimed partly at f.acilitating the
estabhshment of contacts between potential in~estors
whether public (e.g. IBRO, regional development
banks,. t;>i1ateral aid progr~mmes) or private, and the
authonties of the developmg country responsible for
the particular sector in need of investments. Of relevance in this respect is the work of the FAO Industry
Co-operative Programme (ICP).
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26. A second aspect of FAO's programmes is the
dissemination of infomlation regarding methods for the
stimulation and control of investment, and guidelines
for the establishment and operation of enterprises involving some measure of joint investment or joint participation in various substantive sectors of agriculture,
forestry and fisheries. Examples of such work are the
study on "Foreign Investment Laws and Agriculture"
and the "Handbook on Forest Utilization Contracts on
Public Land", FAO, 1971. A similar study on joint
ventures in the fishery sector is currently in preparation.
Y.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
A. ASIAN-AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE

Uniform rules governing the international sale of goods

27. This subject has been included in the programme of work of this Committee since 1969. The
Uniform Law on 'the International Sale of Goods,
together with the revisions thereto proposed by the
UNClTRAL Working Group on the International Sale
of Goods, has been considered by a Standing Sub-Committee at the annual sessions held at Accra (1970),
Colombo (1971) and New Delhi (1972).
Prescription (limitation) in the international sale of
goods

28. The proposed UNCITRAL draft convention
on this subject was considered in detail by the Standing Sub-Committee on the International Sale of Goods
at the session held in New Delhi (1973), together with
a study thereon prepared by the secretariat of the Committee. The report of the Sub-Committee generally approved the approach of the Convention as a workable
compromise, and -submitted specific suggestions for its
revision. The report was circulated among member
States for their comments, and some member States have
generally approved the report. Any further comments
received will be forwarded to the UNCITRAL secretariat.
General conditions of sale

29. The work already done, commencing with the
session held at Accra (1970), included adoption of a
programme of work proposed by the Standing SubCommittee, the preparation of a draft standard form
of f.o.b./f.a.s. cootract for use in relation to the sale
of commodities in the region, the consideration and
suggested revision of the draft by the Sub-Committee,
and the circulation of the draft and proposals for revision to member States, other States of the AsianAfrican region, and interested trade associations in the
region for their comments. A study is now being prepared analysing the responses received. This analysis,
and a commentary thereon prepared by the secretariat,
will shortly be circulated together with a detailed questionnaire designed to elicit further information necessary for the continuation of the project. Further work,
including the drafting of another standard form contract, is envisaged after receipt of the replies to the
questionnaire.
International payments

30. The work done by UNCITRAL in the field may
be considered at an appropriate mage.

International commercial arbitration

31. A detailed study on certain aspects of international commercial arbitration was prepared by the secretariat of the CommitJ1:ee. This covered the following
topics: (1) institutional arbitration and ad hoc arbitration; (2). c~tituting the arbitral tribunal; (3)
venue of arbItratIOn; (4) the applicable law to determine the rights and obligations of the parties under
the contract; (5) procedure in arbitration; (6) arbitral
awards; (7) the enforcement of foreign arbitral
awaa-ds. The study was placed before the Committee at
its session at Tokyo (1974) and considered in detail
by a Sub-Committee. The report of the Sub-Committee
with the recommendations contained therein has been
forwarded to UNClTRAL for its attention.
It is proposed to follow up the study in the light
of the discussion at the Tokyo session (1974) in order
to con~olidate and carry further the work already done.
For thIS purpose, a detailed questionnaire is being prepared with a view to eliciting further essel1Jtial information from Governments and trade associations in the
region.
Bills of lading

32. In reply to an UNCITRAL questionnaire on
certain topics relating to bills of lading, which were
due to be considered by the UNCITRAL Working
Group on this subject, a det'ailed answer to the questionnaire was prepared by the secretariat, and circulated
to member Governments for their comments. The topics
in question were also considered by a Sub-Committee
at the session of the Committee in Tokyo (1974) and
the report of the Sub-eommittee was forwarded to
UNCITRAL for consideration by the Working Group.
The future work of UNCITRAL will be kept under
review.
A code of conduct for liner conferences

33. A detailed study was prepared by the secretariat on the proposals which culminated in the holding
of a Conference of plenipotentiaries for drafting a
convention on this subject in November last year. This
was circulated to member GovernmM1:s and other Governments of the region. After the Conference concludes
its deliberations, a further study will be undertaken, if
necessary.
Multinational enterprises

34. This subject is under review, and will be appropriately considered, if the need arises.
B.

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Credit and security research project

35. For the past three years, the Asian Development
Bank has been associated with the Law Association for
Asia and the Western Pacific (LAWASIA) in the
undertaking of a credit and security research project.
This project involves a study of the security arrangements available to national development banks and
similar financial institutions situated in the region. Eight
country reports and one integrated report have, so far,
been published by the University of Queensland Press,
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Queens-land, Australia. The report on Australia is expected to be completed towards the end of the year.

C.

BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS

International negotiable instruments
36. Through its Legal Adviser, the Bank for Intemational Settlements has participated in work on a
draft uniform law on international bills of exchange
and promis'80ry notes which is being considered by
the UNClTRAL Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments. 6

D. COUNCIL OF EUROPE 7
Uniform rules in the field of "time limits"
37. Earlier stages of the work on "time ·limits" by
the Council of Europe were described in the reports
submitted to the fourth session (A/CN.9/59, para. 23),
the fifth session (A/CN.9/71, pams. 21 and 22), and
the sixth session of UNCITRAL (A./CN.9/82;
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, V;
paras. 37 and 38). The Buropean Convention on the
Computation of Time Limits was opened for signature
on 16 May 1972, but has not yet entered into force.
38. At its 229th meeting, held 19-27 February
1974, the Committee of Ministers authorized the rettingup of a Committee of Experts to examine the outcome
of the United Nations Diplomatic Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in the International Sale of Goods
and the action ~o be taken on the European rules on
extinctive prescription drawn up by a CCJ committee of
experts.
Recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements in
private and commercial matters
39. Earlier stages of work on the preparation of a
praotJical guide on the subject were described in the
reports submitted at the fourth session (A/CN.9/59,
para. 24), the fifth session (A/CN.9/71, para. 23),
and the sixth session of UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/82,
para. 39). The Committee of Ministers of the Council
of Europe authorized the setting-up of a drafting committee which is to finalize the practical guide to recognition and enforcement of foreign judicial decisioos.
Products liability
40. A committee of experts, appointed in 1972, has
been engaged in the preparation of a draft uniform
law or a draft convention, in order to harmonize in
the member States the laws 00 liability of producers for
damage caused by their products.
6 For participation of international organizations in the
preparation of the draft uniform law. see A/CN.9/WG.IV/
WP.2, introduction para. 3, note 6 and A/CN.9/77
(UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973, part two, II, 1)
para. 3.
7 This report on the current activities of the Council of
Europe was derived from several sources; it may be incomplete in view of the fact that ,the Secretariat has not yet
received a communication from the Council describing its
activities relating to international trade law.

E.
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COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

(CMEA)
Convention on the settlement by arbitration of civil
law disputes arising out of relations concerned with
economic, scientific and technological co-operation
41. The ·above Convention was discussed in the
reports submitted to the fifth sessioo (A/CN.9/71
para. 26) and the sixth session of UNCITRAL (Ai
CN.9/82, UNOITRAL Yearbook, Vol. IV: 1973,
part two, V; para. 42), The Convention entered into
force on 13 August 1973.
42. The Convention provides that all disputes between economic organizations arising from contractual
or other civil law relations in the course of economic
sc:ientific .and technological, co-operation al;l10ng coun:
tnes parties to the Convention shall be subject to arbitration, provided that such disputes do not fall within
the competence of national courts.
Uniform rules for arbitration courts
43. This topic was discussed in the report submiued
to the sixth sessiOill of UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/82,
para. 43). The uniform rules for arbitration courts attached to the chambers of commerce of the member
countries of CMEA, which inolude provisions concerning court fees for arbi~mtion, and expenses and costs
borne by the parties, were prepared by the Legal Conference of representatives of CMEA member countries
on the basis of the Comprehensi'Ve Programme for the
Further Intensification and Enhancement ofCo-operation for the Development of the Socialist Economic Integration of the Member States of CMEA. The uniform
rules were approved by the Executive Committee in
February 1974.
44. The rules provide for the uniform settlement of
questions relating to the competence of arbitration
courts, their organization and activities and their working procedures. The Executive Committee recommended
that CMEA member countries should adopt measures
to ensure that regulations corresponding to the uniform
rules should be applied to disputes between the economic organizations of CMEA member countries which
fall within the competence of these courts.
General conditions for technical servicing of machines
and equipment delivered in trade among CMEA
member countries
45. With a view towards the further refinement of
the system of technical servicing of machines and equipment delivered in trade among CMEA member countries, CMEA's Standing Commission on Foreign Trade
has carried out work on the improvement of the General Condi~ions of Technical Servicing, CMEA, 1962,
and the General Conditions of Assembly, CMEA,
1962. This work has made the above-m,entioned 1962
documents responsive to the growing demands for
technical servicing of machines and equipment delivered
in trade among the member countries of CMEA; they
now define more clearly the rights and obligations of
rellers and buyers in the organizatron and execution
of teclmical servicing and assembly and related matters. These documents have been prepared to fit in
with the General Conditions of Deli'VOC)', CMEA,
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1968. As a result of the improvement of the 1962 documents, CMEA's Standing CommiJSsion on Foreign Trade
was able to prepare the General Conditions for the
technical servicing of machines, equipment and other
industria,l products delirvered among organimtions of the
member countries of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance au[horized to engage in foreign trade (General Conditions of Technical Servicing, CMEA, 1973)
and the General Conditions of Assembly and the provision of other technical services connected with the
delivery of machines and equipment among organizations of the member countries of the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance (General Conditions of Assembly,
CMEA, 1973).
46. These latter documents were approved by the
Executive Committee in April and September 1973
roopectively. The Executive Committee recommended
that CMEA member countries 'should bring the abovementioned documen[sinto force on 1 January 1974,
so that they would be applicable to contracts entetred
into on or after 1 January 1974 between organizations
of the member countries of CMEA authorized to engage
in foreign trade.
47. CMEA's Standing Commission on Foreign
Trade has also improved the GooeraJl Principles for
the provision of spare parts for machines and equipment delicvered in trade among member countries of
CMEA and with the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. The General Principles wetre. approved by
the Executive Committee in April 1973.

Report on legal questions relating to the conclusion
and execution of treaties on specialization and cooperation in production
48. This report was prepared by the Legal Conference of representatives of CMEA member countries
as a means of promoting co-operation among CMEA
member countries and their economic organizations in
the uniform solution of certain legal questions relating
to the conclusion and execution of treaties on specialization and co.-operation in production.
49. The report was approved by the Executive
Conunittee in December 1973. The Executicve Committee recommended to the member countries of the Council that their economic organizations should take ,the
recommendations contained in the report into account
when conduding treaties on specialization and co-operation in production; it also instructed CMEA organs
to take account of these recommendations when <kawing up such treaties. The Legal Conference of representatives of CMEA member countries w~ reqUe8Ited
to prepare, on the basis 'of this report, .a descripti?n
of existing practice concerning the conolUiSlOn of treaties
on specialization andeo-operation in producti?n, and
draft uniform rules for the settlement of questIons relating to the conclusion and execution of such treaties.
F.

INTER-AMERICAN JURIDICAL COMMITTEE
(ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES)

The Inter-American Specialized Conference on Private
InternatiolUll Law
50. Earlier stages of work by the Committee were
described in the reports 'Submitted to the fifth session

(A/CN.9/71, paras. 36 and 37) and the sixth session
of UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/82, UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, V; para. 49). Among the
draft conventions and other documenrt:s prepared by
the Inter-American Juridical Committee for the InterAmerican Specialized Conference on Private International Lawatre the following: resolution on multinat,ional commercial companies; resnlution on the
international sale of goods; draft convention on bills
of exchange, checks and promissory notes of international circulation; draft convention on international
commercial arbitration; and draft convention on contracts of maritime and terrestrial transportation.
51. These documents were approved by the Committee during its meeting in July-August 1973. The Inter-American Specialized Conference on Private International Law will be held in Panama starting on
14 January 1975.
G.

!INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR ECONOMIC CoOPERATION (IBEC)

International commercial arbitration
52. The draft international convention on settlement through arbitration of civil disputes which may
occur within the framework of economic and scientifictechnological co-operation was approved in 1972. The
Russian text of the Convention was signed on 26 May
1972 by representatives of the eight Governments of
the CMEA member countries. The text was published
in the official bulletins of the countries signers of the
Convention (e.g. the official text of the Convention in
Russian was published together with its Polish translation in issue No.7, 1974, of "Dziennik Ustaw").
53. The Convention came into force on the ninetieth day from the day of the placement with the depository of the fifth instrument of ratification, i.e. as of
13 August 1973. The Convention has been ratified by
six of the eight CMEA countries. The Concvention is
open for other countries to join, subject to approval
by the counrtries which have previously ratified the
Convention.
54. The Convention IDcvolves the system of permanent arbitration attached to the chambers of commerce in the participating countries. All disputes between economic organizations (including international
economic organizations of the CMEA countries provided their Statutes stipulaJte application of the Convention) resulting fmm contract and other civil relations occurring during economic and scientific-technological co-operation of the participating countries, are
to be submitted to the arbitration tribunal attached
to the Chamber of Commerce in the defendan['s country or, at the parties' discretion, in a third country
party to th~s Convention. The Convention enrvisages
and secures the execution of arbitr,ation decisions in
the participating countries. The articles of the Convention do not affect interstate organizations.

M ultinational enterprises
55'. Establishment by the CMEA member countries
of a number of internatiooal economic organizations
gave rise to problems connected with opening and keeping accounts of these organizations with !BEC and
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granting loans to these institutions. At present IBEC
is studying the above problems, as it can be expected
that these institutions may approach IBEC for loans.
H.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE UNIFICATION
OF PRIVATE LAW (UNIDROIT)

56. Detailed discussions of the work of UNIDROIT
in areas relating to international trade law may be
found in the reports submitted to the fifth session
(A/CN.9/71., paras. 38-53) and the sixth session of
UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/82, UNCITRAL Yearbook,
Vol. IV: 1973, part two, V; paras. 51-58).
Progressive codification of the general part of the law
of contracts

57. A preliminary report of comparative law. on
the non-performance of contracts and the sanctIons
for non-performance was prepared by the secretariat of
UNIDROIT and presented to the Governing Council
of UNIDROIT at its fifty-second session (April 1973)
(Document U.D.P. 1973-Etudes: L-Droit des
obligations, Doc. 4). The Council authorized the continuation of the work in this field and decided to set
up a restricted Committee of governmental experts
with special knowledge of the different common law
systems, of the civil law systems and of those of the
Socialist States and moreover directly interested by the
problems of international trade.
58. At its fifty-third session (February 1974), the
Council examined a comparative chart prepared by the
secretariat giving provisions currently in existence on
the formation, validity, interpretation, performance and
non-performance of contracts (document Etudes L,
Doc. 5 UNIDROIT 1973). This document should
facilitat~ the work of the restricted Committee which
started examining these various problems during its first
meeting held in February 1974.
Preliminary draft law for the unification of certain rules
relating 'to validity of contracts of international sale
of goods

59. The above-mentioned preliminary draft uniform law together with the explanatory report prepared
by the Max-Planck Institut flir ausHindisches und internationales Privatrecht (documents U.D.P. 1972-Etudes
XVI/B-Doc. 20 and 21) were distributed at the sixth
session of UNCITRAL. It is expected that the Commission will decide on the future steps to be taken in
this field at a future session.
Draft uniform law on the protection of the bona-fide
purchaser of corporeal movables

60. This draft, accompanied by an explanatory report (Doc. U.D.P. 1968, paper XLV, Doc. 37), was
submitted to a Committee of governmental experts
which held two meetings during 1973 and which ~ilI
hold a third meeting in June 1974; work on this subject
will presumably be terminated during 1974. The revised draft will be presented, in the form of a Convention providing a Uniform Law, for the approval of
Governments at a Diplomatic Conference.
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61. This draft, revised by a Committee of governmental experts (Etude XIX, Doc. 55, UNIDROIT
1974) should be submitted, in the form of a convention providing a un,iform law, for the approval of Governments at a diplomatic conferenoe for its adoption
in the near future.
Harmonization of the legal regimes, relating to the liability of the carrier of commodities and persons-Study
of the gold-clause in international conventions in connexion with transport
62. In the framework of this general theme included as a priority topic on the work programme by
the Governing Council at its fifty-third session as a
result of a wish expressed at the special Day on the
Unification of Transport Law (Rome, 27 April 1973),
the Secretariat drew up a report and a questionnaire
studying the problem posed by the various monetary
units (gold clauses) contained in international conventions, in particular as regards transport, and the
conversion of these units into the national currencies.
The Secretariat is in the process of drawing up a
report on the basis of the answers received to the
questionnaire.
The legal status of air-cushion vehicles (especially seagoing vehicles, e.g. hovercraft and naviplanes)
63. The conclusions of the report prepared by the
Secretariat of UNIDROIT as a result of the. enquiries
it made as regards the situation of the law existing in
this field in the various countries" were presented
before a restricted exploratory Committee of governmental experts which worked out guidelines for the
future work to be undertaken by an enlarged Committee of governmental experts on the basis of a list
of priorities including the different topics making up
the subject. The first of these topics, to be examined
by the Committee during 1974, deals with the registration and nationality of air-cushion vehicles.
Transport of live animals
64. The Secretariat has undertaken a study on
behalf of UNCITRAL relating to the transport of live
animals in the various modes of transport with a view
to including this form of transport in the Hague Rules
currently being revised by UNOITRAL (document A/
CN.9/WG.III/WP.1l *). The conclusion of this study
favours this inclusion and makes different suggestions
as to ways of going about it. The Working Group on
International Legislation on Shipping decided at its
sixth session (Geneva, 4-20 February 1974) to include
this form of transport in the revised Rules and it
adopted one of these proposals after having made a
slight amendment.
Road transport
65. The Convention relating to the Contract for
the International Carriage of Passengers and Luggage
by Road (CVR), drawn up by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe on the basis of a
UNIDROIT draft, was opened for signature in Geneva
on 1 March 1973.

* Reproduced

in this volume, part two. III, 3.
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66. The same Commission asked UNIDROIT to
prepare a commentary of the Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road
(CMR) signed in Geneva on 19 May 1956, and drawn
up by the United Nations Economic Commission for
Eu(cope on the ibasis of an UNIDROIT draft.
River transport
67. The Convention on the Limitation of the
Liability of Boat Owners (CLN) drawn up by the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe on
the basis of an UNIDROIT draft, was opened for
signature in Geneva on 1 March 1973.
68. The draft convention on the contract for the
carriage of passengers and luggage by inland waterway
(CYN) drawn up by UNIDROIT is currently being
revised by the Economic Commission for Europe with
a view to its adoption by Governments.
69. The draft convention on the contract for the
carriage of goods by inland waterway (CMN)., drawn
up on the basis of an UNIDROIT draft by the same
Commission and which had not been opened to the
signature of Governments in 1960 is currently being
revised at the request of the Commission by a Committee of governmental experts convened by UNIDROIT.
Liability of producers
70. At the request of the Council of Europe,
UNIDROIT drew up a comparative study on the
liability of producers in the member States of the
Council of Europe, the United States, Canada and
Japan. The Institute takes an active part in the work
of the Council of Europe's Committee of experts which
has undertaken the elaboration of a draft international
convention in this field.
Hotelkeepers' contract
71. The Secretariat of UNIDROIT has prepared a
preliminary report on the hotelkeepers' contract which
has been presented before an UNIDROIT Working
Committee of Experts. This Committee met in March
1974 when it worked out guidelines with a view to
elaborating a first preliminary draft of uniform provisions on the subject.

III.

INTERNATIONAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

A. INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (ICC)
International sale of goods
72. The ICC Working Party on Trade Terms has
been given a wider mandate; its current tasks are the
following:
(a) A final draft of the definition of a term to be
known as "free airport", being as near as possible an
air-freight equivalent to FOB, is now to be circulated
to national committees of the ICC for their comments,
with a view to final adoption in the autumn of this
year.
(b) In co-operation with the Economic Commission for Europe" a standardized set of three-letter
abbreviations has been proposed for each of the
INCOTERMS 1953 and other trade terms defined by

the ICC: It is hoped that, going on from this, it may
be pOSSIble to have a numbered coding system to
tra~slate th~ sam~ terms. for automatic data processing.
ThIS work IS enVIsaged In co-operation with the ECE.
(c) In connexion with specific trade terms in the
two separate fields of combined and containerized
transport, a questionnaire to ascertain present practice
is now to be circularized.
International payments

73. The ICC ~eadquarters has submitted a progress report on uruform customs and practices and on
contractual guarantees to the United Nations Secretariat. This report is issued as a document of
UNCITRAL (A/CN.9/89), to be considered at its
seventh session.
74. It is expected that the final version of the
above. report will be established in May 1974 by the
WorkIng Group of the ICC Commission on Banking
Technique and Practices.
International commercial arbitration

75. The process of revision of the ICC's Rules of
Conciliation and Arbitration is now under way, in order
t? take account of developments throughout the world
SInce the present Rules came into effect on 1 June
19~5. The time-table is such that it is hoped that the
revIsed Rules may come ,into effect either early in 1975
or perhaps later the same year.
76. The increasingly wider geographical and linguistic spread of ICC Arbitration has led to publication of the present Rules in Arabic, German and
Spanish apart from the official ICC working languages
of French and EngIish. In addition to these editions
published by international Headquarters, a considerable
number of the national committees have also published
translations into their national languages.
International legislation on shipping

77. The ICC has participated actively in the work
of the UNCITRAL's Working Group on International
Legislation on Shipping during 1973 and has submitted
its views on several occasions on questions being
studied in relation to the revision of the Hague Rules.
78. At the present time" a Working Party of the
General Transport Commission is undertaking a study
to give an ,indication as to the possible influence on
total amounts of insurance premiums resulting from
a certain change in risk allocation (e.g. deletion of
defences of the carrier for error in navigation and
management of the ship and for fire) between carrier
and cargo owner in marine transportation. The study,
which is being carried out with the co-operation of
shippers, shipowners, P and I clubs, cargo insurers
and legal experts, is hoped to be completed towards
the end of 1974.
79. The ICC is also organizing a three-day Conference entitled "International shipping-a commercial
view" in New Delhi in October, at which time certain
broad aspects of international shipping legislation will
be considered.
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Uniform Rules for a Combined Transport Document
80. The ICC's Uniform Rules for a Combined
Transport (CT) Document, published in November
1973" comprise a set of minimum rules that are intended to govern an acceptable and easily recognizable combined transport document. They are suited
to being given a legal effect by their incorporation
into private contracts for combined transport. By
issuing a CT document, subject to ICC Rules, the
combined transport operator accepts full responsibility
for performance of the complete transport operation,
including liability for loss, damage, and delay.
81. Work on these rules began in October 1972
by the ICC's Joint Committee on. Containerization,
which includes representatives of the various modes
of transport and of transport users, bankers., insurers,
trade facilitation bodies and forwarders from countries throughout the world. The Rules were developed
with the co-operation of the International Federation
of Forwarding Agents' Associations (FIATA), the
International Maritime Committee (CM!) , the International Union of Railways (VIC), the International
Road Transport Union (lRU) , the International
Chamber of Shipping (lCS) , the International Union
of Marine Insurance (:IUMI) and several other international organizations.
82. The Rules are not meant to prejudge the
results which may be achieved by UNCTAD in the
development of an international intermodal transport
convention but to fill the gap until such a convention
can be agreed upon and implemented" and to provide
a basis for standardizing CT documents and the rights
and responsibilities of the parties to a contract for
combined transport.
Multinational enterprises
83. The questionnaire received from UNCITRAL
on this subject was considered by the ICC Commission on International Commercial Practice. The
reply to this questionnaire, inter alia, drew attention
to the ICC Guidelines on International Investment.
84. In relation to multinational enterprises, the
ICC also made a submission through Mr. Renato
Lombardi, its President, to the group of eminent persons set up by the United Nations Economic and
Social Council to examine their role and impact.
B. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME COMMITTEE (CMI)
International legislation on shipping
85. The International Maritime Committee is
primarily engaged in the preparation of international
legislation on shipping. In addition" work has be~n
initiated with respect to international commer~lal
arbitration in maritime affairs. The present workmg
programme inc1ud:~s the following:
Revision of the 1957 International Convention relating to the liability of owners of seagoing ships;
Revision of the International Convention for the
unification of certain rules of law relating to bills of
lading (1924) and the Protocol to amend that Convention (1968 ) ;
Revision of the York/Antwerp Rules relating to
general average shipbuilding contracts;
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Combined transports and documentation relating
thereto.
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND
DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD) (Addendum 1)
InternatiofUll shipping legislation
Code of conduct for liner conferences
1. The Preparatory Committee e&tablished by General
Assembly resolution 3035 (XXVII), requesting the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations to convene, under the auspices
of UNCTAD, a conference of plenipotentiaries as early as
possible in 1973 to consider and adopt a convention or any
other multilateral legally binding instrument on a code of
conduct for liner conferences held its first session from 8 to
26 January 1973 and its second session from 4 to 29 June
1973 in Geneva. l The Preparatory Committee had before it,
among other documents, the draft code of conduct for liner
conferences annexed to UNCTAD resolution 66 (III). At the
second session, 16 developed market-economy countries submitted counter-proposals for a draft code of conduct for liner
conferences. 2 The Preparatory Committee annexed to the report
on its &econd session its proposed text of a code of conduct
for consideration by the United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Confet'ences.a
2. The United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on
a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences held two sessions
in Geneva from 12 November to IS December 1973 and
from II March to 6 April 1974. Altogether 92 States members of UNCTAD participated in the Conference:
3. The members of the Joint UNCTAD/United Nations
Office of Legal Affairs shipping Legislation Unit serviced both
the meetings of the Preparatory Committee and the Confe;ence.
4. The Conference completed its task on 6 April 1974
when it adopted the Convemion on a Code of Conduct for
Liner Conferences. The Convention was adopted by a roll"call
vote of 72 votes in favour, 7 against, and 5 abstentions.
The final Act of the United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries was adopted by the Conference and signed by all
but eight participating States, at the conclusion of the
Comerence.
5. The Convention will be open for signature at United
Nations Headquarters from 1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975
inclusive and will thereafter remain open for accession.

International intermodal transport
6. A 58-member Intergovernmental Preparatory Group on
a Convention on International Intermodal Transport was
established by the Trade and Development Board, in its
decision 96 (XII) of 10 May 1973, to elaborate a preliminary
draft of a convention on international intermodal transport,
in response to the request by the Economic ·and Social Council
in paragraph 2 of its resolution 1734 (LIV) of 10 january 1973.
7. In that decision, the Board requested the UNCTAD
secretariat to prepare the studies referred to in paragraph 1
of Economic and Social Oouncil resolution 1734 (LIV), taking
into account lIJny additional guidance which the Intergovernmental Preparatory Group, at Hs first session, might give to
the secretariat concerning the studies.
8. The Intergovernmental Preparatory Group held its first
session in Geneva, from 29 October to 2 November 1973.
1 The reports of the first and secondsessiollS of the Preparatory Committee are contained in document TD/CODE/
I and TD/CODE/PC/5 'and TD/CODE/2 and TD/CODE/
PC/9.
2 For the text of the counter"PfOposais, see document TD/
CODE/2, annex III.
a Ibid., annex I.
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9. The basic document before the Group, and on which
discussion by ,the first session was based, was the note by
the UNCTAD secretariat: "Some problems involved in intermodal transport".4 Representatives from developed marketeconomy, developing and some socia,list countries from Eastern
Europe also submitted working papcrs. 5
10. At its 8th meeting, the Chairman of the Intergovernmental Preparatory Group, in summing up the work of the
Group, said that the working papers which were submitted
constituted useful guidance to the UNCTAD secre·tariat.
Members of the Joint Shipping Legislation Unit assisted in
servicing the session.

Co-operation with UNCITRAL
11. Members of the Joint Shipping Legislation Unit prepared draf,ts for studies on the following subjects: "Liability
of ocean carriers for delay", "Documentary scope of application of the Convention" and "Geographic scope of application
of the Convention", which were among the subjects included
in the working paper entitled 'Third report of the SecretaryGeneral on responsibility of ocean carriers for cargo: bills
of lading" (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.12, vol. 1-3).* This report
was submitted to the sixth session of the UNCITRAL Working
Group on International Legislation on Shipping.
12. The Chief of the Joint Shipping Legislation Unit
attended, as the observer for UNCTAD, the sixth session of
the Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping.
13. Two members of the Joint Unit assisted the
UNCITRAL secretariat in servicing the sixth session of
the UNCITRAL Working Group on International Legislation
on Shipping. Members of the Joint Unit are working on a
draft study authorized at the fifth session of the Working
Group, incorporating the first and third questions of the third
questionnaire on bills of lading, on "Contents of the contract
of carriage of goods by sea" and "the legal effect of the bill
of lading in protecting the good faith purchaser of the bill
of lading" respectively. Studies on these topics will be incorporated in the report submitted by the UNCITRAL secretariat
to the seventh session of the Working Group.
Charter parties
14. A report entitled "Charter-parties" on the legal, com·
mercial and economic aspects of chartering has been completed by the UNCTAD secretariart for submission to the
UNCTAD Working Group on International Shipping Legislation at its fourth session. It is contained in document TD/BI
CA/ISL/13. The fourth session of that Working Group is
tentatively scheduled to be held from 27 January to 7 Febnlary 1975 at the Palais des Nations, Geneva.
A ttendance at conferences
15. The Organization of African Unity invited UNCTAD
to participate in an item on its agenda concerning the Code
of Conduot for Liner Conferences at the twenty-second
ordinary session of its Oouncil of Ministers from 25 February
to 5 March 1974 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Two members
of the Joint Shipping Legislation Unit attended.
Second UNCTAD Training Course (in French) in Shipping
Economics and Management, 1973
16. A member of the Joint Shipping Legislation Unit gave
a series of lectures on marHime law at the course which was
held at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, between 2 July and
Document TD/B/AC.15/2.
Document TD/B/AC.1513 and TD/B/AC.15/3/Add.l
containing submissions by the Economic Commission for
Africa, Asia and the Far East, Europe and Latin Amerioa
as well as documents TD/BIAC.15/L.2, TD/BIAC.15/L.3,
TD/B/AC.15/L.5 and TD/B/AC.15/L.6.
* Reproduced in this volume, part two, ill, 2 supra.
4
5

23 November 1973. The subjects included legal aspects concernmg bills of lading, charter parties and marine insurance,
and the code of conduct for liner conferences.

Technical assistance
17. The secretariat of UNCTAD,as part of its programme
of technical assistance and in co-operation with other bodies
in United Nations systems, participllJted in various programmes
to assist developing countries in legal matters connected with
maritime transport.

Multinational enterprises
Working Group on the Charter of Economic Rights and
Duties of States and Regulation of TransMtional Corporations
18. The Working Group on the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States was established in accordance with
Conference resolution 45 (III) to draw upa draft charter.
19. The Group held its first and second sessions in Geneva
from 12 to 23 February and from 13 to 22 July 1973. The
General Assembly at its twenty-eigh1h session in 1973 considered the report of the Working Group on its first and
second sessions and the comments made thereon by the Trade
and Development Board at its thirteenth session (AugustSeptember 1973). In its resolution 3082 (XXVIII), the General Assembly decided, in the light of the progress achieved,
to extend the mandate of the Working Group for two further
sessions, as recommended by the Trade and Development
Board in its decision 98 (XIII).
20. At its third session which was held in Geneva from
4 to 22 February 1974, the Group continued to elabora,te
further on the work of its previous session and presented in
its report a consolidated text reflecting the work done at 1his
session. The text contains some generally accepted paragraphs
but in most cases there are several alternatives (report of the
Working Group on its third session, document TD/BI
AC.l2l3).
21. The fourth session of the Group will be held in Mexico
City from 10 to 28 June 1974. It is expected that there a,nd
then the Working Group will, as requested by Genera,l Assembly resolution 3082 (XXVIII), "complete as the first step in
the codification and development of the matter, the elaboration
of a final draft Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States, to be considered and approved by the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session".
22. From the outset proposals made by some Member
States to include in the Charter provisions relating to transnational corporations have been before the Group. These
proposals relate to the regulation of the activities of these
corporations and to the co-operation among States with respect
to this regulation. The Working Group has not yet reached
agreement on this question which will be further considered
in Mexico on the basis of the ,alternative formulations shown
under paragraph 11 of chapter II in paragraph 7 of the report
on the third session of the Group (TD/B/AC.12/3). (See
also reports of the Working Group on its first and second
sessions, documents TD/BIAC.12/1, TD/BIAC.1212 and
Add.I.)

Restrictive business practices
23. As indicated ina note on multinational enterprises
(A/CN.9/83 of 16 March 1973) submitted by the SecretaryGeneral at the sixth session of UNCITRAL, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
at its third session adopted a resolution on restrictive business
practices, namely resolution 73 (III). The text of this resolution was set out in annex III of that note.
24. As a result of this resolution UNCTAD has been
called upon to study and identify all restrictive business
practices including among others those resulting from aotivities
of multinational corporations and enterprises which adversely
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affect the trade and development of developing countries. In
this connexion, the Conference decided that attention should
be paid to the possibIlity of drawing up guideUnes for the
consideration of Governments of developed and developing
countries regarding restrictive business practices adversely affecting developing countries. In addition, it also called upon
the secretariat to give consideration to formulatIng the elements of a model Iaw or laws for developing countries in
regard to restrictive business practices.
25. As also indicated in the above-mentioned note, the
Conference established an Ad Hoc Group of Experts on
Restrictive Business Practices. This group of experts participating in ,their individual capacities, met in Geneva from
19 to 30 March 1973 and their report is contained in document TD/B/C.21119. Paragraphs 29 to 55 of this report
specifically relate to restrictive business practices in relation
to the operations of multinational corporations in developing
countries. The report of this Group was subsequently considered in August 1973 by the UNCTAD Committee on
Manufactures at the first part of its sixth session, and the
Committee decided that another ad hoc group of experts
should be convened by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD
to carryon further the work requested in resolution 73 (111).6
This group is scheduled to meet later this year.
26. With regard to the work going on in other organizations in the field of restrictive business practices, it should
be mentioned that the Economic and Social Council, in resolution 1721 (LIII) , requested that the Study Group of
Eminent Persons on the Impact of Multinational Corporations
on the Development Process and International Relations
should take into account the work of the UNCTAD Ad Hoc
6 Official Records of the Trade and Development Board,
Thirteenth Session, Supplement No.5 (TD/B/466-TD/B/C.21
134), chapter 5. paras. 211-247.
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Group of Experts on Restrictive Business Practices. In the
light of this, the Committee on Manufactures requested the
Secretary-General of UNCfAD to inform the Study Group
of Eminent Persons of the work of the Ad Hoc Group of
ExpeTtts on Restrictive Business Practices and of the relevant
parts of the report of the Committee.

1.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE (Addendum 2)
Draft European rules on extinctive prescription in
private and commercial matters

The draft European rules will be considered after the United
Nations Diplomatic Conference on Prescription (Limitation)
in the International Sale of Goods, in the light of the outcome of the Conference, in order to determine what action
might be taken on the draft rules.
2.

International aspects of legal protection of the rights
of creditors

In view of the work being done on the subject by ·the
European Communities, the European Committee on Legal
Co-operation has decided not to recommend, for the time
being, the establishment of a committee of experts within the
Council of Europe.
3.

Recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements in
private and commercial matters
The final text of a practical guide on the subject will
probably be ready in a few months and will be published.
4. Liability of producers
The committee of experts is continuing its work; at its
fourth meeting, in January 1974, it completed its first reading
of some texts for a draft conventioo on liability of producers.

I. TEXTS ADOPTED BY THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON PRESCRIPTION
(LIMITATION) IN THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS (20 MAY.14 JUNE
1974)*
A. Final Act (A/CONF.63/I4 and Corr.I)
1. The General Assembly of the United Nations,
having considered chapter II of the report of the United
Nations Commission on iInternational Trade Law on
the work of its fifth session in 1972 (Official Records
of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/8717), chap. 11),1 which contained
a draft Convention on Prescription (Limitation) in the
International Sale of Goods, decided, by its resolution 2929 (XXVII) of 28 November 1972,2 that an
international conference of plenipotentiaries should be
convened in 1974 to consider the question of prescription Oimitation) in the international sale of goods and
to embody the results of its work in an international
convention and such other instruments as it might deem
appropriate. Subsequently, the General Assembly, by its
resolution 3104 (XXVIII) of 12 December 1973,8
requested the Secretary-General to convene the Conference at United Nations Headquarters, New York,
from 20 May to 14 June 1974.
2. The United Nations Conference on Prescription
(Limitation) in the International Sale of Goods was
held at United Nations Headquarters" New York, from
20 May to 14 June 1974.
3. Sixty-six States were represented at the Conference" as follows: Algeria, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Canada, Chile, Colombia" Costa
Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Democratic People's Republic of Korea" Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt,
EI Salvador, Finland, France, German Democratic
Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana,
Greece, Guatemala, Guyana, Holy See, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Japan, Kenya, Mali,
Mexico, Mongolia" Morocco, Netherlands, Nicaragua,
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Qatar,
Republic of Viet-Nam" Sierra Leone, Singapore, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab Emirates, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
Republic of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania,
United States of America, Yugoslavia and Zaire.
4. Three States, Madagascar, Peru and Romania,
sent observers to the Conference.
S. The General Assembly requested the SecretaryGeneral to invite interested specialized agencies and

international organizations, and the United Nations
Council for Namibia" to attend the Conference as observers. The Council of Europe, the International
Chamber of Commerce, the Hague Conference on
Private International Law and the United Nations
Council for Namibia sent observers.
6. The Conference elected Mr. Jorge Barrera Graf
(Mexico) as President.
7. The Conference elected as Vice-Presidents the
representatives of the following States: Algeria, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Cypru~, Denmark, France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Ghana, Guyana, India" Japan, Kenya, Nigeria, Philippines, Poland, Singapore, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America and Zaire.
8. The following Committees were set up by the
Conference:
General Committee

Chairman: The Pres,ident of the Conference
Members: The President and Vice-Presidents of
the Conference, and the Chairmen of the First
and Second Committees
First Committee

Chairman: Mr. Mohsen Chafik (Egypt)
Vice-Chairmen: Mr. Nehemias Gueiros (Brazil),
Mr. L. H. Khoo (Singapore), Mr. Elias A.
Krispis (Greece)
Rapporteur: Mr. Ludvik Kopac (Czechoslovakia)
Second Committee

Chairman: Mr. Gyorgy Kampis (Hungary)
Vice-Chairmen: Mr. T. I. Adesalu (Nigeria),
Mr. G. C. Parks (Canada). Mr. G. S. Raju
(India)
Drafting Committee

Chairman: Mr. Anthony G. Guest (United Kingdom)
Members: Austria, Bra2Jil., Czechoslovakia, France,
India, Mexico, Nigeria, Norway" Philippines,
Singapore, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United
States of America and Zaire

>l< The Offidal Records of the United Nations Conference on
Prescription (Limitation) in the Intemationa1 Sale of Goods
will appear as document A/CONF.63/16.
1 UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, Pllll"t one, II, A.
2 Ibid., vol. IV: 1973, part one, I, C.
8 Reproduced in this volume, part one, I. C.
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Credentials Committee
Chairman: Mr. Jose M. Zelaya (Nicaragua)
Members: BrazU, Ghana, Japan, Mongolia,
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Republic of Tanzania and
United States of America
9. The Secretary-General of the United Nations
was represented by Mr. Blaine Sloan, Director of the
General Legal Division, Office of Legal Affairs of the
United Nations,and in his absence by Mr. John O.
Honnold, Chie(, International Trade Law Branch.
Mr. G. W. Wattles, Principal Officer, Office of the
Legal Counsel, acted as Executive Secretary.
10. The General Assembly, by its resolutions 2929
(XXVII) and 3104 (XXVIU) convening the Conference, referred to the Conference as the basis for its
consideration of prescription (limitation) in the international sale of goods the draft Convention contained
in chapter II of the report of the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law on the work
of its fifth session (Official Records of the General
Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 17
(A/ 8717), 4 together with the commentary thereon
(A/CONF.63/5)5 and the analytical compilation of
comments and proposals by Governments and interested
international organizations (A/CONF.63/6 and Add.l
and 2).
11. The Conference initially assigned parts I and
IU of the draft Convention to the First Committee, and
parts II and IV to the Second Committee. Subsequently
it reallocated articles 37 and 38 to the Second Committee. A working group composed of Belgium, Ghana,
Mexico, Singapore and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics was entrusted with the preparation of the
preamble, the Final Act and the resolutions.
12. On the basis of the deliberations recorded in
the records of the Conference (A/CONF.63/SR.l to
SR.lO) and the records of the First Committee (A/
UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. III: 1972, part one, II, A.
The commentary previously appeared in document AI
CN.9173; ibid., part two, I, B, 3.
4

5

CONF.63/C.I/SR.l to SR.25)~ its report (A/
CONF.63/9 and Add.l to 8), the records of the
Second Committee (A/CONF.63/C.2/SR.l to SRA)
and its report (A/CONF.63/12 and Corr.1) , the
Conference drew up the Convention on the Limitation
J!eriod in the International Sale of Goods.
13. That Convention was adopted by the Conference on 12 June 1974, and opened for signature
on 14 June 1974 until 31 December 1975, in accordance with its provisions, at United Nations Head.
quarters in New York. The Convention was also opened
for accession in accprdance with its provisions.
14. The Convention is deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
15. The Conference also adopted the following
resolution, which is annexed to this Final Act: "Tribute
to the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law".
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the representatives have signed
this Final Act.
DONE at United Nations Headquarters, New York"
this fourteenth day of June, one thousand nine hundred
and seventy-four, in a single copy in the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, each
text being equally authentic.
[Signatures of representatives]

ANNEX
Tribute to the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law
The United Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation)
in the International Sale of Goods,
Having adopted the Convention on the Limitation Period
in the International Sale of Goods on the basis of a draft
convention prepared by the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law,
Resolves to express its deep gratitude to the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law for its outstanding
contribution to the unification ,and harmonization of the law
of the international sale of goods.

B. Convention on the Limitation Period in the International Sale of Goods (A/CONF.63/15)

Preamble
The States Parties to the present Convention"
Considering that international trade is an important
factor in the promotion of friendly relations amongst
States,
Believing that the adoption of uniform rules governing the limitation period in the international sale of
goods would facilitate the development of world trade,
Have agreed as follows:
PART I.

SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS

Sphere of application
Article 1
1. This Convention shall determine when claims of
a buyer and a seller against each other arising from a
* A commentary on the Convention, to be prepared by the
Secretari,at in response to a request made by the Conference,
will appear as document A/CONF.63/17.

*

contract of international sale of goods or relating to
its breach, termination or invalidity can no longer be
exercised by reason of the expiration of a period of
time. Such period of time is hereinafter refened to as
"the limitation period".
2. This Convention shall not affect a particular
time-limit within which one party is required, as a
condition for the acquisition or exercise of his claim,
to give notice to the other party or perform any act
other than the institution of legal proceedings.
3. In this Convention:
(a) "buyer", "seUC({''' and "party" mean persons who
buy or sell, or agree to buy or sell, goods, and the
successors to and assigns of their rights or obligations
under the contract of sale;
(b) "creditor" means a party who asserts a claim,
whether or not such a claim is for a 'Sum of money;
(c) "debtor" means a party against whom a creditor
asserts a claim;

Part Three. Texts adopted by the United Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation)

(d) "breach of contract" means the failure of a
party to perform the contract or any performance not
in conformity with the contract;
(e) "legal procoedings" includes judicial, arbitral
and admin:istrative proceedings;
(f) "person" inoludes corporation, company, partnemhip, association or entity, whether private or public, which can sue or be sued;
(g) "writing" includes telegram and telex; "
(h) ''year'' means a year according to the Gregorian
calendar.
Article 2
For the purposes of this Convention:
(a) a contract of sale of goods shall be considered
international if, at the time of the conclusion of the
contract, the buyer and the seller have their places
of business in different States;
( b) the fact that the parties halVe their places of
business in different States shall be disregarded whenever this fact does not 'appear either from the contract
or from any dealings between, or from information disclosed by, the parties at any time before or at the conclusion of the contract;
(c) where a party to a contre.ct of sale of goods
has places of business in more than one State, the place
of business shall be that which has the closest relationship to the contract and its performance, having
regard to the circumstances known to or contemplated by the parties at the time of the conclusion of
the contract;
(d) where a party does not have a place of business,
reference shall be made to his habitual residence;
(e) neither the nationality of the parties nor the
civil or commercia;! character of the parties or of the
contIlact shall be taken into consideration.
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Article 5
This COlwention shall not apply to claims based
upon:
(a) death of, or personal injury to, any person;
(b) nuclear damage caused by the goods sold;
(c) a lien, mortgage or other security interest in
property;
(d) 'a judgemem or award made in legal proceedings;
(e) a document on which direct enforcement or
execution can be obtained in accordance with the law
of the place where such enforcement or executioo is
sought;
(f) a bill of exchange, cheque or promissory note.
Article 6
1. This Conrvention shall not apply to contracts in
which the preponderant part of the obligations of the
seller consists in the supply of 'labour or other services.
2. Contracts for the supply of goods to be manufactured or produced shall be coosidered to be sales,
unless the party who orders the goods undertakes to
supply a substantial part of the materials necessary
for such manufacture or production.
Article 7
In the interpretation and application of the provisions of this Convention, regard shall be had to its
international character and to the need to promote
uniformity.
The duration and commencement of the
limitation period
Article 8
The limitation period shall be four years.

Article 3
1. This Oonvention shall apply only if, at the time
of the conclusion of the contract, the places of business
of the parties to a contraot of international sale of goods
are in Contracting States.
2. Unless this Convention provides otherwise, it
shall apply irrespective of the law which would otherwise be applicable by virtue of the rules of private
international law.
3. This Convention shall not apply when the
parties halVe express,ly excluded its application.

Article 9
1. Subject to the provisions of articles 10, 11 and
12 the limiJtation period shall commence on the date
on which the daim accrues.
2. The commencement of the limitation period shall
not be p06tponed by:
(a) la requirement that the party be given a notice
as described in paragraph 2 of article 1, or
( b) a provision in an arbitration agreement that
no right shall arise until an arbitration award h'a8 been
made.

Article 4
This Convention shall not apply to sales:
(a) of goods bought for personal, family or household use;
(b) by auction;
(c) on execution or otherwise by authority of law;
(d) of stocks, shares, investment securities, negotiable instruments or money;
(e) of ships, vessels or aircraft;
(f) of electricity.

Article 10
1. A claim arising fmm a breaoh of contract shall
accrue on the date on which such bre'ach occurs.
2. A claim arising from a defect or other lack of
conformity shall accrue on the date. on which the
goods are actually handed over to, or their tender is
refused by, the buyer.
03. A claim based on fraud committed before or
at the time of the conc1uSiion of the contract or during
its performance shall aoorue 00 the date on which the
fraud was or reasonably could haw been discovered.
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Article 11
If the seller has given 00 express undertaking relating
to 'the goods which is stated to have effect for a certain
period of time, whether expressed in terms of a specific period of time or othemise,the limitation period
in respoot of any claim arising from the undertaking
sihall commence on the date on which the buyer notifies the seller of the f.act on which the claim is based,
but not later than on the date of the expiration of the
period of the undertaking.

(a) the death or incapacity of the debtor,
(b) the bankruptcy or any ,state of imolvency affect-

ing the whole of the property of the debtoc, or
(c) the dissolution or liquidation of a corporation~
company, partnership, association or entity when it is
the debtor.
the limitation period shall cease to run when the creditor
asserts his claim in such proceedings for the purpose
of obtaining satisfaction or recognition of the claim,
subject 'to the l'aw goveming the proceedings.

Article 12
1. If, in circumstances provided for by the law
applicable to the contract, one party is entitled to declare the contract terminated before the time for performance as due, and exercises this right, the limitatioo
period in respect of a claim based on any such circumstances shall commence on the date on which the declaration is made to the other party. If the contract is not
declared to be terminated before performance becomes
due, the limitation period ~hall commence on the date
on which performance is due.
2. The limitation period in respect of a claim arising
out of ra breach by one party of a contract for the delivery of or paymeIlJt for goods by instalments shall, in
relation to each separate instalment, commence on the
date on which the particular breach occurs. If, under
the Jaw applicable to ,the contract, one party is entitled to
deolare the contract terminated by reason of such
breach, and exeroises this right, the limitation period
in respect of all relevant instalments shall commence
on the date on which the declaration is made to the
other paI1lJy.

Article 16
For the purposes of articles 13, 14 and 15, any act
performed by way of couIlJterclaim shall be deemed to
have been performed on the same date as the act performed in relation to the cladm against which the co,unterclaim is raised, provided that both ,the claim and
the counterdaim relate to the same contract or to
several contracts concluded in the course of the same
transaction.

Cessation and extension of the limitation period

Article 14
1. Where the parties halVe agreed to submit to arbitration, the limitation per:iod shall cease to run when
either party commences arbitral proceedings in the manner provided for in the arbitration agreement or by the
law applicable to such proceedings.
2. In the abs'ence of any such prorvisdon, arbitral
proceedings shall be deemed to commence on the date
on which a request th,at the claim in dispute be referred to arbitration is delivered at the habitual residence or place of busine!!lS of the other party or, if
he has no such residence or place of business, then at
his last known residence or place of busaness.

Article 18
1. Where legal proceedings have been commenced
against one debtor, the limitation period prescribed in
this Convention shall cease to run against any other
party jointly and severally liable with ,the debtor, provided that the creditor informs such party in writing
within that period that the proceed,ings have been
commenced.
2. Where legal proceedings have been commenced
by a subpurchaser against the buyer, the limitation
period prescribed in this Convention shall cease to run
in l'e'lation to the buyer's claim over against the seller,
if the buyer informs the seller in writing within that
period that the proceedings have been commenced.
3. Where the legal proceedings referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this artiole have ended, the limitation period im respect of ,the claim of the oreditor or the
buyer against the party jointly and severally Hable or
against the seller shaH be deemed not to have ceased
running by virtue of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article,
but the creditor or the buyer shall be entitled to an
additional year from the date on which the legal proceedings ended, if at that time the limitation period had
expired or had less than one year to run.

Article 15
In any legal proceedings other tban those J!lentioned
in articles 13 and 14, including legal proceedmgs commenced upon the occurrence of:

Article 19
Where the creditor perro,rms, in the State in which
the debtor has, his place of business and before the
expiration of the limitation period, any act, other than

Article 13
The limitation period shall cease to run when the
creditor performs any act which, under the law of the
count where the proceedings are instituted, is recognized
as commencing judicial proceedings against the debtor
or as asserting his claim in such proceedings already
instituted against the debtor, for the purpose of obtaining satis~action or recognition of his claim.

Article 17
1. Where a claim has been asserted in legal proceedings within the limitation period in accordance
with article 13, 14, 15 or 16, but such legal proceedings harve ended without a decision binding on the
merits of the claim, the limitation period shall be
deemed to have continued to run.
2. If, at the time such legal proceedings ended, the
limitation period has expired or has less than one year
to run, the creditor shall be entitled to a period of
one year from the date on which the legal proceedings
ended.
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the acts described in articles 13, 14, 15 and 16, which
under the law of that State has 'the effect of recommencing a limitation period, a new limitation period of
fa~~s shall commence on the date prescribed by
Article 20
1. Where the debtor, before the expiration of the
limitation period, acknowledges in writing his obligation to the creditor, a new limitation period of four
years shall commence to run from the date of such
acknowledgement.
2. Payment of intere&t or partial performance of
an obligation by the debtor shall have the same effect
as an ackno-wledgement under paragraph (l) of this
article if it can reasonably be inferred from such payment or performance that the debtor acknowledges that
obligation.
Article 21
Where, as a result of a circumstance which is beyond
the control of the creditor and which he could neither
avoid nor ovef1Come, 'the creditor has been prevented
from causing the limitation period to cease to run, the
limitation period shaJ.I be extended so as not to expire
before the expiration of one year from the date on
which the relevant circumstance ceased to exist.
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nized or enforced in any legal proceedings commenced
after the expirail:ion of the limitation period.
2. NotwithSitanding the expiration of the limitation
period, one party may rely on his claim as a defence or
for the purpose of set-off agoost a claim assevted by the
other party, provided that in the latter case this may
only be done:
(a) if both claims relate to the same contract or to
several contraots concluded in the coUlT'Se of the same
transaction; or
(b) if the claims CQuld have been set-off at any time
before the expiration of the limitation period.
Article 26

Where the debtor performs his obligail:ion after the
expiration of the Limitation period, he shall not on that
ground be entitled in any way to claim restitution even
if he did nOlt know at the time when he performed his
obligation that the limitation period had expired.
Article 27

The expiration of the limitation period with respect
to a principal debt shall have the same effect with respect to aI11 obligation to pay interest on that debt.

Modification of the limitation period by the parties

Calculation of the period

Article 22
1. The limitation period cannot be modified or
affected by any declaration or agreement between the
parties, except in the cases provided for in paragraph (2) of this article.
2. The debtor may ail: any time during the running
of the limitation period extend the period by a declaration in writing to the creditor. This declaration may be
renewed.
3. The provisions of this article shall not affect
the vaHdity of a clause in the contract of sale which
stipulates that aJrbitraJ. proceedings shall be commenced
within a shorter period of limitation than that prescribed
by this Convention, provided that such clause is 'Valid
under the law applicable to the contract ofsme.

Article 28

1. The limitation period shall be caJlculated in such
a way that it shall expire at the end of the day which
corresponds to the date on which the period commenced to run. If there is no such corresponding date,
the period shall expire at the end of the last day of
the last month of the limitation period.
2. The limitation period shall be calculated by
reference to the date of the place where the legal proceedings are i,nSltituted.
Article 29

Article 23
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Con'Vention,
a limitation period shall in ,any event expire not later
than 10 yeaJfs from the date on which it commenced to
run under articles 9, 10 11 and 12 of this Convention.

Where the last day of the limitation period falls on
an official holiday or other dies non juridicus precluding
the appropriate legal aotion in the jurisdiotion where
the creditor instirtutes legal proceedings or asserts a
olaim as envisaged in article 13, 14 or 15, the limitation
period shall be extended so as not to expire lIDtll the
end of the first day following thail: official holiday or
dies non juridicus on which such proceedings could
be instituted or 0'11 which such a claim could be asserted
in that jurisdiction.

Consequences of the expiration of the limitation period

International effect

Article 24
Expiration of the Hmitation period shall be taken into
consideration in any kgal proceedings only if invoked
by a party to such proceedings.

Article 30

General limit of the limitation period

Article 25

1. Subject to the provisions of PaJIagraph (2) of
this article and of article 24, no claim shall be recog-

The acts ood cif1Cum~tances referred to in articles 13
through 19 which have taken place in one Contracting
State shall ha'V'e effect for the purposes of this Convention in another Contracting StaJte, provided that the
credito,r has takena:ll. reasonable steps to ensure that
the debtor. is informed of the relevant act or circumstances as soon as possible.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Article 31
1. If a Contracting State has two or more territorial units in which, according to its constitution, different systems of law are applicable in relation to the
matters dealt with in this Convention, it may, at the
time of signature, ratification or accession, declare that
this Conrvention shall extend to all its territorial units
or only to one or more of them, and may amend its
deolaration by submitting another declaration at any
time.
2. These declarations shan be notified to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and shall state
expressly the territorial units to which the Convention
applies.
3. Ifa Contracting State described in paragraph (1)
of this article makes no declaration at the itime of signature, ratification or accession, the Convention shall
have effect within all territorial units of that State.

Article 32
Where in this Convention reference is made to the
law of a State in which different systems of law apply,
such reference shall be construed ito mean the law of
the particular legal system concerned.

Article 33
Each Contracting State shall apply the provisions of
this Convention to contracts concluded on or after the
date of the entry wo force of this ConJVention.
PART III. DECLARATIONS AND RESERVATIONS

Article 34
Two or more Contracting Staltes may at any time declare that contracts of sale between a seHer having a
place of busJ.ness in One of these States and a buyer
having a place of business in another of these States
shall not be governed by this Convention, because they
apply to the matters gOlVerned by this Convention the
same or closely related legal rules.

Article 35
A Contracting State may declare, at the time of the
deposit of its instrument of ratification or accession,
that it win not apply the provi,sions of -this Convention
to actions for annulment of the contract.

Article 36
Any State may declare, at the time of the deposit of
its instrument of ratification or accession, that it shall
not be compelled to apply the provisions of article 24
of this Convention.

Article 38
.1.. A C01lJtr~cting St~te which is a party to an
eXlstmg convention relatmg to the international sale
?f goods may d~lare, at the time of the deposit of its
lO~trument o~ ratification or accession, that it will apply
thiS ConventIOn exclusively to contracts of international
sale of goods as defined in such existing convention.
2. Such declaration shall cease to be effective on
the first day of the month following the expiration of
12 months after a new convention on the international
sal~ of g0?C!s, concluded under the auspices of the
Untted Nations, shall have entered into force.

Article 39
No reservation other than those made in accordance
with articles 34, 35, 36 and 38 shall be permitted.

Article 40
1. Declarations made under this Convention shall
be '~ddressed to the Secretary-General of the United
NatIOns and shall take effect simultaneously with the
entry of this Convention into force in respect of the
State concerned, except declarations made thereafter.
The latter declarations shall take effect on the first day
of the month following the expiration of six months
after the date of theitf receipt by the Secretary-General
of the Un1ted Nations.
2. Any State which has made a declaration under
this ~vention may withdraw it at any time by a notificatiOn addressed to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. Suoh withdrawal shall take effect on the first
day of the month foHowing the expiration of six months
a£ter the date of the receipt of the notification by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. In the case
of a declaration made under article 34 of this Convention, such withdrawal shall also render inoperative, as
from the date on which the withdrawal takes effect, any
reciprocal declaration made by another State under
that article.
PART IV.

FINAL CLAUSES

Article 41
This Convention shall be open until 31 December
1975 for signature by all States at the Headquarters of
the United Nations.

Article 42
This Convention is subject to ratification. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 43

Article 37

This Convention shall remain open for accession by
any State. The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

llis Convention shall not prevail over conventions
already entered into or which may be entered into, and
which contain provisions concerning the matters covered by this Conrvention, provided that the seller and
buyer have their places of bUSiiness in States parties to
such a convention.

1. This Convention shall enter into foroe on the
first day of ,the month following the expiration of six
months after the date of the deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification or accession.

Article 44
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2. For each State ratifying or acCeding to this Convention after the deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification or accession, 'this Con'Vennon shall enter into
force on the first day of the month following the expiration of six months after the date of the deposit of
its instrument of tratification or accession.

2. The denunciation shall take effect on the first
day of the month following the expiration of 12' months
after receipt of the notification by the SecretaryGenera:! of the United Nations.

Article 45
1. Any Contracting State may denounce this Convention by notifying the Secretary-General of the United
Nations to that effect.

The original of this Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.

Article 46

II. BIBLIOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND CHECK LIST OF DOCUMENTS
A. Compilation of bibliographies on international trade law (A/CN.9/L.25) *

INTRODUCTION
At its fourth session (1971), the Commission requested the Secretary-General to invite members of
the Commission to provide him w1th bibliographies
relating to subject-matters included in the work of the
Commission, i.e. international sale of goods (uniform
rules, time-limMs and limitaJtJions (prescription), and
general conditions of sale and standard contracts),
international payments (negotiable instruments, bank
guarantees, security interests in goods and bankers'
commercial credits), international commercial arbitration and international legislation on shipping. The
Secretary-General was requested to publish such bibliographies as documents of the Commission.!
The present document is fa cOffipilatioo of bibliographical materials supplied by Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Hungary, India, Italy, Romania,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 2
The materials are presented under the following headings:

Breach of contract-some ,aspects of the remedy of damages.
November 1968. Bulletin, No.5, article No.7.
The effects of frustration. December 1968. Bulletin, No.5,
article No.9.
The Hague Convention (of 1964)-its effect on Australian
traders. April 1969. Bulletin, No.6, article No. 10.
F.O.B. Contracts. April 1970. Bulletin, vol. II, No.2, p. 13.
Donovan, F. P. The unification of international commercial
law-sale and arbitration 1959-1960 Melbourne University
Law Review, vol. 2, p. 172.
International Chamber of Commerce (Australian Council).
Ineoterms as a source of law; ,arbitration convention welcomed. October 1965. Newsletter, p. 9.
Law Council. Coovention relating to Uniform Laws on International Sale of Goods. 1969 Newsletter, vol. 4, No.3, p. 8.
The Defaulting Overseas Banker and the Australian Exporter.
1966 Newsletter, vol. 2, No.3, p. 8.
Uniform Sale of Goods Act. 1965 Newsletter, vol. 1, No.2,
p. 5.
Ogilvie, A. G. The American Uniform Commercial Code the
Tasmanian Goods Act of 1896, a Compamtive Study. i966
University of Tasmania Law Review, vol. 2, pp. 288-299.
Peden, J. R. Common law liens-An Anglo-Australian Conflict. 1968 Sydney Law Review, vol. 6, p. 39.
Samek, R. A. An Analytical Guide to Contract and Sale of
Goods. Sydney, Law Book Co., 1963.
Sutton, K. C. T. The Law of the Sale of Goods in Australia
and New Zealand. Sydney, Law Book Co., 1967.
Sutton, K. C. T. Sales warranties under the Sale of Goods
Act Rind the Uniform Commercial Code. December 1967
Melbourne University Law Review, vol. 6, pp. 67-183.
Walter, J. S. (with H. Muntz and D. A. Walsh). Incoterms.
1970 Law Council Newsletter, vol. 5, No.1, p. 23.
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AustraliaS
Bright, C. H. Contracts of adhesion and exemption clauses.
November 1967. Australian Law Journal, vol. 41, p. 261.
Commercial Law Associatioo. Frustration of contract: Suez
CllJnal closure. March 1968. Bulletin, No.1, article No.1.
Breaches of contract and repudiation-vital coosequences in
long-term contracts. November 1971. Bulletin, vol. 3, No.6,
p. 31.

Austria
DoIle. Einheitliches K!aufgesetz und internationales Privatrecht
(Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods and
private intemational law). Rabels Zeitschrift fur internationales und ausliindisches Privatrecht (RabelsZ) 1968, 438.

* 28

August 1973
Report of the Commission on its fourth session (A/8417),
para. 137; UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971, part one,
II, A. Three previous documents containing bibliographical
Information have been submitted to the Commi'ssion: bibliography on arbitration law (A/CN.9124 of 10 March 1969, and
Add. 1 and 2); bibIiog)raphy on international sale of goods,
standard trade terms, negoti.able instruments and bankers'
commercial credits (A/CN.9/R.3, of 20 March 1970); survey
of bibliographies reJating to international trade law: report of
the Secretary-General (A/CN.9/L.20, of 5 March 1971, and
Add. I), reproduced in UNCITRAL Yearbook, Vol. II: 1971.
2 In some oases members of the Commission, to increase the
usefulness of the bibIiOg)raphical data, have included translations of items into a second language.
3 As noted in the introduction, these bibliographical materials
have been prepared by members of the Commission. The bibliographies with reSlpect to each topic are presented under the
name of the member State which supplied the material in
question.
1

Kan~da.

NichtermIlung eines internRitionalen Kaufvertrages,
DIe Regelungen des tschechoslowak.ischen Gesetzes tiber den
internationalen Handel und des Haager Einheitlichen Kaufgesetzes (non-p.erformance of an international cootract of
purchase; the rules of the Czech law 00 international commerce and the Hague Uniform Law on the International
Sale of Goods). RabelsZ 1970,315.

Schinnerer. Urn ein Recht des internationalen Handels (about
a law on international commerce). Zeitschrift fur Rechtsvergleichung 1968, 185.
Tiling. Haftungsbefreiung, Haftungsbegrenzung and Freizeichnung im einheitlichen Gesetz tiber den internationalen
Kauf beweglicher Saehen (exemption from, limitation of,
and renunciation of, liability under the Uniform Law on
the Internatiooal Sale of Goods). RabelsZ 1968, 258.
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Belgium

Italy

De Keyser, L. De eenvormige wetten inzake de internationale
koop van roerende lichamelijke zaken. Rechtskunding Weekblad, 7 November 1971, No. 10, koll. 449-460.
Mahieu, Paul. Organis3Jtie en techniek van de intemationale
handel, Leuven, Nauwelaerts, 1960, 3'10 p.
Stoels, J. La politique commerciale exterieure de la Belgique.
Brux'elles, Bruylant, 1945, 358 p.

Alessi, G. P. L'unificazione della disciplina della vendita internazionale tra Stati socialisti membri del Consiglio per la
cooperazione economica. Studi internaz. 1960-62, 221.
Astolfi, A. Cenni introduttivi suI regolllll11ffito giuridico della
vendita commerciale internazionale. Diritto negli scambi
internazionali, 1969, 35.
Bernini, G. Uniform laws on international sale. The Hague
Conventions of 1964, Journal of World Trade Law, 1969,
vol. 3, 671.
Bernini, G. La ConY. dell'Aja del 1964 sulla formazione e
disciplina del contratto di vendita internaz. di beni mobili.
Riv.civ. 1969, 2, 626.
Longo, G. La conv,enzione delI'Aja sulla formazione dei contratti di vendita internazionale, banco di prova di un incontro
fra ordinamenti "romani" e "common law". Un nuovo progetto di studi. Riv. dir. comm. 1966, 96.
Matteucci, M. Verso l'unificazione internazionale del diritto
commerciale, Le leggi uniformi sulIa vendita. Il diritto
dell'economia, vol. 3, p. 338, e vol. 4, p. 460.
Giardina, A. II mutamento della disciplina internazional·
privatistioa della vendita. Problemi intertemporali. Riv.
studi europ. 1966, 180.
P. P. Vendita internazionale cose mobili. Unum Jus 1961, 523.
Severini, M. G. Sulla legge regolatrice di una clausola di deroga alia giurisdizione italiana contenuta in poliz2Jll di carico.
In Rivista di diritto internazionale, 1966, 374.
Starace, V. Sulla legge applicabile alIa po/.izza di carico, ibid.,
1958, 199.
Stolfi, M. Cenniintroduttivi suI regolamento giuridico della
vendita commelfciale internazionale. Il Diritto negli scambi
internazionali, 1969, 35.
G. S. Vendita internazionale. Unum Jus 1962, 41.

Brazil
Azulay, Fortunato. Tres Teses (three theses): (a) Venda Condicional com Reserva de Domfnio (conditional sale with reserved right of ownership); •. : Rio de Janeiro, 1950.
Gil, Otto. Novo Regulamento das Vendas Mercantis (decreto
No. 22.061, de 9 de novembro de 1932; notas e comentarios)
(new regulation on sale of merchandise; deoree No. 22.061
of 9 November 1932; notes ,and comments). Rio de Janeiro,
Livraria Jacintho Editora, 1932.
Nonato, Orosimbo. Fraude Contra Credores (A9aO Pauliana)
(fraud against creditors; legal 'action Pauliana). Rio, Sao
Paulo, Editora Juridica e Universitaria, Ltda., 1969.

Chile
Raul Contreras Guerraty. La Asociacion Latinoamerioana de
Libre Comercio en relacion con la Agricultura Nacional.
Santiago de Chile, Memoria de Prueba, 1966.
Hungary
Eorsi, Gyula. The 1968 general conditions of delivery. The
Journal of Business Law, April 1970.
Eorsi, Gyula. The Hague Conventions of 1964 and the international sale of goods. Acta Juridica 3-4/1969.
Eorsi, Gyula. On the question of the unification of the law on
the sale of goods, with specIal regard to the unification of
conflict rules (in Hungarian). Allam- es Jogtudomdny
2/1964.
BOrsi, Gyula. Regional and universal unification of the law
of international trade. The Journal of Business Law, April
1967.
Famgo, Laszlo. Experiences about the application of the general conditions of delivery (in Hungarian). Jogtudomanyi
Kozlony 5/1962.
Harmathy, AttHa. Adh.esion contracts, model contracts. Droit
hongrois - droit compare. Hungarian Law - Comparative
Law. Akademiai Kiado, Budapest 1970, pp. 129-148.
Karl6czai, Janos. The self-regulatory character of the international sale of goods. Questions of International Law 1968,
pp. 131-156.
Katona, Peter. Unification of the law on the international sale
of goods (in Hungarian). In Jogi probtemdk a nemzetkozi
kereskedelemben [legal problems in international trade],
vol. 2. Kozgazdasagi es Jogi Konyvkiado, Budapest 1959,
pp. 163-192.
Katona, Peter. Unification of the law of international trade.
The first session of UNCITRAL. Jogtudomanyi KozlOny
11-12/1968.
Madl, Ferenc. Foreign Trade Monopoly-Private International
Law. Akademiai Kiado, Budapest 1967, 170 p.
VorOs, Imre. The regulation of delay in the 1968 General Con·
ditions of Delivery of CMEA and the practice of arbitration (in Hungarian). Jogtudomanyi KozlOny 1/1969.
Voros, Imre. The regulation of default in the 1968 General
Conditions of Delivery of CMEA and the practice of arbitration On Hungarian). Jogtudomdnyi KozlOny 5/1969.

Romania
Iona~cu,

Traian and Ion Nestor. The limits of party autonomy,
in The sources of the law of international trade, with special reference to East-West Trade, edited by C. M. Schmitt·
hof, London, 1964.
- - - - . Le risque de perte en transit: existe-t-il des differences quant aux efIets de certaines clauses similaires concernant Ie risque?, in Unification of ,the law governing international sales of goods. The comparison and possible
harmonization of ~ationaI and regional unification, edited by
John Honnold, Pans, 1966.
Iona~cu, Tr,aian. Queques aspects juridiques des l"elations com·
merciales s'etablissant entre pays Ii structure economique dif·
ferente, in Aspects juridiques du commerce avec les pays
d'economie planifiee, Paris, 1961.
- - - - . R,apport sur les problemes de l'inexecution et de la
force majeure dans loes contrats de vente internationale, in
Problemes de !'inexecution et la force majeure dans les
contrats de vente internationale. Travaux du colloque de
l'Association internationale des sciences juridiques a Helsinki,
du 20 au 22 juin 1960.
Jacota, MihaL Problemele solutionarii conflictelor de legi In
materia contractelor (problemes de la solution des conflits
de lois en matiere de contrats). Analele Universitatii din
Ia~i, 1959.
- - - - . Les relations economiques internationales de la
Roumanie et les Conditions generales de livraison de la
Commission Economique' pour l'Europe de l'ONU. Revue
roumaine d'itudes internationales, No. 2/1971.
MiUie~, Aurel. Aplicatii ale noHor Conditii generale de livrare
CAER In contractele economice pentru importul ~i exportul
de produse (L'application des nouvelles Conditions generales de livraison CAEM dans les contrats economiques pour
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l'importation et l'exportation des produits). Arbitrajul de
Stat, No. 6/1969.
Nestor, Ion and Octavian Capatma. Chronique de jurisprudence roumaine. Journal du droit international (Clunet),
No.2 1968.
- - - - , . La reglementation de la prescription extinctive conformement aux nouvelles Conditions generales de livraison
CAEM-1968. Revue roumaine de sciences sociales. Serie
de sciences juridiques, No. 2 1969.
____,. Chronique de jurisprudence roumaine de droit international prive, Journal du droit international (Clunet) ,
No. 3/1971.
Paltineanu Alexandru, Emil Puscariu. Unele aspecte juridice
ale relatiilor contractuale privind comertul exterior. (certains aspects juridiques des relations contractuelles concernant Ie commerce exterieur). Arbitrajul de Stat, 1962,
No.5.
Petrescu, Ada. Conditiile generale de vinzare elaborate sub
egida Comisiei Economice pentru Europa a ONU Citeva
preciziiri asupra incheierii contractului de vinzare internationala (les conditions generales de vente elaborecs sous
l'egide de la Commission economique des Nations Unies
pour l'Europe - quelques precisions sur la conclusion du
contrat de vente internationale). Studii ~i cercetari juridice,
No. 2/1967.
- - - - , . Obligatia de livrare (predare) in contractele-tip de
vinzare internationalii de cereale, elaborate sub egida Comisiei Economice pentru Europa a ONU (I'obligation de Iivraison (remise) dans les contrats-type de vente interna,tionale de cereates, elabores sous regide de la Commission
6conomique des Nations Unies 'pour l'Europe). Analele
Universitatii Bucure§ti. Seria Stiinte Sociale, Stiinte juridice,
1967.
Popescu, Tudor. Probleme juridice in relatiile comerciale internationale ale R.P.R. (problemes juridiques dans les relations commerciales internationales de la Republique populaire
roumaine). Bucure§ti, 1955, 264 p.
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GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE

1. Aubrey, Michael D. Frustration reconsid&ed-some comparative aspects. (In (1963) 12 ICLQ 1165-1188) A.
description of frustration of contract in English, French,
German and Swiss law is followed by a discussion of those
aspects of the conoepts which are common to each of
these legal systems. Although frustration is considered in
this article in relation to the field of contract as a whole,
many of the cases cited refer to international sale of

7.

8.

9.

10.

goods and the common aspects are compared with the
ECE's General Conditions.
The British Institute of International and Comparative
Law. Some comparative aspects of the law relating to
sale of goods. A report of a symposium held on Janusry 28, 1964, under the auspices of the British Institute
of International and Comparative Law at the Law Society's
Hall, Chancery Lane, London W.C.2. 1964. vi, 91pp.
(ICLQ Supplementary Publication No.9. (1964».
See items nos. 8, 16,35 and 38 for details of contents. The
texts of the Conventions and Uniform Laws are reprinted
in an appendix.
Cheshire, G. C.' International contracts for the sale of
goods. (In (1960) JBL 282-286).
This brief article explains with illustrations the choice
of law problems in litigation over contracts for the international sale of goods. It discusses the possible solution
to this problem through ratification of the Draft Convention on the Contract for the International Sale of Goods
put forward at the Hague Conference on Private International Law in 1951.
Goldstajn, Aleksander. International conventions and
standard contracts as means of escaping from the application of municipal law-I. (In Schmitthoff, The sources
of the law of international trade. 1964. 'P.I03-117. See
item no. 10.)
The author examines inter alia the possibilities of the
unification of the law of international trade between the
West and the East.
Johnson, A. Bissett. Efficacy of choice of jurisdiction
clauses in international contracts in English and Australian Law. (In (1970) 19 ICLQ 541-556).
Some English and Australian decisions involving choice
of law problems in international contracts litigation are
reviewed.
Kopelmanas, Lazare. International conventions and
standard contracts as means of escaping from the application of municipal law-II. (In Schmitthoff. The sources
of the law of international trade. 1964. p.118-126. Item
no. 10).
Lagergren, Gunnar. The limits of party autonomy-II.
(In Schmitthoff, The sources of the law of international
trade. 1964. 1'.201-224. See item no. 10).
The full title of this report indicates that it includes the
admissibility of conflLet avoidance devices, and the municipal conflict of laws rules for the ascertainment of the
law governing international trade transaotions.
Riese, Otto. International problems in the law of sale.
(In Some comparative aspects of the law relating to sale
of goods ... 1964. p.32-37. See above, item no. 2).
Schmitthoff, Clive M. Colloquium on some problems of
non-performance and force ma;eure in intemational contracts of sale. (In (1960) 9 ICLQ 677-682).
This report summarises the proceedings of the colloquium
held in Finland in 1960 and organised by the International
Association of Legal Science.
Schmitthoff Clive M. ed. The sources of the law of international trade with special reference to East-West trade.
London: Stevens & Sons Ltd., 1964. xxvi, 292pp. This is
a report of the proceedings of the London colloquium in
the series arranged by the International Association of
Legal Science on various ,aspects of international trade
law. It contains the papers presented by the participants
and a note of discussions. Although only some of the
papers reJ.ate specifically to international sale of goods,
this is an important source book on international trade
law. There are lists of participants and contributors: international and municipal legislation and customs: cases;
and an index. Foot-notes refer to legislative and judicial
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sources and literature from many countries. See also item
nos. 4, 6, 7 and 30.
11. Sundstrom, G. O. Z. International sales and the conflict
of laws. (In (1966) JBL 122-127,245-250).
An academic article on the concept of the proper law
of the contract. Foot-note references to an international
fll4lge of publications.
Szaszy, S. Proper law of the contract in trade between
Eastern Europe and the West; the position of East Europe~ socialist States. (In (1969) 18 ICLQ 103-128). The
writer draws on sources and literature from many jurisdictions in discussing the East Europell4l attitude to the
proper law of the contract. A long list of East European
legal textbooks on private international law, foreign trade
and sale contracts is included in a foot-note.
'
13. Wortley, B. A. Need for more uniformity in the law
relating to the international sale of goods in Europe. (In
Legal problems of the European Economic Community
and the Eurpean Free Trade As5ociation 'Pp. 45-57. ICLQ
'
Supplementary Publication No. 1 (1961).
A uniform law for the contract for the mternational sale
of goods would lessen the risk of conflicts of laws and
lengthy litigation. Difficulties such ,as formal requirements,
measure of damages on breach, passing of risk and property are considered with reference to conflicting practices
in legal systems in Europe and a solution offered in the
form ,of the Rome Institute's draft Convention on the
Uniform Law on International Sales of Goods.

12.

NATIONAL PRACTICE

Czechoslovakia
14. Drucker, A. Code of international ,trade. (In (1964)
13 ICLQ 671-675).
The Czechoslovak Code of International Trade 1963
which "regulates ,the whole body of commercial law ~
the international trade of Czechoslovakia", is discussed
and compared with the Hague draft of a uniform law on
international sale of goods.
15. Kalensky, Pavel. The new Czechoslovak International
Trade Code (In (1966) JBL 179-186).
The scope and conte.nts of the Czechoslovak International
Trade Code 1963 is described against the background of
international efforts to unify the law of international
trade.
(a)

(b) Federal Republic of Germany
16. Zweigert, Konrad. Aspects of the German Law of sale.
(In Some comparative aspects of the Law relating to
sale of goods ... 1964. p. I-IS. See above, item no. 2).
A comparison is made between the German and the
English law on sale of goods, which are both then compared with the (then) draft unifolm law on international
sale of goods.
(c) People's Republic of China
17. Smith, Alan H. Standard form contracts in the international commerci.al transactions of the People's Republic
of China. (In (1972) 21 ICLQ 133-150).
This is a useful survey .for practical and academic purposes o.f the international trade organisation and practice
of the People's Republic of China. It covers formation,
arbitration, Language, payment terms, commodity inspection, insmance, shipping documents, quality of goods and
breaches of contract in the standard form contracts used
by the People's Republic of China. There are extracts
from their standard contracts to iI:lustrate the points
made.
Foot-note references to English language articles on
Chinese foreign trade.

(d)
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

18. Ramzaitsev, Dmitri. The law of international trade in
the new Soviet legislation. (In (1963) JBL 229-237).
This is an examination of those rules in the 1961 "Fundamentals of Civil Legislation of the USSR and Union
Republics" and ,the "Fundamentals of Civil Procedure of
the USSR and Union Republics" which have a bearing on
international trade law.
(e)

United Kingdom

19. Chalmers' Sale of Goods Act, 1893 including the Factors
Acts 1889 & 1890. 16th ed. by Michael Mark. London:
Butte>rworths, 1971. xcii, 350pp.
A commentary on the Sale of Goods Act, the Factors
Acts and various other acts is preceded by an introduction
which covers the relationship of the law of sale with the
general law of contract and int.e.rnational contracts of sale.
Table of statutes, cases and index.
20. Eisemann, F. Incoterms and the British export trade.
(In (1965), JBL 114-122).
Standards ,trade terms and unif·orm laws are complementary as a means of standardising international trade law.
The significance of Incoterm 1953 as evidence of international commercial custom is discussed.
21. Feltham, J. D. Uniform Laws on International Sales
Act 1967. (In (1967) 30 MLR 670-676).
A resume is given of the background to the Uniform
Laws on formation and sale. The Uniform Laws on International Sales Act is compared with the Sale of Goods
Act 1893.
(For academic Iawyers.)
22. Graveson, R. H., Cohn, E. J. lI4ld Graveson, D. The Uniform Laws on International Sales Act 1967. London:
Butterworths, 1968. xii. 195pp.
This legal textbook discusses the implications for English
law of the enactment of the Uniform Laws on International Sales and on Formation of Contract for International Sales; reprints the text of the Act with annotations;
and reprints in French and English ,the conventions relating
to Uniform Laws on the International Sale of Goods and
the Formation of Contracts for the International Sale
of Goods. There are tables of cases and statutes a bibliography and an index.
'
23. Sassoon, David M. elF and FOB contracts. London:
Stevens & Sons, 1968. (British Shipping Laws Vol. 5).
xxxiv, 460, [6] pp.
A legal textbook for eJllporters, practising and academic
lawyers on two important aspects of the sale of goods
contracts gives extensive coverage to English case law
supplemented by references to American and Commonwealth decisions.
T'able of statutes, cases and index.
24. Sassoon, David M. Damage resulting from natural decay
under insurance, carriage and sale of goods contracts.
(In (1965) 28 MLR 180-192).
Questions of liability for, and onus of proof of, damage
to goods in tr,ansit are discussed with reference to mainly
English oases involving international sales.
25. Sassoon, David M. Deterioration of goods in transit. (In
(1962) JBL 351-362).
English judicial decisions concerning deterioration of
goods in transit to a buyer abroad are discussed. English
definitions of terms are compared with suggested international s,tandard definitions in lncoterms 1953 and Trade
Terms 1953, and with the American Uniform Commercial
Code.
26. Schmitthoff, Clive M. The export trade. The law and
practice of international trade. 5th ed. London: Stevens
& Sons Ltd., 1969. xxxvii, 451pp.
All a~ts of ,the export trade are covered; a substantial
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portion deals with the contraetfor the international sale
of goods. Amendments to the text are contained in the
British Business Law section of the Journal of Business
Law. There are lists of cases, statutes, international conventions and other formulations of international trade
law and a short ,bibliography of major works on export
trade law published in English, French, German, or
Spanish is attached to chapter 3. (Standardization of terms
in international sales.) Chapter 4 (Market information
for exporters) is a brief guide to English nonrlegaJ literature on export trade. Appendices reproduce parts of
statutes and statutory instruments and the "Standard
Trading Conditions 1956" of the Institute of Shipping
and Forwa.rdmg Agents.

27. Schmitthoff, Clive M. Legal aspects of export sales. 2nd
ed. London: Institute of Export, 1969. xi, 76pp.
This book is based on five lectures given to ,the Institute
of Export. It describes "the legal mechanism of the export sale transaction in the l:ight of modern legal and
commercial experience". It covers the formation of the
contract of sale; the passing of property, possession and
risk; F.O.B. ood rdated clauses; C.I.F. and related clauses;
breach of contract; and conflict of laws. It is written for
students of British export practice and has little to say
on internation,al attempts to unify international trade
law. Short table of cases, statutes and index.
28. Schmitthoff, Clive M. The sale of goods including the
Hire-Purchase Act 1965 and other enactments. 2nd ed.
London: Stevens & Sons Ltd., 1966. xxxviii, 381pp.
The field of British sales law is covered in three parts:
the history, concepts, modem tendencies and suggested
reforms; a commentary on the Sale of Goods Act 1893;
ood notes on and reprints of other statutes related to sale
of goods, and the Uniform Laws OIl International Sales.
Throughout the book there are many references to international sale of goods. Table of statutes, cases 'and an
index.
INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE

(a) General
29. Schmitthoff, Clive M. The unmoatiOll or harmonisation
of law by means of Standard Contracts and General Conditions. (In (1968) 17 ICLQ 551-570).
This practical guide to the VIal'ious methods of unifying
contracts for the international sale of goods could be
useful to practising lawyers as well as academics and students. [Copious foot-note references to an international
range of relevant publications].
3'0. Malintoppi, Antonio. The uniformity of interpretation of
international conventions on uniform laws and of standard
contracts. (In Schmitthoff, The sources of the law of the
internat'ional trade. 1964. p.127-137. See above, item
no. 10).
Measures to prevent divergences in interpreting uniform
law and standa.rd contracts coo. be taken both during and
after the drafting of the texts and by means of their revision.

(b) Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA)
31. East European trade council. Contracts with Eastern
Europe. London, 1969. 77 pp.
This is a practioal guide, for the exporter, to negotiating
sales contracts with Eastern European buyers and to the
legal and practioal aspects of the contract itself.
32. Eorsi, G. 1968 General Conditions of Delivery. (In
(1970) JBL 99-108).
Member States of Comecon have adopted the 1968 Gen·
eral Conditions of Delivery, which revised the 1958 General Conditions in the light of practical experience. The

revision included confliot of laws matters, prescription
and additional legal remedies.
(c)

Uniform Laws on International Sales

33. Aubrey, M. Formation of international contracts, with
reference to the Uniform Law on Formation. (In (1965)
14 ICLQ 1011-1022).
English, French and Gemum law relating to offer and
acceptance 'a.re described to illustrate the difference in
national practices and thus ,the diffioulties which arose
in formulating the Uniform Law on the Formation of
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.
34. Bernini, Giorgio. The Uniform Laws on International
Sale: the Hague cOOventions of 1964 (In (1969) 3 JWTL
671·695). The solution offered by the Uniform Laws on
International Sales to the problems of offer and acceptance
and remedies for breach in international contracts are
discussed and compa.red with English and Italian law,
representing common and civil law practices respectively.
35. Ellwood, L. A. The Hague Uniform Laws governing the
International Sale of Goods. (In Some comparative aspects of the law relating to sale of goods ••• 1964. p. 3856. See above, item no. 2).
This article was written before the Diplomatic Conference at the Hague but revised before publication in the
light of the final texts of the Conventions.
36. Foreign Office·. Final act of the Diplomatic Conference
on the Unification of Law governing the linternational
Sale of Goods, The Hague, 25 April, 1964, together with
Convention relating to a Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods and Convention relating to a Uniform Law on the Formation of Oontracts for the International Sale of Goods opened for signature on July 1,
1964. London; HMSO, 1964.
(Miscellaneous No. 19 (1964) Cmnd. 2415.)
37. Lagergren, Gunnar. The Uniform Law on Formation of
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. (In [1966]
JBL 22-30). A commentary on the Uniform Law on Formation with reference to the solutions offered by various
national systems to some of the problems of formation
of contract.
38. The Law of Formation. Part III of the report of the
United Kingdom delegation to the Diplomatic Conference
on Unification of Law governing International Sale of
Goods held at The Hague from April 2 to April 25,
1964. (In Some comparative aspects of the law relating
to sale of goods... 1964. p. 57-59. See above, item
no. 2).
3'9. Szakats, A. Influence of common law principles on the
Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods. (In
(1966) 15 ICLQ 749-779).
The provisions of French, German, United States and
United Kingdom law relating to hidden defects, remedies
(rescission, damages and specific performance) and the
position of third parties in contracts for the sale of goods
are compared with each other and with ,the provisions of
the Uniform Laws on International Sale of Goods.
40. Szakats, A. Sale of Goods Act 1893 and the Uniform
Law on the International Sale of Goods: some points of
contrast and contact. (In (1968) JBL 235-242).
The author briefly covers the contrast and contacts between the Sale Goods Act 1893 and the Uniform Law
on International Sale of Goods in the problems of fundamental breach, specific performance, avoidance of contract and damages for breacll of contract.
(d) United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
41. Benjamin, Peter. The General Conditions of Sale and
Standard Forms of Contract drawn up by the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe. (In (1961)
JBL 113-131).

Part Three. Bibliographie materials and cheek list of documents

An account of the work of the .Economic Commission
for Europe in standardizing international trade practice
by drawing up genet"lal conditions of sale and standard
forms of contract. The method of preparation, the trades
for which they have been produced and their effects are
discussed.
42. Cornil, Henri. The ECE General Conditions of Sale.
(In (1969) 3 JWTL 390-412).
Describes the methods of the ECE in drawing up genellal conditions and the differences between (a) those
used in trade in Western Europe and those used for sales
between Western and Eastern Europe; and (b) conditions
for different commodities.
Annex 1 contains a Jist of ECE General Conditions of
Sale & Model Contracts with their sales number but no
date of publication, and 'annex II reprints in full the
General Conditions for the Supply of Plant and Machinery
for Export No. 574.
43. East-West Trade and UNECE Conditions (In (1965)
JBL 100-101). This letter briefly sets out some differences
in the various General Conditions of Sale and Standard
Forms of Contract of the Economi.c Commission for
Europe.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(a) Books
EoryCJI.aBCKHii M. M. I1paBoBble BonpocbI TeXHH'leCKOH noMOI.l\H CCCP HHOCTpaHHblM rOCYAapCTBaM H JIHueH3HoHHbIH
AoroBop. M., 1963.

Boguslavskiy M. M. Legal aspects .of the technical assistance
rendered by the USSR to foreign countries, and the licensing
contract. M., 1963.
EoryCJIaBCKHH M. M. I1paBoBoe peryJIHpOBaHHe MelKAyHapoA·
HblX X035IHCTBeHHblx oTHollleHHH. M., 1970.

Boguslavskiy M. M. Legal aspects of international economic
relations. M., 1970.
KeHJIHH A. ,lJ,. TpaHcnopT H CTpaXOBaHHe BO BHelllHeH TOPrOBJIe. I1paBoBble yCJIOBH5I BHelliHeToprOBblX C,lJ.eJIOK. M.,

1947.
Keilin A. D. Transport and insurance in foreign trade. Legal
terms of foreign trade transactions. M" 1947.
nYllU

n.

A. MelK,lJ.YHapo,lJ.Hoe tIaCTHOe npaBo. 06I.l\a51 tIaCTb.

M., 1959.
Lunts L. A. Private international law. General part. M., 1959.
JIYHU n. A. MelKII.YHap0,lJ.Hoe tIaCTHOe npaBo. Oco6eHHa51
tIaCTb. M., 1963.
Lunts L. A. Private international law. Particular part. M., 1963.
nyHU JI. A. MelK,lJ.YHapo)I.Hoe tIaCTHOe npaBo. M., 1970.
Lunts L. A. Private international law. M., 1970.
PaM3aHueB ,lJ,. Il>. I1paBoBble BonpOCbI BHelllHeH TOprOBJIH
CCCP. M., 1954.

Ramzaitsev D. F. Legal aspects of foreign ,trade of the USSR.
M., 1954.
PaM3aHueB ,lJ,. Il>. ,lJ,oroBop KynJIH-npOJl.alKH BO BHelllHeH TOPrOBJIe CCCP. M., 1961.

Ramzaitsev D. F. The contract of sale in foreign trade of the
USSR. M., 1961.
I1paBoBble Bonpocbl BHewHeii TOprOBJIH CCCP C cBponeiiCKHMH CTpanaMH HapO,lJ.HOH ,lJ.eMOKpaTHH. 110,lJ. pe,lJ.. AOKTopa
IDpIlJl.. HaYK, npocjJ. feHKHHa
M., M., 1955.

,n.

Legal aspects of foreign trade of the USSR with the European
countries of peoples' democracies. Edited by professor D. M.
Ghenkin, LL.D., M., 1955.
I1paBoBoe peryJIHpOBaHHe BHewHeH TOprOBJIH CCCP. 110,lI.
pe,lJ.. feHKHHa ,lJ,. M~, M., 1961.

Legal regulations of foreign trade of the USSR. Edited by
D. M. Ghenkin. M., 1961.
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YcefjKO E. T. 1l>0PMbI peryJIHpOBaHH5I COlJ,HaJIHCTHtIecKoro
MelK,lJ.YHapO,lJ.HOrO pa3AeJI.eHH5I TpYAa. M., 1969.

Uhsenko E. T. Forms of regulations of the socialist international division of labour. M., 1969.
3KcnopTHo-HMnopTHble onepaUHH. IlpaBOBoe perYJIHpOBaHHe. 110,lJ. pe,lJ.. 1103,lJ.H5IKoBa B. C., M., 1970.

Export-import operations. Legal regulations. Edited by V. S.
Pozdniakov. M, 1970.
(b) Articles and chapters from books and periodicals
EorYCJIaBCKHH M. M. I1paBo.Boe perYJIHpOBaHHe BHelliHeToprOBoH KynJIH-npO,lJ.alKH B OTHOmeHH5IX MelK,lJ.Y COUHaJIHCTHtIeCKHMH cTpaHaMH. B KH.: «l1p06JIeMbl MelK,lJ.yHapo,lI.Horo tIaCTHOro npaBa», 1960.

Boguslavskiy M. M. Legal regulations of international sale in
relations between socialist countries. In Problems of international private law, 1960.
EoryCJIaBCKHH M. M. fpalK,lI.aHCKO-npaBoBble OTHOlIIeHH5I
MelKJl.Y COUHaJIHCTH'leCKHMH CTpaHaMH. B KH.: «fpalK,lI.aHCKoe npaBO CTpaH HapOAHOH ,lI.eMOKpaTHH». M.., 1958.

Boguslavskiy M. M. Civil law regulations between socialist
countries. In Civil law of the countries of peoples' democracies. M., 1958.
EoryCJIaBCKHH M. M., Il03,lJ.H5IKOB B. C. I1cTotIHHKH npaBa.
B KH.: «3KcnopTHo-HMnopTHble onepaUHH. I1paaoBoe peryJIHpOBaHHe». M., 1970.
Boguslavskiy M. M., pozdniakov V. S. Sources of law. In
Export-import operations. Legal regulations, M., 1970.
EpaTycb C. H. 0 cpoKax HCKOBOH ,lJ.aBHOCTH no cOBeTcKoMy
rpalK,lJ.aHCKoMY 3aKOHO,lJ.aTeJIbCTBY, npHMeH5IeMbIX K Tpe60BaHH5IM no BHelliHeToproBbIM C,lI.eJIKaM. «C60pHHK HHq,OpMaUHOHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB», M., 1969.

Bl1atus S. N. On limitation of action under the Soviet civil law
applied to foreign ·trade transactions. ColIection of information materials, M., 1969.
EyprytIeB f., P03eH6epr M. 06I.l\He yCJIOBH5I nOCTaBOK C3B
1968 r. «BHeIllHRR TOprOBJIR», 1969, Ng 5.
Burguchev G., Rosenberg M. General oonditions of supply
among the CMEA countrks of 1968. Foreign Trade, 1969,
No.5.
EyprytIeB f., P03eH6epr M., KOMHCCH5I OOH no npaBy MelKAyHapoAHoii TOprOBJIH, «BHeIllHllR TOprOBJIR», 1971, Ng 4.

Burguchev G., Rosenberg M. The UN Commission for International Trade Law. Foreign Trade, 1971, No.4.
EaxToB K. K. 0630P OT,lJ.eJIbHbIX 06bI'laeB, npHMeH5IeMbIX BO
BHewHeH TOprOBJIe CCCP. B KH.: «MelKJl.YHapoAHble TOprOBble 06bltIaH», M., 1958.
Bakhtov K. K. Review of certain usages applied in foreign trade
of the USSR. In International .trade usages. M., 1958.
BOpOHOB K. OcjJcjJepTbl, 3anpocbI H 3aKa3bl B MelK,lI.YHapO,lI.HOH ToptoBJIe. «BHeIllHRR TOprOBJIR», 1966, Ng 7.

Voronov K. Offers, inquiries and orders in international trade.
Foreign Trade, 1966, No.7.
feHKHH ,lJ,. M. 3HatIeHHe rpalKJl.aHCKoro KOAeKca PCIl>CP B
peryJIHpOBaHHH OTHOllleHHH 110 BHelllHeH TOprOBJIe. «Co-

BeTCKoe rocy~apcTBO H npaBo», 1965, Ng 2.
Ghenkin D. M. The role of the RSFSR Civil Code in regulating
relations on foreign trade. Soviet State and Law, 1965, No.2.
feHKHH ,lJ,. M. PerpeccHble HCKHB OTHOllleHH5IX no BHelllHeH
TOprOBJIe. «COBeTCKOe rocy~apcTBO H npaBo», 1962, Ng 10.

Ghenkin, D. M. Recourse action over in relations on foreign
trade. Soviet State and Law, 1962, No. 10.
feHKHH ,lJ,. M. CpOKH HCKOBOH ,lJ.aBHOCTH no COBeTcKoMy
rpalK,lJ.aHCKoMy npaBy, npHMeH5IeMble B OTHOllleHH5IX no
BHelllHeii TOprOBJIe. «C60pHHK HHcjJopMaUHoHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB», M., 1965.
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Ghcnkin D. M. Limitation of action under the Soviet civil law
applied to relations on foreign trade. Collection of information materials, M., 1965.
reHKMH )l. M. HeKO'I'Opble npaBoBble BonpOCbl «OO~MX YCJIOBMH nOCTaBOK TOBapoB C3B 1958 r.» (CeKIJ.MlI npaBa BceCOlO3HOH ToproBoH naJlaTbl), «COOpHMK MH(j>opMa~MoHHblX
MaTepMaJlOB», M., 1965.
OJienkin D. M. Some legal aspects of "General conditions of
supply of goods among ·the CMEA countries of 1958" (Legal
Section of .the USSR Chamber of Commerce). Collection of
information materials, M., 1965.
reHKMH )l. M. 0 B3blCKaHMM «aocTpaKTHblx YObITKOB» ITO
BHeWHeToprOBblM C,lI.eJlKaM. «BHeWHllll TOprOBJIll», 1963.,
Ng 4.
Ghenkin D. M. On recovery of "abstract damages" with regard to foreign trade transactions. Foreign Trade, 1963,
No.4.
)lo30p~eB A. B., reHKMH )l. M. nOHliTMe, nOpll,ll.OK COBepweHMlI M(j>opMa BHeWHeToprOBblX C,lI.eJIOK. B KH.: «npaBoBoe
perYJlMpOBaHMe 'BHewHeH TOprOBJIM CCCP». M., 1961.
Dozortsev A. V., Ghenkin D. M. The concept, procedure of
entering into and the form of foreign trade ,transactions. In
Legal regulations of foreign trade of the USSR, M., 1961.
3a~apMHCKMH A. n. ToproBble ,lI.OrOBOpbl M 06~e yCJIOBMlI
nOCTaBO'K Me)f{,!I.Y CCCP M cTpaHaMM HapO,ll.HOH ,lI.eMOKpaTMM. B KH.: «npa13oBble Bonpocbl BHewHeH ToprOBJlM CCCP
C eBponeHcKMMM cTpaHaMM HapO,ll.HOH ,lI.eMOKpaTMM». M.,
1955.
Zatsarinskiy A. P. Trade treaties and general conditions of supply between the USSR and the countries of people's democracies. In Legal aspect of foreign ,trade of the USSR with
the European countries of peoples' democracies. M., 1955.
l1~eHKo A., 3a~erIMHB. «06~Me YCJlOBHlI C3B 1958 r.»,lI.OKYMeHT OOJlbWOrO 3Ha'leHHlI. «BHeWHHll TOprOBJIH», 1958,
Ng 12.
Ishchenko A., Zatsepin
"General conditions of supply of the
CMEA of 1958"-a document of great significance. Foreign
Trade, 1958, No. 12.
l1~eHKo A., 3a~enHH B. )loroBop BHewHeToproBoH KynJlHnp0Jl,a)[{M. B KH.: «npaBoBoe perYJlHpOBaHHe BHeWHeH TOprOBJIH CCCP», M., 1961.
Ishchenko A., Zatsepin B. Contract of international sale, In
Legal regulations at foreign trade of the USSR, M., 1961.
KeHJIMH A. )l. npaBoBble ocooeHHocTM C,lI,MOK KynJIM-npO,ll,a)f{M
B Me)f{,lI.YHapo,ll.HOM ToprOBOM oOopOTe. B KH.: «rpa)f{,lI.aHCKoe H ToprOBoe npaBO KanMTaJlMCTM'leCKHX rOCY,lI.apCTB».
M., 1966.
Keilin A. D. Legal specifics of sale contracts within international trade exchange. In Civil and commercial law of capitalist countries. M., 1966.
KOpOJleHKO A. C. KOMneHca~HoHHoe corJlaweHMe Me)f{AY coB·eTCKHMH M IOrOCJLaBCKMMH BHeWHeTOprOBblMH opraHM3a~MSlMH. «BHeWHllll ToprOBJ111», 1954, Ng 11.
Korolenko A. S. Switch agreement between the Soviet and
Yugoslav foreign trade organiza,tions. Foreign Trade, 1954,
No. 11.
JIYH~ JI. A. CooTHoweHHe Me)f{,lI.YHapO,ll.HOrO ,lI.orOBOpa MBHyTpHrocy,ll,apcT,BoeHHoro 3aKOHa B rpa)f{,lI.aHcKOM MTpy,ll.OBOM
npaBe. Y'leHble 3anHCKH BHI1HC3, BbIn. 14, M., 1968.
Lunts L. A. Correlation of the international treaty and domestic legislation in civil and labour law. Transactions of
VNIISZ (All-Union Re6earch Institute of Soviet Legislation),
14th publication, M., 1968.
JIyH~ JI. A. Bonpocbl npHMeHeHHSI MHocTpaHHblx 3aKOHOB B
OCHoBax rpa)f{,lI.aHcKoro 3aKOHOJl,aTeJIbCTBa COI03a CCP M
COI03HblX peCny6J1HK. «CoBeTcKoe rocy/{apCTBo H npaBo»,
1962, Ng 6.

:a.

Lunts L. A. Questions of ,the appIicatiOll of f01'eip'. laws U;
the Fundamentals of Civil Legislation of the USSR and
Union Republics. Soviet State and Law, 1962, No.6.
JIYH~ JI. A. HeKOTOpble Bonpocbl Me)[{,lI.YHap0,ll.HOro 'laCTHOro
npaBa. Y'leHble 3aUHCKH (BcecoI03HblH MHCTHTyT IOpH,lI.H'leCKHX HayK MMHl1cTepcTBa IOCTM~HH CCCP), BbIn. 3, 1955.
Lunts L. A. Some questions of private international law.
Transactions (All-Union Institute of Leg;al Sciences at the
Ministry of Justice of the USSR), 3rd publication, 1955.
MeH)f{HHcKHH B. H., llIanoBaJIoB H, B. PaapaooTKa B OOH
npaBOBblX npMHuHnoB Me)f{,lI.YHap0,ll.HOro ToproBoro coTpY,lI.HH'leCTBa. «flpaBoBe/{eHHe», 1969, Ng 3.
Menzhinskiy V. I., Shapovalov I.· V. Legal principles of international trade co-operation being elaborated at the UN
Legal Science, 1969, No.3.
•
OpJIOB JI. H. )loroBop KOHCMrHa~HM B TOprOBJle MaWMHaMIf
Mo6opY,lI.OBaHHeM. «BHeWHllll TOprOBJ1ll», 1966, Ng 1.
Orlov L. N. Consignation contract in machinery and equipment trade. Foreign Trade, 1966, No. 1.
OpJlOB JI. H. COrJIaWeHMe 0 npe,ll.ocTaBJleHMH MCKJlIO'lHTeJIbHoro npaBa Ha npo,ll.a)f{y MaWHH M060pY,lI.OBaHMlI BO BHewHeH TOprOBJle. Y'leHble 3anMCKM HMO. M., 1967.
Orlov L. N. Agreement on exclusive rights for sale of machinery and equipment in foreign trade. Transactions of
IMO (Institute of International Relations), M., 1967.
0PJIOB JI. H. npe,ll.OCTaBJIeHHe HCKJIIO'lHTeJlbHOro npaBa Ha
npoJl,a)f{Y· «BHewHl1R TOprOBJIl1», 1967, Ng 4.
Orlov L. N. The granting of an exclusive right of sale. Foreign
Trade, 1967, No.4.
nanoBSlH 11. C. BHewHeToproBble C,lI.eJlKM KynJlM-np0,ll.a)f{M Ha
YCJIOBHSlX CR(j>. «CoBeTcKoe rocy/{apcTBo H npaBo» 1970
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in sede arbitrale. Rass. arbitr. 1966, 27.
Luzzato, R. Sull'efficacia in Italia di un provvedimento del
Tribunale arbitrale presso la Borsa Merd di Vienna. Riv.
'internaz. priv. proc. 1965, 90.
- - - - . Acoordi internazionali e diritto interno in materia
di arbitrato: la ConY. di New Jork del 1958. Riv. internaz.
proc. 1968, 24.
Marmo, L. La convenzione di New Jork suI riconoscimento
delle sentenzearbitrali. Rivista di Diritto lnternazionale,
1959, 31.
Mi,ele, M. La competenza internazionale dell'arbitrato nel
giudizio di delibazione relativo a lodi estemi, Annali Macerata. 1961, 43.
Minali, E. L'alt. VI dell'Accordo integrativo del Trattato di
amidzia Commercio e Navigazione tra la Repubblica Italiana egli USA. Giurispr. it. 1961, 4, 171.
Minoli, E. Adesione dell'Italia alIa Cony. di New Jork. Rass.
arbitrato 1966, 81.
- - - - , . L'Italia e la Cony. sui riconoscimento e ]a esecuzione delle sentenze arbitrali stramere. Arch. giur. 1968,
(44), 403.
Monaco, R. 11 diritto llJppIicabile alIa sostanza della controversia nella Convenzione europea sull'arbitmto commerciale. Rass. arbitr. 1962, 1.
Nestor, I. L'azione delle nazioni unite per ladiffusione dell'arbitrato commerciale inte~nazionale. Riv. internaz. priv. proc.
1969, 897.
Nobili, R. L'arbitrato delle associazioni commerciali. In
Riv. Comm. 1956, I, 220.
Paone, D. Su l'arbitrato previsto dall'art. VIII della Convenzione di Londra tra gli Stati membri della Nato. Riv.
internaz. 1967, 179.
N. Q. Arbitrato. Unum Jus 1961, 477.
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Satta-Manca. Luogo di svolgimento dell'arbitrato secondo il
Protocollo di Ginevra e legge regolatrice della norma della
c1ausola compromissoria. Dir. Maritt. 1960, 375.
Telchini, L. In tema di efficacia in ltalia di una sentenza
arbitrale strUil1iera. Riv. di dir. internaz. priv. e proc. 1966,
67.
Ubertazzi, G. M. Contributo agli studi sull'arbitrato estero
nel diritto processuale civile internazionale. Dir. intern.
1967, 279.
Romania
Filip loan and Octavian Capatina. Les effets des sentences
arbitrales etra'ngeres en matiere de rapports de commerce
exterieur oonformement au droit de la RepubIique sociaIiste
de Roumanie. Revue rbumaine d'budes internationales,
No. 1-2/1967.
Nestor, Ion. Probleme prinvind arbitrajul pentru commertul
exterior in tarile socialiste europene (problemes concernant
l'arbitrage pour Ie commerce exterieur dans les pays sociaIistes europeens). Burure§ti, 1962,309 p.
- - - - . Examen teoretic de practica arbitrala pentru comertul exterior (Analyse theorique de la jurisprudence arbitrale
en matiere de commerce exterieur). Studii ~i cercetari juridice,
No. 1/1964.
- - - - . Privitor la organizarea §i functionarea arbitrajuIui
permanent pentru rezolvarea litigiilor ce se nasc din operatiile de comert exterior. Propuneri de lege ferenda (sur
l'organisation et Ie fonctionnement de l'arbitrage permanent
pour la solution des litiges qui naissent des operations de
commerce exterieur; propositions de lege ferenda). Studii
§i cercetari juridice, No. 1/1967.
- - - - , . De quelques problemes relatifs a la competence de
l'arbitrage commercial, in "Rechtsfragen der Kooperation
zwischen Unternehmen in Ost und West. Studien des
Instituts fUr Ostrecht". MUnchen, 1967.
- - - - . A theoretical survey on arbitral practice irn foreign
trade issues. Revue roumaine de sciences sociales. Serie de
sciences juridiques, No. 2/1967.
- - - - . Organisation et fonctionnement de I'arbitrage pour
Ie commerce exterieur dans la Republique socialiste de
Roumanie. II diritto negli scambi internazionali, Milano,
No. 2/1969.
- - - - , . L'action des Nations Unies pour la diffusion de
I'arbitrage commercial international. Rivista del diritto privato e processuale, No. 5/1969 et in Revue roumaine
d'etudes internationales, No. 2/1970.
Nestor, Ion and Octavian Capat.ina. Chronique de jurisprudence roumaine de droit international prive. Journal du droit
international (Clunet), No.3, 1971.
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1. Arbitration. London: Institute of Arbitrators. 1915
This quarterly journal includes articles on the whole
range of arbitration under English law. Occasional articles
briefly cover aspects of international commercial arbitration.
2. International Law Association. Reports of conferences.
London: International Law Association. 1873
The annual reports of the International Law Association usually contain a report from the Association's
Committee on International Commercial Arbitration
covering recent developments in this field.
GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE

3. International arbi,tration: a symposium. (In (1966) 15
ICLQ 718-748)
This is a report of a one-day symposium held on
20 January 1966 by the British Institute of International
and Comparative Law on "The prindples and practice of
international arbitration". For details of the papers presented to the symposium see item nos. 8, 11, 14 and 15.
4. Lalive, Jean-Flavien. Contracts between a state or a state
agency and a foreign company. Theory and practice:
choice of law in a new arbitration case. (In (1964) 13
ICLQ 987-1021)
The general principles of law to be applied in arbitration are examined in relation to oil concession contracts
where one party is a state-owned agency and the other,
a foreign corporation. Extracts from the arbitral judgement
in the dispute between Sapphire International Petroleums
Ltd. and the National Iranian Oil Company are given
in an appendix, and a list of similar arbitrations appears
in a foot-note. Reference to an international range of
relevant publications is made throughout the article.
5. Mann, F. A. State contracts and international arbitration. (In (1967) 42 BYIL 1-37)
The first part of the article deals with the question of
the Jaw-municipal or public international law-to which
an arbitration between a State and a foreign national is
subject. This is followed by a detailed examination of the·
difficulties which may arise over such arbitrations.
6. Schmitthoff, Clive M. The sources of the law of international trade, with special reference to East-West trade.
London: Stevens & Sons Ltd., 1964 xxvi, 292pp.
This is a report of the proceedings of the London
colloquium in the series arranged by the International
AssociatIon of Legal Science on various aspects of international trade law. It contains the papers presented and
a note of discussions. There are lists of participants and
contributors; international and municipal legislation and
customs; cases; and an index. International commercial
arbitration is considered in the general context of international trade law in several of the papers. For the
papers dealing substantially with the subject see items 7
and 35 of this bibliography.
7. Tallon, Denis. The Law applied by arbitration tribunals
-II (In Schmitthoff, Clive M. The sources of the law
of international trade. 1964 p. 154-166 Item 6)
The author considers first the determination of the
law governing the arbitration and the law governing the
substance of the dispute, and secondly the determination of
the content of the law governing both procedure and

dispute, which the arbitrator is to apply. A brief bibliography supplements the foot-note references in the text to a
wide range of publications.
8. Tangley, Lord. International arbitration today. (In (1966)
15 ICLQ 719-725)
Lord Tangley introduced the symposium on "The Principles and practice of International Arbitration" with
comments on the increase in complexity of international
trade and therefore of the scope> of internatiO!llal commercial arbitration; and also on the unfortunate multiplicity of arbitral bodies due in part to politically based
suspicion among nations.
9. Verdross, Alfred.' Quasi-international agreements and
international eCO!llomic transactions. (In Year Book of
World Affairs 1964, Vol. 18230-247)
The nature of, and law governing, "quasi-international
agreements", i.e. investment or concession agreements
between a State and a foreign national, is examined in
the. light. of decis~o.ns of arbitration tribunals set up to
decIde dIsputes anslOg between such par-ties.
10. Wall, E. International congress on arbitration (Venice,
October 6-8, 1969). (In (1970) 19 ICLQ 153-155)
This is a brief report of a Congress which examined
the extent of recourse to international commercial arbi.
tration and Itbe difficulties involved; and made recommendations as to possible methods of encouraging greater
use of arbitration.
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND RULES

(a) Commodity associations

11. Faure, J. C. A. Commodity market arbitrations with
special reference to the Incorporated Oil Seed Association
Rules. (In (1966) 15 ICLQ 736-742)
The purpose and organization of trade associations is
described with particular reference to the Lncorporated
Oil Seed AssociatiO!ll. Its Rules of Arbitration are ex.
plained through examples of possible disputes followed by
the method of their solution and appeal procedure.
(b) World Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development)
12. Sassoon, David M. Convention on the settlement of
investment disputes. (In [1965] JBL 334-339)
The reasons for, and background to the drafting of
the Convention by the World Bank are described. The
convention is intended to make provision for permanent
"facilities to which states and foreign investors could
voluntarily submit disputes for settlement through conciliation and arbitration". The article describes the jurisdiction of the International Centre for the Settlement of
Investment Disputes and the Convention's provisions for
submitting investment disputes to it. .
(c) International Chamber of Commerce
13. Cohn, E. J. The Rules of Arbitration of the International
Chamber of Commerce. (In (1965) 14 ICLQ 132-171)
A short introduction to the disadvantages of litigation
over international contracts and the advantages of arbitration is followed by a thorough description of the arbitration machinery of the International Chamber of Commerce.
This description covers their officially recommended
arbitration clause; the Rules on Conciliation and Arbitration; and comparative material on the differences between
the Rules and arbitration and litigation procedure under
various national legal systems.

14. Eisemann, Dr. F. Arbitrations under the International
Chamber of Commerce rules. (In (1966) 15 ICLQ
726-736)

Part Three. Bibliographie materials and cheek list of documents
Disputes taken to the International Chamber of Commerce for arbitration vary greatly as to the identity and
geographical location of the parties, the commodities involved, and the type of contract. This is illustrated by
reference to statistics and brief summaries of recent cases.
The process of arbitration is described from receipt of
the claimants' request for arbitration to the enforcement
of awards.
(d) United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the

Far East
15. Sanders, Pieter. Trade arbitratiolils betweea East and West.
(In (1966) 15 ICLQ. 742-748)
In this article East means developing Asian countries
and West, the developed countries of Europe, the Soviet
Union and the United States. It is a report of the 1966
second ECAFE ,arbitration conference in Bangkok. The
conference, having decided on the need for arbitration
rules for trade diS1putes between East and West, formulated
principles from which rules could be drafted. Some of
the problems in deciding on principles are described.
(0) United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

16. Benjamin, P. I. The European Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration. (In (1961) 37 BYIL 478-495)
The problems which can arise before, during and after
arbitration in international. trade are discussed with reference to the possible effect on them of the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration, 1961.
17. Cohn, E. J. The Rules of Arbitration of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe. (In (1967) 16 ICLQ
946-981)
The background to, and contents of, the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration are summarized. Although the United Kingdom has not ratified
the Convention, nevertheless the Arbitration Rules of
UNECE are important for UnIted Kingdom firms doing
business abroad because they may be adopted by the parnes
to international contracts. The Rules are explained in detail and compared with those of the International Chamber
of Commerce and with English arbitra.tion practice.
18. Sarre, David A. Godwin. European Commercial Arbitration. (In (1961) JBL 352-360)
The text of the European Convention on Intel'1UlJtional
Commercial Arbitration 1961 is preceded by a brief note
on the background to the Convention ·and the difficulties
involved in reaching agreement .over the provisions of
article 4-the organization of the arbitration.
NATIONAL PRACTICE

(a) United Kingdom

19. Cohn E. J. The Arbitration Act 1960 [sic, ie 1950] section 4 (2) and the Geneva Protocol. (In (1962) 11 ICLQ
569-573 )
This note on a case concernmg stay of arbitration proceedings under Arbitration Act 1950 S.4 (2) considers
the implementation by that section of the Geneva Protocol
on Arbitration Clauses. The author contends that the
words of the subsection do not implement the whole of
article 4 of the Protocol.
20. Cohn, E. J. The fifth report of the Private Internatioool
Law Committee. (In (1962) 25 MLR 449-454)
The report on recognition and enforcement of foreign
arbitral awards by the Private International Law Committee is reviewed. The 1958 New York Convention which
is the subject of the report, is analysed in comparison with
the Geneva Protocol of 1923' and Convention of 1927.
J.ts effect, if impIemented, on English law is examined.
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21. Commercial Court users' con:fleTence report. London:
HMSO, 1962. 34pp. (Cmnd. 1616)
The purpose of the conference, held in 1960, was to
.ascertain the views of the commercial community, represented at the conference by 24 organizations, upon the
decline of the business of the Commercial Court and
how its constitution, practice amd procedu['e might be
improved ,to meet their needs. The report and appendices,
containing detailed comments and suggestions by the participating 'associations, also considers the Court's relation
to commercial arbitration and its importance to the international commercial community.
22. Lord Chancel1or's Department. Private International Law
Committee. Fifth report (recognition and enforcement of
foreign arbitral awards). LondOn: HMSO, 1961. 3'3pp
(Cmnd.1515)
The Committee was asked to study the provisions of
the Convention on the Recognition ·and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958 and advise Her Majesty's
Government on its acceptance. The report presents the
conclusions of the Committee and a commentary on articles I-VI of ,the Convention. The text of the Convention
and of the 1923 Protocol on Arbitration C1auses are set
out in appendices.
23. Mann, F. A. English procedural law and foreign arbitrations. (In (1969) 18 ICLQ 997-1001 and (1970) 19 ICLQ
693-696)
The question of what is the procedural law governing
an international commercial arbitration was discussed in an
English judgement concerning an arbitration in Scotland.
In .the first article, the author sets out his reasons for
disagreeing with the Court of Appeal's decision; in the
second, he analyses the House of Lords' reversal of this
decision and considers the implication of the House of
Lords' judgement.
24. Marshall, E. A. Law of arbitration-a difference between
Scots and English. (In (1970) Juridical Review 115134)
Following a discussion of a recent House of Lords'
decision concerning an arbitration ~n Scotland, there is
a detailed comparison of the Scottish and EngLish law of
arbitration.
25. Polonsky, Michael. Arbitration of international contracts.
(In (1971) JBL 1-11)
The dist~nction, whi<:h arose in two recent English
decisions, between the law governing the contractual rights
of the parties to an international contract. and the law
governing the arbitration proceedings; and the relationship
of the arbitration clause to the determination of the proper law of the contract are examined.
26. Russell F. Russell on the law of arbitration. 18thed. by
Anthony Walton. London: Stevens & Sons Ltd, 1970.
lvi 542pp.
This major textbook covers the whole field of English
arbitration law and practice under such headings as, inter
alia what matters may be referred to arbitration; who
may be an arbitrator; powers and duties of arbitrators;
control of the reference by the court; and enforcement
of awards. International commercial arbitration is dealt
with as it occurs within the scheme of the book. Many
of the examples and cases cited relate to international
commercial arbitration. There are the usual lists of
statutes delegated legislation, cases and Rules of the
Suprem'e Court referred to in ,the ·text. Useful appendices
contain reprints of the Arhitration Act 1950; the Rules
of the Supreme Court relating to arbitration ,and a list of
notes on arbitr·ation attached to other Rules; a short list
of practical books on arbitration; and many forms including the arbitration clauses of the International
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Chamber of Commerce and the American Arbitration Association. The book concludes with an index.
27. &:hmitthoff, Clive M. Arbitmtion: the supervisory jurisdiction of the courts. (Ill (1967) JBL 318-328)
Of the two elements in arbitration, the contractual and
the judicial, the latter predominates in England. Judicial
control of the substantivecOITectness of arbitration awards
by way of the power of the Courts to break an arbitration clause and -the statement of a special case for the
opinion of the court is described. This supervisory jUTisdiction is eX!pIained and justified historically in this article. Suggestions for reforms to judicial supervision, are
made including use of judicial arbitration, statements of
special cases to the Court of Appeal, and the use of amicable compositors.
(b) Other countries
28. Farag6, L. Organisation and ,activity of the Court of Arbitration of the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce. (In
(1960) 9 ICLQ 682-688)
29. Farag6, L. Decisions of the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce in "Comecon" arbitrations. (In (1965) 14 ICLQ
1124-1143)
Law Decree No. 22/1952 proV'ided for two forms of arbitration. It is with the second, the Court of Arbitration of
the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce, that these articles are concerned. The first article describes the administrative organization and rules of procedure of the
Court and the function of its Legal Secretary. In the
second article, the basis of jurisdiction of, and the law
applied by, the Court is described briefly. The greater part
of the article comprises selected extracts from eleven
judgements of the Court in cases in which both parties
were State enterprises of Comecon countries.
30. Govindaraj, V. C. Foreign arbitral awards and foreign
judgements 'based upon such awards. (In (1964) 13 ICLQ
1465-1468)
This is a note on a test case before the Supreme Court
of India on the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award.
31. Hossain, Kamal. 1nternational commercial arbitration,
state succession and the Commonwealth. (In (1960) 3'6
BYIL 370-375)
The divergent approaches to the enforcement of English
arbitral awards taken by the Indian and Pakistani Courts
since their countries' Independence in 1947 is set out. The
difficulty arises from the question whether they are
parties to the Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses
1923 and the Geneva Convention on the Execution of
Foreign Arbitral Awards 1927 vis-a-vis England since
1947 because of the conditions for recognition of Parties
contained in the English and Indian implementing legislation.
32. Jakubowski, J. The settlement of foreign trade disputes
in Poland. (In (1962) 11 ICLQ 806-821)
This article describes international commercial arbitration procedure in Poland. The judicial practice and procedure of the Court of Arbitration of the Polish Chamber
of Foreign Trade is covered in detail, including resumes
of several recent cases. The International Arbitration
Court for Maritime and Inland Navigation and the
Gdynia Cotton Arbitration Chamber are described in less
detail. There are foot-note references to works on Polish
foreign trade aJlld inter,national law in a variety of
languages.
33. Kos-Rabcewicz-Zubkowski, L. East European rules on the
validity of international commercial arbitration agreements. Manchester: University Press, 1970. xii, 332pp.
The countries covered by this book are Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic,

Hungary, Poland, Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Yugoslavia. Their practice relating to the
capacity to conclUde international commercial arbitration agreements, their form, and what may be submitted
to arbitration both genel1ally and before any specified
arbitral body is described by reference to their legislation, international conventions to which ,they are parties
and arbitration decisions. Bibliographical sources are
quoted extensively in footnotes, often with indications of
where to find Engl,ish translations of laws or codes.
The remaining two thirds of the book consists of appendices reprinting in English translations (except for Albania, where the translation is into French) the rules of
foreign trade arbItration bodies of these countries; international arbitration conventions to which one or more of
the East European countries are parties; and various othe'r
rules or laws relating to arbitration. An extensive bibliography of an international range of books and articles is
followed by a list of arbitral decisions cited in the text
and an index.
34. Ramzaitsev, Dmitri. The application of private international law in Soviet foreign trade practice. (In (1961)
JBL 343-351)
The application of private international law is described
through the decisions of the Soviet Foreign Trade Arbitration Commission. Aspects of Soviet trade law discussed
are the form of the transaction; legal capacity and competence of the parties; determination of the law to be
applied to a transaction; manner of applying foreign law;
application of international customs; and questions relating
to arbitration agreements.
35. Ramzaitsev, D. F. The law applied by arbitration tribunals-I (In &:hmitthoff, Clive M. The sources of the
Law of international trade. 1964 pp. 138-153. Item 6)
This report, in two parts, is concerned with the practice
of the East European countries' permanent foreign trade
arbitration tribunals, especially the Foreign Trade Arbitration Commission at the Soviet Chamber of Commerce,
in applying rules of law to disputes. In the first part the
application of legal rules to the competence of arbitration tribunals is considered while the second part examines their application to the substance of the dispute,
with examples from arbitration decisions. There are frequent references to -the sources of the law and decisions
discussed.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(a) Books

EropoB JI. M. MopcKoH ap6HTpa>K B AHrJlIfH, M., 1963.
Egorov L. M. Maritime arbitration in England, M., 1963.
KeHJlHH A. )J.. CYAoyCTpOHCTBO H rpa>KAaHCKHH npouecc B
KanHTaJlHCTlflleCKHX rocYAapcTBax, '1aCTh III, Ap6HTpa>K,
M., 1961.

Keilin A. D. Judicial structure and civil procedure in capitalist
countries, part III, Arbitration, M., 1961.
JIe6eAeB C. H. Me>KAyHapoAHblH TOproBblH ap6HTpa>K, M.,

1965.
Lebedev S. N. International trade arbitration, M., 1965.
PaM3aH~eB )J.. <fl. BHelliHeToproBblH ap6HTpa>K B CCCP. M.,
1957.
Ramzaitsev D. F. Foreign trade arbitration in the USSR, M.,
1957.
PaM3aHueB )J.. <1>. Ap61-lTpa>K B TOproBOM MOperrJJaBaHHH, M.,
1960.

Rarnzaitsev D. F: Arbitration in merchant navigation, M., 1960.
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(b) Articles and chapters from books and periodicals
BorycJlaBcKI1H M. M. ApOI1Tpa}l{HOe paccMOTpeHl1e enopos
no BHeulHeH TOprOBJle CCCP C eBpOneHCKI1MI1 cTpaHaMI1
HapoJJ;HOH ,lJ.eMOKpaTI1H, B KHl1re «npaBoBble Bonpo<:bl BHewHeM TOprOBJlI1 CCCP», M., 1955.

Boguslavskiy M. M. Arbitration pl'oceedings on disputes in
foreign trade of the USSR wi,th the European countries of
peoples' democracies. In Legal aspects of foreign trade of
the USSR, M., 1955.
BpaTycb C. H. J;!TOfl1 qeTBepToH KOHclJepeHlJ,1111 npe,lJ.Ce,lJ.aTeJIeH BHeulHeTOproBbIx apOHTpaJKHbIX KOMI1CCHH H CY,lJ.OB
CTpaH-q,1eHOB C3B. «CeKI..\I1S1 npaBa BcecolO3HoH ToproBOH naJIaThl. C60PHI1K HHclJ0pMaI..\110HHbIX MaTepl1aJlOB»,
BbmycK 21, M., 1968.

Bratus S. N. Review of the 4thoonference of the Chairmen of
foreign trade arbitration commissions and tribunals of the
CMEA countries. Legal Section of the USSR Chamber of
Commerce. Collection of information materials, 21st publication, M., 1968.
reHKI1H )J.. M. EBponeHcKaSi KOHBeHI..\I1S1 0 BHewHeToproBoM
ap6HTpaJKe. «CeKl.\l1S1 npaBa BcecolO3HoH ToproBoH naJIaTb!. C60PHI1K I1HclJ0pMaI..\110HHbIX MaTepl1aJIOB», BhmycK

20, M., 1967.
Ghenkin D. M. The European Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration. Legal Section of the USSR Chamber of Commerce. Colleotion of information materials, 20th
publication, M., 1967.
rypeeB C. A. EBponeHcKaSi KOHBeHl.\HSI 0 BHeUlHeTOprOBOM
ap6l1TpaJKe. «CoBeTcKHH C}/{CrOp,HHK MC}/{P,YHapop,Horo
npaBa 1963 r.», M., 1965.
Ghurejev S. A. The European Convention on ~temat~onal
Commercial Arbitration. Soviet yearbook of mternational
law, 1963. M., 1965.
J1u.r-eHKo A. A. HOBaSi KOHBeHl.\l1S1 0 npH3HaHHH 11 npHBe,lJ.eHI1H
B I1CnOJIHeHl1e I1HocTpaHHbIx ap611TpaJKHblX peweHHti., B
}KypHaJIe «BHCWHRfl ToprOBJlfl», 1958, Ng 10.
Ischenko A. A. The new Convention on the recognition and
enfol'Cement of foreigl!1 arbitral awards. Foreign Trade,
1958, No. 10.
KeHJII1H A. )J.. MopcKaSi ap611TpaJKHaSi KOMI1CCI1S1, B JKypHaJIe
«BHCWHflfl TOprOBJ1fl», 1947, N2 11.
Keilin A. D. Maritime Arbitration Commission, Foreign Trade,
No. 11, 1947.
KeHJIoHH A. )J.. MOpCKOH ap611TpaJK B CCCP 3a nOCJIe,lJ.Hl1e
rO,lJ.bl «CeKl..\l1l1 ToproBoro MOpenJIaBaHHSI 11 MopCKoro
npaB~ BcecolO3Hofl ToproBoH naJIaTbI. ToproBoe MopenJIaBaHl1e 11 MopcKoe npaBo. C6opHI1K cTaTeH H MaTepl1aJlOB», N2 1, M., 1963.
Keilin A. D. Maritime arbitration in the USSR during recent
years Section of Merchant Navigation and Maritime Law of
the USSR Chamber of Commerce. Merchant navigation and
maritime law. Collection of articles and materials, No.1,
M., 1963.
JIe6e,lJ.eB C. H. BonpocbI npH3HaHI111 11 npI1Be,lJ.eHI1S1 B I1cnOJlHeHl1e ap611TpaJKHbIX peWeHI1H B COrJIaWeHllllX CCCP c
I1HocTpaHHblMI1 'rocy,lJ.apCTBaMI1, I1HCTHTYT MeJK,lJ.yHapO,lJ.HbIX oTHOWeHI1M, «YqeHble 3anHCKI1», BhInyCK 3, M., 1961.
Lebedev S. N. Questions of recognition and enfO':cement. of
arbitral awards in agreements of the USSR With foreIgn
countries. Institute of International Relations. Transactions,
3rd publication, M., 1961.
JIe6e.n.eB C. H. Pa3peweHHe HMyu.r-ecTBeHHhIx cnopoB COBeTCKI1X BHewHeToproBblx opraHH3al.\HH, B KHl1re «3KcnopTHoI1MnopTHbIe Onepal..\HI1. npaBoBoe peryJll1pOBaHl1e», M.,
1970.

Lebedev S. N. Settlement of pecuniary disputes of Soviet foreign trade organizations. In Export-import operations. Legal
regulations, M., 1970.
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JIYHI..\ JI. A. Ap611TpaJK B 06JIaCTI1 BHewHeH TOprOBJlI1, rJlasa
B ero JKe KHHTe «MeJK,lJ.YHapO',lJ.HbIH rpaJK,lJ.aHCKI1H np0l..\ecc»,
M.,1966.

LUI1ts L. A. Arbitration in the field of foreign trade. Chapter
in: International civil procedure, M., 1966.
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